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INTRODUCTION
Many of the detailed studies done in connection with Ecological Study
of the Lagoons surrounding the John F. Kennedy Space Port were performed
as Master's Thesis investigations by various graduate students enrolled at
F. I. T. during and subsequent to the report. The scope and purpose of what
we came to call "the KSC Baseline Study" caught the imagination and interest
of our student body. Many who were not financially or otherwise connected with
the project found their inspiration in studies that were directly connected with
project, and thus added materially to the totality of the knowledge gained. An
example of one such study is the first article included in this Volume, A Master's
Thesis study performed by Shen Phillip Chen, who chose the site for his investi-
gation so that his results would correlate with and extend the results of others.
In addition to the Master's Theses contained in this Volume, six other
graduate studies must be acknowledged here as contributing to this Report, al-
though they have not reached the stage of final publication. Ms. sandra Fettes
has completed a study of the amounts of five trace metals in mangrove leaves
from plants at various locations around the Kennedy Space Center. Mr. Ber-
nard Cohenour has isolated and identified a number of oil consuming bacteria
endemic in the waters of the Indian Rivers. Mr. Charles Waterhouse has analy-
zed historic data of tidal gauges in the lagoonal area and correlated it with wind
field records. Mr. Renkert Meyer has measured the vertical and horizontal
currents of the lagoons and is attempting an interpretation of them in terms of
the wind field as a driving force. Mr. Richard Campbell has measured the rate
of nitrogen fixation in both the water columns and the sediments under them in
the lagoons. Mr. Craig Weiderhold has measured thl3 annual variations in the
populations of benthic invertebrates in the lagoons.
An integral part of the F. I. T. curriculum is a requirement that each
undergraduate student perform an independent study during his Senior year and
submit his results in the form and format of a professional scientific report.
While none of these senior Project Reports have been included in this Volume
because of space limitations, many of them aided significantly in the overall
study. Typical of these were: light and dark bottle studies of the blue-green
algae respiration; writing and executing computer studies comparing the water
chemistry data from various sites; detection and identification of nitrogen fixa-
tion bacteria in the Indian River; measurement of dissolved oils and greases in
the river, photographically recording the benthic life-forms found in the river
bottom; measuring the vertical structure of drift and slope currents in too lagoons;
and measurement of water level variations along the long axis of a lagoon as a
function of wind stress.
These articles are published as a part of this Final Report in an effort
to make available for the record as much of the basic data as possible. The
few articles published on the Indian River have in general not contained much de-
tailed data, so that comparisons of current status to conditions of the past are
difficult or impossible. A major effort of both the Oceanographic and Ecological
communities for the past decade has been the retrieval and storage of basic data
in order to permit determinations of trends or changes in baseline conditions.
It is believed that the information compiled here will be of great value in any
future investigations.
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ABSTRACT
The rate and mode of decomposition of manatee grass
(Cymodot;eul11 manatorum) in the Indian River, Brevard County, Florick.
was measured in-situ and in thE. laboratory. Although there were variations
in rates between the two methods, statistical analysis shows that they are not
signigicant. Rates of change for seven parameters were measured. The
rate of change of four parameters (chlorophyll, carbohydrate, caloric con-
tent and amino acid) correlated closely with the loss of dry weight through
decomposition. The remaining two parameters (protein and total lipids)
appear to reflect the growth of large bacterial, fungal and micro-inverte-
brate populations on the plant detritus.
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1. .lNTHOnUCTION
The Florida coastline extends over 3000 miles, and includes
warm-temperate, sub-tropical and tropical zonc;lS. The Florida peninsula
is surrounded by barrier islands, offshore Keys and wide shallow sandy
bottoms. The barrier islands separate the moving waters of the Gulf
Stream from the off-shore shallows, creating warm quiet saline lagoons,
which art' favorable habitats for submerged plants and extensive diverse
populations of vertebrates and invertebrates. The submerged plants con-
stitute one of the basic links in the food chain. The four most common and
important of the Florida sea grasses, as determined by Phillips (1960) are
Ihalassia testudillum Konig, Syringodium !i.!!!Q.rme Kutz, (or Cymodocea
manatorum Aschers), Diplanthera. wrightii Ascitlers (or Halodule wrightii
Aschers) and Ruppia maritima L. In the north end of the Indian River,
Brevard County, Florida, the area selected for this study, Cymodocea
manatorum is the dominant species, therefore it was selected as the sub-
ject for t.his study of decomposition rates and products of decomposition.
Decomposition of plant materials by abiotic and biotic processes.
The abiotic processes are primarily those of mechanical break-up and dis-
persal of the dead plant tissues. The biotic proeesses, accomplished pri-
marily by bacteria and fungi, decompose plant materials into their compo-
nent nutrients, feeding the bacteria and fungi and releasing other nutrient
materials into the surrounding waters where they become the primary food
source for other marine animals (Phillips, 1960). Because of the food
.~J_.JJ._J~JJJJJJ .~JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ.~JJJJJJ
2supply made available b.y decomposition, seagrass beds are nurseries and
feeding grounds for young fish and shrimp, as well as for countless popu-
lations of small marir:e animals such as the Polychaeta, Holothuria, Amphi-
poda, and Mollusca which were found living inside the plastic milk-jugs
that were used as decompcsi~ion chambers for this study. The nutrients
released into the water when seagrass leaves decay help to support a large
plankton population, which in turn supports an abundance of larger animals,
and so on up the food chain (Phillips, 19GO).
The principle source of primary production in the Indian River
is the benthic seagrass beds. The nutrients locked up in the leaves are not
available to other plants nor to most of the animals liVing in the river, be-
cause the animals are not able to digest directly the celluloses and lignins
of the leaves. Even fOl' those animals that eat the leaves, the utilization of
lignin and cellulose by animals is largely mediated by symbionts, or involves
passage through a detritic form (Margalef, 1968). The decaying leaves are
broken up into many small pieces, called detritus, which are then further
digested by bacteria until ultimately no part of the leaf is left intact. The
bacteria und fungi are fed upon by larger zooplankton, or dying, release
their nuteients into the water. &nne detritus may sink to the bottom and
become a part of the sediments, but even here, it is subject to attack and
decomposition by both aerobic and anaerobic bacteria. The nutrients are
not necessarily lost just because they are contained in the sediments:
"Since detritus refers to all the particulate organic matter
involved in the decomposition of dead organisms, the sediments may act
as a nutrient storage bank (Patriquin, 1972)".
It. • • • • • •• rooted aquatic plant::; often recover nutrients from
deep iI. the anaerobic sediments and thus provide a useful nutrient pump
for the ecosystem (Odum, 1971)".
.,
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FIGURE 1. Station A and B - near the stations, there is the Haulover
Canal connecting the Indian River and Mosquito Lagoon.
5n. STATEMENT OF THE INVESTIGATION
This study of the decomposition rate of manatee grass
(Cymodocea manatorum) was conducted in two modes, one in the laboratory
and the other "in situ" in the Indian River. For each mode, a determination
of rate of decomposition was made at two week intervals for a total span of
ten weeks. Measurements of (1) total lipids, (2) protein content, (3) carbo-
hydrate content, (4) chlorophyll, (5) amino acid content and (6) caloric con-
tent were also made at two week intervals. The data derived is examined
statistically for correlation between the two modes as well as for compa-
rability between the two parallel simple groups established for each mode.
---------_._---- ----_._------_._--
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III. METHODS AND MATElUALS
A. Indian River Site
1) For tm "in-situ" investigation, ,a sample site near the
Haulover Canal, at the north end of the Indian River, in Brevard County,
Florida was selected. The geographic coordinates of the site are 280 43'
30" north latitude and 800 45'30" west longitude (Nautical Chart 843-SC,
Intracoastal Waterway, U. S. Department of Commerce).
The site is an extensive manatee grass bed in three to four feet
of warm, quiet water. The site is pJ'otected from violent water movement
or disturbance by surrounding small islands and land masses. Existing
water movement is wind -driven in chn racter, with no tidal component
measurable. The salinity of the water is determined by local rainfall and
evaporation, and varies from 27 0/00 to 30 0/00 (see figure 1).
2) Two stations (A & B) were established about six feet apart
in the grass bed. For each station, a group of five sample containers was
prepared, lashed together, tied to a concrete block and sunk into the grass
bed. Sample containers were made from one-gallon plastic milk jugs.
Large oval holes were cut into each of the four sides of the jugs to assure
adequate water flow around the mass of decomposing grass. After a 50 gram
sample of freshly-pulled manatee grass leaves was placed in the jug, each
jug was closely wrapped with fibre-glass screen cloth. At two week intervals,
the site was revisited and one sample jug from each station was taken back
to the laboratory for analysis (see figure 2).
7B. Laboratory Investigation
1) Two groups of fh e cuch glass ,culture bottles were set up to
parall~l tho in-MUu study. Fresh, live manatee grass was pulled at the
in -situ site returned to the laboratory, cut into lengths of approximately
one centimeter and weighed into the bottles. Group 1 bottles received 20
grams of chopped grass while group 2 bottles received 50 grams each.
Each bottle was then filled with two liters of river water taken in-situ. An
aquarium air pump and distribution manifold was used to bubble air through
each jar to maintain the dissolved oxygen levtel at or near saturation through-
out the study, so that the decomposition would be under aerobic conditions
similar to those in the river. The room temperature around the jars was
maintained between 23°C and 250 C during thil3 study. Available light in the
laboratory was arranged with fluorescent lamps, which were turned on from
8:00 am to 5:00 pm daily during week days only (Figure 3).
C. Analytical Methods
1) Rate of decomposition
Each sample of live green leaves of manatee grass was weighed
and the weight recorded before placing it in its container. Once each two
weeks, one container was withdrawn from each sample group. The re-
maining grassy material was removed and weighed wet. A small portion
was removed, weighed and oven dried at 600 e for twenty four hours, then
weighed to determine the dry weight of matertal remaining. This dried
sample was then ignited at 6000 C for six hours and reweighed to determine
the ash weight. The ratios of wet weight to d]~y weight and of wet weight
to ash weight were then compared to similar ratios determined from wet
-------' ---
FIGURE 2. Sample Container Design and Station Lay-out
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FIGURE 3. Bottles in Laboratory
9samples of green leaves at the start of the study.
2) Caloric content
The heat of combustion, in Kcal/gram, was determined for
each dried sample, using a Parr 1141 Calorimeter.
3) Biochemical Analyses
A sample aliquot (3 to 5 grams estimated) of moist sample
material was ground in a Waring Blender in 25ml of hot ethanol for 5
minutes, the plant material allowed to separate and the ethanol carefully
poured off. A second grinding was done with an additional 25ml of hot
ethanol, then the two extracts were combined and centrifuged to separate
the insoluble materials. The ethanol extract was collected and used for
chlorophyll, amino acid and carbohydrate analyses. The insoluble material
was further treated and used for total lipid EUld protein determinations.
a) Total chlorophyll was determined spectrophotometrically,
reading optical denSities at 665nm and G45nm.
b) Amino acids were estimated based on glycine, as determined
by the Ninhydrin method.
c) Carbohydrates were determined by Anthrone method, (Wilson,
1965 & Ingle, 1965).
d) The insoluble portion wastre:ated with tri -chloro acetic acid
and the total lipid content measured by the 8ulfo-phosphovanillln colorimetric
method described in the Harleco Products'nlanual.
e) The remaining residue was digested with potassium hydroxide
overnight, then analyzed for protein content by the Lowry Protein Assay
(Lowry, 1951)0
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Du l"i fl~ the study, it was found that the manatee grass in the
screened plastic jugs in the river became heavily covered with macro-
invertebrates as well as with bacteria and fungi,.
It was necessary to separate the manatee grass to be analyzed
from its covering of macro-invertebrates. For analysis, a small aliquot
of from 3 to 5 grams of grass was taken from the plastic jug and returned
to the laboratory for separation of the invertebrates. If the sample lost
moisture during the trrulsfer to the laboratory, the invertebrates lost their
moisture also and became glued to the grass making the separation very
difficult. It was necessary to keep the sample aliquots wet during the trans-
fer and until the separation had been completed.
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IV. RESULTS
A. General
samples were analyzed at two weElk intervals over a ten week
period. These data are reported both in terms of actual amounts found and
in per cent of amount found relative to the initial set of analyses. The data
are reported in tables and graphs accompanying the descriptions of results
below. A statistical analysis of the data is dEltailed in Appendices 1 through
8.
B. Dry Weight Remaining
Gross decomposition, as measurEld by the dry weight of material
remaining, proceeded rapidly during the first two weeks, with losses of from
19% to 43%, then increased even more rapidly during the second period, with
only 6 to 17% of the material remaining. Thereafter, weight loss continued,
but at a much slower rate. Table 1 and Figurl3 4 show clearly the precipitous
loss during the first four weeks, and show further that the decomposition
was not so rapid for the laboratory cultures alB for the in-situ river samples,
nor did decomposition proceed as far for the laboratory cultures. Statistical
analysis, using the Analyses of Variance testiS, shows that there is no sig-
nificant difference in the results between i,p-Ij:ll!:!. stations or laboratory
cultures, but the difference between successive samples of both m-§lly
cultures and the laboratory cultures is signifi.cant at the 1% level. This
suggests that laboratory culture is an adequate procedure for measuring
ill-situ decomposition. The rate of change between time periods is highly
significant.
.._----------_._-------
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C. Total Lipids
The data from the total lipids analyses showed hignly significant
differences between the laboratory culture and the in-situ samples. The
laboratory cultures showed an increase in total lipids during the first two-
week period~ then an abrupt drop during the next two weeks. After six weeks,
the lipid content began to rise steadily again and by the end of the project had
risen to levels greater than in the original sample, (see Table 2 and Figure 5)•
•The iP-mu samples declined steadily during the first four weeks, then rose
abruptly between the fourth and sixth weeks. Between the sixth and eighth
weeks, the lipid values recovered at the same rate as the laboratory cultures,
but then began to level off at values slightly below the original samples (87%
and 96% respectively). The statistical analysis showed no significant dif-
ference in behavior between the two laboratory cultures or between the
iP-..§!lll samples.
D. Protein
At the i.ll-fiil.u river sites, the am.ount of protein in the samples
decreased slowly but steadily through the sL"Xth week, rose rapidly between
the sixth and eighth week, then rose abruptly during the last period to values
of 200% of the original samples (Table 3 and Figure 6). The differences
between the two sites are not statistically signific311t. The laboratory cultures
displayed a marked increase in protein level during the first two weeks to
170% and 230% of the original samples. From the second through the eighth
weeks, the level rose slightly then dropped slightly, but remaining at a high
level. Between the eighth and tenth weeks, the level rose abruptly in the
.---------_._-,..
DATE
SITE 3-16 4-2 4-16 4-30 5-13 5-26
I39. 640g 28.065g 2. 659g 2.508g 2.09g 1. 0539gSTATION A (100%) (70.78%) (6.71%) (6.33%) (5.27%) (2.66%)
I39. 640g 22. 589g 2.800g 2. 453g 1. 978g 1. 224gSTATION B (100%) (56.98%) (7.07%) (6.19%) (4.99%) (3.09%)
15. 856g 12. 270g 2.515g 2. 379g 1. 755g 1. 6224g
GROUP 1
(100%) (71. 08%) (15.86%) (14.77%) (11. 07%) (10.23%)
39.64g 32.102g 7.098g 6.501g 5. 759g 4.0264g
GROUP 2
(100%) (80.98%) (17.91%) (16.37%) (14.53%) (10.16%)
TABLE 1. Dry Weight of Original Manatee Grass Remaining in Gram and Percent of Original sample
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FIGURE 4A. Dry Weight of Original Organic Matter Remaining
DATE
SITE 3-16 4-2 4-16 4-30 5-13 5-26
0.5439 0.4464 0.3782 0.1841 0.5118 0.5260
STATION A
(100%) (82.07%) (69.54%) (33. 85St) (94.10%) (96.71%)
0.5439 0.4898 0.4550 0.1682 0.4143 0.4755
STATION B
(100%) (90.05%) (83.66%) (30.93%) (76.17%) (87.42%)
0.5439 0.6071 0.1496 0.1605 0.5484 0.7336
GROUP 1
(100%) (111. 62%) (27.51%) (29.51%) (100.83%) (134.88%)
0.5439 0.5517 0.1328 0.1429 0.3886 0.6089
GROUP 2
(100%) (101. 43%) (24.42%) (26.27%) (71. 45%) (111. 95(10)
TABLE 2. Total Lipid Content (mg totallipids/g of dry tissue)
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FIGURE 5. Total Lipid Content (per gram of dry tissue)
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FIGURE GA. Total Lipid Content (mg)
DATE
SITE 3-16 4-2 4-16 4-30 5-13 5-26
47.8 47.5 44.2 41. 6 53.7 95.9
STATION A
(100!Jt) (99.37%) (92.47%) (87.03%) (112.34%) (200.63%)
47.8 36.2 32.2 27.5 35.3 107.0
STATION B
(100%) (75.73%) (67.36%) (57.53%) (73.85(;;) (223.85%)
47.8 81. 9 85.2 78.7 72.1 142.6
GROUP 1
(100%) (171. 34%) (178.24%) (164.64%) (150.84%) (298.33%)
47.8 111.9 113.4 111.1 99.9 103.9
GROUP 2
(100%) (234.10%) (237.24%) (232.43%) (209.00%) (217. 36(j()
TABLE 3. Protein Content (mg protein/g of dry tissue)
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group 1 culture, paralleling the rise demonstrated at the river ill-situ sites.
The cultures in ~roup 2 rose very slightly. The differences between the two
groups are found to be significant. The differences between the river sites
and the laboratory cultures are found to be highly significant at the 1% level.
E. Carbohydrates
The carbohydrates decreased steu,dily during the first six weeks
to values less them 10% of the original sample. From the sixth week to the
end of the study, the values remained essentially static. The differences
between the four sets of samples were not significant, whereas the change
with respect to time was highly significant.
F. Chlorophylls
Both the in-situ sites and the laboratory cultures showed large
decreases in the amount of chlorophyll duri~~ the first two weeks, with the
laboratory cultures showing the greatest loss. Thereafter, the laboratory
cultures showed very little loss until the tenth week, when a further slight
decline was noted (see Table 5 and Figure 8).. The river stations continued
to rlecrease slowly throughout the time of the study. The differences between
the two river stations and between the two laboratory cultures were not sig-
nificant, nor was the difference between the stations and cultures. The rate
of change of loss was highly significant.
G. Amino Acids
The amount of amino acid measured rose sharply to a level of
140% of the original sample during the first two weeks, then dropped steadily
from the second through'the sixth week to approximately 30%. The river
stations showed a rise from the sixth to the 43ighth week and a loss again from
22
the eighth to the tenth week. The differences between stations and cultures
was found not sigluficant, although the change of rate with time was signifi-
cant at the 1% level for the river stations and at the 0.1% level for the labora-
tory cultures (see Table 6 and Figure 9).
H. Caloric Contents
All samples showed a loss of caloric content during the first two
weeks, with the laboratory cultures losing the most. For the rest of the
study period, the river stations showed a steadily increasing caloric content.
At the end of the study, the analysis showed 119% of the original sample.
The laboratory cultures also showed an increase from the second week
through the sixth week, a decrease at the eighth week and a small increase
at the tenth week (see Table 7 and Figure 10). Statistical tests showed that
the difference between the station sites or between the laboratory cultures
were not significant. The rate change with time was highly significant. For
the laboratory cultures, the rate of change was significant at the 5% level.
In another way, the authors also calculated the total amount left
after each time period for these seven parameters by the way of using each
value in Table 2 -·7 of specific period to multiply the relative specific value
in Table 1 to figure out the total value left, not the value left per gram of
dry tissue (see Fig. 4A, 5A, 6A, 7A, RA, 9A and lOA).
DATE
3-16 4-2 4-16 4-30 5-13 5-26
135.98 127.8 22.8 7.4 9.3 11. 9
(100%) (94.04%) (16.78%) (5.45%) (6.84%) (8.76%)
135.98 93.3 41.1 11. 2 8.8 10.5
(100%) (68.65%) (30.24%) (8.24%) (6.48%) (7.73%)
135.98 113.9 15.0 4.9 12.1 12.9
(100%) (83.81%) (11. 04G,0 (3.61%) (8.90%) (9.49%)
135.9 133.9 11. 1 4.5 7.7 11.5
(100%) (98.53%) (8.17%) (3.31%) (5.67%) (8.46%)
)hydrate Content (mg D-glucose/g of dry tissue)
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FIGURE 7. Total Carbohydrate Content
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FIGURE 7A. Total Carbohydrate Content (mg)
DATE
SITE 3-16 4-2 4-16 4-30 5-13 5-26
2.085 1.15 0.946 0.786 0.56 0.52
STATION A
(100%) (55.16%) (45.37%) (37.70%) (26.86%) (24. 94S0
2.085 1.166 0.932 0.663 0.566 0.533
STATION B
(100%) (55.92%) (44.70%) (31.80%) (27.15%) (25. RSDT~F
2.085 0.73 0.723 0.714 0.68 0.515
GROUP 1
(100%) (35.61%) (34.68%) (34.25%) (32.61%) (24.70'id
2.085 0.844 0.668 0.63 0.503 0.489
GROUP 2
(100%) (40.48%) (32.04%) (30.22%) (24.13%) (23. 4R~F
TABLE 5. Total Chlorophyll (mg total Chlorophyll/ g of dry tissue)
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FIGURE 8A. Total Chlorophyll Content (mg)
DATE
SITE 3-16 4-2 4-16 4-30 5-13 5-26
23.65 33.71 20.71 7.60 14.77 5.19
STATION A
(100%) (142.53%) (87.56%) (32.13%) (62.44%) (2'1. 95%)
23.65 34.35 27.87 6.31 19.10 12.89
STATION B
(100%) (145.25%) (117.87%) (26.70%) (80.77%) (54.53%)
23.65 21. 94 29.37 5.73 8.13 2.25
GROUP 1
(100%) (92.76%) (124.2i%) (24.21%) (34.39%) (9.50%)
23.65 30.28 29.64 6.26 4.87 2.41
GROUP 2
(100%) (128.05%) (125.34%) (26.47%) (20.59%) (10.18%)
TABLE 6. Amino Acid (mg Amino Nitrogen/g of dry tissue)
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FIGURE 9A. Total Content of Amino Nitrogen
Station A----
Station B - - -
Group 1 _._._
Group 2 - - - - - - - -
DATE
SITE 3-16 4-2 4-16 4-30 5-13 5-26
4.30 3.27 3.67 4.47 5.07 5.14
STATION A
I (100%) (76.05%) (85.35%) (103.95%) (117.91%) (119.53%)
4.30 3.01 3,44 3.90 4.70 5.12
STATION B
(100%) (70.00%) (80.00%) (90.70%) (109.30%) (119.07%)
4.30 2.34 3.44 4.13 3.94 4.24
GROUP 1
(100C,0 (54. 42flr) (80.00%) (96.05%) (91. 63%) (98. 61(;t)
14. 30 2.77 3.31 4.62 3.40 3.88
GROUP 2
(100fl) (64.42%) (76.98%) (107.44%) (79.07%) (90.23%)
TABLE 7. Caloric Content in K cal/gram and Percent of Original Sample
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V. DISCll&,';)ON
Because the number of samples in this study was necessarily
small, even small errors in analysis might result in serious distortions
of data and of final conclusions. Each test was therefore repeated three
times, and the results were averaged for this report. The statistical
analyses performed were the "two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with-
out replication" and the "significance tests :In correlations" as described
by Sokal and Rohlf (1969).
At the beginning of this study, the larger animals that graze on
manatee grass were excluded from the plastic sample bottles by the window
screen that was wrapped closely around them, so that the test conditions
might be identical between the river stations and the laboratory cultures.
In practice, the laboratory room temperature could not be modified to para-
11el the changes in the river temperature, nor could the light levels of the
open river be duplicated in the laboratory. Further, the volume of water
in the laboratory culture bottles varied from evaporation, thus varying the
salinity of the water also. Whethe r the increased salinity reduced or altered
the activity of the bacteria in the water is not known. Such bacteria studies
were outside the scope of this study.
As the grasses in the laboratory culture bottles decomposed,
the products of decomposition caused a change in pH, which might also have
caused a change in the activity of the bacteria. From Table 8, it can be
seen that the pH in both groups first decreased to low values (6.1 and 6.9)
--_..... -.__...•_._.._------ .- - .._ ..__..
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by the fourth week, then increased steadily to high values (8. 1 and 7.7)
during the eighth week.
A statistical analysis of variance (ANOVA) test was applied to
all the data derived from the various analyses performed during this study.
The purpose of the ANOVA test was to determine whether the differences be-
tween the two river stations or the two laboratory cultures were significant,
and if so, to what level were they significant. ANOVA tests were also applied
to the differences between the river stations and the laboratory cultures.
Correlation coefficients were computed for each possible pair of parameters,
to determine whether the,V were interrelated and if so, to what degree. If
the statistical correlation is not strong, it is frequentl,v easier to detect
congruencies in patterns by plotting thc data on charts or graphs. This
has been recognized by ecologists, who use graphs extensively, but rarely
use statistical correlations (R. Margalef, 19(8). In this study, both charts
and statistical correlations have been prepared in parallel.
The ANOVA tests showed that the differences between the river
station and the laboratory cultures were not signifIcant for the values found
for total lipids, carbohydrates, total chlorophylls, amino acids and caloric
content.
Most of the manatee grass was decomposed during the first. four
weeks, with approximately 7% by weight remaining in the river samples and
16% in the laboratory cultures. An abundant population of small invertebrates
was found inside the screened plastic jugs in the I'llvel' stations. In addition,
the river stations were subjected to water movements which could wash away
37
small suspended particles and sediments. The laboratory cultures were
not subjected to such losses, and showed a slightly lower rate of decom-
position than the river stations as a result.
Micro-organisms are very important in too formation of the
natural organic detritus through both aerobic and anaerobic processes
(Schultz and Quinn, 1973). Bacteria attack thb~ grass substances and
convert a portion into bacterial protoplasm (Tleal, 1962). The role of
fungi in the degradation of plant material in fresh water was studied by
Kashick and Hynes (1971), who stated that fungi were more important than
baCteria in the initial stages of the degradatioIll process. This study showed
that the bacteria and fungi not only account for the increases noted for total
lipids, but also account for the increase in protein concentration, which
was double the original concentration after ten weeks of decomposition.
The photosynthesis systems of plants are not limited to one
pigment, but usually involve many pigments, so many that the phrase
"pigment diversity" is used to characterize thEl complexity of the photo-
synthetic system. The amounts of different pil~ments present at anyone
time are not independent of conditions around the plant. Chlorophyll will
be abundant during conditions favorable to photosynthesis. On the other
hand, when conditions are not favorable to growth, carotenoids are more
resistant to destruction than other pigments and will be relatively more
abundant. From an ecological point of view, the quality of the pigments
is as important as the quantity of one of the pi~~ments. In fact, the diversity
of pigments is an important indicator of the history and activity of the
lNl~EFs.vstcm (H. Mlu'gald, 196H). In this study, only chloL'ophyll a and b
were measured. but their value was taken as representative of the total
chlorophyll present. The conc.entration of chlorophyll decreased rapidly
during the first two weeks. to about 55% of the original value, then con-
tinued to decrease slowly but steadily to the end of the study. It is probable
that all of the chlorophyll was decomposed during the first four weeks, and
that the amounts indicated as remaining thereafter were phaeophitins and
pheophorbides, which are the first stage decomposition products of chloro-
phyll. It was noted that the grass in the river samples retained their green
color longer than the laboratory cultures did. which accounts for the higher
amount of chlorophyll remaining at the end of the first two week period.
The amino acid concentrations deltermined in this study showed
a pattern unique to this substance. The concEmtration rose sharply during
the first two weeks to 140% of the initial value, decreased steadily over the
next four weeks to 32% of initial value, increased to about 60% of initial
value during the sixth week, then dec reased again at the end of the study to
about'20%. The differences between the various samples appear to be large
when the data is graphed. but they were not silgnificant by statistical analysis.
The caloric content of all the samples decreased during the first
two weeks, then began a steady increase from too second through the sixth
week. The two river stations continued to show an increase throughout the
study. but the two laboratory cultures decreased from the sixth week through
the eighth week. then increased slightly by the tenth week. At the end of the
study, the river stations had a slightly higher caloric content (120% of initial
value) than the laboratory cultures (100% and 90%). The higher caloric
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content is probably the result of greatly incrensed populations of bacteria,
fungi and small invertebrates that were feeding on the decomposition prod-
llClS of the manatee grass. The proteins and lipids manufactured by the
bacteria and zooplankton have a higher caloric content than do the cellulose
and lignins of the original plant material. Comparison of Figure 10, caloric
content, with Figure 5 and 6, averaged values of protein and total lipids
concentrations, appear to show that the general behavior for all three sub-
stances was the same, however the statistical correlation of caloric con-
tent with either protein or lipid content is not .strong.
Correlation coefficients were computed for all pairs of the seven
parameters. Significance tests of correlation were computed only for data
from station A. Among the twenty one combinations of parameters, only
four showed significant correlation. As shown in appendix 1, the highest
degree of correlation was found between the dry weight remaining and the
carbohydrate content, which was significant to the 1% level. Next in order
of significance, at the 5% level, were correlations between dry weight re-
maining and chlorophyll content; between carbohydrate content and chloro-
phyll content; and between carbohydrate content and amino acid content.
The data for these four parameters are plotted in Figure 12 for ease of
comparison (Station A data only).
If one is concerned with the total amount left after each time
period of these seven parameters, from Figure 4A, 5A, 6A, 7A, 8A, 9A
and lOA, these show that most of the total ame,unt of these seven parameters
were lost during the time between April 2 (second week) and April 16 (fourth
40
Wt'('k). :lIId II\('n I'l'lll:lin e~elllll ill I I.\' t'llnHlant. Afl('I' (Iw Ii fD~f [0111' W('('kH.
at. leaHI, aW~% of t.ho oL'il!:inal total lipid content, 5H% of the ol'iginal total
protein content, 98% of the original total carbohydrate, 94% of the original
total chlorophyll, 78% of the original amino acid content, and 88% of the
caloric content were lost. Then, after that time, all seven parameters
just stayed pretty stable,
But, even the quantities of the seven parameters at its own
original sample weight were tremendousl,\' decreased after the first four
weeks, the quality of the samples left at each time period were varied and
showed that the relative concentration of total lipids, protein and caloric
content were increased over the original value after ten weeks.
,-------------_ ...._._.. __ .
SITE
GROUP 1
,GROUP 2
DATE
3-16
7.2
7.2
4-2 4-16
6.9
6.1
4-30
8.0
7.4
5-13
8.1
7.7
5-26
7.6
7.8
TABLE 8. pH Values
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FIGURE 11. Comparison of the four curves of original organic matter remaining,
carbohydrate content, total chlorophyll content and amino acid content
in Station A.
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VI. CONe LUSIONS
A. Most of the manatee grass, especially the softer parts,
is decomposed dUring the first four weeks, as indicated by the loss in dry
weight, loss of caloric content, loss of carbohydrate and loss of chloro-
phyll. Heavier cellulose parts, containing more lignin, continued to de-
compose, but at a very much slower rate with some still remaining after
ten weeks. And the fastest rate of decomponition happens between the
second week and fourth (i. e. April 2 to April 16 in 1974).
B. Two parameters measured, protein content and total lipid
content, seemed to reflect the growth of large populations of bacteria,
fungi and micro-invertebrates that were feeding on the plant detritus.
C. Although there were some vs,riations in decomposition
rates between the in-situ river stations and the laboratory culture groups,
these variations were not statistically signiftcant over the span of time of
this study. It is concluded that laboratory lnethods can be used in lieu of
more laborious in-situ studies with some del~ree of validity.
APPENDIX 1.
Codes: Y1 = original organic matter remaining dry wt. Y2 = total lipids Y3 =protein
Y4 = carbohydrate y5 =total chlorophyll y6 =amino acid y7 =caloric content
Tested samples Product -moment Tests of significance for Coefficient of
correlation coeff. correlation coeff. determination
(test the null hypothesis
Ho : P =0)
Yl - Y2 -0.268 true to the null hypothesis 0.15
Yl - Y3 0.38 true to null hypothesis 0.094
Yl - Y6 0.732 true to null hypothesis 0.536
Y1 - Y4 0.981 reject it at 1% level 0.962
Yl - Y5 0.915 rej ect at 5% level 0.837
Yl - Y7 -0.465 true to null hypothesis 0.216
Y2 - Y3 0.486 true to null hypothesis 0.24
y - v 0.38 true to null hypothesis 0.14422 "4
Y - Y 0.25 true to null hypothesis 0.06252 5
Y2 - Y6 0.254 true to null hypothesis 0.064
Y2 - Y7 0.22 true to null hypothesis 0.048
y - v -0.293 true to null hypothesis 0.0863 v 4
\' - Y -0.420 true to null hypothesis 0.176
v 3 5
Y3 - Y6 JM.R2~ true to null hypothesis 0.273
Y3 - Y7 0.599 true to null hypothesis 0.359
Y4 - Ys 0.849 reject at 5% level 0.721
Y4 - Y6 0.822 reject at 5% level 0.675
Y4 - Y7 -0.581 true to null hypothesis 0.338
Y5 - Y6 0.589 true to null hypothesis 0.347
Yc; -Y7 -0.417 true to null hypothesis 0.174... .
Y6 - Y7 -0.827 true to null hypothesis 0.684
APPENDIX 1. Computation of the Product-moment Correlation coefficient and Significance Tests in
Correlation.
-Ii
A.PPI·:NDIX-2 : Two-wny AN\)VfI. without replication for .. clry
weight of original organic matter remainingll •
A) STATION-A to STATION-B:
sit~date : 3/16 : 4/ 2 : 4/16 : 4/30 :5/13 : 5/26 : __ TOTAL •
STATION-A 100.00 70.78 6.71 6.33 5.27 2.66 191.75
STATION-B 100.00 56.98 7.07 6.19 4.99 3.09 178.32
TOTAL 200.00 127.76 1).78 12.52 10.26 5.75 370.07
Source of Variance :
STATIONS
TIME
ERROR
TOTAL
--M.... SS
1 15.03
5 16938.51
5 133.03
11 17086.57
MS
15.03
3387.702
26.606
Pa
0.565 ns
127.33 ***
B) GROUP-I to~ GROUP-2 :
a1 t1t::>d.a t e • 3/16 . 4/ 2 • 4/16 . 4/30 • 5/13 . 5/26 • TOTAL.• e • . e e •
GROUP-1 100.00 71.08 15 ..86 1.4.77 11.!)7 10.23 223.!)1
GROUP-2 100•.00 80.98 17 •.91 16.37 14.53 10..l6 239.95
TOTAL 200.00 152.06 33.77 31.14 25.60 20.39 462.96
Source of Variance:~ SS MS' Pe
GROUPS 1 23.91 2~.9N 3.47nsTIME 5 I5290.73 305 .15 443.21***
ERROR 5 34.48 6.90
TOTAL 11 15349.12
c) STATION-A to GROUP-2
·
·si~te • 3/16 . 4/ 2 . 4/16 : 41'30 5/13 • 5/26 e. TOTAI.;•• . . • •
STATION-A 100.00 70.78 6.71 . 6.33 5.27 2.66 191.75
GROUP- 2 100.00 80.98 17.91 16.37 14.53 10.16 239.95
TOTAL 200;00 151.76 24.62 22.70 19.80 12.82 431.70
SQurce of Variance:..i!L SS MS Pa
STATION-A & ]; 193.60 193.60 22.75**GROUP-2
TIME 5 16824.05 3364.81 395.40***
ERROR 5 42.55 8.51
TOTAL 11 17060.20
APpr;NDIX-3 : 'rwo-way ANOVA without replica.tion for" Total
lipid content".
A) STATION-A to STATION-B:
s i ft:::.......da t e: --.-I,3L..;/1=.;6:::--.....WWW~4iJL...JI;2~WW......;Wx4i..L=NS~WW..JWWg4".i.N..iPM~W~Rg...NW.N..i.P ...-,;::-.......:5".L./.:::.2~S...JI;W~T~l..W;TA~iC..·
STATION-A 100.00 82.07 69.54 33.85 94.10 96.71 476.27
STATION-B 100.00 90.05 83.66 30 ..93 76.17 87..42 468.23
TOTAL 200.00 172.]2 153.20 64 ..78 170..27 18'4•.13 994•.45
",,3o""Iur~C.h.e --lo"-'lfr...-.S.V=srlL.ti...=s=-nucc.K.e.&-: ..dL SS MS _--..P'liWls'--__
STATIONS 1 5.39 5.39 0.D8ns
TIME 5 5753.84 1150.77 17.21**
ERROR 5 334.30 66.86
TOTAL 11 6093.53
454.24
17581.42
365.61
18401..27
B) GROUP-1 to GROUP-2 :
site~ateW 3/16 : 4/ 2 :
GROUP-1 100.00 116.62
GROUP-2 100.00 101.43
TOTAL 200.00 218.05
Source of Variance: df
TOTAL.
509.35
435.52
944.87
GROUPS
TIME
ERROR
TOTAL
1
5
5
11
4/16
27.51
24.42
51.93
SS
4/30 : 5/13 : 5/26.:
29.51 100.83 134.88
26.27 71.45 111.95
55.78' 172..28 246.83
MS Fa
-----
454.24 6.21ns
3516.28 48.09***
73.12
O.47ns
6.30*
138.38
1850.08
239.66
138.38
9250.39
1468.29
10857.06
1
5
5
11
to GROUP-2 :
3/16 : 4/ 2 : 4/16 : 4/30 5/13: 5/26 : TlTAi~
100.00 82.07 69.54 33.85 94.10 96.71 476.27
100;00 101.43 24.42 26.27 71.45 111.95 435.52
200.00 183.50 93.96 60.12 165.55 208.66 911.79
=po....Iu=r~c=e_o=f~s~a~r=Na=n=noW.z.eWM- SS M3 _,,;;.,F,,;;.,8__
STATION-A &
GROUP-2
TIME
ERROR
TOTAL
c) STATION-A
sit~ateW
STATION-A
GROUP-2
TOTAL
APPENDIX-4: Two-way ANOVA without J:'ep1ication for " Protein
content..·•
A) STATION-A to STATION-B:
sit~ateW 3/16: 4/ 2 : 4/16 :: 4/30 : 5/13 : SL26 : TOTAL.
STATION-A 100.00 99.37 92.47 87.03 112.34 200.63 691.84
STATION-B 100.00 75.73 67.36 57.53 73.85 223.B5 598.32
TOTAL 200.00 175.10 159.83 144.56 186.19 424.48 1290.16
Source of Variance:~ SS MS __l~s~D ___
STATIONS 1 728.83 728.83 0.111na
TIME 5 27267.21 5453.44 0.832ns
ERROR 5 1311.30 6556.50
TOTAL 11 2907.34
B)GROUP-1 to GROUP-2:
sitD~ateW 3/16: 41 2 : 4/16 :: 4/30 : 5L13 : 5/26 : TOTA1{.
GROUP-I 100.00 171.34 178.24 164.64 NRM.p~ 298.33 1063.39
GROUP-2 100.00 234.10 237.24 232.43 209.00 217.36 1230.13
TOTAL 200.00 405.44 415.48 397.07 359.84 515.69 2293.52
Source of Variance: df SS MS ~c~s __
GROUPS 1 2316 •. 84 2316.84 1.326ns
TIME 5 26692.57 133462.85 76.366***
ERROR 5 8738.41 1747.68
TOTAL 11 37747.82
C)STATION-A to GROUP-2:
sit~ateW 3/16: 4/ 2 4/16: 4/30 : 5/13 : 5/26 : TlTAi~
STATION-A 100.00 99.37 92.47 87.03 112 •.34 200.63 691.84
GROUP-2 100.00 234.10 237.24 232.43 209.00 217.36 1230.13
TOTAL 200.00 333.47 329.71 319.46 321.34 417.99 1921.97
Source of Variance: df 53 MS Fe
STATION-A &:
GROUP-2 1 24146.34 24146.34 17.778**
TIllE 5 12139.61 2427.92 1.788ns
ERROR 5 6791..04 1358.21
TOTAL 11 43076.99
,--- -,------
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APPENDIX-5: Two-w?y ANOVA without replication for"
Carbohydrate content ".
A) S'.rATION-A to STATION-B:
sit~ateW 3/16 : 4/ 2 : 4/16 . 4/30 . 5/13 • 5/26 • TOTAL.•• • • .
STATION-A 100.00 94.04 16.78 5.45 6.84 8.76 231.87
STATION-B 100.00 68.65 30.24 8.24 6.48 7.73 221.34
TOTAL 200.00 162.69 47.02 13.69 13.32 16.49 453.21
Source of variance: df SS MS Ps
STATIONS 1 9.24 9.24 0.113ns
TIME 5 17541.23 3508.25 42.978***
ERROR 5 408.16 81.,63
TOTAL 11 17958.63
a.50ns
434.48***
4.98
4357.80
10.63
4.98
21788.98
50.17
21839.15
• 4/16 • 4/30 .: 5/13 • 5/26 : TOTAL ... • .
16.78 5.45 6.84 8.76 231.87
8.17 3.31 5.67 8.46 224.14
24.97 8.76 12.51 17.22 456.01
SS MS Fe
1
5
5
11'
F) GROUP-l to GROUP-2:
81 t"f::::..Jiat e : ~g..u.LJ=NW..W.SJJW;...W_4.u..LJ=2~W_4,-,-1.=1..;:..6_W~4.....1.....30-=---:;............5.....!N=JPJJ..W~R .....L2;WWW;..;lS~WJJJ=JTlx..WT...A~ld.
GROUP-l 100.00 83.81 11.04 3.61 8.90 9.49 216.85
GROUP-2 100.00 98.53 8.17 3.31 5.67 8.46 224.14
TOTAL 200.00 182'.34 19.21 6.92 14.57 17.95 440.99
Source of Variance: df 55 MS Pe
GROUPS 1 4.42 4.42 0.194ns
TIAm 5 20893.62 4178.72 183.551***
ERROR 5 113.83 22.766
TOTAL 11 21011.87
C)STATION-A to GROUP-2:
s i t!:::-:-:,.dat e: ~Pu.NJ=NW..;W;.SJ..W..W_4W.i..!~2JJ.I;....JJW.i....=.=...JJ=JJJW.i..JJ=JJW..J~=JJ~~W;;=.. .;;:..;;...;;=--=.:
STATION-A 100.00 94.04
GROUP-2 100.00 98.53
TOTAL 200.00 192.57
Source of Variance: df
STATION-A &
GROUP-2
TIME
ERROR
TOTAL
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APPEND IX-6 : Two-wa.y ANOVA wi thout realicI~tion for tI Total
Chlorophyll Content ft.
A) S'rATION-A
sit~ateW
STATION-A
STATION-B
TOTAL
to STATION-B:
3/16 :-A/ 2 : 4/16_uLlC?_-l...5fl..l : 5/26 : ..TMTAi~
100.00 55.16 45.31 37.70 26.86 24.94 290.03
100.00 55.92 44.70 31.80 27.15 25.56 285.13
200.00 111.08 90.07 69.50 54.01 50.50 575.16
Source of sariana~W~ S3 MS Fa
100.00 35.01
100.00 40.48
200.00 75.'9
4/16 : 4/30 5/13: 5/26 : TOTA:t.;
STATIONS
TIME
ERROR
TOTAL
B) GROUP-1 to
sittL::-:=-..date:
GROUP-1
GROUIP-2
TOTAL
1
5
5
11
GROUP-2:
3/16 : 4/ 2
2.00
7807.06
16.15
7825.21
2.00
1561.41
3.23
Fe
0.933Ni
152.111***
MS
9.95
1622.72
10.668
SS
131.41
8015.5,0
16184.60
24331.5:1
9.95
8113.61
53.34
8176.90
Source of Variance :JUl-
STATION-A &
GROUP-2 1
TIME 5
ERROR 5
TOTAL 11
Source of sarianceW~
~olrmp 1
TIME 5
ERROR 5
TOTAL 11
C) STATION-A to GROUP-2:
sit~at e: --""'l3/:....;1:...::6e-..:.:_4.....N_....W;W2JDJ_4g.i.LJ=N;.;WW.S~W _41/",-...P~M~...oW.2k.L.;WW..NPotJ...I.;WW~Rl...W.L2;;;;.;S~WJJW.Tl~TWW.;;I;A;;.;W;WiW..W..
STATION-A 100.00 55.16 45.37 37.70 26.86 24.94 290.03
GROUP-2 100.00 40.48 32.04 30.22 24.13 23.45 250.32
TOTAL 200.00 95.64 77.41 67.92 50.9g 48.39 540.35
S3 IdS
131.41
1603.10
3236.92
----------------------
, .)
.F~
APPENDIX- 7: Two-way ANOVA without replication for" Amino
Acid concentration tI.
A) STATION-A to STATION-B:
sit~dateW 1/16 : 41 2 : 4/16 : 4/30 : 5/13 : 5/26 : Tl~Ai.
STATION-A 100.00 142.53 87.56 32.13 63.44 21.95 446.61
STATION-B 100.00 145.25 117.B7 26.70 80.77 54.53 525.12
TOTAL 200.00 287.78 205.43 58.83 143.21 76.48 971.73
Source of sarianc.W~
S!I.'ATIOlfS
TIME
ERROR
TOTAL
1
5
5
11
S3
513.65
18730.77
662 •.85
19907.27
KS
513.65
3746.15
132 •.57
Ps
3.875ne ·
28.258**
B) GROUP-1 to GROUP-2:
sNt~ateW 3/16 : 41 2 4/16:
GROUP-l 100.00 92.76 124.21
GROUP-2 100.00 128.05 125.34
TOTAL 200.00 220.81 249.55
4/30 : 5/13 :
24.21 34.39
26.47 20.59
50.68 54.98
5/26 :
9.50
10.18
19.68
TOTAL.
385.07
410.63
795.·70
Source of Variancsp..s.L S5 MS 'S
GROUPS 1 54.44 54.44; 0.40ens-
TIMB 5 25743.87 5148.77 38.603***
ERROR 5 666.89 133.378
TOTAL 11 26465.20
c) STATION-A to GROUP-2:
sit~dateW 3/16 : 4/ 2 . 4/16 . 4/30 • 5/13 : 5/26 : TOTAL •. • •
STATION-A 100.00 142.53 87.56 32.13 62.44 21.,95 446.61
GROUP-2 100.00 128.05 125.34 26.47 20.59 :DO. 18 410.63
TOTAL 200.00 270.58 212.90 58.60 83.03 32.13 857.24
Source of Variance: df SS: MS Fa
STATION-A &
0.303Il£lGROUP-2 1 107.88 107.88
TIME 5 23711.75 4742.35 13.325**
ERROR 5 1779.48 355.896
TOTAL 11 25491.23
---~JJJJ~~J~JJJ~
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APPENDIX- !-: TWo-way ANOVA without replication for " Caloric
Content ".
A) STATION-A to STATION-B:
sit~dateW 3/16 : 4/ 2 : 4/16 : 4/30 ; 5/13 ; 5/26 : TOTAL.
STATION-A 100.00 76.05 85.35 103.95 117.91 119.53 602.19
STATION-B 100.00 10.00 80.00 90.10 109.30 119.07 569.07
TOTAL 200.00 146.05 165.35 194.65 227.21 2)8.60 1171.86
Source of sarianceW~ S3 MS Fe
STATIONS 1 94.76 94.76 7.545ns
TIME 5 3119.11 623.82 49.667***
ERROR 5 62.80 12.56
TOTAL 11 3276.67
B) GROUP-l to GROUP-2:
8i te:::::-..-date: 3/16 : 4/ 2 4/16: 4/30 : 5/13 : 5/26 ; TQrrAL,
GROUP-1 100.00 54.42 80.00 96,05 91.63 98.61 520.71
GROUP-2 100.00 64.42 76,98 107.44 79.07 90.23 518,14
TOTAL 200.00 118.84 156.98 203.49 NTM.~M 188.84 1038.85
Source of Variance:
..AL SS MS Fe
GROUPS 1 0.55 0.55 0 .. 012ns
TIME 5 2552.335 510.47 10 .. 961*
ERROR 5 232.86 46.57
TOTAL 11 2785.75
C) STATION...A
site:""""""'date:
STATION-A
GROUP-2
TOTAL
to GROUP-2:
3/16 : 4/ 2 : 4/16 : 4L30 : 5/13 : 5/26 : TOrrAL.
100.00 76.05 85.35 103.95 117.91 119.53 602.79
100.00 64.42 76.98 107.44 79.07 90.23 518.14
200.00 140.47 162.33 211.33 196.98 209.76 1120.93
Source of Variance :.....dL SS MS Fe
STATION-A &
nsGROUP-2 1 597.13 597.13 4.295neTIffTE 5 2077.48 415.50 2.989
ERROR 5 695.13 139.03
TOTAL 11 3369.74
-_.._._J~J_... _-------
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ABSTRACT
Growth of the sea grass, Cymodocea manatorum, was
studied in the Indian River, Brevard County, Florida, ~re
the thermal effects of the effluent cooling water of a utili-
ties plant were a factor. Chemical and physical parameters of
the water and substrate were measured, along with growth,
between February and May, 1975. A parallel study was carried
out in a control site, where artificial thermal effects were
absent.
Growth of the sea grass was observed to increase with
temperature up to 29°C in all area8. At this temperature,
a brown alga bloom occurred. The snlothering effects of this
alga caused a decrease in the growth of the sea grass. It
was also observed that the sea gras::l, which was not covered
wi th alga, continued to show an incI'ease in growth wi th
temperature, up to the maximum tempElrature reached during the
study, of 34.l"C. From the data collected during the investi-
gation and other factors affected by increasing temperatures,
it was concluded that the net annual effect of increasing
temperatures on manatee grass in thEI area of the power plant
jetty was to reduce the net productivity of the grass.
The harvesting of the grass was accomplished by
digging with a shovel, a measured al~eaI at each site. By
this method, both leaves and sub-substrate growth were
,-.easured, wi thout hindering the leaf production for future
growth and measurement.
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1I. INTRODUCTION
Along much of the coastline bordering temperate and
tropical seas extend vast marine seagrass beds. These beds
have long been recognized for thoil" importance as nursery
and breeding grounds for many specles of fish and inverte-
brates, including some of the most important commercial
species (Hoese, 1960; Wood, 1959). In spite of this,
little work has been done on the bnsic ecology of the beds.
The Florida coastline extends over 3,000 miles,
and includes warm-temperature, sub••tropical zones. Portions
of the Florida peninsula are bordeI'ed by barrier islands,
offshore keys and a wide shallow sEmdy continental shelf.
The barrier islands shelter the waters of the near-shore
shallows from the affects of the Florida Current, creating
warm quiet saline lagoons, which u'e favorable habitats
for sUbmerged plants and extensive diverse populations of
vertebrates and invertebrates.
Numerous authors have recol'ded animals feeding on
the live grass. Randall (1965, N9~.TF stated the most
important fishes feeding on sea grELsses are members of the
Scaridae, Sparidae, Monocanthidae, and several surgeon-
fishes (Acanthuridae) of the genus Acanthurus. Biotic
processes, accomplished primarily t~ bacteria and fungi,
decompose plant materials into the:1.r component nutrients,
feeding the bacteria and fungi and releasing other nutrient
2materials into the surrounding waters where they become the
primary food source for other marine animals (Phillips,
1960). Because of the food supply made available by de-
composition, seagrass beds are nurseries and feeding grounds.
for young fish and shrimp, as well as for countless popu-
lations of small marine animals such as the Polychaeta, Holo-
thuria, Amphipoda, and Mollusca. The nutrients released
into the water by decaying seagrass support a large plankton
population, which in turn supports an abundance of larger
animals, and so on up the food chain. If the food producer
is elilninated, the absence affects organisms progressively
up the pyramid until the pinnacle, man in this instance, is
reached (Phillips, 1960).
A problem in the evaluation of the effects of
grazing on seagrasses arises in that many animals graze on
the epiphytic algae and leave the grass untouched. Some of
these animals will occasionally eat the grass also, but the
extent of this ingestion is unknown. This problem is further
complicated because little is known about the ability of
these animals to assimilate the fresh seagrass. Still,
despite some grazing by animals, the majority of the blades
remain untouched until they die or are torn from the plant
by the movement of the water (Zieman, 1968). These loose
leaves eventually decay and are thereby converted into
detritus.
3The four most common and important of the Florida
seagrasses, as determined by Phillips (1960), are Thalassia
testudinum Konig, Cymodocea manator~ Aschers (or Syringodium
filiforme Kutz), Diplanthera wrightii Aschers (or Halodule
wrightii Aschers), and Ruppia mariti~ L. Cymodocea
manatorum is the dominant species in the study area.
Cymodocea manatorum has characteristically rather
robust rhizomes, with two to four slightly branched or un-
branched roots and short erect stem bearing two to three
leaves at each node (figure 1). In1iernodes are one to five
centimeters. Leaf sheaths are wide and two and a half to
six centimeters long. Leaf blades i:lre 10 to 30 centimeters
long, one half to two millimeters wi.de and narrowed at the
base (den Hartog, 1910). In areas of high salinity
Cymodocea is usually seen intersperfled wi th Thalassia
testudinum. Cymodocea occurs in polyhaline and euryhaline
coastal waters. It is completely restricted to the sub-
littoral belt, as its stiff, brittlE) leaves cannot resist
desiccation. Cmodocea manatorum forms closed vegetation
from mean low water springs down to at least six meters in
depth. Feldmann (1936) reported growth of this grass at a
depth of 25 meters. The depth to wIlich the closed Cymodocea
beds descend is largely dependent OIl the clarity of the
water. In Florida, the lagoonal Cymodocea beds obtain their
greatest density at a depth between two thirds and one and
one half meters (Phillips, 1960). ~~is species shows no
4~igure 1. Cymodocea manatorum (Manatee grass) (Phillips, 1960)
preference for a particular substrate, as it is found in
substrates of soft black mud to hard-packed sand. The
growth is most luxuriant on the soft and mixed bottoms.
It is of importance to determine the effects of
temperature increases on the growth of manatee grass
(Cymodocea manatorum) because of the growing number of
electric power stations that are adding heat to estuaries.
It has been estimated that the demand for power station
cooling water is doubling every tenyear,s and by the year
1980 about 32 per cent of all existing power stations will
be located adjacent to estuaries (Picton, 1960).
Thermal effects on the growth of Cmodocea manatorum
will be investigated in this study in an attempt to estab-
lish a relationship between increased water temperatures
and grass growth.
6II. STATEMENT AND AREA OF INVESTIGATION
The purpose of this thesis is to study how the
growth of manatee grass is affected by increasing water
temperature. According to Phillips (1960), the possible
adverse effects of very warm water on leaves of manatee
grass are unknown.
Chemical and physical parameters, such as tempera-
ture, dissolved oxygen, pH, nutrients, turbidity, salinity,
soil analysis, as well as growth of the grass were measured
in two areas, with one area serving as a control. Except
for temperature, these measurements were taken monthly,
for f01W months, between February 8, 1975 and May 31, 1975.
Temperature was recorded on a daily basis.
The area selected for primary sampling was the area
just southeast of the effluent canal of the Orlando Utilities
Commission Plant on the Indian River in Titusville, Florida
(figuro 2). It is located at 28°9'10" north latitude and
80°46'30" west longitude. This particular site was selected
because manatee grass beds are abundant within this area and
the water temperature ranges above the average temperature
of the lagoon due to the utility plant's coolant water dis-
charge. Manatee grass, which grows primarily along the shal-
low portions of the Indian River, is fOlUld abundantly adjacent
to the jetty located just southeast of the utility plant's
discharge canal o Five sample sites were selected along the
CONTROl.
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Figure 2. Total Investigation Area Showing Jetty
and Control Sites
8north side of the jetty from the western to the eastern end
approximately 15 meters apart (figure 3). The mean water
depth in the area of sampling during the period of sampling,
February to May, 1915, was 21.5 centimeters.
The area selected as the control site was an area
on the northwest side of the NASA Causeway (Route 405),
three miles north of the jetty (figure 2). It is located
at 28°31'40" north latitude and 8M~4SD2MM west longitude.
This area was selected because of the abundant manatee grass
beds found and the absence of artificially heated water
affecting the grass. Sampling was carried out at this site
to measure the growth of Cymodocea in the natural temperatures
of the water. Three sample sites were selected in this area
approximately 12 meters apart. Their mean water depth was
28 centimeters.
Both sites are protected from violent water move-
ment or disturbance by surrounding small islands and land
masses. Existing water movement is wind-driven in character
and of an insignificant amount, as shown by dye testing.
There was no measurable tidal component.
Because of the somewhat "heated" water that flows
through the canal at the utility plant, it was hoped to
obtain an optimum temperature range where growth of this
grass reaches its maximum in this area. If the nutrients and
other measured param~ters are changed little by the power
plant operation, as compared to the control site, but an
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c~gure 3. Five Sample Sites Along the ge~ty
10
increase in temperature is shown, then the effect of a temper-
ature increase on the growth of the grass may be defined.
The data derived from the measurements of the para-
meters at each site are examined statistically for correlation
and comparability between the two sampling areas.
sample Date Jetty Oontrol
Feb. 8 27.5 28
Mar. 8 27.5 28
April 5 27.5 28
May 3 27.5 28
May 31 27.5 28
Table 1. Average Depth - centimeters
11
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1110 }ffiTHODS AND MATERIALS
A. Harvesting and Weighing
Grass was harvested at each sample site using a
shovel to collect a sample of 26 centimeters by 22 centimeters.
This method allows the harvesting and measurement of subsurface
crowth as well as leaf growth and eliminates the problem of
fluctuating sediment depth. This method of harvest is more
efficient than blade clipping because, as shown in Phillips'
(1960) paper, blade clipping for growth measurements inhibits
the growth in leaf reproduction.
The harvesting method employed during this investi-
gation allows for comparison of dry weight of the total plants
froltl w1.iforrn v,rass beds on each sampling date. This compari-
son shows the amount of grasg growth which has taken place
between respective samplinc dates.
Srunplos were washed of all soil, algae and epiphytes,
and their wet weights were recorded prior to being dried~n
an oven at lOSoC. The dry weight per square meter was then
recorded. The time from harvesting to drying was kept to
three to four hours, so little or no weight would be lost
due to decomposition and chemical change.
Weighing was carried out to thousandths of a gram
but rounded off to tenths of a gram in the final tabulations.
The average weight calculated from the weights measured at
- -- ._JJJJJ.JJ~~J
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each 81 te va. recorded tor the jetty 81te and the control si teo.
B. Tempera.ttU'e
Temperatures at the jetty site were recorded on a
continuous basis by the Orlando utilities Commission at the
point where the effluent canal discharges into the river.
This temperature was also measured along the jetty and was
consistently the same. The tempera.ture data received from
the Commission were on a daily maximum-minimum basis, from
which average daily temperatures and average monthly temper-
atures were calculated.
Temperatures at the control site were measured with
a stem thermometer, in situ, on each sampling date. The
average temperature between each sampling date was assumed
to be the average temperattU'e of the two consecutive dates
measured.
C. Dissolved Oxygen
Dissolved oxygen was measured for each sample site
on each sampling date. Water samples were taken in sunlight,
about three hours after sunrise, on respective sampling dates.
Dissolved oxygen was measured in the lab within two hours of
the sampling. The samples were shielded from sunlight to
minimize any change in the actual dissolved oxygen that was
present at the sample sites. Measu~ement was in accordance
with the modified Wirurler titration, as described in
Standard Methods For Water ~ taItl~water Analysis, 13th
--- ~ J~JJJ~~ ~JJJJJJJJJ~JJJJJJJJJ~JJJJJJJ
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Edition.
Dissolved 0X1gen was measured in parts per million
(ppm). The average dissolved oxygen was calculated for the
jetty site and the control site for each sampling date.
Measurement of dissolved oxygen was taken primarily
to establish the similarity of conditions, except for
temperature, at the jetty and control sites.
D. pH
pH was measured for each sample site on each sampling
date. pH was measured in the lab using a glass electrode
and a standard buffer solution of 7.0. The average pH was
calculated tor the jetty site and the control site for each
sampling date. pH measurement was taken primarily to
establish the similarity of conditions, except for temperature,
at the jetty and oontrol sites.
E. Nutrients
Orthophosphate and nitrate nitrogen of the water
were measured far each sample site on each sampling date.
These nutrients were measured in the lab using Bach chemicals
and the Spectrometer 20. For orthophosphates, the Phos
Ver III method was used. This method is a modification of
Murphy and Riley (1962) as given in Analytical Chimica
Acta (1962). For nitrate nitrogen, the Nitra Ver IV, Cadmium
15
ruduction method was employed, using no dilution as
reforro<1 to in Standard Methods. Nitrite nitrogen was not
detectable. Both the orthophosphate and nitrate nitrogen were
measured in parts per million (ppm). The average for each
of these nutrients was calculated fo:r the jetty si te and the
control site for each sampling date. These measurements were
taken primarily to establish the similarity of conditions at
the jetty and control sites.
F. Turbidi l~v
Turbidity was measured for each sample site on each
:.>ampling date. Turbidi ty was measurb~d in the lab using the
Spectrometer 20 and following the FOltmazin Standard method,
P~JI r'cfer!'cd to in Standard Methods. Turbidity was measured
in Jackson units. The average turbidity was calculated for
the jetty site and the control site for each sampling date.
Turbidity, [lIang with depth, plays a part in determining
hoth the quality and quantity of available light needed for
photosyntllesis. This measurement was taken primarily to
establish the similarity of conditions at the jetty and control
8i teE'.•
G" Salinity
Salinity was measured at each sample site on each
S [lYl; ,} ins date. Salin! ty was measured wi th an opti cal
16
salinometer. The optical salinometer has been found
accurate to plus or minus one part per thousand. (,roo).
in daily use (Lasater and Carey, 1974). This accuracy is
quite adequate for brackish water such as we are dealing
with, with a salinity of approximately 2P°L~. It has been
found that the sea grass Zostera marina shows a high toler-
ance to dirferent salillity and temperature (Blebl, 1971).
The average salinity was calcu1ated for the jetty site and
the control site tor each sampling date. This measurement
was taken primarily to establish the closeness in the condi-
tions of the jetty site and the control site.
H. Sieve Analysis
A grain size sieve analysis was done on 800.0 grams
of soil from both the jetty and the cont~ol sites on May 20,
1975. This grain size analysis was used in an attempt to
determine the relative proportions of the different grain
sizes which make up the given soil mass. A sieve analysis
consists or shaking a soil sample through a stack of wire
screens with openings of known size. The particle diameter
is defined as the dimension of the size of the screen hole
upon which the particle is retained. The apparatus needed
were a set of sieves (numbers 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 and 200),
a sieve shaker, brush. balance, and drying oven. This
analysis was done primarily to establish the closeness in
the substrate conditions of the jetty site and the
control site.
~JJJJJJ~J~~ ----
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TV. RESULT:-J
A. Ef fee ts of 'Pempera ture on Grow th
At the beginnin~ 01' t.hjs investiration, the tempera-
ture of the water at the jetty site was 10°C warmer than th~
water temperature measured at the control site. The RVera€E:
weight of the grass sarrples harvested was approximately
35 per cent heavier at the jetty site. By March 8, 1975,
the second sampling date, the average temperature at the
contrc'} was lqD C and the average temperature at the jetty s:te
a difference of The weight of grass
harvested increased at both si.tes, but showed a considerably
grea ter increase a t trw con trol si te, whope the tempera tur€-
increase was also gr~Bt8r I tables 2 and 3). By April 5,
197C::, the thjrd samuling datf' , the average temperature at the
jetty continued to increase, but the average temperature
D
measured at the control site showed a decrease of 3 C. This
(J
temperature dec~e8se to 16 C apparently caused a decrease in
the growth of the grass at the control site. The growth at
the jetty site was hIghest during this period, where the
average temperature was 28.\oc (tables 2 and 3 and figures
;, and 4). By May j, 1. '-} 75 , thb.~ fourth sampling date, the
3verage at the jetty site continued to increase steadily to
30.'),°C, but the average temperature at the control increased
c
by 11 degrees, to 27.0 c, by far the largest increase shown
between any sampling dRtes. At the control site, the harvest
Sampling 12!i!. Jetty Q£!2!!:tl
Feb. a 24 14
Mar. a 26.5 19
April 5 28.4 16
May 3 30.3 27
May 31 34.1 29
Table 2. Average Temperature _DC
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~ampling Date Jetty Control
A ~ A li
Feb o 8 96.9 61.4
Mar. 8 133.9 +38.3 157.3 +156.3
April 5 249.3 +86.1 188.8 + 20.0
May 3 215.0* -14.0* 381.1 +101.8
May 31 116.1* -18.1* 367.141- 3.1
* algal growth present
Table 30 A.
B.
Average dry weight of Cymodocea harvest -
gm/m2
Per cent growth since previous harvest
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of p;ra~s showed its highest increase ill Rrowth, showing a
101.8 per cent increase in p;rowth since the previous harvest
(figure I;). The growth at the jetty site, although an
increase in temperature was recorded, decreased 14.0 per cent.
A reddi sh-brown algae growth WBtS seen covering much
of the grass beds at all sample sites at the jetty on the
fourth sampling date. This alga was identified as HypneS;,
cervicornis of the family Hypneaceae (Taylor, 1972). Hypnea
are bushy with lateral, terete branches. These plants are
small to moderate in size and form tangled tufts and extensive,
rather fragile, reddish or bleached mats. The chief axes grow
? to IS centimeters long. Hypnea cervicornis is common to
quite shallow water and occurs redder and more compact in
relatively exposed places. Hypnea has been found in Bermuda,
f<'lorida, Texas, Mexico, CUba, CaYman Islands, St. Barthelemy,
Guadeloupe, Martinique, British HonduraiB, Panama, Columbia,
Netherlands Antilles, Venezuela, and Br:9.zil (Taylor, 1972).
By May 31, the fifth anli last slimpling date, the
average temperature increased to 34.lo C at the jetty site and
29.0 o C at the control si tee The alga gl:,owth continued to increase
and the grass growth continued to decrease by 18.1 per cen~ at
the jetty si tee The same alga, Hypnea £~ervicornis was, for the
first time, seen growing on the grass at the control site.
As a result, although an increase in tenlperature was recorded,
the growth of the grass decreased 3.7 pelr cent (figures 4 and 5,
tables 2 and 3).
~~~JJ~ ._--- ~JJJ
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Throughout the sampling, no flowering or fruiting of
the Cymodocea occurred at either site. It has been suspected
that a decline in the number of new blades is a result of
the transfer into flower and fruit production of the energy
normally used to produce new blades (Zieman, 1968). This
was not the case during this investigation.
B. Dissolved Oxygen
Dissolved oxygen was measured to parts per million
(ppm). From February 8 to April 5, the first three samplings,
the dissolved oxygen content at the jetty sites and the control
sites remained close to each other and at a constant per
cent supersa~ion level of 8.0 to 9.2 parts per million
(figure 6 and table 4). The normal saturation level for water
of salinity and temperature encountered during this investi-
gation is approximately five to six parts per million. On
May \ and May 31, the measured dissolved oxygen was below
the saturation level, at approximately 4.3 ppm. This is
assumed to be due to the introduction of the reddish-brown
alga present and the increased temperature. This alga,
while producing a small amount of oxygen itself, shields the
sunlight from the grasses, resulting in a net decrease in
photosynthetic oxygen production. The dissolved oxygen content
decreased, although to a lesser degree, at the control site
as well. Here on May 3 the average dissolved oxygen content
was 5.9 ppm, still, above the saturation·level. On May 31
i
2!!!!pling Date Jettl Control
-
Feb. 8 8.10 8.50
Mar. 8 8.10 8.00
April 5 8.92 9.20
May ., 4.38 5.90
May '31 4.30 5.60
Table 4. Average Di8solved lx~rgen - ppm
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tne average dissolved oxygen level showed a continued decrease
to 5.6 ppm. !hia smaller decrease in dissolved oxygen seen
at the contl'ol site, as compared to th,at at the jetty site,
seems to be due to the cooler water and thus the later intro-
duction ot the algae growing in this area.
c. pH
The mean values for pH were 9.6 in Pebruary, 8.8
in March, 8.9 in April, 7.2 in May at the jetty site. The
values for pH at the control site were within two tenths of
those measured at the jetty site at each date (figure 7 and
table $).
28
Samp11y~ Jetty Control
Feb. 8 8.0 8.0 ,
Mar. 8 9.6 9.5
April 5 8.8 8.8
May 3 8.9 9.1
May 31 7.2 7.2
Table 5. Average pH
9.2
8.8
8.4
8.0
7.'
7.2
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Figure 1. Monthl7 Changes in pH
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D. Nutrients
The mean values of orthophosphate concentration at
the jetty site were 0.12 ppm in February, 0.06 ppm in
March, 0.09 ppm in April~ and 0.11 ppm in May. The values
of orthophosphate at the control sites were within one one
hundredth of a part per million of those measured at the
jetty site on the respective dates (figure 8 and table 6).
On the sampling dates of February 8 and March 8,
nitrate nitrogen was not detectable at the jetty site or
the control site. In the month of March, the mean value of
nitrate nitrogen was 0.07 ppm at the jetty site and 0.10
at the control site. The mean values for April were 0.06
and 0.04 ppm at the jetty and control sites respectively,
and for May, 0.09 and 0.10 ppm (figure 9 and table 7).
These nutrient concentrations, combined with favorable dis-
solved oxygen levels and increasing temperatures and sun-
light, are conditions suitable for the growth of those algae
which have the ability to fix nitrogen as they require it
(Lasater and Carey, 1974).
E. Turbidity
The turbidity of the water at the sample sites was
exceptionally low throughout the investigation. The range
at the jetty sites was from 20.8 to 34 Jackson Units. The
mean values at the control site were within 4.8 Jackson
Sapling Date Jettl Control
lPeb. a 0.10 0.12
Mar. a 0.12 0.12
April 5 0.06 0.06
May 3 0.09 0.10
May 31 0.11 0.12
Table 6. Average Pholphat l! ... ppm
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Figure 8. Monthly Changes in Phosphate
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Sampling Date Jettx Control·
-
Feb. a * *
Mar. a * *
April 5 0.07 00.10·
May :3 0.06 0.04
May 31 0.09 0.10
* not detectable
Table 7. Average Nitrate Nitrl:>gen - ppm
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Units of those moasured at the jetty Bite on respective
sampling dates (table 8 and figure 10). Because of the
clari ty and the shallow depth of the lISter, sufficient
light penetration was possible for the normal photosynthesis
of the grass.
F. Salinity
The range of salinity was quite narrow throughout
the investigation at both the jetty arld control sites.
The range at the jetty sites was from 22.0 to 24.6 ~o.
The means at the control site were within 1.6 %oof those
at the jetty site on respective sampling dates (figure 11
and table 9).
G. Sieve Analysis
For each soil sample, per cent finer by weight was
ultimately calculated (tables 10 and 11). The percentage
finer than any sieve size is equal to 100 per cent minus
the cumulative percentage retained. These values were then
plotted on a per cent finer by weight 'lreraus grain size
(U.So standard sieve size) graph, wherlB curve A represented
the soil at the control site and curve B represented the soil
at the jetty site (figure 12)0 From this graph, the uniformity
coefficient is an indication of the s~~ead (or range) of grain
sizes. The mean diameters, median di~neters and effective
I'
Sampling Date Jetty Control
Feb. 8 34 30
Mar. 8 20.8 20
April 5 20.8 16
May 3 25 26
May 31 27 28
Table B. Average Turbidity - Jackson Units
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SamEling~ Jetty Q.2ntrol
Feb. 8 22.0 22.0
Mar. S 23.4 25.0
A-pril 5 24.6 25.0
May ~ 24.3 24.0
May 31 2'3.5 24.0
Table 9. Average Salinity - %0
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SIEVE ANALYSIS
SOil SAMPLE SOIL SAMPLE WEIGHT
Fine SandVISUAL CLASSIFICATION CONTAINER NO., _
AND DESCRIPTION WT. CONTAINER +
LOCATIOIIIOrlanda Utile Carom. Plant Jetty DRY SOIL IN •. 847.Q
Bloi~D~d NO. - SAMPLE DEPTH 27. 5 em WT. CONTAINERIN. 47.QSAMPLE NO., _
SPECIFIC GRAVITY, G.. w~.~~~ ~lfienn.n
TEST NO.___.1 _
DATE May 20 t 1975.
TESTED BY J. Sal!tun
r WT. SOILI StEVE OPEN- W1. SIEVE WT. SIEVE + ACCUMULATIVESIEVE NO. RETAINED PEP.CENT PERCZin mb?Cm~TING IN m. IN • SOlL IN • IN , RETAINED RETAHiED Ft;:ER
-
20 .850 415.5 445.0 29.5 3.69 3.69 9S.~NJ
40 .425 377.0 413.5 36.5 4.56 8.25 91.75
60 .250 356.0 446.0 90.0 11.25 19.50 80.50
--
.--
80 .-180 358.0 504.0 146.0 18.25 37.75 62.25
100 .150 353.0 519.0 166.0 20.75 58.50 41.50
200 .075 332.0 656.0 324.0 40.50 99.00 1.00
~Ak
---
480.0 488.0 8.0 1.00 100.00
---
.- .-
-
--
// 800.0
t?
~
0
REMARKS Ta~le 10. Jetty Site)
SOIL MICHANICS LABORATORY
SIEVE ANALYSIS
SOIL SAMPLE
VISUAL CLASSIFICATION JUne SM"
Ak~ DESCRIPTION _
LOCATION N. w. slde of NASA Causeway
BORING NO. --- SAMPLE DEPTH 28 gm
SAMPLE NO._-_- _
SPECIFIC GRAVITY, G.,_-_-_- _
SOIL SAMPLE WEIGHT
CONTAINER NO._-...-..- _
WT. CO.TAltER +
DRY SOIL I" • 847.0
WT. CON.UIMERIN IJJ~T.r
WT. DRY plf~u~
W•• IN .~.....n ~oW...J__
TEST NO.___.2 _
DATE May 20, 1915
TESTED BYals §a11Svi
WT.SOIL ACCUMULATIVE :
SIEVE NO. SIEVE OPEN- W1. SIEVE WT. SIEVE-+ RETAINED PERCENT mboCZi~T m~~Cb·~TING IN m. IN • SOIl. IN I IN • RETAINED RETAH4ED Fli:E:R
-
! 20
.850 415.5 440.0 24.5 '.06 3.06 96.94-
40 .. 425 377,,0 412.0 ~fW; n A ~ '7 AA n~ c.~--'."...., "T. /'J f • ,--r- 7"'.JU J
, 60 .250 356.0 444.0 88.0 11.00 18.44 81.56
.-
80 .180 '58.0 505.5 147.5 18.44 36.88 63.12
100 .150 353.0 523.0 170.0 21.25 53.13 41.87
,
200 .075 332.0 662.0 330.0 41.25 99.37 .63
PAN
---
480.0 485.0 5.0 .63 100.00 --
_. JJ~
800.00
~
....
. .
.
REMARKS Table 11; Control Site
lt2
diameters we~e alao extracted from this graph (table N2F~
The difference in the uniformity coefficient between the soil
at the jetty site and the control site is 0.256. This differ-
ence is quite insigniticant, as can be seen trom the graph
in figure 12. The diffA~ence in the mean diameters is
0.0075 millimeters. The difference in the median diameters
is 0.005 millimeters and the effective diameters 0.009
millimeter·s. Looking at the curves, A and B, in tiguI'e 12$
the 8xt~eme similarity hetween the soils of the two sample
si tes can be readily seein.
H. 8tatistical Analysis
A statistical aml1ysis was applied to the chemical
and physical parameters Ineasured at all of the sample s1 tes.
For this analysis, the t··test was used to determine whether
the dif'ferences between i~he average values of the parameters
measured at the jetty si1:;e and the average values of the
parameters measured at the control site were significant.
A minimum level of signiricance of: five per cent was
estabJ.ished to be appropl'iate wi th tour degrees ot freedom"
The corresponding value of i1.cfor this level of significance
and degree of freedom is 2.716 (Mendenhall, 1911). A value
of twas ca.lculated using the data collected for all the
parameters measured and t~e average values at the jetty site
were compared to those at. the control site (table 13). It
is the hypothesis that if' the value 01' the calculated t is
.. -._ -. ---
CODD!.!S
GRAVEL SAND SIl.T OR CLAY
COARSE· I POINE COARSe:i ~"DIl;rM T FINE
0.0010.011.0 0.1
GRAIN SIZE IN ""llINETERS
r~f"Dbl SOli,. C~Appf~fCATflk SYSTEM
10
U.S. STANDARO SI£VE SIZE
II~~L4N~ 1/2JN ,.04 NO to "O?O HO,OHQ60NOtOO NO 200
T!'T1S"M MATb~fAl SOUqC!
.r obtr.~f<p ]N:> '.
JA - Control Site
I JB - Jetty Site. . .-
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Jettl Site Control Site
Uniformity
Coefficient 2.353 2.097
Mean diameter 0.1975 mm 0.205 rom
Median diameter
D50 0.18 rom 0.175 mm
J!:ttective diameter
D10 0.085 mm 0.094 mm
Table 12. Sieve Analysis - Jetty Site
- Control Site
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greater than -2.170 and les8 th~~ +2.176. then the value of
the parameter at the jetty site does not deviate significantly
from the value of the parameter at the control site. It can
1
be concluded from thE. data shown in table 13, that all of
the parameters measured are well within the limits of
tolerance and can be assumed to be equal at the control site
and the jetty site. We can, therefore, say that the para-
meters measured did not cause a difference between the growth
of the manatee grass at the jetty site and the control site.
'46
ge~tN Control Calculated
maram~ter (Average Value) y Ale 4 t value
Turbidity 25.52 24 5.453 0.0623
Nitrate Nitrogen 0.0456 0.048 0.0430 0.125
Phosphate 0.0992 0.105 0.0244 0.532
Dissolved Oxygen 6.76 7.44 2.2345 0.681
pH 8.516 8.52 0.9117 0.01
Depth 27.5 28 0
~alinity 23.55 24 1.002 1.004
5= i.N~ ~JxEtvg%.lN~ (Mendenhall, 1971)
Y'\ - I
,
, (Mendenhall, 1971)
where:
s=standard deviation between sampling dates
n=number of sampling dates (5)
y=average value at jetty sites
Araverage value at control sites
with:
level of significance=5 per cent
degree of freedom-n-1=4
Table 13. Statistioal Analysis of the parameters at jetty
site versus the parameters at control site,
using the t-test
v. DISCUSSION
Cymodocea manatorum is widely dispersed throughout
the tropios of the Caribbean Sea and thus has been oonsidered
a tropioal speoies. It has also been shown not to be a
stenothermic tropical speoies (Phillips, 1960). Winter
water temperature observations from several stations in
Florida, studied by Ronald C. Phillips, oorrelated with the
period of leaf kill, indicate that Cym,odocea leaves begin
dying back when water temperature fall,s to approximately
20.0 0 C. No information has been, found conoerning the
thermal effects on growth of manatee gJC'ass to date.
In a study dOBe on the thermal effeots on the
Connecticut River, it was found that the result of exposure
of the tlora in the area to elevated temperatures appeared
as (a) growth stimulation (increased standing orop), (b)
development ot synchrony in reproduc tic.n, and (c) communi ty
composition shifts (Foerster, II .!!.., J.974).
Photosynthesis is an important factor in the growth
rate of a sea grass. If the photosyntheti~prooess is
hindered, grass produotion will suffer. Photosynthesis is
affected by gas exohange, tempera~ureI turbidity and water
depth.
Gas exchange may play an important role in oontrol
of photosynthesis in the marine system. CO2 is muoh more
soluble in sea water than is 020 The Aolubi~ity of 02
4.8
decreases with increased water temperature (Slack and Clarke,
1965), as seen in tables 2 and 4. The low 02 content would
be favorable because all known types of photosynthesis
function better under low 02 concentration.
Photosynthesis increases with temperature in sub-
tidal forms up to 30D e. At higher temperatures, photo-
synthesis declines sharply. Respiration increases with
temperature and salinity (Biebl and Me Roy, 1971).
During this investigation, turbidity did not have a
hindering effect because of the relative clarity of the
water. The water was very shallow, about 28 centimeters,
so light penetration was very high.
~he high concentrations of dissolved oxygen recorded
were probably the result of the 02 produced by the l~goonal
benthic plants through photosynthesis, and the result of the
shallow water, which favors atmospheric reaeration.
lt was found by Phillips (1960) that Cymodocea
manatorum requires a salinity of 20.0 to 25 parts per
thou~and and over. The salinity measured throughout this
investigation was within this range.
The low concentrations of nutrients measured were
typical for this area under these conditions lLasater;
Carey; 1974a, 1974b). It is possible and probable that the
nitrogen is in organic form (Nevin and Lasater, 1972).
The technique used for the harves~ingor the sea
grass during this investigation was simple and proved to be
quite commendable. It could be made certain that all of the
grass, both leaves and sub-suhstrate were harvested.
Because the soil was also dug up along with the grass, the
grass stayed intact until put into the plastic bags. There
was, therefore, no 10s8 of plants during the harvesting
procedure. Siltation and. retarded leaN~ production were not
factors as in the blade cutting harvest procedure. 'l'his
harvesting tecnnique is recommended by the author when grass
samples are needed for measurement of ~~rowthI and inspection
of the plant in its entirety is requirEld. Shallow water is
a requirement for use of this techniquEI.
Currents were not a factor in tihis investigation.
There are no measurable currents in either the jetty site or
the control si te as indicated by dye te:sting. The waters
in these areas are basically wind-drive:n and would be
under equal conditions in both areas.
In the scope of this investigation, the algal growth,
seemingly due to the rise in temperature, affected and
hindered the growth of the manatee grass.
~here has been evidence of thermal destruction to
sea grasses in some areas as well. Biebl and Me Roy (1971),
in their study of Zostera marina, found that prolonged or
frequent temperatures above 30°C could :t-esult in the destruc-
tion of the sea grass. A measurable reduction of the standing
stock of eelgrass in Izembek Lagoon durIng the summer of 1964,
was attributed to the effects of high tlamperatures (Me Roy, 1966).
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Each measurement was averaged, on eaoh sample date,
from five different sites at the jetty and three different
sites at the control. This was done to minimize inaccuracies
and to allow for more representative data.
Predation by animals, especially the manatee, was
not noticed as a factor during this investigation.
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VI. ClfCirpfl~p
The growth rate of Qim0docea !!Wltorum in braokish
water of low turbidity is directl,. relatlitd to the temperature
of the water. It can be seen, in figure ~FI that where the
temperature shows an average decrease belcween the second
and third sampling date at the control site, growth of the
,
grass is seen to drop off. When the temperature increase
is greatest, especially when approaching the optimum temper-
ature, the growth is greatest. It is allio shown in figure 5
that the grass continued to increase in growth up to a temper-
ature of 29°C. It was at this temperatUl'e where an algae
bloom occurred. The algae which occurred at this location
was identified as Hypnea cervicornis, a l·eddish-brown member
of the family Hypneaceae. The alga cover'ed much of the grass,
acting as a light barrier, decreasing thE) sunlight supply and
lowering the dissolved oxygen content. It is possible that
the alga also acted as a barrier to an ef'ficient gas exchange
process. This reduction in the photosynt,hetic process
resulted in a decrease in grass g~owth. It must also be
stated that the blades of the grass that did remain, probably
due to the natural selection process, were not only larger
but continued to grow with the temperature in excess of 34Q C.
~his grass was limited as shown in the drastic decrease in
overall growth shown in figure 5. It is concluded, therefore
that the destruction of the grass was not due directly to the
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•temperature level over ~~9 C, but due to the hindering
effects of the alga whic~h seems to undergo a bloom at this
temperature in conjunctlon with the conditions present in
the lagoon during this 1;ime.
The parameters IIlleaaured, dissolYed oxygen, pH,
orthophosphates and ni tl~ate nitrogen, turbidi ty and salinit,.,
although show:ing so•• cb.ange at times, did not VfU"y signit-
icantly between the jet1;y site and the control site. Temper-
ature did v&r7 signiflclUltl,. between these sites, which allows
a relationship between N~emperature and arass growth to be
detined.
Temperatves will increase in tuture lIlonths in both
looations due to solar ]~adiation. Due to the heat added by
the power plant, the waN~er temperatures at the jett,. s1te
will always be hlgherthan those at the control site. As
these temperatureslncr4!lase over 30°0, photosynthesis will
decrease. 'this will C~lse a reduction in the grass' pro-
ductiVity. With increal~ing temperatures, the metabolisms
of the animals in the ~~ea will increase. This increase
results in a higher foocl requirement tor these animals which
graze on the sea grass, resulting in a net reduction in the
grass' biomass. During the late autumn months, when the
temperatures begin to dc!)crease in this area, the growth 01'
the sea grass will incrl~ase. Due to the decreasing water
temperatures, Manatees ,,,ill be attracted to the warmer
waters along the jetty 'llhere they graze, ~uite efficiently,
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on the Cxmodocea grass beds. Again the result will be a
reduction in the grass' biomass.
Figure 5 shows that the net producN~ivity of the
grass at the jetty site, where the tempera1;ures are higher
than those at the contl'ol site", is less thsln the net
productivity of the grass at the control site during the
time ot the investigation.
It can therefore be concluded that, on an annual
basis, the net effect of the increasing temperatures in the
area of the jetty reduces the net productivity of the sea
grass, Cymodocea manatorum.
By running a sieve analysis on the Boil from both
the jetty site and the control site, it was concluded that
the types of soil at each s1 te were not fac'tol's affecting
growth between the two sites.
The method of harvest can 'Qe consid4~red an effective
one when total and complete plant samples a]:,e required w1 th-
out !damage to the pluts and minimum upset N~o the rest of
the grass bed. This method is recommended emly in shallow
water with low turbidity.
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P;'f.jtJ·l:....T.bermaJ Effectii-Q]l GrQwth of Manatee GrasSDate of Sampling: ~De o. b, lljf::>
TitusvlN~eI FlorJda C'rland) 'Utilities Cemm. ge~DyS '1" A ' . \peci lC rea:
Sal. D.C. pH ~Ntrate Phos- Turb. ~et Wet "Net Dr" INet Dry
, Site Dept! 0.40 ppm Nit. phate Jacksonwt. gms [)wt. gm~~ tp.igh~em. nnm nnm TTnits ~T2 em :'572 em Igms/m
1 27.5 22 8.0 8.0 0 .10 44 31.5 5.0 87.4
2 27.5 22 8.0 8.0 0 .12 32 64.0 8.6 150.3
3 27.5 22 7.5 8.1 0 .10 32 19.7 3.0 52.4
4 27.'5 22 7.5 8.0 0 .12 36 35.2 6.0 104.9
~ 27 ~ 22 9.5 8.3 0 .10 26 39.5 5.1 89.6
I
co NTROL SITES
. 1 28 22 8.5 8.0 0 .12 '=50 q.4 3.5 61.4~
.~J 28 22 8.5 8.0 0 • 1'=5 28 11.0 3.1 54.2
'3 28 22 8.5 8.0 0 _11 ~2 14.q 3.9 68.2
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Project: 'T'hermaJ Effects on G'rowth of Manatee GrasSDatc of Sampling: MarGh 8.......t ____.;19:".,..;7-..;;J""-- _
Location: Ti tusvi lle, Florida S Of' A Orlando Utili ties Comma Jett,ypeel Ie nrea: _
aept~ Sal. D.C. pH
~itrate Phos- Turb. ~et Wet Net DrJ 'Net Dry:
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CC NTROL SITES
· 1 28 25 8.0 q.6 0 .13 20 47.7 9.0 157.3j
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.
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· C< N!ROL SITES
· 1 28 25 9.1 8.8 .10 .05 18 61.5 10.8 188.ff
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* algal growth ** no samples taken because of stingrays at site
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Project: Therma] Effects on Growth of Manatee GrassDate of SampUng;M=aIL.I_3,1..;....1l--1.;..,9'-7r..oS'--- _
T't 111 Florida S Of0 A Orlando Utilities Comm. ge~yLocation: 1. usv e, peel Ie rea:
--------------------
k1**h* alli(al li(rowt no samn es ta en because of stinQrays at site
~al. D.C. pH N'itrate Phos- Turb. Net Wet Net DrJ INet Dry! Site Deptl
°ko ppm Nit. phate JacksonWt. gms Dwt.gm~~ Wp.ign'21 em. nnm nnm Units c;72 em '572 cm Ip;ms/m
: *1 27.5 24- 4.1 7.2 .09 .20 ;0 53.8 9.0 157.3
*2 27.5 24 4.4 7.2 .09 .08 26 76.7 N2.~ 215.0
: *3 27.5 22 4.2 7.2 .09 .08 26 44.6 4- 2 7"3.4
**~
*5 27.5 24 4.5 7.2 .09 .06 26 84.5 14.8 258.7
!
--
ac JiTROL SITES
*1 28 24 5.6 7.2 .10 .10 28 87.6 21.0 367.1
, *2 28 24 5.7 7.2 .10 .14 28 76.0 20.0 349.6
*3 28 24 5.S 7.2 .10 .12 28 84.9 22.0 384.6
,
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l2/9-3/7)
Discharge Temp.E~lF
Period
Daily Ay,rBf- Ave%'age Flow
Date --!y. Min. AYeWI -IQ. cal./min.x1Q5
79.7, 26.5 5.21
reb. 9 83 73 78
10 83 75 79
11 79 75 77
12 82 74 78
13 81 75 78
14 78 73 75.5
15 80 73 76.5
16 83 76 79.5
17 84 76 80
18 84 78 81
19 89 78 83.5
20 83 79 81
21 86 78 82
22 89 78 83.5
23 86 82 84
24- 90 80 85
25 86 77 81.5
26 8' 75 7927 82 75 78.5
28 80 75 77.5
Mar. 1 78 74 76
2 80 "3 76.5
3 it- .. *4- * * *5 * * *6
* * *7
* * *
* Recorder Failure
Appendix 6. Orlando utilities Commission Cooling Discharge Water
Daily Temperature Data - 1975
* Recorder Failure
Appendix 7. Orlando Utilities Commission Cooling Discharge Water
Daily Temperature Data - 1975
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l4/5-S/2)
Period
Discharge Temp. {oF) Daily Average Average FlowS
Date . Max. Mip. Avery, oF. 0Q gal./rnin.x10
86.5 30.3 5.21
April 5 84 76 80
6 83 75 79
7 88 76 82
8 94 78 86
9 94 81 87.5
10 94 83 88.5
11 91 85 88
12 89 84 86.5
13 86 80 83
14 95 82 88.5
15 94 85 89'.'5
16 89 82 85.5
17 89 81 85
18 94 83 88.5
19 95 82 88.5
20 96 83 89.5
21 92 83 87.5
22 92 83 87.5
2~ 85 80 82.5
24 86 79 82.5
25 87 79 83
26 88 80 84
27 91 82 86.5
28 92 86 89
29 94 86 90
30 95 82 88.5
May 1 99 86 92.5 ,
2 101 86 93.5
Appendix 8. Orlando Utilities Commission Cooling Discharge Water
Daily Temperature Data - 1975
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(5/3-5/31)
Period
Discharge Temp.\oF) Daily Average Average Flow5Date _Max, Min, ~erage. °l 0Q gal./min.x10
93.4 ~4.N 5.21
May , 99 89 94
4 97 88 92.5
5 98 87 92.5
6 98 86 92
7 97 88 92.5
8 98 88 93
9 100 88 94
10 97 89 93
11 95 86 90.5
12 98 86 92
1') 98 89 93.5
14 99 86 92.5
15 94 89 91.5
16 92 87 89.5
17 94 86 90
18 96 87 91 .5
19 98 89 93.5
20 98 89 93.5
21 99 90 94.5
22 100 89 94.5
23 103 90 96.5
24 101 90 95.5
25 100 91 95.5
26 102 91 96.5
27 100 92 96
28 101 92 96.5
29 97 90 9'3.5
~o 98 88 93
~N 99 89 94
A-ppendix 9. Orlando Utilities Commission Cooling Discharge water
Daily Temperature Data - 1975
1 • Uniformity coefficient =
Jetty site:
Control site:
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2. Mean diameter = ilD16 + DB5 )
Jetty site: i{D16 + DB5 ) = !to.095 + 0.300)
= 0.1975 rom
Control site: il D16 + D85 ) = !{ 0.11 + 0.300)
= 0.205 mm
,. Per oent Retained _ Weitht of Soil Retained x 100%
- ota! sol! weIght
= Diameter in mm of the particles where the
per oent finer 1s SM~.
Appendix 10. Calculations for Soil Analysis
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BENTHIC SPECIES DIVERSITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL
STABIIJTY IN THE NORTHERN INDIAN UIVER, FLORIDA
Major Advisor: K. B. Clark
Species diversity in the benthic community of an evaporite estuary on the
Florida east coast is examined for the summer of 1973. samples were taken along
a transect using a .05m2 Ponar grab. Variations in species richness and evenness
components of diversity were determined using several indices. Analysis of
variance was used to determine variations in environm,ental parameters including
temperature, dissolved oxygen, salinity, pH, and redox potential. Species rich-
ness and evenness were found to vary inversely when both were compared to water
depth and species richness was found to correlate strolllgly with the redox potential
of the sediments. Depth served to buffer the community from variations in tempera-
ture and dissolved oxygen but the availability of oxygen as interpreted from the redox
------- J~~JJJJ~JJJJJJJJJJ
potential appears to playa greater role in determining species diversity
than does the environmental stability.
Where oxygen was abundant, species were found to be closely
coupled to their total environment as seen in trophic interactions and
resource utilization by deposit feeders.
A biological indicator is proposed to aid in determination of
sediment instability with re soect to dredging activities. This indicator
is u-sed to demonstrate the apparent long term effects of the dredging
of a navigational channel in this estuary.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A. Background
The research described in this paper was conducted as part of
an ecological baseline study on the waters in and around the Kennedy
Space Center, Merritt Island, Florida. The combined efforts of the
Departments of Oceanography and Biological Sciences were focused on
the assessment of biological, chemical, and physical water quality in
terms of those parameters that are likely to be affected by man's
activities.
Water quality is reflected in the species composition and diver-
sity, population density, and physiological cClndition of indigenous com-
munities of aquatic organisms (Standard Methods for the Examination of
Water and Wastewater, 1971). Perhaps the rnost important reason for
including the sampling of acquatic organism.s in a water quality study is
that they act as natural monitors. Aquatic olrganisms respond to their
total environment. When that environment is: stressed, organisms that
cannot tolerate the stress are destroyed and the composition of the
aquatic community changes. In general the use of biological indicators
may reveal more about water quality than chemical analysis alone.
Even the most ~pecific chemical analysis Carll only indicate instan-
taneous conditions, whereas organisms used as indicators can represent
1
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2conditions extant over a period of months (Stein and Denison, 1967).
It is important to recognize that biological assessment does not replace
physical and chemi cal investigations. They all provide converging
lines of information that supplement each other.
Qualitative and quantitative methods may be used to evaluate con-
ditions in an aquatic community. The first consists of little more than
a biological inventory or a listing of the species found in a community
accompanied by notes on where they were found. Such an approach is
particularly useful in studies where rare or commercially important
species are of major interest.
In the field of pollution research attempts have been made to
tl quantify" the qualitative approach to the study of aquatic communities.
This quantification is based on a precise taxonomic grouping of
organisms according to their relative tolerance to the same stress.
Beck (1954) developed a biotic index as a method of evaluating the
effects of pollutants on benthic fauna. His index is simply the sum of
the number of intolerant organisms. with the number of facultative
organisms giving added weight to the former.
The evaluation of an aquatic community utilizing a saprobic sys-
tem as proposed by Beck is weakly founded and less than universal in
applicability. Knowledge of the tolerance levels of many organisms
to various stresse s is still severely limited. Tolerances for the same
organisn"ls may vary under different conditions, making categorization
3somewhat subjective. This all-or-none concept of tolerance to stress
neglects the principle of a continuum of tolerance (K. B. Clark.
personal communication). Many of the so- called pollution tolerant
species are also found in clean waters (Hynes, 1970). Therefore, the
use of the mere presence or absence of a particular species as an
indicator of water quality is ill-advised and no longer commonly
accepted (Stein and Denison, 1967).
The quantitative approach in the use of aquatic biota to assess
water quality is based on community structure as an indicator.
Hairston (1959) defined community structure in terms of species fre-
quency, species per unit area, spatial distribution of individuals, and
numerical abundance of species. All of these parameters have been
incorporated, either singly or in combinations, into the evaluation of
a community in terrns of species diversity.
Species diversity is most commonly equated with species abund-
ance. or richness, relative to some base unit such as area or total
population. The more species present in a comn1unity, the greater the
diversity. Sanders (1968) and Whittaker (1965) des cribe such measures
of diversity as llspecies diversity." Odum (1971]1, however, states that
diversity can be defined mathematically by any function that has a
maximum value when each individual belongs to a different species and
a "1l1nimum value when all individuals belong to the same species.
Such a mathematical definition appears to suggest a different view of
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4diversity which is independent of the number of species present. This
measure of diversity is also widely used but the name given to the
measure varies from author to author. Lloyd and Ghelardi (1964) pro-
vide the term ltequitability" and Pie10u (1966) uses the label "evenness."
Sanders (1968) calls such a measure "dominance diversity" after the
simpler and more common label of "dominance" used by Whittaker
(1965). While all these adopted terms apply to the same concept of
diversity, the positions given to the maximum values of the terms may
be reversed. Maximum dominance or dominance diversity is equated
to minimum evenness or equitability. The question arises then of which
concept of diversity should be used as its measure. Hurlbert (1971)
suggests that species diversity is, in fact, a function of both the species
richness and the "evenness!' components. In addition, Pielou (1966)
suggests that depending upon the function used to mathematically define
diversity, a third component may be introduced - population density, or
more specifically, sample size.
A universally applicable nlathematical definition of diversity
would seem to yield a valuable statistic for the evaluation of the struc-
ture of a biotic community. But for the purpose of inter-comrrlUnity
comparison, this statistic or diversity index must necessarily be inde-
pendent of the population densities of the communities. Most of the
formulae proposed as indices of diversity have been subsequently shown
to be density dependent. Discus sions concerning the history and fate
5of these indices can be found in numerous publiccLtions including
Whittaker (1965), Hairston (1959), and McNaughton and Wolf (1970) and
will not be dealt with at length here. However, rnany of these indices
are still used with due consideration given to their weaknesses. The
formulae which are perhaps the most widely used by terrestrial and
aquatic ecologists are those based on the concept of information content
in communication theory. Originally proposed by Margalef (1957) as a
measure of species diversity, the density independence of this series
of equations remains argumentative. The propor.lent of this index
argues that the results obtained are valid when the community under
examination is reasonably homogeneous. This alt"gument becomes
somewhat circular when the index itself is the only measure of that
homogeneity. Nonetheless, the generally widespread usage of the
information theory indices of diversity demonstrates that they deserve
"a more detailed discussion at this point.
The underlying concept of the use of inform.ation theory as a
measure of diversity lies in the assumption that individuals in a natural
population are analogous to the letters of the alphabet contained in the
words of some message. II all the letters in the message are scram-
bled and placed in a hat, they can be randomly selected one at a time.
As each letter is drawn, it provides "bits" of information that will
eventually lead to the meaning of the message. If there are a great
number of the same letter, then theoretically more draws must be made
to decipher the mes sage. Each letter then provi des only a few "bits"
6of information about the message. Conversely, if the letters of the
message cover a wider range of the alphabet with little duplication,
less draws may be made to reveal the message content. Thus each
letter drawn provides more "bits" of information. The parallel between
repeated or different letters and dominant or diverse species is easily
seen even though the si'nilarity in the distribution of alphabetic letters
in a message and the distribution of species in nature appears unlikely.
The use of information theory in ecological studies has led to
various formulae. Beginning with the information function of Brillouin
(1962):
s
H = liN log2 N! -.1- log2 n· !1-1 1
where H is the index of diversity expres sed as bits per individual, N
is the total number of individuals in the sample, ni is the number of
individuals in the .i.th species and s is the number of species, Shannon
and Weaver (1963) developed a special case formula
HI = - JI Pi log2 Pi
,
where H is the index of diversity and Pi is the fraction n/ N. As both
Pielou (19'66) and O'Connor (1972) point out, this second equation is
applicable to cases where each ni is relatively large so that Stirling's
approximation to the logarithm of a factorial, in the form
log N!-N (logN-l)
may be used with the result that H' is an approximation to H. Such a
situation where all ni are large is not often found in nature (Odum,
71971). Both of these equations dealt with the species richness aspect
of diversity as well as the evennes s of the distribution of organisms
within those species. If one wished to consider only the evenness
aspect, the ratio (J) of the observed diversity (H) to maximum possible
diversity (Hmax) at a given value of Nand i may be used. Pielou
(1966) discussed the use of this ratio and defined the maximum diversity
by the equation
I N!
Hmax =N logZ (m t 1) s - F~ml + 1) !] r
where N is as above, s is the number of species and. sm' + r = N
(with m' and r as whole numbers and r£ s) whlen s - r of the speeies
are represented by m' individuals each and the rernaining r species
by m' ..... 1 itrdividua1s each.
A more recent approach to providing a density independent index
of diversity has been advanced by Sanders (1968), which involves int.t ...
polation of the number of species found in various sample sizes by
retaining a constant percentage of species compos:ttion. A detailed
discussion of the method is undertaken at a later point in this paper.
Still more recent approaches to a measurement of species diversit,
have been proposed by Simber10ff (1972) and Fage]' (1972) using cotn-
puter techniques to simulate the random sampling of a population one
individual at a time. The use of these techniques tenab1es one to deter-
mine the number of species present at any preselected sample size.
While the simulation technique appears 8uperfidally to be Sanders'
------------ ------------------
8method worked in reverse, it has led to the criticism that the latt£>r
method tends to C'xaggerate the species ahundance estimates. This, in
itself, does not disallow the use of Sanders' method as an index of
diversity (Simberloff, 1972).
The concept of species diversity was accepted early in this cen-
tury as an indicator of conditions in a biological community and has
been used extensively ever since (Copeland, 1967). If diversity is a
characteristic of a community, then it follows that that diversity is
affected by either the comm'mity itself or by factors outside of and
independent of the community. Application of 'the concept of diversity
is often on a localized scale, that is in one localized community, but
the generalized theories so far proposed to explain differences in
diversity have been advanced on a global scale!. These theories are
reviewed by Pianka (1966) as theories to explain latitudinal gradients
in diversity. There are six such theories summarized as follows:
The Time Theory - Diver sity is low in a new or recently dis-
turbed community. If allowed to develop undisturbed, the diver-
sity of the community will increase with time.
The Theory of Spatial Heterogeneity - The more heterogeneous
and complex the physical environment becomes, the Inore com-
plex and diverse are the plants and animals supported by that
environment.
The Theory of Climatic Stability - Regions with stable climates
allow the evolution of fine r specializations and adaptations than
9do areas with n"\Ore erratic climatic regin'les, because of the
relative constancy of resources.
The Competition Hypothesis - In tempe~ate regions natural
selection is controlled mainly by the physical environment
whereas biological competition becomes a more important
component of evolution in the tropics. Competition for re-
sources is keener and niches are "smaller" in more diverse
commllnitie s.
The Predation Hypothesis - There are more predators in
diverse communitit~s. These are able to hold down individual
prey populations enough to lower the level of competition between
and among prey species. This lowered level of competition then
allows the addition of new prey types which in turn support new
predators.
The Productivity Hypothesis - Greater production results in
greater diversity, everything else being equal.
All of these concepts are difficult to test directly and thus all
remain unproven exclusive of each other. There are however many
objections to some of these concepts which tend to lessen their impor-
tance as determinants of diversity.
While the TiITle Theory is easily understood, it is largely un-
supported as a major factor in community diversity. Geological cata-
strophies such as glaciation have, it is felt, allowed temperate regions
less time for speciation and diversification than trElpical regions which
10
were less affected. Evidence suggests, however, that temperate
spe;,;les were merely displaced further south during glacial periods
rather than destJ;'oyed (Morris, personal communication). Thus, time
would only be reflected in rates of colonization rather than rates of
diversification. The t:>aleoecological work of Simpson (1969) would
seem to indicate the possibility of error in considering all past geolo-
gical periods as being markedly less diverse than the present.
As shown by Stauffer (1937) spatial heterogeneity is an important
aspect of diversity but it is insufficient explanation for latitudinal
gradients within habitats (Pianka, 1966). It has been shown that
environmental complexity in the form of foliage height is a good pre-
dictor of bird species diversity (MacArthur, 1964), but no explanation
is provided for the vegetation diversity. It would appear that the
effects of spatial heterogeneity may be habitat specific.
The hypotheses of predation and competition are by definition
mutually exclusive (Pianka, 1966). Predation re suIts in reduced com-
petition in diverse communities while the competition hypothesis
equate s high diversity with high competition. Paine (1966) provides
good evidence for the predation hypothesis in development of his "key-
stone species" concept. The intense competition and its resultant
food web complexity provide little buffer against the damaging effects
of the removal of a top carnivore from a highly diverse coral reef
tract.
11
It is con ceivable that hight competition would have its greate st
effects when productivity is low. Where productivity is high, competi-
tion would be dc-creased at a given population density. Qualitative inves-
tigations of enriched, or "polluted, !f environments have indicated that
exploitation and low diversity are more often associated with high pro-
ductivity. It has been suggested that stability of production, rather than
the rate, .is a more realistic determinant of diversity (Valentine, 1971,
Levinton, 1972).
The theory of climatic stability has found rather general accept-
ance as a determinant of diversity. But only once has a relatively
successful attempt been made to correlate diversity with climate
(Sanders, 1968). Perhaps the mo st important a:spect of this theory is that
of stability. The inclusion of this term in the productivity hypothesis
has already been mentioned as a more viable alternative. Slobodkin
'and Sanders (1969) use the term predictability to include stability as a
more general concept. Thus, the predictability of all the factors which
may affect an organism or a commanity will ultimately affect the diver-
sity. Unpredictable catastrophic effects such as glaciation or the whole-
sale removal of a key predator would have a deleterious effect on the
diversity of.a comrr1'.lnity. Predictability may be the general concept
which unifies the six theories summarized above, all of which have been
shown to play some role in the determination of diversity in a particular
situation.
~~~JJJ--- ._---_._----_._-----
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It ma.y be interpreted that Sanders (1968) actually meant predic-
tability in suggesting the time- stability hypothesis as a determinant of
dive l' s ity:
"Where physiological stresses have been historically low,
biologically accommodated communities have evolved. As
the gradient of physiological stress increases, resulting from
increasing physical fluctuations or by increasing unfavorable
physical conditions regardle ss of fluctuations, the nature of
the community gradually changes to a predominantly physically
controlled. Finally, when the stress conditions become
greater than the adaptive abilities of the organisms, an
abiotic condition is reached. The number of species present
diminishes continuously along the stress gradient. 'f
Sanders drew no conclusions as to the effect of fluctuations of
constant magnitude and periodicity on diversity. But if his use of the
term 11 stability" is interchanged with "predictability" the implication
becomes obvious.
Demonstration by Sanders of the time - stability hypothesis as it
affects the diversity of marine benthic communities revealed high diver-
sity in tropical shallow water (l 0 - 40 meter s) and deep sea continental
slope samples. These locations are characterized by constant temper-
atures, salinities, and concentrations of dissolved oxygen. Significantly
lower diversity values were seen for estuaries, boreal shallow waters,
and disturbed tropical shallow waters. Nichols (1970) found lower
diversity among marine polychaete assemblages at the mouth of an
estuary than at deeper station s in Puget Sound, Washington. He con-
eluded that this was the result of a shifting substrate and fluctuating
salinities at the estuary mouth. In addition, the work of Rhoades and
\3
Young (1 c)70) and Levinton (I (72) snggesta thaI lhe high diversity of
deposit f(\('dl\rs as oppos('d to th(' low diversity of suspension feeders
in benthic communities is a function of the predictability or constancy
of food supply. Deposit feeders rely on a detritus sink in which
nutrients may be rapidly recycled and which acts as a buffer against
any fluctuations in the "rain" of detritus from above. Suspension
feeders, on the other hand, are subjected to changes in food availability-
by currents and seasonal plankton population changes.
If environmental stress and fluctuations are minimized or are
predictable within the organisms' ada?tive capabilities, biological
accommodations will develop re su lting in, or coin,ciding with, an
increased diversity. Adaptive strategies can focus on the environmen.t
as a whole rather than on the parameter producing the stress. Membet
species of the community can become adapted to local conditions and to
each other (Wilson, 1969). In a stressed or physically controlled com-
munity, adapta.tions of organisms are toward a broad spectrum of
physical conditions and there can be no close coupling of a species to
its environment (Sanders, 1968).
Low latitude environments are generally characterized by com-
plex biological interaction and high diversity. But: estuaries, even in
the tropics, are subj ected to severe environmental stres ses such as
low levels of dis solved oxygen (Odum, 1970), salinity fluctuations as a
result of evap8ration and fresh water input, and wide range daily tem-
perature variations (Wood, 1965). Consequently r.n.any estuarine
14
organisms are living near the limits of their tolerance range (Odum,
1970) and even slight further alterations could result in considerable
variation in local diversity within the estuary.
Sanders (1958) and Nichols (1970) f01.U1d the sediment, particularly
the percentage of clay, to be the most significant correlate of faunal
dist.ributions in the benthos. Sanders (1958) and Bloom, et~. (1972)
related an optimum particle size to the distribution of suspension
feeders. Nichols (1970) suggested the importance of the sorting of
particle sizes to the diversity of polychaete assemblages. Sediment
particle size and sorting coefficient are also probably related to the
stability of the substrate and hence may be indicative of disturbances
to that substrate although such use as indicators is of doubtful validity
(Kalajian, personal commcmication). McNulty, et~. (1962) suggest
that sediments may playa less important role in shallow waters of
Florida. That conclusion is supported in part by Bloom, et al. (1972)
in Tampa Bay, Florida.
Previous studies by Sanders (1958 and 1968), Lie (1974), and
O'Connor (1972) were on a relatively large scale involving distances
between stations in terms of miles. Such large scale studies may
include unaccounted for differences in zoogeographical distributions
and drastic changes in substrates. The work of Bloom, et al. (1972)
was on a small spatial scale but diversity~~ was not investigated
due to limitations of sampling methodology.
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The purpose of this study is to investigate species diversity in
the benthic community of an evaporite estuary on a small scale with
respect to parameters which may place physical stress on the com-
munity. In shallow water temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, and
the nature of the substrate should represent the most significant envi-
ronmental parameters whose fluctuations, either temporally or
spatially, or relative pre sence would affect the distribution of the
benthic fauna. The buffering of the comm.unity from these stresses, by
increasing the water depth or the distance from shore, should result in
increased biological interaction and higher diversity. Increases in bio-
logical interaction may be seen in the increase of significance of corre-
lations between organisms and their environment.
B. Description of Study Area
the Indian River is part of the Intracoastal Waterway which
extends along the east coast of Florida. The "riverrr is acb~alNy a
lagooh separated from the ocean by a barrier is1<1nd formed by wind
and wave depositiol'1 of sand during re ceht geologilc time (BroWf1; 1962).
Little ecological research has been clohe in the waters of the 1ndian
River althdugh it has been an integral pal"t of the recreatidnal and com-
mercial fishing industries of east coastal Florida..
The Indian River is bounded On the west by the Florida. mainland
and on the east by various barrier islands, the ncnthetnm.ost of which
------ ~JJJJ~JJ_._J~JJJJJ
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is Merritt Island. On the north there is a connection with Mosquito
ia~oEFnI another sin'lila rly formed lagoon. The IndiC\n River extends
from latitnot' 28° 4H' about ten n,i1('8 north of Titusville, Florida, south
o
wards to latitude 27 7 1 near Port Salerno, Florida, representing a
total distance of approximately 123 miles.
Since a physical description of the entire Indian River is beyond
the scope of this tex t, only some of the major features will be discussed
here. Direct exchange of water between the Indian River and the
Atlantic Ocean is accomplished through one man-made and two natural
inlets, Sebastian Inlet, Fort Pierce Inlet and St. Lucie Inlet,
respectively. North of Sebastian Inlet, the only contact with the ocean
is indirect. Near Melbourne and Cocoa, Florida, the River connects
with the Banana River, which, in turn, contacts the ocean through cana.l
locks at Port Canaveral. North of Titusville, Haulover Canal links the
lndian River with Mosquito Lagoon, which opens to the ocean at New
Smyrna Beach.
Freshwater input in the form of rivers and· streams is likewise
limited. Of probable importance are: Turnbull Creek, at the extreme
north end; the Eau Gallie River, Crane Creek, and Turkey Creek, in
the vicinity of Melbourne; and the Sebastian and St. Lucie Rivers further
south. Other significant freshwater inputs exist in the form of direct
precipitation and run-off from adjacent land ITlasses.
Two other man-made features are of probable significance. A
total of seventeen causeways cross the River at various points along
17
its length. Thesc causeways, the majority of which are the result of
massive "fills, " probably servc to divide the dver into relatively dis-
crete sections by impeding water circulation. Secondly, as previously
mentioned, the Indian River provides a course for the Intracoastal
Waterway practically throughout the total length of the lagoon. In addi-
tion to the relatively deep twelve -foot planned depth, the initial and
maintenance dredging of this lOO-foot wide channel has provided
numerous small spoil islands paralleling its course. Lasater (1971)
provides a comprehensive physical and hydrographical description of
the Indian River and adjacent lagoons including further discussion of
the points mentioned.
The portion of the Indian River directly el'lcompassed by this study
is the northernmost section as shown in Figurel; 1 and 2. This area was
chosen for study for two reasons. First, as a result of the probable
physical processes which formed the barrier islands this area should
represent the geologically oldest part of the II r iver." Secondly, the
shoreline, with some exception, is relatively free of human disturb-
ance. As such, it was felt that this section may represent natural
background conditions.
Man's infl uence is seen, however, in the railroad causeway which
provides the northern boundary of the study area. The Intracoastal
Waterway and its attendant spoil islands cut a diagonal course across
the section from the railroad causeway in the south to Haulover Canal
on the eastern shore. That portion of the shoreline from the causewa 'f
--- ----------
FIGURE I
Map of the
Indian River Lagoon
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FIGUR.E 2
Map of the Study Area in
the north Indian River showing
location of sample transect and
stations.
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to Haulover Canal consits of stands of mangroves and Spartina marshes,
both in di scontinuous contact with the lagoon as a re suIt of the construc-
tion of mosquito control impoundment dikes. The remaining shoreline,
excluding the impoundment dikes, is similar and relatively undisturbed.
An industrial facility is located on the west shore and a railroad bed
runs along that shore from the causeway for approximately half the
distance to Turnbull Creek.
Within the water body, the shallow waters fringing the shoreline
are characterized by the pre sene e of rather extensi ve seagras s beds.
The shoals are dominated by Diplanthera (shoalgras s) which is displaced
as the dominant at depths greater than 0.5 meters by manatee grass,
Syringodium (= Cymodocea). Patches of Halophila, another seagrass,
have been observed among the Syringodium beds •. Also associated with
the Syringodhfm beds are numerous algal species both free living, such
as Gracilaria compres sa, Acanthophora musciodes and Lyngbya sp. ,
and epiphytic, such as Polysiphonia macrocarpa, Lyngbya sp., and
Ceramium sp. (Hartman, written communication). Attached seagrasses
were not observed at water depths greater than 1. 5 meters. At such
depths, the macro-producers appear to be predominantly macroalgal
forms such as Gracilaria and Eucheuma.
Hydrographic data for this portion of the river was collected
quarterly by Lasater and Nevin (unpublished) during the period from
June, 1972, th rough December, 1973. Little variation of salinity was
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observed, either temporally or spatially. At sample stations of
greater than 1. 2 meters depth bottom water salinity values ranged from
28-31 parts per thousand with a mean ..)f 29. At shallower stations, the
bottom salinity ranged from 30-33 parts per thousand with an average
of 32. Bottom water temperature variation was somewhat greater,
however, with ranges of 13-30.8 0 C. and 12-30.2 0 C. for depths greater
than and less than 1. 2 meters respectively. Thb~ average bottom water
temperature for both deep and shallow stations was 24.9 0 C. over the
entire period.
Since current patterns are determined by wind direction and
velocity (Dill, 1974) in this portion of the Indian River, it is relevant to
point out some gen'eral aspects of these driving forces. Lasater (1971)
found that the strongest winds (average ten knots) occur during the fall
and winter from September to March and are generally from the north.
During the spring and summer prevailing winds are easterly and of
lesser velocity (average seven knots). The mean annual wind direction
and velocity are easterly at eight knots.
From this same data temperature and rainfall summaries have
been obtained. The highe st monthly mean tempe ratures occur during
the months of July and August and the lowest during December, January
and February. The maximum annual air temperature variation is about
41 0 C. from a low of _4 0 C. to a high of 370 C. Maximum rainfall
occurs from June to October with an annual mean rainfall of about 48
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inches. Brov\'"n (l Q62) clas sifies this area of Brevard County, Florida,
o
as humid subtropical with normal monthly temperatures of about 17 C.
ofor January and 28 C. for August. H(' records an annual monthly
temperature of 22. 50 C. and an average annual rainfall of about 50
inches accumulating mostly during the period from May through
October.
These data suggest that the summer m.onths may represent the
maximum in climatological severity in relation to the marine life of
the Indian River. Reduced circulation and mixing of the water colrgr~Il
as a result of decreased wind velocities and higher temperatures may
result in oxygen depletion in summer (Odum, 1970, and O'Connor, NTT2~
Higher temperatures accelerating evaporation in the shallow water and
greater rainf all during this period may contribute to wider fluctuations
of salinity.
II. METHODS AND MATERlALS
Bottom samples were taken during June and July, 1973, with a
Ponar grab. This small sampler provides grabs of approximately
2
O.OSm surface area and depths of 2 - 8 cm depending upon the character
of the bottom. The use of 'this grab as an all-sediJnent sampler is dis-
cussed and recommended by Flannagan (1970). Further analysis of
this grab and its effectivene s s in Indian River samples is discussed by
Zarkanellas (1973). In terms of safety and technical simplicitI, th~
Ponar grab was found to be more desirable than grabs of spring-loaded
jaw design and other more me chanically sophistica.ted designs while
working from a small open boat.
Sampling locations were selected along a no%,th-south transect of
approximately 6. 4 nautical miles in length. The transect sampling
scheme was selected in preference to a grid or random site sampling to
ensure a gradient in depth and distance from shore. Locations of the
fifteen sample sites along this transect are shown in Figure 2.
It is generally accepted that aggregated populations commonly
occur in nature. Small samples taken from areas exhibiting such dis-
tributions would either exaggerate or neglect species importance depend-
ing upon where in the distribution pattern the sample was taken.
Increasing the sample size or number of samples taken at each site
25
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tends to recruit additional species according to a curve, exponential in
form (Longhurst, 1959). In an effort to decrease the probability that
additional species could be recruited, five grabs were taken at each
site. These replicate grabs were then pooled in a lf s l u ice-box" and
mixed by hand to provide an homogeneous and, theoretically, a random
distribution throughout the pooled sample. The sluice box shown In
Figure 3 was designed to take an aliquot equal to 1/ 5 x total area
sampled by closing the inner gate subsequent to mixing. Such an
aliquot reduces sorting effort while the theoretically random d:stribu-
tion of the organisms in the sample allowf'l the use of the aliquot as an
estimate of the total sample. By rem.oving the outer gate the aliquot
was washed into a fiberglass tub modified from a method used by
Sanders, ~ al. (1965). Organisms floated out of the tub were captured
on a stack of screens; the smallest mesh size was 0.42 mm. Organisms
were fixed in 10 per cent buffered formalin after relaxation for 10-20
minutes in six per cent MgC12 . The formalin was replaced after a
minimum of twenty-four hours by 70 per cent ethyl alcohol for preser-
vation. The samples were then carefully sorted in the laboratory,
identified to species when possible, and counted. Only non-colonial
species were counted. The convention used for counting provided that
organisms or fragments of organisms that included the "head tl should
be counted. If no fragments of a species were found with a uhead tl that
species was quantified as a single occurrence. A few hours prior to
sorting, Rose Bengal stain was added to the samples. This protein
FIGURE 3
Sketch of "Sluice Box" showing
inner gate in open position for
mixing of pooled samples.
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stain allowed easy detection of small invertebrates among the. she"
debris in thE' sample resulting in an estimated recovery of almost all
of the organi.sms present.
Taxonomi.c nomenclature used in this study follows Abbott (1954),
Andrews (1971) and Warmke and Abbott (1962) for Mollusca, Hedgepeth
(1948) for pycnogonids, Renaud (1956) for some polychaetous annelids
and Smith (1964), Miner (1950). and Gosner (1971) for other polychaetes
and all other taxa. Individual exceptions are noted in parenthese:1
following the binomial.
At each station, bottom water and sediment te:mperatures were
measured in situ with a thermister probe. Water samples were taktn
using a modified VanDorn bottle (Wildco). aissolvl~d oxygen concen-
tration was determined by Winkler titration (Standard Methods for the
Examination of Water and Wastewater, 1971). Salinity was measured
by'means of a handheld optical refractometer. Beckman Model G pH
meters were used for measurement of pH and redox potential, using
platinum and calomel electrodes for the latter. Sediment samples were
taken from the unused portion of the pooled grab samples for analysis
of particle size distribution and organic carbon content. These sedi-
ment analyses follow ITlcthods described by Holme and McIntyre (197 1.).
Statistical analyses were performed on a Monroe programmable
calculator. Statistical program packages included one-way analysis of
variance (4021 J). two-way analysis of variance (4S00 J) and linear
regression (4505 J) provided by the Monroe Calculatot Company.
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Diversity curves were calculated using the rarefaction method
described by Sanders (1968), The species in a sample are ranked by
i\bllndan<:e, and the pcrcentag(' composition of each species and the
('umulativc percentage are plotted. Using the data collected in this
study from sample Station TR 14 as an example (Table 1), there are
100 individuals and 12 species. To determine the number of speC). s
at the 50-individual level, the percentage composition remains the same
as in the original sample, but the number of individuals is reduced to
50. Since 50 specimens in this reduced saInple represent 100 per cent
of the individuals present, then each individual specimen forms two per
cent of the sample. In the original saInple, seven species each COITlprLSe
two per cent or more, and in total they compose 95 per cent of the
sample by number. Therefore, each of these seven species will be
present in the reduced sample. This leaves a residue of five per cent
of the original sample comprising the remaining five species. Because
none of these species forms more than two per cent of the original
sample, those species of this group that will appear in the reduced
sample cannot be represented by more than one individual. Since one
specirnent comprises two per cent of the reduced sample, therefore
5%/2% = 2. 5 species; 7 + Z. 5 = 9. 5 species (which may be 'rounded off
to 10 species) present per 50 individuals.
The determination of species per 25 individuals is as follows:
(1) since each individual repre sents four per cent of the sample, then
TABLE 1
Sample from station TR 14 with
100 individuals and 12 speci,es.
-------- -------------
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Rank of Species Number of 0/0 of Cumulative of
by Abundance Individuals Sample Sample 0/0
1............. 43 43 43
2 ........ to' ••• 26 26 69
3•............ 8 8 77
4•............ 8 8 85
5... .: ... , ... .. 4 4 89
6............. 3 3 92
7............. 3 3 95
8............. 1 1 96
9........ '.' ... 1 1 97
10........... 1 1 98
11 .......... . . 1 1 99
12............ 1 1 100
Total Number 100
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(2) five species in Table 1 each comprise <tC.. 4% of the fauna and
= .
cumulatively = B9% of the sample; (3) the residue = 11% of the sample;
11%/4% .. 2.75 species: and (4) 5 + 2.75 II 7.75 species per 25
individuais.
Using this technique, arithmetic plots of the number of species
at different population levels up to the total number of individual Q are
made. The plot for Station TR 14 is shown in Figure 4. The curvili-
near nature of the line is due to the fact that individuals are being
added at a constant rate but progressively rarer species are added at
a .continuously decreasing rate. The curve itself gives the interpolated
number of species at the different population levels. Each environment
seems to have its own characteristic rate of species increment
(Sanders, 1968).
FIGURE 4
Arithmetic plot of the number of species
at different population levels using the
rarefaction methodology for the sample
from station TR 14.
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III. RESULTS
Since the sampling program in this study was carried oat on a
relatively small scale, it was important to ddel'lninc if any significant
changes are detectable both in the biological para:rnetcrs and the
physical and chemical parameters. To accomplish this throug. sLtis-
tical analyses it was necessary to divide the data into two or m.ore
groups. Rather than choosing a random grouping sequence, it was
decided that more relevant grouping might be accomplished if ordered
according to any faunal associations that nlay be present.
The method most frequently used to dcnlOnstrate the grouping
of individual samples into discrete aggregate s is through the use of a
trellis diagram formed by comparisons of the values of some index of
similarity between samples taken two at a tinlc for all possible combina-
ti6ns of samples. Several different measure s of association have been
discussed by Nichols (1970) with the conclusion that the value of a par-
ticular index depends on the use to which it is put. For the purpose of
this study, only the existence of associations in tel1ns of the species
shared among the various sam.?les was sought. To this end, the index
of similarity proposed by Bray and Curtis (1957) was chosen without
their subsequent modifications to reflect the relative succes s of shared
species between stations. This index of similarity (S) is similar to that
36
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of Sorenson (1948) and is represented by the form.ula
S = 100 (2 w I a + b)
where a and b are the numbers of species at two stations and w is
the number of species common to the two stations. The score thus
determined actually represents the percentage of species shared by the
two stations compared. The major disadvantage of this index a ~ used
in this study is that it generates no statistic that can be utilized to
determine the significance of the differences or t;imilarities (Nichols,
1970), but, as will be shown later, statistical significance of differ-
ences between the assemblages can be shown using other faunal indices.
The trellis diagram shown in Figure 5 was generated from the
species distribution list in Appendix A using the Bray and Curtis index
of similarity as discussed previously. The diaglt'amshows at least two
relatively distinct communities based on species similarities alone.
The first assemblage, Al _ 4' consists of Staticms TR 1 through TR 4.
A second assemblage encompasses Stations TR SI through TR 12. Within
this second assemblage a further, less distinct, separation occurs in
the vicinity of Stations TR 8, TR 9, and TR 10•. To facilitate statistical
comparisons, . this assemblage has been separatEid into two sub-
al!Jsemblages, AS _ 8 and A 9 _ 12' The relatively weak similarities
~hown in Stations TR 13, TR 14 and TR 15 either among themselves or
when compared to all other stations indicate either that they represent
samples from anotheT distinct community or that they are portions of
~JJJJJJJJJJJJJ_._JJJJ~J
FIGURE 5
Trellis diagram generated by index of
similarities between sample stations along
the transect.
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thf' same community subjected to a different set of environmental con-
ditions. These stations are, therefore. treated separately from the
first twelve stations.
On the basis of recognition of at least two distinetly separate
assemblages the transect can be divided. arbitrarily, into two biotopes.
Assemblage Al _ 4 represents the fauna of the first biotope. cllaracter-
ized by dense vegetation. The assemblages A 5 _ 8 and A 9 _ 12 repre-
sent the fauna of the biotope having sparse or no vegetation. Using
these divisions, with the assumption that their differences are signifi-
cant, analyses such as analysis of variance can be used to examine the
various environmental parameters which may be associated with the
differences between these' assemblages.
A. Depth
This segment of the Indian River is relatively shallow with a
naturally-occurring maximum depth of about 2.25 meters. A maximum
dredged depth of 3.25 meters along the transect was obtained at Station
TR 13 in the channel. Since stations along the transect were selected
with respect to depth, no statistical treatment of this parameter wouli:
be valid. On the basis of the assernblage groupings it would appear that
convenient divisions of the transect at one meter depth intervals are
acceptable. Assemblage A I _ 4 is represented by stations in less than
one meter of water. Assernblage A 5 _ 8 i" made up of stations at
41
depths in the range of 1-2 meters. The remaining stations are located
at depths of two meters or more. Station TR 13 again was the only
station in Inore than three meters of water (Figure 6).
B. Sediments
Several authors, as mentioned previously" have found that ~he
nature of the substrate is the Inost significant physical parameter affect-
ing the distribution of benthic fauna. Conversely, McNulty (1962) and
Bloom, et al. (1972) concluded that the sedimen.t character appears to
playa less important role in deterInining faunal distributions in two
Florida bays. The difference appears to lie in the sampling scale.
Sanders (1958) and Lie (1974) sam,?led very large areas encompassing
a wide variety of sediment types. The studies 'of McNulty and Bloom
covered somewhat smaller areas where sediment characteristics were
not so variable. The results of the sediment arlalysis of this study
reveal an average median grain size for all stations along the transect
of slightly less than. 125 mm (3. 07 <1» indicatin,g the predominance of a
very fine grained sand. This value changed little when only the first
twelve stations were con sidered (3. 06 ~F. Without exception, the only
. particles exhibiting a grain size of greater thaT1l 0.25 mm in diameter
were shell debris and aggregates of polychaete worm tubes. When two-
way analysis of variance was used to compare lthe sediment parameters
of median grain size, sorting coefficient, and per cent of silt and clay
FIGURE 6
Depth contour along transect. Vertical
distortion is approximately 2MMM~1. Sample
stations are placed at approximate distances
along the transect.
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among the three assemblages, no significant differences between the
variances were revealed (0( =0.05). The variations between stations
within the assemblages were greater than the variations betwt en assem-
blages. While the greater variations between stations were not signi-
ficant either (ce= 0.05) these variations would seem to indicate that
sediment characteristics over a relatively small spatial scale are the
resultant of very localized effects. It is probable that the redistribu-
tion of the sediments is greatly dependent upon the shallow water
currents which are primarily wind driven (Dill, 1974). With this
resultant uniformity in sediment characteristics, no strong variations
in faunal indices would appear attributable to the physical nature of the
sediment in terms of particle sizes.
C. Salinity
In general, the transect sampling demonstrated a salinity gradient
from north to south as shown in Figure 7. Except where otherwise
stated, all the water parameters are those measurements taken at the
bottom of the water colum.n within 20 centimeters ·ofthe water-sediment
interface. The salinity variations appeared to be only weakly :::iignificant
(.c = 0.05) spatially along the transect but more so than salinity varia-
tions with respect to time (Table 2). Two stations (TR 3 and TR 7)
along the transect were arbitrarily selected for investigation of
seasonal as well as diurnal fluctuations in water parame.ters. Diurnal
.-...._--_ ..--- ...._.. _.. -
FIGURE 7
Salinity value s measured along the
transect. Stations are shown at
approximate distances relative to
one another.
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TABLE 2
Spatial differences in the variances
of salinity. Stations g:rouped according
to faunal similarities tlsing the F test.
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Assemblages Compared
Al _ 4 : AS - 8 : A9 - 12
Al-4 :[AS-8 + A 9 - 12]
AS-8: A 9_12
Calculated F
4.36
5.85
8.00
48
Tabulated F at 0(. =0.05
4.26
4.96
5.99
------------------
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variation in salinity was O. 1 per cent for both summer (2. B-2. 9 per
cent) and winter (3.0-1. 1 per cent) and the maximum seasonal varia-
t ion for the two r~fcrence stations was O. 3 per cent. Hutchinson (1973)
calculated the instrumental error of the refractometer used in these
studies as +. O. 12 per cent. Thus it seems the observed temporal
variations may be more of a result of experimental error Jt'ather than
real variations.
The data of Lasater and Nevin (unpublished) agree in part with
these observations, in that their stations north of the Intracoastal Water-
way showed bottom salinity fluctuations over the period 1972 -1973 of
only O. 1 per cent, again within the range of ~~xperimentalerror. But
in the vicinity of the railroad causeway, temporal fluctuations Jf O. 75
per cent salinity were observed. This would seem to indicate that the
effects of precipitation and rate of evaporation in the shallow northern
area are in temporal equilibrium while the water in the vicinity of the
causeway is subjected to dilution as a result of fresh water run-off from
the causeway. If Turnbull Creek indeed represents a major freshwater
input to the Indian River in this sector, then it's influence appears to be
localized near its mouth with the shallow waters beyond its mouth
rapidly dampening its impact.
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n. T('mpt't"alu1"C' and Dis801ved Oxygen
The third important environnlental factor which affects benthic
faunal distributions is temperature. In the estuarine environment,
temperature appears to affect an organism's ability to withstand reduce4
salinities (Hedgpeth, 1957). Temperature directly affects marine
organisms in such areas as metabolic rates and enzyme activity, and
indirectly, temperature affects organisms through its effect on the
solubility of oxygen in water. As a result of this last effect, these two
parameters will be discussed together.
When the values of dissolved oxygen and temperature obtained
during the transect sampling (Figure 8) were subjected to analysis of
variance, the only significant difference (0(: O. 05) between areas
represented by faunal assemblages occurred between the vegetated
. (A 1 _ 4) and sparsely vegetated (A 5 _ 8 + A 9 _ 12) areas (Table 3).
This difference was sufficiently weak so that the null hypothesis
(i. e., no difference) would be accepted at oC = 0.01.
Since these samples were taken on different days and at different
times of the day, it appeared pos sible that the observed difference might
be the result of temporal rather than spatial variations. To test this
possibility, two reference stations were selected for diel and seasonal
sampling. Station TR.3 was selected to represent the vegetated area
. . ~ .
and TR 7 was selected to represent the area with no rooted vegetation.
Station TR 3 showed a weakly significant seasonal variation in
FIGURE 8
Temperature and dissolved oxygen values
measured at stations along the transect.
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TABLE 3
Analysis of the variance:s of bottom
water temperature and dissolved oxygen
between station aS8emblages character-
ized by attached vegetation on those with
little or no vegetation U'I. the summer
using the F te st.
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Calculated F
Tabulated F
0('=0.05 0(=0.01
Dissolved Oxygen
TeIll.perature
8.41
6.03
4.96
4.96
10.04
10.04
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temperature while Station TR 7 did not (Table 4). Diel temperature
variation was not significant at. either station. Dissolved oxygen values
showed strongly significant differences (0(': O. 01) seasonally at both
stations and weakly significant (0(': 0.05) diffe,rences over a 24-hour
period at Station TR 3 only (Table S). Per cent oxygen saturation
values calculated from the same data revealed "hat the daily range at
the shallow station was from 26 to 74 per cent during the summer and
6S to 113 per cent in winter. During the SUffiIlt'ler, the oxygen satura-
tion at the deep station ranged from 32 to 4S per cent and during the
winter from 100 to 116 per cent.
A comparison between Stations TR 3 and! TR 7 for each season
revealed no significant differences in the varic~nces of temperature or
dissolved oxygen. However, a comparison of the mean values of these
parameterl!J, using Student's .l. test, gave different results. The mean
diel temperature and dissolved oxygen concentration was significantly
higher at Station TR 3 in the summer sampling (Table 6). Among the
winter samples there was no significant difference between the stations
in terms of mean diel temperature but,in term.s of dissolved oxygen,
Station TR 7 now displayed a significantly higher mean diel value. The
winter and summer temperature and dissolved oxygen profiles over the
24-hour periods are shown in Figures 9 and 10 respectively.
In summary then, daily temperature variations were n,ot signifi-
cant at either station and only the shallow station revealed a significant
JJJJJ~JJJ ---- ----------------------
TABLE 4
Two-way analysis of variance of diel
and seasonal variations in temperature
at shallow (TR 3) and deep (TR 7)
stations using the F test.
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Type of
Station Variation Variance Calculated F Tabulated F iev~l of Significance (0()
TR 3 Seasonal 51. 98 19.6 7.71 0.05
Diel 2.92 1.1
TR 7 Seasonal 0.96 52.45 224.58 0.05
Diel 3.83 209.82
TABLE 5
Two-way analysis of variance of diel and
seasonal variations in dissolved oxygen
at shallow (TR 3) and deep (TR 7) stations
using the F test.
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Type of
Station Variation Variance CalculatedF Tabulated F Level of Significance (0()
TR 3 Seasonal 27. 19 82.64 21.2 0.01
Diel 3.98 12. 1 7. 71 0.05
TR 7 Seasonal
Die1
72.36
0.25
734.63
2.57
21.2
7. 71
0.01
0.05
TABLE 6
COITlparison of mean daily water
temperature and dissolved oxygen
concentration between deep and shallow
stations by season using Student's
t test.
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Parameter
Dissolved Oxygen
Temperature
Season
Summer
Winter
Summer
Winter
Calculated t
16
272
25. 3
1.9
Tabulated t
3.355
3.355
3.355
2.306
Level of Significance (DC)
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.05
FIGURE 9
Temperature profiles at shallow and deep stations
over a 24-hour period in summer and winter.
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FIGURE 10
Di ssolved oxygen concentration profiles
at shallow and deep stations over a 24-hour
period in summer and winter.
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seasonal va dottian. Mean die1 tClnpcrature was significantly higher in
the shallow station than in. the aeep station during the sumln.~r while nu
difference was observed between the shallow and deep stations in winter.
Dissolved oxygen concentration and oxygen saturation values varied
significantly both seasonally and dielly in the shallow vegetated station,
wherea.s only seasonal variation was seen in the deep station. The
average dissolved oxygen concentration and saturation over a 24-hoUT
period at the shallow station was the higher value during the summer
and the lower value during the winter. R.elatively stable conditions with
respect to oxygen and temperature appear to occur in the deeper water
compared to the widely fluctuating conditions of the shallower waters.
E. Organic Carbon
Using the values obtained for the organic carbon content of the
sediments (Figure 11). three areas of difference are distingulshable.
The first of these is the sandy bottom devoid of rooted vegetation. The
percentage of organic carbon in these san.dy sediments was uniformly
less than one per cent. and no significant variation in organic carbon
content was distinguishable between groups of stations representing
assemblages A 5 _ 8 and A 9 _ 12' The mean va.lue for these samples
was O. 8 per cent. A significant difference (0(. O. 05)' was evident
between these samples and the ones taken from the grass flats. The
stations represented in assemblage, Al _ 4 revealed a mean value of
FIGURE 11
Organic carbon content of sediment
at stations along the transl~ct.
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1. 36 per cent organic carbon in the sediments. The values for samples
from veg<,tated areas were, with one exception, greater than one per
cent.
The third area of dIfference in organic carbon content of the sedi-
ments is represented by only one sample. Station TR 13, located
directly in the channel exhibited the highest organic content of all
stations, with a value of 2. 18 per cent. Higher values of organic
carbon content were obtained in sanlples taken_ from dredged borrow
pits in the nearby Banana River (4.0 and 8.9 per cent) L,dicating that
these dredged "holes" become sedimentary trcLps. The lower values
obtained from the navigational channel at Station TR 13 is probably the
result of the periodic maintenance dredging which removes the trapped
sediments to spoil areas outside the channel.
However, located close to the channel in. the gap of the railroad
causeway. Station TR 15 provided the sample with the lowest organic
carbon content (0. 34 per cent).
F. pH
Measurements of pH were taken at each station and at the refer-
ence Stations TR 3 and TR 4 during the 24-hour study periods to deter-
mine pos sible changing conditions within the carbon cycle. As the
carbon cycle equilibrium is disturbed, a change in pH may reflect the
direction and possibly the magnitude of such a change. For instance,
----------- ------ ---------------------------
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in it dOliit'd system or one with minimum circulation, the removal of
C02 from tht.· water by photosynthetic activity would result in a rise in
pH. In tidal pools dominated by green algae during periods of high
photosynthetic activity, values of pH = 10 may be experienced (Zottoli,
1973). hl this study, pH values for bottom waters Tanged from 6.62 to
8. 75 with a mean value of pH = 7.94 (Figure 12). The highest value
(pH = 8.75) occurred at Station TR 2 which was shallow (41 cm) and had.
the highest density of attached seagrass (358 dry wt/m2 ). Since remo-
val of C02 results in a rise in pH, the addition of CO2 under the same
conditions by high community respiration would 'be expected to produce
a lowering of the pH. Thus it is not surprising that the lowest values
for the pH of bottom water were found at the two deepest stations.
However, neither temporal nor spatial variations in pH values were-
found to be significant (0(': 0.05). Apparent pH of the sediments was
measured along the transect and were found to be generally slightly
lower than the pH of the bottom water with a mean pH of 7.59. This is
probably the result of the respirational activity of microorganisms
involved in the breakdown of the organic detritus in the s(')dirnent. The
hi~hest pH value for the sediments (pH = 8.35) was found at Station TR 2.
Stat ion TR 15 which had the lowest pH value for the bottom water had a
ve ry high sediment pH value (8. 30). While this represents an apparent
anomaly, it may be explained by the low percentage of organic carbon
(0.34 per cent) resulting in lower community respiration and perhaps,
FIGURE 12
pH of bottom water and subjacent
sediments along the trll.nSect.
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in part, by the observed evidence of a consid~~rable amount of shell
fragments in the sediment. The latter is evidence of lon~Jt~rm high
pH conditions (K. B. Clark, personal communication).
Since a primary value of pH measurements in aquatic systems is
as an indicator of photosynthetic activity versus community metabolism
(Zottoli, 1973), it was somewhat disappointing to find no diel fluctuations
in pH during the 24-hour studies conducted in January, 1974. During
this study, equipment malfunctions forced the selection of a pH color
comparator to be used in the measurements. A range of pH values from
8.4 - 8. 6 over the entire 24-hour sampling.. period at both stations
appears to allow only two hypotheses: (1) the low sensitivity of the test
precluded the observation of expected changes, or (2) the possibility of
increased circulation in the winter provided a:n uniformity of mixing thus
preventing localized Irbuilduptl and reduction i:n either time or space.
The temperature and dissolved oxygen fluctuations, or lack of them,
observed during this period provide considerable support for drawing
the latter hypothesis to a conchision.
It should be mentioned here that the sampling schedule prevented
the addition of pH measurements to the 24-hour sampling period during
the sum.m.er of 1973. The few samples taken ;:l.t that tim.e did not differ
appreciably from those values obtained during the original transect
sampling.
._J~. ------ ---
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G. Redox Potential
For tlw tWt'lvt' sta.tions north of the dredged channel, no signifi-
caM ~pd.eal v:ll'iation in the redox potential of the bottom waters was
found (0(= O. OS). All values were greater than zero (i. e., positive)
with a mean value of Eh :: ± 172 mv (Figure 13). Only the three stations
in pl'OXinlity to the channel (TR 13, TR 14, and TR 15) exhibited values
less than zero with a mean Eh of -533 mv. Conversely, with only one
exception, all the sediment values were less than zero (i. e., negative)
with a mean Eh of -442 mv. The exception, Station TR 2, having a
sediment with an Eh of + 192 mv is probably explainable in terms of
the high apparent photosynthetic activity as evidenced by the high plant
biomass, the high pH discussed previously and the highest dissolved
oxygen concentration (9.4 ppm) measured along the transect. While no
significant difference in sediInent redox potential was demonstrated
between vegetated and non-vegetated areas, this was the only signifi-
cantly different environmental parameter other than salinity between the
two non-vegetated areas represented by assemblages A 5 _ 8 and
A 9, _ 12. The calculated F value for analysis of variance of 34. 14 was
greater than the tabulated value of F : 13. 74 at the one per cent level of
-,ign he-arlee. The agreemt:'nt between a grouping of the stations accord-
ing to the sediment Eh values and the divisions of faunal assemblages
can. readily bc seen by comparing the bar graph in Figure 14 with the
as semblage groupings in Figure 5. The lack of any apparent agreement
FIGURE 13
Redox potential of bottom waters along
the transect.
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FIGURE 14
Redox potential (Eh) of sediments
at stations along the transect.
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between the faunal assemblages and the sedinlent redox potential in the
hi~h vegetation areas is perhaps t'xplainable by the presence of the
rooted vegetation itself. In a detritus based food chain enet gy avail-
ability for detritus feeders is low in newly deposited plant detritus
although organic carbon is high. (Odum and de la Cruz, 1967). This is
apparently due to the not easily assimilable lignin and cellulose of tb"
plant cells. Time and the activity of plant scavengers such as isopod£':
are probably r~qllired w breakdown the plant detritus into L>rrns ()'
particle sizes more easily attacked by microb,es. Thus a lack of a
correlation between total organic carbon and sediment Eh may be
anticipated in such areas. Considering the above arguments, it is
suggested that the organic carbon content in these areas may be more
closely related to the diversity and density of the organisms involved
in reworking the plant detritus.
Dissolved oxygen concentration~~ of the water column abovE~
the sediments would not necessarily be correlated with either the total
organic c:un,'nt or the redox-potential of the sE~dilnent. This would be
especially true in the grassy areas. It should be apparent, however, at
this pair" that some relationship does exist. Both Eh and organic car-
bon are c0111nlonly used as indicators of oxygen availability or stress
(Odum, 1q -;0]. and 0 1 Connor. 1972). It ispropoaed that the Eh may be
used d.S an indicator of the resultant effects of the availability of both
oxygen and assimilable food to the community, since the redox potential
80
is affected by both inputs of oxygen (e. g., as a result of photosynthesis)
and community metabolic activity (e. g., the reduction of organic mate-
rials to easily oxidizable forms) (Odum. 1971, and Zottoli, 1973).
If oxygen is less available at depth either as.a result of reduced
photosynthetic input or reduced circulation from the surface waters, and
if organic detritus is transported to deeper waters and becomes more
"trapped" at depth a relationship may be seen between the sediment En
and depth. Figure 15 shows that as the depth of stations along the
transect increases, the redox potential of the sediment decreases. This
correlation is significant at oe- 0.05.
H. Diversity Indices
Some of the problems inherent in the selection of a suitable index
of diversity have been discussed previously. In addition to those
problems, it has been suggested that, as a result of definitional differ-
ences there is no reason to suspect that any two indices of diversity will
correlate with one another (DeBenedictis, 1973). In view of this, a
variety of diver sity indices have been used in this study, each one being
suited to a particular task.
The mathematically simplest and most direct index of diversity
used is the number of species pe r station. Since all samples were
taken by meanS of a grab which sampled a uniform area of the river
bottom in each case, the number of species at each station can be
-------_._-,,-_.__..
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FIGURE 15
Linear regression of sediment Eh o,n depth at
stations with sparse to no vegetatio:n.
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related to a unit of area (0.05 m l ). The question of sample size
independence is not directly encountered since the number of individuals
is not part of the proportional fraction (13pecie:s/area). This type of
index of diversity has been used by Whittaker (1965) for terrestrial
plant communities. The limited motility of bl~nthic organisms relative
to the motility of terrestrial and pelagic aquatic organisInfl allows the
use of plant methods of quantification a5 long as the sampling area is
su.fficiently large to allow the inclusion of donlinant and rarer species.
Whittaker (1965) suggests that such a lneans of determining diversity is
the most convenient way to compare diversities in different communities.
The component of diversity that is repr~~sented by the number of
species per unit area is most properly called species richn.ess.
Table 10 shows the species richness value for all stations along the
transect. The species richness for the stations included in the assem-
blages identified in the trellis diagram were compared by analysis of
variance in three combinations. The results ,a.re shown in Table 7. The
significance of the differences in the variances of the three assemblages
in terms of species richness is sufficient to support the assumption of a
significant diiference among the as semblages.
Species richness varied significantly anlOng all three assemblages
consider;'d separately as well as between the ;a.ssemblages at stations
characterized by rooted vegetation and sparse or no vegetation.
Betwec'1 the two assemblages found in the absence of vegetation, species
---------- - ----------- JJ~~JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ
TABLE 7
Comparison of species richness values
between faunal assemblages.
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Faunal AsseITlblages Compared Calculated F Value
17.46
34.14
23.99
F Value at 0(= 0.01
10.04
13.74
8.02
00
V1
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richness was the only faunal diversity index that differed significantly.
It was shown previously that the only physical pal'ameters that had
significantly different variances between assemblages A 5 _ 7 and
A 9 _ 12 were salinity (DC = O. 05) and sedinlent Eh (Cl(' = O. 01). Linear
regression analysis was performed to determine any correlation bet-
ween species richness and these two physical parameters. No signifi-
":Lcnt correlation (<<'= 0.05) was observed in the regression of species
richness on salinity but species richness was significantly correlated
with sediment Eh (Figure 16). As the reducing environment of the sedi-
rne!lt increased there is a resultant dec't"ease in the number of species
present. It appears, then, that the absence of the rooted vegetation to
directly supply higher concentrations of dis solved oxygen in the face of
high metabolic activity in the sediments limits the number of member
species that can exist.
The second index of diversity used is one based on information
theory to determine the evenness component of diversity. As a measure
of evenne s s of finite collections, the ratio HI H
max
is preferable (Pielou,
1966). In such a ratio, the value of !j (sample size) becomes irrelev-
ant since for large N, H1ua;--log s. Values for H, the observed
species diversity, were calculated using the formula of Brillouin
(1962). Log;"l rithms of f':lctorials were taken from published tables
(Rohlf and Sakal, 1969) for values up to 500. Stirling's approximation
to the logarithm of a factorial in the [olom
log N ! ----N (log N - 1)
FIGURE 16
Linear regression of species richness
on sediment Eh for stations with sparse
or no rooted vegetation.
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was used for any N '"? 500. Values for H were also calculated
- max
directly for all N ~ 500. The approximation to maximum possible
diversity of a population of a given Nand .! (the number of species)
in the form
was used where N > 500. The possible range for the evenness ratio
extends from zero to one. The higher' the value, or as the value
approaches unity, the greater the evenness of distribution among the
species. Values for the species evenness at all stations along the tran-
sect are shown in Table 8. In general. as with species richness, species
evenness was greater in the seagrass flats than in sandy bottom stations
without rooted vegetation.
Ae can be seen in Table 8, the highest evenness value as well as
the lowest species richness value was obtained at Station TR 13. the
deepest station along the transect. Although dElpth variations were not
significant among the sparsely vegetated Statiol1S TR 5 through TR 12,
the effects of depth as a buffer against climatological fluctuation is a
major component of this thesis. Therefore. the occurrence of dis-
tinctly opposing values of the two components of diversity led to the
comparison of both species richness and evenn4~p8 with depth using those
stations with little or no vegetation.
Water depth appears to be strongly correlated with species rich-
ness and evenness but in opposite directions. J:n the absence of vegeta-
TABLE 8
hlformation diversity values ~or stations along
the transect.
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Diversity (H)* **STATION Evenness (J)
TR 1 4.53 .81
TR 2 4.99 .98
TR 3 5.44 .98
TR 4 4.24 .75
TR 5 1. 66 .32
TR 6 3.50 .68
TR 7 3.45 .70
TR 8 2.93 .62
TR 9 3.73 .80
TR 10 3.95 .88
TR 11 2. 14 .56
TR 12 2.35 .59
TR 13 0.90 1. 00
TR 14 2.28 .70
TR 15 3. 70 .81
*Brillouin index, see text
**Pielou i s evenness index, see text
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tion the number of species decreases with increasing depth (Figure 17)
and the evenness increases (Figure 18).
While it is di fficult at this point to determine whether these
opposite relationships between species richness and evenness with depth
are real or artifactual, the pos sibility of such an occurrence is stated
by Hurlbert (l971). If these two components of diversity increase in
opposite directions with respect to the same parameter, the net effect
on. diversity appears to be determined by sample size. From the for-
mula for H
max
in the form
H
max
1 N!
:: N logZ (m' !)S-1: (m'+ l)!] r
the distribution of m' individuals among .!. species is weighed. This
corresponds to the evenness component of diversity. However, for
large N the maximum possible diversity is approxitnated as a function
of the species richness o~ly. Thus it is implied that the evenness with
which individuals are divided among the species decreases in import-
an,e as sample size increases. This trend will be seen again in the
rarefac.tion curves used as indices of diversity. As a result, with
diverging values for species richness and species evenness, the former
';-Jill have the greater influence on diversity in large samples and the
latter will be more important in small samples.
The rarefaction method of determining species diversity (Sanders,
1968) wa.s employed in this study for two purposes. First, the method
provides graphical representation of species diversity independent of
FIGURE 17
Linear regression of species richness
on depth.
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FIGURE 18
Linear regression of species eve.nness
on depth.
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density or sample size. This facilitates comparison of data from
studies in other geographical IDcations. S ~clgCldI the curves obtained
provide a -relative measure of .bilogically accommodated versus
physically controlled portions of the total community. According to
Sanders, the closer a curve approaches the abcissca, the more bio-
logically accommodated is the community. Conversely, the closer the
curve approximates the ordinate, the greater the role that physical
factors may be expE"cted to play in species distribution. The shape of
the curve is determined by the evenness component and the final value
by the species richness. Thus at small sample sizes the evenness com-
po~ent is of considerable importance in determining diversity. As
sample size increases, the species richness c:omponent becomes
increasingly more important.
The curves generated by the data from b~ach of the fifteen stations
along the transect are shown in Figure 19 and the corresponding data
tabulated in Table 9. The curves provide the same general indications
as did the previous diversity indices. High diversity is found at those
stations characterized by dense rooted vegetation, that is Stations TR 1
through TR 4. The end point of the curves represents the actual num-
ber of species and individuals sampled at each station.
Four of the stations exhibited distinctly higher curves, and by
Sanders f definition are subject to a greater degree of biological accom-
modation than the other stations. This means that one might expect a
FIGURE 19
Ra refaction curves for all stations on
th(> transect.
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TABLE 9 .
Rarefaction data for a 11 stations on the
transect.
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Actual'
Station Indiv/Spec. ZOOO 1000 500 ZOO 100 SO Z5 20 10 5 4
TR 1 2008/49 45.5 40 31.5 24.7 18.2 11.8 10.3 6.8 4.4 3.8
TR Z 1463/34 32.7 31 n.7 ZZ.4 18.1 13.2 11. 6 7.4 4.4 3.7
TR 3 1361/50 48. 1 44.2 36. 3 28.0 Zl. 1 15.5 13,6 8.7 4~ 0 3.2
TR 4 1314/49 47.6 '4Z..6 32..1 ZS.1 17.8 12.0 10.6 6.6 4.0 2.4
TR 5 759/35 31.6 Z2.3 15.5 9.8 5.5 4.6 2.8 1.9 1.7
TR 6 716/35 30.4 2.2.4 17.7 12.8 8.4 7.2 4.1 2.6 2.2
TR 1 568/31 29.3 20.7 15.0" 11.2 7.9 6.9 4.3 Z.6 2.3
TR8 316/31 25.9 20.1 15.0 10.8 9.6 6.4 3.8 3.Z
TR9 689/25 23.6 19.8 15.1 10.7 8.2 7.1 4.6 3.3 2.8
Tit iO ..... _1 .... ,La H.S ii. i 10.5 1.3 6.4 4. Z 3. I Z.S:u. tl££
TR 11 175/17 13.1 10.4 8. 1 7.2 4.6 3.3 2.8
TR 12 177/19 16.0 12.8 9.4 8.4 5.5 3.2 2.8
TR 13 4/3 3
TB.U 100/12 12 9.5 7.8 7 5.1 3.6 3.2
TB. 15 148/35 30.8 U.Z 15.8- 13.5 8.0 4.8 ~.o
....
o
....
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closer coupling between species and their total environment. Such
coupling might be detected in the significance of correlations be~Deen
organisms and some parameter that may influence their distribution.
In order to test the above hypothesis, some general assumptions
must be made. While remaining cognizant of the fact that morphologi-
cal features do not provide unquestionable proof of an organism's posi-
tion in a food chain, it is possible to divide organisms into basic trophic
feeding types such as deposit feeders, suspension feeders, carnivores
and scavengers (Bloom., et al., 1972, Sanders, 1958, Rhoades and
Young, 1970). Such a breakdown was accomplished for each station
sampled. (Table 10). Inform.ation on feeding habits of the various
species was obtained from the various taxonomic references as well
as Bloom, !!.al. (1972), Barnes (1963) and Zottoli (1973). In addition
to assuming that organisms may be so distinctly divided according to
feeding type, it must also be assumed that at a given level of environ-
mental stability, the number of organisms that may be supported in a
community is dependent upon the amount of energy available as food.
If the organic carbon content of the sediment may be used as a measure
of the amount of food available to deposit feeders, it follows, then, that
as stress on a com.n1unity is reduced the number of deposit feeders
will be cor related with the' alnount of organic carbon in the sediment.
As seen in Figure lQ, Stations TR 15, TR 3, TR 4 and TR 1 are
the most biologically acco:lunndilted or, in other words, the least
TABLE 10
Summary of abundance of trophic feeding
types at each station (DF ; dElposit feeders,
SF = suspension feeders, C!S • carnivores/
scavengers, H/S II herbivores/ scavengers,
EP = ectoparasitic. C • carnivores).
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TROPHIC FEEDING TYPES DISTRIBUTION
~N. DF SF CiS HiS EP C _TOTAL 0/0 SF 0)'0 DF
1700 79 171 25 25 8 Z008 3.94 84.7
Z 756 488 126 90 3 0 1463 33.36 51. 7
3 970 128 219 29 3 12 1361 9.4 71.3
4 865 279 10Z 60 4 11 1310 21.30 66.0
5 716 17 ZO 3 3 758 2.2 94.4
6 642 56 15 Z 0 716 7.8 89. 7
7 514 39 13 Z 0 0 568 6.9 90.5
8 291 56 27 0 2 0 376 14.9 77.4
9 632 36 Z1 0 0 0 689 5.2 91. 7
10 482 28 17 0 0 1 527 5.3 91. 5
11 160 7 8 0 0 0 175 4.0 91. 4
12 152 24 0 0 0 177 .6 85.9
13 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 100.0
14 68 Z 30 0 0 0 100 Z.O 68.0
15 104 34 9 0 0 148 Z2.97 70.3
104
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stressed stations, Using linear regression, a significantly (0(': 0.05)
positive correlation wC:\s found between tlw number of deposit f~edcrs
and the 01' gan ic ('arbon contt'nt of the s~diments for these stations
(Figure 20). A similar regression was pb~rformed between the number
of deposit feeders and the organic carbon content of the sediInents for
Stations TR 9, TR 10, TR II, TR 12, and TR 14 which were selected
to represent more physically controlled or stressed stations. This
correlation was negative but not significant (Figure 21), Acceptance of
the null hypothesis often only implies that there were not enough data
to permit rejection. However,. since mor~ data points were used in the
latter test. acceptance of the null hypoth~elis. with the conclusion that
no correlation in fact exists, is probably valid.
1. CompariS(lnS with Other Studies
While uniformity of methodology relnains something to be hoped
for in studies of the marine benthos, the lnethods used herein provide
the capability of limited cllmparison with at least two previous studies.
Using the rarefaGtion t~chniquesI 8l:>me comparison is possible
with the wor:, of Sanders (1968). In sampling a wide variety of com-
munitie s, Sanders established ranges of J:'arefaction curves for both
boreal and tropir-al estuaries. Since Sanders used only polychaete and
bivalve species in his calculations, similar curves were calculated
from the Indian River data (Figure 22). The curves for Sanders'
FIGURE 20
Linear regression of the number of deposit
feeders at biologically accommodated stations
on the organic carbon content of the sediments.
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FIGURE 22
Rarefaction curves for Indian River
samples and boreal and tropical estuaries
from Sanders (1968). Only polychaete and
bivalve species are used.
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tro?ical estuaries (RH28 and RH 33) fall well within the range of the
curves for Ow Indian River. The boreal estuary curves (POe I, 2, and
q fall distindly belllw thO:H' of the tropical estuaries. Sanders denies
the usefullness of attempting to ascribe confidence limits to the curves
as a measure of statistical validity but instead uses a graphical demon-
stration of the distinct separation between the different communities.
A sirr:iiar method of comparison is shown in Figure 23. While the
similari ty is immediately apparent, the range of curves for the tropicCi.l
e stuari es sampled by Sanders ie considerably narrower than that of the
Indian River. Such a variation is probably attributable to the relative
sample sizes. Therein lies the only difference in methodology. A
Panar grab was used in this study while Sanders used a modified anchor
dredge which provided much larger samples and thus less variation in
data.
Anothe:: study which used a Ponar grab was performed by 0' Connor
(l972). In that study, duplicate grabs and a one mm screen were used
making It less comparable to the Indian River work. Bd.llouin"s
infor 01"1 m rneasure was u sed to calculate diversity in that study in
Moriche s Bay. New York. The use of the larger sieve, as well as the
rnl)re s('vere tenlperaturc dinlate should have provided a lower diver-
'lity than the present study. but such was not the case. The average
diversity for Moriches Bay, excluding the dredged channels was 4.6 as
compared to 3. J for the Indian River san1.ples. The dredged channels
FIGURE 23
Comparison of range s of rarefaction
curves from Indian River samples with those
of boreal and tropical e stua.ries studied by
Sanders (1968).
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yielded diversity values of 1.3 and 0.9 for Moriches Bay and the Indian
River l'espectively. In the light of present theory, such discrepancies
are not reconcilable.
IV. DISCUSSION
T hp rna ior areas of pmphasi s in this study are faunal dive rsity
and the coupling of organisms to their environment. Before further dis-
cussing these areas, certain limitations characterizing the methods
used should be clarified. The mesh size (0.42 mm) of the sieves used,
while smaller than that commo~ly used for benthic studies ( 1 mm) is
still too coarse to adequately determine the total faunal diversity.
Interpolating from the data of Reish (1959) one might expect to retrieve
100 per cent of the Nemerteans and Mollusks, 95.5 per cent of the
Polychaetes and only 65.2 per cent and 3. 7S per cent of the Crustacea
<l'10 Nematodes respectively. Although only about 70 per cent of the
fauna can be expected to be retained on the 0.42 mm screen, this is an
increase of 47 per cent over the retention on the one mm (1 mm) screen
used by O·Connor (1972), Bloom,.!! al. (1972), and others.
The statistical validity of the aliquot has not yet been tested as an
c stirna te of the total population. Some bias may be expected in a cam-
pa. rison between sarnples with dense rooted vegetation and sparsely
vegetated sandy samples. However, subsequent work with this method
has shown repeatedly similar samples with respect to faunal diversity
,'alue s over relatively long periods of time (Thoma,g, unpublished data).
Combining this with the similarities between stations in this study sup-
ports the proposition that the method is acceptable in the face of the
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lstDrwlwlmigl~ tal'lk of individually sortin~ the 75 gl"abs that were- tak(ln
"long lIlt' I rilllHt'cl.
St'il.sonal chtlJ1ges in diversity were not addressed in this study
although such an investigation is presently underway. It is recognized
that this study may not represent optimuln conditions in the Indian River,
since Odum (1970) and 0' Connor (1972) have discussed the effects of
the summe l' season on various estuarine ecosystems in terms of the
relative stress that that season places on the benthos. The faunal
diversity values described herein, then, may well represent minimum
values.
The statistical tests employed in this study are generally well
accepted. SignifiC'ance was, by convention, acknowledged at the five
per cent level. That is, that there is only a five per cent chance that
one is in error in rejecting the null hypothesis. Significance has been
often qualified in the discussions as bein~t "strong" or "weak." These
are purely subjective terms implying only that either the one per cent
or the five per cent levels of significance, respectively, were used to
determine the significance. Acceptance 1:>£ the null hypothesis, of
CO •.1Tse, can never be conclusive since ln4:>re data may be all that is
required to reject it (Neville and Kennedy, 1964). On the other hand,
rejection of the null hypothesis is only sl:lghtly more conclusive since
adrHtional data may only strengthen the p:robability of rejection. Thus
weakly significant (0(';: 0.05) relationships may become strongly sig-
n lficant (0<= O. 01) with additional data.
1 18
M~ntion should also be made at this point concerning the sorting
efficiency of the samples. The addition of the Rose Bengal stain to the
preserved samples provided an excellent contrast between the organisms
and the shell debris in the sample. This allowed even untrained techni ....
dans to remove and save only the "pink things. If Two samples were
chosen arbitrarily to examine the sorting efficiency. All shell debris
following the initial sorting of these samples was retained and re-
sorted. In O:le of these samples from Station TR 6, three ostracods,
one bivalve, and three nematodes were missed in the initial sorting.
Since nematodes were not quantified in this study, the remaining organ-
isms constituted less than one per cent of the total sample. In the other
sample from Station TR 12, one ostracod, one polychaete and four
nenlatodes were found by re-sorting. The ostracod and polychaete
represented approxinlately one per cent of the total sample. 'these
percentages of error woald tempt one to estimate the sorting process
to he abm\t 99 per cent effident. Neither of these samples, however,
w.'re taken from grass beds where more error may be introduced
since thf' grasses also tend to incorporate the stain. It is suggested
that, when all samples are considered, sorting efficiency approaches
the range of 85 to 90 per cent. This is considerably higher than the 75
per ('('nt efficiency considered to be desirable for such studies (hoirne
and McIntyrt'. 1971).
The final note limitations in methodology is directed toward the
use of the ran'faction method of determining species diversity.
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AlDeordin~ to Sanders (1 C)(lR) the method was developed for comparisons
of within habitat divl'rsity rclthrr than the diDsDeWr8~Jtiy betwect:l habitats.
This irnpHes that t tw diversities of soft bottt:>m benthk inve'ttebrates
may be compared on a global scale while thEl diversities of the benthos
and the plankters within the same body of wClLte:r cannot be cornpa1."ed. A
second limitation is the effect imposed by a~~gregationofllpe-<d:es. The
occurrence of clumped population may disto:l."t the diver.itycurve.
Thus 3. large aggregation of the diminutive polychaete Fabricia sabella
which comprised about 32 per cent of the salmple at Station TR 2 was
probably responsible for the aberrent posiUoning of the curve for that
station. A similar situation is cited by Sanders (1968).
The initial effort in this study was directed toward investigating
species diversity with respect to those para:meters which may place a
physical stress on the benthic community. The most signifioant are
generally considered to be salinity, temperu,ture and the aatu;re of the
s\lbstrate(Nichols, 1970). In turn, the depth of the water may signifi-
cantly affed the effects of these parameterll on the benthos by a.cting as
a buffer against rapid or extreme fluctuatioJ18 in the environment,
In this segment of the Indian River, the physical character of the
sediment was shown to be sufficiently homogeneous so as to have little
effect on the diversity and faunal distribution of the b,enthos. The
p~lysical or " a biotic" pa-rameters of the 8ed~iment have been shown in
other studies to be a significant determinan!t of the benthic com,tnunity
but these parameters (m.,diangrain size, .slorting coefficient, and
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per cent of silt and clay) do not vary significantly over the length of the
transect from Stations TR 1 through TR 12.
Salinity, while it obviously plays a role in determining which
species may inhabit the estuary as a whole, was so homogeneous
temporally and spatially as to account for no de.monstrable effect on
the benthic fauna. Nichols (1970) found that salinity variations between
2. 53 and 3.05 per cent were not able to account for the distribution of
po~ychaetes except at one station in the mouth of a fresh water-
influen ced bay. At this station, daily salinity fluctuations as well as
sedinH'nt transport due to tidal action were quite severe. That the
polychaete assemblages throughout his study seemed dependent upon
the physical nature of the substrate probably places most of the res-
ponsibility for stress with the constantly shifting substrate at that
station. Since estuarine species are commonly euryhaline in com-
parison to their oceanic relatives, it would seem unlikely that small
srtlinity fluctuations of O. 5 per cent would have an effect on the local-
ized distributions of the residents. Further support of this conclusion
is pnwided by the fact that higher temperatures facilitate acclimation
to lesser salinities (Hedgepeth, 1957). Thus the higher temperature
range of the water in this portion of the Indian River (12-30.2 0 C.) as
('o:npar<>d to that of the York River (0.6 - 29.40 C. ) which has a
similar benthic faunal compoaition (Warinner and Brehmer, 1966)
implies that salinity minimumt: would have less effect in the Indian
River.
-----_.._-_ .._-, .
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WhUp tl", physitOal nalllrt> of till' suhsl rate was neit significant as
iI nt'h'rlllinant or div('rsity in tht' I}('nthos, the sanle cannot bt' said for
Hw biotic charadt'ristics of the substrate. Sign iiicant differences
cO.lld be seen in the components of faunal diversity dependent upon the
presence of rooted vegetation. Higher values of both components of
diversity, species richness and evenness, were found in areas 50
vegetated. According to Odum (1970) the primary advantage of the se
seagras se s to the benthos is in the provish>n of more stable sediments
by action of the roots. Seagrasses also provide additional niches to be
filled in terms o£ attachment: sites and food types (Cosner, 1971), thus
allowing a higher diversity. As docllmentEld by Stauffer (1937), the
removal of rooted nlac rophytes resulted in a drastic decrease in diver-
sity and complexity of the commllnity.
AlthclUgh the presence of these plante. benefits community diver-
sity, they complicate further the separation of the effects of the physi-
c-al paralneters of the cnvironrnent s. The distribution of these plants
appears to be limited by water depth since no rooted macrophytes were
found in samples from depths greater than 1. 5 meters. A discussion
concerning the c<luse and effect relationships between the occurrence
of rooted vegetation. depth, and the quantity of suspended material in
the water limiting light penetratio:l tend to become too circular to
include within the scope of this study.
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The occurrence of rooted seagrasses and small variations in
depth have widely divergent effects on the diversity. As stated pre-
Yioasly, higher diversity occurs in the shallow grass flats where the
water depth is less effective as a buffer against climatic variations
such as temperature. The more constant tempe ratures obtained at a
depth of two meters as compared to the daily and seasonal temperature
variations in the shallower grassy station would appear to indicate that
some other parameter is more worthy of consideration. It may be
argued, however, that these temperature variations are predictable and
as such do not qualify as an environmental stres s. This argument does
not deny the possibility that such variation, even though predictable,
should p1ace a greater requirement on organisms for a flexible adaptive
strategy than constant conditions.
Two o!" the parameters measured appear to coordinate the effects
Of the seagrasscs, ten1perature, and depth. These parameters are
dissolved oxygen ('oncentration and sediment redox potential (Eh).
Dissolved oxygen stress is COlumnn to estuaries, especially during
S\lmmc r (Odum, 1Q70). The sources of dissolved oxygen to aquatic
organisrns are primarily through photosynthetic activity and diffusion
across the air-water interface (Sverdrup, .!:.!..!.!., N94I~F. During the
summer, the reduced solubility of oxygen due to higher water temper-
;1tur<'8 and the reduced wind velocities of that season (Lasater, 1971)
would tend to reduce both interfacial exchange and vertical mixing. To
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aquatic organiHIll!ol. disl'lolvc·d oxygc'n is a major 1irniting factor (Odum,
t 1l71) and tlw pre-fa-nct' of the' ro~FtED<l scagrass:es in th(' shallow water
relieves this stress. In the deeper water where grasses are absent
and temperature and dissolved oxygen concentration are both lower and
more constant, the amO'.lnt of dissolved oxyge:n available for respiration
serves to limit the number of member species.
In a detritus-based food chain, rooted s:ubmerged or emergent
plants generally serve as autotrophs in the be:nthic community. Direct
herbivory among the invertebrate members of the benthic comm.lnity is
often absent in this case. Instead, gras ses are broken off by wave
adion, grazing by larger herbivores such as manetees, or by feeding
a!..'tivities of water foul, etc. These grass fragmen~s are deposited on
the bottom where aerobic microbial activity may break them down to a
form assimilable by detritus feeders. Whether detritus feeders utilize
the oxidizable carbon directly or act as non-lilelective predators on the
bacteria is unimportant to this discussion. In either case, the amount
o~ oxidizable organic carbon repre sents the quantity of available energy
produced by tht' autotrophs. In the grass beds this quantity of available
food is unde rstandably grea tel' than in the del:!per sandy areas where it
must be transported by water currents. The amount of oxidizable
. organic carbon may ba measured directly or it appears to be preferable
;,t this point to determine a resultant of the clJmbined effects of the
amount of oxidi:-:able organic carbon and the <lLvailability of dissolved
oxygen. Whil<> mic Tobial m.etaholism is probably highest in the gras s
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IL\I:->, cspel'i;\lly in tIll' ",'arI1H'r St111lnwr t<'mperatures, the photosyn-
l1wlic activity provirit's sttffici<'nt oxygen so that no appreciable differ-
C!h'P can be set'n, in ternlS of the resultant redox potential, between
the grass flats and the sandy, sparsely vegetated areas. In the absence
0" the rooted seagrasses, the species richness is seen to decrease
linea rly with the redox potential. An increase in oxidizable carbon in
t11':.' presence of lin~ited oxygen over relatively long periods of time
results in a den'case in the number of species able to exist in the
enviro:1ment. The possibility of resuspension of deposits by wave or
current action decreases with depth and hence deeper bottoms may tend
to beEDon~e sinks or traps for large quantities of oxidizable organic
c<\ rhon. If dis solved oxygen is not readily available to these deeper
areas, then the oxidation of this material by microbial metabolism
places an oxygen stress on the n~acrofauna. Such an oxygen stress has
bN'n postulated by 0' Connor (1972) to result in a decrease in micro-
faunal bionlass. Faunal biomass was not directly measured in this
study but size cOlnpariso:1s gave indications that macrofaunal biomass
would be less than anticipated given the numerical abllndances of
species. As an example, polychaetes, although many species have
distmct respiratory structures, often use their entire body surface
for gaseous exchange (Barnes, 19(3), Many of the polychaete species
fo,md in this study were considerably smaller in size than described
in the taxonomic refprenccs. As shown in Table 11, the smaller size
()f the thr'·(' sp<>cies us~d as examples provides. an approximate increase
TABLE 11
/
/
Con4parison of sizes of some polychaete
sp,¢des with expected sizes from taxonomic
¥scriptions.
/,,/
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oJ.
Described Size
or
Mean Size from Approximate
in mm, Ratio Samples in mm. Ratio Ratio
Species (Length x Width) (S. A. IVol) (Length x Width) (S. A. IVoI) Inc rease
Glycera alTlericana 370 x 13 o . 15 68 x 3 O. 67 4X
Podarke obscura 40 x 3 0.67 5x 1 2.0 3X
Platynereis dUlTlerili 75 x 6 0.67 6 x 1 2.0 3X
* FrolTl Gasner. 1971
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in body surface area to volum.e ratio of thre,e to Jour tixnes. This is a
significant adaptation to periods of oxygen d,epletion and as such would
lead to the lower faunal bioxnas 5 values postulated by 0 1 Connor.
Sanders (1968) attributes a decrease in species richness to a siInilar
oxygen stress. Thus it appears that the redox potential of the sedixnent
may serve as an indicator of conditions in the benthic invertebrate
commtlnity of the Indian River. Caution is advised, however, in
attempting to compare sparsely or non-vegetated areas with shallow
water gras s flats.
Species di vt'rsity is a function not only of the nuxnber of species
present but also of the distribution of the number of organisxns among
those species. Under most conditions, these two components are
assumed to vary dirE'ctly. In the sandy, spnrsely vegetated samples,
however. the species richness decrease s with increasing depth and
dt'C' rea sing Eh while under the same conditions the evenness component
is S£,('11 to incl'l"ase. The possibility of such an occurrence is proposed
bv Hurlbert (1971). With sufficient oxygen available, such as in the
grass flats, species evenness as well as spElcies richness is high. As
oxygen becomes less available and both the ltlumber of individuals and
the number of species decrease; the evenneEIS of distribution among the
species present increases. High evenness values are suggested to be
thl' result of isolation or territoriality (Odu:rn, 1971). Isolation or ter-
ritoriality, ddined by Odum (1971) as any adive mechanism that spaces
individuals or groups apart from one another, is usually the result of
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(1) intt'l"indi\'idllal cmnpditinl1 for rl'sourn's In short supply, or
(2-) direct antagonism. This sort of isolation tends to reducE' cOlTIpeti-
bon, Rinee competition is rrlOst likely between proximal individuals
(McNaughton and Wolf, 1970), and thus conserves ener gy during critical
periods and prevents overcrowding and exhaustion of resources.
T ramme T (1969) suggests that communities from rigoro;J.s or physically
c0:1trol1ed enVirO:1nlen':s will vary in diversity according to their even-
11('SS con1pn'lents while diversity in biologically accorruuodated environ-
nwnts will be a function of the number of species. The data from the
Iridian River supports this suggestion provided that the major factor
providing the degree of physical control is the availability of dissolved
oxygen. This factor appear s to predominate over the degree of environ-
ment:!.l stability provided by the constancy of temperature, salinity, and
dissolved oxygen concentration in the deeper water.
The p:Jssibility of this relationship between the effects of species
l'ichncss and species l~venness on diversity being an artifact of method-
(dogy has al ready been inlplied. That species evenness is of greater
imp"rtancc in smaller samples and is thus merely a function of sample
size r<:lther than a result of a biological acclimation to the rigors of the
environment implie s a nega tive correlation between the two. Such an
implication is not supported by the data from this study in that the
C,1 rreLltion, alth:mgh negative WilS not found to be significant (oC = 0.05).
'The second major emphasis in this study is the close coupling of
species 10 tlwir environrnent in biologically ac;commodated communities.
-- -------------------------- - ----- JJJJJJJJJJ~
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It should be understood that no community can be expected to be entirely
either biologically accommodated or physically controlled. Each com-
munity represents a point along the time-stability gradient exhibiting
the resultant effects of bo!h biological accommodations and physical
control. One of these factors may be mor,e prominent than the other
and thus serve as a ba sis for comparison.
With the amelioration of stresses, such as oxygen availability,
organisms are able to develop their adaptive strategies toward their
total environment. One aspect of this has already been examined: that
of the relationship between the number of deposit feeders and the
amount of food contained in the sedimentsa.s oxidizable or ganic carbon.
With the reduction of oxygen stress the nUJnber of deposit feeders,
repre'scniing tht' nunlerical counterpart of biomass, was seen to
increase with the amount of available food. In the physically-controlled
st;)tions. where low dissolved oxygen avaUability produced a stress,
the numbl'r of deposit feeders were not so closely coupled to the food
supply. Sanders (1958) found a weak corr~Ilation between deposit
feeders ;)nd sE'dinwnt organic carbon. He contributed the weakness to
the' fact that the presently available methodology does not distinguish
assimilable forms of oxidizable carbon frolm non-assimilable forms
such as coal. While this problem is presently being pursued, the data
herein indicates that such a weakness in c()rrelation may be due to
environmt!ntal stress.
13)
It was postulated by Sanders (1958) that deposit feeders may cor-
relate with food availability while suspension feeders may be dependent
upon EDithE~r grain size or the patterns of water currents. Rhoades and
Young (1970), however, suggest a closer relationship between deposit
feeders and suspension feeders. The reworking of sediments by the
burrowing activities of deposit feeders results in an unstable sediment
sut'face layer. that is easily resuspended by weak wave and current
action. This tmstable sediment layer may preclude the presence of
large numbers of suspension feeders through the reduction of stable
attachment sites, clogging of gills or other respiratory structures. and
b:lrying of newly settled larvae. This hypothesis of trophic exclusion
would probably be more effective in muddy sediments and probably less
so in coarse sands, shell debris or in sediments stabilized by rooted
grasses. In less favorable sites, smaller nurnbers of suspension
feeders should be evident in the absence of other environmental
stresses. Such evidences of trophic exclusion may be considered to be
an indication of the effects of biological interaction.
The samp) es representing the more biologically accommodated
stations can bt, compared to those of the more physically controlled
a.
stations in terms of trophic exclusion by again bprrowing the techniques
of the terrestrial plant ecologists. Using a simple ordination technique
the samples from both physically controlled and biologically accom-
modated stations are ranked according to decreasing percentage compo-
sition of deposit feeders and in~rea8ing percentage composition of
,
'.
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SIlApt'nsioll fet'dt'rs. At l1w hiologkally ilCt'Onlnw,h.i('rl stations, good
and a dl'Cr('ilsing p<'l"cl'nt age of deposit feeders (Table 12). The rank-
ing of Stations TR 4 and TR 15 resulted in a reverse order since a high
nU!nber of suspension feeders occurred coneomittantly with a high
number of deposit feeders at Station 15. This is probably due to the
gt'ographic position of that station. The sediment at Station TR 15 was
a ha rd packed sand with a considerable amount of surface shell debris.
This station had the lowest sediment values for both organic carbon and
silt and clay content. These factors combirled with the location of the
station at the narrow navigational gap in the railroad causeway illus-
trate the probability that current velocities at this station may be
greater than at other stations. Increased current velocities would
facilitate suspension feeding as well as scour the sediment surface,
rapidly removing the unstable sedimentary particles as they are re-
worked by the deposit feeders.
Amon·g the samples representing physically controlled stations,
no such easily explained agreement is seen (Table 13), No evidence of
trophic exclusion of suspension feeders by deposit feeders occurred in
spdiments where the member species are Hm.ited in their distribution
by other physical, dtmsity independent, controlling factors.
S1 ations TR 13, TR 14, and TR 15 art! all located in proximity to
th l' Intracoastal Waterway clnd probably represent the effects on the
b~~nthos by !nan's most sif.,rn ificant influence in this segment of the
TABLE 12
Ranking of biologically accommodated
stations according to the percentage
composition of deposit feeders and
suspension feeder s
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Decreasing Deposit Feeders (%)
TR I
TR 3
TR IS
TR 4
\
\
Increasing Suspension Feeders (%)
TR 1
TR 3
TR 4
TR 15
-w
w
TABLE 13
Ranking of physically controlled stations
according to the percentage composition
of deposit and suspension feeders.
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Decreasing Deposit Feeders
%
TR 9
TR 10
TR 11
TR 12
TR 14
Increasing Suspension Feeders
%
TR 12
TR 14
TR 11
TR 9
TR 10
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indian Rivl'r. All thn'l' stiltion:" an' in watc.'r depths grl'akr than two
llw«'rs and contain thc..' only station along tlw transl'd whc..'re dissoh'ed
oxygen concl'ntration was initially found to be less than five parts per
m~llion in the bottom water.
It is reasonable to assume that the factors which contribute to the
success of suspension feeders at Station TR 15 may also contribute to
its high diversity. The possibility of increased circulation as a result
of the through-causeway currents wOuld be expected to prevent the
accumulation of oxidizable detritus and hence preclude the possibility
of dissolved oxygen stress. The low dissolved oxygen concentration
(4. 5 ppm), however, doe s not support this possibility. The lack of
accumulated detritus n1ay contribute to diversity in another way.
Bt'nthie organisms i.n a detritus based system are provided with a
stable. non-fluctuating food supply (Rhoades and Young. 1970). The
removal of detritus by current scouring would provide an irnproverished
e:wironmc'lt in tt'rms of available food, and Station TR 15 yielded the
smallest value for sediment organic carbo:1 composition (0.340/0) along
the transect. In relating species diversity to resource supply,
Valentine (1971) Bugge ata that the highest diversity would be found in
an environment where resources are found in low but stable quantities.
The species harbored would be those selected for competitive ability
and interactions with other species (k-selection). The data for Station
TR 15, especially as shown in the rarefaction curves, demo:1strates
sHeh a situation.
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While the sediment at Station TR 15 is ,stable and supports a high
diversity. the oppos1t(' may Ill' said of Station TR 13 located in the
Intracoastal Waterway. Samples taken from Station TR 13 yielded high
arno',mts of silt and clay and organic carbon. Dissolved oxygen concen-
tration in the bottom water at this station wa~l the lowest of any of the
transect stations sampled. The low sediment Eh suggests the probability
of oxygen stress. All the faunal indices, except evenness, exhibited
their lowest values at this station. The preumce of only four organ~
isms, all of which were relatively motile crustaceans, also indicates
stressed conditions.
Dredged navigational channels such as the Intracoastal Waterway
must be periodically re -dredged as a result Q£ redeposition and entrap-
me'lt of sediments in the channel. Spoils removed during this mainte-
nance dredging are commonly depositedparalllel to and proximal to the
channel forming the spoil islands shown in Figure 2 and characterized
by Station TR 14. samples from which contained two per cent suspen-
s ion feede rs only. While much of these spoils are probably stabilized
in time, they are probably the major contribultors to redeposition in the
channel (Odum, 1970). As a result of this unstable condition of the sub-
strate, many organisms, especially sus ension feeders or any other
attached form.s. may be excluded from theBe areas. The sampIe from
Station TR 13 contained no sessile or luspenll!ion feeding forms.
The effects of sediment instability may not ·..,e limited to the
immediate vicinity of the channel. Wind driven currents may widely
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distribute th('se spoil derived lTIaterials affecting a larger area of the
river wjthin a I".one of spdilnf'nt redeposition. Current methodologv for
svdinH'111 dl1d ly sis do{'s not provide a suitable measure for determina-
tion of sllch sediment instability or its effects within the possible zone
of redeposition (Dr. E. Kalajian, personal cOlTIlTItmication). A biologi-
cal index is then proposed as a lTIeasure of sediment instability and
redeposition by extending the trophic exclusion hypothesis of Rhoades
and Young (1970). Since sus pension feeder s lTIay be excluded or at least
reduced in nun1b<>rs as a result of sedilTIent instability, they must be
used as an index of that instability. The lack of suspension feeder s in
tIll' samph's from Stations TR 13 and TR 14 supports the prop:Jsal.
Fu rthe r support is found in the contrasting high incidence of suspension
feeders at Station TR 15 and at the more biologically accolTIffi:Jdated
stations at the northern end of the transect. The distribution of suspen-
si.on fe('ders doe s not appear to be the direct result of the activities of
dlWD~Fosit fe('dt'rs at those stations which are more physically controlled.
Using the ordination technique, the stations ranked according to their
relative distances from the channel may be compared to the same sta-
tions ranked in order of the increasing occurrence of suspension feeders
as seen in T;;ble 14. Good agreement with the proposed index is found
as far north along the tra.nsect as Station TR 8. Redeposition of the
sedirnc:1ts eroded from the higher contours of the spoil areas may also
S0rve to limit the success of suspension feeders over both a large area
TAB,LE 14
Com~arison of stations ranked according
to incrf'a sing distance from the Intracoastal
Waterway to stations ranked in order of
increasing abundance and percentage com-
position of suspension feeders.
I P)
Suspension Feeders
Distance from Chan..."1el Number Percent
TR 13 TR 13 TR 13
TR 12 TR 12 TR 12
TR II TR 11 TR II
TR 10 TR 10 TR 9
TR 9 TR 9 TR 10
TR 8 TR 8 TR 8
14)
,,1111 lillH' Sp;lIl. Through lilt' l"IlIlIhitH'd (·ff(·l'ts of this stress and the
p~ls~ihllD indun'tlH'!1t of oxyge!1 sl r<'S!i by fl.·suspension of the st'diments
(Odum, 1970) and the redudion of oxygen availability in the deeply
dredged areas, channelization may constitut~~ one of man I s most
insidious contributions to the benthic ecology of the Indian River.
V. SUMMARY
During the sumnw r mon<:hs, the lllorthern portion of the Indian
River supports a benthic community with ~ diversity approximating that
of: a tropical estuary. Species diversity i. variable along depth gradi-
ents where the availability of dissolved oxygen to the macroinvertebrates
is the primary limiting factor. Long term oxygen availability measured
In te rms of the redox potential of the sediment appears to mask any
effects produced by environmental variability or conversely environ-
nwntal stability in terms of temperature, _alinity or physical nature of
the substrate.
In more biologically accommodated portions of the benthic com-
munity, the stress of oxygen availability i8 ameliorated. There
organisms appear to be more closely coupled to their environment as
nwasurcd in terms of abundance of deposit feeders -relative to their
food supply and in terms of exc lusion interactions between deposit and
suspension feeding £orn15.
Man's intrusion into this portion of the Indian River has been, as
is most often the case, detrimental to the benthic community through
the construction of the Intracoastal Waterway.
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APPENDIX A
Spede.s List and Distribution
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Feeding STATIONS
SPECIES Tvpe 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 lZ 13 14 15
Molluska
Gemma sp. SF 4
Tagelus divisus SF 1 1
Lynosia hyalina SF 26 1
Chione cancellata SF 4 1 1
Brachidontes exustus SF 18 5 8 114 2 9 9 6 Z 5 3
•
Amygdalwn papyria SF 1 1 1
Macula proxima DF 1 1 1
Malina lateralis SF 5 4 4 6 6 31 37 43 25 lZ 1
Tellina sp. SF 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1
Laevicardium sp. SF 1 Z 3 I
Aaomalocaadia cuneimeri. SF 3
Tarbonilla iDterrapta linsitlc 10 I
~ep_la cll!~ SF U 12 2
MitreDa !!!!!!!! S 1 Z 1
Retusa c:analiculata DF
"
35 • 11 9 7 8 ) 9 Z 3 S 1
Haminoeia sp. C 3 3
Cerithiopsis eanenonli C 3
Caecum p!lchellum DF 2 30 4Z 6<l 14 3S '38 )7 134 lZl 34 16 4 9
Nas.ariDs vibex NSOF 3 1
Pl'QIlum apidnum CIS 35 12 13 Z7 8 1 3 1 '10 1 14 3 1
Cerithium muse.rum OF 1 10 Z 1
Feeding
SPECIES TVDe 1 Z 3 .. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Molluska (continued)
Odostomia 1 Parasitic(? 3 3 Z Z
Odostomia Z Parasitic(? 5 3 2 1
Polychaeta
Sphaerodorids DF 63 40 1
Exogone hebes CIS 63 56 III 17 3 1
Podarke obscura CIS 2 1 3 2 2 1 1 1
Platynereis dumerili CIS 2 3 16 11 1 2 1 1
Eteone heteropoda NSDF 3 9 1 1 2
Scolecolepsis sp. CIS 7 10 6 1 1 2 3 7 .. 6 5
Prio:aospio ap. CIS -9 28 25 10 • 3 1 1 3 26 Z
-
Polydora Ugni
-CIS I 19 -. Z 1
•
Fabricia aabella SF 2 476 61 67 Z
Marphy" aan'lainea CIS 33 5 1
Tharp: 8p. . DF I 7 18 :I -4
Aricidea jeffreysi DF 20 4Z 95 1 . .. . ..
.f.!!!! p!lmata DF 6 9 9 Z ... . Z
c!ycera .unericana NSl>F ~J Z .. I I 2 I 1 . Z
Glycinde 8o!itaria NSDF
-. - .. . I .. I 1
-
. 1 . Z
Leiochone di8par DF 51 108 58 17 I Z 1 36 18 5
Dio;!!tra cuprea CIS I ] 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 Z
Sabella mic:rophthalma SF 1 ]1 14 12 1 1 11 1 1 Z
Feeding
SPECIES TVDe 1 Z 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Polychaeta (continued)
PotamiUa sp. SF 1 3
Maldone sarsi SOF 10 Z
Hypaniola grayi OF 43 8 17 1
Stauronereis rudolphi OF I
Scoloplos sp. NSDF I Z 1 1 1 1 1 Z
Odontosyllis fulgurana CIS 23 8 3 1 1
Pectinaria gouldii SDF I . 1 1 4 2 10 5
Syllis gracilis CIS 7 7 1
Armandia agi1is DF 3 3 5
Sabella crassicorni. SF 3 1
Lepidonotus ap. cIS 1 4 9
.
Scoloplo.~ NSDF 12 2 1
X-glaophamus verrilli CIS 1 4 4 7 3 1
Arthropoda
Erichsoniella attenuata HIS 11 41 4 20 1 1 1
Spbaeroma 9uadridentatum SDF 7 7 6 20 4 1 1 Z Z 1 2 Z 3 5
,
Cyathura sp. HiS 14 .9 25 40 Z 1 .}
Oxyurostilia !!!!ill!! SF 4 1 6 6 3 1 3
Tanais .p. DF 5 8 14 14 12 18 Z 1 1
Panopeus herb.tii CIS 1
Callepallene brevirostrum C 8 8 Z 1 1
Myaidacea NSDF 1
Feeding
SPECIES Tvoe 1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 IZ 13 14 15
Arthropoda (co:ltinued)
Cylindroleberis m.a riae NSOF 589 107 181 530 6Z1 493 38Z 168 377 Z91 95 98 43 36
Sarseiella americana NSOF 456 195 Z71 11Z Z 9 4 3 3 1 5
--=_._---,
Cythereis sp. (? ) NSOF 3 11 9 11 9 Z 1 Z
Cystisomid OF 1 Z 3 1
Corophiid OF 146
Ampeliscid OF 13 4 5 Z 3 3 4 Z 8 3 Z
Melita fresnelii (Johnson
and Snook. 1955) OF 41 95 58 18 19 15 1 Z3 Z7 13 9 1 8 10
Lysianopsis alba OF 19 Z 1 I I 3 I
Caprella equilibra C 1 3
Echinodermata
Leptosynapta inhaerens NSDF 10 12 3 2 1
Ophiophragmus filo£raneul NSDF 3 ZZ 45 10 8 8 14 11 Z Z 1 4
ipancula
Phascolion .BtroDlbi DF 188 51 107 4Z 2 30 19 13 ZS Z4 6 8 8 5
s
Cnt.r~ I
A__C_tin_oth_oe_.;.gr_a_c_u_l_Una___ SF
APPENDIX B
Plant Biomass
?(gram dry wt/mw )
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Sta. No. g/m2
TR 1 77
TR 2 358
TR 3 279
TR 4: 270
TR 5 2
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APPENDIX C
Sediment Analyses Data
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STATION # Meo ian Grain Siz(' (Md 0) Sorting (ad 0) 0/0 Silt -Clay
TR I ~. 70 .66 3Q,')R
TR 2 2.74 .52 9.88
TR 3 2.70 .45 7.20
TR 4 2. 64 .36 6.72
TR 5 2.57 .36 . 5. 92
TR 6 2.89 .64 9. 52
TR 7 3. 19 .60 II. 24
TR 8 3.07 .64 8.36
TR 9 3, 19 .55 9.36
TR 10 3,23 • 52 5. 72
TR II 3. () 7 .40 27.60
TR 12 3. 13 .57 8.00
TR 13 3.49 1. 09 36.20
TR 14 2.85 .62 16.44
TR 15 3.06 .89 3.80
Mean 3.07 13. 67
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ABSTRACT
Several relationships between the chemical and physical properties of
marine and fresh water sediments reported in the literature were observed for
the sediments of the Indian River and impounded waters near Kennedy Space Center.
Merritt Island, Florida. The results indicated that the distribution of organic
carbon in the sediments is controlled by the mean grain size. the sedimentation
rate of the area, the decomposition rate of the organic matter, and its availability.
The ratio of organic carbon to hydrogen was obtained for the samples and used to
indicate the degree of oxidation of the organic matter in the sediments, while the
color, odor, and banding of the cores suggested that the first few centimeters of
water above the sediment is probably deficient 1n dissolved oxygen. Changes 1n the
environmental conditions over the past years are indicated by the irregular depth
profiles of the cores.
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1I. INTRODUCTION
Marine sediments consist of a complex mixture of inorganic and organic
compounds which may be present in a variety of different forms. The majority of
the organic matter in the sediments is adsorbed onto the surface of mineral par-
ticles, while the remaining portion of organic matter if! present in the interstices
between the mineral grains or is connected with the bottom-dwelling animals and
bacteria (Bordovskiy, 1965). Studies on the marine sediments of the Bering Sea
have indicated that the type of organic matter and its distribution in the sediments
were most intimately connected with the biological activity and the morphological
characteristics of the area, especially in coastal and restricted waters (Bordovskiy,
1965).
The organic content of marine sediments has been studied in detail for
only a few isolated cases. Results of these studies indicated that the organic carbon
content of marine sediments was inversely related to the grain size for clays and
silts (Bordovskiy, 1965), and directly related to the water content (Kogler, 1967).
The purpose of this study was to investigate the distribution of carbon in
the sediments of fourteen cores taken from the Indian River and impounded waters
near the Kennedy Space Center (KSC), Florida, and to dletermine if any correlations
exist between the organic and carbonate carbon of the sediments, the mean grain
size and the water content of the samples. Relationships between carbon content,
depth into core and location of cores were also investigated.
2II. BACKGROUND
A. Chemical and Physical Relationships of the Sediments
One of the most common correlations between chemical and physical
properties of marine sediments reported in the literature is that between the dis-
tribution or organic carbon and the mean grain size of the sediment. In general,
the organic carbon content of the sediments increased as the mean grain size
decreased (Bordovskiy. 1965). As a result. the organic content of silts and clays
was considerably higher than that of sands. It was estimated that silts contain
twice the organic content, and clayS four times that of sands (Bordovskiy, 1965).
Gross (1967) reported that the sands of the Northeast Pacific contained less than
1% organic carbon. while the clays contained 2 to 3%. and suggested that the grain
size of the sediment could limit the maximum amount of organic carbon present.
Similar values were reported by Biggs (1967) for the sediments of the Chesapeake
Bay, with 0.95% for the shallow silty-sands, and 3.4% for the silty clays. These
results indicated that the relationship between grain size and organic carbon exists
for shallow estuarine sediments as well as deep sea sediments.
If most of the organic matter in sediments is adsorbed on the surface of
the mineral particles. as suggested by Bordovskiy (1965), then the relationship
between organic carbon content and mean grain size of the sediment should exist
for any type of sediment, marine and fresh water. since the smaller particles have
greater surface area. and therefore, a higher capacity for adsorption, regardless
of the type or depth of the water. Bordovskiy (1965) also found that factors such
as morphology of the area and sedimentation rates could modify this relationship
between carbon content and grain size to a slight extent.
The possibility of water depth controlling, to a small degree, the grain
3size of the sediments was observed when Bordovskiy (19()5) found that the coarsest
materials of the Bering Sea were located in the cores conected from shallow waters,
while the cores from the deep waters consisted mainly of silt-clay oozes. Biggs
(1967) noted a similar trend in the sediments of the ChesaIYeake Bay, and proposed
that the greater values of organic carbon in the deep waters of the Chesapeake Bay
may be attributed to four factors: (1) the dilution of the organic matter in the shallow
waters as a result of higher sedimentation rates; (2) higher oxygen content of the
overlying waters, and larger sediment grain size resulting in a higher rate of in-
organic oxidation of organic matter, and a greater circulation of water through the
sediments of shallow water; (3) the greater scavenging activity of organisms in
shallow waters; and (4) the resuspension of fine organic matter in shallow waters
due to the greater physical energy of the area.
Both, the sediments of the Bering Sea and those of the Chesapeake Bay,
exhibited a general decrease of organic content with increased depth into the core
(Bordovskiy, 1965; Biggs, 1967). This trend suggested that the clay and silt-sized
particles of the sediments were located toward the top of the core near the sediment
water interface, and the sand-sized particles toward the bottom. No data on grain
size distribution with depth into the core were cited.
Another correlation reported in the literature was that of an increase in
organic carbon content with increasing water content of the sediments (Kogler, 1967).
Kogler (1967) reported a maximum water content of 293% of dry sediment weight
for the sediments of the Arabian and Baltic Seas which corresponded to the maxi-:
mum organic carbon value of 6.5%. The lowest water content value of 25% was
found for a core which had organic carbon values less than 2%. In general, the
water contents of these cores decreased with depth into the core.
The studies of the sediments of the Northeast Pacific (Gross, 1967) and
4the Arabian and Baltic Seas (Kogler, 1967) suggested still another relationship
for organic carbon content. Data from these studies indicated that the highest
values of organic carbon were found in the samples which contained the lowest
carbonate values, and vice versa. Gross (1967) found the highest organic carbon
value of 3% to correspond to carbonate values of less than 2%, while organic car-
bon values of less than 1% were found in sediment with carbonate values between
5 and 10%. Similar values were reported by Kogler (1967) with a maximum organic
carbon value of 6.5% found for a carbonate content less than 2%, and values of less
than 2% organic carbon corresponding to carbonate values between 3 - 6%. The
majority of the carbonate values for both studies were below 5%, and most of the
organic carbon values were below 2%.
A very interesting color relationship was reported by Biggs (1967) in his
study of the sediments of the Chesapeake Bay. The color of the sediment and the
structure of the core were related to the oxygen content of the overlying water.
In general, black, grey-green, banded cores corresponded to a low oxygen content
in the water column, while light brown, homogeneous cores were indicative of a
well aerated situation. A strong hydrogen sulfide odor was usually associated with
the black, grey-green sediments, which contained a higher organic content and a
higher water content than the grey sediments when both were located at the sedi-
ment water interface.
A considerable portion of the organic matter of marine sediments is com-
posed of humic acids and "residual" organic matter (Bordovskiy, 1965). Very little
work has been done to determine the chemical structure of the "residual" organic
matter which is mainly bonded with the mineral skeleton of the sediment. Detailed
studies, however, have been done on the humic acids of marine sediments, and the
results indicated that they are condensed aromatic systems incorporating carbon,
-- ·"JJJJJJf~J·JJJJJJJDJJJJJJJJDJJJ_·_~JJJJ
5hydrogen, oxygen, and sUlfur (Bordovskiy, 1965). Humic acids occur widely in
natural accumulations of organic matter such as peats l, and several subaqual de-
posits. According to Bordovskiy (1965), the humic acids result from the condensa-
tion of carbohydrates and proteins, and are relatively resistant to biochemical
oxidation in semi-aerobic conditions. In well aerated soils the hydrogen content
of the acids is lower than in less aerated sediments such as that of marine basins
(Bordovskiy, 1965). The ratio of organic carbon to hydrogen, C/H, can be used
to indicate the degree of condensation of the acid. For the bottom sediments of the
Bering Sea, Bordovskiy (1965) reported a C/H range of 6.8 to 8.8. The typical
range for soils is 12-21. 4. The lower C/H range for the bottom sediments indi-
cates a lower degree of condensation which is probably the result of a more an-
aerobic condition. Generally, the C/H is higher in deep water sediments than in
shallow water deposits, which could be due to the fact that the deep water deposits
are more mature and are in a more advanced state of transformation (Bordovskiy,
1965).
6B. Analytical Techniques for Organic and Inorganic Carbon Determinations
The majority of the carbon present in sediments occurs as carbonates
and a variety of organic compounds. The basic principle behind both carbonate
and organic carbon determination is the measurement of carbon released as car-
bon dioxide, CO2. There are several variations in both the methods of conversion
of carbon to carbon dioxide, and the methods of measurement of the released C02.
Volborth (1969) has stated that the most universal method for the determination of
carbon is to release the carbon as carbon dioxide by acid attack for carbonates,
and by combustion for organic and total carbon. The freed carbon dioxide can then
be determined volumetrically, or by absorption on a suitable medium. The car-
bonate carbon in the sample can also be determined by the method of Shapiro and
Brannock (Volborth, 1969) which is a variation of the classical acid attack method.
A special gas collecting tube developed by Shapiro and Brannock is utilized in the
method. Several other variations of the Volborth method are mentioned at the end
of this section.
Volborth (1969) has suggested that a direct combustion in an oxygen atmos-
phere, followed by purification of the evolved gases and gravimetric determination
of the carbon dioxide should be employed when the sample contains organic carbon.
For best results when employing a combustion train, the follOWing advice should be
considered (Volborth, 1969). If carbonate carbon is present in the sample, the oven
should be maintained at 900oC. The flow of oxygen should be regulated to 2-4 bubbles
per second by means of a bubbler of concentrated sulfuric acid, which should be con-
nected to the tube containing the carbon dioxide absorbent in order to protect the sys-
tem from moisture. A tube of magnesium perchlorate or calcium chloride should be
placed before the tube containing the carbon dioxide absorbent to trap any moisture
which is produced during the combustion. A suitable absorbent for carbon dioxide
7is sodium hydroxide (NaOH).
For best results, a porcelain, mullite, or platinum combustim tube
should be used, and the sample placed in a porcelain, alundum, or zirconium
oxide combustion boat. Platinum boats should not be employed if metals and
sulfides are present, or if copper oxide is mixed with the sample. Manganese
oxide should bc loosely packed in the end of the tube down train from the sample
in the cool part of the oven to remove any oxides of sulfur or nitrogen from the
product gases. Copper oxide is generally mixed with the sample am placed in the
hot part of the combustion tube to catalyze the oxidation of carbon monoxide to
carbon dioxide.
The system should be flushed with oxygen for five minutes before the
sample is introduced into the combustion tube. A combustion time of 10-15 min-
utes should be sufficient.
If just the organic carbon in the sample is desired, the carbonate carbon
is first removed by an acid attack method and the sample is then dried and placed
in the combustion train. The acid attack method consists of treating the dried
sample with a suitable acid which will convert the carbonates in the sample to
carbon dioxide which is then measured either volumetrically or graVimetrically.
Several variations of the dry combustion have been reported in the litera-
ture. Gross (1967) in his study of the marine sediments of the Northeast Pacific,
determined the organic carbon of the sediments by subtracting the carbonate car-
bon from the total carbon. The carbonate carbon was determined by the absorption
of the carbon dioxide released when the dried sample was treated with 10% phos-
phoric acid. The total carbon of the sediments was obtained by a dry combustion
process in an oxygen atmosphere. An appropriate catalyst was reacted with the
gases to convert the carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide, and manganese dioxide
8was added to remove any oxides of sulfur and nitrogen from the gaseous products.
A coefficient of variation of 10% of the amount of organic carbon, and a repro-
ducibility of 2% for the carbonate method was reported.
In a recent study of tte sediments of Lake Mendota, Bartleson (1972) de-
termined the total carbon content by a dry combustion process, and measured the
carbon dioxide released by the organic and carbonate compounds with a thermal
conductivity cell. The calcium which was dissolved by HF-HN03-HC104 acid was
measured and converted to its carbon equivalent, which was then subtracted from the
total carbon to yield the amount of organic carbon in the sample.
The organic content of the sediments of the Chesapeake Bay (Biggs, 1967)
was obtained directly from a dry combustion of the sediments which had first been
treated with hydrochloric acid to remove all the carbonate. Biggs (1967) reported
recoveries of 99.9%, and a precision of ~ 0.19 for this procedure.
Buchan (1967) determined the carbonate content of the North Atlantic sedi-
ments with a Collins Calcimeter. The process involved treatment of the dried,
powered, sample with hydrochloric acid in a closed system, and volumetric mea-
surement of the amount of carbon dioxide evolved.
A much more sophisticated method of determining the or;ga,nic carbon in
the sediments was reported by Hobson (1969), which consisted of treating a 2 gram
sample of dry sediment with hot O. 3N trichloroacetic acid to remove the carbonates,
and then determining the amount of organic carbon with an elemental analyzer. By
measuring the amount of carbon dioxide evolved from the acid treatment, the amount
of carbonate carbon could also be obtained. The total carbon would simply be the sum
of these two results.
9m. CORING AREA
A. Description of Coring Area
The sediment samples analyzed in this study were taken from fourteen
cores which were collected from portions of the Indian River and the impounded
waters surrounding Kennedy Space Center, Merritt Island, Florida (Figures 1,
2,3). The e.xact locations of the fourteen cores analyzed are indicated on Figures
4 and 5 by means of a number code. Area 1 was located in the Indian River between
Titusville and the Orsino Causeway. The cores collected from this area were des-
ignated as 1- followed by a core number (Figure 4). The number of 100+ refer to
the sites for the impounded waters in this area. Three of the cores used in this
study were obtained from Area 1 near the mouth of Banana Creek, and six from the
impounded waters in the same general area. Four cores analyzed were from Area
2, designated with 2- and located in the Indian River north of Titusville (Figure 5).
Only one core, 3-12, from Area 3 near Haulover Canal in Mosquito Lagoon was
studied (Figure 5).
The impounded waters on Merritt Island are the result of an effort to re-
duce the two species of salt water mosquito, Aedes ~Illicitans and Aedes taenior-
hynchus. These mosquitos possess the unique trait of laying their eggs on dry land.
The eggs hatch when the land becomes temporarily flooded, as in a tidal marsh.
Until 1960, the shore lines of Merritt Island provided a tidal marsh area ideal for
the breeding of these two species. In order to prevent the mosquitos from laying
their eggs, dikes were constructed to permanently flood the area. This project
was initiated by the Brevard County Mosquito Control Division, and completed with
the assi stance of NASA. These dikes have probably altered the characteristics of
the impounded waters and the sediments of this area.
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Figure 1. Florida State Map
Figure 2. Brevard County
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B. Collection of Cores
The cores used were collected between July and September of 1972 by the
students and faculty of Florida Institute of Technology (FIT), Melbourne, Florida.
The collection of these cores was undertaken as a portion of the previous mentioned
NASA project (see Acknowledgment).
Samples were obtained using a coring device developed by two FIT students
and consisting of a two inch polyvinylchloride pipe equipped with a ball check valve
(Figure 6). The corer was manually driven into the sediment by means of aT-handle,
and the collected samples were virtually undisturbed. A recovery of 87. 7% calculated
as length of core recovered/total penetration was obtained.
Immediately upon collection, the cores were capped and taped to prevent any
loss of moisture, and sealed with wax as soon as they were brought to the lab. The
cores were analyzed within a few days after collection.
~JJJJJ_._JJJJ
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Figure G. Coring D('vice
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IV. LABORATORY ANA LYSIS
A. Physical Characteristics of the Samples
The preliminary analysis of the cores consisted of longitudinal splitting,
photographing, and examination for odor and color. The color was determined by
means of a Munsell color chart. Figure 7 shows core 2-29 after it had been split
for analysis. Samples from the different layers of each core were obtained and
dried at 100°C. for 24 hours. The dried samples were used for grain size anal-
ysis and water content determinations. The mean grain size of the sediments was
obtained by standard sieve analysis, and the water content was recorded in percent
weight of water/weight of dry sample.
B. Chemical Composition of the Sediments
Chemical analysis to determine the amount of total carbon, organic car-
bon, carbonate carbon, and hydrogen were done on at least three samples from
different layers in each core. These samples were obtained either from the sedi-
ment not passing the #40 or #60 sieve from the grain size analysis, or from the
water content cans. The dried sediment was homogenized by grinding with mortar
and pestle before analysis.
The total carbon of the sediment was determined by a dry combustion
method as described by Volborth (1969). Figure 8 shows the combustion train
employed for this analysis. A similar procedure was followed by Gross (1967)
in his study of the surface sediments of the Northeast Pacific.
First the two drying tubes, one containing the magnesium perchlorate
(MgCI04), and the other the sodium hydroxide (NaOH), were weighed to the near-
est milligram using semimicro analytic technique. Next the weighed tubes were
connected to the combustion train, and the entire system flushed with oxygen for
17
Figure 7. Core '2':'29
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Figure 9. Carbonate Analysis
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approximately five minutes. About one gram of driedl sample was placed in a
porcelain combustion boat and introduced into the oven, which was maintained at
approximately 9000 C. Hot copper oxide was used as a catalyst to insure complete'
oxidation of carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide. Manganese dioxide (Mn02) was
packed in the end of the t;vmbustion tube to remove any oxides of sulfur and nitro-
gen from the f.l~deous products. After a combustion time of a half hour, the two dry-
ing tubes "dere removed and reweighed. The water from the sediment was trapped
by ~ile magnesium perchlorate and used to determine the percentage of hydrogen
in the sample. The carbon dioxide released from the organic compounds and car-
bonates was absorbed by the sodium hydroxide and used to obtain the total carbon.
The following calculations were performed:
%Total Carbon == :::eight C02 evolved x 12 grams C x 100
weight original sample , 44 grams C02
%Hydrogen == weight H20 evolved x 2 grams H x 100
weight sample 18 grams H20
To check the reproducibility of the method, several samples were run
in duplicate or triplicate. The values of total carbon for three runs of sample
1-25-7 were: 0.59%, 0.64%, 0.64%. For comparison purposes thiS same sample
was given to KSC Micro Chemical Analyst Lab for total carbon determination using
the Carbon-Hydrogen-Nitrogen Analyzer. The results indicated a total carbon of
0.68% -: 0.22. Additional results from KSC 'are reported in the Resu lts section
of this presentation (page 38).
One major difficulty was encountered with the total carbon determination.
Samples 1:"1, 1-18, 1-25-7, 2-2-41, and 2-2-62 produced a yellow residue upon
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combustion, which was picked up by the magnesium perchlorate. TLis yellow resi-
due interfered with the normal combustion process causing the total carbon values
to be less than the carbonate values. Thus it was impossible to obtain an organic
carbon result for these samples. This caused considerable concern and an effort
was made to identify the yellow residue. A sample of the residue wa.s tuken to KSC
and analyzed by X-Ray spectrometry and infrared absorption. The residue was not
identified by either of these methods, but thece was a sharp In band at go 9 microns
which indicated a possible sulfur-oxygen and/or halogen bonding. results from
the X-Ray study indicated that there was a trace of titanium at the of the drying
tube, and a slight variation in the amount of chlodne from top to botto:m of the dry-
ing tube.
After consideration of the available equipment. the experirwenial set-o.p
in Figure 9 was used for the carbonate analysis. This method is a rnodined version
of the acid attack. used by Gross (1967). The tube containing sodillll1 coxide lo-
cated at the far rigllt of the set-up was used to absorb the evolved c"lx'bon dioxide
from the reaction. After the tube was carefu lly weighed. it was connected to the
set-up. The system was then flushed with dry> carbon dioxide-free air for five
minutes to remove any carbon dioxide or moisture that might be pre8enL The
dried sample wan treated with 50% phosphoric acid~ and a reaction tirne of a half
hour was allowed. The dry, carbon dioxide~·freeair was used both as a carrier
gas for the evolved carbon dioxide, and as a means of mixing the sample and acid.
A tube of magnesium perchl<?rate was placed before the sodium hydroxide absorbent
to pick up any moisture prodnced from the reaction. In order to trap any oxides of
sulfur and nitrogen produced. a tube of manganese dioxide was plaCEd bet',veen the
sodium hydroxide and magnesium perchlorate tLibes. The most appropriate sample
size for this determination was between 0.8 and L 0 gram.
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The amount of carbonate and inorganic carbon was calculated as follows:
%Carbonate = Weight C02 x 60 grams C03 x 100
Weight sample 44 grams C02
%Inorganic C = Weight CO2 x 12 grams C x 100
Weight sample 44 grams CO2
The method was standardized with a sample of calcium carbonate, and
a recovery of 100% was obtained. The flow of the carrier gas had to be regulated
for each determination to prevent any acid mixture from being pushed into the
drying tubes. Several reactions were so vigorous that the air flow had to be com-
pletely stopped to prevent this overflow.
Originally the organic carbon was to have been determined by subjecting
the residue from the acid attack procedure to the combustion-train process. In
this way, the acid attack would yield carbonate and inorganic carbon, while the
combustion would give the organic carbon directly.
Unfortunately, the residue from the carbonate analysis would not dry at
1000 C., and it was felt that higher temperatures might have driven off some or-
gallic components. As a result, Gross's method (1967) of subtracting inorganic
carbon from total carbon to obtain organic carbon was utilized.
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V. RESULTS
A. Physical Properties
All the sediments studied were either grey or black in color with various
green and brown hues. Most clays and sands were grey, while the peat and humus
layers were black. There were however. some black sands found at the sediment
water interface for the cores from area 2. Generally the cores from this area
were darker at the top of the core than at the bottom. All of the cores studied ex-
hibited color banding, and some of the cores from area 1 showed mottled areas of
grey and black. The grain size of these mottled areas appeared uniform.
Layers ranging from 2 to 6 inches in thickness and composed entirely of
shell occured at a depth of approximately 15 inches in the cores from area 2. and
at depth of 6 to 14 inches inthe cores from area 1. Some of the cores contained two
such layers. and no shells were found in the sediment immediately below the second
layer.
The mean grain size of the sediments obtained from the 50% finer value on
the sieve analysis curve ranged from 0.2 mm for the fine sands to 0.02 mm for the
clays. The majority of the sediments from the study areas were classified as fine
sands, with an occasional clay or silt layer in the cores from area 1 and the im-
pounded waters.
Most of the cores studied exhibited a hydrogen sulfide odor. which was
classified as mild, moderate, or strong. There were, however. some samples
which had no noticeable odor at all. Core 1-25 had a definite sewage -like odor,
while cores 1-17. 1-18, and 1-25 had a very strong hydrogen sulfide odor at the top.
The hydrogen sulfide odor of the cores from area 2 were generally milder than that
of the other study areas. A "humus" odor was noticed in several of the cores from
23
the impounded waters.
B. Chemical Results
The organic carbon values ranged from 0 to 3.;>6% with the majority of the
values less than 0.5% (Appendix). Of the forty-three values obtained, thirty-two
were less than 0.5%, five were between 0.5 and 1%, five between 1 and 3%, and only
one value was greater than 3%. This maximum organic earbon value of 3.56% was
found for a humus layer located at the top of core 118. Core 113 also contained a
surface humus layer which gave a value of 1. 86%, and core 119, a peat layer at a
depth of twelve inches had a value of 2.07%. All other values of organic carbon lar-
ger than 1% were found for clays and silts. The highest values of organic carbon
were obtained for the cores from the impounded waters, while Area 2 gave no value
greater than 0.5%, and Area 1 had only one value greater than 1%. This value was
found for a grey clay layer located at the bottom of core 1-25.
An inverse relation between organic carbon and grain size of the sediment
was observed (Figure 10). The organic carbon values for clays and silts with mean
grain size between 0.02 mm and 0.07 mm ranged from 1. 39% for core 1-25 to 2.9%
for core 117. For the sands with a mean grain size grealcer than 0.1 mm all the organic
carbon values were less than 1%, and did not exhibit any particular relationship in this
size range. The only exceptions to this trend were the tvvo humus layers which had a
grain size of 0.2 mm yet gave organic carbon values of 1. 56% for core 113, and 3.56%
for core 118 and the peat layer of core 119. This high organic carbon content for humus
was expected, and does not invalidate the trend between mean grain size and organic
carbon content for the clays and silts.
A negative correlation between organic carbon and depth into the core for
the sediments from the impounded waters can be observed on figure 11. This general
decrease of organic carbon wi th depth into the core is probably due to the fact that
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the clay, humus, and peat layers were located at the top half of these cores, while
the fine sands were located at the bottom of the cores. Above a depth of fifteen in-
ches the organic carbon reached a maximum value of 3.5%, yet did not exceed 1%
below this depth. No similar trend was observed for the cores from Areas 1 and 2.
A positive correlation was observed between the organic carbon content
and the water content of the sediments (Figure 12). The maximum water content of
300% of dry sample weight was obtained from a humus layer located in core 113,
and corresponded to an organic carbon value of 2.07%. Core 119 contained a peat
layer which had a water content of 263% and an organic carbon content of 1. 56%.
The range of water content for the clays and silts was between 35% and 130%, which
was lower than that of the peat and humus lavers, but higher than that of the sands.
The water conte:lt of a clay layer from core 117, for example, was determined to be
130%, and corresponded to an organic carbon value of 2.9%, while the water content
of a clay from core 119 was 69% and the organic carbon was 2.19%. The range of
water content for the sands was from 18% to 50%.
A slight variation of total carbon with depth into the core was observed.
Figure 13 shows that the maximum value of 5.58% total carbon was located at a
depth of ten inches in core 112. At depths above twenty inches the carbon values
ranged from 0.2% to 5.7%, with fourteen values exceeding 1%. On the other hand,
at depths greater than 20 inches all the values were 1% or less.
The carbonate carbon values ranged from 0.15% for core 116 to 25% for
core 112. Although the maximum value was obtained for a sand located at a depth
of ten inches in core 112, the carbonate values for clays and silts were generally
higher than that of the sands and humus layers, and ranged from 5.05% to 20.8%.
This is probably an indication that the clays are carbonaceous in this area. In gen-
eral, the carbonate values for sands were less than 3%, as indicated on Figure 14.
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Of the five carbonate values between 10% and 20%, four were obtained for clay layers.
The percentage of hydrogen in the sediment 13howeda very slight decrease
with depth into the core (Figure 15). Only two values exceeded 1%, one was found for
a clay layer from core 119 and the other for a silt layer in core 117. The %H fClr
clays, silts, and humus layers was slightly higher than that of the sands. A linear
relationship exists between organic carbon and the amount of hydrogen in the samples
(Figure 16). This trend was most pronounced for the cores from the impounded waters
with the exception of a humus layer from core 118.
The ratio of organic carbon to hydrogen was calculated for aU the samples.
These ratios ranged from 0.05 to 19, with the majoril~y of the values being between
1 and 3, and only one above a ratio of 5. Figure 17 shows a slight indirect variation
of Co/H with carbonate carbon values. For example, the three carbonate values
greater than 20% correspond to a ratio less than 2, while all the ratios from 3 to 5
correspond to carbonate values below 5%. The relation between organic carbon and
Co/H can be seen on Figure 18. The Co/H of 5. 1 occured in a humus layer from
core 118 which exhibited the maximum organic carboni value of 3. 56%. The maximum
Co/H of 19 occured in an olive-grey sand at a depth of 26 inches into core 2-24 and
corresponded to a % Co of 0.2.
With the exception of two points, an indirect relation between the Co/H and
depth into the core can be observed from Figure 19. The majority of the ratio values
greater than 2 were found for silts, clays, and humus layers at a depth of less than
fifteen inches, while all of the Co/H values except for two, for sediments below
fifteen inches were less than 2. This relationship is even more regular for the im-
pounded waters (Fig.20). All the samples with water (lontents greater than 60% which
were clays, silts, and humus layers, corresponded to a ratio greater than 2 with no
exception (Figure 21).
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C. Results from Kennedy Space Center
The results of the total carbon content of six selected samples by the
Carbon-Hydrogen-Nitrogen Analyzer at KSC are presented in Table 1. The lower
limit of four of the six determinations agree closely with the values obtainerl from
the comhustion method employed in this study.
A few selected samples were analyzed at KSC for elements using semi-
quantitative emission spectroscopy. The results arc given in Table II. All the samples
analyzed were fine sands. The source of each samp~e is indicated on Figures 22,23.
Although both 113D and 117C were obtained from the impounded waters near Banana
Creek, it is obvious from the map of the area that they were taken from two very
different locations, which is reflected in the different elemental content of these
two samples. Sample 117C contained the highest value of aluminum, iron, and mag-
nesium of all the samples analyzed. It is possible that the elemental composition
is connected to the location of the sample site. There appears to be a progressive
decrease in aluminum content from core 117 to 1-18 as indicated on Figure 22, and
a simultancolls increase in calcium content. The similarity between the composition
of samples 1-17 and 1-18 could be attributed to their similar location at the mouth
of Banana Creek. Sample 2-2 (Figure 23) was obtained from a very different location
and appears to he unique in its composition, especially in calcium content, which was
the highest value obtained.
~JJ - J~J~JJJ JJJJJJ~~~~J
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Table I. CRN Analysis of Selected Samples at KSC
Combustion CHN
Sample %C %C
1-25-1 3.63 4.08%
117-D 0.67 1.19
117-C 0.58 1. 45
1-1-A 0.818
113-D .71 1..19
1-25-7 .61 0.686
%Standard Deviation
0.28
0.39
0.29
0.042
0.31
0.224
+Table n. Elemental Analysis % - 100% of value reported
Core No. 113-D 117-C 1-25-7 1-17 1-18 1-1 2-2
Element
Al 0.1 1. 25 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.1 0.75
B 0.001 0.005 0.01 0.005 0.001 0.01
Ca 0.1 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.2 5.0
Cu 0.001 0.001 0.005 0.005 0.001 0.005
Fe 0.1 0.75 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.25 0..,1
Mg 0.01 0.1 0.05 0.005 0.01 0.001 0.001
Mn 0.01 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.01 0.001
Na 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.01
Zn 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.05 0.01 **** 0.01
Ti 0.1 0.075 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.001 0.005
Zr 0.1 0.005 0.05 0.001 0.01
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VI. DISCUSSION
Several results obtained in this study agree with those reported in the litera-
ture. For example, the organic content of the silts and clays was 3 to 4 times greater
than that of the sands, which was less than 1% (Figure 10). This result agrees with
the data presented by Biggs (1967), Bordovskiy (1965) and Gross (1967) and is proh-
ably due to the fact that organic matter is usually transported and deposited with fine
grained material. According to Hiley (1965), the higher organic content of clays and
silts i~lies poor ventilation of the bottom water and a low rate of exchange with
~JI!t..,""
sediment. Consequently, a large part of the organic matter is not decomposed and
is preserved and buried in the sediment. The preservation of organic carbon is also
favored by anaerobic conditions. The sands are poor in organic matter because they
generally accumulate in agitated, well-ventilated water, and do not get washed away
like the lighter clay and silt particles.
Grain size of sediment is not the only factor controlling the amount of organic
matter. The influence of sedimentation rate on the organic content of the sediments
studied was evidenced by the fact that the samples with the highest organic carbon
content contained the lowest carbonate carbon and vice versa (Figure 14). Gross (1965)
found the same relationship for the sediments of the Northeast Pacific, and presented
a curve very similar to Figure 14. In areas where sedimentation rates are low cal-
careou 8 remains predominate due to the oxidation of organic matter. Where the rate
of sedimentation is rapid, the organic carbon predominates because there is not much
time for oxidation before the organic matter is buried in the sediment (Gross, 1965).
The reeults of this study might indicate that the sedimentation rate in Area 2 is lower
than that of the impounded waters since the highest carbonate values were found for
cores 2-29 and 2-19, while the highest organic carbon values were found for cores
~JJJJJ.J_.JJJ..J..I.I..IJJI..JJI~J_._.__.~~J.. ----_..._~.~~~~_._JJJJJJ
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117, 118, 119, 113 (Figure 14). The high organic values for cores 113, 118. and
119 were located in humus and peat layers and could also be attributed to the greater
terrigenous nature of this area, while the high value for core 117 was found for a silt
layer and might be more dependent on sedimentation rates and ventilation of bottom
water.
The organic content of the sediment could also be indicative of the rate of
decomposition by bacteria. It has been found (Bordovskiy, 1965) that tm granulo-
metric composition of the sediment affects both the distribution and physiological
activity of the bacteria in the sediment. Bordovskiy (H)65) reported that 95% of the
organic matter in sands is decomposed in 40 days from bacterial action. while only
75% of the organic matter in clays is decomposed in the same time. The difference
in decomposition rates is due to the fact that the majority of bacteria in fine grained
sediments are adsorbed on the mineral particles and their functions are restricted.
In coarse sediment, the bacteria are located between the particles and are in a freer
state (Bordovskiy, 1965). Of course the availability of the organic matter will also
influence the decomposition rate.
The general decrease of organic carbon with depth into the core (Figure 11)
was also reported by Biggs (1967), Bordovskiy (1965), and Bortleson (1972). This
decrease in organic carbon is probably due tothe decay of organic matter with time.
In general, the decrease is irregular but most pronounced in the top ten inches of the
core. According to Bordovskiy (1965) the process is slowed down below the first few
inches due to a change in environmental conditions. In the upper layer of sediment
the biological activity is the main decomposing agent. Lower down the core the bac-
teria are reduced mainly because the nutrient reserve :is used up, and other factors
predominate such an increasing toxicity of medium, and biochemical agents like en-
zymes. The decrease of organic carbon with depth into the core is most regular for
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the cores from the impounded waters and Area 1. Probably the organic matter in
these areas was more available for bacterial oxidation than that of Area 2 in the
past years.
It is difficult to attribute the trend in organic carbon content to anyone
factor. It is the result of the combined effects of sedimentation of carbonate carbon,
organic carbon, and inorganic compounds; the production of organic matter; and its
introduction from external sources.
Several relationships between the Co/H of the sediments and other parameters
were presented in the Hesults section (page 35). The C/H for humic acids was dis-
cussed in detail by Bordovskiy (1965, see Background), but no mention was made in
the literature of the Co/H for all of the organic matter in the sediment. Possibly the
Co/H of the sedlment could be used to indicate the degree of oxidation of the organic
matter, with a high Co/H indlcating a more oxidized state of organic compounds and
a small Co/H indicating a more .reduced state, or a considerable amount of hydrated
compounds.
The Co/H values for the impounded waters ranged from 0.3 to 5, with nine
yalues between 2 and 5. In Area 1 the values ranged from 0.04 to 1. 9, with only three
less than 1, and in Area 2 from 0.05 to 19 with seven values below 1. These results
might indicate that the organic matter in the impounded waters was more available
for bacterial oxidation and is in a more oxidized state than that of Areas 1 and 2.
A higher Co/H might also be indicative of a more aerobic condition, since oxygen
is needed for bacterial decomposition. The low coin ratios might indicate that there
are hydrated compounds in these sedlments.
In general the Co/H decreased with depth into the cores, indicating that the
organic matter is being transformed with time to the precursors of crude oil. This
transformation of organic matter to a more reduced state in the lower layers of
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sediment is a natural phenomenon (Riley, 1965).
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Vll. CONCLUSION
A summary of the correlations obtained and their statistical significance
is presented in Tahle Ill. A relationship is considered significant when the probability.
P, is O. OS or less that the value of the correlation coeffiCient, r. will occur by chance.
The relationship between organic and carbonate carbon is not linear hut in agreement
with that reported by Gross (1967) and Kogler (1967). When the relationship agreed
with the literature. the reference is given.
From the general appearance and odor of the split cores one would probably
conclude that the first few centimeters of water directly above the surface sediments
is deficient in oxygen. All the cores contained color banding ranging from light grey to
dark grey and black, with green hues. According to Biggs (1967). this banding along
with hydrogen sulfide odor are indicative of a lack of dissolved oxygen in the overlying
water. Area 2 in particular contained cores which were extremely dark on the top at
the sediment water interface. and lighter on the bottom. Dark followed by light banding
indicates deposition during alternating anaerobic, and aerobic conditions.
The higher organic carbon and Co/H values for the surface sediments of the
impounded waters suggests a more rapid rate of sedimentation along with a more aerated
condition than that of Areas 1 and 2. The more pronounced decrease of organic carbon
with depth into the core for t.he impounded waters might indicate that the or~anic matter
in this area was more available to bacterial oxidation.
The irre~D.Nlar profiles of the various parameters with depth into the core
(Appendix), esp0cially organic carbon, might be indicative of changes in sedimenta-
tion rates and productivity in the past, and could probably be used to trace the in-
fluence of cultural activities of man on the area.
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TABLE ill
Summary of Results
Parameters tn b r P Reference
Co, Size -7.13 1. 73 -0.7 0.001 1,2,5
Co, Depth -5.22 20.3 -0.55 0.01 1,2
Co, Water content d~~. 35 13.7 0.72 0.001 7
Co, H 0.49 0.32 0.56 . 0.001
Co/H, Water content 18.59 20.1 0.41 0.01
Co/H, Depth, Imp. -4.84 23.8 -0.76 0.001
*Co/H, Depth, All -1. 87 16.1 -0.26 0.1
*Co/H, C03 -0.5 4.54 -0.14
*H, Depth -4.4 14.88 -0.13
*Ct, Depth -0.63 13.61 -0.09
Co, C03 not linear 5,7
Grey-black, banding, H2S Odor
*not statistically significant
1
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It is a general feature of clays, silts, humus, and peat to ha\C considerably
lIigher water contents than sands. The linear relationship between organic carbon and
water content (Figure 12 ) was expected and a similar trend was reported by Kogler
(19G7) •
Too few samples were analyzed for elemental composition to obtain any sig-
nificant trends or agreement with the literature. According to Bortleson (1972), the
amount of aluminum, potassium, magnesium, and calcium depend upon the rate of
supply of particulate and dissolved mineral matter, the biological or chemical pre-
cipitation of carbonates, and variations in the accumulation of the sediment. In gen-
eral, calcium is more easily leached from the soil than magnesium. The distribution
of iron and manganese is strongly influenced by the redox conditions in addition to the
supply of dissolved and particulate matter, and accumulation of sediment. Iron is
usually associated with clay minerals and sulfides.
No correlation between iron content and clay content could be obtained since
all the samples analyzed were fine sands. The higher values of aluminum, iron, and
magnesium for core ] 17 might suggest higher rates of supply of dissolved and parti-
culate matter to this area, but more data is needed to conclude this hypothesis. Cores
2-2, 1-17, 1-18 contained a higher shell content than the others analyzed and might
explain the higher calcium values for these cores. The major trend observcd for the
elemental composition of the sedimcnts was that a regular composition corrcsponded to
a similar locatio:, (sec Results).
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VITI. RECOMMENDATIONS
According to Gross (1967), the dissolved oxygen in the bottom waters may
control, to a large extent, the amount of organic carbon in the sediment. At certain
depth intervals, the amount of organic carbon in the sediment is inversely related
to the concentration of dissolved oxygen in the overlying water. In order to obtain
a complete understanding of the sediments of the Indian River and the impounded
waters, dissolved oxygen values should be determined for the water above the col-
lected cores.
The redox state of the enVironment should also be determined when studying
sediments. Biggs (1967) suggested that the sulfate to chlorinity weight ratios in the
interstitial waters be determined. In reducing environments, the ratio is lower than
0.14 due to the breakdown of the sulfate molecule (Higgs, 1967).
Finally, in order to obtain a complete understanding of the enVironment,
the pH and Eh should be obtained. These two parameters have been used by many
authors to obtain information about compositional changes, chemical reactions,
biological populations, diagenesis, and sediment color (Biggs, 1967; Bordovskiy,
1965).
--- ~~JJJ ~JJJJ~JJ
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APPENDIX
Variation of Organic Carbon, Grain Size, Carbonate Carbon, eydro~enI Water
Content, Total Carbon, and Co/H with Depth into Core.
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ABSTRACT
Relatively large bacterial populations were encountered in areas
of restricted water movement in and around the Kennedy Space Center.
The sediments within the areas of restricted water movement contained
relatively high concentrations of hydrogen sulfide. Cultures made from
these sediments yielded sulfide producing organisms that were gram-
positive, spore-forming, rod shaped anaerobes.
In order to establish a relationship between bacterial numbers and
hydrogen sulfide production, it was necessary to det.ermine the best indi-
cator applicable for estimating the numbers of sulfide producing bacteria
in mixed cultures. In doing so, the distribution of sulfide producing bac-
teria in representative segments of the Indian River lagoonal system might
be useful as an indicator of the transport of carbonaceous materials into
the segment.
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11. INTRODU CTION
The lagoonal system on the East Coast of Central Florida, which
encompasses the Kennedy Space Center, consists of the Indian River, the
Indian River Lagoon, and the Banana River. The system extends from
Ponce de Leon Inlet near New Smyrna Beach to the St:. Lucie Inlet (Fig. 1).
The representative water depth is approximately six feet except for the
width of the Intracoastal Waterway. The water is lagoonal and estuarine.
The salinity, depending on rainfall and fresh water runoff, ranges between
12 and 36 parts per thousand (7). Such water movement as occurs is gen-
erally wind driven.
In a study of the channels and man-made canals of the west central
coast of Florida, Betz (2) cultured the sediments for Clostridium perfringens
using a selective medium developed by McClung (6) for the study of food con-
tamination and reported:
'We have detected C. perfringens specifically in the presence of
many other potentially similar organisms and our statement of
their concentrations is a significant though very conservative
minimum, defensible against any reasonable doubt. "
.Q. perfringens is a gram-positive, rod shaped, sporls-forming, obligate
anaerobe that produces hydrogen sulfide in suitable culture, and is known
to cause gas gangrene in humans.
Sherman (12) also isolated gram-positive, spore-forming, rod shaped,
anaerobic organisms from sulfide sediments collected on or near the Kennedy
Space Center. These organisms, shown to be members of the genus Clostridium,
produced hydrogen sulfide in culture, using ethion, a commercial pesticide,
-----------------
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3as the only source of sulfur.
The prior investigation of sulfide ion concentrations in the sedi-
ments of the Indian River collected near Delespine and near Vero Beach
by Akimoto (1), indicated that low levels, less than 4 mg. per cent, could
be expected in most of the lagoonal sediments. Further, higher levels
might be expected in samples which were collected from sites under six
or more feet of water.
It seemed reasonable, therefore, to anticipate the isolation of
Clostridium species, and to ascribe to them a role in he microbiology of
the lagoons.
--------------
ll. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Bacteriological surveys of the lagoonal waters in and around the
Kennedy Space Center were conducted during 1972 to locate areas of rela-
tively high bacterial populations. When such areas were encountered, a
study of the water columns and the underlying sediments was conducted
in order to determine the predominant types of bacteria and to gain some
insight into their activities.
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ill. METHODS AND MATERIALS
A. Sample Sites
Predesignated sample sites were used for the bacteriological sur-
vey of the Ken.ledy Space Center. The intersections of longitudinal and
latitudinal lines drawn at one minute intervals on the National Fish and
Wildlife Service Chart Number 4R-FLA-632-406, "Merritt Island National
Wildlife Refuge, " served to locate them. Other sites which did not occur
on the resulting grid were selected to satisfy speeific interests.
As shown in Figure 2, the sites were labelled numerically and pre-
fixed with the numbers 1 through 4 in accordance to the general sampling
area, Area 1 included the waters of the Indian River north of the Orsino
Causeway and south of the Titusville Causeway, as well as Banana Creek.
Area 2 included the waters of the Indian River north of the Titusville Cause-
way. Area 3 consisted of the southern portion of the Indian River lagoon
below the Haulover Canal. Area 4 included the waters of the Banana River
north of the Bennett Causeway and the turning basins within Port Canaveral.
Sample sites for the studies at the Vero Beach Municipal Power
Plant and the Orlando Utilities Commission Power Plant had been located
and identified previously (9,10) using the United States Department of
Commerce Nautical Charts 843-SC, "Intracoastal Waterway, Tolomato
River to Palm Shores, Florida, Il and 845-SC, "Intracoastal Waterway,
Palm Shores to West Palm Beach, Florida."
Related studies on the west coast were cOlllducted at Punta Gorda,
Florida. Specific local maps were used in locating the actual sample sites
FIGURE 2 SAMPLE AREAS ADJACENT 'ID THE
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
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employed hy other investigators. The sampling area consisled of four
groups of sites (8):
L Four sites within the open waters of Charlotte Harbor
2. Six sites in a canal system having no access to open waters
3. Four sites within a canal system having access to the open
waters of Charlotte Harbor and adjacent to the closed canal
system
4. Four sites within an establiffied (more than ten years old)
canal system having access to Charlotte Harbor.
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B. Sample Collection
Surface water samples were collected in sterile, plastic, 100 mI.
bottles from a depth of six inches below the surface. The capped bottles
were immersed, uncapped, filled and recapped underwater to avoid col-
lecting airborne contaminants.
Water column studies conducted within Banana Creek required
that samples be collected from the bottom sediments and from the water
at two foot intervals between be bottom and surface. The water samples
were collected from preselected depths by means of a self-sealing glass
water bottle and holding device. A twenty foot length of monofilament
fishing line (80 lb. test) was attached to a rubber stopper. The 3topper
was placed in the mouth of a three ounce glass medicine bottle and secured
with two rubber bands as shown in Figure 5. The bottle was then placed
in a paper bag, sealed, and sterilized in an autoclave for 20 minutes at
o15 Ibs. pressure (150 C.).
The holding deVice was constructed of PVC plastic and fiberglass
screening. A six inch length of four inch diameter PVC pipe was capped
at one end. A hole, large enough to accomodate the bottle neck, was drilled
through the cap. A one inch piece of four inch diameter PVC pipe was cov-
ered with fiberglass screening and attached to the bottom of the device by
using additional fiberglass screening as a flexible hinge. The device was
then attached to the end of a three foot length of three-quarter inch diameter
PVC pipe. The opposite end of the pipe was outfitted with a screw-type
C0nnector as shown in Figure 6. Four additional three foot lengths of pipe
were fitLed with alternating male and female screw-type connectors and
---- ....._-- r --- ...--------
FIGURE 5 DEEP WATER SAMPLE OOTrLE AND CLOSURE
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marked at one foot intervals for collecting samples at depths greater
than three feet.
When ready for use, a sterile sample bottle was removed from
the paper bag. The bottle was placed in the holding device with the rubber
stopper and line protruding through the hole in the cap. The hinged bottom
was then closed and fastened with a rubber band. The end of the line was
held in hand and the device lowered to the desired depth. The line was
pulled, dislodging the stopper and allowing the bottle to fill. When the line
was released, the rubber bands forced the stopper back into the bottle mouth,
sealing the bottle.
Sediment samples were obtained by one of two methods. The most
convenient method was to drag a standard Danforth anchor and collect the
sediment sample adhering to it after raising. At sHes where the sediment
samples could not be collected this way, a length of three-quarter inch
diameter PVC pipe was used as a simple coring deVice. The sample was
removed from the anchor or from the pipe, placed in a plastic bag, and
sealed with a wire tie.
C. Sample Storage
All samples were processed in a mobile laboratory which was
usually available in the sampling area. Inoculations were initiated within
four hours of collection. When the mobile laboratory was not available,
the samples were refrigerated in an ice chest and returned to the laboratory
facilities at the Florida Institute of Technology for processing. The time
ci~sed between collection and processing rarely exceeded six hours.
FIGURE 6 HOLDmG DEVICE FOR COILEGrING WATER
SAMPLES AT DEfTHS
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Sediment samples collected simultaneously for sulfide ion analyses
were alkalinized immediately with sodium hydroxide pellets in order to
trap volatile hydrogen sulfide as non-volatile sodium sulfide, this pre-
venting any loss of hydrogen sulfide during transport and preliminary
treatment.
D. Sample Preparation
Using sterile techniques and standard procedures, 10 ml. of each
water sample were diluted in ten-fold series from 10-2 through 10-6
inclusively, in suitable sterile water blanks. When sediments were studied,
one gram, wet weight, of each sample was suspended in 100 ml. of sterile
distilled water blanks and diluted in ten-fold series from 10-3 through 10-7,
inclusively. One ml. aliquots of each dilution were then used to inoculate
tubes of NIH Thioglycollate medium (Difco) and 10 ml. aliquots to inoculate
Lactose Broth (Difco).
Alkalinized sediment samples for sulfide ion analyses were placed
in suitable containers and dried in an oven at 100oC. for 48 hours. Twenty-
five grams of sediment were weighed out and processed as described by
Akimoto (1).
E. Anaiytical Methods
The initial survey and subsequent studies of the lagoonal waters
and sediments near the Kennedy Space Center employed the following tests:
1. 25 Tube MPN (most probable number) of total bacteria (11)
2. Multiple E~F Tube Presumptive Coliform MPN
'a. bMBJ~.coli, confirmation
b. E. C. J~. coli. fecal types
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3. Microscopic examination of Gram-stained
smears made from MPN cultures
Details of these methods are presented in the Appendix.
In addition to the above, SS agar (Difco), Sabourad's agar (Difco),
and Nutrient agar (Difco) were inoculated with one mI. aliquots of each
diluted sample collected from the Banana Creek area during a water column
study.
The sediments collected from the Banana Creek area were cate-
gorized as follows:
1. "Sulfide muds" - any sediment that offered olfactory evidence
of hydrogen sulfide. Usually grey clayEl to brown and black
silty sands.
2. "Fine sands" - usually fine uniform sands with little evidence
of plant material, regardless of color.
3. "Sands" - usually fine to medium sands with some shell frag-
ments; various colors.
The distribution of the sediment types in the Banana Creek area is
demonstrated in Figure 7.
In determining the relative numbers of sulfide producing organisms,
a procedure using iron wire was employed. The wire was cut into two inch
lengths and cleaned in hydrochloric acid, rinsed several times with distilled
water, and then sterilized in a flame. One strip was then placed in each in-
oculated tube which had been incubated and in which growth had occurred.
The tubes were reincubated at room temperature for 24 hours. After this
time, the appearance of black iron sulfide was considered indicative of
sulfide production. The most probable number of sulfide producing bacteria
was ~hen estimated using Porter (11) as a guide.
~JJJJJ~JJ~~JJJJ_.IJJJJJJJJ
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A parallel test was conducted using lead acetate paper. Strips
of lead acetate paper were placed in a paper bag, sealed in aluminum foil,
and sterilized in an autoclave for 20 minutes at 15 lbs. pressure (150oC.).
One strip of paper was then placed in the neck of each inoculated thio-
glycollate tube which had been incubated and in which growth had already
occurred. The paper was held in place by the plastic cap. Again after
reincubating at room temperature for 24 hours, the strips were inspected
for the appearance of black lead sulfide.
Cultures growing in the tubes exhibiting evidence of sulfide pro-
duction were streaked on petri plates containing 1.5% agar with NIH For-
mula Thioglycollate (Difco) medium as a nutrient source. The plates were
then incubated anaerobically for 48 hours at 350 C. in a disposable system
(GasPak-BBL). Fresh tubes of fluid thioglycollate medium were inoculated
froni isolated colonies that were checked for purity by microscopic exami-
nation of gram-stained preparations, and then forwarded to an independent
laboratory for confirmation of generic identification.
The chemical procedures for sulfide ion analyses of the sedimen~s
were conducted according to Standard Methods (13) as modified by Akimoto
(1), wherein the alkalinized sample was acidified with concentrated hydro-
chloric acid to liberate gaseous hydrogen sulfide. The hydrogen sulfide
gas was bubbled through a cadmium chloride solution, trapped as cadmium
sulfide and then titrated iodometrically.
3FLiT:'·n;Jn' TYPF;S OF SR·1PLES TAKEN FROM rI'HE BANANA Cobc~h AREA
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IV. RESULTS
In the lagoonal waters of Area 1, the highest bacterial counts,
over 104 per 100 ml. of sample, were obtained from the water samples
collected at sites within Banana Creek and in the waters west of the mouth
of Banana Creek. One other water sample collected at site #1-4 also had
an MPN of over 104 per 100 ml, as shown in Figure 8. MPN's of less
than 104 per 100 mI. were obtained from samples collected at all other
open water sites in this area. Twelve water samples from mosquito con-
trol impoundments located northwest of and adjacent to Banana Creek, had
bacterial counts between 4.9 x 104 and greater than 1. 6 x 108 per 100 mI.
of sample.
As demonstrated in Figure 9, only two water samples from Area 2,
at sites #2-1 and #2-19, had MPN's greater than 104 per 100 ml. of sample.
Again, two samples of the impounded waters, the sites located between the
Titusville Causeway and the Florida East Coast railroad bridge, had bac-
terial counts of 4.6 x 106 and 1. 6 x 108 per 100 mI. of sample.
In Area 3, the sample taken from site #3-1, located at the mouth
of Max Hoeck Creek, had an MPN of 1. 3 x 105, as shown in Figure 10.
All other samples collected from the Indian River Lagoon had bacterial
3
counts of 8.0 x 10 or less, whereas the two samples collected from the
impounded waters northwest of Max Hoeck Creek, sites #318 and #311,
had MPN's of 4.9 x 104 and 7.0 x 105 per 100 mI. of sample, respectively.
As indicated in Figure 11, two samples from sites in Area 4, located
north of Cactlis Point, had MPN's greater than 104 per 100 ml. of sample.
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The sample from site #4-29, located at the west end of the Barge Canal,
4had an MPN of 3.2 x 10 per 100 ml. of sample, and that sample from
site #4-24, located in an impoundment north of the NASA Causeway, had
an MPN of L 7 x 104 per 100 m!. of sample. South of Cactus Point, samples
from three sites, #4-9, #4-10, and #4-11, located on an east-west line be-
tween Middle Point and a radar installation on the opposite shore, had bac-
terial counts of 4.6 x 104 , 2.3 x 106, and L 6 x 108 per 100 m!. of sample,
respectively. It is notable from Figure 11 that the samples collected from
the southern portion of Area 4 had relatively higher bacterial counts than
did those from the rest of the area. Samples from sites #4-34 and #4--35,
located within the protected waters of the turning basins within Port Cana-
4 4
veral, had MPN's of L 3 x 10 and 8.4 x 10 per 100 ml. of sample, res-
pectively. The two samples from sites #4-36 and #4-37 also located in
quiet waters north of the Bennett Causeway, had MPN's of 2.3 x 104 and
3.2 x 104 per 100 mI. of sample, respectively.
In Area 1, samples of water taken from seven sites in the impound-
ments northwest of and adjacent to, and one site within Banana Creek yielded
presumptive coliform counts betweAn 103 and 105 per 100 ml. of sample.
Similar evidence was obtained from only one sample from Area 2 and three
samples from Area 4. No coliforms were cultured from samples collected
in Area 3. Escherichia coli was seldom detected and fecal ~. coli was
never detected in any sample collected from the Kennedy Space Center area.
In general, the highest bacterial counts were obtained from the
san~ples collected in the Banana Creek area. Therefore, a vertical water
column study was conducted as described. As may be seen from the site
23
profiles in Figure 12, sediment samples taken at each site in Banana Creek
and at selected sites beneath the waters immediately west of the mouth of
Banana Creek had higher bacterial counts than did the water samples taken
above them. The highest MPN, 1. 6 x 108, was obtained from one gram,
wet weight, of the sediment sample collected at site #5-8, located at the
mouth of a waste water outfall, east of State Road 3. Coliforms were cul-
tured from the sediments collected at sites #5-8" #5-9, #5-10, and #S-11,
located east of State Road 3; sites #1-28, and #1--29, located within Banana
Creek; and site #1-8 in the open lagoon. The respective MPN's of coliforms
were 106, 104 , 103, 104, 104 , 105, and 103 per gram, wet weight, of sedi-
ment sample. The water sample taken from the mouth of the waste water
outfall, site #S-8, also had a coliform count of 103 per 100 m!. of sample,
as shown in Figure 13. No evidence of the presence of!;. coli was obtained
from any sample collected in lhe Banana Creek area. Neither were Salmonella
and Shigella cultivated from any sample on a medium selective (SS Medium,
Difco) for these genera.
When the sediments were grouped according to geological type, re-
gardless of the height of water above the site, those designated as "sulfide
muds" generally had bacterial populations an order of magnitude greater
than those designated as "fine sands", and two orders of magnitude
greater than those designated as "sandy". These data are summarized in
Figure 14. Smears were made from the mixed cultures cultivated from the
BulLae sedimeflts and stained by Gram's method (5). The predominant
DeDS~~nismwas a gram-positive, spore-forming rod that was anaerobic in
cultu reo '. ',en streaked on thioglycollate agar (1. 5 percent) plates, they
produced colonies that wert' irregular, raised, and erose.
FIGURE 11
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In a related study conducted at Punta Gorda, Florida, the sediment
samples also had higher bacterial counts than the wa.ter above them, and
again the predominant organism was a gram-positive, spore-forming rod.
In the Punta Gorda study, as shown in Table 1, the water samples collected
from Charlotte Harbor had MPN's of total bacteria between 0 and 3.3 x 104
per 100 ml. of sample, with a median count of 4.5 x 103 per 100 m!. of
sample; wheeeas the sediment samples had bacterial counts between 3.1 x
105 abd 1.6 x 107 per gram, wet weight. Sulfide ion concentrations in the
sediments ranged between 0.0 and 7.65 mg. per cent, dry weight (8).
Water samples collected from a canal system not yet connected to
Chadotte Harbor had MPN's of total bacteria rangin~~ between 0 and 1. 7 x
104 per 100 ml. , with a median of 2. 0 x 103 per 100 m!. of sample. The
bacterial counts of the sediment samples were between 1. 7 x 105 and 2.4 x
108 per gram, wet weight, with a median of 1.3 x 107, per gram, wet weight.
Only two sediment Simples from this area contained detectable sulfide ions,
one 6.71 mg. per cent, and the other 16.63 mg. per cent (8). At both sites,
the MPN's of total bactceia were less than the median.
Water samples collected from an adjacent canal system recently
»
opened to Charlotte Harbor had bacterial counts between 0 and 7.8 x 10"
per 100 ml., with a median of 2. a x 10:3 per 100 ml. of sample. The MPN's
of the sediment samples ranged between 1. 5 x 106 and 2.3 x 107 per gram,
wet weight. Again, 1:\'10 sediment samples yielded detectable sulfide ions
(6.97 and 17.17 mg. per cent) (8). However, no sulfide was detected in the
sam.'le which yielded the highest lVIPN of total bacterJla.
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TABLE 1 liRE LA nONS OF TOTA L BACTElUAL POPULATIONS (MPN) OF SAMPLES COLLECTED FROM
SURFACE, 1\!HDDLE j AND BOTTOM WATERS WITH THOSE COLLECTED FROM THE SEDIMENTS
AT PUNTA GORDA"
Average Bacterial Populations
(MPN) of Sediments
Total Bacterial Populations
(MPN) of Waters
Average Bacterial Populations
(MPN) of Water Column
(x 103)
_. .._.~I__o~.~c_".~. .rv~~c?~alW. ..~ S_u_rf_a_c_e__Mi_'d_d_l_e__B_o_t_to_m ~ ~_
Open
Harbor 4.5 x 103 7.1 7.7 12.5 67.07 x 10
New
Open
Canals
,. 8 . 30-1. xlU
..,
2.0xlO·.) 2.5 2.45 3.25 71. 24 x 10
Closed
Canals 0- L 7 x 104 5.83 4.05 3.90 74.85 x 10
Old
Open
Canals
40- 1. 9 x 10 8.62 4.6 10.95 71. 63 x 10
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Water samples collected from an established canal sy stem yielded
bacterial counts between 0 and 1. 9 x 104 per 100 ml. of sample, with a
median of 7.8 x 103 per 100 mI. of sample and the sediment samples had
MPN's between 2.3 x 106 and 3.3 x 107 per gram, wet weight, of sample.
A sulfide ion concentration of 14.15 mg. per cent was found in one sample
(8).
In presenting the data, ranges and medians of MPN's of bacteria
obtained from the collective water samples were generally used. In addition,
the MPN's of total bacteria obtained from the samples of surface, mid-depth,
and bottom waters, collected at Punta Gorda, were averaged in order to gain
some insight into the general distribution of bacteria throughout the water
columns. As shown in Table 1, in three of the four areas the average MPN's
of total bacteria yielded by the surface samples were less than those ci the
bottom water samples. The average MPN of total bacteria obtained from
the surface water samples collected from the closed canal system was higher
than that of the bottom water samples. It was also noted that the waters of
the closed canal system were more saline than the open waters of Charlotte
Harbor. Whether the increased salinities of the 'waters in the closed canal
system had any effect on the bacterial populations in these waters was not
determined.
Following the study at Punta Gorda, sediment samples were collected
at nine sites approximating those sampled by Akimoto (1) at Vera Beach.
MPN's of total bacteria revealed that larger numbers of bacteria might be
expE-. ed from sites in deeper wacers. Samples collected at sites which
had water depths of six feet of greater, lor example, had total bacterial
counts between 1. 4 x 107 and 2.4 x 108 per gram, wet weight, whereas
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samples collected at sites with water depths of less: than six feet had bac-
terial counts between 1. 8 x 106 and 1. 3 x 107 per gram, wet weight. As
demonstrated by Figure 15, MPN1s of sulfide producing bacteria, estimated
from grown cultures as described, in sediments collected at sites six feet
or more below the surface ranged between 4.5 x 10:3and 1.3 x 105 per gram,
wet weight, with a median of 1. 3 x 104 per gram, wet weight. MPN's of
sulfide producing bacteria obtained from samples taken from sites with water
depths of less than six feet ranged between 2.0 x 103 and 7.0 x 104 per gram,
wet weight, with a median of 8.0 x 103 per gram, wet weight, of sample. As
indicated in Table 2, similar results were obtained during a study conducted
near the Orlando Utilities Commission Power Plant at Delespine, Florida.
:Microscopic examination of the smears made from the cultures grown
!
fro;mthe sedimen: samples collected at Vero Beach revealed that the pre-
dominant organism was a gram-positive, spore-forming rod similar to those
encountered in the other areas studied.
The use of iron wire enabled an apparent correlation to be made be-
tween the numbers of sulfide producing bacteria and the occurrence of sulfide
ion concentrations in the sediments. However, the applicability of the iron
wire for determining the MPN of sulfide producing organisms had to be con-
firmed.
A sediment sample yielding strong olfactory evidence of hydrogen
sulfide was collected from the Indian River near the Florida Institute of
Technology Anchorage. The sample was prepared as preViously described
and ;,sed to inoculate three sets of 25 Tube MPN tests concurrently. In one
set, iron wire was placed in the tubes; the second had lead acetate paper
FIGURE 15 POPULATIONS (MPN) OF SULFIDE PRODUCTIJG
BACTERIA IN THE SEDIMENTS AT VERO BEACH
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TABLE 2 IlRELATIONS OF THE TOTAL BACTERIA (MPN) AND SULFIDE PRODUCING BACTERIA (MPN)
WITH WATER DEPTHS OF THE SEDIMENTS COLLECTED NEAR THE ORLANDO UTILITIES
COMMISSION POWER PLANT NEAR DELESPINE"
WATER DEPTH TOTA L BACTERIA (MPN) HiS PRODUCING BACTERIA (MPN) H2S PRODUCING(FEET) PER GRAM, WET WEIGHT, P R GRAM, WET WEIGHT,
OF SEDIMENT OF SEDIMENT TOTAL BACTERIA
2 4 0 04.9 x 10
2 5 4 .0846L 3 x 10 1.1 x 10
2 5 4 .01867.0 x 10 1. 3 x 10
2 6 4 .00534.9 x 10 2.6 x 10
2 4 4 .3286.4 x 10 2.1 x 10
2 5 3 .01821. 1 x 10 2.0 x 10
4 5 3 .01541. 3 x 10 2.0 x 10
4 5 3 .01353.3 x 10 4.5 x 10
5 48 2.2 x 10 1. 7 x 10 .0773
6 4
.03168 1. 3 x 10 4.1 x 10
6 4
.032110 1. 4 x 10 4.5 x 10
10 4 3 .09717.0 x 10 6.8 x 10
12 6 4 .02002.3 x 10 4.6 x 10
6 4
.018214 1. 1 x 10 2.0 x 10
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strips held in place in each tube by the plastic cap; and the third with no
additions served as a control in determining the MPN of total bacteria.
The control test indicated an l\1PN of total bacteria of 5.4 x 108
per gram, wet weight, of sample; whereas the first test employing iron
wire revealed an MPN of total bacteria of 9.2 x 108 per gram, wet weight,
of sample. The presence of iron sulfide in the tubes indicated an MPN of
sulfide producing bacteria of 1. 7 x 108 per gram, wet weight, of sample.
The test employing lead acetate paper also indicated a total bacterial count
of 5.4 x 10E'. per gram, wet weight, and the presence of lead sulfide on the
paper indicated an MPN of sulfide producing bacteria of 2. 1 x 107 per gram,
wet weight, of sample. The experiment was repeated three times with the
following five weeks and the results are summarized in Table 3.
The mixed cultures were streaked on thioglycollate agar (1. 5 per
cent) plates and incubated anaerobically at 350 C. for 24 hours. Fourteen
strains of gram-positive, spore-forming rods were isolated and used to in-
oculate fresh tubes of fluid NIH Thioglycollate medium (Difco). The cultures
were checked for purity and sent to an independent laboratory for confirmation
of idemification. Nine of the slrai ns were reported to be members of the
genus Clostridium. The remaining five strains were reported as members
of the genus Bacillus which were facultative anaerobes.
Sediment samples were once more collected from the Banana Creek
area. Both sulfide ion and bacterial analyses wer-:> conducted.
These experiments are summa:hzed in Figure 16, where it is evident
tn.<., "he highest concentration of sulfide ions, 13.68 mg. per cent, and the
highest tou>.l bacterial count, 7.0 x 107 ;Jer gram, wet weight, in the
TALi F::l "COMPARISON OF IHON WIRE AND LEAD ACETATE AS INDICATORS FOR THE DETERMINATIONS
OF THE MPN'S OF SULFIDE PRODUCING BACTERIA IN THE SEDIMENTS OF THE INDIAN RIVER"
])\TE 6 IRON WIRE 6 H2S Producecs.
LEAD ACETATE
MPN (x 10 ) MPN (x 10 ) MPN (x 106) MPN (x 106-> H2S
Total Bacteria HzS Producers Tota1 Bacteria Total H2S Total
4-17-73 920 170 .185 540 21 .039
4-24-73 70 33 .471 79 3.2 .041
-1-27-73 5·10 17 .03] 540 64 .118
')-2-1-73 70 3.7 .053 79 3.5 .044
:1(;
sediment samples were encountered at site #8-8, located at the mouth of
the waste water outfall. Both the sulfide ion concentrations and total bac-
terial MPN's generally decreased with increasing distance in both directions
from site #8-8.
However, the MPN's of sulfide producing bacteria did not decrease
as the sites increased in distance from site lIB-S. The highest MPN of
sulfide producing bacteria, 1. 7 x 106 per gram, wet weight, of sample,
was obtained from the sample collected at the mouth of a tributary draining
into Banana Creek.
FIGURE 16 MPN OF 'IDTAL BACI'ERIA, MPN OF SULFIDE PRODUCING BAC'IERIA,
AND SULFIDE ION CONCENl'RATION (mg %) OF THE SEDIMENTS
IN THE BANANA CREEK AREA
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V. DISCUSSION
A. Occurrences of bacterial populations and sulfide ion concentrations
Although several samples yielded presumptive eVidence of coliforms.
fecal strains of:[. coli were not detected in any sample collected from sites
in or around the Kennedy Space Center. However. the distances between the
sample sites and the adverse affects of saline water on coliforms do not pre-
clude the possibility of localized pollution by sewage (15).
The three sample sites on an east~est line in Area 4 were located
in close proximity to spoil islands on which birds were observed to roost.
The high bacterial populations obtained from the surface water samples
collected at these sites are probably due to large amounts of available
nutrients from guano and other wastes from the birds. All other surface
water samples which had high MPN's of total bacteria were obtained from
sites that were located in protected areas or areas of restricted water move-
ment. It was also noted that the sediments of the areas of restricted water
movement contained detectable amounts of hydrogen sulfide. Upon further
investigation. it appeared that there might be a correlation between the
occurrences of high sulfide ion concentration and large bacterial populations
in the sediments.
However. from the results obtained from the study at Punta Gorda.
there appeared to be no such correlation between he occurrences of sulfide
ion concentrations and total bacterial populations in the sediments. It might
be possible that the occurrences of large concentrations of sulfide ions in
the sedimefits of certain areas are due to introduced materials containing
JJJT~~JJJJ~JJ---------.----
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sulfur and the activities of sulfide producing bactelt"ia.
The studies conducted at Vero Beach suggested a correlation between
sulfide ion concentration (1) and MPN's of sulfide producing bacteria in the
sediments with increasing depths of water over thE: site from which the sam-
pIe waS obtained. Proliferation of the anaerobic bacteria and the formation
of anoxic conditions (4) in the sediments under greater water depths. e. g.
six feet or more, could possibly be caused by decreased competition for
nutrients by non-bacterial benthic organisms, decll"eas,ed effects from water
turbulence induced by wind, and gravitational tran8port of sulfur containing
materials from shallower areas. However, large populations of sulfide
producing organisms were also encountered from 13amples collected from
shallow water sites located near the mouths of canals. Therefore, there
may be some correlation between the large populations of sulfide producing
organisms and the possible occurrences of introdulced nutrient materials.
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B. Comparison of iron wire and lead acetate paper as indicators for
determining the MPN's of sulfide producing materials
One of the proposals of this study was to determine the applicability
of using iron wire as an indicator of hydrogen sulfide production in mixed
cultures. However, certain problems arose.
In order to save time, the iron wire strips were cleaned as described
and placed in the thioglycollate tubes prior to sterilizing in an autoclave. In
the haste of cutting the iron, some strips were considerably longer than two
inches. As a result, the iron not submersed in the medium rusted during
sterilization. This presented a twofold problem. First, the rust settled
to the bottom of the tube and appeared dark in color, making differentiation
between the dark iron oxide and the black iron sulfide difficult. Secondly,
a large amount of rust in the medium could completely oxidize the indicator,
making the medium less suitable for anaerobic growth. Therefore, during
subsequent experiments, the iron wire was not placed into the tubes until
growth had already occurred.
In order to evaluate the applicability of the iron wire, a parallel test
was conducted using lead acetate paper as an indicator. Lead acetate paper
strips were selected as indicators of hydrogen sulfide production for several
reasons. Lead acetate is recommended as a hydrogen sulfide production
indicator by the Manual Qf Microbiological Methods (5). Lead sulfide is very
insoluble in water and its black color can be readily recognized. However,
precaution must be taken not to accidentally dip the paper into the medium.
Lead and its salts, as are the salts of other heavy metals, are toxic to most
organisms.
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The iron wire did not prove applicable duri,ng the final survey of
the Banana Creek sediments. As standard practic:e, the test employing
lead acetate paper was run concurrently with the same sample. The MPN's
of sulfide producing bacteria as indicated by the presence of iron sulfide
did not correlate with those indicated by the presence of lead sulfide. Three
of the thirteen samples failed to produce any iron sulfide in culture, whereas
the presence of lead sulfide on the paper strips indicated MPN's of sulfide
producing organisms of 4.6 x 105, 3.3 x 105, and 1. 1 x 105 per gram, wet
weight, of sample. The sulfide ion concentrations found in the sediment
samples at these sites were 9.12, 1. 52, and 6.08 mg. per cent, respectively.
At site #1-28, the difference between tm two MPN's was on the order of two
magnitudes. Therefore, iron wire as used in this study was not applicable
as an indicator of hydrogen sulfide production.
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C. Hydrogen sulfide producing bacteria
Certain bacteria can cause a reaction between the sulfhydryl group
in amino acids with sulfur to produce a disulfide and hydrogen sulfide (14):
2 R - SH + S = R - S - S - R + H2S
Sulfur utilizing bacteria can be found in areas of organic decomposi-
tion where hydrogen sulfide is produced. Certain organisms, such as
Clostridium nigrificans, employ compounds representing the various oxi-
dative states of sulfur as proton acceptors (3):
2 CH3 - CHOH - COONa + H2S04 = 2 CB3 - COONa + H2S + 2 C02 + 2~l
(Sodium lactate) (Sodium acetate)
The predominant organisms encountered in the mixed cultures pro-
ducing hydrogen sulfide obtained from the sediments of the Indian River were
gram-positive, spore-forming rod shaped anaerobes. They were identified
as members of the genus Clostridium. Similar organisms were also en-
countered from the sediments collected at Punta Gorda.
During one sampling excursion, the supply of NIH Formula Thio-
glycollate (Difco) medium was exhausted. Thioglycollate (Difco) medium
without indicator or agar was substituted. The MPN's of sulfide producing
bacteria obtained per gram, wet weight, of sediment sample were generally
several orders of magnitude less than preViously recorded. It is probable
that the lack of agar facilitated oxygen diffusion throughout the medium.
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Since the sulfide producing organisms are obligate anaerobes, the presence
of oxygen in the medium would inhibit them. AIslo, any hydrogen sulfide
present would probably be more easily oxidized. It would therefore, be
advisable to avoid using medium without anti-diffusion agents, such as
agar-agar, in studies similar to these.
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D. Hydrogen sulfide producing bacteria as potential indicators of introduced
materials to an area
Banana Creek receives much of the natural fresh water runoff from
northern Merritt Island as well as waste water from the Kennedy Space Cen-
ter. As a result, much terrestrial material is introduced into Banana Creek
enriching the water and especially the sediments. Since the terrestrial
materials may include enrichments, it might be possible to locate the souroes
of this introduced material by locating areas of increased populations of sul-
fide producing organisms.
The water currents in Banana Creek were observed to flow from East
to West and into the Indian River. The presence of copious amounts of hydro-
gen sulfide in the sediments located upstream from a few small islands within
Banana Creek suggests that these islands impede water movement, causing
nutrient material to be deposited. Should there be only one source of intro-
duced materials into Banana Creek, the MPN's of sulfide producing bacteria
should be the highest at that location, and the MPN's of sulfide producing
bacteria should decrease with increasing distance from it due to dispersion.
As is evident in Figure 16, this is generally the case in Banana Creek, but
other sources of enrichment are also suggested.
It is notable that at the easternmost site, in Banana Creek, #S-11 ,
the MPN of sulfide producing bacteria found in the sediment sample was
relatively small. The samples collected from the other three sites east
of State Road 3 revealed increasing MPN's of sulfide producing bacteria
with increasing distance downstream from site #S-I1. Sites #S-10 and
#S-9 are both located at the mouths of small creeks draining into Banana
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Creek, whereas site #8-8 is located at the mouth of the waste water outfall.
The sample from site #1-29, located west of 8tate ]Road 3 and downstream
of site #S-8, had a lower MPN of sulfide producing bacteria than that from
site #8-8. There is no apparent tributary, creek, outfall, or other possible
source of introduced materials located between sites #S-8 and #1-29. The
sediment sample collected from site #1-28, located at the mouth of a large
tributary draining into Banana Creek, had a higher MPN of sulfide producing
bacteria than any other sample collected. This mi~Iht indicate enrichment
from both the tributary and the waste water outfallllt site #8-8. A slightly
higher MPN of sulfide producing bacteria occurred in the sediment at site
#1-26, located at the mouth of a small creek. It appears that the MPN's
of sulfide producing bacteria in the sediments generally decrease with an
increase in distance downstream from a source of introduced materials
except where there are additional sources of introduced materials.
Members of the genera Clostridium and~~ are gram-positive,
rod shaped organisms which characteristically form endospores. The endo-
spore is a dormant cell with a thick protective coating which makes it highly
resistant to unfavorable conditions. Activation of spore germination may be
initiated by heat or by the presence of certain chemIcals, e. g., L-alanine,
glucose, or of some reducing agent (3). The anaerobic Clostridium pro-
duces spores only in an anaerobic environment. The facultative aerobic
members of the genus Bacillus may produce spores either aerobically or
anaerobically. Spores may be produced in one area and transported me-
chanically to another by air or water currents, remaining dormant until
they reach an environment suitable for germination.
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A question still remains as to whether the sulfide producing bacteria
are present in the sediments in their vegetative state or in their spore state.
Smears were not made from the sediments themselves and examined micro-
scopically. Further studies in this area should include the preparation of
smears of the sediments in order to confirm or deny the presence of spores.
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VI. CONC LUSION
The bacteriological survey of the Indian River lagoonal system in
and around the Kennedy Space Center indicated no classical bacterial evi-
dence of sewage pollution, however, large bacterial populations were en-
countered in areas of restricted water movement. Associated with the areas
of restricted water movement are the occurrences of large concentrations
of sulfide ions in the sediments.
In attempting to estimate the relative numbers of sulfide producing
bacteria in mixed cultures from the sediments, it was found that lead ace-
tate paper was more applicable than iron wire for determining hydrogen
sulfide production.
The predominant sulfide producing organisms in the sediments
appear to be members of the genus Clostridium. with a few members of
the genus Bacillus. These or similar organisms a,re also prevalent in
areas other than the Kennedy Space Center. Since these organisms may
exist naturally in either the vegetative or spore state, there may be a lack
of correlation between the numbers of total bacteria and sulfide producing
bacteria. However, the occurrences of large populations of sulfide pro-
ducing bacteria may indicate sources of introduced materials to an area.
This may prove useful in future studies.
._----_._."._------------
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APPENDIX
Most probable number of bacteria per 100 ml of water sample (MPN) supplies (per sample)
a. 25 tubes (5 ml/tube) thioglycollate medium (NllI Formulatlon)
b. 6 Sterile water blanks, 90 ml each capped
c. 7 10 ml pipettes, sterile
Procedure:
a. Use "Sterile technique" throughout
b. Add 10 ml of sample to 90 ml of sterile water. Shake vigorously for 5 minutes.
c. Transfer 10 ml of the 1st dilution to a 2nd bl~nk. Shake Vigorously 5 minutes.
d. Using a fresh pipette, add 1 ml of the diluted Dsam~Ne to each of 5 tubes of
medium.
e. Use the same pipette to transfer 10 ml of the second dilution to a third water
blank.
f. Repeat lid" and "e" until 5 tubes of medium are inoculated with each dilution,
from 10-2 to 10-6. Be sure to use a fresh pipette for each dilution.
g. Prepare dilutions as follows:
1:10
1:100
1:1000
1:10000
1:100000
1:1000000
h. Label each row of tubes carefully. Incubate 350 C. Observe at 24 hours and
48 hours.
Results:
a. Add the number of tubes of each dilution in which any growth occurred.
b. Determine the MPN from the table on p.p. 100-101, Porter; Bacterial
Physiology and Chemistry.
------ -------,--
Presumptive Test for Numbers of Coliforms
Supplies:
5 tubes lactose broth (25 ml) with gas collection tubes inserted
6 sterile water blanks, 90 ml each capped
7 10 ml pipettes, sterile
Procedure:
a. Prepare a series dilution of the sample as described for the MPN determination,
or use the same preparations
b. Add samples of the diluted specimen to the culture tubes according to the
following:
10 ml of 10-2 ---+ Tube 1
10 ml of 10-3 ~ Tube 2
10 ml of 10-4 ---+ Tube 3
10 ml of 10-5 --. Tube 4
10 ml of 10-6 --. Tube 5
c. Carefully label E'ach tube, place in the incubator at 35 C, and examine for
growth and gao formation at 24 hours and lILgain at 48 hours.
d. Record any gas formation, or displacement of fluid from the inverted tube,
according to the incuhation time, and the diJution in which it occurred.
e. Plate gassing cultures on E:MB Agar. Incubate, observe at 24 hours for
typical E. coli .~olonies.
f. Gram-stain selected E. coli type colonies and examine at 990K magnification.
Small gram-roriH in pure culture completes the test.
Reference: St8Ildard Methods for the Examination of Water and Waste-Water. Page: 596
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Test for Fecal Coliforms
&1pplies:
a. Water bath 450 C
b. Inoculating loop (3mm diameter)
c. Gassing culture in lactose broth from presumptive test
d. 5 ml tubes of E. C. Broth with gas collection tubes
Procedure:
Using sterile technique, Lransfer 1 loopful of culture from lactose broth
to E. C. medium or to Boric Aoid broth.
Inoubate in water bath for 24 hours.
Gas produotion in E. C. medium within 24 hours is oonfirmed
test for feoal ooliforms.
Referenoe:
Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Waste-Water. P. P. :599-600
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1I. INTROWClION
In studies of the persistence of pesticides in the environment,
there is little quantitative information concerning the relationships of
these chemicals to the microorganisms in oceanic and estuarine environ-
ments. Only scattered data are available concerning pesticide persistence
in aquatic environments. Microbial processes in the environment regulate
chemical balaDces necessary to the sustenance of all higher life.
From a geobiol~gical point of view, of all microbial processes in
the sea, next in importaDce to photosynthesis is the SUlfur cycle •
The sulfur cycle describes sulfur metabolis:m involving both reductive
and oxidative processes and their cooperative acti'ons. It is~ b~
logical and part chemical. Each phase of the sulfur cycle involves
different organisms and different microbial p;Bthways. The cycle has
significant effects on pH, Eh and phosphorous solubility in water and
sediments. SUlfur functions like carbon in the energy exchange, acting
as an electron acceptor. In many plants and :bacteria, it is probable
that both sulfide and sulfate are directly in,corporated into biological
materials and both can be considered importan't nutritionally. In other
bacteria, enzymatic data suggest that sulfur in the form of sulfate may
be of no direAt nutritional significance. Sulfides and elemental sulfar
are components of the earths crust i many of these deposits beiag formed
by biological activity. Organic materials calll also serve as a source of
sulfur by anaerobic degradative processes.
Currently used pesticides are generally organic in nature.
~J .~~JJJJJJJJJJJJ
2UnlIke some of their inorganic predecessors, rno t organic
pesticides are decomposed in the environment by biological and physio-
chemical processes. One group of organic pesticides are the organo-
phosphorous compounds, so called because of phosphorous content and
structural composition. Some of these compounds are largely effective
per se while others undergo oxidative conversions in plants or animals.
It is known that soil microorganisms metabolize the organophos-
ph.rous compounds fairly rapidly. In general, the higher the moisture
content, the more rapid the degradation. Therefore, it follows that
microorganisms and microbial processes in the sea can be directly affected
by either pesticides per se or their degradation products. In turn,
microbial activity is probably directly responsible for decreasing per-
sistence of pesticides in the environment. Microbial attack has been
a
found to oxidize many pesticides; Parathion in the presence of yeast is
(1)*
reduced to the non-toxic aminoparathion in soil.
Some of the organophosphorous pesticides contain SUlfur. Since
there is history of microbial action on organophosphorous compounds, the
interaction of the sulfur containing members of the group and the micro-
organisms directly involved in the sulfur cycle shOUld be of extreme
significance 1) to the balance and equilibrum of t~e cycle itself, 2) to
the problem of pesticide persistence in aquatic environments.
a Parathion is the trade name for o,o-diethyl o-p-nitrophenyl
thiophosphate, empirical formula CldHI4NOSPS: a product of
Shell Chemical Corporation.
*Parenthetical references placed superior to the line of text
refer to the bibliography.
3Thi~ paper describes laboratory experin~nts on the degradation
of the organophosphate pesticide Ethion by bacteria in sediment samples
• bfrom the Indian Rlver.
b The Indian River is a lagooD, separated from the Atlantic Ocean
by a barrier beach. It is saline,with an influx of fresh water
and exhibits estaurine characteristics.
4II. TECHNICAL ASPECIS
A. Ethion and the Organophosphates
1. Structure
Ethion is Q.Q,Q' fnDJtetraethylJ~I~DJmethyleneJbisphosphorodi-
thioate having the chemical formula:
2. Properties
Ethion belongs to the class of pesticides termed aliphatic
organophosphates. All organophosphates undergo similar reactions due
to structural similiarities, specific pesticidal action being through
the inhibition of the enzyme cholinesterase, which breaks a metabolic
chain and permits acetylcholine to accumulate. Potency depends not
only on their intrinsic enzyme affinity. but also on anti-cholinesterase
properties acquired through invivo metabolism. These compounds can be
differentiated on the basis of whether they are largely effective per se
(1)
or whether they undergo oxidative converstion in plants or animals.
Ethion is soluble in hydrocarbons and ketones; is slightly soluble
in water and has been extracted from river water using twenty per cent
(2)
benzene in hexane.
3. Persistence
Ethion is slightly soluble in water. (3) In soil, an increase in
. . • (1)pH or mOl sture content lncreases degradatlon. 'Probable degradation
5reactions of Ethion are:
a. Oxidatiop.
C2HS-0, § P ~ ,O-C2HSp-s-e-s-p '"
C2HS-0""'" A 0-C2HS
!
b. Degradation of.
C Ii -0 .... 0 11 0 .....0-C2HS2 5 " " I II,P-S-y-S-P
C2HS-0 /' 1 ........ 0-C2HS
to produce acetaldehyde, mercaptans allld acidic fragments.
(1)
Oxidation increases H20 solubility and anti-chll>linesterase activity.
The persistence of Ethion in river water after a three week period was
studied in a laboratory experiment on water taken from the Little Miami
River in Ohio. (2) After a three week period, fifty per cent of the
original Ethion was still present in the samplt~. The organophosphorous
compound did not undergo a change when kept in distilled water for this
same period.
"Ethion did not undergo changes as rapidly as the other thio-
phosphate compounds. The relative stability of Ethion may be explained
by sterle hinderance due to the symmetry of this molecule.,,(2)
4. Modes of Pesticidal Action
The mode of attack of organophosphate insecticides depends upon
their being hydrolyzed or isomerized. The mechanism of hydrolysis involves
an attack on the phosphorous by an OH- group. Tbis is a nucleophilic
attaCk; a negatively charged group attacking a positively charged site.
6The more posiN~ive the site, the more effective the attack Rate of
hydrolysis is dependent on the properties of the group attached to
the phosphorous. Electrophylic groups make the phosphorous-oxygen bond more
subject to attack. Since =0 is more electrophilic than =S, the conversion
of ~p to =0 enhances suspectibility to hydrolysis. This mechanism and
the ability to form negative ions by hydrolyzing off a group are important
to the stability of the organophosphates and provide a basis for an under-
standing of their biochemistry. Much is written on the effects of
. (5) fforganophosphates on cholInesterase. Organophosphates are e ective
insecticides because they inhibit cholinesteral activity via a reaction
such as: c
(RO )2P(0) X + EOH -+ (RO )2P(O)OE + H+ + X-
involving a complex of enzyme and inhibitor; a phosphorylation with
covalent bond formation.
fi. Sulfur Cycle
SUlfur metabolism in nature is the cooperative action of an oxidative
and reductive process. The sulfur cycle involves an eight electron change
between sulfate and sulfide, with the formation of numerous intermediates.
Inorganic sulfur generally enters into biosynthetic pathways at oxidative
levels of (504=) sulfate and (S=) sulfide. Other naturally occurring forms
of sulfur such as thiosulfate, polythionates, polysulfides and elemental
sulfur must either be oxidized to sulfate or reduced to sulfide before becomin
available for biosynthetic reaction. This conversion, biologically is a
c
In the equation, EOH = enzyme.
7reversible process. The overall sulfur cycle may involve different
organisms and different enzymatic pathways.
In contrast to animalS, plants and bacteria have the ability to
reduce sulfate to the level of sulfide as has been indicated by their
growth with sulfate as the sole source of sulfur. Animals depend on
external sources of sulfur and sulfur containing metabolite as sources
for nutrition. It is believed that
in plants and bacteria both SO = alld s= are directly incorporated into
4
biological materials. In other bacteria. enzymatic data suggest that
b b · d (5)sulfur in the form of sUlfate may not e meta ollze •
"Sulfate reduction, physiologically characterized by the formation
of only enough sulfide to meet nutritional requirements has been termed
assimilatory sulfate reduction. This is the only type of sulfate reduction
occurring in plants and the most commonly encountered type in bacteria. A
small group of anaerobic bacteria, known as the sulfate reducing bacteria,
produce massive amounts of sulfide during growth in the presence of sulfate
and an electron donor. This process has been identified as dissimilatory
or respiratory sulfate reduction in that sulfate serves as the terminal
electron acceptor in fg~piration in much the same manner as oxygen in
aerobic respiration."
There are three primary types of physi,()logical reactions in
h · h f b' d (6)W IC suI ate can e Involve:
1. direct incorporation in organic materials
2. reduction to sulfide for nutritional purposes (assimilatory
sulfate reduction)
3. reduction to sulfide during sulfate respiration (dissimila-
tory sulfate reduction)
In microorganisms reduced inorganic SUlfur, such as SUlfide,
SUlfur, and thiosulfate can serve as electron donors for aerobic or
anaerobic respiration and photosynthesis with the formation of sulfate
and largely acidic conditions.
JJJJJJJ~ - - -------,-------
8TIlE :.lICROBIAL SULFUR CYCLE
SULFUR
Thiobacillus spp
Beggiatoa
Thiobacillus
Chromatium
Chlorobium etc
Achromobacter
Desulfovibrio
Cystinovorum
Beggiatoa
Thiobacillus spp.
Chromatium
Chlorobium etc.
Neurospora
AspergillUS
Aspergillus
soil fungi
SULFUR-CONTAINING
AMINO-ACIDS
i1
SULFUR-CONTAINING
PROTEIN
SULFIDES &JLFATES
"Desulfovibrio Escherichia
Aerobacter etc.
Escherichia
Proteus
----'---------.--------
9An l"ctive sulfate reducing mechanism by Desulfo, ibrio desul-
(8) (9)
furicsns has been described by Peck and Ishimoto. Peck has investi-
gated Desulfovibrio in detail and has shown that only sulfite is formed
if the reduction is carried out at pH 7.75. At pH 6.0, H25 is the
product. The overall system for sulfate reduction to sulfite in Desul-
00)
fovibrio may be summarized as:
H2 + cyt. - c3 (2 Fe+
3 ) -+ cyt. - c3 E~mbH2F + 2W
ATP-4 + 504-
2 + I-r- -+ AP5-2 + PP-3
AP5-2 + cyt. - c3 (2FE++) -+ A!',IP-2 + 5°3-
2 + cyt. -c3(2Fe+3)
H ATP-4 50 -2 Au P-2 T' ~JnPJ2 + p.p-3 + H+2 + + 4 -+ 1'1 _1V
Sulfite formation from sulfate and hydrogen requires ATP.Mgi+
and cytochrome - C3. The stoichiometry of the reduction reaction shows
that for each mole of hydrogen taken up, one mole of ATP is split to ~p
and pyrophosphate and one mole of sulfite is formed.
Reduction of sulfate to sulfite is thermodynamically an unfavor-
able reaction. The reaction 504-
2 + H
2
-+ 503-,2 + H20 has a standard free(11)
energy of +14 kcal. As an analogy with carboxyl group reduction in
enzymatic systems, it is of significance that sulfate reduction also
requires an activation prior to the reduction step. Chemically, esters
and anhydrides are more readi ly reduced than th,e corresponding anions.
Sulfate reduction by Desulfovibrio has been studied with whole
(II)
cell suspensions as well as wi th extracts. Postgate has shown that
cytochrome~P is important in sulfite reduction. From free energy data.
(11 )Postgate showed that sulfite reduction by reduced cytochrome-c3 is
energy yielding.
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A number of organisms use thiosulfate as a suLur source; many
systems have been found I~hich reduce $203 to equimolar quantities of 503=
and "25. This system has been found both in Proteus vulgaris and Escheri-
chia coli.
C. The Interaction of l'csticides and Microorganisms
and Enrichment
It has been estimated that even though some pesticides do not
sustain microbial growth, they can be degraded by microbial action.
Other pesticides have chemical composition and structures similar to comp-
ounds readily used in the metabolic processes of organisms.
Therefore. there are two mechanisms by which an otherwise
recalcitrant molecule can be attacked. [Jorvath(l2)has studied co-metabolism
of organic compounds which fail to support bacterial growth but are
broken down into other organic molecules. Therefore, co-metabolism
although it does not result in complete mineralization to the elements,
could be an important mechanism for the breakdown of pesticides in the
environment by natural microbial popUlations. He indicates that micro-
organisms capable of co-metabolism can be enriched for by repeated appli-
cations of the substance or by application of enrichment techniques.
Enrichment techniques can also be used to study biodegradability.
Enrichment utilizes natural selection. The mixed microbial popUlation in
sediments can be considered to be of many different species and competing
metabolic types. The method of enrichment culture provides those selective
features Which lead to the predominance of a particular species. Therefore.
this mechanism can be used to study biodegradability of pesticides in the
environment. One type of bioclcljradability is represented by complete
JJJJJJJ~JJJJJJJJJJJJ-- ,------ ----------
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degradation ('f the organic molecule to its basic element~I. A second
type of biodegradability which might be just as significant is the
conversion of the organic pesticide to other decomposition products.
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III. pTATb~fbkT OF THE rnOl1LE:.1
The literature indicates that the amount of worTe on the
toxicity of pesticides on the macroscopic level far exceeds the work
on the effects of these chemicals on microbial populations. Several
(2)
recent papers by Horvath and Eichelberger et. al. have studied
microbial degradation of organic compounds in nature. It was pro-
posed to extend this work to a specific pesticide.
In Brevard County, Florida. Etl1ion is widely used as a pesti-
cide in the orange groves d and the Indian River receives run off from
these groves. Therefore, the interaction of Ethion and the microbial
community of the Indian River is pertinent to the ecology of the area.
Sediment samples from the Indian River were used as the source
of microorganisms for the experiments.
Ethion is a sulfur containing compound and conditions in the
Indian River indicate the presence of sulfur bacteria. Therefore, the
interaction of these two factors, namely the possible biological action
of a general group of microorganisms on Cthion. was the overall intent
of the study.
There was a twofold approach in the experimental program.
1) a bacteriological approach, utilizing enrichment culture
2) a chemical approach monitoring the sulfate/sulfide r?tio
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IV. UATA DISaJSSION Al'm INTERPllliTATION
Fourteen sediment sa~ples were taken from the Indian River,
ranging from Cape Kennedy to Vero Deach. Selection area of samples was
not significant but type was important. Sediments were chosen which had
a high probability of containing important members of bacteria ~nvolved
in the sulfur cycle. Samples were taken from the upper regions of the
sediment layer and were refrigerated until enrichment cultures were
ini tiated.
Types of sediments varied, being from large grained sands to
black peat-like material (see Table I).
For the initial chemical analyses, s;~~ples were centrifuged
for twenty minutes at 5000 rpm, and weighed. 2 mls of 6M sodium hydro-
xide (NaOH) were added to avoid hydrogen sulfide (H2S) loss. Samples
were dried for 24 hours at 1l00C and reweighed (Appendix C). Water
contents were calculated after weights were corrected for the sodium
hydroxide additions.
Table I summarizes the types of sediments and the per cent of water.
Three samples which were black and peat-like, (Nos. 3, 9, & 14) had water
contents in excess of sixty per cent. The remaining samples had water
contents from twenty-three to thirty per cent.
Samples were also analyzed for sulfate by barium sulfate pre-
cipitation and sulfide by distillation from an acidic mixture (Appendix C).
504=/5= ratios were calculated on a dry basis. The sulfide contents of the
fourteen ~amples ranged from 0.45 to 64.7 mg per 100 grams of dry sample.
(see Table II)
----------'-------
TADLE I
Sample Description
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Sample Number Type of sediment Water Content (per cent)
1 tan sand, \Jravel 23.4
2 black medium grain 24.7
3 dark, peat-like 66.7
4 tan sand 25.1
5 sand, light brown 23.8
6 sand, light brovm 24.9
7 sand, light brown 25.1
{) dark C vegetation 27.4
9 black, peat-like 66.9
10 sand, gravel 23.1
11 sand 28.2
12 grey silty sand 26.5
13 black silt from 30.8
impounded
14 black silt waters 80.8
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TABLE II
Initial Chemical Analyses
_.
504- /S
=H2O = SOl!S ~
Sample Content mg/lOOg g/100g Height Ratio
1 23.4 2.S0 0.35 0.14
2 24.7 1. 71 0.49 0.29
n 66.7 64.7 0.83 0.13,)
4 25.1 1.10 0.25 0.23
J 23.8 1. 34 0.22 0.14
6 24.9 1. 32 0.26 0.20
7 25.1 0.88 0.31 0.35
8 27.4 1.15 0.41 0.37
9 66.9 4.82 2.19 0.45
10 23.1 1.07 0.17 0.16
11 28.2 0.45 0.74 0.30
12 26.5 1. 20 0.24 0.20
13 30.8 1.40 0.03 0.02
14 80.8 2.50 O. :36 0.14
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Samples were not fixed wi th sodium hydroxide di 'ectly at the
point of col~ection and, therefore. cannot be taken as indicative of
=
absolute S concentration in the Hiver, due to possible losses of ~p
before samples were ~ade alkaline. Sulfate was also determined (see
Table II L It can be noted that samp l es No. 3 and No. <) were high in
both sulfate and SUlfide, but the sulfate to sulfide ratios were not
excessive. All samples had 904=:S= ratio from 0.02 to M.~R indicating
a definite S04=:S= equilibrium in the sediments.
Sulfate analyses are representative of the actual situation in
the river sediments. Refriueration should not result in sample
oxidation. Sulfate concentrations in the sediments ranged from 0.03 to
2.19 grams per 100 grams of dried sediment.
At the time when samples were taken for chemical analyses,
enrichment cultures were begun. Each sample was incubated anaerobically
and aerobically; one ml of Ethion was added to each por::ion of the
sample. Controls, Le., samples without Ethion were also incubated both
ways (see A)pendix C). Samples were stored at roorl temperature in a
dark area for twenty days. ,'.erobic s3nples were kept moist by
the addition of sterile distilled water.
At the conclusion of the twenty day period. all samples were
inoculated into thioglycollate medium (see Appendix C). Four distinct
sets of experimental parameters were used:
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1) anaerobic sediment enrichment culture, £t11i m added
2) anaerobic sediment anr i clmcnt culture, No Ethion added
3) aerobic sediment enriclll:lent culture, Ethion added
4) aerobic sediment enr i clIr:1en t culture, No Ethion added
The thioglycollate cultures were incubated at 370 C for 48
hours. All tubes showed evidence of bacterial growth. The same
experimental parameters were kept as with the enrichment cultures, i.e.,
those samples which were in the sedil:lcnts with Ethion I also were inocu-
'lated into thioglycollate tubes with Ethion.
All samples were then inocnlated into nutrient agar tubes to
which an iron wire had been added. If bacterial degradation of the Ethion
occurred, the wire would serve as a source of iTon for the production of
iron sulfide. The Ethioll/no Ethion identity wal; maintained throughout the
experiment. Samples were incubated at 37°C and exar.lined periodically.
rUter twelve hours, production of iron sulfide in five different samples
(see Table III) was observed.
Examinations of the culture tubes indicated four different
conditions. (See photograph No.2, page 27.)
I) Inoculated media which had an iron wire and Ethion gave
evidence of darkening of the wire but also, and most significant, gave
evidence of FeS production at the point of inOCUlation. After twelve
hours of incubation. FeS production at the point of inoculation was
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vi~ible. Upon further incubation of the culture, FeS liscoloration
spread from the inoculation point throughout the culture There was no
FeS production along the surface of the slant, nor did the spread of the
FeS proceed toward the surface, indicating the reaction was taking place
anaerobically. The source of the discoloration of the agar was at the
point at which the stab was inserted into the agar, suggesting that it
was due to the presence of the microorganism (see Table III).
2) Uninoculated media which had an iron wire and Ethion gave
evidence of FeS production by a darkening of the wire. This indicated
that there was a chemical reaction of the Ethion with the wire. However.
there was no dissipation of the FeS throughout the medium and the reaction
remained adjacent to the wire.
3) Inoculated media which had an iron wire but no Ethion gave
evidence of growth but not of FeS production. This provides positive
evidence that the organism could not produce FeS without the Ethion as a
source of sulfur.
4) Uninoculated media which had an iron wire but no Ethion served
as the experimental control. There was no 0rowth, indicating no contamina-
tion of the experiment and no outside uncontrolled source of sUlfur other
than Ethion.
Nine samples produced no FeS in either experimental or control
tubes. Gran stains of a smear of tile cuI tUTe I when ob~Ferved under oil
inunersion tt 980 X indicated the presence of a aTa!~l pod tive spore forming
rod.
Ethion is a reducing aaenL In the presence of a reducing agent,
anaerobic bacteria readily grow, utilizin{l the reducinrJ agent as a source
of 8nergy.
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TABLE III
Bacteriological Data - FeS Production
1) Colonies which exhibited FeS production when incubated with
Ethion but no FeS without Ethion.
Sample Nwnber
2 anaerobic
9 anaerobic
13 aerobic
14 aerobic
FeS wi th Sulfate
,
y
+
+
+
Fe::> with Ethion
+
-I-
+
+
2) Excess
which Ethion was added:
of FeS production produced by colonies to
Sample Number
8 anaerobic
FeS wi th pulfat€~
+
FeS with Ethion
+
This data taken from agar slants to which sulfate and iron
wire had been added. Colonies were then inoculated on slants with
Ethion and iron wire.
3) Gram stain data indicated a graQ positive spore forming
organism.
--------- - ----------------
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Of the five sediment samples which suggested !Jicroorganisms reacted
with Ethion and iron to produce FeS, four were stored nerobically with Ethion
in the sediment samples; one (sample 8) was stored anaerobically. The
presence of spores would indicate a method by which this group of micro-
organisms could exi st aerobically but would produce FeS anaerobically from
the iron and the Ethion.
A parallel experiment was performed. Sediment samples were
stored with Ethion; thioglycollate tubes with no Ethion were inoculated
from the sediments; and agar stabs with Na2so4 and Fe wire were inoculated
from the thi~lycollate. The five samples which degraded the Ethion also
produced FeS from the Na2S04 and iron wire.
Nutrient agar plates y~re streaked and incubated anaerobically
for 48 hours. Colonies from the streaks were inoculated into nutrient
agar tubes with iron wire and Ethion. FeS l~p produced. Gram stains again
indicated a spore forming gram positive rod.
No effort was made during this study to pursue further the chemical
mechanism of the reaction or to evaluate the breakdown products of Ethion.
Changes in pl~ and s- composition l~re utilized as sug~es~ions of Ethion
degradation.
After the twenty day enrichment culture period, samples were taken
for chemical analyses. Initial methods of sample preparations were repeated
and samples were analyzed for sulfate and sulfide composition. The sulfate
to sulfide ratio is given in Table IV.
Table V and VI summarize the specific sulfate and sulfide compo-
sitions fOI the five samples which biologically degraded Ethion.
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TAnLE IV
The Sulfate to Sulfide Relationship
= SO- =504=:5 expressed as grams LJ per mg .)
,\arobic .\naerobic
Sample Initial No Ethiol1 Ethion No Ethion Ethion
1 0.14 0.52 0.07 0.10 0.23
2 0.29 0.33 0.06 0.1:; 0.01
3 0.13 0.05 0.10 1.00 0.52
4 0.23 0.12 0.33 0.21 0.14
5 0.14 0.12 (high) 0.08 0.09
6 0.20 0.34 0.21 O. :0 (broken)
7 0.35 0.31 0.11 O.SO 0.15
8 0.37 0.39 (broken) 0.13 0.39
9 0.45 0.29 0.28 0.27 0.30
10 0.16 1.80 0.01 1. cO 0.17
11 0.30 0.23 0.06 0.04 0.25
12 0.20 0.08 0.00 0.17 0.14
13 0.02 0.10 1. 33 0.95 0.12
14 0.14 0.08 0.24 0.11 0.15
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TABLE V
Sulfide Content of Positive Samples
mg S= per 100 IJ sample
;\erobic i\nae!bbic
Sample Initial No l~thion Ethion No Ethion Ethion
2 1. 71 1.86 8.00 1. ''17 9.58
8 LIS 1. 4:; 1. 90 1.60 0.95
q 4.82 6.S2 8.43 4.66 7.02
13 1. 40 2.98 2.93 3.48 3.67
14 2.50 13.7 16.16 11. 4 24.6
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TABLE VI
Sulfate Content of Positive Samples
::
g 50 4 per 100 g samples
ilerobic Anaerobic
Sample Initial No Ethion Ethion No Sthion Ethion
2 O. L19 0.61 0.48 0.22 0.05
8 0.41 0.42 (Lost) 0.22 0.37
9 2.19 1.07 2.37 1.22 2.10
13 0.03 0.33 (L6St) 0.33 0..46
14 0.36 1.17 3.87 1.25 3.77
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Pri£'r to chemical analysi s the remaining Ethion was extracted
out of the enrichment culture with hexane.
In all cases except one (sample 2), the sulfate concentration
increased after exposure of the sediments to the Ethion. This change
was not accompaqjed by a corresponding decrease in sulfide concentrations
indicating some other source of sulfide, i.e" Ethion.
Final sulfide concentrations increased (compared to initial
analyses), again suggesting an addition of sulfur to the cycle. No
analytical correlation can be made with the increase in sulfide after
Ethion addition, indicating no quantitative measure of biOlogical reactions.
A reagent blank was run each day when sulfide determinations were
made. Ethion was added to sterile distilled water in the same concentra-
tions as added to the enrichment cultures. This amount increased the
reagent blank by 0.032 milligrams per analysis (1 ml Ethion added per
analysis), not significant enough to eA~lain increases in s= content.
The theoretical calculated yield of sulfur per ml of Ethion is
~ -""
0.406 9 of S= per rol which is equivalent to 406 mg of'S-. The increased
S- concentrations in the samples after Ethion did not exceed 10 mg of S-.
The blank increase did not exceed 0.1 mg; therefore, suggesting other
mechanisms affecting chemical compositions in the sediment samples.
Based on sample amount used in each enrichment culture of sediment,
there was no correlation between theoretical and actual S= concentrations,
as stoichiometry of the biological reactions were not measured.
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The analytical chemistry of the project established that there
was degradation of the Ethion. The data shows that the samples with no
Ethion were generally lower or equal to the initial composition in 504=,
but increased considerably after Etllion addition, suggesting replenishment
from the organic sulfur source. The increase ill S- concentration after
Ethion addition showed degradation of the molecule. Evidently the effects
of biological and chelnical degradation. are additive resulting in no direct
correlation in the unexplained observations, only unusually high S= concen-
trations.
The bacteriological experiments in the project suggested that more
than just a oiemieal r.lechanism was i~lvolved.
Biological degradation would be significant to the ecology of
the area because:
lJ microbial degradation of Ethion which had entered into the
river as run off, would decrease the persistence of the pesticide. decreasing
exposure time to fish and other animal life.
2) biological degradation products would possess different
toxicity levels, changing entirely the effects on life in the river.
3) presence of excessive quantities of Ethion and Ethion degrada-
e
t10n products could produce emission of high ff~p concentrations due to
excessive activity of sulfur cycle bacteria (see chart - The Microbial
Sulfur Cycle).
e E}:cessive quantities of [I')S emitted from the river at specific
pEriods in the year could~be partly tracable to pesticide run off.
Pages 26 through 29 omitted.
Colored Photographs of Bacterial Growths.
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B. Ra\'1 Dota
1) \'later Content
Water Content of Sediment Samples
f
Sample Number Per cent Water
1 23.4
2 24.0; 25.<
3 66.7
4 25.1
5 23.8
6 24.9
7 25.1
8 27.4
9 66.9
10 23.1
11 28.2
12 27.0; 26.0
13 30.8
14 80.8
f Per cent by weight of e~l driven off by drying for 24 hrs at 110°C
..
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2) Sulfide Content
A Comparison of Sulfide Content of I~NN Samples
Sulfides expressed as milligrams S= per 100 gram sample
Aerobic Anaerobic
Sample Initial No Ethion Ethion No Ethion Ethion
1 2.50 0.70 4.18 1.92 3.40
" 1. 71 1.86 8.00 1.47 9.58-
3 64.7 1.84 3.70 0.26 5.21
4 1.09 0.77 6.45 0.75 1.97
1.10
5 1.54 0.6S high 1.47 3.20
not measurabJle
6 1.37 0.94 0.58 1.61 2.11
1.27
7 0.88 0.67 1.43 0.41 1.25
8 1.11 1.45 1.90 1.60 0.95
1.19
9 4.82 6.52 8.43 4.66 7.02
10 1.07 0.18 14.5 0.82 10.70
11 0.45 7.24 13.6 2.03 2.47
12 1.20 2.42 1.42 2.86 2.34
1.65
13 1.40 3.52 2.93 3.48 3.67
3.19
14 2.50 13.7 16.16 11. 4 24.6
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boltia1 Sulfide Determinations
Sample am Sample maS: mgS=jlOO 9 Sample
1 29.40 0.730 2.50
2 8.443 0.144 1. 71
3 5.010 3.240 64.7
4 7.105 0.080 1.10
10.987 0.120 1.09
5 8.3028 0.128 1.54
6 10.500 0.144 1.37
9.463 0.120 1.27
7 10.928 0.096 0.88
10.123 0.112 1.11
8 8.427 0.100 1.19
9 4.307 0.208 4.82
10 13.509 0.144 1.07
11 8.942 0.041 0.45
12 10.607 0.128 1.20
13 8.870 0.124 1.40
14 1.598 0.040 2.50
///
/
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final Sulfide Determination - Aerobic. no Ettl9.!!
Sample gm Sample mg? maS- /l )() 9 Sample
1 11. 464 00.80 0.70
2 9.474 0.176 1.86
3 8.738 0.160 1.84
4 10.430 0.080 0.77
5 7.399 0.048 0.65
6 8.529 0.080 0.94
7 9.465 0.064 0.67
8 5.400 0.080 1.45
9 2.706 0.170 6.52
10 5.727 0.100 0.18
11 1.988 0.144 7.24
12 5.330 0.101 2.42
9.124 0.150 1.65
13 5.350 0.192 3.52
3.271 0.104 3.19
14 3.369 0.464 13.7
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Final Sulfide Determination - Aerobic. Ethion
Sample am Sample mgS= mgS=/I00 9 SamPle
1 2.8711 0.120 4.18
2 3.572 0.273 8.00
3 7.329 0.271 3.70
4 7.456 0.481 6.45
5 7.120 too high to measure
6 8.287 0.048 .58
7 8.4069 0.122 1.43
8 6.845 0.131 1.90
9 2.965 0.250 8.43
10 4.745 0.692 14.5
11 8.892 1. 21 13.6
12 8.4410 0.121 1.42
13 3.762 0.111 2.93
14 5.723 0.921 16.16
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Fi'lpl Sulfide Determination - Anae:l'obic. no Et!i9.!t
Sample grn Sample rngS= mgS=(lJO 9 Sample
1 10.421 0.200 1.92
2 3.259 0.048 1.47
3 2.1093 0.056 0.26
4 8.550 0.064 0.75
5 10.327 0.152 1.47
6 10,488 0.l6a 1.61
7 7.834 0.032 0.41
8 9.935 0.016 L60
9 2.059 0.096 4.66
10 6.095 0.050 0.82
11 6.226 0.176 2.83
12 6.732 0.192 2.86
13 4.163 0.145 3.48
14 4.497 0.512 11. 4
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l'ina1 Sulfide Determination - Anaerobic, EthlJm
Sample !!I9 Sample mgS= mgS=jlOO 9 Sample
1 7.751 0.264 3.40
') 3.860 0.368 9.58..
3 5.201 0.271 5.21
4 10.625 0.212 1.97
5 10.005 0.320 3.20
6 6.817 0.141 2.11
7 6.406 0.082 1.25
8 7.392 0.073 0.95
9 3.185 0.221 7.02
10 7.474 0.800 10.70
11 6.470 0.164 2.47
12 8.815 2.00 23.4
13 5.238 0.189 3.67
14 8.329 2.060 24.6
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3) Sulfate Content
Sulfate Determination Comparison
Sulfate concentration expressed as g.S04= per 100 g. sample
Aerobic Anaerobic
Sample Initial No Ethion Ethi'gj!, No Ethion Ethion
1 0.35 0.36 0.30 0.24 0.78
2 0.49 0.61 0.48 0.22 0.05
3 0.83 0.01 0.38 2.72 2.78
4 0.25 0.09 0.21 0.16 0.28
5 0.22 0.08 0.27 0.12 0.28
6 0.26 0.32 0.12 0.33 9
7 0.31 0.21 0.15 0.22 0.19
8 0.41 0.42 0.22 0.37
9 2.19 1.87 2.37 1. 22 2.10
10 0.17 0.33 0.15 1.52 0.19
11 0.74 1.82 0.85 0.13 0.63
12 0.24 0.18 0.11 0.50 0.330.25 0.25 0.12 0.21
13 0.03 0.35 0.33 0.46
14 0.36 1.17 3.87 1. 25 3.77
9 Sample lost, crucible broke in transport
. --_.. _-----_._- .~JJJJJJJJJ
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Initial Sulfate aete~ninations
gm ro4=
h
urn ro4=
100 gin Sample (dry)
Sample gm Sample gIn 13a504 (per cent)
1 20.000 0.1652 0.0702 0.350
2 9.8599 0.1140 0.0481 0.488
9.4700 0.0740 0.0312 0.329
3 2.4501 0.2239 0.0940 3.83
4 11. 5693 0.0686 0.0290 0.250
5 11.9371 0.0634 0.0267 0.223
6 9.0456 0.0624 0.0263 0.263
7 10.5348 0.0782 0.0320 0.312
8 10.3437 0.1019 0.0428 0.412
9 3.8435 0.2007 0.0841 2.19
10 7.6064 0.0311 0.0131 0.172
11 7.4008 0.1339 0.0565 0.742
12 9.3843 0.0528 0.0222 0.237
7.5609 0.0452 0.190 0.251
13 5.8946 0.0035 0.0015 0.027
14 1.1550 0.0097 0.0041 0.355
h
SO{ ( 90.06)
BaSO = X Sample 233.40 = .421
4 (<Jl11)
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fjnal Sulfate Determinations (Anaerobic, Eth:,on)
gol SO =
4
grl Ba3)4 gm SO4- 100 gm Sample (dry)
Sample grn Sample (per cent)
--
I 17.4305 0.3230 0.1362 .783
2 16.1900 0.0212 0.0087 .054
3 1.8122 0.1217 0.OG02 2.78
4 14.6486 0.0956 0.0403 .276
5 10.6854 0.0407 0.0172 .162
6 i
7 21.1016 0.0947 0.0398 .188
8 11.1385 0.0969 O.Otl08 .366
9 1.1611 0.0529 0.0223 2.10
10 5.9786 0.0275 0.0116 .194
11 0.6781 0.0347 0.0147 2.17
5.4030 0.0813 0.0343 .635
12 4.5900 0.0359 0.0152 .332
13 10.5729 0.1153 0.0486 .460
14 0.7643 0.0679 0.0287 3.77
i
crucible broken.
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F '.na1 SUlfate Determination (Anaerobic, No E ·,hion)
g.1 SIJ4=
=gr.l Bag)4 gIn 504 100 gm Sample (dry)Sample grn Sample (per cent)
1 10.5564 0.0609 0.0256 0.243
2 3.3251 0.0176 0.0074 0.222
3 3.2573 0.2100 0.0886 2.72
4 16.1089 0.0605 0.0254 0.158
5 13.0475 0.0359 0.0151 0.116
6 10.7413 0.0045 0.0356 0.332
7 9.5301 0.0501 0.0213 0.223.
8 11.1170 0.0380 0.0244 0.219
9 3.2618 0.1180 0.0497 1.52
10 6.2708 0.0185 0.0078 0.125
11 6.7946 O. DOll 0.0341 0.502
12 5.9266 0.0289 0.0122 0.206
13 4.1041 0.0321 0.0135 0.329
14 0.5700 0.1690 0.0713 1.25
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F:na1 SUlfate Determinations (Aerobic, Ethior;J.
911504-
= 100 gm Sample (dry)
Sample gm Sample (]Ill Ga504 gm 504 (per cent)
1 15.760 0.1155 0.0470 0.298
2 12.970 0.0700 0.0616 0.476
3 2.102 0.0145 0.0061 0.389
10.871 0.0374 0.0157 0.145
4 11.969 0.0[,71 0.0250 0.214
5 5.596 0.0367 0.0154 0.276
6 5.880 0.0162 0.0068 0.116
7 7.679 0.0280 0.0118 0.154j
8 9.884
() 1.356 0.0761 0.0322 2.37
10 7.379 0.0252 0.0107 0.146
11 2.410 0.0487 0.0205 0.853
12 7.028 0.0173 0.0073 0.104
7.945 0.0235 0.0098 0.124
13 2.251
14 0.476 0.0438 0.0185 3.87
jcrucib1e broken.
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[Dal SUlfate Determinations (Aerobic, No EtJion)
=91 504
gm Ga50 4 gm SJ4=
100 gm Sample (dry)
Sample gm Sample (per cent)
I 12.7059 0.1076 0.0'154 0.357
2 10.7109 0.01'18 0.0063 0.0588
.... 8.1658 0.0221 0.0093 0.0114.:.,
4 10.6254 0.0:223 0.0094 0.089
5 6.0493 0.0121 0.0051 0.0643
6 9.3601 0.0717 0.0303 0.324
7 9.4254 0.0':170 0.0197 0.208
8 4.2722 0.0'121 0.0178 0.417
9 1.6784 0.0744 0.0314 1.87
10 5.6059 0.0,;34 0.0183 0.326
11 1.7329 0.0747 0.0315 1.82
12 9.8000 0.01125 0.0179 0.183
9.4271 0.OS48 0.0231 0.245
13 6.1625 0.0487 0.0215 0.350
4.6916 0.0186 0.0078 0.167
14 0.3875 0.0685 0.0289 7.47
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Compari son of FeS Prodwct ion - SamI: les 1- 14
Aerobic /( Anaerobic k
Sample No.
2
8
9
13
14
Ethion
+
+
No Eth.ton Ethion
-I-
No Ethion
All other samples were negative. The culture was nutrient agar
with iron wire. Ethion was added to the test tu~esi no Ethion was added
to the control tubes.
k
In sediments
Aerobic Ethion Added to sediment
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Agar Stab Agar Plates
~
...,a
CIS
...-l
...-l
0 ~ ~u ~ ~j ...-l Co) u 3: Microscopic Microscopicell ~ ell 0 .....0 ~HJD 't-l ..... :sa ..... C/) ,.. ..... ,.. ......::: ~ Wp~ ::s ~ ..... discrete filmyC/) E-4 t:. cn~ Vl>t ...J ron pos. gm neg •
1
sparce
2 + + rods
3 + + rods
4 +
5 +
6 + + rods
7 + + +
8 + ellipse
C) + rods
10
11 + + + + rods rods
12 + + rods
13 + + rods
14 + + rods rods
15 + rods rods
Aerobic No Ethion Added to SedimeJ 1.
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Agar Stab Agar Plates
CI)
+0)
as
'""'..... ~ i0u CD CDjJ ..... u (,) ~ Microscopic Microscopic~Ca ~o .~0 ~ ~ ~...Jl :::..-I V) ~.~ ~...Jl.s:= CD :::.s:= :::CD .~ discrete film:y ron pos. neg.~ V) >:.>0 V) >of ...J qm .E-t ~J
1 +
2 + + + rods
3 +
4 +
5 + + + cocci
6 discolored
7 discolored cocci
8 + + _L rodsI
9 +
10 + + rods
11 + -!- ellipse
12 + +
13 +
globular
14 + rods
15
Anaerobic Ethion Added to Sediment
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Agar Stab Agar Plates
Q)
+0»
ctl
.-l
.-l
Q
J ,
uj <l.) ~ ~ Microscopic fi1icroscopic.-l uctl<l.) ctlQ0 CH ~ CH ..-l.~ tJ') "".~ "" ..... Discrete filmy neg..c <l.) =.c = <l.) .~ gm pos. gmE-i t.1:., tJ'):;: Ul:>! ...J
1 + rods
2 + + + T rods rods
3 + -!- ellipse rods
4 +
+ rods5 + + ell ipse
6 + + + + +- rods rods
7 + +
8 ++ + + ellipse rods
9 + + + ellipse rods
10
-I- + + rods
11 + + + rods rods
12 + + + + rods few rods
13 + + yeI. globules rods
11 +'.
Anaerobic
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No Ethion Added to SedimeJ 1
Agar PlatesAgar Stab
G>
~
co
-
- I0 iQ (1)"0j - Q (1)co '"' .pol0 C+-tO ::s'1"4 U) D"D~.c: (1) ::s 0 'I"'lE-l t=.. U)L) ....J ~.Ni crosE~opi cDi scretb~ Fi Imy Microscopicgm pos. grn neg .
1
2
3 + + + rods
4 + + rods
5 + + +
6 + + + Splotchy ellipse
7 + + + rods
8 + + 4- + + rods rods
spores
9 + + rods
10 + + rods
11 + yel. raised+ + ellipse rods
12 + raised+ + rods rods
13 + + + rods
14 + + rods
Bacteriological Data - Alternate mroceduW~
FeS Production at 370 for 24 Hours
1 1
Aerobic Anaerobic
SamPle Ethion No Ethion Ethion No Ethion
1
2 +
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 +
10
11
12
13 + +
14 +
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1 Refers to status of the enrichment culture.
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e. Procedures
1. Outline of Processes
a. Sample Preparation.
All sediment samples were prepared for chemical analytical deter-
minations according to the following procedure:
1) Samples were centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 20 minutes.
·2) Weighed centrifuged samples to which 2.0 ml of 6N NaOH was
added. were dried at 110°C for 24 hours.
3) Cooled dried samples were ground with a mortar and pestle.
4) Approximately 10 gram samples were then accurately weighed
and used for sulfate and sulfide determination.
b. Water Determination.
All samples were analyzed for water content in order to provide
a base line for calculations:
1) Samples were centrifuged for 20 minutes at 5000 rpm.
2) Weighed amounts were transferred to weighed evaporating dishes:
Dishes plus samples were weighed.
3) Samples f~re dried 24 hours in an air oven at liOoe.
4) Samples plus dishes were reweighed.
5) Per cent "20 was ca I cuI a ted, Per cent "20 " 100 ( C;B )
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c. Ethion Extraction.
Prior to analysis, samples to which pesticide had been added were
extracted to eliminate Ethion
1) Sediment samples were transferred to 100 mI. graduated
cylinders
2) Twenty mls of pesticide grade hexane were added to the
cylinder.
3) The samples were shaken with the hexane for one minute and
then allowed to settle.
4) The hexane soluble Ethion was then drawn off the top with
a pipet.
5) The extraction was then repeated and the hexane-Ethion mixture
discarded.
d. Sulfide Determination.
The method used to determine sulfide in the sediment samples was
essentially that described in Standard Methods for the Examination of
Water and Waste Water; 12th Edition; 1965, Page 426. The procedure was
modified to allow a more accurate determination of low sulfide concentra-
tions (solution concentrations were decreased).
1) Reagents
a) N2 generator
b) Zinc acetate solution 2N. Dissolved 220 g Zn(C2"302)2 • 2"20
in 870 ml of water.
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c Concentrated hydrochloric acid
d) Iodine solution, 0.01 N-dissolved 12-1:) grams of
potassium iodide I K1) in a little distilled water and
added 1.270 g. iodine. After the iodine had dissolved
diluted it to I Ii ter and standardized against 0.01 N
sodium thiosulfate, using a starch indicator.
e) Sodium thiosulfate, 0.01 N - Dissolved 2.48 grams Na2S20s •
5H 0 in boiled and cooled distilled water and diluted to2
one liter. Prepared 0.01 N S203-' could also have been used.
f) Starch Solution - Prepared an emulsion of 5 grams of soluble
starch in distilled water. Poured this emulsion into 1
liter of boiling water. Cooled.
2) Eguipment
a) Connected 3 - 250 ml flasks in series as per the following
drawing.
b) Set up the first flask with a fritted gas dispersion tube.
c) Connected the three flasks so k~ could be bubbled into the
...
first cylinder and would carry vapor over into each sub-
sequent cylinder at a point below the liquid level.
j
N --2
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3) P:..ocedure
a) To the first flask, added a weighed prepared sediment
sample plus 100 mi of distilled water.
b) Added 5 ml of zinc acetate solution and 100 ml distilled
water to each of the other two flasks.
c) Connected the three flasks and purge with nitroaen.
d) Without disturbing the closed system, added 10 ml concentra-
ted HCI to the first flask.
e) Bubbled N2 through the system for one hour.
m
f) Combined both flasks and added iodine solution in excess
of the amount necessary to react with the collected sulfide.
g) Added 10 ml concentrated IICI, stoppered and mixed well.
h) Back titrated the excess iodine with the O.OIN Na2S203'
using a starch indicator.
i) Ran a blank on the reagents.
4) Calculation
One ml of 12 solution = 0.16 mg S-. The differences in the
mls of 12 and 52°3 used in the titration were the mls used by
the sample. Therefore, the mg S- per sample was equal to
ITI.
Flask number 2 and 3.
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e. Sulfate letermination.
Sulfate was determined gravimetrically by precipitating the
sulfate as barium sulfate filtering out the precipitate and weighing it.
(14 )
The method is described in Soil Mechanics for Hoad Engineers:
1) Reagents
a) Concentrated hydrochloric acid
b) 5 per cent by weight sOlution of barium chlorine (BaC1 2)
2) Equipment
a) Electric muffle furnace
b) Analytical balance
c) Bunsen burner
d) Porcelain crucibles
e) Miscellaneous glassware
f) Whatman No. 44 filter paper
3) Procedure
D
a) Neighed amounts of prepared sediment samples were trans-
ferred to Erlenmeyer flasks.
b) Approximately 150 ml of II20was added and then samples
were shaken for one hour.
c) Samples were allowed to set for twenty-four hours.
n·
Refers to procedure a. page
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d} The soil suspensions were then filtered using y~atman 44
fil ter paper. 0
e} The residues y~re washed with twenty-five mls of "20.
f) The extract was acidified with a few drops of l~l and
brought to boiling.
g) Barium chloride was slowly added to the hot liquid until
no further precipitation occurred.
h) The precipitate was filtered using Whatman 44 filter paper
and washed until a negative chloride test p was given with
sil ver nitrate.
i) The filter paper was then folded into a crucible which had
previously been brought to constant weight.q
j) The crucible was warmed to char the filter paper.
k) The crucible was then placed in a muffle furnace at 7000 C
for 10 hours.
1) The crucibles were cooled and weighed.
4} Calculations
a) Weight BaS04 equals weight of filled crucible minus weight
of empty crucible.
o A high retentive, low ash filter paper.
p A negative chloride test gave ~ white precipitate when one drop
of silver nitrate (AgN03) was added to the wash water.
q Process of ashing at 7000 for 5 hrs., weighing and comparing weight
with previous weighing.
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gm
b) =gm 504 = gm precipitate
...."..,....--
100 gm
= gm precipitate (0.421)(100)
am sample
f. Bacteriological Procedures.
1) Enrichment Cultures - unaerobic and aerobic Enrichment culture
techniques were applied to the samples.
a) Centrifuged sediment samples were divided into four parts,
two parts were placed into t~~ petri dishes and the other
two portions were placed into two jars with screw cap lids.
b) Two mls of Ethion were added to one of the petri dishes
and to one of the jars.
c) All samples y~re covered with supernatant H20 from the
centrifuging process. When there was not sufficient
supernatant sterile distilled water was used.
d) The two jars were equipped with a lighted candle. The
jar was shut tightly and the candle was checked to
ensure that it did not continue to burn.
e) Samples were allowed to stand at room temperature for
twenty days. They were kept in a storage area where
light could enter.
f) When liquid evaporated from the aerobic samples in the
petri dishes, sterile distilled water was added to keep
the samples moist. ,
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2):::ulture Media - composition per liter
a) Thioglycollate medium (fluid)
Bacto-casitone 15 a
Bacto-Yeast Extract S 9
Bacto-Dextrose 5.5 g
Sodium chloride 2.5 9
L-cystine 0.5 g
Sodium Thioglycollate 0.5 9
Bacto-agar 0.75 g
Resazurin 0.001 g
b} Agar Slants
Bacto beef extract 3 g
Dacto peptone 5 9
Bacto agar 15 9
To each tube was added one inch of iron wire and 1 ml
of Ethion (equivalent to .0033 moles).
c) Agar Plates
Bacto beef extract 3 9
Bacto peptone 5 9
Bacto agar 15 9
3) Procedure
a) Thioglycollate media was inoculated with supernatant
from enrichment cultures of all samples (2 tubes/sample).
Inoculated tubes were incubated for one week at 37oC.
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b) After the one week period, aHar slants "(ere prepared with
.OHI Na2SO4 and a one half in ch piece oi iron wire. Iron
wire had been cleaned with d:i luted HCl. Stabs were made
from all thioglycollate tu~~s. Stabs were incubated at
3ioC for 48 hours.
c) After the 48 hr. incubation period, agar plates were
streaked with samples from each slant, which had a positive
FeS test. These plates were then kept anaerobically at
350 C for 48 hrs.
d) Gram stains were made from the agar streak.
e) Data was reviewed [or cultures which produced FeS with
Ethion but did not produce it without Ethion.
f) Colonies from these plates we:re inoculated into agar slants
with iron wires. Those cultures which had received Ethion
in the original sediment enrichment cultures were inoculated
into slants with 1 ml of Ethion. The control samples were
inoculated into tubes with no Ethion.
g) FeS production was observed.
h) GrMl stains were made.
4) Procedure nevision
A check of the bacteriological procedures was run.
a) Cultures from the original thioglycolate tubes were inocu-
lated into fresh thioglycolate media. Samples previously
treated with Ethion were inoculated into tubes to which
Ethion had been added. Control samples received no Ethion.
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b) After forty-eight hours of incubation at 370 C, organisms
were inoculated into stabs, again maintaining controls
with no Ethion.
c) Cultures were incubated at 370 C for tI~ntyJfour hours
and reviewed for FeS production.
5) Ethion dosage which was added to each agar stab was calcu-
lated on a sulfur per mI. basis.
Density = 1.22 g/ml
Molecular weight = 384
grams S per ml = ~~ (1.22)
= 0.406 9 Sulfur/ml
6) Ethion Sterilization
Prior to addition to the cultures. Ethion was sterilized by
passing through a 0.45 micron millipore filter. Millipore
equipment was sterilized via autoclaving prior to usage.
2. Verification of Analytical Procedures
a) Sulfide Analysis
The accuracy of the procedure for the determination of SUlfide
was verified by the usage of known sulfide concentrations.
The recovery of the system was also determined. A solution
of sodium sulfide (Na2S. 9H20) was accurately prepared to con-
tain 0.571 mg s= per ml of solution.
1) Trial runs were made by addina known amounts of sulfide
ion to the system and titrating them. Results were:
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Trial mg s= Added mgS- Determinec' Per cent accuracy
1 0.371 0.350 96.6 per cent
2 0.290 0.290 100.0
3 0.294 0.288 98.0
2) Known amounts of sUlfide ion were then added to a pre-
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b) Sulfate Analysis
Precision of the procedure was determined by analyzing
duplicate samples. Results were (g 504=/ 1 g sample) :
Sample Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Average
12 AEr .0024 .0029 .00?7
12 AN
s
.0043 .MM~I8 .0042 .0043
2 AE .0014 .0019 .0016
c) Sulfide Blank
1) A reagent blank was run daily on chemicals used in the
sulfide analysis.
2) A check was perfo~ned on possible sulfide contamination
by incomplete Ethion extraction. One half ml of Ethion
produced less than 0.016 rna of S=. Two mls of Ethion
were added to samples and extracted. Since 0.016 rng was
produced by one half 1':11. it was detenlined that error due
to insufficient extraction was insignificant in the deter
mination.
r
Aerobic
s
Anaerobic
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1Introduction
Sulfur is a structural component of all C)-np'.. e"te
proteins, and is therefore an element essential to ali
life on this planet. It also serves 8aa key element i~
many biochemical reactions because of its bond versatility.
It has the capacity to form multiple bonds, thus contribut-
ing to the thermodynamics of energy transfer and storage.
The ability to form up to six covalent bonds greatly in-
creases the variety and extent of energy changes which
may occur. It allows a wide range of possibilities for
resonance among precurf.~ors and products of exchange
reactions. The relatively wide spacing and weakness of sul-
fide bonds, together with the tendency to add an electron
pair in the unoccupied third orbital of each atom contri-
butes to the reactivi"ty of its compounds with other
molecules thus promotinp, electron exehange reactions
(Wald, 1969). These properties of sulfl.lr are readily sum-
marized in the concept of a natural cycle.
'rhe sulfur cycle aids in explaining the mineraliza-
tion of organic materials, as well af~ the synthesis of
the numerous intermediate compounds ,,'hich enable recycling
throughout the marine, aquatic, and terrestrial systems.
Included in it are many biochemical reactions involving
a variety of organisms. The bacteria mediate~ re2~tions
of the cycle are well known. The most important of these
are shown in Figure 1 (Peck, 1962).
2Sulfur Cycle
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:<'igure 1. Simplified di::l.gram of the sulfur cycle. The
major microorganisms that participate in the reduction
of sulfur are listed on the right hand side; those that
take part in the oxidation of elemental sUlfur and sulfide
to sulfate are listed on the left (Peek. 1962).
JTwo phases of the sulfur cycle can be discerned;
a reductive phase in which sulfate is reduced t~ sulfide.
and its oxidativE' counterpart in which sulfide i~
oxidi zed to sulfate. MtI.ny (1f the biochemical reactionr
and organisms involved in this oxidative phase are not
fully understood, and an acceptable intermediate has
not been clearly identified.
bxperiment~tionwas conducted in Banana Creek,
(Figure 2) which is an estuarine sub-nystem that drains
the northern part of r.~erri t t Island and empties into
the Indian River. fhe presence of beds of sulfide muds
among the sediments underlying the wa~Wers of this
saline lagoon was established by Akimoto (197l),and
extended to Banana Creek by Beazley (1974). Beazley
demonstrated a relationship between the mud beds.
transport of nutrients and certain an~ierobic bacteria.
In the present work. preliminary observations indicated
the disappearance of hydrogen sulfide from the water
column just above the muds. but no measurable increase
in sulfur oxides could be demonstrated. The probable
fate of the hydrogen sulfide produced in the muds is
the subject of this theRis.
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5Methods
The primary method used for eliciting bacterial
response was the well recognized enriE~hment culture
technique (Pelczar, 1957). In practicE. lagoonal water
was collected in sterile 500 ml glass bottles. Aliquots
of water samples were transferred to Elterile 125 ml
Nalgene @ bottles containing an enrict~ent of one ml of
nutrient broth (Difco) to each 10 ml elf water sample.
The medium was prepared to label strerLgth with lagoonal
water and sterilized before use.
Parallel enrichment cultures WerE! incubated at
37°C for 48 hours under both aerobic a.nd anaerobic
condi tions. A disposabl'e gas 'pack (BBLI) equipped with
a hydrogen and carbon dioxide generator envelope was
used to achieve anaerobic conditions.
These experiments were designed so that initial
(pre-incubation), final (post-incubation), and control
bottles of enriched lagoonal water were included. The
control consisted of water enriched after filter sterili~a­
tion using a pre-sterilized Millipore (1) apparatus contain-
ing a l.~ membrane filter (Millipore Corp.). The con~rol
in all cases was incubated at the same temperature as
the final bottle. Precent transmi ttanc,e, sulfide, sulfite.
and sulfate ion concentrations were determined both
initially and finally on all samples including the
control.
6Optical measurements were made using a Bausch-
Lomb Spectronic 20 set at 460).1 after which the e.tlil1
crop was harvested by centrifugation (Internati (,'It!ll
Centrifuge Model HT with head number 856) at 9.000
rpm for five to six minutes.
Sulfide as hydrogen sulfide was determined by
iodometric titration of the sample after acid liberated
hydrogen sulfide gas was trapped in cadmium chloride at
pH 1-2 (Akimoto. 1971). Sulfite ion was also determined
iodometrical1y in an acidified sample (Standard Methods,
1971) and corrected for sulfide concentration by differ-
ence. Sulfate ions were determined by barium precipita-
tion (Standard Methods, 1971). A photometric standard
curve for a range of 0 to J gil was used for turbidimetric
sulfate ion determination.
Qualitative spot tests used regularly were:
the malachite green test for sulfite ions (sulfite
deoolorizes malachite green); the merouric chloride and
litmus paper test for thiosulfate (two percent mercuric
chloride added to a sample of thiosulfate followed by
a small amount of KCL turns blue litmus red); and, the
iodine-azide test for reduced sulfur (Feigl. 1958).
A test for total thiols was performed with an
alkaline solution of cupric chloride and hydroxylamine
hydrochloride (Feigl and Anger. 1966). A test for deter-
mination of primary and secondary thiols (Feigl and Anger.
71966) was also performed. The sample was added to
concentrated ammonia and heated in boiling water. ).
positive test was indicated by blackening of leed
acetate paper on the mouth of the sample tube.
Ether extractions were performed by shaking
approximately 100 ml of ether with JOO ml of ·Cell
free" culture medium vigorously for ahout 10 minutes.
The water layer was thAn decanted and the ether layer
transfered into a clean beaker. The ether was allowed
to evaporate, leaving ~ residue in a small amount of
water. This material was treated with approximately
2.5 ml of a 50% (v/v) solution of mercuric nitrate
(Karchmer. 1966; Rayland and Tamele, 1970). A yellow
precipitate resulted, which was washed twice with
25 ml aliquots of distjl1ed water and desiccated
overnight. The resulting powder was analyzed with an
infrared spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elnler) •.~ ddi tional
instrumentation method~ for identification of the thiol
were conducted by the micro-chemistry laboratory at
the Kennpdy Space Center.
8Resul ts
The ini tinl ~xDmerimftntfN employed samples enriched wj ':'.i
nutrient borth (Olfco), whieh W6I"f! incubated aerobica'·\!
and anaerobically (BBL dispoe~ble gas pack) at J?oC, 23°C,
and 9°C to detect variat~ons in hydrogen sulfide production.
Hydrogen sulfide was determined by the blackening of lead
acetate paper at the Mouth of the sample test tubes (Pelczar t
1957). Hydrogen sulfide production was noted in samples
incubated at 37°C whether aerobically or anaerobically.
Hydrogen sulfide production at 2JoC ~der aerobic conditions
was slight, Whereas under anaerobic conditions it was quit~
stronl?;. No growth occured at qOC, i.nliicating that lagoonal
psychrophilic bacteria had no definable role in hydrogen
sulfide production in these experiments. (See Table VI in
the appendix for raw data). It is acknowledged that the enrichmel
used may not have supported growth of Bome indigenous orga~ismc
Attention was then directed toward the establishment
of baseline values for sulfide, sulfite, and sulfate ions
in enriched c\lltures before and after incubation under
aer;)bic and anaerobic conditions. These values are presented
}n 'rable T.,
Remaryably large amounts of sulfate disappeared
under aerobic conditions, and to a Ip.sser extent,under
anaerobic conditions. ThlA probably represents the
utilization of sulfate as a hydrogen acceptor by various
members of the mixed flora. Sulfate production was noted
TablA I
Changes in sulfide. sulfite, and sulfate (mg/l)
levels in samples of lagoonal water enriched
with nutrient broth (Difeo) after 48 hours
incubation at J70C under aerobic and anaerobic
conditions. (See Table VII in appendix for raw
data)
9
-
.,- SOJ- S04-~!\erobie
purf~Dce Water +0.004 +5.00 -440
Bottom Water ··0.016 +7.25 -540
Surface Water +0.02
B,:tto'!l! water +0.002
+16.7,5
+18.)0
-J50
-240
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only when inorganic phosphate (KH2P04) was added to 48
hour cultures and incubated for twelve additional hours.
The addition of 40 mg/l inorganic phosphate resulted in
an increase of 100 mg/l of sulfate ion.
Sulfide production was not greatly evident under
aerobic conditions, but did occur under anaerobic condi-
tions although the amounts recovered were not large. These
data, in addition to the result~ of the preliminary
experiments do. in fact establish that the production of
hydrogen sulfide under~erobic conditions continues to
be unusual. Sulfide ions, however. may be incorporated
into other sulfur compounds.
The amounts of iodometrically titratable materials,
which were then thought to be sulfite, increased marked-
ly under both conditions of incubation. and were three
times greater in surface water samples incubated under
anaerobi~ conditions than in those incubated under aerobic
conditions. rhe bottom water samples Ecol~ected three to
six inches above the sediments) yielded similar differences.
B0th yielded greater amounts than did the surface wat~r
samples. The anaerobic culture, however. yielded about
2.5 times more than the aerobic culture. More concise
identification of the iodometrically titratable material
was then undertaken.
A suspension of bacterial cells was obtained by
enriching several liters of lagoonal water. inCUbating
11
anaerobically for 48 hours, then harvesting hy centrift."
gation. The cells were washed once in sterile lagoonal
water. then 8uspended in 50 ml thereof. The susp~nsion
was di.vided between two dialysi s bags" one of which was
then heated to IOOoC for 15 minutes to kill the cells.
Each bag was then placed into a container of sterile
lagoonal water to which a measured amo~nt of sodium
sulfite had been added. Sulfite and sulfate levels
were determined immedlately after introduction of the
dialysis bags, and again after four hours of incubation
at J7°C. 'fhereupon the bags were opened, the cells
separated by centrifugation and sulfate and sulfite
levels determined.
The initial level of sulfate 2.5 g/l was about that
which is usually encountered in lagoonal water samples
throughout the Indian-Banana River lagoonal system. About
the same amount of sulfate 1isappeared from both containf'rs,
thus in this experiment no immediately \lsefuJ purposes
were served by this ion. Sulfite ions, however. migrated
into the di31ysis bags 8.nd seemed to be retained. The
calculations~ however, indicated much greater amounts ~f
sulfite in thp. bag containing live cells; an increase of
6.9 mg!l over that whi.ch could be explained by thE ~ml~Dlm~
added. This value was established by addling the final
sulfite concentration in the tank and the sac, and from
this value subtracting the concentration of the tank
in! tially. The resulting figure represen.ted the
12
amount of sulfite produced. A small increase is also
evident in the bag containing the killed cells, but
may only reflect a residue of incompletely deact~vated
enzyems. These data are summarized in Table II.
These data support the possibility that the sub-
stance formed was not sulfite. Consequently qualitative
tests were carried out in order to gain some idea of
the material(s) nature. The iodirte-azide reaction for
sulfur present as sulfhydryl, disulfide or thiosulfate
was positive. The qualitative tests for sulfide, meta-
bisulfite, bisulfite and thiosulfate were negative.
Since is was reasonably evident that the material was
not a simple sulfur compound. the probability of an organic
compound was oonsidered. The iodine-azide test was also
positive when cystine and cysteine were studied, therefore
these amino acids were userl as additions to enrichm,ent
cultures. Methionine was also used as a matter of interest.
The results indicated that these materials were used
by the mixed bacterial flora to produce additional
iodometrically titratable material. The d~ta are presented
in Table III.
Since it had been noted that hydrogen sulfide disap-
peared from the water a few inches above the sulfide
muds in the lagoon, sodjum sulfide was added with nutrient
broth enrichment, and also served as a precursor for the
iodometrically titratable material. These data are
13
Table II
Changes in sulfite (mg/l) I.Tels as effected
by "resting" bacterial suspensions* in dialysis
sacs. Incubated for four hours at 37°C.
Final net c."lan/-,f.
Initial (tank) tank sac in sac
---------------------_._-------_..--_._-
Live Cells
503-
Killed Cells
SO -3 9.50
2.20
3.80
12.20 **+6.90
+1.00
---------------------_._-------_.._----
* in sterile river water with added Na2S03
** final(tank) + final(sac) - initial(tank}
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Table III
Increase in iodometrically titratable material
upon addition of sulfur containing compounds (mg/l).
amino acid enrichments*
cysteine
cystine
methionine
control
initial
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
final
23.0
21.0
24.0
16.0
net increase**
6.0
8.0
..
* The nutrients were added to cultures that had been
in~ubated at 37°,,: for 48 hours. the same incubation
conditions were maintained for another 12 nours.
At this time the experiment was terminated •
•* net increase c final - control final
..._~_._J_.J --_._-------------------------------
Table IV
incr~anic enrichment*
I~ontrol
"<''''-S '!nd
L
nutrient
!"~lDf".
:-; Inri.ern; broth
t~~ .~ bv>?~ ,J
difference
initial
2.0
final
12.0
net increas~
1.9
8.1
JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ~~~JJ~J~JJJJ~
• 1'hf> d "'rganic enrichl"ents were added to eu1tures
initia~ly and i~cubate~ for 48 hours at 37°C.
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summarized in Table IV.
The amino acids were used to increase the amount
of iodometrical1y titratable material produced, therefore
it seemed unlikely that these could also be the material C<'
produced. Qualitative tests for other reactive compounds
were then conducted, and were positive for primary and
secondary thiols. In addition, amino a,cids are generally
insoluble in ether, whereas thiols are soluble (Weast,
1973), thus ruling out cysteine as the thiol. A summary
of the precursor compounds in thiol synthesis is presented
in Figure 3.
Thin layer chromatography was used for further puri-
fication and identification of the thiol. Ether extraction
followed1by precipitation with mercuric nitrate yielded
a material wbich could be partially identified by infrared
analysis. An expanded infrared curve is presented as
Figure 4. Strong peaks at 1600 cm-l and 450 cm-l indicated
a benzene ring. M!!! substitution on the ring is evidenced
by peaks at 680 cm-l and 450cm-l • The -SH group is
identified by weak peaks at 2550 crn- l and 900 cm-l as are
-CH3-C and -CH2- groups by strong peaks at 2910 cm-
l
,
2850 em-I, 1375 c.-l and 1525 cm-l • The significant groups
on the scan are identified and presented in Table V as
taken from Qyer (1965) with their ranges.
The data presented in Table V indicates that one
of the following is the most probable structure of the thiol.
16
methionine S-
p~4J
I
I
,
I
I
I
J
I
cystine -.--------4' THIOL ~EJJJJJJpl -I J
cysteine
Figure J. The compounds shown are known to be
metabolized to the thiol. The oxidation
of the thiol to sulfate is Yncertain.
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Table V
Group range cm- l
18
intensity
aromatic substitution:
three adjacent hydrogen atoms
-8H
-8H
m!!! substitution
OH stretching
aromatic
c-c stretch
(Dyer, 1965)
780 medium
2660-2550 weak
940-820 weak
740-680 and weak
500-400 weak
3400-3200 strong
1600 and 1450 strong
1200-800 strong
PMMMJ28~R strong
1400-1350 and strong
1490-1425 strong
-CH3
I
SH
19
H
6Ni.~~JECNiF. -cr
" II I~.eJC~ §l;-H~?fL
SH
"
The scan indicates that a sulfhydryl and a methyl
group are in the meta position with respect to each
other on the benzene ring. The position of the methylene
group(s) could not be established. It is most likely that
these group(s) are located subterlftlnally on either of
the~ positioned side chains descri.bed since no
third substitution is indicated.
20
Discussion
Previous authors (Peck, 1962. Jocelyn, 1972. Lees,
1960) have suggested that organic intermediates ID1ght
occur in the oxidative sulfur cycle, but the identifica-
tion and function of such intermediates has not been
described. Various proposals have been made to explain
how the intermediates are formed. peck (1962) has suggested
thatat some oxidative level t the inorganic sulfur is
incDrporated into an organic molecule. Lees (1960), however.
believes that an organic acceptor strips the -SH groups
fro~ the sulfur compounds in the medium. Voger's (1942)
work, however indicated that Thiobacillus thiooxidans was
synthesizing an organic storage product from CO2 during
sulfur ox.idation. In the present work. an iodometrically
titratable material was produced by a alxed bacterial
flora which developed in enrichment cultures. Production
of the material was augumented by the addition of any of
a variety of sulfur compounds to the enrichment.
Identification of the compound(s) was undertaken by
means of established methods. The "cell free" supernatant
of freshly grown enrichments were known to react with iodine.
The supernatant also produced (N2 ) when mixed with iodin~­
azide reagent, a highly sensitive test for sulfur present
as sulfhydryl, disulf5de or thiosulfate groups (Feigl,
1958). Dithionate and polythionates do not react with
iodine (Karchmer, 1970. Starkey, 1934) and could be ruled
21
out. The malachite green test for sulfite. bisulfite
and metabisulfite groups.and the mercuric chloride test
for thiosulfate (Feigl. 1958) were negative, rtd ing
out these compounds as well.
Having eliminated the probable inc:>rganic sulfur
compounds as the iodometrically titratable material.
attention was directed toward the more common organic
sulfur compounds. Cystine and cysteine., both reacted
in the iOdine-azide test, but methionine did not.
Thus suggesting either a sulfhydryl EJ~jeF group or a
disulfide f-S-S) group.
Upon reaction with mercuric nitrate (Hg(N03)2)
(Karchmer. 1970), the bacterial product: yielded a
black precipitate, Upon testing cystine, cysteine.
and methionine. only cysteine formed a similar black
precipitate, increasing the probability of a thiol (-SH)
group being the compound. Thiols are also known to
react with iodine (Karchmer, 1966; Rayland and Tamele.
\
1970). Qualitative tests of the sample for a thiol group,
using an alkali.ne solution of cupric chloride and
hydroxylamine (Feigl and Anger, 1966) w,ere strongly
positive as was the alkaline decomposition test for
primary and secondary thiols. Further arlalysis as
indicated in the resu1l:ts. resulted in t'fO possible
structures of the compound. Either of the most probable
chemical structures of the thiol is rem&lrkably similar to
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meta-thioanisole, and may eventually prove to be a cloRe
analogue. The benzene moiety in the structure may be
derived from tannin ann lignin which accmulates in the
waters following plant tissue degradation. It is possible
then, that thiol synthesis serves two purposes, a storage
depot for reduced sulfur since the amount produced under
anaerobic conditions is about double that found under
aerobic conditions as well as a means of detoxifying the
unusually bactericidal natural phenolics.
The probability of thiol formation in nature is
furthered by the failure to demonstrate hydrogen
sulfide in the water column, particularly above sulfide
muds. Small amounts (1-2 mg/l) of thiol are, however,
ordinarily encountered. Following storms a.nd periods of
high winds, the noticable stench particularly along the
shore lines attest to the rapid increase in amount and
subsequent volatilization of the thiol. The increase is
best explained as a result of the turnover of the water
column, disturbance of the bottom muds, and a concomitant
increase in the precursor nutrients in the water, in
effect an enrichment, the volatile thiol is then formed
by bacterial action.
The thjol was produced whenever previously established
inorganic compoun~s of the sulfur cycle (peck, 1962) were
added to enrichment cultures. The addition of sulfate,
however, did not affect thiol production. It is a reason-
2J
able assumption then. that sulfate ion:s are not significRntJy
involved in this phase of the sulfur c;yc1e. It is also
reasonable to suggest that the reductions leading to
thiol production are media ted by heter,otrophic organis,n:;
since the methods used were selective ;for heterotrophs,
whereas those leading to sulfate production are probably
mediated by autotrophic organisms (Peck. 1962, Trudingerr
1965) •
Evidence presented by Roy and Trudinger (1968)
indicates that the metabolism of tetra'thionate and
trithlonate. both aerobically and anae:robically by the
facultative Thiobacillus neopolitanus. is very sensitive
to thiol-binding reagents while the oxidation of these
compounds is inhibited by ll~ oxygen (Trudinger, 1964a+b).
It was suggested that thiol groups are necessary tor
polythionate oxidation. and that reduc4!d oxygen tension
was associated with the generation of "thiol grOUPSll The
works of several authors (Lees. 1960, J?eck, 1962, Jocelyn,
1972, Tru.iinger, 1965) suggest that th4t oxidation of
polythionates takes place at the outer surface of the cell
membrane.
Jocelyn (1972) observed that oxid!ltion of thiols can
drive the phosphorylation of lop to ATP when inorganic
phosphate is supplied. In the present ",ort also, the
addition of phosphate to .enrichment cultures yielded a
significant increase (approximately lO() JIg/I) in sulfate
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ions,suggesting a reaction parallel to that described by
Jocelyn. However, there was no concomitant change in
thiol accumulation. Previous work (Peck, 1962) also
demonstrated that sulfate can not be formed froll thiouulf; '('
or tetrathionate without added inorganic phosphatee
The pheaphate requirement for sulfate production
has been well established by several authors (Santer. 19591
Margulies and Santer, 1958; Trudinger, 1965) and appears
to involye mainly the autotrophic genus Thiobacillus.
Although most members of this genus are_obligate aerobes
several are taculative anaerobes and their combined
activities may have been observed when sulfate synthesis
was noted in the present report. Especially since Peck
EN9S~F suggest that there is a gradation in the ability
of various Thiobacillus species to oxidite reduced sulfur
compoundsr the facultative anaerobes being less efficient
than the obligate aerobes.
The inorganic phosphate dependent reaction sequence
described in thiobacilli involved the oxidation of thio-
sulfate or tetrathionate to sulfate (Santer et. ale 1960;
Santer, 1959. Peck and l?isher, 1961). Tetrathionate may
be an intermediate in the oxidation of thiosulfate. In the
absence of inorganic phosphate, in cells suspendedintris
(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane buffer (0.3 M•• pH 7.2) oxy~en
consumption was approximately TM~ of the theoretical
amount required to oxidize thiosulfate to sulfate (Santer
25
(l! t • a1, 1960).
Phosphate ca~alyzes the oxidation or the ~hiosulfat~
to sulfate. In some cases arsenate has been substitutec
for phosphate (Santer et.al, 1960), and may also catalY?,2
the reaction or it may replace the pho~;phate in intra-
cellular compounds (Peck, 1962). It haf; been demonstrated
(Margulies and pan~erI 1958) that the clxidation of radio-
~ctive thiosulfate in the absence of phosphate yielded
lmidentified intermedia tes. This was cClln.:firmed by Santer
(1959) who used phosphate labelled with radioactive oxygen
(aU'). Upon incubating with thi osulfatEl the res1llting
sulfate contained the 0 18 labelled oaygen.
The literature presented in the discussion and
the results described in the present wQ,rk open several
areas for further research. Some of these areas areJ
1. Radioactive tracing of the oxidative sulfur
cycle to confirm the reactions as they are
presently und~r9tood.
2. Pinal isolation and identification of the thio1
With complete instrumentation including nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR). gas-liquid chromo~ography
(GLC). and liquLd chromo'tograph;y.
). Final identi:fic':\tion of the sev,eral bacterial
spec 1PiS in the :..ixed cuItures that are involved
in the ouida~ive sulfur cycle.
4. Conf'irmation of the chemical liJ:lkage of -SH
26
groups to tannins and lignins as a detoxifying
reaction.
S- Determine the fate of excess thiol in tne water
column.
6. A broad study of the occurrence, and concentration
of thiols in the Indian-Banana River lagoonal
system as relatpd to changing meterological
conditions.
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Key for Appendix
ae ---------- aerobic
ana --------- anaerobic
grow -------- growth
aul --------- sulfide production
sur --------- surface
bot --------- bottom () to 6 inches form the bottom)
---------------------- ----------------
)0
•
. .
2/1,/r::,' ... TAW~=J! 'II .
Ir!.c·v. "ba t· i Oft at l r,·J .._ Ir:cuta"tion at ,.,.0" } rJc ~bat i O!1 at 9l~---' f' I..., G.",) ""'"
PRrr.yle depth sulfatE ae ana ae ana i:ie ana
site
mg/l grow suI grow suI grow suI grow suI glOW Eul [row suI
1-26 surface 18HO + + + + + + or + - - - -
1-26 bottom J.910 + + + + + - + + - - - -
1-27 surface 1950 + + + + + - + + - - - -
1-27 bottoTr, 2. S"5C + + + + + + + + .- - - -
1-28 s~rface 1900 + + or + +
-
+ +
- - - -
NJ2~D~ bottor; lu80 + + + + + - + ,. .- - - -
1-29 surfc-:.ce J700 + + + + + - + + - - - -
1-?? bottom 1400 + + + + + - + -;- - - - -
3SR surface ?150 + + + + + + - .,.. - - - -
- i.-_......__ .. - -""'__. _.
BSP botton; 2100 + + .,. + + + + : - - l_-
,_<_.._._._ i-..~.J..l.. ~.
SAMPLE
SITE +
DEPTH
+
mg/l SULFIDE (S )
Table VII
mg/1 SULFATE (S04) mg/l THIOL %TRANSMITTANCE
date aerobic
(all 1974) or
anaerobic initial final control initial final contro initial final control initial final control
1-28 3/8 ! sur ae 0 0 - 1700 1950 1900 3.5 5.5 2.0 82.8 67.5 -
1-28
"
bot ae 0 0 - 1900 2050 1900 2.0 8.0 2.0 85.0 65.5 -
1-29
"
sur ae .035 0 - 1650 1950 1950 1.0 6.5 1.0 85.0 69.0 -
1-29
"
bot ae .112 0 - 1800 2000 1650 1.0 9.0 1.0 83.0 67.5 -
BS8
"
sur ae .008 0 - 1400 2050 1600 1.5 9.0 1.0 88.5 77.0 -
BS8
"
bot ae .104 0 - 1700 2050 1500 1.0 7.5 1.0 85.0 68.0 -
3-9 3/26 sur ae .120 .024 - 2550 2000 3100 1.0 9.0 3.0 71. 0 39.0 -
3-9 " bot ae .130 .004 - 2700 1550 2900 2.0 7.0 2.0 78.0 44.5 -
3-10 " sur ae .032 .024 - 2300 - 2700 1.0 4.0 2.0 64.0 22.0 -
3-10 " bot ae .104 .028 - 2200 - 3200 2.0 3.0 2.0 70.0 41.0 -
- ... - ~ ._ ..
3-11
" sur ae .040 .032 - 1900 - 3100 1.0 6.0 2.0 67.0 40.0 -
3-11 " bot ae .088 .016 - 2100 - 3300 2.0 4.0 2.0 61. 0 28.0 -
1-25 3/24 sur ae .008 .032 - 1100 2100 2250 2.8 5.0 2.0 62.0 55.5 -
1-25
" bot ae .028 0 - 1600 2150 2400 2.0 6.0 3.0 74.0 27.0 -
1-26 " sur ae .006 1\') A - ""l~fDt. 1550 2200 2.0 6.0 2.0 84.0 23.0 -• V4ol"X .g.."D~r
1-26 " bot ae - .032 - 1700 1900 3000 3.0 5.0 2.0 82.0 33.0 -
1-27 " sur ae ,072 .032 - 9000 2100 3100 2.0 10.0 3.0 76.0 44.0 -
1-27
" bot ae .280 .020 - 1700 - 2600 1.0 9.0 2.0 65.0 30.0 -
1-28
"
sur ae .080 .032 - 2250 1900 2250 2.0 3.0 2.0 75.0 80.0 -
1-28 " bot ae .096 .024 - 1700 2050 2800 2.0 8.0 3.0 76.0 35.0 -
1-29
"
sur ae .064 .016 - 1100 1700 1400 3.0 6.0 2.0 80.0 25.0 -
1-29 " bot ae .008 0 - 1750 1900 2450 2.0 5.0 3.0 70.0 55.0 -
BS8 " sur ae 0 0 - 1550 1700 2250 1.0 2.0 2.0 87.0 60.0 -
BS8
"
bot ae .008 .036 - 1330 1330 1700 2.0 12.0 3.0 76.0 35.0 -
1-28 4/30 sur ae 0 0 0 800 2100 2100 2.0 5.0 2.0 44.0 36.0 43.0
Table VII (Continued)
gil THIOLgil SULFATE (SOmg/1 SULFIDE (S--)DEPTHSAMPLE m '4-- m ~ TRANSMITANCESITE + l-
date aerobic I
(all 1974) or
naerobic initial final control initial final control I initial final controlI initial final control
1-28 4/30 bot ae 0 0 0 800 2000 2350 2.0 11.0 2.0 88.0 69.5 78.0
1-29 ff sur ae 0 0 0 900 2050 2250 i 1.0 5.0 2.0 58.0 44.0 57.0I
1-29
" bot ae 0 0 0 2000 2000 - 2.0 10.0 - 50.0 20.0 -
1-28 II sur ana 0 0 0 800 2100 2350 I 2.0 20.0 2.0 88.0 80.0 78.0
1-28 n bot ana 0 0 0 800 2100 2350 2.0 19.0 2.0 88.0 90.0 78.0
1-29 " sur ana 0 0 0 900 1700 2250'" 1.0 17.0 2.0 58.0 - 60.0
1-29 II bot ana 0 0 0 2000 2000 - 2.0 17.0 2.0 70.0 50.0 -
1-28 5/23 sur ae .016 .004 .016 2650 2500 2100 1.0 15.0 3.0 65.0 40.0 70.0
1-28 II bot ae 0 0 .016 2650 4000 4200 2.0 8.0 3.0 63.0 38.0 31. 0
1-29 It sur ae .016 0 .016 2100 4100 4200 1.0 5.0 4.0 64.0 16.0 73.0
1-29 " bot ae .008 0 .024 2050 3750 3900 2.0 10.0 4.0 69.0 35.0 29.5
1-28 It sur ana .016 .004 .008 2650 3700 4400 1.0 18.0 3.0 65.0 42.0 78.0
1-28 II bot ana .012 .008 .008 2650 4250 4450 2.0 20.0 2.0 63.0 38.0 71. 5
1-29 /I sur ana .016 .016 0 2100 4500 5100 1.0 22.0 3.0 64.0 32.0 47.5
1-29 It bot ana .008 0 0 2050 4400 4900 2.0 27.0 4.0 69.0 30.0 49.0
1-29 7/4 sur ae 0 0 0 1200 1200 1300 1.0 9.9 2.0 170.0 36.0 75.2
1-29
" bot ae : 0 0 0 1300 1150 1050 1.2 9.7 2.0 172.0 24.0 72.0
1-29 7/29 sur ae .015 .015 .028 1325 1300 1300 5.0 22.5 4.5 172.0 36.0 75.0
1-29 II , bot ae
40 mg/l P04 added .015 .011 .012 1325 1400 1300 5.0 21. 0 4.5 2.0 36.0 75.0
1-29 8/1 sur ae - - - 780 925 950 1.5 32.2 9.2 56.0 14.0 37.0
1-29
" bot ana - - - 780 1200 1200 1.5 26.7 7.5 56.0 34.0 12.0
1-29 8/3 sur ae 0 .008 - 600 675 - 1.7 12.0 - ~4.M 37.5 84.0
1-29 " sur ae
40 mg/l Na2S added 4.S .8 4.6 750 820 750 2.0 19.7 3.9 ~T.M 46.5 84.0
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1I. INTRODUCTION
The Kennedy Space Center is located on the northern
section of Merritt Island ·in Brevard County, Florida, which
is on the Atlantic coast of Florida about midway between
Miami and the northern Florida border (Figure 1). Merritt
Island is part of the barrier island system that· occurs
along much of Florida's east coast. It is bounded on the
west by the Indian River, on the nort.h by Mosquito Lagoon,
and on the east by the Banana River a.nd Atlantic Ocean
(Figure 2).
A shallow aquifer under nonartesian conditions
underlies the entire island (Brown and Hyde, 1964). Thick-
ness of this aquifer varies from 15 feet to over 70 feet
and depth to the water table ranges from iand surface to
about 20 feet below land surface. An artesian aquifer
occurs below the nonartesian aquifer at depths from 120 to
80 feet below mean sea level. The aquifers are separated
by relatively impermeable beds of fine sand, silt, shells,
and clay.
Shallow groundwater interacts rather directly with
nearby surface water bodies, climatic factors such as rain-
fall and evaporation, surface vegetation, and many of the
surface activities of man (Ward, 1967). For these reasons
it was thought that a chemical study of the'shallow ground-
water of northern Merritt Island would provide useful
information as a portion of an ecological baseline study.
2Brodsky and Popov (1959) have stated that the
results of chemical analyses should indicate general
characteristics of regional groundwater quality, princi-
ples regarding chemical change (areally and in time),
and the suitability of groundwaters for practical use.
The present study has considered some aspects of the
first two of these approaches. If information is desired
regarding potential consumptive use of the groundwater,
Walton (1970) or McKee and Wolf (1.963) may be consulted.
Regional groundwater quality was investigated by
the drilling of bore holes that penetrated the upper
part of the saturated.zone. Analyses for the major ionic
constituents (except silica) as defined by Davis and
DeWiest (1966) were performed in order to. permit identifi-
cation and classification of the major'types of shallow
groundwater.
Principles concerning temporal and areal change
in groundwater quality were investigated by means of
insertion and periodic sampling of shallow observation
wells. The wells were located near surface water bodies
(described in detail in a later section) so as to provide
information on the nature of the interaction between sur-
face water and shallow groundwater. Water level records
were kept and rainfall data obtained to help explain the
effects of precipitation and evapotranspiration on ionic
concentration.
3The primary objective of this study was to provide
baseline chemical data on conditions in the shallow aquifer.
Secondarily, the influence of some processes such as saline
intrusion, rainfall, and evaporat~on were examined. Na-
turally occurring minor constituents and artificial con-
taminants such as pesticides were beyond the scope of
this project.
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6II. BACKGROUND
A. The Groundwater Regime
Only a very small fraction of the water involved
in the global hydrologic cycle occurs as water in the pore
spaces of rocks and soils of the earth's crust (Odum, 1971).
Water reaches the earth surface generally as precipitation
in the form of rain or snow. A portion of the precipita-
tion infiltrates the soil and serves to recharge the volume
of soil water (groundwater). Once in the ground, water
may be evaporated (if close to the surface), transpired
by plants, or begin movement toward ultimate points of
discharge, generally rivers, streams, lakes, and the sea.
Movement through rock and soil is very slow, rarely more
than three feet per day (Meinzer, 1942).
Since virtually all of the material in the earth's
crust is at least slightly soluble in water (Kuenen, 1963),
water reaching the soil begins to dissolve the material
with which it is in contact. The rate and degree to which
dissolution proceeds is influenced by a number of processes
and physicochemical principles. Among these are initial
solute concentrations of the source water, solubility of
crustal minerals, temperature, pressure, pH, adsorption,
ion-exchange (Carroll, 1959), the action of clays as semi-
permeable membran'es (Bredehoeft, et. al., 19,63 ) ,climate,
amount and type of vegetational cover, activity of soil
microorganisms, and the influence of man (Hem, 1970).
7The ultimate chemical composition of a body of
groundwater is therefore a reflection of the manner in
which chemical reactions, physical processes, and environ-
ment have combined in a given region. The nature of
the interactions can be very complex and variable in time
and space, thereby making cause and effect relationships
in groundwater chemistry difficult to establish (Hem, 1970).
B. The Merritt Island Area
The area included in the present study consisted
of Merritt Island north of the NASA Parkway (Figure 2).
The region has been included in previous studies. Brown
and Hyde (1964) of the u.s. Geological Survey conducted
a study of the nonartesian aquifer for the purpose of
evaluating the possible fate of radioactive materials
accidentally released in the vicinity. Brown and others
(1962) compiled a report on water resources of Brevard
County with special emphasis on the artesian aquifer.
This aquifer was not investigated during the present
study.
Brown and Hyde provided much information on the
physical characteristics of the nonartesian aquifer. The
following discussion is adapted from their findings.
The deposits of the nonartesian aquifer consist
of unconsolidated sands of Pleistocene and Recent age
8with some shells, silt, clay, and coquina. The relative
amounts of silt, clay, and shells in a given deposit
were found by Brown and Hyde to create a large variabi-
lity in the permeability of nonartesian soils. They
reported coefficients of permeability ranging from 0.04
to 280 gallons per day per square foot. The porosity of
nonartesian sediments ranged from 34.2 to 58.5 per cent.
Rate of horizontal water movement in the aquifer was roughly
computed at about three inches per day. The predominance
of sand in the nonartesian aquifer resulted in low ion-
exchange capacities. The highest reported value was 11.6
milliequivalents per 100 grams for a "grayish blue clay."
Most of the values were between 1 and 2 milliequivalents
per 100 grams, and were reported for clean sands with some
silt or shells.
The geological deposition of Merritt Island pro-
ceeded generally from west to east. An originally undulat-
ing surface on the western side has been flattened by
erosional activity. Hence much of the western side of
the island is a low marshy area with many creeks draining
into the river. With the exception of the beach ridges
the highest land and water table levels are attained in
the central section of the island.
In the 1950's and early 1960's a system of dikes
(Figure 2) was constructed by the Brevard County Mosquito
Control District. The dikes created a series of impoundments
9(Figure 2) which served to control thb~ breeding of the
salt marsh mosquito, but also restricted the free exchange
of water between the marshes, creeks, and the river.
Nevin, et. al. (1973) have shown that impoundments which
formerly connected to the river have shallow sediment
profiles more characteristic of the ri.ver than of ter-
restrial ponds and marshes. Water level in the impound-
ments is generally controlled by natural processes of
rainfall and evaporation, but during periods of low water
levels river water may be pumped into the impoundments
to supplement natural sources (Salmella, 1973).
The climate of the Merritt Island area is humid
subtropical (Brown and Hyde, 1964). Average annual tem-
perature is about 72°F, with monthly averages ranging
from 62.4°F in January to81.6°F in August" Average
annual rainfall is about 50 inches, most of which is
received during the "rainy season" from June through
October. During this period, intense rainfall of short
duration is common (Brown and Hyde, 19154).
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III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Bore Holes
For survey information concerning shallow ground-
water over the entire study area twenty bore holes were
drilled at the locations shown in Figure 3. A total of
five holes were drilled at site one at distances of 10,
30, 50, 75, and 100 feet from the shore of impoundment
T-IO-D. Construction and sampling of water from the bore
holes was conducted over the three day period July 24-26,
1973.
The bore holes were started with a shovel by
digging a hole about two feet deep. A hand auger was
then used to drill deeper. Drilling with· the auger was
continued until water filled the bottom of the hole. The
depth to which the hole was bored to obtain water did not
necessarily represent the depth to the water table. In
a few cases the water level was rising at the time of
sampling, thus making it impossible to determine the level
which water would obtain in a well.
As the holes were drilled, records were kept of
the layers encountered. These included measurement of
depth and extent of each layer along with a visual des-
cription of the color and nature of the material comprising
the layer. Sulfide odors were also noted. Resistant
layers were encountered during construction of some bore
~~JJ~JJ
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Figure 3 - Locations of
bore holes 1-16,
Merritt Island,
Florida.
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holes. Most nc>table of these were layers at sites five
and fourteen that appeared to be compacted layers of fine
black silty sand.
Samples of water were obtained by dipping a small
polyethylene bottle secured to the end of a six foot wooden
rod into the bottom of the bore hole. When the bottle
. filled it was retrieved and the contents poured into a
larger bottle. This was repeated several times, until a
total sample volume of about one liter was collected. The
temperature was then recorded and the pH determined with
a battery operated field pH meter (Orion Research, Ionalyzer
model 404) equipped with a Corning glass electrode (Corn-
ing cat. no. 476024). The meter was calibrated with a
recently prepared buffer solution of pH 7.03 prior to
each reading.
An aliquot (10-25 ml) of the sample was filtered
through medium filter paper in preparation for ~n alka-
. .
linity titration. The mixed bromcresol green-methyl red
indicator method was used (Standard Methods, 1971). Al-
kalinity measurements were completed within 15 minutes of
the time the water was removed from the ground.
When all samples for the day had been collected
they were returned to the laboratory. When the entire
series of bore hole samples had been collected they were
analyzed for chloride, sodium, calcium, magnesium, sulfate,
and dissolved solids ac~ording to procedures outlined
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below in the laboratory section. Analyses were completed
13 days after the initial samples WerE! taken.
B. Wells
Five locations in the study area were chosen as
well sites (Figure 4). Four of these were at or near the
island margin and one was centrally located in the island
interior. Sites were selected in order to sample a variety
of the situations that exist where the island meets surface
water bodies. Figures five through ni.ne show the land and
surface water relationships, land surface profile, and
well locations and depths for each sit:e.
All wells were inserted by the~ jetting method.
The method employed the use of a three! horsepower gas-
powered centrifugal pump to draw water from the nearest
body of surface water and force it through a section of
one inch diameter PVC pipe. The stream of water emitted
from the pipe was directed into the surface sediments.
For most wells this was sufficient to scour a hole to the
desired depth, although resistant layers were encountered
at sites one and five. The most effective way of penetrat-
ing these layers was found to involve alternating use of
the water jet with a steel well point joined to a section
of galvanized steel pipe. The well point was driven
against the resistant layer several ti~es and removed,
14
Figure 4 - Map of Merritt
Island showing locatio]
of well sites
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followed by insertion of the water -jet to remove material
loosed by the well point. Repeated application of this
procedure was enough to penetrate even the most resistant
layers. From the nature of the material carried upward
out of the hole by the jetting water, these layers ap-
peared to consist mostly of shells and shell fragments.
Sand layers were penetrated with the least effort.
When the jetting pipe was inserted to the desired
depth it was disconnected from the.discharge hose of the
pump, capped, and left in place as a well casing. Because
the hole was larger than the pipe diameter, sediments that
had accumulated at the surface were replaced around the
casing and packed. Since the jetting pipe was also to
function as the well casing the bottom one foot had been
previously drilled with about 200 holes of 1/16 inch
diameter.
The six wells and impoundment T-lO-D at· site one
were sampled nine times between March 28 and July 3 of
1973. The wells and surface water bodies at sites two
through five were sampled three times at two-week in-
tervals between June 4 and July 3 of 1973.
The init:ial part of the procedure consisted of
recording the water level in each well. The device for
this purpose incorporated a length of speaker wire, volt-
meter, transistor radio battery, and lead fishing sinker.
One end of the wire was split into two'leads and secured
21
to the sinker. The other end was split: and connected to
the voltmeter and battery in such a way that completion
of the circuit at the sinker end would cause the needle
of the voltmeter to jump. Field procedure consisted of
lowering the sinker down the well casing until water was
reached, at which time the voltmeter would regis.ter. The
length of wire lowered into the casing was recorded.
Measuring the distance from the ground surface to the top
of the casing allowed calculation of water level depth
below ground surface.
In addition to the water level in wells a record
was kept of the level in impoundment T··IO-Dat site one.
This was done by recording the water level reading at
the Brevard County Mosquito Control District water con-
trol structure at the southern end of i:he impoundment.
These readings cannot be interpreted as exact water levels
at the well site because of the influence of wind action
operating over the distance between the well site and the
water control structure. However, the readings provide
a good record of water level changes oGcuring in the
impoundment as a whole.
Water samples from the wells tb~re obtained with
a section of PVC pipe 3/4 inch in diameter. The sampling
pipe was lowered inside the well casin9 allowing well
water to rise in the sampling pipe. The upper (open) end
of the pipe was sealed with a cupped hclnd, after which
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the pipe was withdrawn from the casing. The water which
remained in the sampling pipe after withdrawal was drained
into a clean polyethylene bottle. This procedure was
repeated until a suitable volume was obtained, usually
300-400 milliliters.
After collection of the sample, thewatElr tempera-
ture and pH were measured. When all samples had been
collected they were returned to the laboratory for chemi-
cal analysis. Analyses were usually completed within three
days of the time of collection and at no time did the
period of storage exceed 19 days. Analyses were conducted
for chloride, calcium, magnesium, phosphate, and sulfate
(July 3 samples only) according to procedures described
below.
c. Laboratory
Accepted procedures and techniques of analytical
chemistry were followed as closely as possible. These
include such things as the use of clean glassware and
sample bottles, reagent grade chemicals, careful measure-
ment of weights and volumes, standardization of reagents
prior to use, and treatment for interfering substances
where significant. The reference methods of analysis were
modified in certain instances and will be noted where
appropriate.
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The argentometric method (Standard Methods) was
used for the determination of chloridb~ ion. The method
includes any amounts of iodide, bromide, and cyanide
(Standard Methods). As a wide range of chloride concen-
trations were encountered, a concentrated silver nitrate
titrant solution (Martin, 1968) was used for. the samples
with high chloride levels.
Interference was caused by color and sulfide in
some of the samples. The interference~ by color was mini-
mized by the process of dilution of 'small volumes of sample.
Sulfide interfered by the formation of: a brown precipitate
so these samples were shaken and allowed to stand until
further titration indicated that the interference was no
longer present.
Calcium and magnesium ion conc:entrations were de-
termined with a modification of the EDTA titrimetric method
given in Standard Methods. The method is presented by
Katz and Navone (1964) and enables determination of cal-
cium and magnesium in the same water sample.
The end points of the titraticm were found to be
somewhat gradual. Therefore titration was continued
until addition of titrant caused no f\.:lrther color change.
Such problems cause difficulty in studies where highly
accurate measurements are required. In his study of ionic
ratios in the Indian River, Hutchinson (1973) found gravi-
meter methods more suitable.
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Several metal ions interfere with the ca1cium/
magnesium determination (Standard Methods). The addi-
tion of an inhibitor (hydroxylamine hydrochloride) mini-
mized effects of some of these (aluminum, copper, iron,
and manganese) although others are included in the titrated
values. These include barium, cadmium, lead, and stron-
tium. The first three of these are present in very low
amounts in natural water (Hem, 1970), although strontium
can be significant. Data on trace constituents (presented
later) indicate that as much as 10 mg/l strontium may be
included in a few of the calcium values.
Sulfate ion concentration was determined with a
turbidimetric method (Standard Methods) utilizing a Bausch
and Lomb spectrophotometer (Spectronic 20). Color inter-
fered with some samples so these samples were diluted
until the color problem was minimized.
Orthophosphate concentration was measured using
the Hach Chemical Company Phos Ver III method. It is a
spectrophotometric method with color development propor-
tional to phosphate concentration. Some samples contained
little or no phosphate and had such high transmittances
that those reported values serve only to indicate very
low phosphate concentrations.
The concentration of sodium ion was measured with
a gravimetric method (Standard Methods). Interferences
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suggested in Standard Methods as possibly affecting the
procedure were not believed to be prE!Sent in significant
amounts. Precipitation of silica may have occurred but
the effects of this on calculated sodium are small
(Standard Methods).
The Standard Methods procedure for filtrable resi-
due was used for the determination of dissolved solids.
All samples were filtered first throu.gh medium filter
paper (Scientific Products, F2402-125), then through
Millipore filter papers of successively smaller pore sizes.
The pore diameter for the last of the filtrations was
0.45 micron. After filtration 50 or 100 mI. portions of
the sample were placed in weighed flasks, evaporated, and
dried for 24 hours at 178-180oC. Results are therefore
reported as filtrable residue on drying at 179°C.
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IV. RESULTS
A. Data Obtained from Bore Holes
1. Soil Profiles
The nature of the soil structure at each bore hole
location was described as the bore holes were drilled.
The descriptions of soil profile at each location are
included as Table 2 of Appendix A.
The data show that while fine sand is the predomin-
ant material comprising the shallow soils of the study
area, there is considerable variation in the occurrence
of peat, shells, silt, and clay. Color banding in sedi~
ment layers was observed at every location. Shades of gray,
brown, and black were the dominant colors. Layers would
often contain two or more colors resulting in a mottled
appearance. The darker colors (especially black) were
usually associated with finer sediments and/or the presence
of decomposing plant material. Hydrogen sulfide odor
was detected in several bore holes, including all of those
drilled on the edge of the island bordering the Indian
River. The five bore holes drilled at site one indicate
that soil profil,es may vary considerably even over rela-
tively short distances.
27
2. Chemical Analyses
The results of chemical tests performed on the
bore hole samples are shown in Table 1. The data indicate
that shallow groundwater on Merritt Island is highly
variable with regards to concentrations of the major
ionic constituents.
As shown in Table 1, the pH of shallow groundwater
was very low at two sites (about 4.5 at site B14 and 5.0
at site B12). Hem (1970) states that most groundwaters
in the United States have pH values from 6.0 to 8.5. Most
of the samples in this study were in the pH range 6.1 to
7.0. The samples with very low pH occurred in an area of
the island described by Brown and Hyde as containing "acid"
groundwaters.
Concentration of sodium ion ranged from 14 mg/l
at site B16 to 5,840 mg/l at site Bl. Six sites had con-
centrations over 1,000 mg/l while seven sites cbntained
less than 100 mg/l sodium. Calcium concentration was
lowest at site B14 (17. mg/l) and highest at site Bl (384
mg/l). Six sites contained calcium in amounts less than
70 mg/l and six sites were in the range 100-200 mg/l.
Magnesium ranged from 5 mg/l at site 1314 to 715 mg/l at
site Bl. Most sites contained less than 100 mg/l magnesium.
The highest magnesium values seemed to be associated with
the highest calcium values.
TABLE 1 - RESULT S OF CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF SAMPLES OBTAINED FROM BOREHOLES (RE SULT S IN MILLIGRAMS PER LITER
(mg/1) EXCEPT FOR TEMPERATURE AND pH.)
DEPTH TEMP FILTRABLE
SITE APPROX °c pH Na+ Carr Mgrr cC S04- HCO; DISSOLVED
(ft.) SOLIDS
B1 4.4 27.7 7.02 5,840 348 715 10,490 710 1,200 20,700
B2 5.4 27.4 6.28 4,130 235 505 7,480 657 785 15,300
B3 6.6 26.6 6.70 1,430 35 86 2,160 27 572 4,700
B4 5.6 28.8 6.76 185 59 73 139 72 751 1,020
B5 5.4 27.4 5.80 69 50 7.6 95 LO 162 534
B6 4.4 28.0 6.97 1,650 176 127 2,430 240 808 5,610
B7 3.1 26.5 6.50 54 129 7.9 156 9.5 434 528
B8 4.0 28.1 6.76 24 108 26 55 7.5 387 470
B9 4.7 27.2 6.50 840 70 155 1,450 121 609 3,460
B10 2.3 28.2 6.60 500 204 56 955 2.6 662 2,540
B11 1.7 27.0 6.60 19 111 5.3 70 4.4 281 470
B12 5.1 29.0 5.02 25 40 5.3 105 2.2 101 272
B13 5.2 27.4 6.86 1,550 110 151 2,490 282 275 5,390
B14 7.0 26.8 4.51 33 17 50 111 16 350
B15 2.5 28.3 6.10 2,390 238 222 4,110 55 677 8,570
B16 3.2 29.2 6.88 14 127 9.2 91 124 252 487
B1(30) 3 562 1,210 18,800 781
BI(50) 2.5 460 1,010 12,200 1,300
BI(75) 6.9 304 581 8,580 1,180
BI(IOO) 3.0 194 77 624 678
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The anions chloride, sulfate, and bicarbonate also
had wide concentration ranges. Chloride ranged from 55
mg/l at site B8 to 10, 490 mg/l at sib; Bl. Sulfate was
highest at site Bl (710 mg/l) and lowest at site B5 (1 mg/l).
Site BI also had the highest bicarbonate concentration
(1,220 mg/l) while site Bl2 had the lmllest (101 mg/l) •
Alkalinity was not measured at site B14, however (presence
of color and fine suspended matter inb~rfered with the
field procedure). Based on considerations of pH and the
dissociation of dissolved carbon dioxide species (Hem, 1970)
the low pH at site B14 (4.5) probably indicates that this
site was actually the lowest in terms of bicarbonate
concentration.
The distribution of dissolved solids in the study
area appears similar to that for the mcl.jor ionic consti-
tuents. Site Bl had the highest concentration (20,700 mg/l)
while site Bl2 had the lowest (272 mg/l). As with the
ionic components this represents a considerable range of
concentration. The areal distribution oE dissolved solids
is shown in Figure 10 .. It is clear that the sites with
greater than 1,000 mg/l dissolved solids occur at or near
the edges of the island while the sites containing less
than 1,000 mg/l are more centrally located. A line separat-
ing these two regions includes virtually all of the impounded
areas as well as some of the island int:erior. The line
cannot be taken to indicate that all of-the groundwater
\.
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within the cross-hatched area contains over' 1,000 mg/l
dissolved solids. It does indicate the area of the island
where groundwater of high concentrati'on may be expected.
B. Data Obtained from the Well Sites
1. Site one
Results of the analyses performed on samples ob-
tained from wells and surface water bodies are given in
Table 2. When the results from site .1 are displayed with
time, the reSUlting hydrographs (Figures 11-17) permit
easier visualization of the data. The following pre-
sentation is based on the hydrographs.
The first hydrograph (Figure 11) depicts chloride
concentration during the study period., In the impoundment
(1-1) chloride initially decreased then increased steadily
until a maximum concentration of 21.5 grams/liter was
reached on May 21. This was followed by a steady decrease
until June 20 and a rise during the final sampling period.
The difference between highest and 1m/est observed con-
centrations was about 7 grams/liter. The difference could
be greater than (but not less than) 7 grams/liter because
the sampling procedure allows measurement only of net
changes during a sampling interval. ~~his must be remem-
bered when considered data from any of the hydrographs.
TABLE 2 - CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF WATER FROM SHALLOW WELLS AND SURFACE-WATER BODIES ON MERRITT ISLAND
Analyses in milligrams per liter except temperature and pH.
DATE OF CHLORIDE CALCIUM MAGNESIUM PHOSPHATE SULFATE
LOCATION COLLECTION TEMPERATURE pH (Cl) (Ca) (Mg) (P04) (004)
1 - 1 3/28/73 23.0 18,800
1 - 2 II 22.2 14,530
1
- 3 " 22.8 10,400
1 - 4 " 22.3 14,840
1 - 5 " 21. 5 15,480
1 - 6 " 22.1 15,060
1
- I " 25.0 14,890
1 - 1 4/06/73 24.0 7.09 18,140
1 - 2 " 23.7 6.88 15,290
1 - 3 " 24.0 6.61
1 - 4 " 24.1 6.90 14,770
1 - 5 " 23.2 7.11 15,480
1
- 6 " 23.8 6.85 14,550
1 - I " 25.8 7.63 14,480
1 - 1 4/13/73 24.0 7.24 17,920 550 1,210
1 - 2 " 23.8 7.17 15,350 660 1,100
1 - 3 " 23.1 6.90 10,050 390 690
1 - 4 " 23.8 7.12 14,830 700 1,060
1
- 5 II 22.9 7.43 15,440 530 1,130
1 - 6 " 23.4 7.21 14,580 600 1,070
1 - I II 24.0 7.63 15,170 420 1,000
w
1 - 1 4/23/73 23.6 7.18 18,900 540 1,220 0.7 t.J
1 - 2 " 22.5 7.11 16,080 630 1,140 2.9
1 - 3 " 23.2 6.85 10,700 380 720 4.2
1
- 4 " 22.9 7.15 15,210 720 1,040 4.6
Table 2 (cant.)
DATE OF CHLORIDE CALCIUM MAGNESIUM PHOSPHATE SULFATE
LOCATION COLLECTION TEMPERATURE pH (C1) (Ca) (Mg) (P04) ( S04)
1 - 5 4/23/73 23.3 7.31 16,000 520 1,140 8.0
1
- 6 " 22.9 7.34 15,000 580 1,070 3.4
1 - I " 28.8 7.82 17,030 450 1,080 0.2
1 - 1 5/07/73 23.3 7.44 18,500 530 1,270 3.1
1 - 2 " 22.8 7.55 15,890 650 1,160 4.4
1
- 3 " 22.5 7.18 11,200 390 790 6.5
1
- 4 " 22.9 7.43 15,160 670 1,110 5.2
1 - 5 " 23.0 7.61 15,580 540 1,140 6.1
1 - 6 " 22.7 7.68 14,720 560 1,110 6.3
1 - I " 24.4 8.03 10,060 490 1,280 2.3
1 - 1 5/21/73 26.8 6.93 18,830 530 1,220 2.4
1 - 2 " 25.7 7.10 15,830 650 1,120 1.7
1 - 3 " 26.5 6.79 11,380 390 800 1.5
1 - 4 " 26.8 7.19 15,310 660 1,090 2.1
1 - 5 " 27.1 7.10 14,630 510 1,090 10.3
1
- 6 " 25.8 7.36 14,930 570 1,100 2.4
1 - I " 32.6 7.03 21,510 550 1,410 0.2
1 1 6/04/73 26.0 6.87 18,340 500 1,200 1.5
1
- 2 " 25.0 7.03 16,000 650 1,130 1.8
1 - 3 " 25.5 6.74 11,120 380 780 1.4
1 - 4 " 24.8 6.95- 15,330 670 1,100
1
- 5 " 25.2 7.15 15,360 520 1,100 8.0
1
- 6 II 24.8 7.06 15,430 620 1,180, 2.2
1 - I " 26.0 6.68 19,720 500 1,290 0.5
w
2 - 1 6/04/73 26.7 7.61 9,130 280 480 1.0 w
2
- 2 " 25.2 6.88 9.110 280 480 2.2
2 - 3 " 27.8 6.90 10,060 320 530 2.0
2 - I " 25.9 8.40 9,020 260 470 0.8
2 - IR " 27.9 7.42 16,770 430 910 0.5
Table 2 (cont.)
CHLORIDE CALCIUM MAGNESIUM PHOSPHATE SULFATE
LOCATION COLLECTION TEMPERATURE pH (C1) (Ca) (Mg) (P04) ( S04)
3 - 1 6/04/73 25.7 7.02 780 38 34 0.5
3 - 2 " 15.5 7.10 920 26 29 1.7
3 - 3 " 27.7 6.73 14,500 370 79 1.4
3 - I " 27.4 7.35 730 34 34 0.5
3 - IR " 29.5 7.56 16,240 39 830 0.3
4 1 H 27.0 6.92 18,500 42 1,000 2.2
4 - 2 " 26.1 7.35 17,350 410 940 3.2
4 - 3 " 27.0 7.71 17,500 400 950 1.0
4 - ML " 29.1 7.81 17,520 400 970 0.3
5 - 1 6/04/73 28.9 6.93 210 85 13 1.0
5
- 2 " 24.5 7.55 120 90 11 0.4
5 - P " 30.6 6.94 110 92 9 0.8
1 - 1 6/20/73 26.7 6.98 19,970 550 1,320 0.6
1 - 2 " 25.6 7.13 16,110 650 1,140 1.7
1
- 3 " 26.8 6.70 10,930 390 770 2.4
1 - 4 " 25.9 6.94 15,490 700 1,110 2.7
1
- 5 " 26.2 7.06 15,650 570 1,100 5.5
1 - 6 " 26.7 7.02 15,540 650 1,160 1.9
1 I " 30.4 6.71 18,000 460 1,170 0.2
2 - 1 6/20/73 27.1 7.71 8,320 260 530 0.1
2 - 2 " 26.6 7.11 9,360 260 610 1.0
2 - 3 " 27.2 7.42 9,800 300 620· 0.0
2 - I " 29.0 7.78 8,330 250 510 0.0
2 - IR " 29.3 7.52 14,090 390 910 0.0 w
.c:o.
3 - 1 " 25.9 7.27 730 30 36 0.5
3 - 2 " 26.3 7.16 840 22 34 2.9
3
- 3 " 28.2 7.74 3,870 110 230 3.2
Table 2 <cont.)
CHLORIDE CALCIUM MAGNESIUM PHOSPHATE SULFATE
LOCATION COLLECTION TEMPERATURE . pH (C1) (Ca) (Mg) (P04) (8°4)
3 - I 6/20/73 30.1 7.05 680 28 32 6.5
3 - IR " 30.0 7.66 13,870 340 890 0.0
4 - 1 " 26.6 7.15 18,970 460 1,240 3.7
4 - 2 " 25.8 7.42 14,910 400 960 5.0
4 - 3 " 26.7 7.46 17 ,310 410 1,110 0.4
4 -ML " 30.1 7.84 17 ,020 400 1,090 0.3
5 - 1 " 27.7 7.46 210 94 11 0.4
5 - 2 " 27.3 7.49 120 87 8.7 1.3
5 - P " 30.2 7.17 160 87 7.6 5.2
1 - 1 7/03/73 28.2 7.13 20,830 560 1,350 0.8 2,800
1 - 2 " 27.8 7.21 16,670 620 1,150 0.7 2,450
1 - 3 " 28.5 6.90 11,070 380 770 1.1 1,280
1 - 4 " 26.8 7.15 15,370 680 1,090 2.3 2,310
1 - 5 " 27.6 7.30 15,570 560 1,100 4.6 1,610
1 - 6 " 26.0 7.29 15,480 640 1,130 1.7 2,4301
- I ii 29.4 6.65 19,620 490 1,270 0.6 2,690
2
- 1 " 29.0 7.23 8,510 280 540 0.5 890
2
- 2 " 26.9 7.35 9,140 290 570 1.3 810
2
- 3 " 29.2 7.40 .9,850 320 610 1.3 730
2 - I " 29.8 7.92 9,370 280 550 0.6 950
2 - IR " 31.0 7.43 15,920 430 1,020 0.3 2,330
3 - 1 " 30.5 7.41 670 27 34 0.6 36
3 - 2 " . 29.0 7.37 980 28 47 5.0 58 w
3 - 3 " 31.0 7.28 ·1,210 35 59 11.3 58 U1
3 - I " 33.0 7.84 680 27 33 0.5 16
3 - IR " 33.5 6.72 14,850 370 950 0.7 2,320
Table 2 (cont.)
CHLORIDE CALCIUM MAGNESIUM PHOSPHATE SULFATE
LOCATION COLLECTION TEMPERATURE pH (C1) (Ca) (Mg) (P04) ( S04)
4 - 1 7/03/73 28.9 7.69 17,580 440 1,130 4.2 2,570
4 - 2 "
4 3 " 29.0 7.37 17 ,310 410 1,100 9.0 2,540
4 - ML " 31.8 7.51 18,560 420 1,190 8.2 2,720
5 - 1 " 29.0 7.86 110 95 9.9 5.2 28
5 - 2 " 26.1 7.90 120 96 8.6 0.7 61
5 - P " 33.2 7.30 120 93 9.0 6.1 71
w
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Figure 11 ~ Hydrograph of Chloride Concentration
at site 1 for three months during 1973
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It is clear from Figure 11 that all of the wells
were more constant in chloride content than the impound-
ment. There was considerable variation from one well to
another, but for any single well the chloride composition
remained relatively constant with time. Well 1-1 had the
highest concentration of any well. It is also located
closer to the impoundment than any other well. Wells
1-2, 1-4, 1-5, and 1-6 were all very similar in chloride
content, with concentrations about midway between those
of well 1-1 and well 1-3, which had the lowest concentra-
tions. Wells 1-1 and 1-3 are physically quite close to
one another (Figure 5), but have a large difference in
chloride concentration. This suggests the presence of
some sort of unusual circumstance in this region (i.e.
at the edge of the impoundment).
Well 1-3 appears to be unusual in another respect.
It appears to be the only well in which concentration changes
reflected the concentration changes that occurred in the
impoundment during the same sampling interval.
The hydrograph for calcium concentration (Figure 12)
shows many of the same relationships. Over the same time
period as that for chloride, calcium concentration in the
impoundment experienced similar increases and decreases,
with the maximum concentration observed on May 21. Calcium
composition was also more constant through time in the
wells than in the impoundment. Well N~P again had the
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lowest concentration and,was the only well to exhibit a
peak concentration at the same time as the impoundment.
The calcium hydrograph shows that most of the
wells had generally higher calcium concentrations than
the impoundment. This was not true for chloride. Further-
more, the highest calcium concentrations were found in
the deeper wells (1-2, 1-4, and 1-6).
As with chloride, concentration increases or
decreases in one well were not necessarily accompanied by
similar increases or decreases in other wells. Thus there
does not appear to be any process that influences these
concentrations that acts uniformly in all wells at the
same time.
The hydrograph for magnesium (Figure 13) appears
most similar to that for chloride. The impoundment had
the highest recorded concentration (again on May 21), well
1-1 had the highest of the wells, well 1-3 the lowest,
while wells 1-2, 1-4, 1-5, and 1-6 were very similar in
concentration. All wells were more constant through time
than the impoundment. Changes in magnesium concentration
in one well were not associated with similar changes in
other wells. Well 1-3 was again the only well to show
general increase and decrease in conjunction with in-
crease and decrease in the impoundment.
It should be noted that the values reported for
magnesium on June 4 were calculated after averaging the
- -----_._---
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amounts of titrant needed to titrate a standard magnesium
solution for the other sampling dates. An error was dis-
covered in the magnesium standardization for the June 4
samples, necessitating the above recovery procedure.
The hydrograph for phosphate concentration (Figure
14) appears quite different from the others pres~nted. The
impoundment in this case had the lowest concentrations.
Excluding well 1-5 for the moment, it appears significant
that the increase in early May followed by a sharp decline
and leveling at low concentrations occurred uniformly, i.e.
in all wells at the same time. This was not observed for
any of the constituents previously discussed.
Well 1-5 did not follow the pattern set by other
wells although its hydrograph may indicate a lag of about
two weeks for some process that had earlier affected the
other wells. Another explanation is favored, however, and
involves the difficulty encountered when sampling this
.
we~N. The level of water in well 1-5 was only a few
inches above the bottom of the well where sediment had
moved through the holes' in the well casing and accumulated.
In the process of removing water from this well the sedi-
ments were necessarily disturbed. According to Standard
Methods (p. 521) agitation such as this could cause desorp-
tion of orthophosphate from suspended particles, leading
to anomalous results.
April May
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Mean and standard deviation, along with standard
deviation expressed as per cent of the mean, are shown in
Table 3 for all measured ionic constituents at site one.
The higher variability of the impoundment, relative con-
stancy of groundwater concentrations in a given well and
extreme variability of phosphate concentrations are all
indicated by these data.
Groundwater temperatures during the study period
(Figure 15) ranged from a low of 2l.5°e (well 1-5) on
March 28 to 28.5°e on July 3 (well 1-3). The temperature
hydrograph shows that most of this general increase occurred
during the interval May 7 - May 21. This rather sharp
increase consisted of a three to four degree (Oe) rise
in all wells. Temperature changes in the. wells were uniform
in that increase or decrease in groundwater temperature
occurred simultaneously in all wells. As with ionic con-
centrations the impoundment was more variable than ground-
water. Impoundment temperature was consistently higher
than that of adjacent groundwaters.
The hydrograph for pH at site one (Figure 16)
indicates that changes in pH were also generally uniform.
The range of pH encountered at site one was from 6.6 (well
1-3) to about 7.5 (well 1-6). The pH rose early in the
study period (until May 7), after which a relatively sharp
decrease occurred (May 7 - May 21). The pH remained about
the same for a month (May 21 - June 201 then began to rise
TABLE 3 - MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION, AND STANDARD DEVIATION AS PERCENT OF MEAN FOR IONS AT SITE 1
DURING THE STUDY PERIOD
C1-g/1 Mg++mg/1
SAMPLE MEAN STANDARD AS % SAMPLE MEAN STANDARD AS %
DEVIATION OF MEAN DEVIATION OF MEAN
1 - 1 18.91 0.93 4.9 1 - 1 1,256 59 4.7
1 - 2 15.75 0.62 3.9 1 - 2 1,134 19.9 1.8
1 - 3 10.86 0.45 4.1 1 - 3 760 40 5.3
1 - 4 15.15 0.27 l.8 1 - 4 1,086 26.4 2.4
1 - 5 15.47 0.36 2.3 1 - 5 1,114 21.5 1.9
1 - 6 15.03 0.38 2.5 1 - 6 1,117 42.3 3.8
1 - I 17.72 2.48 14.0 1 - I 1,214 140 11.5
Ca++mg/l P04-3mg/l
SAMPLE MEAN STANDARD AS % SAMPLE MEAN STANDARD AS %
DEVIATION OF MEAN DEVIATION OF MEAN
1 - 1 537 19.8 3.7 1 - 1 1.52 L03 67.8
1 - 2 644 14.0 2.2 1 - 2 2.20 0.61 27.6
1 - 3 386 5.3 1.4 1 - 3 2.85 2.11 74.1
1
- 4 686 21.5 3.1 1 - 4 3.38 1.42 42.0
1 - 5 536 22.3 4.2 1 - 5 7.08 2.08' 29.4
1 - 6 603 35.0 5.8 1 - 6 2.98 1. 73 58.0
1 - I 483 47.5 • 9.8 1 - I 0.67 0.82 122.
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during the final sampling interval. The impoundment was
again more variable than the groundwater and had a pH
range from 6.7 to 8.0.
The hydrograph of depth to water in wells (Figure 17)
shows a steady decline in water levels until May 21. water
level then rose until June 20, after which the level de-
clinedduring the final sampling interval. Water levels
were found to be generally higher in the deeper wells
although the level in shallow wells could temporarily
rise above that of deeper wells (June 20).
Because the effects of rainfall and evaporation
were thought to be important influences on water levels
and ionic concentrations, daily rainfall measurements were
obtained from the Space Flight Meteorology Group of the
National Weather Service at Kennedy Space Center. These
data are presented in Table 4. The rain gage for these
measurements was located at the Space Center Industrial
Complex (Figure 4). Since the rainfall data were recorded
several miies from the well site, the data do not indicate
exact rainfall at the site. Data for the months' prior to
the study period were obtained for reasons to be explored
later.
Some of the effects of rainfall and evaporation
are suggested in. Figure 18. Daily rainfall appears as
a bar graph at the bottom of the figure, while water level
and chloride concentration of the impoundment at site 1
are shown as hydrographs. It may be seen that early May
..p
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TABLE 4 - RAINFALL IN INCHE S AS RECORDED BY THE NATIONAL WEATHER
SERVICE KC KENNEDY SPACE CENTER.
Those days not listed had either no rain or less than .01 inches.
Monthly totals are in parentheses.
DATE AMOUNT DATE AMOUNT
1/10/73 .32 3/29/73 .48 (3.92)
1/11/73 .88
1/12/73 1.42 4/01/73 .13
1/22/73 .50 4/04/73 ·.50
1/23/73 2.10 4/08/73 .37 '.
1/24/73 .08 4/26/73 .42 (1.42)
1/27/73 .18
1/28/73 .40 5/08/73 .08
1/29/73 .02 5/09/73 .06
1/30/73 .01 (5.91) 5/24/73 .02
5/25/73 .35
2/02/73 .32 5/29/73 .49
2/03/73 .04. 5/30/73 .60 (1. 60)
2/09/73 .55
2/10/73 .17 6/07/73 .55
2/15/73 .07 6/08/73 2.23
2/18/73 .25 6/14/73 .15
2/19/73 .03 (1. 33) 6/15/73 .20
6/18/73 .71
3/02/73 .05 6/21/73 .10
3/09/73 .65 6/30/73 1.50 (5.44)
3/17/73 .37
3/20/73 .24 7/06/73 .03
3/25/73 2.10 7/09/73 .50
3/26/73 .03
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was a relatively dry period and was associated with drop-
ping water level and increasing chloride concentration.
The rains of late May and June were associated with rising
water levels and declining chloride concentration. The
decrease in water level during the last sampling interval
seems to indicate that the heavy rainfall EN~R inches) on
June 30 was not received at the well site.
2. Wells and Surface Bodies at Sites Two Through Five
The results of analyses from sites two through
five are listed in Table 2. Since there is insufficient
data to describe temporal relationships at these sites,
the following sections will outline the results from a
single sampling run (July 3, 1973).
3. Site Two
The three wells at site two (Figure 6) were along
a transect that cut across a mosquito control dike. The
dike separated an impoundment (T-10-E) from the Indian
River.
On July 3, 1973 chloride concentration in the im-
poundment was 9.37 gil. Calcium concentration was 280
mg/1, magnesium 550 mg/1, phosphate 0.6 mg/1, and sulfate
950 mg/l. Concentrations in the Indian River were generally
much higher than those in the impoundment .. Chloride
concentration was 15.92 gil, calcium 430 mg/l, magnesium
1,020 mg/1, phosphate 0.3 mg/l, and sulfate 2,330 mg/l.
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Ionic concentrations in the. groundwater in the
area of the dike were similar to those of the impoundment.
Moving across the dike from the impoundment to the river
chloride ion increased from·8.5l gil (well 2-l) to 9.85
gil (well 2-3). Calcium increased from 280 to 320 mg/l,
magnesium increased from 540 to 610 mg/l, and phosphate
increased from 0.5 to 1.3 mg/l. Sulfate ion was the only
constituent measured that .did not increase in thi.s direction
across the dike. Sulfate concentration decreased from 890
to 730 mg/l.
The similarity in groundwater and impoundment con-
centrations seems to indicate that impoundment water migrates
through (or under) the dike in the direction of the Indian
River. Well 2-3 was located 16 feet out from the edge of
the river (Figure 6) yet contained water with concentra-
tions similar to those of the impoundment. Groundwater
flow in this direction was probably i.nitiated by pressure
differences due to the higher water level in the impound-
ment (Figure 6).
4. Site Three
Site three was similar to site two in that the
three wells were along a transect across a mosquito con-
trol dike that separated an impoundment (T-24-D) from
the Indian River. The total distance involved was greater
at site three (Figure 7).
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Chloride concentration in the impoundment on
July 3 was 680 mg/l (much lower than the two sites pre-
viously considered). Calcium concentration was 27 mg/l,
magnesium 33 mg/l, phosphate 0.5 mg/l, and sulfate 16 mg/l.
River concentrations were much higher (phosphate the only
exception). Chloride concentration was 14.85 gil, calcium
370 mg/l, magnesium 950 mg/l, phosphate 0.7 mg/l, and
sulfate 2,320 mg/l.
As with site two groundwater concentrations under
the dike and the river edge were much closer to those of
the impoundment. Moving across the dike in the direction
of the river chloride concentration increased from 670
mg/l (well 3-1) ·to 1,210 mg/l (well 3-3). Calcium con-
centration increased from 27 to 35 mg/l, magnesium from
34 to 59 mg/l, and phosphate from 0.6 to 11.3 mg/l. sul-
fate ion did not decrease through the dike as it had at
site two. At site three it increased from 36 to 58 mg/l
(sensitivity of the sulfate test at these low concentra-
tions is questionable, however).
These data also show the similarity of groundwater
concentrations to those of the· impoundment. A pressure
gradient flow may also exist (at least during part of the
year) at this si.te due to higher water levels in the im-
poundment (Figure 7).
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5. site Four
The series of three wells at site four extended
from Mosquito Lagoon to the inland di.stance of about
36 feet (Figure 8). The results presented from this site
are those of June 20 because by July 3 the casing of well
4-2 had been removed (probably vandalism).
A surface water sample from ~~squito Lagoon on
June 20 had a chloride concentration of 17.02 gIl. Calcium
concentration was 400 mg/l, magnesium 1,090 mg/l, and phos-
phate 0.3 mg/l. Groundwater concentrations at this site
were generally similar to those of the river. At well
4-3 chloride concentration was 17.31 g/l, calcium 410
mg/l, magnesium 1,110 mg/l, and phosphate 0.4 mg/l.
Concentrations were lower in well 4-2 (except for
phosphate). This well was slightly shallower than the
others at site four (Figure 8) and was located near the
edge of the lagoon. The situation was similar to that
for well N~P at site one, which also had lower concentrations.
Groundwater levels at site four were low (3.41 feet
below ground surface in well 4-3 on July 3), at about the
same level as the water in the lagoon. Thus in the
absence of a pressure differential (such as that at sites
two and three) groundwater flow (or possibly ionic migra-
tion by diffusion) appeared to be directed inland during
the study period. Presumably the lack of a persistent
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pressure differential also accounted for the occurrence
of highly saline water inland at site one. Groundwater
levels at site one were also about the same as the level
in the impoundment.
6. Site Five
Site five was located in about the middle of
Merritt Island (Figure 4), well removed from saline sur-
face water bodies. The two wells at this site were about
24 feet inland from a small fresh water pond (Figure 9).
On July 3 there was little difference in concen-
trations of chloride, calcium, and magnesium between the
pond and the two wells. As an example, the chloride con-
centration in the pond was 120 mg/l while it was 110 mg/l
and 120 mg/l in wells 5-1 and 5-2, respectively. Phos-
phate, however, was 6.1 mg/l in the pond, 5.2 mg/l in
well 5-1, and 0.7 mg/l in well 5-2. Sulfate was also lower
in wells than in the pond. Pond concentration was 71 mg/l
while it was 28 mg/l in well 5-1 and 61 mg/l in well 5-2.
Groundwater levels at site five were also about
the same as the level in the surface water body, in this
case the pond. On July 3 depth to water in well 5-1 was
3.76 feet while it was 3.89 feet in well 5-2. Thus at
site five there was little (if any) pressure difference
that could generate groundwater flow.
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7. Trace Constituents
Sample aliquots from all wells and surface water
bodies from the June 4 sampling run w,ere delivered to the
Bendix Chemical Analysis Laboratory a't Kennedy Space Center
for atomic absorption and flame spectrophotometric analysis
on many minor constituents of groundwater. The results
of these analyses are given in Table 1 of Appendix A. The
following discussion briefly summarizb~s these results.
Copper, vanadium, and aluminwn were never detected
in amounts as high as 0.1 parts per million (ppm). Mercury
had a maximum concentration of .026 ppm (well 4-3) but was
generally less than .01 ppm. Manganes;e was almost always
less than 0.1 ppm and reached a maximl~ of 0.11 ppm in
wells 1-1 and 2-3.
Iron concentrations were less than 0.16 ppm in
all wells and surface water bodies except well ~JlI where
the concentration measured was 0.31 ppm. Zinc reached
a maximum concentration of 0.28 ppm in. the Indian River
at site three (3-IR) but concentrations were generally
between 0.1 and 0.2 ppm. Nickel achieved a maximum
concentration of 0.31 ppm in well 4-2 although it was
usually present in amounts less than 0.1 ppm. Strontium
was present in higher quantities with the maximum at
site one (10.5 ppm in well 1-4). Strontium averaged
about 6 ppm at site two, 3 ppm at site three, 7 ppm at site
four, and 1 ppm at site Iive.
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Concentrations of these minor constituents were
always in the lowest amounts at site five. As a general
statement it seems that the highest concentrations of
the trace constituents were associated with ground and
surface waters with high chloride concentrations.
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v. DISCUSSION
.A. General Chemical Character of the Shallow
Groundwaters of Merritt Island
The results presented for thb~ analyses of samples
obtained from bore holes indicate that a wid~ range of
ionic concentrations is encountered in the shallow ground-
waters of Merritt Island. A simple classification scheme
used by Davis and DeWiest (1966), based on concentration
of dissolved solids, when applied to the current data
indicates that the groundwater ranges from fresh (less
than 1,000 ppm) to salty (over 10,000 ppm) •. Many sites
contained water of brackish character (1,000 - 10,000 ppm).
It was shown in Figure 16 that the brackish and salty
waters occurred at the island margin and extended some
distance landward.
Other classification systems require data in the
form of mi 11 iequivalents per. liter. Accordingly, the
data from bore holes has been convert:ed to this form
(Table 5) using conversion factors presented by Hem (1970).
These data may now be used in a classification based on
the dominant ions present (Davis and DeWiest, 1966). The
Piper trilinear diagram (Figure 19) has been used for this
purpose. In this diagram the per cent of total milliequi-
valents per liter of the cations and anions are presented
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in the triangular forms at the bottom of the figure.
The central diamond-shaped form includes all ions.
It can be seen from Figure 19 that the two most
common forms of the water may be classed as "sodium chloride"
water and "calcium bicarbonate" water. The sodium chloride
waters appear as a group near the right handDcorn~r of
the diamond shaped figure. Seawater plots at this apex
(Hem, 1970). The sites included in this group were clas-
sified as brackish or salty under the previous system.
It thus appears that much of the groundwater of Merritt
Island has an affinity for the composition of sea water,
although diluted to some degree.
The fresh waters of the island were dominated
by the calcium and bicarbonate ions, although sodium and
chloride were also significant in some of these samples.
As the sediments of the nonartesian aquifer were deposited
under marine conditions and shell material is common
(Brown and Hyde, 1964) the prevalence of calcium and car-
bonate species in the fresher waters might be expected.
1. The Influence of Surface Water Bodies
It is reasonable at this point to consider a
possible source of the salts that occur in much of the
island's groundwater. The Indian River is a lagoonal sys-
tem with salinities commonly in the range 20-30 parts per
thousand (Nevin, et. al., 1973). As mentioned previously,
TABLE 5 - RESULTS OF CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF BORE HOLE SAMPLES EXPRESSED AS MILLIEQUIVALENTS PER LITER
LOCATION Na+ Ca++ Mg++ C1- S04= RCOj ~CATflkp ~ ANIONS
B1 254 17.4 58.8 296 14.8 20.0 330.2 330.8
B2 180 ·11. 7 41.5 211 13.7 12.9 233.2 237.6
B3 62.2 1.7 7.1 60.9 0.6 9.4 71.0 70.9
B4 8.05 2.9 6.0 3.9 1.5 12.3 16.95 17.7
B5 3.0 2.5 0.6 2.68 0.02 2.66 6.1 5.36
B6 71.8 8.8 10.4 68.6 5.0 13.2 91.0 86.8
B7 2.3 6.4 0.6 4.4 0.20 7.1 9.3 11. 7
B8 1.0 5.4 2.1 1.6 0.16 6.3 8.5 8.1
B9 36.5 3.5 12.7 40.9 2.5 10.0 52.7 53.4
BI0 21.8 10.2 4.6 26.9 0.05 10.9 36.6 37.8
B11 0.83 5.5 0.4 2.0 0.09 4.6 6.73 6.69
B12 1.1 2.0 0.4 3.0 0.05 1.7 3.5 4.7
B13 67.4 5.5 12.4 70.2 5.9 4.5 85.3 80.6
B14 1.4 0.85 0.4 3.1 0.33 0 2.65 3.43
B15 104 11.9 18.3 116 1.1 1l.1 134.2 128.2
B16 0.61 6.3 0.8 2.6 2.6 4.1 7.71 9.3
Figure 19 - Trilinear Plot of
Groundwater Samples
Obtained from Bore
Holes
(per cent of total milli-
equivalents per liter )
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Brown and Hyde (1964) noted that much of the low-lying
western section of the island consisted of creeks and
marshes with water exchange with the river. It is thus
likely that a significant portion of that area came i.nto
contact with saline river water as an adjacent surface
water body.
It has been shown by this study that groundwaters
in proximity to surface water bodies have chemical charac-
teristics very similar to those of the surface water bodies
(for at least part of the year). Actual flow is probably
responsible for this at sites two and three (due to water
level differences across the dikes) although no such assump-
tion can be made for sites one, four, and five. Low water
table levels were observed at these sites, however, so
flow cannot be neglected as a possibility. In any case
the mechanisms that accounted for similar chemical char-
acteristics in the present study, if operative in past
geological times, could account for relatively high salt
concentrations in those areas of the island once in proxi-
mity to saline surface·water bodies.
Further evidence for the "mar ine" origin of the
salts is obtained through examination of the chloride-
bicarbonate ratio, as suggested by Re"e1le (1941). He
stated that an increased ratio can be indicative of the
presence of sea water. The chloride-bicarbonate ratios are
presented irt Figure 20 as the upper figure in each pair.
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Figure 20 - Chloride-bicarbona
. and Calcium-Magnesium Rati
at Bore Hole Locations on
Merritt Island (Cl-/HC03!', ratio is the upper figurer .~ of each pair)
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Higher ratios are found near the island margin, covering
an area roughly the same as the area with dissolved solids
of greater than 1,000 mg/l (Figure 10). Calcium-magnesium
ratios are included in Figure 20 as ,they show an opposite
relationship, with lower ratios in the more salty waters.
These data suggest that a comparison of the Chloride-
bicarbonate ratio with the calcium-magnesium ratio might
prove to be a useful index. A combined ratio yields a
value greater than one for salty waters and less than one
for the fresher waters.
B. The Variatiofi In Chemical Characteristics With Time
The hydrographs depicting chloride, calcium and
magnesium at site one {Figures ll-13} were s'hown to indi-
cate that while ionic concentrations varied considerably
in the surface water body, concentra't:ions remained rela-
tively constant in the wells. Although there was a definite
difference in concentrations from onE! well to another, for
any single well the concentrations di.d not vary much with
time.
The variations that did occur were not consistent
from one well to another. That is, an increase or decrease
in one well was not necessarily associated with an increase
or decrease, respectively, in other wells. Such was not
the case for phosphate, temperature, and pH values. For
..JJ~JJ.... ---------------
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each of these three parameters fairly uniform changes took
place (in time) in all wells. It appears important, there-
fore; to try and account for those changes, especially since
they were not observed for any of the measured major ionic
constituents.
The generally increasing trend in groundwater tem-
peratures (Figure 15) was probably due to a seasonal increase
in air temperatures and coincident increased insolation of
the soil as time passed from spring into summer. Rainfall,
or the lack of rainfall, may have been important in deter-
mining the manner in which a seasonal temperature increase
was manifested in temperature increase of the groundwater.
The sharp temperature increase from May 7 to May 21 was
accompanied by very low rainfall (Table 4), while the de-
cline after May 21 may have been due to cooling effects
of heavy rains in late May (Table 4).
The changes of pH in time were also remarkably
consistent (Figure 16). The sharp decline that occurred
in mid-May coincided with the dramatic rise in groundwater
temperatures. Although pH varies with temperature it does
not seem likely that the temperature increase could have
accounted for the observed magnitude of pH decrease. Pub-
lished data (Chemical Rubber Company, Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 53rd ed., 1972) for some phosphate buffer
compounds indicate that a ten degree (OC) rise in temper-
ature accounts for a pH decrease of only .03 pH unit. In
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this study the temperature rise was 3--4°C while the pH
decrease ra~ged from 0.4 to 1.0 pH units.
Phosphate concentrations (with the exception of
well 1-5) also exhibited an abrupt decrease during the
May 7 - May 21 sampling interval. It is unlikely that
this was due to a solubility dependence on·pH because
phosphate compounds become more soluble under acid condi-
tions (Handbook of Chemistry and Physics). Thus from
solubility considerations the lower pH should have resulted
in higher phosphate concentrations, but the opposite (lower
phosphates) was observed.
From the preceding it is difficult to explain the
observed changes in pH and phosphate based on physical
factors alone. Since phosphate is an important biological
nutrient material and may serve as a limiting factor in
many situations (Odum, 1971) a biological approach was
considered, which might account for the results.
While a temperature .rise of 3-·4°C is small when
considering physical effects, such an increase could assume
great importance biologically based on the effects of tem-
perature on biochemical reaction rates (Lehninger, 1970).
As an assumption, if a ten degree riSE! can be said to
double reaction rates (Lehninger, 1970) then a 3-4°C rise
could increase rates as much as 30 to 40 per cent. If
the increased rates increased plant growth (which
requires phosphate as a nutrient) then 'a possible
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mechanism for explanation of reduced phosphate levels
would be at hand.
A biological approach also offers an explanation
for the decline. in pH values that accompanied the temper-
ature increase. If the temperature rise stimulated rates
of bacterial metabolic activity then an increased flux of
carbon dioxide released into the groundwater might be
expected. According to Skirrow (1965), carbon dioxide
takes part in an equilibrium in aqueous solution depicted
by the following:
An increase in carbon dioxide drives the reactions toward
the right, thereby increasing the hydrogen ion concentra-
tion and reducing the pH (Skirrow, 1965). Equilibrium
concepts in the carbon dioxide system are quite complex
(Skirrow, 1965) so a more specific statement would not be
practical.
Following the periqd of rising temperature and
declining phosphate and pH values, an increase in the amount
of algae at the shore of impoundment T-IO-D was apparent
(personal observation). When sampling the impoundment
on June 4 algae had to be pushed aside in order to fill
the sample bottle, whereas this had not ,been necessary
on previous dates. Unfortunately the algae was not iden-
tified nor were relative amounts present quantified.
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Most algal species require inorganic nutrients
and certain organic compounds for growth (Jackson, 1968).
It is possible that the relatively high rainfall of late
May (Table 4) was responsible for draining the soil at the
edge of the impoundment of nutrient substances, which in
turn promoted the increased algal growth.
The preceding has necessarily been of a specula-
tive nature because the data are incomplete and therefore
inconclusive. No biological influences can be proved.
The data are only suggestive of such an influence, as
alternative hypotheses appear even less adequate in attempts
to account for the observations. The na.ture of the problem
is not insignificant, however, for at ha.nd may be mechanisms
involve<:l in certain types of "algae blooms." For this
reason it is the opinion of this investigator that further
study into these problems is warranted. Important consider-
ations in this area include the responsb~ of groundwater
temperature to seasonal temperature change and rainfall
distribution in time, the response of soil bacteria to
temperature change in their environment, and the response
of algae and other plants to changes in temperature and
bacterial activity.
C. The Influence of Rainfall on Ionic Concentrations
The basic influence of rainfall (and evaporation)
was indicated earlier in Figure 18. Periods of high
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rainfall (rainfall exceeding evaporation) were associated
with declining ionic concentrations while periods of low
rainfall (evaporation exceeding rainfall) were associated
with increasing concentrations. This section will treat
the problem more rigorously and discuss an additional
feature as well.
In order to more precisely determine the nature of
the influence of rainfall a correlation of rainfall during
a sampling interval with change in chloride concentration
during the interval was performed for impoundment T-IO-D.
The data used for this correlation are given in Table 6.
Table 6 - Total Rainfall and Chloride Concentration
Changes During Study Period Sampling Intervals
Sampling Interval n [Cl-] mg/l Rainfall (in. )
3/28 - 4/5 -410 1.11
4/6 - 4/12 +690 0.37
4/13 - 4/22 +1860 0
4/23 - 5/6 +2030 0.42
5/7 - 5/20 +2450 0.14
5/21 - 6/3 -1790 1.46
6/4 - 6/19 -1720 3.84
6/20 - 7/3 +1620 0.10
The results of the correlation are shown in Figure 21,
which has a correlation coefficient (r) equal to -0.82
(r 2 = 0.66). The intercept of the regression line
(obtained by least squares method for small sample sizes)
with the axis for rainfall indicates that about one and
a half inches of rain in a sampling interval are required
for the concentration to remain stable (i.e. n[Cl-] = 0).
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Figure 21 - Correlation of Rainfall with Change in Chloride
Concentration in Impoundmant T-10-D at Site One
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Similar results were obtained when rainfall was
correlated with the changes in calcium and magnesium con-
centrations during a sampling interval (Figure 22). The
intercepts of these regression lines also indicate that
about Ii inches of rain are required every 1-2 weeks for
stable concentrations.
When the preceding correlations were examined
it was observed that a stronger correlation would be ob-
tained if it were assumed that the rainfall of 2.23 inches
on June 8 as recorded at the weather station was not re-
ceived at the well site. A correlation was then performed
that excluded this amount (Figure 23). The .correlation
coefficient in this instance was much stronger (r = -0.95,
r 2 = 0.91). This is admittedly a dangerous technique
(especially when so few sample points are involved) but
the results are interesting and there is some evidence
that rainfall in the Merritt Island area is unevenly dis-
tributed (as will be shown later).
The effects of rainfall on concentrations in the
groundwater were harder to discern. This was presumably
because the wells at site one penetrated the saturated
zone to a depth below that at which highly saline water
was encountered. Rain percolating through the soil at
this site would be inhibited in downward movement when it
reached the denser salt water, thereby delaying (or perhaps
eliminating) observation of dilution effects of rainfall.
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Concentration of Calcium and Magnesium
in Impoundment T-lO-D
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To investigate this problem the change in chloride
concentration in well 1-1 during a sampling interval was
correlated with rainfall recorded during a corresponding
interval 60 days earlier. The figure of 60 days was
selected because the hydrographs for chloride, calcium,
and magnesium (Figures 11-13) show an increase for well 1-1
that follows the increase in the impoundment by 60 days.
Following the above procedure the correlation
presented as Figure 24 was obtained. The correlation coef-
ficient (r = -0.51, r 2 = 0.26) in this case is weaker than
that obtained from the previous correlations, but the in-
fluence of a single major rain storm is much more evident.
A second correlation (Figure 25) was performed and did not
include the rainfall of 2.1 inches on March-25 that was
received at the weather station. The correlation coeffi-
cient (r = -0.85, r 2 = 0.72) indicates a much stronger
relationship when the assumption is made.
.
It has been shown in the preceding discussion that
stronger correlations of rainfall and concentration changes
are obtained when it is assumed that a large rainfall
received at the weather station was not received at the
well site. Two questions immediately arise from this.
First, what is the validity of the assumption? Secondly,
what are the implications?
There is good evidence that at least one major
rainfall occurred at the weather station and not at the
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well site. It was noted in the discussion of Figure 18
that a rainfall of 1. 5 inches on June 30 was accompanied
by declining water level and increasing chloride concentra-
tion in the impoundment.
o
The correlations presented in
this section have indicated that a rainfall of at most
1.5 inches is required for stable concentrations~ Thus
if the rainfall of June 30 had actually occurred at the
well site there should have been little or no concentra-
tion change. This is contrary to observation. The chloride
increase during the interval in question was 1620 mg/l,
very close to an expected change if no rainfall had
occurred (Figure 21).
That the weather station at the Space Center re-
ceives higher quantities of rainfall than surrounding
areas is also supported by data obtained from two other
rain gages located farther south on the barrier island.
A comparison of rainfall amounts from the ppace~enter
weather station, Pan American weather station at Cape
Canaveral City, and the weather station at Patrick Air
Force Base is shown in "Table 7. For each of the three
dates of questionable rainfall (March 25, June S, and
June 30) the highest rainfall was recorded at the Space
Center weather station. The probability of this occurring
(assuming random rainfall distribution) is one chance in
twenty-seven.
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Table 7 - Rainfall Measurements .3.1: Three Weather
Stations in the Area of Merritt Island
for Three Selected Days of 1973 (Rai.n-
fall in Inches)
Date
3/25
6/8
6/30
Kennedy Space Center
Industrial Complex
2.10
2.23
1.50
Pan 11m Station
Cape Canavelcal, PIa.
1.0
1.613
0.90
Patrick Air
Porce Base
0.95
1.12
0.32
Thus it appears that there is some validity in
excluding rainfall on the above dates from the correlations.
While total exclusion may not be most accurate (based on
Table 7 the rain storms on the dates in question must have
been fairly widespread) a significant reduction in amounts
used for correlation does seem to be indicated.
The implications of the assumption involving ex-
elusion of rainfall on certain dates lie in the apparent
nonrandom distribution of rainfall over the area. It
appears that the weather station at Kennedy Space Center
.
receives greater amounts of rainfall than nearby areas.
The problem then involves a mechanism 'which would account
for this.
The industrial complex at the space center con-
tains many concrete buildings and paved roads and parking
lots. The concentration of concrete in the vicinity likely
has characteristics of heat absorption and back radiation
that are different from those of surrounding areas of
vegetation. Thus it is conceivable that the industrial
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complex has an effect on local weather conditions, possibly
analogous to the "heat island" effect observed for cities.
A possibly related phenomenon was observed while
sampling from bore hole number 14 (Figure 3). A' heavy
rainstorm was observed approaching from the northwest and
it was feared the sampling effort would soon be rained out.
The storm passed to the west, however, and moved to the
south following a course that roughly coincided with route
3 (a four-lane highway). Personal communication with a
local worker revealed that such movement of rainstorms is
not uncommon.
The above are indications that localized concen-
trations of concrete and pavement may influence the pattern
of rainfall distribution in the study area. If such is the
case, then these areas are undoubtedly important from an
ecological viewpoint. The abundance and areal distri-
bution of rainfall is particularly important to various
forms of vegetation (Odum, 1971). Further study of rain-
fall distribution over the Merritt Island area would most
likely provide very useful information.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
1. Most sediments consist of fine sand although variable
amounts of peat, clay, silt and shlells are cornmon.
Profiles appear generally banded with shades of gray
and brown. Hydrogen-sulfide odors may occur, and are
mostly observed on the western sidb~ of island ~
2. Concentrations of major ionic cons1:ituents are quite
variable on Merritt Island. Highest concentrations
are found in low-lying areas in proximity to surround-
ing surface water bodies. Lower concentrations are
found at higher elevations toward t~he center of the
island.
3. Groundwater concentrations are subject to·less variation
(in time) than those of surface water bodies.
4. Surface water bodies do influence i:mmediately adjacent
groundwater concentration. Presumably this effect will
vary seasonally according to water levels, but during
the present study groundwater concentrations close to
a surface water body were more similar to those of
the surface water body than groundwater elsewhere on the
island.
5. Differential water levels on either side of mosquito
control dikes (lower in the river during this study)
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creates groundwater flow through the dike directed
toward the river. Groundwater concentrations in wells
beneath the river contained water more similar in chemi-
"""'..' '.,
'. '
cal character to thatQf the impoundment located across
the dike than the water of the river.
6. Ionic concentrations in ~ells may\rary with depth and
..
distance from surface water bodies. Concentration
changes in time are variable even among wells closely
positioned to one another, indicating slow groundwater
movement and relatively small zones with water of a
given concentration. Temperature and pH changes occur
rather uniformly in shallow groundwater.
7. Evidence was obtained with the Piper trilinear diagram
and an examination of chloride-bicarbonate ratios that
shallow groundwater near the island margin has an ionic
composition closer to that of sea water than of typical
fresh water. The calcium-magnesium ratio also proved
useful in this regard.
8. Rather uniform changes of pH and phosphate levels in
shallow wells are difficult to explain based on physical
considerations. A biological approach offers a reasonable
(although highly speculative) explanation. The nature
of the problem, however, is such that further research
should be considered.
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9. Ionic concentrations in surface watb~r bodies (based
on data from impoundment T-IO-D) respond to relative
amounts of precipitati~n and evaporcLtion. When predi-
pitation exceeds evaporation concent:rations 'decrease
while concentrations increase with evaporation exceeding
precipitation. Correlations indicate that in~spring
and early summer about Ii inches of rain are required
every two weeks in order to just balance evaporation
and water loss out of an impoundment due to groundwater
flow (when impoundment water levels are relatively high).
10. When shallow groundwater contains high levels of dissolved
material, rainfall that percolates through the soil
appears to be inhibited in downward movements and pro-
bably serves to dilute only the uppermost region of the
saturated zone.
, 0;, ;
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VI I. REC01-lMENDATIONS
1. The importance of groundwater as a water source for
vegetation, when combined with the disturbance of
natural flow conditions caused by digging of drainage
ditches and impoundment of certain areas for mosquito
control, stresses the need for a more comprehensive
understanding of the Merritt Island groundwater. Of
primary importance in this regard are the seasonal
patterns exhibited in groundwater quality. A longer-
term study would provide useful information for detec-
tion of possible future alterations in the groundwater.
2. A study of the minor groundwater constituents and con-
taminants such as pesticides would certainly provide
additional (and possibly quite important) information.
3. The hypothesis that a rapid rise in groundwater temper-
ature triggered a series of events leading tb increased
algal growth in a surface water body requires testing.
With adequate preparation (and cooperation from the
forces of Nature) it is felt that the events could be
accurately described and a causal relationship (if
it exists) could be shown.
4. A question also remains as to the areal distribution of
rainfall in the area. If the natural situation has
in fact been modified by the activities of man, then
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·the long-term consequences could be serious (at least
to the presently existing plant associations). A study
of areal rainfall distribution presents some problems,)
but if they were overcome the results of such a study
could be extremely important.
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TABLE 1 - RESULTS OF MINOR CONSTITUENTS ANALYSES ON WELL SAMPLES OBTAINED JUNE 4, 1973 (ANALYSES PERFORMED
BY THE BENDIX LABORATORY, KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, RESULTS REPORTED IN PARTS PER MILLION)
SITE TEMP pH Cu Hg Ni K V Zn Fe Al Sr Ca Mg Na Mn
1-1 26.0 6.87 <0.1 .003 0.17 560 <lppm 0.16 0.12 <1 9.1 600 1300 10,400 0.11
1-2 25.0 7.03 <0.1 .009 0.14 510 " 0.12 0.13 <1 10.4 780 1200 9,000 <0.1
1-3 25.5 6.74 <0.1 .004 0.16 510 " 0.15 <0.1 <1 8.2 470 840 7,000 <0.1
1-4 24.8 6.95 <0.1 .003 0.14 270 " 0.20 0.10 <1 10.5 760 1200 8,400 0.10
1-5 25.2 7.15 <0.1 .004 <0.1 290 " 0.18 0.13 <1 9.6 600 1100 8,400 <0.1
1-6 24.8 7.06 <0.1 .013 0.17 850 " 0.15 <0.1 <1 10.0 660 1100 8,400 <0.1
I-I 26.0 6.68 <0.1 .002 <0.1 370 " 0.15 0.12 <1 9.0 640 1300 10,600 <0.1
2-1 26.7 7.61 <0.1 .014 <0.1 160 " 0.19 0.15 <1 6.0 330 570 5,000 <0.1
2-2 25.2 6.88 <0.1 .006 <0.1 160 " 0.11 0.13 <1 6.0 340 570 5,000 <0.1
2-3 27.8 6.90 <0.1 .004 <0.1 186 " 0.11 0.10 <1 6.6 360 650 5,800 0.11
2-1 25.9 8.40 <0.1 .009 <0.1 177 " 0.15 0.10 <1 5.9 310 600 5,200 <0.1
2-IR 27.9 7.42 <0.1 .006 <0.1 380 " 0.15 0.13 <1 8.1 490 1100 8,900 <0.1
3-1 25.7 7.20 <0.1 .007 <0.1 11 II <0.1 <0.1 <1 0.9 27 66 460 <0.1
3-2 25.5 . 7.10 <0.1 .004 <0.1 27 II 0.10 <0.1 <1 0.6 14 88 570 . <0.1
. 3-3 27.7 6.73 <0.1 .004 0.16 311 II 0.18 0.13 <1 7.6 410 970 7,900 <0.1
3-1 27.4 7.35 <0.1 .008 <0.1 10 II 0.11 0.12 <1 0.9 30 81 430 <0.1
3-1R· 29.5 7.56 <0.1 .004 <0.1 342 II 0.28 0.13 <1 7.8 440 1100 8,400 <0.1
4-1 27.0 6.92 <0.1 .003 0.15 516 " 0.12 0.31 <1 7.4 413 1207 10,000 <0.1
4-2 26.1 7.35 <0.1 .005 0.31 452 II 0.13 0.13 <1 7.2 413 1117 9,194 <0.1
4-3 27.0 7.71 <0.1 .026 0.18 474 " 0.15 0.13 <1 7.5 413 1128 9,140 <0.1
4-ML 29.1 7.81 <0.1 .003 0.18 477 II 0.20 <0.1 <1 7.5 413 1184 9,140 <0.1 (X)
-..J
5-1 28.9 6.93 <0.1 .005 <0.1 9 " <0.1 <0.1 <1 0.9 94 7 50 <0.15-2 24.5 7.55 <0.1 .001 <0.1 7 " <0.1 <0.1 <1 1.1 110 7 45 <0.15-P 30.6 6.94 <0.1 .002 <0.1 6 " <0.1 <0.1 <1 1.1 96 7 49 <0.1
TABLE 2: DESCRIPTIONS OF SOIL PROFILE FROM SHALLOW BORE HOLES DRILLED AT THE KENNEDY SPACE CENTER DURING
JULY, 1973
DE SCRIPTION
COLOR GRAINS
black silt
light gray fine sand
dark gray fine sand
dark gray fine sand
black peat
dark gray fine sand
very dark fine sand
gray
mottled light fine sand
and dark gray
very dark fine sand
gray
medium to fine sand
dark gray
black peat
black clayey sand
black fine sand
LOCATION
Bl
(10 feet from edge
of impoundment)
B2
B3
DEPTH
(inches)
surface
0 - k2
~ - 8
8
-
22
22
-
32
32
-
35
40
- 53
surface
o - 1
1 - 20
20 - 26
26 - 38
38 - 44
44 - 55
55 - 65
surface
o - 9'
9 - 16
16 - 37
37
- 47
dark gray,
brown and
dark brown
gray
very dark
gray
dark brown
fine sand
fine sand
fine sand
silty sand
with peat
REMARKS
short grasses and shrubs
humus
strong HZS odor
H2 S
some decaying plant matter
short grasses
some organic matter
H2S, at 23" a layer of decomposing stems
and roots
H2 S
H2 S
some plant matter
short grasses
stems and roots not much decomposed, HZS
co
co
Table Z (cant.)
LOCATION DEPTH
(inches)
DESCRIPTION
COLOR GRAINS
REMARKS
B4
47 - 59 black
59 - 64 black
64 - 79+ very dark
gray
surface
o - 6 dark brown
6 - 9 light brown
9 - NN~ light gray
NN~ - 15 very dark
brown
15 - 16 light gray
16 - 50 black
50 - 67+ very dark
brown
silty sand
clayey sand
fine sand
fine sand
fine sand
fine sand
fine sand
fine sand
silty fine
sand
fine sand
many roots, HZS
some plant matter
short grasses and shrubs, cabbage palms
nearby
with shell fragments
with shell fragments
shell fragments
shell fragments
many shell fragments
few plant fragments, no shells
no plant or shells
BS surface
0-6 very dark fine sand
brown
6 - 10 mottled grar fine sand
and brown
10 - 15 brown and fine sand
black
15 - 27 gray fine sand
27 - 31 dark gray- fine sand
brown
31
- 37 black fine sand
37 - 49 very dark clayey sand
reddish brown
49 - 51 black fine sand
short grasses, palms nearby
a few shells and plant roots
much decayed plant matter
plant matter
black D~oncretions"
00
\0
Table 2 (cont.)
LOCATION DEPTH
(inches)
DESCRIPTION
COLOR GRAINS
REMARKS
B6
51 - 54
54 67
67 - 70
surface
0-7
7 - 16
16 - 20
20 - 25
25 - 43
43 - 53+
dark gray
black
dark reddish
brown
light gray-
brown
black
gray
dark brown
very light
gray
gray
fine sand
fine sand
fine sand
fine sand
silty sand
fine sand
fine sand
fine sand
fine sand
some organic matter
mild H2S
grasses, close to pines and cabbage palm
roots and shell fragments
plant matter
no shells or plant matter
a few shell fragments
B7
B8
surface
o - 32 dark gray fine sand
32 37 dark gray fine sand
37 - ? yellow brown sand and
and gray clayey sand
surface
0 1 very dark humus
brown
I - 13 dark brown fine sand
13 - 19 black fine sand
19 - 45 dark brown fine sand
and gray
45
- 48 black fine sand
48 - ? brown fine sand
Australian pines, palmettoes and grasses
nearby
many shells and fragments, roots, and
decaying plant matter
copious shell layer
shells
grasses adjacent to marsh
root zone
some shell fragments
decaying plant matter
large shells and fragments
few shells or plant matter
no shells
ID
o
Table 2 (cont.)
LOCATION DEPTH
(inches)
DESCRIPTION
COLOR GRAINS
REMARKS
B9
BIO
Bll
surface
0-8
8 - 17
17 - 48
48 - 56+
surface
0-2
2 - 27
27 - ?
surface
o 11
11 - 21
very dark
brown
brown
black
dark brown
gray and
brown
very dark
gray
gray brown
dark brown
light gray
fine sane
fine sand
fine sand
fine sand
fine sand
fine sand
fine sand
fine sand
tall grass and cattails
some roots
many roots
decaying vegetation
short grasses
copious shells and fragments
some shell fragments
very hard layer of shell and sand concre-
tions (couldn't penetrate with auger)
tall grasses
roots and other organic matter
many shells and concretions
B12 surface
o - 12
12 - 30
30 - 61+
light brown fine sand
very light fine sand
gray with some
dark gray
light brown fine sane
short grass, trees and shrubs nearby
some shell fragments, many roots
few plant fragments
some decayin~ plant matter
B13 surface
o - 2~
2% - 32
32 - 39
39 - 45
light brown
black
very dark
brown
dark brown
fine sand
silty sand
fine sand
with some silt
silty sand
short grass and dead shrubs
some shell fragments
many decaying plant roots and
mild H2S
stems
Table 2 (cont.)
LOCATION DEPTH
(inches)
DESCRIPTION
COLOR GRAINS
REMARKS
B14
B15
B16
Bl
(30 ·feet from edge of
impoundment)
Bl
(50 feet inland)
45 - 56
56 - 63+
surface
0-6
6 12
12 34
34 64
64 - 66
66 84+
surface
o - 25
25 - 30+
surface
o - 25
25 - 39
0-8
8 21
21 - 31
31 - 34
34 - 39
39 - 45
0-7
7 - 30
brown
gray
brown
gray
light gray
light gray
and brown
very dark
brown
black
very dark
gray
black
light brown
gray
light gray
dark gray
dark gray
black
black
dark gray
brown
gray
fine sand
fine sand
fine sand
fine sand
fine sand
fine sand
fine sand
silty sand
fine sand
fine sand
fine sand
fine. sand
fine sand
fine sand
fine sand
peat
fine sand
fine sand
fine sand
fine sand
short grasses, relatively open field
root zone, some shell fragments
some roots
large plant fragments
some organic matter, strange odor
short grass, very close to swamp with cat-
tails, cabbage palm and sawgrass
some shell fragments, many decomposing
roots and stems
decayed plant matter, HzS
short grasses
many shells and shell fragments
many shells and fragments
many tiny shell fragment~mild HZS
\0
to.)
Table 2 (cont.)
LOCATION DEPTH DESCRIPTION REMARKS
(inches) COLOR GRAINS
Bl 0 - ~ very dark fine sand
(75 feet inland) gray
~ - 17 gray and fine sand shells and shell fragments
brown
(mottled)
17 - 50 very dark fine sand strong HZS from peat layers
gray to black (some peat)
50 - 65 very dark fine sand some plant matter, HZS
brown
65 - 83 dark gray fine sand a few shell fragments
Bl o - 5 light and fine sand shell fragments·
, (100 feet inland) dark brown
(mottled)
5 - 8 gray fine sand
8 - 12 very dark fine sand
brown
12
- 36 gray fine sand some shell fragments
\D
W
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ABSTRAaI'
'!he major ion to chlorinity ratios of the oceans llllSt be
relatively constant for chlorinity titration:s and conductivity
reasurements of salinity to be valid. Variations in the major ion
to chlorinity ratios, in estuaries of apprec:Lable salinity, are
usually not detectable.
The Indian and Banana Rivers are a lagoonal system
located on the east, central coast of Florida. seven water sites
were chosen, four in the Indian River, one in the Banana River,
and two in the Atlantic Ocean.
Sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesiuIll, and sulfate, were
analyzed using· Standard Methods as a guide. Calcium and rragnesium
were also both analyzed using a simultaneous EDTA conplexone .
titration. Conductivity reasurernents were made on an induction
salinometer and chlorinity war; analyzed by the Knudsen titration.
Refractive index determinations were made on a Spencer refracto-
neter and a hand held refractometer.
The only ion in the river system that did not conform to
reported ion concentrations in the oceans was calcium. The
calcium levels were consistently high. Calcium was probably
present as dissolved and, to a lesser extent, colloidal calcium
carbonate .
The other ions showed some regional variability, Which was
associated with fresh water run-off and river water to river
bottom interactions. Tre sodi urn and potassium. concentrations
-_..~~JJJJJJJJJJJJ_... ~J_..._.__..._J_._J~JJJJ ..._JJJJ~JJJJJJJJ.._--
were both slightly loweJr than the Atlantio sanples. The magnesium
and sulfate levels both corresponded to the reported concentrations
for the oceans. The sulfate variability could poss1bily be ass~
ciated with the sulfur Icycle.
The exam1na.t1oo of ionic equivalence indicated that the
r:Lver system was in a <tvnamic state attributable to the caJ.c1l.11l
ion input exceec,i1.ng the precipit~tNon time necessary to bring t~
system to equilibrium.
'!he determ1.natialS of salinity by the chlorinity t1tra.-
t1Q'lS ani ca'1dUQtiv1ty llgeas~rrents were good approx1mations J
with calductivity giV1ng the results with greater accuracy. Both
determLnatialS resulted in lCM river salinity values for neither
nethod could conpletely conpensate for increased calcium levels.
Perraot1ve :2,ndex determ1nat1als gave approximat1cns of the salin-
ity that were J.ess accurate than both of the above.
The autmr expresses his appreciation to Dr. J. A. Lasater,
Dr. T. A. Nevin, am Dr. K. B. Clark for their clrlt1ca1 evaluatioo
of this thesis.
Special. thanks are extended to Richard L. Martin whose
. dedicated assistance helped to bring a conclusicm to the chemtcal
analyses.
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1I. INrROOOGrION
Marcet. proposed in 1819 that the conposition of sea water
arolmd the world appeared relatively constant, and that only the
total salinity varied regionally. Sorre variabj.lity appeared to
exist in the specific iaUc conposition of sea water sanp1es
through 1966, though in nest instances the varlability was with:tn
analytical error (Riley, 1965). Analytical investigations by
Culkin (1966) al sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, and
strontium, deroonstrated that very little variability existed in
the ionic cooposit1on of the world oceans when the sanples were
analyzed by a single investigative team (Table 13).
Salinities were origl.nally determined by evaporating sea
water to dryness am then weighing the sarrp1e. '!he organic
matter was eventually oxidized, as the sanple ~ras heated and
evaporated. '!he precipitated magnesium chloride was decooposed
into salts of \.J'lcertain conposition and hydrogtW~n chloride was
liberated. '!he results were difficult to reproduce depending
on the rrethod of treatrrent and analysis (Riley ll' 1965).
A definition of salinity was developed in the early
1900's. '!he definition stated:
Sa.11n1ty is defined as the weight in gr-anntes of the dis-
solved inorganic matter in 1 kg of sea water after all
the brom1de and iodide ha~ been repNac~ed by the equiva-
lent am::>\.J'lt of chloride, and all the cEtrbonate converted
to oxide. (Riley, 1965)
2Dittmar, in the late 1800 's, suggested that because the
major ion concentrations appeared cCl'lStant (Table 1), a single
ioo could be analyzed cU1d related by arithImtic fornuJ.a to the
total salinity of the sarrq:>le. Knudsen used silver nitrate to
precipitate too halogens in sea water and helped to develop the
concept of chlorinity, which was defined to be:
'!he chlorinity is too l'TBSS in gr-anrres of pure silver
necessary to precipitate too halogens in 328.5233 gr-amms
of sea water. (Riley, 1965)
An arithmetic b~xpression was developed by Knudsen relat- .
ing the ch10rinity to flalinity as follows:
S 01(X) • 1.8050 C1 0100 + 0.030.
(Wooster, 1970)
'Ibe above expfDb~ssicn was based on just nine saline sanp1es
and the coostant, 0.030, apparently varied with 10ca.l1ty (Martin,
1968) • The fornula has since been m::xi1fied to be:
S 0100 = 1.80655 Cl 0100.
(Wooster, 1970)
Thus, chlorinity can strictly be used in the conputation
of the salinity and density of sea water only if too major ion
to chlorinity ratios are constant (Riley, 1911).
Within the last 30 years, conductivity has becone a rapid
nethod of determining the salinity of sea water sanp1es. Hydro-
graphic tables, using Btandard sea water dilutions and based on
too Knudsen equation, have been developed that relate conductivity
ratios with specific salinities. Investigations by F. Culkin,
3TABLE 1
'!he Icnic Concentrations, Ion/Chlorinity Ratios,
Pesidence Times, and Principle Species
in 35 0100 Sea Water
Constituent· Concentration* Ion/Cl Residence·· Principle··
gm/kg Ratio T'iIoo Species
(Years)
19.353 Cl-Cl
---
Na 10.76 0.5555 2.6xl08 Na+
S04 2.n2 0.1400 --- SO 2-4
1.294 0.0668 4.5xl07 2+Mg Mg , ~4
0.413 0.0213 8.0xl06 2+ca ca , cas04
K 0.387 0.0200 7 K+1.lx10
HC03 0.142 0.0073 ----
HCO'3 ' H2C03
co 2-3
Br 0.067 0.0035
---
Br-
0.008 0.0004 1.Oxl07 2+Sr Sr , SrS04
B 0.004 0.0002
--- B(OH)3' B(OO)4-
I 0.001 0.00005 ----- I03-, I-
• Riley, 1965
*. Horne, 1969
4R. A. Cox, and J. P. Hiley, have resulted in a new set of tables,
the International lce~mogt"aphic Tables, that conpare conductivity
ratios to salinity by the new definition. The tables inciude
conductivity ratios rang1.ng from 0.85000 to 1.17999 and salinities
from 29.196 0/00 to 42.168 0/00 (Wooster, 1970).
M::>dem conductivity instrunt:mts, with tenperature carpen-
sating electrical bridges, can l'OOasure the salinity to 0.001 0700
(Riley, 1965). Agreenent between conductinetric salinity neasure-
l'OOnts and those calculated from chlorinity titrations is depend-
,
ent on the CQ'lStancy c:>f the relative conpositioo of sea water
(Riley, 1971).
Refractive irrlex is also used to determine the salinity
and the constancy of I::onposition nust hold to obtain valid salin-
ity values. Standard sea water dilutions were used· by several
investigators to obtain tables relating refractive index to salin-
ity.
The major ion concentrations are ccnstant because they are
conservative in the saline nedium. Table 2 was taken from Home
(1969) and shows the leJq:>ected cation and anion interactions in
sea water of 19 0/00 chlorinity and for a tenperature of 25°C. It
was assuroact that the interacticns between the major ions resulted
only in the fonnatiQ'l. of ion pairs. Sodium, potassium, and chlor-
ide are represented a~ 99 percent dissociated. calcium and mag-
nesium iens each exislt associated to a slight degree with the
5TABLE 2
Species DistributiCl'l of Some Major
Sea Water Constituents
(Home, 1969)
\-lith With With
Free Ion, Sulfate, Bicarbonate, Carbonate,
Ion M:>lality % % % %
Ca 0.0104 91 8 1 0.2
~ 0.0540 87 11 1 0.3
Na 0.4752 99 1.2 0.01
K 0.0100 99 1
With With With With
Ca, Mg, Na, K,
% % % %
S04 0.0284 54 3 21.5 21 0.5
HC0
3
0.00238 69 4 19 8
C0 3 0.000269 9 7 67 17
6sulfate ion. '!he major ions generally eXhibit long residence
tines alloWing them tlne to corre to a steady state equilibrium
(Table 1).
The total anion and cation equivalences were calculated
from tre major im concentrations listed in Table 1. Table 3
lists the major ions with their projected equivalences calculated
from 35 0/00 sea water. Tre total equivalence of the cations is
equal to 0.6057 and the total of the anions is 0.6056. lJ.be two
values are close to agreenent and an ionic equilibrium is indicated.
'!he major ion to chlorinity ratios must be relatively con-
stant for m:xiem techrdques to be valid neasure~nts of sal1n1ty.
The validity of the chlorinity titrations, conductivities, and
refractive indices be~ qtestionable analyses for the determina-
tim of salinity where! extreme dilutions of sea water occur. How-
ever, variations in the concentratioo rati06 in estuarine water of
appreciable salinity are usually not detectable (Riley, 19n).
'!he Indian and Banana River lagoonal system provides an
excellent diluted sea water environment to test tre validity of the
above rreasurements. 'Ibis thesis was proposed to evaluate the con-
centrations of sodiun,. potassium, calcium, magnesium, and sulfate
to detennine if the ionic conposition was similar to sea water and
if the chlorinity titration and conductivity and refractive index
neasurerrents could be utilized to detennine river salinities.
- _.------- - ~. J~J ~J_.JJJJ~JJJ~~ ~ -------
TABLE 3
'D1e Ionic F..quivalence of 35 0/00 Sea Water
Ion Ionic Equivalence
C1 0.5459
Na 0.4680
S04 0.0565
Mg 0.1064
Ca 0.0206
K 0.0099
HC03 0.0023
Br 0.0008
Sr 0.0002
B 0.0007
I 0.0001
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8II. MErHODS AND MATERIALS
A. Sanpling Sites
The Indian and Banana River lag)cna.l system is located on
the east central coast of Florida. 'Ihe rrost noted landmark in the
region is Kennedy ppacb~ Center located on Marritt Island (Figures
1 and 2).
seven sanple sites were chosen, four in the Indian River,
one in the Banana River, and two in the Atlantic Ocean. The Indian
Rivel' sites were:
Site 1
Site 2
Site 4
Site 5
Titusville Causeway, Titusville
Bemett Causeway, State Road 528
Eau Gallie Causeway, Eau Gallie
State Road 510 Causeway, Wabasso
Site 3 was located on the Benrett Causeway (state Road 528)
in the Banana River.
Site 6A was located off of the Indialantic Beach for two
sanpling excursicns. Site 6B was located off of the Fort Pierce
Inlet. 'Ibis sanple ser'Ved as a sea water substandard. Sarrples
fran Sites 6, A and B, were analyzed with the other sanples to in-
sure the validity of the ion analyses used.
Site 1 is located in the northern region of the Irrlian
River. '!he Banana Cree~k is located four rnl..les sooth of the cause-
way and no other rrajor creeks are in the vicinity.
Site 2 and pite~ 3 are approximately 17 rnl..les below Site 1
and are C<X'lrected by a Barge Canal bisecting Merritt Island. Sykes
FIGURE 1
Florida
tf!~T
PALII
IEACIt
ItIANI
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Site 2
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FIGURE 2
Sample Site Locations
Haulover Canal
Creek
Indian River
Banana Hiver
Barp-e Canal
Site ;3
4
6A
Sebastian Inlet
Ul_---Site l)
Site 6B.
St. Lucie Inlet
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Creek opens directly into the Barge Canal. The Banana Creek is
approx1nately 13 miles north at' Site 2.
Site 4 is approximately 20 miles south of Site 2 near the
I1Duth of the Eau Gallle R1ver, located less than cne mile south
of the causeway (Figure 2).
Site 5 is 31 miles south of Site 4 an,j 7 miles south of
the Sebastian Inlet, a direct opening to the Atlantic Ocean. The
Sebastian Creek is 7 miles north of the 510 causeway (Figure 2).
B. Sanpling Procedure
The sarrples were taken by rope and bueket from the speci-
fied river localities at depths between three to five feet and
transfeITed to two quart low density polyethylene containers.
All sanples were returned to the chemlLcal laboratory, fil-
tered thra1@J1 1.2 micron Mil11pore cellulose acetate filter paper,
and stored in 500 milliliter (ml) h1@J1 densit~r polyethylene con-
tainers. 'llle sarrples were generally analyzed within a three day
tine period.
C. Conductivity
Conductivities were measured on a Portable Induction 8a.1-
inoneter, Beclman Model RS-7B, according to the instructions pro-
vided with the instrument (Instruction Manual for MJdel RS-7B Por-
table Irxiuctim Sallnoneter, Beckmm InstI"1..m:mts, Inc., 1965).
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'!he salinities were determ1.ned from the :rreasured conductiv1ty ratio
. usill!: the hydrographic tables, based on the Knudsen equatioo, sup-
plied in the manual. The salinities were corrected for machine
drift and tenperature, the chlorin1ty was calculated from the
Knudsen equation, and the new salinity definition was applied to
obtain a corrected saUnity .
D. Refractive Index
Refractive inib~u was rreasured on a Spencer Refractaneter,
~N 819, using a corlSltant tenperature water bath and a sodium 0
o °line light source (5890 A, 5896 A). A hand held optical refrac-
tOJ'D!ter, the AO TiC Re1'ractaneter was also used. Both instruments
were operated according to their instructicn nanua.ls (Directions
for the Operatim and Care of the Spencer Refractometer, American
Optical Canpany, 1947, and Instruct1alS .for the Use and care of
the TS ~ter and TiC oe~fractometerI Anerlcan Q;)tica1 Conpany, 1964).
Table 48B, Appendix B, was used to determine refractive indices
/ for 30°C and 32°C, by extrapolating from a semilogarithm1c plot of
the data.
'lhe extrapolated refractive indices, 'Table 49B, AppendiX B,
were used to calculate salin1ties for the Spencer retractaneter
data.
E:. cremical Methods
The chem1.cal procedures for the major ions were taken fran
13
Starxiard Methods of Fresh Water and Waste Wat,er Analysis, American
Public Health Association, Vol. 13, 1971.
Silica pp. 301-303
Sodium pp. 320-323
Potassium pp. 285-286
Calcium (EDrA) pp. 84-86
Calcium(Grav1metric) pp. 80-82
Ma,gpesium pp. 201-203
Sulfate pp. 331-333
The procedures for the chlor1nity determination (Martin,
1968) and for the "Simultaneous Determination of calcium and Mag-
nesium," Katz (1964), are located in Appendix A.
1. Chlorinity
The chlorinity was determined by the precipitation of the
halides from river water sanples with silver nitrate. Potassium
chranate was used as the endpoint indicator.
x = CI-, Br-, r
Ag+ + r .. AgX
Ag+ + Cr04
2
- • Ag2Cr()4 (Martin, 1968)
(Excess) (Yellow) (Pink)
2. Silica
The silicates were separated by the evaporation of the
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saline sarrple to dryness in the presence of concentrated hydro-
chloric acid. '!he silicates were separated as 8i02 . xH20 (Koltoff,
1969). Dilute hydrochloric acid was added to redissolve the soluble
salts, tte insoluble s:Uicates were filtered, i@'lited in an elec-
tric fuInace at 2,lllol~I and weighed. The procedure was carried
out in borosilicate glassware. Thedetermtnation of silica con-
centrations was necessary to insure that the silicates were below
interference leve15 .
3. Sodium
Sodium was preeipitated using zinc uranyl acetate reagent.
The product, sodium zinc uranyl acetate was collected a.:rter one
hour in Coming fritted glass crucibles, ~ditrNN porosity, washed
with ethanol and eteer, and teen weighed.
Zn(C2H302)2 . :3U(C2H302)3- + Na+ + 6H20 ..
Na(C2H302) . znEC~PM2F . PrEC~PM2FP . 6H20
4. Potassium
Trisodium cobaltinitrite was used to precipitate potassium
from sea water. A known voltJITe of standard potassium dichromate
was added to the carefully washed dipotassium soditJJl cobalt1nitrite
precipitate followed b;y 5 ml of concentrated sulfuric acid. The
excess dichromate was measured color1rretrically using a Bausch and
15
I..onD Spectronic 20. '!he concentration of POtCLSSil..un was deter-
mined from a standard curve.
5. Calcium
'lhree methods were used in the determtnation of calcium..
The ethylenediamine tetracetic acid (EI1I'A) analysis (Standard
Methods 2 1971) was initially used, then the "Sinultaneous teter-
minatian of Calcium and MagnesiumD~ with EI1I'A by Katz (1964), and
finally the precipitation of calcium as the oJca1ate was used.
'!he titration of calcium utilizing bag~A was a conp1exone
reaction. strontium was also analyzed in this procedur'e because
of its similarity to the calcium ion. The Stcll1dard Methods analy-
sis and Katz analysis both followed the sane basic procedure. Mag-
nesium hydroxide was precipitated from the sanp1e by the addition
of enough sodium hydroxide to increase the pH of the sanp1e to
~
between 12 and 13. An organic indicator, either Murexide or Erio-
chrome Blue S.E., was added to the sample. The sanp1e was titrated
with EDTA which has a greater affinity for the calcium and stron-
tium than the indicator. When an excess of Fl1I'A was added, it com-
p1exed with the dissociated indicator to produce a color change
from blue to red.
16
I = Indicator
Y - I + Em'A" Y - Em'A + I
EDTA + I .. Em'A - I
(Blue) (Red)
(Martin, 1968)
Calciwn and st~WWmtium were also determined gravinetrical1y.
The two ions were precipitated f'rom an acidified rredium containing
anmmium oxalate as the solution was neutralized with arrm:>n1wn hy-
droxide. The precipitate was filtered, ignited in an electric f'ur-
o
nace at 2,000 F, and weighed.
Ca2+ + C2042- + H20 .. Cac204 • H20
CaC204 • e~ + CaO + CO + C02 + e~
heat (Koltoff, 1969)
6 • Magnesium
Ma,gnesiwn was detennined by the sinultaneous Em'A method
described above. After the analysis of calcium and strontium, the
magnesiwn hydroxide precipitate was dissolved with dilute hydro-
chloric acid, and then the solution was buffered to a pH of 10.1-
A new indicator, Eriochrorne Black T, was added and the sanple
titrated with Em'A. The rna.gpesium concentration was determtned
,
from the additicnal EDI'A necessary to titrate to the indicator
endpoint.
----- --.-..•._-_.__._ .....-.
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'!be precipitation of lJlag1lesium as ~~sium amm:mium
phosphate was also used. Calcium and strontiwn were first relOOved
by the grav:1.netric nethod described above .Th:! precipitation of
magnesium fran an acidic solution containing d:lhydrogen BII1JX)l11um
phosphate resulted when the solution was reutrltiized with a:rrrronium
hydroxide. The precipitate was dissolved with dilute hydrochloric
acid and reprecipitated with additional amrrnnium phosphate and .
arnm:mium hydroxide. '!he magnesium anm:mium ph<:>sphate was ignited
•
to magnesium pyrophosphate at 2,OOOe>.F :in an ell~ctric .furnace and
we~d.
2+ + 3- 6Mg + NH4 + P04 + H20. MgNH4P04
~4mM4 • 6H20" ~m2MT + 12 H20
heat
(Koltoff, 1969)
7. Sulfate
Sulfate ions were precipitated with dilute barium chloride
solution fran a hot, acidified solution follow:lng a grav:1.netric
procedure. The precipitate was filtered, ignited at 1,6l60p in an
electric furnace and weighed.
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III. RESUL'TS
A. Ionic Ratios and Concentrations
Table 1 shows the projected ionic concentrations for the
eleven major ions. The chlor1n1ty of 35.00 0/00 sea water was
calculated to be 19.37 0100, from the Knudsen equation. The major
ion to chlor1nity ratio~. were then calculated and added to Table -1-
Table 4 shows the gra.v~tric silica values. The site 1,
site 2, site 3, and site! 6, sanples all contained silica levels
less than 1 mg/1 j the sc:llTPles from site 4 and site 5 contained
silica concentrations slightly greater than 1 lllV1, 1.2 rng/l and
1.1 ng!l , respectively, all of which were below interference levels.
The results from which the ion ratios and concentrations
were calculated are located in Appendix B. Table 5 and Table 6
were conpiled from the ch10rinity titration and conductivity
measurenent data located in Table 43B to Table 46B, Appendix B.
All 1m concentrations were corrected to 35 0/00 sea water
to conpensate for salinity variations between sites and allow com-
parisons of the ionic concentrations to be made by the following
formula:
C = A • 35.00 0100
B
A = neasured ion concentration
B = site nean saUinity
C = cmcentraticn for 35 0100 sea water
Site
1
2
3
4
5
6
TABLE 4
Silica
Concentration
(gil)
0.0003
0.0006
0.0006
0.0012
0.0011
0.0007
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TABLE 5
The Mean Ion/Chlorinity Ratios
EI1I'A EDrA
Na/Cl K/Cl Ca-Sr/Cl Ca-Sr/Cl lVfg/Cl MglCl S04/C1
Site (S.D.) (S .D.) (S.D. ) (S.D. ) (S .D. ) (S.D. ) (S.D. )
1 0.5538 r\ rv",f"\r"\ 0.0235 0.0249 ,.. -.""" .... " 0.0656 0.1392v.vc:vv U.UbS/15
(0.0069) (0.0017) (0.0013) (0.0019) (0.0038) (0.0012) (0.0068)
2 0.5504 0.0190 0.0246 0.0257 0.0687 0.0664 0.1397
(0.0069) (0.0020) (0.0022) (0.0011) (0.0025) (0.0011) (0.0057)
3 0.5546 0.0190 0.0255 0.0270 0.0692 0.0663 0.1413(0.0118) (0.0020) (0.0007) (0.0010) (0.0031) (0.0010) (0 .0031)
4 0.5534 0.0198 0.0254 0.0256 0.0674 0.0664 0.1383
(0.0100) (0.0010) (0.0019) (0.0005) (0.0020) (0.0025) (0.0039)
5 0.5533 0.0197 0.0216 0.0222 0.0663 0.0660 0.1405(0.0068) (0.0023) (0.0010) (0.0017) (0.0023) (0.0009) (0.0035)
6 0.5541 0.0197 0.0210 0.0210 0.0674 0.0656 0.14il
(0.0069) (0.0011) (0.0002) (0.0024) (0.0009) (0.0008) (0.0045)
7* 0.5555 0.0200 0.0217 0.0217 0.0668 0.0668 0.1400
* Expected Ratio for 35 0/00 Sea Water
f\)
0
TABLE 6
'Ihe Mean Ion Concentrations in 35 0/00 Sea Water
IDrA IDrA
Na K Ca-Sr ca-Sr Mg Mg S04
g/kg g/kg g/kg g/kg g/kg g1kg g/kg
Site (8 .D.) (S.D. ) (S .D.) (S .D.) (S.D.) (S.D. ) (S.D. )
1 10.73 0.386 0.440 0.475 1.352 1.270 2.695(0.13) (0.033) (0.025) (0.036) (0.074 ) (0.023) (0.132)
2 10.66 0.368 0.468 0.490 1.331 1.286 2.707(0.13) (0.039) (0.042) (0.021) (0.048) (0.021) (0.110)
3 10.75 0.367 0.487 0.514 1.340 1.283 2.137(0.23) (0.039) (0.013) (0.019) (0.060) (0.019) (0.072)
10.72 0.383 0.484 0.489 1.306 1.285 2.679(0.19) (0.019) (0.036) (0.010) (0.039 ) (0.048) (0.076)
5 10.72 0.380 0.411 0.423 1.284 1.278 2.721(0.13) (0.045) (0.019) (0.032) (0.045) (0.017) (0.069)
6 10.73 0.380 0.401 0.401 1.306 1.270 2.734
(0.13) (0.021) (0.004) (0.046) (0.017) (0.016) (0.087)
7* 10.76 0.387 0.414 0.414 1.294 1.294 2.712
• Expected Ion Concentration in 35 0/00 Sea Water l\)f-I
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Each ion, from the above tables, was considered individ-
ually in the presentation of the results. The projected ionic
ratios and concentrations were taken from Table 1. Each mean
value is followed by its standard deviation in parentheses.
1. Sodium
The mean sodium concentrations and ratios for the sanples
at all sites were below the projected 10.76 g/kg and 0.5555. The
sanple at site 2 was the lowest value having a concentration of
10.66 g/kg (0.13) and a ratio of 0.5504 (0.0069). Samples from the
other sites were all with.1n 0.04 g/kg and 0.0022 of the projected
concentraticn and ratio. The standaro deviations for the deter-
mination were relatively low, generally on the order of aneto two
percent.
2. Potassium
All of the nean potassium concentrations and ratios were
equal to or below the projected 0.387 g/kg and 0.0200. The lowest
values were found in the sanples at site 2 and site 3. The sanples
from all sites were within 0.020 g/kg and 0.0010 of the projected
values. '!he standard d.eviations were high, approximately 10 per-
cent.
3. EDrA and Grav:lnetric Calcium-Strontium
The mean EDl'A calcium-strontium sanple concentrations
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increased fran site 1 to site 3 and were between 0.026 g/kg and
0.073 g/kg greater than the projected 0.414 g/kg. The site 4
sanple concentration was slightly lower than that of site 3.
San;>les fran site 5 and site 6 were lower than and within 0.013
g/kg of the projected value.
The rrean ratios for the sanples from s.ite 1, site 2, site
3, and site 4, followed the sane pattern described above and were
higher than the 0.0200 projected ratio by 0.0018 and 0.0038. The
sanple ratios at site 5 and site 6 were within. 0.0007 of the pro-
j ected value.
The standard deviations were high for the detenninaticn,
on the order of 10 percent.
The grav1netric calciwn-strontium determ1na.tion follOlled
the pattern described above. The rrean sanple concentrations for
site 1, site 2, and site 3, were 0.030 g/kg to 0.040 gIkg greater
than the EDTA levels. The site 4 saIJi)le ccncentraticn was s1m11ar
to the EVrA site 4 value. The sanples fran site 5 and site 6 were
within 0.013 g/kg of the projected 0.414 g/kg.
'!he rrean ratios for the sanples from site 1, site 2 and
site 3, were approximately 0.0015 greater than the EUI'A ratios.
The site 4 gravimetric and EIJI'A value were similar. The sanples
!'rom site 5 and site 6 were within 0.0007 of the 0.0200 projected
ratio.
'lbe standard deviations were generally lower than the
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IDrA detennination, between three to seven percent.
4. EDTA and Grav1netric Magnesium
'llie mean magnesium concentrations, for the EDTA determina-
tion, were high, between 0.037 g/kg to 0.058 gIkg, in the sanples
from site 1, site 2, and site 3. The sanples from the other sites
were within 0.012 g/kg of the 1.294 gIkg projected concentration.
TI1e nean ratios followed the pattern described above. The
site 1, site 2, and site 3, sanple values were between 0.0019 to
0.0030 greater than and the samples fran the other sites were with-
in 0.0006 of the 0.0668 projected ratio.
'llie standard deviations were low, generally between one to
three percent.
The grav1metr:1c deternrl.nation resulted in nean concentra-
tions and ratios that were lower, within 0.024 g/kg and 0.0012,
than the projected values for all of the sanples from the r:1ver
sites. The sanple fu)m site 6 had a concentration of 1.270 glkg
(0.016) and a ratio of 0.0656 (0.0008).
'llie standard deviations were low, approxinately one per-
cent.
5. 'Ihe Mean Calcium lmd Magnesium Values
Table 7 shows the values obtained by taking the rrean of the
ED1'A and gravinetric values for both calcium and ~esium. '!he same
trends still hold for calcium that were noted in section 3.
--- -- JJ~~ ----- -- -- - ---------- ----JJJJJ~J---
t:..- ";~ D~. -".'
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'!he rean magnesium values show better agreenent with the
projected 1.294 g/kg concentration and 0.0668 ratio. '!he site 1,
site 2, and site 3, sample concentrations and ratios were slightly
higher, within 0.018 g/kg and 0.0010, and the sanples from tre
other sites were lower, within 0.015 g/kg and 0.0006, than tre
projected values.
6. Sulfate
All mean sample values were within 0.033 glkg and 0.0017
of the projected 2.712 g/kg concentration and I) .1400 ratio. The
sanples from site 2, site 3, and site 6, were higp, within 0.025
g/kg and 0.0013, and tre samples from the othe:r sites were low,
within 0.017 g/kg and 0.0017, of the projected values.
'!he standard deviations were low, betwl~n two to N.ve
percent.
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TABlE 7
Mean Calcium-Strontium and Magnesium
Ratios and Concentrations
Site Ca-Sr/C1 Ca (g/kp;) MglC1 ~ (g/kg)
(S.D. ) (S.D. ) (S.D. ) (8 .D.)
1 0.0242 0.458 0.0677 1.311(0.0016) (0.031) (0.0025) (0.049)
2 0.0251 0.479 0.0676 1.309(0.0017) (0.032) (0.0018) (0.035)
3 0.0263 0.501 0.0678 1.312(0.0009) (0.016) (0.0020) (0.040)
4 0.0255 0.487 0.0669 1.296(0.0012) (0.023) (0.0023) (0.044)
5 0.0219 0.417 0.0662 1.281(0.0014) (0.026) (0.0016) (0.03].)
6 0.0210 0.401 0.0665 1.288
(0.0013) (0.025) (0.0009) (0.017)
7 0.0217 0.414 0.0668 1.294
·~J·""~JfJJJJ·JJJJJJJ_·
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B. Ionic &J.uivalence, Ch1orin1ty, Salinity,
and Refractive Index
1. Ionic Equivalence
Table 8 examines the ionic equivaNencb~ of each major ion
concentration adjusted to 35 0/00 sea water foJ:" the last four anal-
yses. '!he calcium and magnesium concentrations were both taken,
from Table 7. 'Ihe sanp1es f'rom site 1, site 2, site 3, and site 4,
had total measured cation equivalences that were greater than the
total measured. anionic equivalences. The sanples ~m site 5 and
site 6 had total reasured cation equivalences that were less than
the total reasured anionic equivalences.
It was assuned that the bromtde, iodide, boron, and bi-
carbonate equlvalences were the sarre as in Table 3. ~se equiva-
lences were added to the reasured equivalences to obtain the total
anion and cation equivalences, which follow thE! sarre pattern des-
cribed above.
2 . Chlorinity
Table 9 shows the statistical analysis of the chlor1nities
calculated from the chlorinity titration and conductivity detemina-
tion, for the last f'our analyses. The t-test for the exam1nation
of the similarity of two rreans INas used (Mendenhall, 1971). Sixteen
out of 22 values were within the acceptance region for a 95 percent
JJJJ~-----------
TABLE 8
Ionic Equivalence
Site
10n 1 2 3 4 5 6
(1 ().5459 O.5h59 0.5/:.60 o. 5L1·5() 0.51;.59 0.5460
Na 0.4(67 M.N~SPT 0.4676 0.L6C3 o. L.(63 0.1:667
K 0.0099 0.0091. 0.0091.. 0.0098 0.0097 0.0097
'a-S- 0.022/. 0.0239 0.0250 n.021..3 0.020S 0.0200
. " 0.107: ,.).1077 O.10g0 o. !(k,7 0.105/. 0.1060
304 1).0561 0.056L; 0.0570 M.MR~8 0.0567 0.056Ci
Total Haasuy-ed
rations O. c06q 0.60/7 0.6100 0.C071 0.(022 0.6029
Total M:eas'lred
Anions 0.6020 0.6023 0.6030 0.6017 0.6026 0.6031
T0tal rations 0.6076 o. SMRN~ 0.6107 0.6078 0.6029 0.6031
Total Anions 0.6031- 0.6037 0.6011-4 0.6051 0.60LLO 0.6043
I\J
co
TABIE 9
The Statistical Analysis of Chlor.1nity
Site
Analysis Analysis 1 2 3 4 5 6
Date
4-17-73 Chlorinity Cl 14.80 13.19 12.57 12.39 17.33 19.92(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)
COnductivity Cl 14.81 13.19 12.60 12.51 17.39 19.90(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)
t-Test 0.2857 0.0000 0.8571 3.714 1.714 0.5n4
4-23-73 Chlorinity Cl 15.13 13.09 12.76 12.50 18.14(0 .03) (0 .03) (0.04) (0 .03) (0.04)
COnductivity Cl 15.09 13.05 12.79 12.79 18.45
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)
t-Test 1.143 1.143 0.6383 8.256 6.596
5-1-73 Chlorinity Cl 15.05 13.27 12.95 12.71 18.83
,"" ,...-, , -. _I. \, (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)~u.u?F \'U.Uq)
Conductivity Cl 15.12 13.40 13.08 12.85 18.91
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)
t-Test 1.207 2.766 3.714 4.000 2.286
5-3-73 Chlorinity Cl 14.95 13.15 13.08 13.00 19.20 20.08(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)
Conductivity Cl 14.99 13.16 13.11 13.01 19.20 20.09 I\)\D(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)
t-Test 1.143 0.2857 0.8571 0.2857 0.0000 0.2857
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confidence interval. 'Ihe rejection region was t greater than 2.353.
Seventeen of the 22 ch10rinities determined by the conductivity
measurement were greater than the chlorinities determined by the
chlorinity titration.
3. Salinity and Refractive Index
Table 10 shows the relationship between chlorinity titra-
tion and conductivity deterrrdnation salinities and the salinities
determined by the Spencer ref'ractorreter and hand held refractorreter.
The mean of the difference between the Spencer refractometer salini-
ties and conductivity and chlorinity salinities was 0.8 0/00 . 'lhe
mean of the difference for the hand refractorreter was 1.2 0/00.
TABLE 10
Chlorinity, Cooductivity, and Refractive Index Salinities
Site
Analysis Analysis 1 2 3 4 5 6
Date
4-17-73 Chlorinity 26.74 23.82 22.71 22.38 31.31 36.00
Conductivity 26.75 23.83 22.76 22.60 31.42 35.96
Spencer 26.7 24.4 23.3 23.1 34.3 36.3
Hand Held 25.5 22.5 21.5 21.0 30.5 34.5
4-23-73 Chlorinity 27.3LJ 23.65 23.06 22.59 32.77
Conductivity 27.26 23.57 23.11 23.11 33.33
Spencer 27.5 23.9 22.8 24.4 35.4
Hand Held 26.0 22.5 22.0 22.0 36.0
5-1-73 Chlorinity 27.19 23.98 23.30 22.96 34.01
Conductivity 27.32 24.21 23.62 23.22 34.16
Spencer 29.2 25.0 25.0 24.4 36 .3
Ham Held 26.0 23.0 22.5 22.0 36.0
5-3-73 Ch10rinity 27.00 23.75 23.62 23.49 34.68 36.28
w
Conductivity 27.07 23.78 23.68 23.50 34.68 36.29
......
Spencer 27.5 25.0 24.4 23.9 34.3 35.0
',' t"
.' ,'"-'
'" ,:
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IV. DISCUSSION
A. Ionie Ratios and Concentrations
1. Sodium
Sodium is one of the most difficult ions to analyze quanti-
tatively (Home ~ 1969). The ITBjor difficulty with the determtnaticn
. results f'ran the relatively high sclubj~ity of the sodium zine: uranyl
acetate precipitate~ 5.85 g/lOO ml of solution Eoiley~ 1965) ~ giving
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the precipitate a tendency to form supersaturated s()lutions (Stan-
dard IVethod.s, 1971). A large VC'1Ull£' of concentrated reagent was
added to a small velure of sample to attenpt to conpensate for the
solubility effect (Koltorf, 1969) ,but the low re:sults were still
noted.
'Ihe sanples fran site 1 and site 3 were s1l'nilar in con-
centration to the Atlantic san;ple and the sample:> :t'J:"OI11 site 2, site
4, and site 5, were sligtltly low. It was e"./1.dent that the sodium
levelS obtained in the river samples were probably "ariable.
'lhe higtlest salinity valueE were found:ln the samples from
site 1 and site 5. 'Ihe greatest degree of dilution occurred in the
sanples frcm site 2, site 3, and slte 4 (Table IO). There did not
seem to be a correlation between the degree of dllution and a de-
cr-ease in sod1um levels. 'Ihe sample at site 5 ~tp l"eported to tave
the highest river sal1n1ty but its ratio was cotllIar~fale to the sam-
ple at site 4 where the greatest dilution was noted.. '!he site 3
semple tend.ed to have lower salinity values than thb~ sanple a.t s1 te
1, yet the sodiun values noted \<rere the higtlest.
'!he sodium levels in the Indian and Cn~lfla Rh--ers yy~re simi-
lar to those found for the Atlanti c Ocean. sanple ~t however, S<:.llre re-
gional variability wae found to exist.
2. Potassiun
The rrean potassium values, except for the slaJ'll'le at site 1,
TABLE 11
Major Canstituent Concentration-to-Chlorinity Ratios
for Various Oeeans and Seas
(Riley, 1965)
Na Mg K Ca Sr SOU Br
Oceans and Seas 0700 Cl 0/00 Cl 0700 C'l 0/00 Cl 0/00 Cl 0/00 Cl 0/00 C1
N. Atlantic 0.02026 0·.00337-
Atlantic 0.5544- 0.0667
0.00341
0.01953- 0.02122- 0.000420 0.1393
0.5567 0.0263 0.02126
N. Pacific 0.5553 0.06632- 0.02096 0.02154 0.1396- 0.00348
0.06695 0.1397
W. Pacific 0.5497- 0.06627- 0.02125 0.02058- 0.000413- 0.1399 0.0033
0.5561 0.0676 0.02128 0.000420
Indian 0.02099 0.000445 0.1399 0.0038
~dNterranean 0.5310- 0.06785 0.02008 0.1396 0.0034-
0.5528 0.0038
Baltic 0.5536 0.06693 0.02156 0.1415 0.00316-
0.00344
Black 0.55184 0.0210
Irish 0.5573 0.1397 0.0033
Puget Sotmd 0.5495 0.0191
Siberian 0.5484 0.0211
Antarctic 0.02120 0.000467 0.00347
Tokyo Bay 0.0676 0.02130 0.1394
Barents 0.06742 0.02085
Artie 0.000424
Red 0.1395 0.0043
Japan 0.00327-
0.00347
Bering 0.00341 w
0.00341 J::"Adriatic
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TABLE 12
Principle ~terminations of Sodium in Sea Water
(Riley, 1965)
Reference Ocean etc. Na(g/kg) kaE~gF
for S :: 35 0100 Cl 0 00
•
flbrton and 'lhorpe(1871) Irish 10.797 0.5573
Schmidt (1878) Baltic and
White 10.725 0.5536
Scl1nelck(1882) Atlantic 10.663 0.5544
Fbrsberg(l883) Siberian 10.625 M.RR~
Dittrrer(1884) Various 10.683 0.5514
Natterer(1892, 1893, 1894) fJedi terrane&1 10.288 0.5310
Kolotoff(1893) Black 10.691 0.5518
Makin(1898) Atlantic 10.609 0.5476
Schloesing(1906) Atlantic and
Mediterranean 10. ';'10 0.5528
Wheeler(1910) Atlantic 10. 'l86 0.5567
Steiger(1910) Atlantic 10.ir86 0.5567
Anderson and 'Ihanpson(1932) Puget Sound 10.646 0.5495
Webb(1939) Firth of Clyde 10.751 0.5549
M1yake(1939) W. Pacific 10.650 0.5497
Knapman and Robinson(1941) Puget Sound 10.776 0.5562
Pacific 10.751 0.551.19
Fukai and ShiokaWa(1955) W. Pacific 10.774 0.5561
N. Pacific 10.759 0.5553
F. Culkin(unpublished
work) 10.762 0.5555
TABLE 13
The Analyses of Culkin, 1966
Ocean etc. kaE~gF hE~F MgE~gF Ca(g/kg) Sr(rng/kg)
Cl 0 00 Cl 0 00 Claoo Cl 0700 Cl 0/00
N. Pacific 0.5556 0.0206 0.06670 0.02128 0.40
(5) (8) (l0) (l0) (10)
S. Pacific 0.5554 0.0206 0.06691 0.02128 0.1l0
(6) (6) (8) (8) (6)
N. Atlantic 0.5552 0.0206 0.06691 0.02128 0.40
(7) (7) (a) (0' fr:.,\ -' I '-' / \V/
S. Atlantic 0.06692 0.02120 0.38
(1) (l) (1)
Northern Seas 0.5553 0.0205 0.06690 0.0212l 0.39
(5) (5) (7) (7) (6)
Eastern Ocean 0.5567 0.0206 0.06691 0.02130 0.40
(2) (2 ) (3) (3) (3)
Indian Ocean 0.5554 0.0207 0.06696 0.02124 0.40
(6) (6 ) (10) (10) (10)
Mediterranean Sea 0·5557 0.0206 0.06685 0.02131 0.39
. (11) (11) (11) (ll) (9)
Red Sea 0.5563 0.0206 0.06685 0.02115 0.38
(3) (3) (3) (3) (3)
Persian Gulf 0.5557 0.0208 0.06695 0.02123 0.38(1) (1) (1) (1) (1)
North Sea 0.5541 0.0206 0.06703 0.02118 0.40
(2) (2) (2) (2) (2)
Baltic Sea 0.5554 0.0205 0.06694 0.02127 0.38
(1) (1) (1) (1) (1)
All 0.5555 0.0206 0.06692 0.02126 0.40(49) (54) (66) (66) (58)
Standard w
(Batch P33) 0.5562 0.0205 0.06690 0.02122 0.39 0'\
(Nwber of Sanp1es in Brackets)
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were lower than the prcjected 0.387 g/kg.: ccrlcentrat1.on and 0.0200
ratio. 'Ihe site 1 sanple was equal to the proje'cted levels.
Table 14 lists the prjnciple determN.nation~ of the potassium
ien since 1882. The sarrple from the Atlantic Ocean was slmilar to
the reported r"'dl'lge of the Atlantic of 0.01953 to 0 .0263 (Table 11).
The sanples from site (; and si~e 3 tend to be the cnly low results.
Culkin (1966) reported a mean potassium ratio for the .
oceans to be 0.0205 and found no ocean ratio to be lower (Table 13).
'Ihe potassium levels for the river system and Atlantic sanples tend
to be low when the ITDdern detennfnations are takl?n :1nto consideration.
'Ihe s.anples from site 1, site 4, and eite ~RI all hav'e values
conparable to the sanp1e from site 6. The site 1 and site 5 semple
salinities were greater than the' salinities at the c·ther river sites.
The site 2 and site 3 sanples exhibit low salinitief~ indicating: that
fresh water dilution could cause low potassium conCEmtrations. 'Ihe
Banar..a Creek, Sykes Creelr, and Barge Cenal could eub~rt a predom.tnate
effect on the potassium concentrat:1.ens in the northf~rn Ind:1an ar..d
Banana Pivers. '!he I'educed. potassium levels werE: not noted in the
sanples at site 4 at which the lowest salinities werE" found.
It was difficult to obtain consistent re~sults with the
colorirretric determination, which was indicated by the hN~ standnrd
deviations. Potassiun t s extreme solubility makes 1t, one of the IlX>St
difficult ions to analyze in saline water (Home, 1969).
'Ihe rne:an potassium concentrations and ratio,s in the :ndian
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TABLE 14
Principle Determinations of Potassium in Sea Water
(Riley, 1965)
Reference Ocean etc. K(g/kg) hE~gF
for S = 35 0/00 C1000
Schrrelck(1882) N. Atlantic 0.3925 0.02026
Forsberg(1883) Siberian 0.4088 0.0211
Dittrna.r(1884) Various 0.3931 0.02029
Natterer(1892, 1893, 11394) Mediterranean 0.3890 0.02008
Kolotoff(1893) Black 0.4069 0.0210
Maldn(1898) Atlantic 0.3945 0.02036
Maca11um(1903) Atlantic 0.3923 0.02025
Schloesing(1906) Atlantic am
~di teITanean 0.3784 0.01953
Wheeler(1910) Atlantic 0.5095 0.0263
Steiger(1910) Atlantic 0.3852 0.01988
Anderson am rrhornpson(1932) Puget Sound 0.3700 0.0191
Webb (1939) Atlantic 0.3892 0.02009
Miyake (1939 ) Pacific 0.3700 0.0191
Fukai and Shiokawa(l955) W. Pacific 0.4117 0.02125
N. Pacific 0.4061 0.02096
Jentoft and Robinson(1956) Atlantic and
Pacific 0.3921 0.02023
Sporek(1956) Copenhagen
Standard
Sea Water 0.4033 0.0208
English
Charme1 0.4010 0.0207
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and Banana R1,,-ern were found to be similar to th.ose reported for thE·
Atlantic Ocean, however, SOIre regional variability was evident.
3. Calcium-Strontium
A deNnite trend in the calcium-strontium levels could be
noted in Table 5 and Table 6. The sane effect was noted in both the
EUrA and gravinetric determir.ation.
The calcium-strontium IT!ec-.n concentratIons increased 1n th.e
samples from Elite 1 to site -= (Table 7). The sanple cC'ncentration
at site 4 was similar to the sarrple at site 2. The above sarrples
contained calciun-strcntiun levels that were al3 mlch as 0.100 glkg
greater thar~ the site 5 and site 6 sanples. 'The l!;lte 5 sanple con-
centration was sligtltly greater tharl the sample at site 6.
r.Ihe nean sa.nple ratio at site 5 was in al2;['eerrent with the
range reported for tl"'!€ Atlantic Ocean of 0.02164 to 0.02168 (Table
11 and Table 15) and to the value determined b~I Culkin (1966) for
the South Atlantic (Table 13). 0.0042 was anded to the reported
calciuTl levels to corrper"sate for strcnt1un. The 8ite 6 EJJrA and
gravirnetri.c analyses both !'esulted in a concentrat:ior.·.anc ratJ.c that
were low.
There wa.s a cCI"!'elation between the incre~ase in calciun-
strontium concentration and a decrease in saJirdt:1' in the river ~ys­
tem. r.Ihe samples at 51te 2, site 3, and e.i.te ~rI c:ontained the great-
est calciU1n-strontium 1€'ve1s and the lowest salini.ties. The sanple
salinities at si te 1 were greater and the ca1c1.um-oStrontiurn content
------ ---
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TABLE 15
Principle IEterminations of calcium in Sea Water
(Riley, 1965)
Ca(g!kg) Ca(p;!kg)
Reference Ocean etc. for S = 35 0/00 Cl 0700
DittmarC1884 ) Various 0.4123 0.02128
Thompson and Wright (1930 ) Pacific 0.4098 0.02115
Miyake(1939 ) Pacific 0.4107 0.02120
,
Matida and Yamauchi (1950) Tokyo Bay 0.4127 0.02130
Fukai and Shiokawa(1955) W. Pacific 0.4123 0.02128
N. Pacific 0.4173 0.02154
Carpenter (1957) Atlantic 0.4119 0.02126
Kirk and fuberg(1933) Pacific 0.4136 0.02135
Gripenberg(1937) Baltic 0.4117 0.02156
Chow and 'Ihorrpson( N9~iRF Pacific 0.4241 0.02189
Kawasaki and Sugawara(l958) W. Pacific 0.4028 0.02079
W. Pacific 0.3987 0.02058
Indian 0.4067 0.02099
Antarctic 0.4107 0.02120
Pate and oobinsonEN9~i8F Pacific 0.4134 0.02134
Voipio(1959) Barents 0.4039 0.02085
Carpenter(1957) Atlantic 0.4111 0.02122
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lower than the sites above. '!he h~ ghest rlver salinities were foune.
in the sanples at site 5 a.t which the lowest concentrations were de-
termined.
A saltwater wedge flowing sOt..1:h from the northern Indiar.
F.i.ver region, specifically from the haulover Canal and l'iIosquito
Lagoon, results in site I sanp1es with higher salinities (Lasater,
1972) and possibly lower calciurn-strontitun level::;. The southern
flow could reduce the EfiNutior~ influence of the Banana Creek. '!he
site 2 and site 3 concentratj ons illustrate tl:..at tb= Banana Creek
ar.d Sykes Creek apparently exert a predcminate influence m ri.ver
water characteristics. Site 4 sanples exhibited Jlllgfl calcium-stron-
titun values which were probably influenced by run-oN' from the Ea.u
Gallie River. The site 5 sariple concentrations weWrDl~ slightly higher
than the samples at site 6 indicating tha.t sane fre:sh water influ-
ence could be exerted by the Sebastian F:iver, however, the calciurr~
stronthun levels were apparently reduced by daily Atlantic ti.dnl
flushing througT. the Sebastian Inlet.
The r.igh site 1, site 2, site 3, and site g~ calcium-stron-
tiuIn sample concentrations could result from the dil>solutlon of cal-
careous seils and sediments in the river region. Calcit!T, is prot--
ably introduced into the rive·r system as d:!ssolve0. lIDd, to a lesser
extent, ~vllold~l cal!"ium carbonate through land drainage and river
water to river bottom interactions. '!he regional sb~d.Nrrentary struc-
ture is conposed of large anounts of calcareous shells and shell
fragrIEnt s .
· I~
'Ihe theoretical. saturation of calcium as the carbonate in
sea water could be calculated to be 70 nW1 using the solubility
proo.uct constant of 5.0 x 10-9 , the measured saturation levels ran~
from 100 mgll to 480 rrg/l, and the concentration of the elerrent in
sea water is 400 mg/l (Horne, 1969). The rreasured values are hN~er
because rretal ions apparently engage in canplex or ion-pair forma-
tions (Riley, 1965).
It is evident that calcium-strontitun concentrations are
higher in the Indian and Banana Rivers than in the Atlantic Ocean
and they are not similar to the reported Atlantic values. It is not
unusual for calcium carbonate to be present at sat urated and super-
saturated levels in ocean waters (Home, 1969). The northern river
system is probably supersaturated with respect to calcium carbonate
in the remaining concentration would be present in colloidal form
to a lesser extent.
4. Magrlesium
The IlEan EIYrA rnaErlesium levels for the samples from s1te 1,
site 2, and site 3, tend to be higher than the Atlantic valle of
0.0667 (Table 11 and Table 16). The site 4, site 5, and site 6,
sarrples show similarities to the Atlantic value listed above and to
the value reported by Culkin (1966) for the South Atlantic of 0.06692
(Table 13).
The IJEan results from the .R;r'avimetric determination of
11Bgpesium were all lower than the reported values. The sarrples from
..__._.__ _ .._-_ --.-._ _-_ _---
site 4, site 5, and site 6, were similar to the EJJrA values for
those sites. The site 1, site 2, and site 3, sample concentrations
were lower than the values reported for t~e EDrA determinaticn.
The sinultaneous EDTA analysis by Katz (1964) is used in
the fresh water determination of both calcium ,m ITlag11esium. To
this investigator's knowledge, the analysis ha::; n(:>t been used on
saline samples. 'lhe similarity of both the calcium and magnesiurri
EDTA and grav:inetric analyses indicates that the Katz determina-
tion can be used in saline water.
The rreans of the EDTA and grav1netric maf~Nesium values
(Table 71 concur with the values reported by other investi~tors
(Table 11 and Table 16).
Lower salinities appear to be related to hN~er ma.@1lesium
concentrations. The site 2 and site 3 sanples exhibit Jl'B.gnesium
levels that are greater than the Atlantic sarrple. The salinities
of the samples at site 1 were greater than the salinities at the
above sites, but the magnesium concentrations \oller€' also hi~. The
low salinity saIl1'le at site 4 was similar to and the site 5 sample
was slightly lower in concentration than the Atlantic sample. The
correlation in the northern river reg:tcn which was found for calcium
was not as definite, oowever, the Banana Creek and Sykes Creek again
appeared to exhibit some effect on river water characteristics.
Magnesium would probably be introduced into the river sys-
tem as nagpesium carbonate through land drainage and river water to
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river bottan interactions.
'lhe magnesium coocentrations and ratios for the river
were similar to the values reported for the oceans by other inves-
tigators . 'lhe rragpesium levels in the northern r1vex' region were
greater than the Atlantic sanple indicating that some magnesium
variability due to fresh water dilutioo was present.
5. Sulfate
'lhe mean sample ratio f'rom site 6 was considerably hN~er
than the reported value of a.1393 for the Atlantic Ocean (Table 11).
'Ihe sanple ratio at site 4 was the lowest, below the reported lev-
els, indicating a possible dilution effect from the Eau Gallie Rtver
'Ihe other values found for the sulfates did concur with the values
found for other oceans (Table 11 and Table 17).
'!he localized river sulfate variability could be associated
with the generation of hydrogen sulfide by the bacterial reduction
of sulfate in the river bottan sedinents. 'Ihe evolved sulfide would
be subsequently either lost to the atmosphere or oxidized to sulfate
by bacterial action. 'I'he result would be regions of hi~ or low
sulfate concentration.
No correlation appeared to exist between salinity and the
sulfate concentration.
'!he sulfate determination is subject to many positive and
negative interferences that can produce higp. or low results, however,
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the interferences generally tend to balance .Ept~llDidard~thSdsI
1971). Co-precipitaticn can cause high standard deviations (Koltoff,
1969) .
It was concluded that the sulfate ion concentrations were
consistent with known ocean concentrations, though localized vari-
ability did exist.
TABLE 16
Principle Determinations of Magnesiun in sea Water
(Riley, 1965)
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Reference Ocean etc. Mg(g/kg) I~F
for S = 35 0/00 1. 0 00
Ellis and Matthews (1928) E. Mediterranean 1.315 0.06785
Gulf of Aden 1.320 0.06814
Dittmar(1884) Various 1.318 0.06801
Thonpson and Wrietlt (1930 ) N. Pacific 1.297 0.06695
Miyake (1939 ) N.E. Pacific 1.296 0.0669
W. Pacific 1.310 0.0676
Matida and Yamauch1(1951) Tokyo Bay 1.297 0.06697
Fukai and Shiokawa(1955) W. Pacific 1.284 0.06627
N. Pacific 1.285 0.06632
Voipio(1957) Baltic 1.297 0.06693
Voipio(1959) Barents 1.306 0.06742
Pate and Robinson(1961) Pacific 1.296 0.06689
F. Culkin (unpublished
1.294 0.06680work) Various
Carpenter(1957) Atlantic 1.292 0.0667
TABLE 17
Principle D3terminations of Sulfate in Sea Water
(Riley, 1965)
Reference Oceans etc. S04(g!kg) pl~E~gF1'or S = 35 0/00 C 0 00
furton and Thorpe(18n) Irish 2.707 0.1397
Dittmar(1884) Various 2.689 0.1388
Anderson et .al. (1927) N. Pacific 2.705 0.1396
Johnson et .al. (1931) Atlantic 2.699 0.1393
Pacific 2.701 . 0.1394
IVediterranean 2.705 0.1396
Red 2.703 0.1395
Indian 2.nO 0.1399
Baltic .2·139 0.1414
Miyake(1939 ) W. Pacific :2.707 0.1397
Maeda et.a1.(1939) Pacific and
Atlantic W~. 751 0.1420
Matida(1951) Tokyo Bay ~~. 701 0.1394
Bather and Ri1ey(1954) Irish ~~. 710 0.1399
Fukai and Shiokawa(1955) W. Pacific ~~.710 0.1399
N. Pacific ~!.707 0.1397
J. P. Riley (unpublished
work) Various 2' .712 0.1400
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B. Ionic Equivalence am Salinity
1. Ionic Equivalence
'Ihe total anion equivalences for each site were' sinrt.lar
(Table 8). The total cation equivalences were greater than the
total anion equivalences in the sarrples from site 1, site 2, site
3, and site 4. 'lhe total anion equivalences were greater than the
total cation equivalences in the saJ11)les from site 5 and site 6.
'Ihe consistently high calcium-strontium concentrations fomd in the
northern ri 'lieI' system apparently contributes to' the excess cation
equivalence.
The river system appears to be in a dynamic situation in
which calcium, and to a lesser extent, magnesium, concentraticns
are constantly kept higtl by fresh water rtm-off and r1ver water
to r1ver bottom intera.ctions. 'll1e calcium influxes must be greater
than the precipitation tine necessary to bring the river system to
equilibrium.
The site 5 and site 6 sample equivalences were alnost equal
indicating that the ionic levels at these points were at equilibrium,
as would be expected. 'The low cation equivalences found at these
sites apparently results from the low sodium concentrations.
2. ChloI'1.n1ty, Salinity, and Refractive Index
Agreement was found between the chlorinities calculated
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from both the chlor1n1ty titration and conductivity determtnaticn
for 16 of the 22 rreasurements.The conductivity determ1.natton
chlorinity values were greater than the chloriJnity tttraticn values
for 17 of the 22 neasurements.
The chlorintty titration determines the total halide con-
tent of the saline sanple and an enpirical fonnula relates the ha-
lide content to the total salinity. /my increased caticn and amon
levels, other than the halides, would not be db~eE~table and low
salinity values would normally be recoroed.
'!he conductivity deterrrdnation is a In:!asure of the ability'
of a solution to conduct an electrical current and is dependent on
the ionic strength of the solution. Assurn:1ng that: the major ions
in 35 0/00 sea water are all strong electrolyt€!s and coopletely
dissociated, the re lative contributioo of the ions to the total ccn-
ductivity could be estimated to be: Cl-, 64%; Na+, 29%; Mi+, 3%,
3042-, 2%; with each of the remaining constituents contributing less
than one percent Eeo~I 1969). Thus, the rnajor contributors to the
conductivity of sea water are the chloride and sodium ions.
The increased calcitlTl content of the river waters would not
appreciably mcrease the total conductivity of the solution and the
salinities calculated from the conductivity deNA~nnWtnationwould
generally be slightly greater than those calculated fran the chlo..;..
rinity titration. Botb detenninations would ref3ult in low river
salinities, for neither analysis could c~lete~ty E~npensate for the
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increased calciurn levels, thlr~l conductivity would give the mst
accurate result.
The refractive index methods used were not extrerrely
accurate. Terrperature control and the lack of sufficient dec1rna.l
place readability for the Spencer refractometer were a definite
problem. A refractometer with gpod tenperature control llllSt be
readable to O. 00001 to obtain salinities to within O.05 0/00 (RiJ.ey,
1965}. 'Ihe Spencer was readable to only a.0001, giving an accuracy
of Q. 5 0/00 . 'Ihe imtrunent proved to be sligtltly less accurate,
0..8 0/00, probably because of inadequate terrperature control.
'!he hand held refractometer appeared to be slightly less
accurate than the 1 0/00 accuracy clairred in the instruction manual.
'Ihe instrtlTlent had been sUbj ected to extensive field use and had a
calculated accuracy of 1.2 0/00.
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V. OONCLUSIONS
The sodium concentrations in the Ihdian and Banana Rivers
were generally low and showed sone degree of regional variability.
'Ihere was no correlation between the concentratj.on of the sodium
ion and the degree of fresh water dilution.
The potassium concentrations were low regionally. 'Ihe'
northern river regions exhibited a correlation between low salinities
and low potassium concentrations.
Calcium tended to be the nejor ion that exhibited the ~at­
est variability from the reported ocean concent~ati<W>ns. Calcium was
probably present :In the form of dissolved and, tl:> a lesser extent, .
colloidal calciun carbonate. A correlation existed between the in-
creased calciun levels and decreased river salNnWltib~s.
Ma.~esium levels corresponded to the analY:?:ed Atlantic
sanple and were sligt1tly variable. TI1e northern river regions con-
tained greater llRgTlesium concentrations which COlTef;ponded to lower
salinities.
Sulfate concentrations varied regionally but were simtlar
to the reported ocean values. rI'he river system s:ulf'ates could be
affe.cted by' bacterial generation and utilization of the sulfate ion.
No correlation appeared to exist between sallnit~l and the sulfate
concentration .
'Ihe exam1.natim of ionic equivalence :IndicaLted that the river
system was :in a dynamic state attributable to the caLlcium ion input
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exceeding the precipitation tinE necessary to bring the system to
equilibrium.
Salinity determinations by the ch10rinity titrations and
conductivity nEasurerrents could only be used as good approximations
of the salinity, with conductivity giving the most accurate results.
Neither determination could completely compensate for increased cal-
cium levels and the reported salinities would be low.
Refractive indb~x nEasurements were slightly less accurate
than their theoretical accuracies.
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I • CHLORINITY
(Martin) 1968)
A. Reagents
1. Potassit.m Chromate Indicator
Eight grams of' reagent grade potassium chromate was diS':"
solved in 100 rnl of deionized) distilled water and stored in a clean
dropping bottle'.
I
2. Silver I¢.trate Solution
,,/37.11 grams of' silver nitrate was dissolved in cne liter
qP/deionized) distilled water and stored in a brown) stoppered
L~LD
polyethylene bottle.
3. Standard and Substandani Sea Water
Standaro Copenhagen sea water (P-52) 18-19/10) 1969) was
used to standardize a ftve galIon ccntainer of Atlantic Ocean water
taken off of the Fort Pierce Inlet. The sea water was standaroized
with the Beckman induction salincrneter. The substandard sea water
was subsequently used to standrrrdize both the induction salinometer
and thechlorinity determination before each series of analyses.
~JJJJ~ ,,------ J~JJJJJ
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B. Procedure
The silver nitrate was standardizb~d ap;ainst substandard
sea water at the begiming of each titration f;eries. 10.00 mU1i-
liters of substandard sea water was pipettb~ jLnto a 250 m1 er1en-
neyer flask and diluted to 100 m1 with chloride free deionized, dis-
tilled water. Silver nitrate soluticn was tr~rNpferred by funnel to
a calibrated and acid washed 50 m1. buret.
A magnetic stirring rod was carefylN~r added to the sarrp1e
flask and the fiask was placed on a rragnetj.c f;tirrer below the buret.
TI1e buret tip was lowered into the neck of thb~ flask and the stirrer
turned on. '!he stirring speed was adjusted to the rraxirrum rate be-
fore any splashing of the sample occurred.
Three drops of potassium chormate indicator were added and
the sanp1e was titrated to the first stable color change from yellow
to pink. '!he sides of the flask were washb~d "lith distilled water
as the endpoint was approached and the silver nitrate solution was
added in one half and one quarter drops until the endpoint was
reached.
The vo11..U1E of silver nitrate used was recorded to the hun-
dredth place and the procedure repeated three tines on new substand-
ard samples. A ch10rinity equi valent was ea1<:ulated as follows:
C1 0/00 equivalent/ml Af4'l03 = sl . t
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where:
sl :: substandard chlorinity, 0/00
s2 :: ml of substandard
t =ml of AgN03 titrant
'Ihe SaJ'OO procedure was uS.ed to titrate 10.00 ml of s81'lI?1e
diluted to 100 ml. The chlorinity of the sample was calculated
by:
ml AgN:)3 • Cl 0/00 equivalent = Cl 0/00 of sanple
"
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II. ''ME'IHOD FOR SlJVIULTANEOUS DETERMlliATION
OF CALCIUM AND MAGNESIUM"
(Katz, 1964)
A. Reagents
1. EUI'A Titrant, a.01 M
The EUI'A titrant was prepared as describl~d in standard
Methods, 1971.
2. Buffer Solution
Add, with stirring, 55 ml concentrated ~IdrochNorNcacid
to 400 ml of distilled water. Add slowly, with s1:;iIT1ng; 310 ml 2-
aminoethanol to this acidified solution. Add 100 lll5 of. the magnesium
salt of ElJI'A and, when it is dissolved, bring the solution to ore
Iiter with distilled water.
3. Eriochrone Black T Indicator'
Dissolve 0.5 g of the dye in 100 g of trlethanolamine.
Keep the solution in a dark-colored bottle.
4. Eriochrome Blue S.E. Indicator
Dissol \Ie 100 mg of the dYe in 100 ml of <l1stilled water
containir:g 0.25 g of hydroxylamine hydrochloride. Keep the solution
in a dark-colored bottle.
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5 . Sodium Hydroxide Sc)lution, 1.0 N, Carbonate Free
6. Hydrochloric Acid, 1.0 N
B. Procedure
1. Measure 50.0 ml of sarrp1e or an aliquot diluted to 50 ml with
distilled water into a porcelain or other suitable vessel.
2. Add 3.0 ml of 1.0 N sodiun hytll'oxide and stir. 'llie pH of the
solution should be 12 to 13. The rrBglesium ions present will pre-
cipitate out as magnesiun hydroxide.
3. Add three or four drops of Eriochrone Blue S.E. and, while
stirring the solution ecntinuous1y, titrate with EIJrA to a definite
color change. '!he color change at the calcium is :fran wine-red to
violet. Record t~ volune of titrant used. When the proper end-
point is reached, seveI'8.l additional drops of titrant should cause
no further color chan~!. The excess of titrant added will be con-
sidered as part of the ne.gnesium titraticn that follows.
4. Add 3.2 ml of 1.0 N hydrochloric acid to the above solution and
stir for one minute. ~Whe pH of the soluticn should now be about
four and the tmgnesium hydroxide precipitate should be completelY
dissolved. Inccmp1ete solution of t~ precipitate results in a pre-
mature and fading ne.gnb~sNum endpoint.
5. Add five m1 of buff~r solution and one drop of Eriochrane Black
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T and stir. The pH of the solution should nOllT bb~ 10.1. While
stirring ccntinuously, titrate with EDl'A to a de1"1n1te blue end-
point. nus is the magnesium endpoint.
C. Calculations
At the calcium enipoint:
mg/l Ca = A . fl . 1,000
ml sample
in which A is the ml.lliliters or EIJrA used to the calc1.um endpoint;
and f l is the mtlligrans of calcium equivalent to one ml.lllliter of
standaro EDTA titrant.
At the magnesiun endpoint:
mg/l Mg = B· f 2 . 1,000
ml sample
in which B is the mtllililiters of EI:1rA used in the titration from
the calcium endpoint to the magnesium endpoint; and f 2 is the milli-
grams of magnesium equivalent to one mtlliliter' of' standard EDrA
titrant.
TABLE IB
SITE 1 - SODIUM
Chlorinity
Na/el
Conductivity
Nalfl
Date S 0/00 g/kp: mean Na/rl mean S 0100 g/kf mean Nalel mean( rl)* g/kg, (S.D.)** (Cl) r/kg (S.D.)
1:-17- 26.7L 8.121 8.196 0.5487 0.5544 26.7h7 8.113 8.195 0.5480 0.5531
73 (lh.gO) (O.OO67) Ell~. g05 ) {O.OO71}
4-24 27.34 8.11.69 0.5598 27.2611 8.l,.69 0.561'2(15.13) (15.092)
1..-30 27.19 8.398 0.5580 27.320 8.398 0.5553(15.05) 8.285 0.5505 (15.123) 8.285 0.5478
r I 1')'" t'", o ."., 1"\ t::.t::.f...1"\ ?'7 n'7/. R ":ll? () c.. c:./. 7
-I: «.(.vv v.;J .... , v • .,,/vv
""'·"'I6of" "D"".I.L~D" -·" ..... -rl(14.95) 8.101" 0.5421 (14.986) 8.NMN~ 0.5408
5-6 8. g~NP 0.5627 8.1,,13 0.5611..
~t2Ph 0.5508 8.234 0.5495
8.381 0.5606 8.381 0.5593
"" rhlorinity 0/00.,..
** Standard Deviation
0\
l-'
TABLE 2B
SITE 2 - SODIUM
r.h10rinity Conductivity
Date S 0/00 ~WLkg mean Na/C1 mean S 0/00 ~Lkg mean Na/el mean(e1) (S.D.) (el) (S.D.)
l..-17- 23.82 7.395 7.192 0.5607 0.5508 23.828 7.395 7.195 0.5607 0.5500
73 (13.19) (n.0067) (13.190) (0.0071)
4-24 23.65 7.121 0.5440 23.574 7.121 0.5457(13.09) (13.049)
4-30 23.97 7.382 0.5563 24.211 7.390 0.5514(13 •27 ) 7.359 0.5546 (13 .L~M2F 7.366 0.5496
5-4 23.75 7.163 0.5447 23.779 7.163 0.5442(13.15) 7.132 0.5424 (13.162) 7.132 0.5419
5-6 7.357 0.5595 7.357 0.5590
7.287 0.5514 7.287 0.5536
7.198 0.5474 7.206 0.5475
7.187 0.5465 7.194 0.5466
TABLE 3B
SITE 3 - SOnIUM
4-11- 22.71 7.147 7.161 0.5686 0.5555 22.763 7.147 7.164 0.5672
73 (12.57) 6.77/: 0.5389 (0.0115) (12.600) S.TT~ 0.5376
4-24 23.06 7.114 0.5575 23.114 7.110 0.5560(12.76) 6.804 0.5332 (12.794) 6.800 0.5318
L-30 23.39 7.158 0.5527 23.621 7.158 0.5475(12.95) 7.157 0.5527 (13.075) 7.157 0.5474
5-6 23.62 7.322 0.5598 2).685 7.)29 0" 5590(13.08) 7.235 0.5531 (13.110) 7.242 0.5524
'7 I.no n r:.LL, .... ~ 0.5657I ........v 7 . v • ..IVVLj. {.4~l
7.494 0.5729 7.502 0.5722
.r.onductivity
Date S 0100
«(1 )
Ch10rinity
g/kg mean Nale1 mean
(S.D. )
S 0/00
(C1 )
g/kr. mean Na/Cl mean(s.n. )
0.5537(0.0120)
0\
'...0
TABLE 4B
SITE 4 - SODIUM
Chlorinity Conductivity
Date S 0/00 f!/kg mean Na./C1 mean S 0/00 g/kg mean Na/r1 mean
«('1 ) (S.D.) (el) (S.D.)
4-21- 22.38 6.847 7.105 0.5526 0.5560 22.657 6.847 7.100 0.5459 0.550$
73 (12.)°' (0.0105) (12.542) (0.0095)
4-25 22.60 6.861 0.548lJ. 23.106 6.861 0.5364(12.51) 6.988 0.5586 (12.790) 6.988 0.54.64
5-2 22.96 7.331- 0.5768 23.221 7.323 0.5698(12.71) (12.853)
5-8 23.49 7.425 0.5553 23.504 7.418 0.5543(13.00) 7.382 0.5509 (13.010) 7.375 0.5499
7.407 0.5528 7.400 0.5519
7.391 0.5529 7.384 0.5518
TABLE 5B
SITE 5 - SODIUM
Chlorinity fonductivity
Date S 0/00 g/kg mean Nalel mean S 0100 g/kg mean Na/Cl mean(c1 ) (S.D.) ( C1) (S.D. )
4-25- 32.75 10.llt 10.21 0.559lt. 0.5549 33.330 10.14 10.21 0.5L97 0.5517
73 (18.13) 10.06 0.5549 (0.0076) (18.449) 10.06 0.5453 (0.0059)
5-2 31..• 01 10.27 0.5455 P~.NRS 10.27 0.5433(18.63) 10.44 0.5544 (1 .906) 10.44 0.5522
5-8 34.66 10.66 0.5548 34.684 10.66 0.5551(1'.20) 10.71 0.5573 (19.199) 10.71 0.5576
10.72 0.5582 10.72 0.5585
TABLE 6B
SITE 6 - SODIUM
Ch10rinity Conductivity
Site Date S 0/00 gjkg mean Na/C1 mean S 0/00 g/kg mean Na/C1 mean
«(;1 ) (S.D.) (e1) (S.D.)
A 4-21- 36.00 11.12 11.06 0.5581 0.5545 35.958 11.12 11.06 0.5586 0.5536
73 (19.92) (0.0072) (19.903) (0.0068)
n h-2Ci 36.230 11.25 0.5611(20.054)
p 5-2 36.230 11.21 0.5590(20.054) 10.92 0.5447
11.01 0.5490
11.03 0.5501
'C. 5-8 36.28 11.07 0.5513 36.28g 11.07 0.5511(20.08) 11.33 0.5643 (20.086) 11.33 0.5641
11.12 0.5536 11.12 0.5535
10.95 0.5453 10.95 0.5451
0\
0'\
Conductivity
Dat$ S 0/00
(f1 )
Ch10rinity
p-/kg mean
TABLE 7B
SITE 1 -POTASSIUM
K/ f 1 mean(S·D. )
mean Klf1 mean
(S.D. )
N~J2MJ ::'26,1l4 0.26) 0.297 0.0178 0.0200 26.747 0.26) 0.297 0.0178 0.0199
7) (1/:..80 ) 0.271 0.018) (0.0017) (14.805) 0.271 0.018) (0.0017)
1-26 27.31 0.299 0.0198 27.264 0.299 0.0198(15.13) 0.299 0.0198 (15.092) 0.299 0.0198
5-1 27.19 0.))9 0.0225 27.320 0.3)9 0.0225(15.05) 0.)19 0.0212 (15.123) 0.)19 0.0211
5-6 27.00 0.)26 0.0218 27.074 0.)26 0.0218
(14.95) 0.291 0.0195 (14.986) 0.291 0.0194
0.)26 0.0218 0.)26 0.0218
0.291 " "".. ""'r 0.291 0.0194V.V.L';',
0.252 0.0169 0 .. 252 0 .. 0168
0.)09 0.0207 0.)09 0.0206
TABLE 8B
STIE 2 - POTASSIUM
hlorinity Conductivity
Date S 0/00 g/kg mean Klel mean S 0/00 g/kg mean K/el mean(t1 ) (S.D.) (e1) (S.D.)
4-20- 23.82 0.233 0.251 0.0177 0.0190 23.828 0.233 0.251 0.0177 0.0190
73 (13.19) 0.228 0.0173 (0.0020) (13.190) 0.228 0.0173 (0.0020)
4-26 23.65 0.237 0.0181 23.574 0.237 0.0182(13.09) 0.281 0.0215 (13. Ol·.9) 0.281 0.0215
:;-1 23.97 0.278 0.0210 24.211 0.278 0.0207(13.27) 0.288 0.0217 (13. h.02) 0.288 0.0215
5-6 23.75 0.284 0.0216 23.779 0.284 0.0216(13.15) 0.243 0.0185 (13.162) 0.243 0.01$5
0.205 0.0156 0.205 0.0156
0.214 0.0163 0.21L. 0.0163
0.273 0.0208 0.273 0.0207
0.252 0.0192 0.252 0.0192
M~2T2 0.0209 0.272 0.0207
0.254 0.0193 0.254 0.0193
O.21L. 0.0163 M~2N4 0.0163
0.257 0.0195 0.257 0.0195
0.223 0.0170 0.223 0.0169
0.260 0.019$ 0.260 0.0198
TABLE 9B
SITE 3 - POTASSIUM
ConductivityCh10rinlty
Date S 0/00 g/k£! mean K/t1 mean
«(1 ) (S.D.)
4-20- 22.71 0.224 o. 2l~R 0.0178 0.0190
73 (12.57) 0.2l!.0 0.0191 (0.0020)
l,-26 2).06 0.245 0.0192(12.76) 0.210 0.0165
0.255 0.0200
5-2 2).)9 0.266 0.0205(12.95) 0.281 0.0217
5-8 2).62 0.206 0.0158
(13.0B) 0.291 0.0222
0.223 0.0171
M~2SM n n100
""'·""77
0.260 0.0199
0.228 0.0174
S 0/00 £!/kg
( C1)
22.763 0.224(12.600) 0.21,0
23.114, 0.245
(12.79Jd 0.210
0.255
2).621 0.266
(1).075) 0.281
2).685 0.20.6
(1).110) 0,,291
0.22)
0.260
0.260
0.228
mean K/r1
0.2[!5 0.017B
0.0191
0.0192
0.0164
0.0199
0.020)
0.0215
0.0157
0.0222
0.0170
0.0198
0.0198
0.0174
mean
(S.D. )
0.0189(0.0020)
0\
\D
TABLE lOB
SITE 4 - POTASSIUM
Ch10rinity Conduct!vity
Date Soloo g/kg mean K/c1 mean S 0/00 g/kg mean K/C1 mean
«(1 ) (s.n.) (e1) (s.n.)
4-21- 22.38 0.245 0.253 0.0198 0.0199 22.657 0.245 0.253 0.0195 0.0197
73 (12.39) 0.261 0.0211 (O.0010) (12.542) 0.261 0.0208 (O.0009)
4-26 22.60 0.259 0.0207 23.106 0.259 0.0203(12.51) 0.250 0.0200 (12.790) 0.250 0.0196
5-2 22.96 M.~iDP 0.0215 23.221 0.273 0.0212(12.71) 0;259 0.0204 (.12.633) 0.259 0.0202
5-8 23.49 0.251 0.0193 23.504 0.251 0.0193(13.00) 0.246 0.0189 (13.010) 0.246 0.0189
0.253 0.0195 0.253 0.0195
0.264 0.0203 0.261:- 0.0203
0.237 0.0182 0.237 0.0182
0.240 0.0185 0.240 0.0185
'-...1
o
TABLE lIB
SITE 5 - POTASSIUM
Chlorinity Conductivity
Date S 0/00 f!/kg mean K/Cl mean S 0/00 t;/kg mean K/C1 mean([1 ) (S.D.) (C1 ) (S.D.)
4-21- 31.31 0.360 0.369 0.0208 0.0197 31.L.83 0.360 0.369 0.0207 0.0196
73 (17.33) (0.0023) (17.4.27) (0.0023)
4-26 )2.75 0.297 0.0164 33.330 0.297 0.0161(18.13) 0.443 0.0244 (18.L.49) 0.443 0.024.0
:-2 3h.01 0.'95 0.0210 P~.NRS 0.395 0.0209(18.83) 0.372 0.0198 (1 .906) 0.372 0.0197
5-8 34.68 0.385 0.0200 31... 684 0.385 0.0201I'...... ,.."". \ ,.., ... , I 0.0190 (19.199 j 0.364 0.0190\.L.'j.<GU/ U.)Ol;.
0.399 o~o2M8 () ~nn f"l f"l")f"lQ--.,,,,/ "'·"''''''7
0.312 0.0162 0.312 0.0163
0.381 0.0198 0.381 0.0199
0.354 0.0184 0.354 0.0184
TABLE 128
SITE 6 - POTASSIUM
Ch10rinity Conductivity
Site Date S 0100 g/ke mean Kle1 mean S 0/00 g/kg mean K/e1 mean([1 ) (S.D. ) (r1) (S.D.)
A 4-21- 36.00 0.412 0.390 0.0207 0.0195 35.958 0.412 0.395 0.0207 0.0198
73 (19.92) 0.371 0.0186 (0.0010) (19.903) 0.371 0.0186 (0.0011)
A 4-26 36.00 0.380 0.0191 35.958 0.380 0.0191(19.92) 0.397 0.0199 (19.903) 0.397 0.0200
0.378 0.0190 0.378 0.0190
0.396 0.0199 0.396 0.0199
B 4-26 36.230 0.412 0.0206(20.054) 0.387 0.0193
B 5-2 36.230 -,,0.431 0.0215(20.054) 0.418 0.0208
R 5-8 36.2g 0.390 0.0194 36.28g 0.390 0.0194(20.08) 0.363 0.0181 (20.086) 0.363 0.0181
0.b,.07 0.0203 0.t07 0.0203
0.367 O.OIl!) 0.367, 0.0183 -.J
0.441 0.0220 0.4U 0.0220
I\..l
0.381 0.0190 0.381 0.0190
0.390 0.0194 0.390 0.0194
Date
* 11-22-
72
* 12-20
* 12-30
.... 1-5-....
73
**
1-31
F~* 2-7
** 2-13
** 2-26
TABLE 13B
SITE 1 - EDTA CALCIUM
Ch10rinity Conductivity
S 0/00 g/kr mean rale1 mean S 0100 g/kr; mean Ca/C1· mean(C1 ) (S.D.) (e1) , (S.D.)
30.21 0.3790 0.3474 0.0227 0.0235 30.459 0.3790 0.3674 0.0225 0.0234(16.73) 0.3778 0.0226 (0.0013) (16.870) 0.3778 0.0224 (0.0013)
0.3887 0.0232 0.3887 0.0230
0.3828 0.0229 0.3828 0.0227
0.3714 0.0226 0.3714 0.0224
0.3770 0.0225 0.3770 0.0224
30.03 0.3969 0.0239 30.025 0.3969 0.0239
EN~.SPF 0.3905 0.0235 (16.614) 0.3905 0.0235
0.3905 0.0235 0.3905 0.0235
29.52 0.3769 0.0228 29.525 0.3769 0.0227(16.35) 0.3725 0.0231 (16.398J 0.3725 0.0230
0.3729 0.0228 0.3729 0.0227
29.04 0.3529 0.0219 29.161 0.3529 0.0219(16.09) 0.3517 0.0219 (16.151) 0.3517 0.0218
M~PRT2 0.0222 0.3572 0.0221
29.05 M~PS99 0.0230 29.258 0.3699 0.0228(16.08) 0.3595 0.0224 (16.195) 0.3595 0.0222
2R~9N 0 .. )662 0.0255 26.203 0.3662 0.0253(14.3h) 0.3742 0.0261 (14.504) 0.3742 0.0258
l~PT8N 0.0264 0.3781 0.0261
0.3837 0.0268 0.3837 0.0265
25.98 0.3415 0.0238 26.203 0.3415 0.0236(11j·.38) 0;3423 0.0238 (14.504) 0.3!J23 0.0236
M~PRNN 0.0244 0.3511 0.0242
0.3543 0.0246 0.3541 ·0.0244
26.69 0.3410 0.0231 26.872 0.3410 0.0230 .~(14.77) 0.3402 0.0230 (14.874) 0.3402 0.0229 w
0.3405 0.0231 0.3405 0.0229
* Standard MethodS
** tGltz (196ld
TABLE 14B
SITE 2 - EDTA rAt' TUM
rh10rinity
fa/r1 / Conductivitv~NDate S 0/00 g/kf! mean mean sE~{~o p: kg mealS. (a/r1 mean( rl) (S.D.) (S.D.)
..... 11-22- 27.01 0.3664 0.3634 0.0245 0.0246 D2S.R~ 0.3664 0.3634 0.0249.... 0.0245
72 (14.96) 0.3625 0.0242 (0.0022)· (14.709) M.jS~R 0.0247 (0.0022)0.3664 0.0245 o. 664 0.0249
0.3625 0.0242 0.3625 0.0247
0.3625 0.0242 0.3625 0.0247
..... 12-20 28.58 0.400L. 0.0253 28.659 0.4·004 0.0237...- (15.83) 0.'933 0.0211-9 (15.873) 0.3933 0.0239
0.3973 0.0251 0.3973 0.0237
-'. 12-30 27.41 0.3626 0.0239 27.623 0.3623 0.0237.... (15.18) 0.3626 0.02.39 (15.290) 0.3623 0.0237
0.3678 0.0242 0.367l.. 0.0240
..... 1-5- 26.92 0.3579 0.0240 27.189 0.3579 0.0238....
73 (14.91) 0.3575 0.0240 (15.059) 0.3575 0.0237
0.3575 0.0240 0.)575 0.0237
**
1-31 26.99 0.3574 0.0239 27.309 0.3574 0.0237(14.94) 0.3550 0.0238 (15.116) 0.3550 0.0235
:(......... 2-7- 25.68 0.3638 0.0256 25.975 0.)638 0.0253-.... (14.21l 0.3622 0.0255 (14.378) 0.3622 0.0252
0.)821 0.0269 0.3821 0.0266
0.3821 0.0269 '0.3821 0.0266
**
2-13 25.78 0.3503 0.0245 25.975 0.3503 0.0244(14.28) 0.3535 0.0248 (14.378) 0.3535 0.0246
0.3476 0.0243 0.3476 0.0242
0.3508 0.0246 0.3508 M.M24~
**
2-26 25.89 0.3L)IJ. 0.0240 25.062 0.3434 0.024(14.38) 0.3421 0.0239 (13.873) 0.342.1 0.0247
0.3455 0.0241 0.3455 0.021..9 '-.3~
* Standard Mettods
** Katz (1964)
TABLE 15B
SITE 3 - EDTA rALrIUM
Chlorinity
Date S 0/00 g/kg mean Ca/Cl mean(rl) (S.D.)
,
* 11-22- 24.36 0.3437 0.3388 0.0255 (00 •. 000255)72 (13.k9) 0.3300 0.0245 09
0.3379 0.0251
0.3363 0.0249
0.3390 0.0251
0.3359 0.0250
* 12-20 25.46 0.3694 0.0262(14.09) 0.3722 0.0264
0.)622 0.0257
* 12-30· 24.46 0.3350 0.0247(13.55) 0.)#29 0.0253
0.3421 0.0253
* 1-5- 24.14 0.3252 0.0243
73 (13.37) 0.332) M.M2l~9
0.3292 0.0246
** 1-31 24.23 0.3283 0.0245(13.41) 0.3283 0.0245
** 2-7 22.86 0.3470 0.0274(12.65; 0.3510 0.0278
n .~cn n n~~cV.JJJY w.v~~~
0."74 .Q,0247
** 2-13 22.98 0.3350 0.0263(12.72) 0.3374 0.0265
0.3325 D.026L-
0.3317 0.0260
** 2-26 23.16 0.3287 0.0256(12.82) 0.3298 0.0257
0.3300 0.0257
Standard Methods
** K'a tz (196/ ,
Conductivity
S 0100 ~Lkg mean Ca/C1 mean(r1) (S.D.)
E~jW~~~F gW~~oS 0.3388 8W8~I~ EgW8~S~F
0.3379 0.0249
0.3363 0.0248
0.3390 0.0250
0.3359 0.0248
25.506 0.3694 0.0261(14.127) 0.3722 0.0264
0.3622 0.0256
24.776 0.3350 0.0244(13.711d 0.3429 0.0250
0.3421 0.0250
24.443 0.3252 0.0240(13.538) 0.3323 0.0246
0.3292 . 0.0243
24.522 0.3283 0.0242(13.573) 0.3283 0.0242
23.173 0.3473 0.0271(12.S27) 0.3513 0.0274
h ~~r~ ft hA/.u.~~I~ v.u~o~
0.3377 0.0263
23.1730.3353 0.0261(12.827) 0.3377 0.0261
0.3328 0.0260
0.3320 0.0259
23.408 0.3287 0.0253
EN2.9RTF~M.P29g 0.0255
0.3300 0.0255
(',ond\1cttvity
S 0100 g/kg mean ra/f1 mean(r1) (S.D.)
E~lWI~~F gW~~~S 0.3201 gWg~j~ EgWg~S~F
0.2776 0.0237
0.2815 0.0241
0.2835 0.0242"
0.2835 0.0242
23.820 0.3427 0.0260(13.193) 0.3486 0.0264
0.3439 0.0261
23.149 0.3236 0.0253(12.813) 0.3232 0.0252
. 0.3271 0.0255
22.744 0.30B4 0.0245(12.597) 0.3072 0.0237
0.30B4 0.0245
22.B18 0.3142 0.0249(12.631) 0.3093 0.0245
23.167 0.3353 0.0262(12.823) 0.3369 M.M2S~
0.3353 0.0262
0.3387 0.0264
23.167 0.3353 0.0263(12.823) 0.3393 0.0265
0.3376 0.0263
0.3320-'0.0259
23.813 0.3429 0.0260(13.1B1) 0.3458 0.0262
0.3444 . 0.0261
TABLE 16B
SITE 4 - EDTA rAL r IUM
rh10rinity
Date S 0/00 (T!kg mean ralrl mean(f1) (S.D.)
~WD 11-22- 21.7 l1 0.2793 0.3200 0.0232 0.0254
72 (12.0L) 0.2773 0.0230 (0.0025)
0.2773 0.0230
0.2812 0.0234
0.2832 0.0235
0.2832 0.0235
* 12-20 23.53 0.3420 0.0262(13.03) 0.3490 0.0268
o. 3~.42 o. 0264
* 12-30 22.85 0.)239 0.0256(12.65) 0.)235 0.0256
0.)274 0.0259
* 1-5- 22.50 0.)084 0.0248
73 (12.46) 0.3072 0.0247
0.3084 0.0248
** 1-31 22.44 M~PN42 0.0253(12./1-2) 0.3093 0.0249
** 2-7 22.92. 0.3350 0.0264(12.68) 0.3366 0.0266
0.3350 0.0264
-0.3383 0.0267
** 2-13 23.03 0.3350 0.0263(12.75) M~PD9M 0.0266
M.P~T2 0.0265
0.3'17 0.0260
** 2-26 2).60 0.3429 0.0263(13.06) 0.3458 0.Q265
0.344L 0.0264
* Standard Methods
** Katz EN~4D
TABLE 17B
SITE 5 - EDTA ('ALrIUM
* 11-22- 30.73 0.3576 0.3555 0.0210 0.0216
72 (17.02) 0.3518 0.0207 (0.0010)
0.3537 0.0208
0.3537 0.0208
0.3576 0.0210
0.3576 0.0210
* 12-20 27.03 0.3408 0.0228(11·.97) 0.3452 0.0231
0.3380 0.0226
* 12-30 29.79 0.3564 0.0216(16.50) 0.3608 0.0219
0.)608 0.0219
* 1-5- 29.60 0.'t73 0.Q212
73 (16.39) 0.3445 0.0210
0.3493 0.0213
** 1-31 29.58 0.3.464 0.Q211(16.38) 0.3367 0.02Q6
** 2-7 PM.~4 l~P42S 0.0203
E~S.9NF 0.3'31 0.0197
l~jSMg 0.0213
0.3489 0.0206
~W~* 2-13 30.79 0.3830 0.0225(17.04) 0.3846 0.0226
0.3847 0.0226
0.'''06 . 0.0216
** 2-26 28.30 0.3594 0.0230(15.66) 0.3644 0.0233
0.3649 0.0233
Date S 0100
(r1 )
Ch10rinity
p,/ke mean C.a/r1 mean(s.n. )
Conductivity
S 0100 r./kg mean Ca/C1
(C1 )
30.657 0.3576 0.3555 0.0211(16.980) 0.3518 0.0207
0.3537 0.0208
0.3537 0.0208
0.3576 0.0211
0.3576 0.0211
27.294 0.3408 0.0225
'{15.117) 0.3452 0.0228
0.3380 0.0224
29.988 0.3564 0.0215(16.609) 0.3608 0.0217
0.3608 0.0217
29.670 0.3473 0.0211(16.433) 0.3445 0.0210
0.3493 0.0213
29.786 0.3464 \0.0210
ENS.~88F 0.3367 0.0204)Q.049 0.3426 0.0201(li.076) 0.3331 l~MN9R
0.3608 0.0211
0.3489 0.0204
30.849 0.3830 0.0224(17.076) 0.3846 0.0225
0.3847 0.0225
0.3706 0.0217
28.420 M.PR~4 0.0229(15.731) 0.3644 0.0232
0.3649 0.0232
mean(s.n.)
0.0215(0.0010)
* Standarc M~thods
** xatz (IQU)
TABLE leB
SITE 6 - EDTA CALr:IUM
0.4072 0.406) 0.0212 0.0212
0.4046 0.0211 (0.0001)
0.4072 0.0212
~<* 2-1)
(B)
*:;: 2 26 ":14 S~
- ",J. 0
(A) (19.19)
Date
(Site)
~W<* 1-)1-
73 (B)
.'..'. 2-7
.. ' .....r...
(B)
S 0/00
«("1 )
Chlorinity
g!kg. mean Ca/C1 mean
Conduc,tivity
S 0/00 e./kg mean Ca!C1 mean(e1) (S.D.)
)6.224 0.4084 0.4137 0.0204 0.0208(20.051) 0.4076 0.020) (0.0003)
-
36.224 0.4131 0.0206(20. 051) o. l:.147 o. 0207
. 0.4186 0.0209
0.4202 0.0210
)6.224 0.4226 0.0211(20.051) 0.4265 0.021)
)4.666 0.4072 0.0212(19.188) 0.4046 0.0211
0.4072 0.0212
WW<~< Ka tz (196/)
TAB!.E 19B
SITE 1 - GRAVIMETRIC rAL,IUM
Chlorinity :onductivity
Date S 0/00 g/kg mean Ca/rl mean S 0/00 g,/kg mean ralel mean(rl ) (S.D.) (Cl ) (s.n.)
4-18- 26.7L 0.3450 0.3673 0.0233 0.0249 26.747 0.3450 0.3673 0.0233 o. M2l~9
73 (14.80) 0.3092 0.0209 (O.0021) (14.805) 0.3092 0.0209 (0.0016)
1:-21 0.3772 0.025:- 0.3772 0.0255
0.3787 0.0256 0.3787 0.0256
/,-23 27.34 0.3786 0.0250 27.264 0.3786 0.0251(15.13) 0.)809 0.0252 (15.092) 0.3809 0.0252
4-29 27.19 0.1,101 0.0273 27.320 M.l~NMN 0.0271(15.05) 0.3683 0.02h5 (15.123) 0.3683 0.0244
'\l;.v c ~ .,,., nl"'l n ~I.I~ I n ",..,.."" 27.074- 0.3734, 0.0249.,;:_,;) "f .vv V.;>f;>4 v.v~D";Fv
Ell~.9RF 0.3680 0.0246 (14.986) 0.3680 0 .. 0246
0.3750 0.0251 0.3750 0.0250
0.3690 o. M2N~7 0.3690 . 0.0246
0.3721 0.02J...9 0.3721 0.0248
0.le113 0.0275 0.4113 0.0275
TABLE 20B
SITE 2 - GRAVIMETRIC CALCIUM
Ch10rinity Conductivity
Date S 0/00 r/kg mean Ca/C1 mean S 0100 g/kg mean Ca/C1 mean
. (el) (s.n.) (C1 ) (s.n.)
4-18- 23.82 0.3267 0.3375 0.0248 0.0257 23.828 0.3267 0.3371 0.0248 0.0257
73 (13.19) 0.3316 0.0251 (0.0011) (1).190) 0.3316 0.0251 (0.0011)
4-21 0.3752 0.0285 0.3752 0.0285
4-23 23.65 0.3470 0.0265 23. RTl~ ,0.3470 0.0266(1).09) 0.3214 0.0246 (1).049) 0.3214 0.0246
4-29 23.97 0.3444 0.0260 24.211 0.3444 0.0257(13.27) 0.3511 0.0265 (13.402) 0.3511 0.0262
5-3 23.75 0.3270 0.0249 23.779 0.3273 0.0249(13.15) 0.3272 0.0249 (13.162) 0.3276 0.02lr9
0.330L. 0.0251 0.3308 0.0251
0.3301 0.0251 0.3301.. 0.0251
0.3349 0.0255 0.3349 0.0254
0.3407 0.0259 0.31-/07 0.0259
:"X)
o
TABLE 21B
SITE 3 -GRAVIMETRIC CALCIUM
Chlorinity
S 0/00 g/kg mean Ca/C1 mean(el) (s.n.)
22.71 0.3122 0.3472 0.0248 0.0270(12.57) 0.3165 0.0252 (0.0010)
Date
4-18-
73
4-21
1.·.-23
4-29
0.3h30
0.3450
23.06 o. Pl~S9(12.76) o. 3526
23.39 0.3643(12.95) 0.3652
0.0273
0.0275
0.0272
0.0276
0.0281
0.0282
Conductivity
S 0100 f/kg mean ra/C1
(Cl )
22.763 0.3122 0.3473 0.0248(12.600) 0.3165 0.0251
0.3430 0.0272
0.3450 0.0274
23.114 0.3465 0.0271(12.794) 0.3522 0.0275
23.621 0.3647 0.0279(13.075) 0.3655 0.0280
mean
(S.D. )
0.0269(0.0010)
5-8
·23.62 0.3532(13.08) 0.3588
0.3608
0.3464
0.3492
0.0270
0.0274
0.0276
0.0265
0.0267
23 .. 685 0.. 3535(13.110) 0.3592
0.3612
0.3464
0.3492
0,,0270
0.0274
0.0276
0.0264
0.0266
TABLE 22B
SITE 1;. - GRAVIMETRI C CALf IUM
Ch10rinity Conductivity
Date S 0/00 g/kg mean (aIel mean S 0/00 g/kg mean ralCl mean(ri) (S.D. ) (e1) (S.D.)
4-22- 22.38 0.3228 0.3276 0.0261 0.0257 22.657 0.3228 0.3286 0.0257 0.0255
73 (12.39) 0.3238 0.0261 (0.0005) (12.542) 0.3238 0.0258 (0.0004)
4-26 22.60 0.3326 0.0266 0.3326 0.0260(12.51) 0.3303 0.0264 0.3303 0.0258
5-1 22.96 0.3286 0.0259 23.106 0.3286 0.0256(12.71) 0.3281 0.0258 (12.790) 0.3281 0.0255
£:-3 23.49 0.3277 0.0252 23.221 0.3280 0.0252/. (13.00) 0.3377 0.0260 (12.853) 0.3381 0.0260
0.3243 0.0250 0.3247 0.0250
5-8 0.3228 0.0248 23.504 0.3228 0.0248
0.3246 0.0250 (13.010) 0.3246 0.0250
.:n
.\)
rh10rinity
, ,TABLE 23B
SITE 5 - GRAVIMETRIC EDAiCTur~
Conductivity
Date S 0100 g/kg mean CalC1 mean S 0100 f!/kp.: mean Ca/C1 mean
( C1 ) (S •D. ) ( [1 ) (S •D. )
4-22- 31.31 0.4031 0.4133 0.0233 0.0222 31.485 0.4031 0.4133 0.0231 0.0221
73 (17.33) 0.4014 0.0232(0.0016)(17.427) 0.4014 0.0230 (0.0017)
4-26 32.75 0.4312 0.0238 33.330 0.h312 0.0234(18.13) 0.L397 0.0243 (18.449) 0.4397 0.0238
5-1 34.01 0.460h 0.0245 34.156 0.4604 0.0244(18.83) 0.4424 0.0235 (18.906) 0.4424 0.0234
5-3 34.68 0.3603 0.0191 34.684 0.3603 0.0191(19.20) 0.3678 0.0195 (19.199) 0.3678 0.0195
0.4097 0.0213 0.4097 0.0213
0.3912 0.0204 0.3912 0.0204
0.·4072 0.0212 0.4072 0.0212
0.4104 0.0214 0.4104 0.0214
M~4P2R 0.0225 0.4325 0.0225
0.4287 0.0223 0.4287 0.0223
TABLE 24B
SITE 6 - GRAVIMETRIC CALCIUM
Ch10rinity
So/oo g/kg mean Ca/ (:1 mean(ri) (S.D.)
36.00 0.4322 0.4224 0.0217 0.0209(19.92) 0.4398 0.0221 (0.0007)
Date
(Site)
4-22-
7)(A)
4-26
(B)
5-1
(B)
5-)
(B)
5-3 36.28 0.4280(20.08) 0.4199
0.4026
0.4295
0.41)2
0.4142
0.0213
0.0209
0.0201
0.0214
0.0206
0.0206
Conductivity
S 0/00 g/kg mean Ca/C1 mean
(Cl) (S.D.)
)5.958 0.4322 0.4230 0.0217 0.0211
(19.903) 0.4398 0.0221 (0.0030)
36.230 0.4168 0.0208(20.054) 0.4317 0.0215
)6.230 0.5724 0.0285(20.054) 0.4789 0.0239
36.228 0.3241 0.0162(20.086) 0.3191 0.0159
0.42$0 0.0213
0.4199 0.0209
0.4026 0.0200
0.4295 0.0214
0.41)2 0.0206
0.4142 0.0206
TABLE 25B
SITE 1 - EDTA MAGNESIUM
S 0/00
Ch10rinity
Mg/r'l S 0/00
Conductivity
Date g/kg mean mean gLk~ mean M~LrN mean(r1 ) (S.D. ) (C1 ) (S.D.)
1-31- 29.05 1.093 1.031 0.0680 0.0701 29.258 1.09.3 1.031 0.0695 0.0695
73 (16.08) 1.072 0.0667 (0.0039) (16.195) 1.072 0.0662 (0.0037 )
-
2-7 25.91 1.063 o. MTN~N 26.203 1.063 0.0733(14.3h.) 1.062 0.0741 (lh.504) 1.062 0.0732
1.098 0.0766 1.098 0.0757
1.105 0.0771 1.105 0.0762
2-13 25.98 0.9741 0.0677 26.203 0.9741 0.0672(14.38) 0.9679 0.0673 (14.504) 0.9679 0.0667
0.9521 0.0662 0.9521 0.0656
0.9613 0.0669 0.9613 0.0663
2=26 ?h hO , fn, 0.0685 26.g72 1.011 .... 06A. ....""".V7 .L.v.&..&. u. ou(11}. 77) 1.023 0.0693 (lh.874) 1.023 0.0688
1.023 0.0693 1.023 0.0688
TABLE 26B
SITE 2 - EDTA MAGNESIUM
(h10rlnlty fonductivity
Date S 0/00 g/kg mean Mr/c1 mean S 0loo ~Lkg mean Mg/r1 mean
«('1 ) (S.D.) (r ) (S.D.)
1-)1- 26.99 0.9974 0.9869 0.0668 0 .. 0687 27.)09 0.9869 0.. 9869 0 .. 0660 0 .. 0687
7) (14 .. 94) 0.9740 0 .. 0652 (0 .. 0023 ) (15.116) 0.9740 0.0644 (0 .. 0026)
2-7 25.68 1 .. 001 0.. 0704 25.975 1.001 0.0696(11;..21) 1.001 0.0704 (14.378) 1 .. 001 0 .. 0696
1.027 0.0723 1.027 0.0714
1.028 0.0723 1.028 0.0715
2-13 25.78 0.9627 0.0674 25.975 0.9627 0.0670(14.28) 0.9541 0.0668 (14.378) 0.9541 0.0664
0.9517 0.0667 0.9517 0.0662
0.9L1-97 0.n665 0 .. 9497 0.0661
2-26 25.89 0.9918 0.0692 25.062 0.9918 0.0715(1h.)8) 0.9955 0.0695 (13.873) 0.9955 0.0718
0.9959 0.0695 0.9959 0.0718
TABLE 27B
SITE 3 - EDTA MAGNESIUM
Chlorinity
Date S 0/00 g/kg mean Mg/C1
«('1 )
2-26 23.16 0.8998(12.82) 0.9092
0.9092
1-31-
73
2-7
2-13
24.23 0.8977 0.8922 0.0669(13.41) 0.8864 0.0661
22.86 M~9MNIM 0.0715(12.65) 0.9098 0.0712
0.9195 0.0727
0.9215 0.0729
22.98 0.8680 0.0682(12.72) 0.8651 0.0680
0.8577 0.0674
0.8510 0.0669
0.0702
0.0709
0.0709
mean(S.D.)
0.0695(0.003a)
. Conductivity
S 0/00 e/ke mean Mgt'l(Cl)
24.522 0.8977 0.8927 0.0661(13.573) 0.$864 0.0653
23.173 0.9049 0.0706(12.827) 0.9107 0.0710
0.920h 0.0718
0.9224 0.0719
23.17) 0.8688 0.0677(12.827) 0.8660 0.0675
0.8581 0.0669
0.8518 0.0664
2).408 0.8998 0.0694(12.957) 0.9092 0.0702
0.9092 0.0702
mean(S.D. )
0.0689(O.002)}
TABLE 2gB
SITE 4 - EDTA MAGNESIUM
fh10rinity
Date S 0/00 g/kg mean Mg/C1 mean(f1) (S.D.)
1-31- 22.44 0.g441 0.g630 0.0677 0.0677
73 (12.42) 0.8305 0.0669 (O.0019)
2-7 22.92 l.g~l 0.0651(12.68) 0.8298 0.0654
0.8531 0.0673
0.8250 0.0651
2-13 23.03 0.g713 0.0683(12.75) 0.8642 0.0678
. 0.8548 0.0670
0.8577 0.0673
2-26 23.60 0.9169 0.0702(13.06) 0.9218 0.0706
0.9255 0.0709
Conductivity .
S 0/00 g/kg mean Mg/C1 mean(f1) (s.n.)
22.81g 0.8441 0.8637 0.0668 0.0671(12.631) 0.8305 0.0658 (0.0020)
23.167 0.8268 0.0645(12.823) 0.8306 0.0648
0.g540 0.0666
0.8258 0.0644
23.167 0.g722 0.0680(12.823) 0.8660 0.0675
0.8556 0.0667
0.8581 0.0669
23.g13 .0.9169 0.0696(13.1g1) 0.9218 0.0699
0.9255 0.0702
TABLE 29B
SITE 5 - EDTA MAGNESIUM
Ch10rinity Conductivity
Date S 0/00 g/kg mean Mg/C1 mean S 0/00 g/kg mean Mg/C1 mean(e1) (S.D. ) (C1 ) (S.D.)
-1-31- 29.58 1.078 1.101 0.0658 0.0665 29.786 1.078 1.101 0.0654 0.0661
7) (16.)8) 1.111 0.0678 (0.0022) (16.488) 1.111 0.0674 (0.0024)
2-7 30.54 1.065 0.06)0 )0.849 1.065 0.0624(16.91) 1.066 0.06)0 (17.076) 1.066 0.0624
1.087 0.0643 1.087 0.06)7
1.092 0.0646 1.092 0.0640-
2-1) )0.79 1.1)0 0.066) )0.849 1.1)0 0.0662
(17.01:) 1.141.. 0.0671 (17.076) 1.144 0.0670
1.161 0.0681 1.161 0.0680
, ,-.1"\ 1"\ nt:.L ... .. .. ""'" r\o ,.,.'1"",
.L • .L-,U u.vuo-, .L • .L-,U U ..VOOi'.
28.)0 1.08) 0.0692 28.420 1.08) 0.0689(15.66) 1.082 0.0691 . (15.7)1) 1.082 0.0688
1.084 0.0692 1.084 0.0689
00
\0
TABLE 30B
SITE 6 - EDTA MAGNESIUM
Ch10rinity (onductivity
Date S 0/00 f!./kf' mean M?:/r1 mean S 0/00 ~Lkg mean Mg/r1 mean(Site) (r 1) (S.D.) (C1 ) (s.n.)
1-31- 36.224 1.367 1.333 0.0682 0.0673
73 (B) (20.051) 1.361 0.0679 (0.0010)
2-7 1.330 0.0663
(B) 1.329 0.0663
1.357 0.0677
1.358 0.0677
2-13 1.333 0.0668(B) 1.340 0.0665
2-26 34.68 1.292 1.296 0.0673 0.0675 1.292 0.0673
(A) (19.19) 1.298 0.0676 (0.0001) 1.298 0.0677
1.299 0.0677 1.299 0.0677
\0
o
TABLE 'lB
SITE 1 - GRAVIMETRIC MAGNESIUM
Ch10rinity
mean(S.D.)
0.0655(0.0012)
'onductivity
5-0/00 ~Lkr mean M~LEl( (1)
26.747 0.9922 0.9811 0.0670(14.805)0.9388 0.0634
0.9763 0.0659
0.9687 0.0654
27.264 0.9976 0.0661(15.092)0.9714 0.0644
27.320 0.9778 0.0647(15.123)1.023 0.0676
27.074 0.9638 0.06h3(14.986}O.9850 0.0651
0.9901 0.0661
M.99l~P 0.0664
0.9951 0.0664
0.9619 0.0642
Mg/r1 mean(S.D.)
0.0656(0.0012)
mean
0.9922 0.9811 0.0670
0.9388 0.0634
0.9763 0.0660
0.9687 0.0655
27.34 0.9976 0.0659
ENR.NPF.M~9TN4 0.0642
27.19 0.9778 0.0650(15.05) 1.023 0.0680
27.00 0.9638 0.0645(l4.95) 0.9850 0.0655
0.9901 0.0662
M.99~P 0.0665
0.9951 0.0666
0.9619 0.0643
S 0/00( (1)
26.7l!-(lh.80)
5-3
4Je~­
73
L-21
Date
4-29
4-23
TABLE 32B
SITE 2 - GRAVIMETRI (' MAGNESIUM
(h10rinity Conductivity
Date S 0/00 g/kg mean Mr/r1 mean S 0/00 g/kF mean Mg/C1 mean(e1) (S.D.) ( C'1) (S. D. )
4-18- 23.82 0.85$3 0.8609 0.0651 0.06L1-4 23.828 0.8583 0.8609 0.0651 0.0661
73 (13.19) 0.87h9 0.0663 (0.0011) (13.190) 0.8749 0.0663 (0.0011)
4-21 23.65 0.870ll- 0.0660 23.574 0.8704 0.0660(1).09) 0.8$78 0.0673 (13.049) 0.8878 0.0673
4-23 0.8674 0.066L. 0.$67b 0.06650.8651 0.0660 0.8651 0.0663
L.-29 23.97 0.9181 0.0692 24.211 0.9181 0.0685(13.27) 0.9102 0.0686 (13.402) 0.9102 0.0679
5-3 2).75 0.8692 0.0661 23.779 0.8692 0.0660(13.15) 0.8657 0.0658 (13.162) 0.8657 0.0658
0.8673 0.0660 0.8673 0.0659
0.8669 0.0659 0.8669 0.0659
0.8702 0.0662 0.8702 0.0661
0.8592 0.0653 0.8592 0.0653
TABLE j:a13
SITE 3 - GHAVIMETRIC MAGNESIUM
Mg/C1 mean
(S.D. )
0.0662(0.0008)
mean
ronductivity
r/kgS 0/00
«('1 )
22.763(12.600) 0.8379 0.8535 0.06650.8362 0.0664
0.8286 0.0658
0.8192 0.0650
23.114 0.8566 0.0670
(12.794) 0.8605 0.0673
23.621 0.8836 0.0676(13.075) 0.8739 0.0668
mean
(S.D. )
0.0663(0.0011)
Ch10rinity
r/kg mean Mg/r1
0.8379 0.8526 0.0667
0.6362 0.0665
0.8286 0.0657
0.8192 0.0652
0.8574 0.0672
0.8613 0.0675
0.8827 0.0682
0.8731 0.0674
23.06(12.76)
23.39(12.95)
S 0/00
«(1 )
22.71(12.57)
Date
4-23
4-29
5-3 0.8505
l~84N9
0.8637
0.8632
0.8684
0.0650
0.0644-
0.0660
0.0660
M.MSSl~
0.0649
0.06L.8
0.0659
0.0658
0.0662
\D
'_AJ
TABLE 34B
SITE 4 - GRAVIMETRIC MAGNESIUM
Ch10rinity Conductivity
Date S 0/00 ~Lkg mean Mg/C1 mean S 0/00 g/kg mean Mg/r1 mean
(C1 ) (s.n.) ( el) (S.D.)
4-21- 22.38 0.8392 0.8465 0.0677 0.0666 22.657 0.8392 0.8467 0.0669 0.0661
73 (12.39) 0.8361 0.0675 (0.0026) (12.542) 0.8361 0.0667 (0.0023)
4-26 22.60 0.8462 0.0683 2).106 0.8462 0.0675(12.51) 0.8566 0.0691 (12.790) 0.8566 0.0683
0.8562 0.0684 0.8562 0.0669
0.8620 0.0689 0.8620 0.067h
5-3 22.96 0.8623 0.0678 23.221 0.8632 0.0672(12.71) 0.8514 0.0670 (12.853) 0.8522 0.0663
0.7700 0.0592 0.7708 0.0593
0.8211 0.0632 0.8219 0.0632
~J8 23.49 0.8560 0.0659 23.504 0.8560 0.0658(13.00) 0.8595 0.0661 (13.010) 0.8595 0.0661
0.8720 0.0671 0.8720 0.0670
0.8620 0.0663 0.8620 0.0663
TABLE 35B
SITE 5 - doAsfMbTof~ MAGNESIUM
Ch10rinity ronductlvity
rate S 0/00 ~Lke mean M~LrN mean S%o [E./kF mean My/e1 mean( (1) (S.D. ) (r1 ) (S.D .. )
L:-22- 31 .. 31 1 .. 166 1 .. 232 0.0673 0.0661 31 .. h83 1.166 1.232 0.0669 0.0658
73 (17 .. 33) 1 .. 141 0.065g (0 .. 0010) (17.427) 1.1L1 0.0655 (O.OOOg)
4-26 32 .. 75 1 .. 224 0.0675 33 .. 330 1.224 0.0664(UL 13) 1 .. 212 0.0669 (lg. L.·49) 1 .. 212 0.0657
5-1 3L.01 1.247 0.0662 34.156 1.2h7 0.0660(18. g3 ) (18.906)
5-3 3L.• 68 1.227 0.0652 34.684 1.227 0.0649(19.20) 1.270 0.0661 (19 .. 199) 1.270 0.0662
1.280 0.0666 1.2g0 0.0667
1.256 0.0654 1.256 0.0654
N~2S4 l_lh"~ , ?I-. J. " "fJ.tW~----.,,- ..........~C... ""_"'''"'.,IV
1.229 0.0640 1.229 0.0640
1.266 0.0659 1.266 0.0659
\0
\Jl
TABLE 36B
SITE 6 - GRAVIMETRI (' MAGNESIUM
Ch10rinity Conductivity
Date S 0/00 g/kg mean Mg/Cl mean S 0/00 g/kg mean Mg/Cl mean(Site) (Cl ) (S.D.) (81 ) (s.n.)
h-22- 36.00 1.322 1.283 M.MSS~ 0.0654 35.958 1.322 1.297 0.0664 0.0657
73 (A) (19.92) 1.311 0.065 (0.0008) (19.903) 1.311 0.0659 (0.0008)
4-26 36.230 1.332 0.0664(B) (20.05ld 1.335 0.0666
5-1 36.230 1.331 0.0664(B) (20.054) 1.298 0.0647
5-3 36.28 1.292 0.0643 36.288 1.292 0.0643(B) (20.08) 1.300 0.0647 (20.086) 1.300 0.0647
1.318 0.0656 1.318 0.0656
TABLE 37B
SITE 1 - SULFATE
Ch10rinity ronductivity
Date S 0100 g/kg mean S04/C1 mean S 0100 g/kg mean SO IC1 mean
«('1 ) (S.D.) (C1 ) 4' (S.D.)
2-13- 25.98 2.041 2.080 0.1420 0.1394 26.203 2.01,.1 2.080 0.1407 0.1389
73 ENN~. 38) (0.0068) (14.501d (0.0067)
2-26 26.69 2.082 0.1409 26.872 2.082 0.1400(14.77) (14.874)
h-23 27.34 1.951 0.1290 27.264 1.951 0.1293(15.13) 1.930 0.1276 (15.092) 1.930 0.1279
4-29 '27.19 2.134 0.1418 27.320 2.134 0.1411(15. 05) 2. 215 0.1472 (15.123) 2.215 0.1465
5-3 27.00 2.161 0.1446 27.074 2.161 0.1442(14.9Sj 2.123 0.1420 (14.986) 2.123 0.1417
TABLE 38B
SITE 2 - SULFATE
Ch10rinity Conductivity
Date S 0/00 g/kg mean S04/C1 mean S 0/00 g/kg mean S04/C1 mean( C1) (S.D.) (C1 ) (S.D. )
2-13- 25.78 1.985 1.871 0.1390 0.1396 25.975 1.985 1.872 0.1381 0.1398
73 (14.28) (0.0065) (14.378) (0.00/.9)
2-26 25.89 2.015 O.lh06 25.062 2.015 0.1453(14.38) (1)-.873)
4-17 23.82 1.820 0.1380 23.828 1.820 0.1380(13.19) 1.865 0.1414 (1).190) 1.865 0.1414
4-23 23.65 1.657 0.1266 23.574 1.657 0.1270(13.09) 1.722 0.1316 (13.04.9) 1. 722 0.1320
4-29 23.97 1.906 0.1436 24.211 1.906 0.1422(1).27) 1.927 0.1452 (1).402) 1.927 0.1438
5-3 23.75 1.851 0.1408 23-.779 1.853 0.1408(13.15) 1.965 0.1494- (13.162) 1.967 0.1495
\0
00
TABLE 39B
SITE 3 - SULFATE
fh10rinity Conductivity
Date S 0/00 g/kg mean S04/C1 mean S 0100 g/kg mean S04/(,1 mean{(I ) (s.n.) (C1 ) (s.n.)
2-26- 23.16 1.812 1.S25 0.1413 0.1416 23.408 1.812 1.825 0.1399 M.ll~NM
73 (12.82 ) (0.0031) (12.957) (0.0030)
4-17 22.71 1.782 0.lh18 22.763 1.782 0.1414(12.57) (12.600)
4-23 23.06 1.732 0.1357 23.11ll- 1.730 0.1352(12.76) 1.802 0.1412 (12.794) 1.800 0.1407
4-29 23.39 1.900 0.1467 23.621 1.900 0.1453(12.95) (13.075)
5-6 23.62 1.833 O.ll}Ol 23.685 I.S35 0.1400(13.0S) 1.882 0.1439 (13.110) 1.. 884 0.1437
N~8RR 0.1418 1.857 0.1417
TABLE 40B
SITE 4 - SULFATE
Chlorinity Conductivity
Date S 0/00 g/kg mean S04/Cl mean S 0/00 g/kg mean S04/Cl mean(Cl ) (S.D.) (Cl ) (S.D.)
2-13- 23.03 1.837 1.779 0.1440 0.1389 23.167 1.837 1.779 M.ll~PP 0.1376
73 (12.75) (0.0033) (12.823) (0.0044)
2-26 23.60 1.849 0.liL15 23.813 1.8lL9 0.1403(13.06) (13.181)
4-26 22.60 1.694 0.1354 23.106 1.694 0.1325(12.51) N~STR 0.1339 (12.790) 1.675 0.1308
5-1 22.96 1.745 0.1373 23.221 1.7l:-5 0.1358(12.71) 1.721 0.135L (12.853) 1.721 0.1339
5-8 23.L9 1.833 0.1410 23.50lL 1.833 0.1409(13.00) 1.833 0.1410 (13.010) 1.833 0.1409
1.823 0.1402 1.823 0.1401
I-'
o
.:>
TABLE hID
SITE 5 - SULFATE
. Chlorin1ty Conductivity
Date S 0100 g/kg mean S04/C1 mean S 0100 g/kg mean S04/C1 mean(:1 ) (S.D. ) (e1) (s.n.)
. 2-26- 28.30 2.217 2.595 0.14·16 0.1407 28.420 2.217 2.594 0.1409 0.lL!02
73 (15.66 ) (0.0027) (15.731) (0.0042)
4-26 32.75 2./·88 0.1372 33.330 2.488 0.1349(18.13) (18.449)
1:_1 3h.Ol 2.625 0.1394 34.156 2.623 0.1389(18.83) 2.604 0.1383 (18.906) 2.601 0.1377
5-8 34.68 2.706 0.11..09 34.684 2.706 0.1410(19.20) 2.741 0.1427 (19.199) 2.7L,.1 0.1428
2.784 0.1449 2.784 0.1450
l-'
o
l-'
TABLE 42B
SITE 6 - SULFATE
Ch10rinity C-onductivity
Date S 0/00 g/kg mean S04/C1 mean S 0/00 g/kg mean s04/r1 mean(Site) ( e1) (s.n. ) (C1 ) (S.D. )
2-7- 36.224 2.810 2e781 0.1402 0.1403
73 (B) (20.051) (0.0046)
2-13 2.781 0.1387(B)
4-26 36.230 2.821 0.1407(B) (20.054) 2,,765 0,,1379
5-1 2.797 0.1395(B) 2.813 0.1h03
5-8 36.28 2.845 2.850 0.1417 0.1419 36.288 2.845 0.1l1-16(B) (20.08) 2.884 0.1411 (0.0039) (20.086) 2.83h 0.1411
2.872 0.1430 2.872 0.1430
TABLE It:JB
Ion/Chlorinity Ratios
Chlorinity EDTA EDT!
Na/Cl K/Cl Ca-Sr/Cl Ca-Sr/Cl Mg/Cl Mg/Cl S04/cl(S.D.)* (S.D.) (S.D.) (S.D.) (S.D.) (S.D.) (S.D. )
Site (If) ** (#) (I) (HJ (H) UI> (If)
1 0.5544 0.0200 0.0235 0.0249 0.0701 0.0656 0.1394(0.0067) (0.0017) (0.001) ) (O.0021) (0.00'\9) (0.0012) (0.0068)(9 ) (12) (28) (14) (I) (14) (8)
2 0.5508 0.0190 0.0246 0.0257 0.0687 0.0664 0.1396(0.0067) (0.0020) (0.0022) (0.0011) (0.002) ) (0.0011 ) (0.0065)(9) (18) (27) (I):) (I) (14) (10)
) 0.5555 0.0190 0.0255 0.0270 0.0695 0.066) 0.1416(O.0115) (0.0020) (O.OOO9) (O.0010) (0.00)8) (O.OOll) (0.0011)(10) (I) ) (28) (I) ) (I)} (I) ) (8
4 0.5560 0.0199 0.0254 0.0257 0.0677 0.0666 0.1389(0.O105) (0.0010) {O.0025} (O.0005) (0.0019) (0.0026) El.lor~F
"(8) (12) (28) (11) (I) ) (14) (9
Ii l~RR49 l~lN9? l~l2NS l~l222 0.0665 0.0661 0.1407
'" (0.0076) (0.002) (0.0010) (0.0016) (0.0022) (O.ODlO) (0.0027)(7j 1- _ \. I_A.\' .... \ , ...... , I .. A. \ '"'l J.J. J l~~g {J.41 U."1 \.L":} \fJ
6 0.5545 0.0195 0.0212 0.0209 0.0675 0.0654 0.1419(0.00)2) (0.0010) (0.0001) (O.OO07) (0.0001) (O.0008) (0.00)9)(5 (13 ) () ) (8) (3) (5) (3 )
*
Standard Deviation (-I..:>
** Number of .AnalYses" '.JJ
TABLE ti4B_
Ion/Chlorin1ty Ratios
Conductivity. EDTA EDTA
NalCl K/C1 ca-Sr/C1 Ca-Sr/C1 Mg/C1 Mg/C1 S04/C1
Ep.~ ) * EpE~} ) (S.D}) (S,D. ) Epl~F ) EpE~}F (S.D})pit~ (1 ** (/I ( ) (/I
1 0.5531 0.0199 0.0234 0.0249 0.0695 0.0655 0.1389(0.00)1 ) (0.0017) (0.0013 ) (0.0016) (0.0017) (0.0012) (0.0067)(9 (12) (28) (14) (13 (14) (8)
2 0.5500 0.0190 0.0245 0.0257 0.0687 0.0664 0.1398(0.0071) (0.0020) (0.0022) (0.0011 ) (0.0026) (0.0011) (0.0067)(9) (18) (27) (13 ) (13 ) (14) (10)
3 0.5537 0.0189 0.0254 0.0269 0.0689 0.0662 0.1410(0.0120) (O.0020) (O.0005) (0.0010) (0.0023 ) (0.0008) (O.001°)(10) (13 ) (28) (13) (13 ) (13 ) (8
0.5508 0.0197 0.0253 0.0255 0.0671 0.0661 0.1367(0.0095) (0.0009) (0.0009) (0.0004) (0.0020) (0.0023 ) (o.oat)(8) (12) (28) (11) (13 ) (14) . (9
5 0.5517 0.0196 0.0215 0.0221 0.0661 0.0658 0.1402(0.0059) (0.0023 ) (0.0010) (0.0017) (0.0024) (0.0008) (0.0042)(7) (11) (28) (14) (13 ) (12) (7)
6 0.5536 0.0198 0.0208 0.0211 0.0673 0.0657 0.1403(0.0068) (0.0011) (0.0003 ) EM~llN°F (0.0010) (0.0008) (0.0046)(10) (17) (11) (14 (11) . (9) (8)
* Standard Deviation
** Number ot Analyses
TABLE 45B
Ch10rinity Ionic Concentrations in 35 0/00 Sea Water
EDTA EDTA
Na K Ca-Sr Ca-Sr ,g Mg so
g/kr: r./kg g/kg g/kg § kg g/kg gL~g
Site (S.D.) (S.D.) (S.D.) (s.n. ) ( •D. ) (S.D. ) (S.D.)
1 10.7lJ. 0.387 0.L48 0.475 1.358 1.271 2.700(0.13 ) (0.033) (0.025) (0.040) (0.076) (0.023 ) (0.132)
2 10.67 0.368 0.4.69 0.490 1.331 1.286 2.705(0.13) (0.039) (0. ll~2F EM.M~NF (n.045) (0.021) (0.126)
3 10.76 0.368 0.1·.89 0.515 1.3lr.6 1.28/, 2.71:3(C.22) (0.039 ) (0.017) (0.019) (0.074) (0.021 ) (0.060 )
I, 10.77 0.385 0.1;85 0.490 1.311 1.290 2.691(0.20) (0.019) (0.048) (0.010) (0.037) (0.050) (0.064)
1; 10.75 0.381 0.412 0.424 1.288 1.280 2.726.
.-' (0.14) (0.045) (0.019) (0.031) (0.045) (0.019) (0.052)
6 10.74 0.377 0.405 0.399 1.308 1.267 2.749(0.14) (0.019) (0.002) (0.013) (0.002) (0.016) (0.076)
b
U1
TABLE 46B
Conductivity Ionic Concentrations in 35 0100 Sea Water
EDTA EDTA
Na K Ca-Sr Ca-Sr Mg g~g SOg/kg g/kg g/kg g/kg g/kg gL~g
Site (S.D.) (S.D. ) (S.D.) (S.D.) (S.D. ) (S.D.) (s.n.)
1 10.71 0.385 0.431 0.475 1.346 1.269 2.691(O.lL) (0.033 ) (0.025) (0.031) (0.O72) (0.023) (0.130)
2 10.65 0.368 0.467 0.490 1.331 1.286 2.708
EM.NN~ ) (0.039) (0.042) (0.021) (0.050) (0.023) (0.095)
3 10.73 0.366 0.485 0.513 1.335 1.282 2.731(0.23 ) (0.039) (0.010) (0.019) (0.045) (0.016) (0.058)
4 10.67 0.381 0.483 0.487 1.300 1.280 2.666(0.18) (0.017) (O.017) (0.008) (0.039) (0.OL5) (0.085)
5 10.69 0.379 0.410 0.422 1.280 1.275 2.716(0.11) (0.04.5) . (0.019) (0.032) (0.Ok7) (0.016) (0.081)
6 10.72 0.383 0.397 0.403 1.30L 1.273 2.718(0.13 ) (0.020) (0.006) (0.057) (0.019) (0.016) (0.089)
I-'
o
0\
Date T or
4-17-73 30.0
L,-22 32.0
4-24 30.0
4-25 30.0
4-30 30.0
5-1 30.0
5-3 30.0
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TABLE 48B
Refractive Index of Sea Water*(Riley, 1965)
S 0/00 Temperature (Oe)
0 5 10 15 20 25
o 1.33395 1.3 3385 1.3 3370 1.3 3340 1.3 3300 1.3 3250
5 3500 3485 3465 3435 3395· 3345
10 3600 3585 3565 3530 3485 3435
.
15 3700 3685 3660 3625 3580 3525
20 3795 3780 3750 3715 3670 3620
25 3895 3875 3845 3805 3760 3710
30 3991 3966 3935 3898 3851 3798
31 4011 3985 3954 3916 3869 3816
32 h030 4004 3973 3934 3886 3834
33 4049 4023 3992 3953 3904 3851
34 },068 4042 4011 3971 3922 3868
35 l~M88 4061 4030 3990 3940 3886
36 4107 L080 4049 4008 3958 P9MN~
37 4127 4099 "068 4026 3976 3922
38 4146 4118 4086 4044 3994 3940
39 4166 4139 4105 4062 4012 3958
40 (4185) (4157) (4124) (4080) (4031) (3976)
41 (4204) (4176) (4143 ) (4098) (4049) (3994)
* Sodium D line
TABLE 49B
Refractive Index at 30°C and 32 °C *
S 0/00 30°C 32 °C
20 1.3 3590 1.3 3580
25 3680 3665
30 3740 3730
35 3810 3800
37 3860 3845
* Sodium D line
109
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FOREWORD
The original objective of this study was to apply accepted methods
for measuring the amounts of chlorophylls a., !2., and £., in sea water to the
measurement of these substances in the lagoonal waters of the Indian River,
in a manner that would permit these determinationfl to be made an integral
part of the routine analyses being made by the Ocel:Ulography Department
of the Florida Institute of Technology. Although thilS objective has not been
attained, the study has shown that phaeophytins, which are the degradation
products of chlorophylls, are present in unexpectedly large amounts, while
the chlorophylIs are present in rather small amounts.
The Indian River is a ,classical lagoon, divided into a series of
large shallow pools by man-made causeways but all connected by the
Intracoastal Waterway. Its waters are saline, haVing ,essentially the same
chemical structure as the ocean, but diluted and modified by run-off from
the narrow rim of land around it. Although it is frequEmtly called estuarine,
its connection with the sea is so remote and tenuous that tidal effects are
negligible. It appears that evaporation nearly equalls rainfall andrun-off,
so that there is little net transport out of the lagoon.
This study was supported by a grant from the Kennedy Space Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Agency, grant number 10-015-008, 1972.
The original impetus for this study came from classroom remarks by Drs.
James A. Lasater and Kerry Clark, and I was mueh a.ssisted by discussions
ii
with them during the study. Grateful appreciation is given Dr. T. A.
Nevin, who listened carefully to my frequent problems and gave much
assistance and shrewd advice.
iii
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I. INTRODUCTION
In 1936, Kurt Kalle reported the use of spectrophotometry as a
means of measuring the concentration of plant pigmel1lts in sea water.
Subsequent developments throughout the world resulted in a growing
recognition that the concentration of chlorophylls in slea water was pro-
portional to the total autotrophic metabolism occurring in the water,
hence could be used as a direct measurement of sea water productivity.
In 1952, F. A. Richards with T. G. Thompson (1) det,ermined the spec-
trophotometric values of chlorophyll!" Q., and Cl.a from a series of pl,lri-
fied extracts and then developed a set of simultaneous equations (trichro-
matic equations) by which the chlorophyll content of se:a water could be
computed. With a technique and a standard of meaisur-ement thus prOVided,
many other groups used chlorophyll content as a m4easure of biological
productivity. As refinements in the procedure were developed, it was
determined that the original trichromatic equations required modification.
A new set of equations, reported by T. R. Parsons and J. D. H. Strickland
in 1963 (2) were based on newer and more exact values for specific absorp-
tion, and became an accepted basis for computing chlolrophyll content. There
still remained .many variables in the preparative procedures in use, the
effects of which were unknown. For instance, it was suspected that the
various filter papers and filtration procedures in use rr.ught give consider-
able difference in results obtained, because of varia.tioJ1S in retention of
extremely small plant cells, or in the rupturing of deliE~ate cells with
n. b. References are numbered serially, in the order of their first appearance.
The serial number, in parentheses, follows the, aUithor's name.
1
subsequent loss of the cell contents. Similar variations in procedu res
for extraction of chlorophyII, centrifugation, light frequencies to be used,
and times to be allowed for extraction were in need of investigation and
standardization. In 1963, the International Council for the Exploration
of the Sea (ICES) and the Committee on Oceanography of the United States
National Academy of Sciences each established small groups of experts
to consider possible standardization of methods for determination of
.photosynthetic pigments in sea water. Dr. T. R. Parsons, then with the
Scientific Committee on Oceanographic Research (SCOR) of the United
Nations Educational, Scientific & Cultural Organization (UNESCO) was
appointed convenor of the ICES Working Group. This working group be-
came known as SCOR-UNESCO Working Group 117. The report of this
Group (3) was published in 1966 and proposed a "Tentative Standard Meth-
od" of procedures to be followed. Also in 1966, the U. S. National Academy
of Sciences, through their Biological Methods Panel of the Committee on
Oceanography (4) reviewed this field again, and confirmed the recommen-
dations of the SCOR-UNESCO Working Group. Neither the International
Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES), nor the National Oceanographic
Data Center (NODC) has agreed to accept the recommendations of the SCOR-
GI\"ESCO Working Group as international standard procedures, although the
"Tentative Standard Method" has become the guideline for much current
work.
ChlorophyUs d and ~ have been described and their structures par-
tially elucidated. They are present in very small quantities and their
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characteristics are poorly known. They are usually ignored completely.
Many other colored plant pigments have been isolated ~rld identified. Of
.these, only the carotenes and xanthines, yellow and brown colored sub-
stances respectively, are usually present in large enough quantities to
make their measurement rewarding. Investigators rec:ogniz.e a need to
include these substances in their calculations, and simultaneous equations
were developed by Richards with Thompson (op. cit.) to compute their con-
centration in sea water. The SCaR-UNESCO Working Group #17 report
does not contain any equations for these substances, but notes a need for
better specific absorption values and preparative procedures. The amounts
of these substances in sea water are quite small, while the uncertainties
in their measurement are quite large, so that their computation is now
seldom included in routine procedures, although their identification and
quantification is an important phase of much current reisearch.
More recent work has tended to de-emphasize the use of the tri-
chromatic measurements for routine field work, noting that chlorophyll !.
is usually present in preponderant amounts, and that chlorophylls !land .Q.
have large uncertainties connected with their calCUlations. Several authors
have proposed equations for chlorophyll !. only.
Others, noting the large amounts of blue-grelen algae in shallow
tropical waters, have proposed measurements for chlorophylls !. and .Q..
C. J. Lorenzen, (5) has noted that estuarine waters frequently contain
large amounts of phaeophytins, the brown-color ed break-down products
of chlorophyll, and has proposed a pair of equations to measure the amounts
of chlorophyll and phaeophytins. There appears to be no generally accepted
3
simple procedure available at the present time.
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ll. OBJECTIVE; A SIMPLIFIED FIELD PROCEDURE FOR CHLOROPHYLL
DETERMINATION
The saline waters of the Indian River in Brevard County, Florida
are frequently called "highly productive", and it was thought that a large
portion of this productivity was in the form of the minute algal cells com-
monly referred to as phytoplankton. If this were so, then the chlorophyll
levels in the river should be high, and the usual chlorophyll measurement
methods used for sea water should have direct application to the Indian
River. But these procedures, especially the use of thlB trichromatic pro-
cedure, are rather lengthy. Further, they require the use of very precise
spectrophotometers, such as the Beckman DU or the lTnicam 600, which
are not suitable for rough field use.
The objective of this study was to apply one or more of these pro-
cedures to the determination of chlorophylls in the Indlian River, and to
attempt to develop a simplified procedure that could btl used routinely in
the various investigations of lagoonal waters being carried out at the
Florida Institute of Technology.
ill. THE TRICHROMATIC EQUATION APPROACH.
A. General
The procedure initially attempted was the "Tentative Standard
Method for Determination of Chlorophylls in pampl.~s Clf Sea Water", pro-
posed by the SCOR-UNESCO Working Group #17. The "Tentative Standard"
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procedure is essentially that proposed by Richards with Thompson in 1952,
modified by Parsons and Strickland in 1963 and published as Strickland and
Parsons, "A Practical Handbook of Sea-Water Analysis" (1968) (6). The
modifications consist of 1) substitution of filtration using Millipore filters
for the continuous flow centrifugation described'by Richards with Thompson,
and 2) a complete revision of the equations used to compute chlorophyll
weights.
B. Filtration
The first of these modifications, the use of Millipore filters for
concentration of phytoplankton, was recognition of the aVailability of a new
material that provided an easier, quicker and cheaper means of separating
out phytoplankton from large volumes of sea water. Other workers pro-
posed other kinds of filters (paper, glass fiber) and various filtering aids,
for it was found that filters frequently clogged with small volumes, and
extended filtration times were necessary to get adequate samples. As a
part of the discussions leading up to the "Tentative Standard", G. F. Hum-
phrey and M. Wooten (7) made an extensive test of many kinds of filters
and filtration procedures. Their findings confirmed the usability of Milli-
pore filters, and that a number of other filters and filter papers were
comparable in results. Accordingly, the "Tentative Standard" recommends
filtration as the method of concentration, but does not recommend any spe-
cific filter. The choice of Millipore filter, Type RA (1.2)1) as currently
used at F. 1. T., is compatible with the findings of Humphrey and Wooten.
C. Trichromatic Equations
The second modification, the revision of the trichromatic equations,
was based on later values of specific absorption coefficients. The first
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chlorophyll !. and 2. values were based on work by ZSlcheile (8) in 1934 and
Zscheile, Comar and Mac Kinney (9) in 1941, wherein the chlorophylls had
been separated and purified by chromatography, dried to crystalline form,
and then redissolved in diethyl ether to determine thb~ir specific absorption
coefficients~ Subsequent work by these and many others demonstrated that
chlorophylls that had been dried in preparation had absorption spectra that
differed from those that had never been dried. Koski and Smith, 1948 (10)
postulated isomeric changes in configuration during drying as a possible
explanation for such a shift. Smith and Benitez, 19515 (11), in their ex-
tensive monograph on chlorophylls, discuss their findings and cite those
of many others, then conclude:
"Since the specific absorption coefficients of chlorophyll which has
been isolated and dried may differ from samplEls which have not been
so treated, it is preferable for analytical purposes to use a standard
which has not been isolated in the pure state."
Parsons and Strickland (2) in 1963 reviewed the work to that time, made
their own determinations based on never-dried chlorophyll in 90% acetone
and compared their results with those recently obtained by others. They
adopted values obtained by Vernon, 1960, (12) for chlorophylls !. andl2,
and the values of Jeffrey, 1962,(13) who had succeeded in isolating, crys-
tallizing and measuring chlorophyll £.. The new values had the effect of re-
ducing the computed value for chlorophyll!. by about 25% and for chlorophyll
£. by about 50% from those computed by Richards with Thompson (1).
The SCaR-UNESCO Working Group in JunEl, 1964, reviewed all of
the published values for never-dried chlorophylls, and arrived at a con-
sensus by averaging the highest values obtained by recognized analysts.
From these averaged values, revised coefficients were computed for the
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equations, and included in the "Tentative Standard Method". These values
vary only slightly from those proposed by Parsons and Strickland (2) and
do not materially alter the relationships among the three chlorophylls.
Although not officially accepted as standard, they are in widespread use
today, and have been accepted for use by the U. S. National Academy of
SCience.
D. Procedure
Briefly, the "Tentative Standard Method" calls for the filtering of
a volume of sea water sufficient to contain about 1pg of chlorophyll !. (this
implies a preliminary testing to determine sample size), using a filter
covered by a thin layer of MgC03 (about 0.1 mg). The damp filter is
placed in a glass pestle homogenizer, 3 milliliters (mls) of 90% acetone/
water (vIv) added, and is then ground at 500 rpm for 1 minute. The ground
material is poured into a centrifuge tube, and the mortar and pestle washed
two times with 3 mls of acetone, the washings being added to the centrifuge
tube. The total volume of the acetone should be about 10 mls. The tube is
centrifuged for 5 minutes at 5000 x g. to clear the extract. The clear su-
pernatant fluid is decanted into a graduate and diluted to a convenient volume.
usually in this study, 15 mls.
Using a spectrophotometer with a band-width of 3 nm. or less, and
cells with a light path length of 4 to 10 centimeters, the absorbance of the
extract is read at 750, 663, 645 and 630 nm. against a 90% acetone blank.
Subtract the absorbance at 750 nm. from the absorbances at 663, 645 and
630 nm. and divide these absorbance values by the length of the light path
of the cell in centimeters. Denoting these values as e663' e645' and e630'
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the concentration of the chlorophylls, in)lg/ml, are given by the following
trichromatic equations;
ChI!!:. = 11.64 (e663) - 2.16 EeS4~» + 0.10 (e630)
ChI Q. = -3. 94 (e663) + 20. 97 (e645) - 3. 66 (e630)
ChI £. = -5.53 (e663) - 14. 81 EeS~bRF + 54.22 (e630).
To convert Jlg/ml to JIg/1 (=mg/m3), multiply the computed values
by the volume of the extract, m.milliliters. and divllde by the volume of the
original sample in liters.
E. Testing a Field Spectrophotometer
Most of the work reported in literature has been done with either
a Beckman DU, or a Unicam 600 Spectrophotometer, both of which are
capable of being set to within 1/2 nm. of a desired wavelength with both
accuracy and precision. The Bausch and Lomb Spel:ltronic 20 spectro-
photometer is a small, light weight, low cost instrument which had pre-
viously been selected for field use in other work. The Beckman DU has
an adjustable slit, which was set at 0.3 to 0.6 mm for most of this study,
(apprOXimately 3 nm.) while the Spectronic 20 had a fixed slit width of 20
nm. There was an obvious need to compare the two instruments and to
determine whether field measurements taken on the Spe:ctronic 20 could
be converted to values comparable to the Beckman DU values being re-
ported by others.
(1) Selection of Wave-length Settings
The Bausch and Lomb Speetronie 20 instrument is graduated in 5
nm. increments, and the graduations are rather elOise together, so that it
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is neither accurate nor precise at the 1 nm. level of setting. One may set
it to a 5 nm. graduation mark with considerable precision. The peak of the
spectral curve for chlorophyll !!:. has been variously reported as 665, 664 or
663 nm., but both Vernon and Jeffrey did their work at 663 nm. The SCOR-
UNESCO Working Group recommended 663 nm. without comment concerning
its selection. The difference in spectral energy, hence peak height, between
663 and 665 nm. is very small. While the peak is quite steep, it never-the-
less is rounded in the 663-665 nm. region, which accounts for the several
wave lengths used. It also serves to make any error created by the use of
665 nm. instead of 663 nm. very small. The Spectronic 20 has a fixed slit
width of 20 nm., which is wider than the entire peak of spectral energy for
chlorophy11!!:.. The difference in absorption readings between settings of
665 and 663 was less than the variations between successive absorption
readings of the same sample at a fixed wave length setting. Since a differ-
ence in accuracy between the two settings could not be demonstrated, this
study used a setting of 665 nm. in order to take advantage of the precision
available in the use of a fixed index mark.
(2) Test Procedure
A series of three chlorophyll extractions from the leaves of hibiscus
(Hibiscus chinensis) were made. For each of these extracts, 5 grams of
fresh leaves were ground in a Waring Blender for 5 min'Jtes in 100 mls of
90% acetone, then the homogenate was centrifuged to separate the plant
residue. The supernatant liquid was decanted, and diluted with additional
acetone to a final volume of 200 mls for further use. The initial extracts
were too dense to be read directly, so a dilution curve was set up to deter-
mine those concentrations which would give absorption values lying between
10
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0.05 and 0.8, as recommended by several authors. The exploratory curve
demonstrated that a 1:1 (50%) dilution gave an abso:rption reading of 1. 05 on
the Beckman, thus setting the upper limit. The selected dilutions were 50%,
40%, 30%, 20%, 10%, and 5% of the extract in 90% acetone. The three di-
lution series thus derived were measured on both the Spectronic 20 and the
Beckman DU-2 at 665, 645, and 630 nm. Samples wer,e measured in matched
1 em square flint glass cuvettes in the Beckman DU-2. Samples in the Spec-
tronic 20 were measured in matched, 13 mm outside diameter, cylindrical
flint glass cuvettes, haVing approximately a 1 em light path in the beam from
the instrument slit. The three sets of values were averaged for each of the
3 wave lengths. The average values are shown as Table I, and plotted as
Figs. 1, 2, and 3. The complete data and the computed results, using the
trichromatic equations, are included in Table 1, Appendix A.
] k. 20 Datssoectromc a 3ec man DU Data
-
%
Dilution 665 nm. 645 nm. 630 nm. 665 nIn. 645 nm. 630 nm.
50% .638 .483 .281 1.04 .358 .226
40% .539 .402 .231 .837 .289 .183
30% .424 .308 .174 .637 .219 .142
20% .295 .209 .114 .415 .145 .090
10% .150 .106 .059 .206 .072 .046
5% .072 .053 .030 .102 .037 .023
Table 1. Mean absorption values for chlorophyll extracts from
Hibiscus leaves.
(3) Results
The data from the Beckman for each frequen<lY could be fitted to a
straight line with a maximum error of 3% of the obsElrvEld value. Data from
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the Spectronic 20 revealed a curve at 665 nm. and a lesser curve at 645 nm.,
while at 630 nm., a straight line fitted as well for the Spectronic 20 as it did
for the Beckman. It was observed that at 665 nm., for absorption values from
0.05 to 0.3, the data fitted a straight line with no measurable error. At 0.4
absorption, the error was slightly over 3% of observed value.
The sensitivity of the two instruments is not the same, so their re-
sponse curves lie at different angles. Again using the Beckman as the ref-
erence, the Spectronic 20 gives lower absorption values than the Beckman at
665 nm., but higher values at 645 and 630 nm. This results in Spectronic 20
computed values for chlorophyll S:. that are lower than the Beckman DU, and
higher values for chlorophyll.s !2. and £.. For chlorophyll S:. the Spectronic 20
values are from 55% to 67% of the Beckman values. For chlorophyll 2. the
Spectronic 20 data is from 240% to 270% higher and for chlorophyll £. from
255% to 377% higher. The inversion of sensitivity and the extreme variations
found in the Spectronic 20 computed results appear to rule out its use for
measuring and reporting the three chlorophylls as separate entities.
In computing the total chlorophylls in a sample, the situation appears
to be slightly different. Total chlorophyll is given by the equation:
Total chI = chI ~ + chl!2. + chI £.
The lowered chlorophyll S:. results will be offset by the higher chlorophyll
!2. and £. values. In addition, chlorophyll S:. is normally present in quantities
4 to 5 times greater than chlorophyll Q., and up to 10 times greater than
chlorophyll £.. Analyses of the total chlorophyll values computed from the
1.01,..-_...,.__..,-__-r--_
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Fig. 1 Mean absorption values for chlorophyll extracts from Hibiscus
leaves, at 665 nrn.
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Fig. 3 Mean absorption values for chlorophyll extracts from Hibiscus
leaves, at 630 nm.
two instruments shows that they are indeed more nearly alike than are the
individual chlorophyll values, but the mean values still differ by more than
18% and the range of variation is 27%. aetermininl~ a correction factor under
these conditions does not appear feasible. Accordingly, attempts to use the
trichromatic equations to determine the three major chlorophylls separately
were abandoned, on the grounds that the field equipment available would not
support the effort.
IV. DETERMINATION OF CHLOROPHYLL AdAfkW~ASTANDARD
A. Selection of a Standard
Determination of a single chlorophyll (eg. chlorophyll!l) in a sample
at a single wavelength is within the capability of the Spectronic 20, prOVided
that some form of absolute value or standard measurement is available for
comparison. This is the usual method of operation for the Spectronic 20.
A number of procedures have been proposed, from colorimetric standards
made up from highly colored inorganic salts to gravimetric determinations
of the amount of magnesium in the sample. The method described by Smith
and Benitez (11) is based upon colorimetric determination of the amount of
magnesium in solution using Titan yellow (Clayton's yellow) dye. They
ascribe the development of the Titan yellow procedure to Koski and Smith
(ref. 10), and state that it is more rapid and sensitive than the gravimetric
methods. It is also one of 3 major methods described in "Standard Methods
for the Examination of Water and Waste Water" (14). Because it is colori-
metric in character, and its interpretation is based upon a set of dilutions
derived from a known "standard" solution, measured at the same time as
the unknown samples, it is particularly well adapted f9r the Spectronic 20.
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Smith and Benitez used this method with solutions of the various
chlorophylls after separation and purification, so that they had no need for
the simultaneous equations, although they did state the mathematical foun-
dation for such equations. The separation of chlorophylls !" Q., and £. from
natural water samples is a long and laborious chromatographic procedure,
not suited to the routine field procedure that is the object of this study. How-
ever, it appeared that the magnesium determination of a few mixed chloro-
phyll samples in a laboratory might permit the estimation of many samples
of similarly mixed chlorophyll samples in the field. More specifically, if
it could be shown that the amount of chlorophyll in the river was reasonably
constant for any given day of sampling, then samples from a wide area could
be measured for absorption, but only a few, representing the extremes and
middle values of absorption would need to be analyzed for magnesium in order
to establish an absolute value for the absorption curve for that day.
B. Procedure
It is necessary first to release all of the magnesium ions from the
chlorophyll molecules and convert them to sulfates. This is done by evap-
orating a known sample volume of chlorophyll extract to dryness, and digesting
the organic material with sulfuric acid. The resulting carbonaceous residue
is ignited, converting the mineral salts to oxides in the process. These are
converted to sulfates by treating again with sulfuric acid and evaporating to
dryness. The resultant salts are taken up with dilute sulfuric acid and dis-
tilled water and transferred to a 25 ml graduate, washing the crucible care-
fully with additional small aliquots of distilled water and adding the washings
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to the graduate. Two milliliters of a 1% solution of soluble starch are added
to give stability to the magnesium lake formed by the Titan yellow dye. Next,
5 mls of a saturated solution of calcium sulfate are added, to assure that the
dye solution is completely saturated with calcium. The calcium ion also re-
acts with the Titan yellow dye and thus is an interfering ion, but its reaction
saturates at low levels of color change. The addition of excess calcium to a
blank and to all other samples assures that its effect will be the same on all
solutions measured, and the effect can be subtracted from the magnesium
reaction by subtracting the reading of the blank from all other readings. In
the case of the Spectronic 20, this subtraction is most easily done by resetting
the machine to zero absorption using a calcium-saturated blank. As a matter
of procedural caution, the absorption of the blank should always be read against
a distilled water blank and the reading recorded. In this study, the blank had
an energy absorption value of 0.220 to 0.280 when the tb~st was working prop·
erly. Higher values were a clear indication of contamination in some part of
the procedure, and caused an immediate halt to further measurements until
the source could be found and corrected. A much lower value was an indication
that the test dye solution had lost its effectiveness and needed to be replaced.
One milliliter of an O. 125% solution of Titan yellow in distilled water
is added to each graduate, and the graduates brought to a volume of 23 mls
with distilled water. Two milliliters of 2.5 normal sodium hydroxide are
added, and the graduate shaken to assure complete mixil1lg. As the solution
goes from acid to basic, it changes color from straw or light brown color
to magenta red, the amount of change being a function of the calcium and
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magnesium present. If a test solution contains more than 1 mg of magnesiumt
a floc of magnesium hydroxide may form. Vigorous shaking for up to 5 min-
utes may cause the floc to break up and the solution to clear. If it does not
clear completely t this test solution must be abandoned and a more dilute
sample tried. A sample containing 2 mg of magnesium could not be cleared
by shaking.
A standard dilution curve based upon known amounts of magnesium is
made up and measured at the same time tlRt chlorophyll samples are being
measured. The absorption values versus the weights of magnesium from the
standard dilution curve are plotted on a graph and the results of the chloro-
phyll samples are then read as weights of magnesium. To derive the total
weight of chlorophyllt the weight of magnesium is divided by its gram-molec-
ular weight and multiplied by the gram-molecular weight of the chlorophyll
molecule.
Wt of ChI ++= (Wt of Mg ) x (gram-mol wt of chI)
(gram-mol wt of Mg+f)
In this study, a gram-molecular weight of 902 was used for all chloroph~lls.
Although each chlorophyll has a different gram-molecular weightt the diffe~"W;;"D"~I
ence between them is approximately l%t and chlorophyll !l at 901.92 is in the
middle. The gram-molecular weight of magnesium was taken as 24 grams.
A detailed procedure for the magnesium determination of chlorophyll
is contained in Appendix B.
C. Results
A test of the magnesium colorimetry procedure was made to
determine the appropriate limits of concentration for the standard dilution
curve. It was found that quantities of magnesium greater than 2 mg pro-
duced a magnesium hydroxide floc that could not be dispersed, rendering
any colorimetric reading invalid. At the other end of the scale, quantities
less than 0.02 mg were barely detectable on the Spectronic 20. Accordingly,
amounts of 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8 and 1.0 mg were chosen for the
standard calibration curve.
On 5 successive laboratory days, standard calibration curve sets
were made up and measured on the Spectronic 20. On each day, at least
three series of readings were taken. The series of readings were averaged
and the averaged values plotted. The plots showed excellent repeatability
from day to day. All data for the 5 tests were then averaged to give a single
set of values for a representative standard calibration IJUrve. These data,
and the percent variation from the averaged values are shown in Table 2,
Appendix A. The data are plotted as Figure 4.
It is readily apparent from the graph that the lowest value (0.02 mg)
does not fit with the rest of the data. The variation of the measurements
for this value (55%) would indicate that the Spectronic 20 is not usable for
readings below absorbancies of 0.2. Other test data, not included in Table
2, showed that the magnesium test begins to saturate when the magnesium
content of the sample approaches 2 mg. At larger values, the magnesium
hydroxide floc renders the test invalid. It is recommended that the Spec-
tronic 20 be used for magnesium determinations only in the range O. 05 to
0.8 mg of magnesium.
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Fig. 4 Standard Curve for colorimetric determination of Magnesium, using
the B & L Spectronic 20.
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Using a weight of 902 grams per mole for chlorophyll!" between 3 mg
and 30 mgs of chlorophyll would be required to provide the weight of magn esium
recommended above. On the basis of the chlorophyll absorption readings on the
Beckman DU-2 spectrophotometer, it would take all of the chlorophyll from 10
liters of river water to get a magnesium sample Narl~e enough to fit the criteria
above. Processing a sample of such size is not compatible with routine field
operations, at least as now conducted.
D. Some Additional Considerations
Several problems connected with the magnesium procedure are worthy
of noting:
(1) The first concerns the method of digesting; and ashing the ch1oro-
phy11 to release the magnesium as an inorganic salt. Srnith and Benitez evap-
orated an ether extract of chlorophyll to dryness, then dligested the organic
material with 5.0 mls of dilute (0.03N) sulfuric acid which was also evaporated
to dryness. As the solution passes from sulfuric acid to sulfur trioxide fumes,
the organic material is reduced to a carbonaceous residue which must then be
ashed at red heat to remove the carbon. The thick viscous liquids that result
late in both stages of drying frequently spatter, losinig part of the sample,
unless they are evaporated very slowly over low heat.. Such evaporations have
required up to 3 hours per stage, making this a slow and tedious process. Fur-
ther, during the ashing process, a small bead of molten salts frequently forms
and fuzes to the porcelain crucibles if the temperature becomes too high. To
prevent this kind of loss, ashirrg was carried out at N~~MMEFc (SOS°C), dull red
heat, but complete oxidation of the carbonaceous residues frequently took 6
hours. Platinum crucibles ignited at 10000 C (1S00oF) developed hard glassy
--- ----- ------
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coatings that proved insoluble in either concentrated riitric or hydrochloric
acids, even when heated.
(2) Dissolved Magnesium in Lagoonal Waters. The second problem
arises from the high concentrations of magnesium dissolved in the river waters.
The Millipore filters, even when sucked to near dryness on the vacuum filter hol-
der, retain significant amounts of the river salts and hence of magnesium. Pro-
cedure blank filters, made with already-filtered river water, gave magnesium
readings nearly as great as the chlorophyll samples, and occasionally gave higher
readings. Brief rinsing under vacuum with a little distilled water was attempted
but did not appreciably lower the blank value, while chlorophyll values that were
already at the lower threshold of detection were still further reduced by the rin-
sing. In view of the other inadequacies of the magnesium determination, this
problem was not pursued further. A possible avoidance of this problem lies in
the use of a diethyI ether extraction step following the initial acetone extraction
and centrifugation. The ether is then removed by evaporating nearly to dryness,
flushing the dish with chloroform and evaporating nearly to dryness 3 times to
remove all of the ether, then taking up the chlorophyll in chloroform. Inorganic
magnesium salts are insoluble in chloroform, and so will not be transferred in
the final chloroform extract. The procedure is tedious and must be performed
in an exhaust hood. It is not suitable for routine analyses.
It is also worth noting that magnesium is the 5th most abundant element
in the ocean (Riley & Skirrow, 16). Tests by other workers have shown that
it is present in the Indian River in the same proportion to salinity as it is in
the ocean. Thus, if the oceans have 1350 mgll of magnesium at 350 /00
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salinity (Riley & Skirrow, Ope cit.) then the Indian Rllver can be expected to
have 1002 mg/l at a salinity of 26 0/00, a value often found in the river. It
would seem to follow that the amount of magnesium that might be contributed
by decaying chlorophyll would be negligible compared to the amount already
present.
(3) A Possible Effect of Turbidity. An Indian River water sample
was taken on a day of high winds and waves. The sample, taken from near
the middle of the river, was very turbid. The filter began to block at about
300 mIs, and at 400 mls was nearly completely blocked. The filtering was
interrupted at 500 mIs, a new filter installed and a second 500 mls run through
it. The two filters were dissolved, ground and centrifuged as one in order to
get a one liter test sample. A parallel sample from the Banana River was clear
enough to be filtered in a single pass. The two samplles gave nearly identical
readings for chlorophyll on the Spectronic 20 but differed by a factor of 10 in
magnesium content.
A. B.
Chlorophyll by Chlorophyll by Ratio
Sample Spectrophotometry Magnesium B:A
Banana River 265 pg/l 371pg/l 1.4:1
(clear)
Indian River 267 )lg/l 4083 pg/l 15.3:1
(turbid)
Table 2. Comparison of Clear vs Turbid Water samples
Some part of the difference in the magnesium determination can be ascribed
to the second filter used on the Indian River sample, but the effect should
not be greater than twice the total weight of magnesium reported for the
Banana River sample, even if all the magnesium from the river water were
adsorbed onto the filter instead of coming from the chlorophyll. On the other
hand, the turbid particles are clay-sized, and clays are known to have very
high adsorption abilities. Magnesium is known to be selectively exchanged
for calcium on sedimentary clays and to adsorb onto clays (Horne, 17;
Martin, 18). It is possible that the turbid particles in the Indian River are
adsorbing magnesium from the water, and that either the mechanical grinding
operation or the suspension in 90% acetone, or both, desorbs the magnesium,
so that turbid samples will always give results that are unreasonably high.
If so, then turbid samples will have to be treated by the chloroform extraction
procedure outlined above.
(4) Filtration and Centrifugation. wng filtering times and filter
blocking are well-known problems in oceanographic work. Richards with
Thompson (1) originally recommended a continuous-flow centrifuge for sam-
ple separation, but improved filters and filtration procedures caused a swing
away from centrifugation. Recently, a sirr.ple inexpensive continuous flow
centrifuge has been built around a Waring Blender by J. F. Kimball and
E. J. Furgeson-Wood (15). With it, oceanographic samples are routinely
processed at the rate of 1 liter per 8 minutes. Experience in this study in-
dicated that centrifugation followed by filtering should take about 15 minutes
per liter sample, where direct filtering frequently took an hour. One very
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turbid sample required 3 changes of filter, and took an hour and a half to
complete. Whether centrifugation is used or not, the sample should always
be filtered to assure that all the algal cells are collected. It is recommended
that a small continuous-flow centrifuge be used whenever samples show tur-
bidity.
(5) Storage of Solutions. Another problem arose when a steadily
increasing absorption value of the blank was detected. It was traced to a
solution that had been stored in an ordinary glass (lime-soda glass) bottle.
At this point, all solutions were made up fresh and stored in borosilicate
glass (Pyrex or Kimax) that had been leached for 24 hours with concentrated
hydrochloric acid. Storage in Pyrex for up to one month did not contribute
to increasing magnesium background absorption. storage of any solution
beyond one month is not recommended. Solutions of Titan yellow indicator
dye are not stable beyond qne week, regardless of the kind of bottle used
for storage. The indicator dye solution should be prepared daily.
(6) Selection of a Stabilizer Compound. Smith and Benitez had used
soluble starch as a stabilizer, while the APHA Standard Methods called for
the use of Methocell, a commercial form of methyl cellulose. Methocell
was tried, but found to be contaminated with high levels of magnesium, so
soluble starch was selected for this study.
v. EFFECTS OF DEGRADATION PRODUCTS ON CHLOROPHYLL
DETERMINATIONS
A. General Discussion
The first degradation products of chlorophylls are phaeophytins,
- -_.._----
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yellow-green to brown pigments that arise from the removal of the magnesium
ion from the center of the porphyrin ring that is common to the three chloro-
phylIs. Phaeophytin f!. has an energy absorption peak very near to the energy
absorption peak of chlorophyll f!. from which it arises (chlorophyll ~ at 665 nm. ,
phaeophytin ~ at 666 nm.) hence it has the effect of masking chlorophyll ~ if it
is present in significant quantity. Further, phaeophytin ~ absorbs light energy
at 55.2 liters per gram per centimeter (lg-1cm-1), while chlorophyll ~ absorbs
-1 -1
at 90.8 19 cm (Vernon, 1960; 19), so that a solution having a large amount of
phaeophytin f!. in comparison to the amount of chlorophyll ~ would have a reduced
total absorbancy. If the chlorophyll ~ of such a solution is computed by the usual
equations, the result will be significantly understated. The energy absorption
peaks for phaeophytins 2. and £. are far removed from their respective chloro-
phylls (480 and 430 nm. vs 645 and 630 nm.) so the masking effect does not occur.
On the other hand, measurement and computation of phaeophytins !l and £. would
require the development and use of hexachromatic equations as opposed to the
trichromatic equations for the chlorophylls alone. Such equations have not been
reported in literature, in part because the specific absorptions for phaeophytins
2. and £. have not been determined with an accuracy comparable to that of chloro-
phyll ~.
"The changes in the absorption spectra that occur on the conversion of
chlorophylls to phaeophytins are particularly large at 645 nm. and 630
nm., the wavelengths used to compute chlorophylls 2. and £., so the
estimation of these chlorophylls in the presence of their phaeoph.\·tins,
by the trichromatic method is particularly unreliable." Moss, 1967 (20)
Strickland and Parsons (6) state that phaeophytins are generally absent
from the open ocean, but this is not so in fresh and estuarine waters. Moss (21)
has conducted an extensive series of tests on fresh water algae and found
large amounts of degradation products present, especially when muds
JJJJJJDDDJJJJJ_.JJJJJJ~JJJJ_._.J
are present. Similar findings by others have led to simplified equations
using only chlorophyll fi determinations (Odum, McConnell and Abbot,
1958 (22); Talling and Driver, 1961 (23». C. J. Lorenzen, 1967 (5)
recommended that early in any series of samples l) the investigator should,
after taking the usual trichromatic readings, take a series of additional
spectrophotometric readings at 750 nm. and 665 nm. after acidifying the
sample with 2 drops of 1 N HCI. The acidification converts all of the
chlorophylls present to their respective phaeo-forms by extraction of
the magnesium ion. The readings before and after acidification are com-
pared to develop a ratio of chlorophyll to phaeo-pigments. If this ratio
is of the order of 1. 7 or greater, it may be assumed that phaeo-pigments
are present in so small an amount that they will not interfere with the
chlorophyll readings. If the ratio turns out to be lless than 1.6, then
Lorenzen recommends that his alternate equations: be used as corrections,
subtracting the chlo~ophyll readings after acidification from that obtained
from a basic solution. He notes further that estua.r~ne and bay waters
frequently contain rather large amounts of phaeo-pigments from dead
plant materials, and quotes T. E. Bailey (personal oommunication)
"In the Sacramento River delta, chlorophyll samples usually show
a rather low acid ratio at 665 Il1).l, which would indicate that phaeo-
pigments frequently form a large fraction of the green pigments
absorbing light at 665 ~. II
Since these are typical of the conditions observed in the Indian illver,
it may be supposed that the phaeophytin levels in the Indian River are high,
and that consequently the amount of chlorophyll found is being greatly under-
stated. Computations run on Indian River water samples do indeed show
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very high levels of phaeophytins; from 5 to 7 times as much phaeophytin!.
as chlorophyll!." when computed by Lorenzen's formulae (Table 3).
On the other hand t the amount of chlorophyll !. reported by Loren-
zen's equation is usually much less than that computed by the trichromatic
equations. On one set of dilutions made from hibiscus leaves t the Lorenzen
values for chlorophyll a were 73% (Spectronic 20) and 79% (Beckman DU) of
the trichromatic values (Table 4).
B. The Lorenzen Procedure
The Lorenzen procedure is as follows:
a) The filtered sample is prepared for absorption reading in the same manner
as described for the trichromatic determination.
b) Absorption is read at two settings t 750 nm. and 665 nm. The 750 nm.
reading is to determine a blank value t which is later subtracted from the
665 nm. absorption reading. After the readings have been taken on the basic
solution, two drops of 1. 0 normal hydrochloric acid are added to the cuvette
and the contents mixed by shaking. The absorption is again read at 665 nm.
and recorded as 665 a.
c) An "acid ratio" is determined by diViding the absorbancy value of the
basic sample by the absorbancy of ~he acidified sample.
Acid Ratio = 6650 .-;- 665a .
If the acid ratio is 1. 7 or greater, the amount of phaeo-pigments present is
probably so small that they will not affect the basic sample absorbancies and
the normal trichromatic equations can be used. If the acid ratio is less than
1. 6 t phaeophytins are present in amounts that will interfere with the
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chlorophyll ~ computations by the trichromatic equations.
d) Lorenzen's equations are:
chI ~. (mg/m3) = A x K x (665 0 - SS~iaF x v
Vf xl
phae ~ (mg/m3) = A x K (R (665a) - 6650 ) x v
Vf x 1
A = specific absorption coefficient of chlorophyll!.. 11.64 (SCOR-UNESCO)
K = factor to equate the reduction in adsorbancy to initial chlorophyll con-
centration (1. 7 : 0.7 or 2.43)
665
0
= absorbancy before .acidification
665a = absorbancy after acidification
v = volume in milliliters of acetone used for extraction (normally 10 mls)
Vf = volume in liters of sample filtered
1 = light path length, in centimeters, of the cuvette
R = maximum ratio of 665 0 : 665a in the absence of phaeo-pigments, 1. 7.
In the case of this study, Vf was always one liter, I was always
one centimeter, and v was always 15 mIs, so the equations were reduced
to
chI ~ (mg/m3) = 424.28 (6650 - 665a)
phae 2:. (mg/m3) = 424.28 (1. 7 [665J - 6650 )
A detailed procedure, suitable for field use, is contained in Appendix C.
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Spectronic 20 Data in mg/m3
,
Sample Trichromatic Eauations Lorenzen Eauations
!Number ChI g" ChI Q. ChI Q. Tot. chI Acid ratio ChI g" Phaeo !.
1 - 3 33.75 42.60 I 251. 4 Turned cloudy - no data! 175.05
1-6 29.25 46.65 172.50 I 248.4 1.11 ! 8.49 33.52, ~
1 - 10 27.75 45.15 171.00 I 243.90 1.10 4.24 46.12
11 - 14 26.40 44.85 171. 10 242.35 1. 00 --- 57.02~I 27.90 44.70 165.45 238.05 1. 06 I 5.09 50.7411 - 19 i
I 3IBeckman DU -2 Data in mg/m
\ 92.93
. ,
\1 - 3 62.85 326.55 : 482.33 .98 ! --- 140.14
i
,
!1 - 6 56.10 192.40 321. 30 469.80 1. 04 I 5.94 109.89!,!1 - 10 37.35 85.80 321. 45 444.60 1.06 9.33 101. 45
i i:1 - 14 52.20 ,91. 80 315.00 459.00 1. 04 I 6.79 102.21
! I ,
11 - 19 55.20 1 82 . 65 318.75 456.60 1. 04 I, 5.94 107.81
Table 3. Chlorophyll content of Indian River lagoon waters
computed according to Trichromatic and Lorenzen
equations.
671. 0 1. 46 176.1 92.7
626.9 1. 56 170.6 42.7
580.2 1. 36 101. 8 97.2
541. 6 1. 28 64.5 100.6
\339.9
\
332.4
:327.6
324.6
lfi mg/m
i124.7
121. 4
113.7
107.3
206.4
173.1
\
138.9
109.7
eckman DU 2 Data
~JSJRM
\H-6-40
ifH-6- 30
-6-20
Spectronic 20 Data in mg/m3
Sample
I
TrichgWomati~n Equati<)fis Lorenzen Eauati.2n.s
!Number ChI a Chlb Chi c Tot. chI Acid ratio Chl a Phaeo a
!H-6-50 130.7 132.9 \235.4 499.0 1. 32 I 96.7 93.9
\ 116.4
~ IH-6-40 116.6 \216.0 449.0 1. 38 l 91. 2 75.1
1H-6-30
I
90.8 99.0 208.1 397.9 1. 32 • 63.6 73.0
"~JSJ2M I72.5 81. 0 203.6 357.1 1. 32 l: 50.9 59.0, i
I 3 I
-
Table 4. Chlorophyll content of Hibiscus leaf extracts, computed
according to the Trichromatic and Lorenzen equations.
C. Applicability in the Indian River
River water samples frequently gave results that could not be
computed by the Lorenzen formulae. Whenever th,e absorption value of
the acidized sample is greater than the absorption of the original basic
.
sample, the acid ratio (6650 7 665a ) becomes less than one and the chloro-
phyll!, computation yields a negative amount of chlorophyll!, present. This
is a logical absurdity, and represents a failing case for the equations. The
effect appears to arise as a concomitant of river turbidity, for in every case
where the sampling notes record high turbidity, the acid ratio is less than
one, ranging in values from 0.96 for moderately turbid samples to 0.66
for one recorded as "very turbid".
The values computed for chlorophyll!, by the Lorenzen equations
have no relationship to results reported by other workers using the tri-
chromatic method, hence any data accumulated using the Lorenzen proce-
dure cannot be compared to data reported by others. Further, the Spec-
tronic 20 was shown earlier to be less sensitive than the Beckman DU, so
that data taken on the Spectronic 20 must always be treated as relative data.
Never-the-Iess, data taken on the Spectronic 20 at a single wavelength can
be considered to be internally consistent, and can be used to monitor changes
in the relative amount of chlorophyll!, to phaeophytin !, from day to day or
season to season. The determination of what these relative data mean in
terms of actual weights of chlorophyll!, and phaeophytin !, will require
chromatographic investigations beyond the scope of this study, but data
recorded now perhaps can be interpreted at a later elate.
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Data from other studies have shown that the Indian River lagoonal
complex is normally a well-mixed body of water, largely as the result of
the prevailing winds. While some variation with depth in the deeper parts
of the River are known to exist, the distribution of salinity, temperature and
dissolved oxygen have shown remarkable uniformity in tffi upper waters. It
follows that a relatively few surface samples, selected to give the widest
possible geographic distribution, can be expected to give a reasonably good
representation of the entire body of water in anyone of the major basins of
the lagoon. On this basis, it is recommended that a small continuing sam-
pling program be undertaken for one year, to cover cach of the major basins
invoived in the KSC Baseline Study, to determine whether there are significant
seasonal changes in the relative amounts of chlorophyll !. and phaeophytin !..
VI. SUMMARY
It is shown that the Bausch and Lomb Spectronic 20 spectrophoto-
meter is not suitable for use as a field instrument for determining chloro-
phylls ~ Q., and £. by the trichromatic equations developed for use on the
Beckman DU or comparable instruments. An attempt was made to develop
a standard, using a magnesium colorimetric procedure, against which one
could make chlorophyll measurements at a single wavelength and graphically
interpret the absorption readings as weights of chlorophyll. The attempt was
unsuccessful because the very large amounts of dissolved magnesium in the
river waters, acting as background contaminant, rendered the amount of
magnesium released from the chlorophyll insignificant by comparison.
The amount of phaeophytins and other degradation products of
chlorophyll in the natural river waters is shown to he very large in com-
parison to the amount of chlorophyll present. Such large amounts of phaeo-
phytins probably render the computation of chlorophylls by the trichromatic
equations invalid, regardless of the equipment by wlhich the absorption
values are determined. The relative amounts of chlorophyll a and phaeo-
phytin a can be determined by a simplified procedure using the Spectronic
20 instrument and the Lorenzen equations, but even this procedure fails
when the river waters are turbid.
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Sample
Number
.. _-_. - ---------------_.._--_ ..._._-------....,....----------,-------;-----_.--------.,-....
9C =A=-b;:-so_r......p_tl.....,·o_n:;:-:V:c-;;ac-I_u_es---,-.-;:;:-:c;;. -=-=-::--_.! Compu~ed Weight mg/gm_. : Corrected for Dilution }ng/gm
Dilution 750 nm. 665 nm. 645 nm. I 630 nm. ChI a . ChI b ChI c Tot. ChI.: ChI a ChI b ChI c , Tot. ChI.
- - i-I - - -;
10 0.002
!--D&-----~tl.
i 01 i0.001
1 50 !0.005
I !
; 40 ;0.003
i 30 i0.002
, I
, 20 !none
:552.4
I
,417.2
I
283.2
:147.2
60.8
I
, 14.4
in dilution - invalid
1560
1374
1456
1475
1470
1556
1880
2.040
1352
1381
1370
1416
1472
1216
1440
i
: 1502
!
. 1501
1510
1570
1608
i 409
367
344
338
408
;440
I
338
369
356
342
384
600
1040
346
337
308
306
320
144
400
400
535
553
556
558
576
648
400
506
516
529
536
536
:536
440
: 537
569
579
584
572
536
! 600
556
, 565
587
648
I 628
I
Ii, error
,1720
:1501
!I
if 534
:'
, 563
: 570
!,
596
632
600
!500
I
1
528
. 533
,I
: 574
i
: 616
i i
278.0 ,268.4 1204.4 i750.8
226.0 ;227.6 :146.8 600.4
178.0 1173.6 1103.2 :454.8
129.6 ~NNS.8 \ 67.6 :314.0
62.8 57.2 1 40.8 160.8,
7.20 4.0: 4.4 15.6
250.4 267.6 '169.2 687.2
I
213.6 221.2 ;147.6 582.4
! 168.8 166.4 ,106.8 442.0
I !'114.0 111.6 ' 68.4 294.0
59.6 57.6 38.4 155.6
31.6 32.4 I 30.0 94.0
6.0 4.0 10.4 20.4
I
250.0 252.8 172.8 675.6
211. 2 206.4 134.8
166.0 158.8 92.4
114.8 107.2 61.2
61.6 53.6 32.0
26.8 26.8 7.2
6.0 4.4 4.0
.310
I .248
.186
I .125
.062
.06(}
.007
.279
.236
.178
.117
.062
.038
.009
.275
.220
.165
.112
.058
.023
.006
.510
.427
.327
.222
.110
.102- .
.010
.489
.408
.310
.207
.108
.060
.010
.470
.383
.295
.201
.102
.048
.010
.680
.570
.450
.320
.156
--.147
.018
.630
.535
i .420
1. 283
I .148
II .080
1. 015
.625
.523
,410
.283
.150
.066
.015
none
none
none
none
none
none
0.001
0.001
none
0.005
0.01
,0.009
i
0.005
0.001
50
40
30
20
10
05
01
150I
40
30
20
10
05
01
H-1
H-2
H-3
___._-- -'- !--__--1 JJf~ -'-___'___---l__...---I_ ___,___---_-----'
Table 1. Spectrophotometer Test. Trial Run #12. Bausch & Lomb Spectronic 20 data.
Corrected for Dilution mg/gI!1 J
6.0 113.6 13 •
941.0 224.0 112.0 1277.0
• 7 6.
22.4 11.2 127.7
---------- ------
in dilution, readings invalid
3.6 11.2 760.0 360.0 1120.0
I
i
104.0 37.5 597.5 912.0 I 208.0 74.9 1194.9
I
I 499.6 907.0 235.0 1249.094.0 i 42. 8 107.0
i 382.5 201. 360.4 49.7 908.0 165.6 1274.9
;
43.2 '19.6 238.0 875.9' 216.0 98.0 1189.9
21.6 ;11.6 122.0 887.6 216.0 116.0 1219.6
I
12.0 i 4.45 64.4 960.3 240.0 89.0 1289.3
I
2.8 I .800 8.4 476.0 280.0 80.0 836.0
i
104.4 •40.1 575.3 861.6 208.8 80.2 1150.6
I
83.2 :29.9 457.7 861. 6 208.0 74.7 1144.3
66.4 :33.6 341.2 804.0 1 221. 3 112.0 1137.3
40.0 17.5 228.3 854.0 I 200.0 87.7 1141. 7
19.6 :13.2 119.6 868.0 196.0 131.9 1195.9
10.4 9.1 60.3 816.0 208.0 181.6 1205.6
2.4 2.8 12.8 760.0 240.0 284.4 1284.4
" Computed Weight rng/grn
.078 .050 94.1
.072 ' .046 error
.008 .003 7.6
, .364 .227 456.0
.308 .194 362.8
.219 .150 272.4
.145 .090 175.2
.073 .047 88.8
.040 .025 48.0
.007 .004 4.8
.354 .221 430.8
.282 .175 344.6
.210 .133 241.2
.138 .087 170.8
.069 .046 86.8
.034 .023 40.8
.006 .004 7.6
• 56
.217
.200
Absorption Values
none .019
0.005 1. 05
0.007 .840
0.005 .628
0.003 .405
0.001 .205
0.001 .111
none .018
0.007 .995
0.005 .795
0.004 .559
0.002 .393
0.001 .200
none .094
-0.001 .017
0.00
0.002
. 0-. 001-
%
Number : Dilution 750 nrn. i665 nrn. 645 nrn. I 630 nrn. : ChI ~ IChI !2. ChI£. Tot. ChI. ChI !!;. ChI b ChI c I Tot. ChI. I
I ,
I
H-1 i 50 0.011 i 1. 09 .379 .252 :: 471.6 103.6 i 65. 8 1641. 0 943.2 207.7 131.7 1282.6
I ! ;, ,
40 0.008 .898 .306 .200 .389.6 81. 6 43.2 514.4 974. 0 I 204. 0 • 108.0 1286.0
'30 ' 0.008 .741 .244 .161 i 321. 7 60.0 29.8 411. 5 1072.3: 200.0 99.4 1371. 7
,
.1
2 5 4 161 104 196 8 I 45 2 22 247 983 3 22 22 9
H-2
'01
Sample
o
10
05
01
50
40
30
20
10
05
01
H-3 50
40
30
20
10
05
Table 2. Spectrophotometer Test. Trial Run #13. Beckman DU-2 data.
-_... ,
-
---
~. _.
~ . ..... - ... ~ .~
_ ...------
Wt. of Mg++ Average Spectronic 20 Values
-- - IVariation %in mg/ml Run 1 I Ruii- 2- -- Run 3 Run 4 ,Run 5 /'I.J Variation
I I , : I0.02 .035 .050 .123 .105 .113 .085 i .050 I 59.0I I ! I0.05 .141 , .152 .157 .148 .170 .154 .016 10.4
I I I0.1 .253 I .250 .250 .285 .300 .268 .032 11.9,
:
0.2 -- .440 .415 .420 .463 .434 .029 6.7
0.4 -- .625 .610 .530 .575 .585 .055 9.4
0.8 .77 .74 .67 .72 .72 .05 6.9 I--
.86 ! .71 .83 .81 .10 12.31.0 .83 .83
--
Table 3. Spectronic 20 Absorption Values for a Standard Curve for Magnesium Determination
630 nrn. Ii 645 nrn. ~
Sample % _Absor:p!!g.nYa.:!u.es
Number Dilution 750 nrn. I 665 nm.
r------:-------::------------------- ------------------- nJJJ~JJJJJJJJI rngL~PJJ
. SCOR-UNESCO equations _ J.oren.zen_ eql!~tN9~~ _
665 acid Chl f!. ChI ~ \ ChI £. I Tot. chl. Acid ratio, Chl-q" iPheo~
I 92.7
42.7
I 97.2
100.6
176.1
170.6
101.8
64.5
'I. 46
1. 56
1. 36
1. 28
124.7 339.9 '671.0
121.4332.4 '626.9
! t
113.7 327.6 580.2
107.3 1324.6 541. 6
:206.4
'173.1
I
138.9
1109.7
, I! I ! I
130.7 132.9 1235• 4 :499.0 1.32 96.7 ; 93.9
: 116.4 116.6 216.0: 449. 0 :1. 38 91. 2 175.1
, 90.8 99.0 208. 1 397.9 -1. 32 63.6 i 73.0
72.5 81. 0 203.6' 357.11. 32 50.9 I 59.0
.642
.560
.460
I
.370
i
I .905
.718
!
.670
.570
.565
.510
.457
i .405
.765
.720
.673
.635
.685
.605
.509
1'420
.778
.772
.650
.590
.87
.775
.610
iI .490
1. 32
1.12
I .91
I .732
-0-
-0-
-0-
-0-
-o-
j
.003
·.001
.005
50%
40%
30%
120%
!
H-6
ISpectronic 20 Data I
H-6 50%
40%
I 30%
1 20%
Beckman DU-2 Data
Table 4. Chlorophyll Content of a Hibiscus leaf extract, computed according to the SCOR-UNESCO
and Lorenzen Equations.
!
"_._,0 __ .- ._ •• _ .• ,_ .•. _. _ •. _._. __
'I - --3; mg/m.
Absorption yalue~_____ ! pCloJrkb~~_l_~quation8 ,Lorenzen equations
.'h"".'
Site Depth 750 nm 665 nm, 645 nm I -630---riin :665 acid f ChI!!:.i ChI Q. : -Chl £. Tot. Chl.: Acid ratiC1 ChI !!:. I Pheo!!.
,
1 ! I I ,j ! ISpectronic 20 Data I 1, ! Ii I , i
1-3 Surface -0- .222 .245 .300 .200 131. 2 i 47.6 171. 2
\
250.0 1.11 9.33 . 50.1
i
1-12
" ,-0- .161
!
.213 .270 .172 i21. 6 . 42.8 159.0 223.4 .93 -- I 55.8I ! I I iI I I
1
1
-
17 " .005 .183
i
.230 .286 .187 ;1 24• 9 45.8 166.4 ! 237.1
,
.97 -- 57.2
I I .173 , I.223 44.3 170.4 I 237.11-18 " 1.005 .• 288 .179 :22.4 i .96 -- 55.7I I I ii II I , i i11-19 " i· 003 .172 .221 : .283 .170 ;i22 • 2 41. 9 166.8 230.9 1. 01 .085 49.6
11- 26
!
i .300 "
I
"
-0- \ .217 .245 .200 :30.5 47.9 ! 171.6 250.0 1. 08 7.21 52.2
: , Ii iiBeckman DU-2 Data i I; !
1-3 ' Surface .003 .428 .484 .580 .394 59.9 95.1 : 328.7 483.7 1. 09 14.4 102.6
: I ,
'1-12
" .004 .354 .457 .550 .365 147.9 92.7 316.4 457.0 .97 -- 113.1
'1-17
" .005 .372 .465 ' .553 -- ,50.9 93.9 315.5 460.3 t -- -- -- i
1-18 " .002 .348 .453 .548 -- 46.8 91. 8 316.2 454.8 -- -- -- I
.. 1A !!
-0- n~n .457 .549
--
47.6 107.7 315.8 471.1 -- -- -- t~ J~" • ')0'::;
"
'-0- .410 .473 .570 57.2 93.2 324.5 474.9
Table 5. Chlorophyll Content of Indian River waters, KSC Area 1, sampled 5-30-73.
---_..... _. __ ..__ .. ~JJJ
-- ---- ~JJJJJ .- -- --. - --- - ---------"3"---------
- ._-
mg/m 'i
___ Absorption _Yalu~~ ________ p9MNNJrkb_~C_lbl.~~gio!!§_ -J Norerl~*?n*?qu§.tion.s
Site 750 nm . 665 , 645 630 ,665a ChI ~ i ChI 12. Chl £. Tot. Chl.j' Acid ratio! ChI ~f Pheo ~0 I
I ! I I IISpectronic 20 Data !
.1
i .244 .260 .315 42.60 175.05 251.40 Ii1-3 0.006 -- 33.75 !i -- -- --
I
.1I ,1-6 0.0 : .210 .240 .299 .190 29.25 46.65 172.50 248.40 11.11 8.49 33.52
I i Ij
1-10 I 0.0 I .199 .232 .294 .181 27.75 45.15 171.00 243.90 'i 1.10 I 4.24 46.12
1-14 i neg. .192 , .230 .293 .192 26.40 44.85 171.10 242.35 . 1.00 -- 57.02! i
1-19 0.0 .200 .230 .287 .188 27.90 44.70 165.45 238.05 1. 06 5.09 50.74
,
;;., = 244. 82 I
Beckman DU-2 Data
1-3 .006 1.450 .486 .584 .459 62.85 92.93 . 326.55 482.33 .98 -- 140.14
1-6 .001 I .469 .565 .390 ,56.10 92.40 , 321. 30 469.80 1. 04 5.94 109.89\.404
I ! :
1-10 i .004 i.395 .447 .560 .373 37.35 85.80 .321. 45' 444.60 1.06 9.33 101. 45i
1-14 .004 .383 .462 .555 .367 :52.20 91. 80 315.00' 459.00 1.04 6.79 102.21
I ,
-19 neg. i.397 .463 .559 .383 55.20 82.65 318.75 . 456.60 1.04 5.94 107.81,
~ =462.67
---
Table 6. Chlorophyll Content of Indian River waters, KSC Area 1, sampled 7-11-73.
Spectronic 20 Data mg/m3
. SCaR-UNESCO equations I Lorenzen equations
Chi!!. Chi !2. ; Chl £. Tot. ChLI Acid ratio. ChI!!. Pheo!!.
I :1 ,
630
-_..... g--
-0- .195 .230 : .289, .181 I 26.85 I' 1, 08 ' 5.94 :32.97
0 .201 .237 .299 .190 27.75 :; L06 4.67 : 51. 76
,
0 .197 .230 I .290 , .184 27.15 44.70 ' 168.30 240.15 i 1 07 5.52 49.13! i, i •
I I
0.007 .190 .230 .290 .179 25.05 43.80 165.45 234.30 1. 06 4.67 48.50
0 .183 .228 .290 : • 175 24.90 45.00 169.95 239.85 1. 05 3.39 48.58
0 .169 .218 .280 .166 22.80 43.20 165.30 231. 30 1.02 1, 27 48.03
== 238.83
L_--!1bsorption Values
750 nm 6650 645
2-27
2-6
2-9
2-11
2-16
3-22
Site
Table 7. Chlorophyll Content of Indian River waters, KSC Area 2, sampled 7-13-73.
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APPENDIX B
Procedure for Magnesium Determination in Chlorophyll
The procedure is taken from Smith and Benitez (ref. 10) p. 161,
who credit Koski and Smith (see ref. 11) 1948 for developing the titan yellow
colorimetric method. The procedure is essentially the same as quoted for
magnesium determination in "Standard Methods for Water and Waste Water
Analysis" 13 th Ed., 1972, except for a minor difference in dyes used, and
in the concentration of the dye solution. The Smith and Benitez procedure calls
for a dye concentration approximately 10 times greater than Standard Methods,
and is consequently an order of magnitude more sensitive in its level of detection.
Smith and Benitez state that quantities of magnesium as small as 5 micrograms
can be determined with an accuracy of :J:: 4 percent (Granick, 1950, ref. 14).
This procedure is given in two parts: Part 1. Preparation of a
Chlorophyll Sample for Magnesium Determination, and Part 2. Magnesium
Determination by Colorimetry. The two parts are entirely separate, and can
be carried out at different times if care is used to protect the sample from con-
tamination between times.
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Part 1. Preparation of a Chlorophyll Sample for Mag;nesium Determination
To determine the amount of magnesium in a sample of chlorophyll ,
it is necessary to digest the chlorophyll in such a way that the magnesium is
completely converted to a soluble inorganic salt. This is accomplished by wet
digestion with sulphuric acid.
A known aliquot of the chlorophyll extract in 90% acetone/water is
carefully evaporated to dryness in a crucible on an electric heater. The size of
the aliquot is chosen to give a final reading of 0.1 to 0.8 mg of magnesium in
the colorimetric analysis t which usually means that an initial series of samples
must be prepared to determine the appropriate aliquot amount. Because the
digestion procedure is time-consuming, it was convenient to prepare a three-
sample series, in the proportion 1 : 2 : 4 to make this initial determination on
each new series of extractions.
Evaporation of the sample must be accomplished over low heat to
prevent spattering and consequent loss of sample. This is especially likely to
occur after the bulk of the acetone has evaporated, lea.ving a thick scum in the
bottom of the crucible.
To the dried residue add 5 ml of O. 3 N H2 S04, and again evaporate.
The final evaporation is carried out over a bunsen burner or in a high temperature
oven, to drive off the last of the H2S04 and to completely ash the carbon residue.
The ashed residue is taken up in 5 ml of 0.3 NH2SO4 and again evaporated to dry-
ness over an open flame. The drying should be stopped when sulfur trioxide fumes
cease to be given off. If drying is carried further, the MgS04 in combination with
the other inorganic salts present may fuse to an insoluble glaze on the crucible,
losing the sample.
The acid treated ash is dissolved in 0.25 ml of 1. 0 NH2SO4 and
3 ml of distilled water by heating gently on an electric heater. Use a rub-
ber policeman to wash down the walls of the crucible, continuing the heating
until the water is steaming but has not boiled. Pour off into the 25 mlgrad-
uate previously acid washed with Hel for magnesium determination. Rinse
the crucible 3 times, using approximately 3 mls of distilled water each time,
and using the rubber policeman to rub down the walls of the crucible. Add
the rinsings to the graduate. This is the prepared sample.
If the magnesium determination is not to be run immediately after
sample preparation, the sample may be stored dry in the covered crucible.
and dissolved when it is convenient.
.l!;. ,
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Part 2. Magnesium Determination by ColQrimetry
Because magnesium is a common constituent in most glass, and is
leached out of the glass by acid solutions, it is necessary in this determination
that only borQ-silicate glassware (Pyrex, Kimax) be uS1ed, and that it be freshly
washed in concentrated hydrochlQric acid prior to each !lse. All the sQlutions
used in the procedure should be recently prepared and shQuld be stored in poly-
ethylene bQttles or boro-silicate glass. When glass is used for storage, the
vessel shQuld be cleaned with chrQmic acid, then filled with concentrated hydro-
chloric acid and leached for 24 hQurs before use.
This procedure depends upon a color change of titan yellow dye, (also
known as Clayt?n rs yellow) when it changes frQm acid to alkaline conditions in the
presence of magnesium ions. Straw yellow in acid sQlution, the dye changes to
magenta red when sodium hydroxide is added, the intensity of the color change
being proportional to the amount Qf magnesium present in the solution. After
mixing and standing to "ripen" for 10 minutes, the intensity of the color is read
on a SpectrQnic 20 set at 540 n. m. Because the amount of color change is affected
by many variables, it is necessary to prepare a standard dilution curve fQr each
series of sample determinations.
Prepare acid-washed 25 ml graduates, colorimeter cuvettes and other
glassware on the basis of the number of samples to be measured, plus 7 for the
standard dilution curve and 1 for the blank. (After some experience with the
densities of the chlorophyll samples, the standard curve can probably be reduced
to 4 values without sacrificing accuracy.)
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Prepare a standard magnesium sulfate solution by dissolving 1. 000
gm of pure magnesium metal in 200 mls of distilled water and 2.5 mls of con-
centrated H2S04. Because the acid is nearly consumed by the metal, and there-
fore the final bits of metal are slow to dissolve, it is helpful to heat and agitate
the solution. Make the solution up to 1 liter in a volumetric flask, resulting in
final strength of magnesium of 1 mg/ml. For working solutions, make up dilute
solutions of O. 1 mg/ml and 0.01 mg/ml.
Other working solutions required are:
1) 1% solution of reagent soluble starch
2) Saturated CaS04 solution
3) 0.125% solution, by weight, of titan yellow in distilled water
4) 2.5N NaOH
At this point, a single blank sample should be prepared and run
through the procedure at the start of each day, to determine whether any of the
solutions have become contaminated or the dye solution has lost its strength.
The dissolved samples and their wash waters are poured into 25 ml
graduates. Reference solutions are prepared for 0.02; 0.05; 0.1; 0.2; 0.4; 0.8;
and 1.0 mg of magnesium by pipetting into successive graduates. The graduate
for the blank gets no magnesium, of course. To these reference standards, and
the blank, add 0.25 ml of 1 N H2S04.
To all graduates, add in order, 2 ml of 1% soluble starch, 5 mls
saturated CaS04, and 1 ml of the 0.125% titan yellow solution. Make all graduates
up to 23 mls with distilled water, then add 2 mls of 2.5 N NaOH. Shake each grad-
uate Vigorously to assure complete mixing. Allow the graduates to stand 10 min-
utes from the time of adding the sodium hydroxide for complete color development,
then pour into the colorimeter cuvette and measure eolor intensity. Using
a distilled water blank, zero the Spectronic 20, then read the blank from
the standard reference set. Record this blank value. The blank should
measure between 0.2 and 0.3 absorption. If it is in excess of 0.3 absorp-
tion, it indicates contamination, and the procedure should be stopped until
the contaminant has been found. Using the blank, set the colorimeter to
zero absorption, measure each of the standard reference solutions in order,
then the samples, recording all absorption values. Recheck the zero setting
frequently with the blank, resetting as necessary. .All measurements should
be completed within 20 minutes of initial mixing, as the color fades slightly
on standing.
Reference solutions containing large amounts of magnesium (circa
1 mg/ml and greater) may develop a floc when the NaOH is added. Vigorous
shaking for an extended period, up to five minutes, may be necessary to re-
dissolve this floc. It is not possible to get accurate, repeatable readings
with floc present. If the floc persists in spite of vigorous shaking, this end
of the scale should be abandoned. If the floc occurs .in a sample, dilute 1:1
with distilled water, shake Vigorously until the floc is dissolved, then meas-
ure. Record the amount of dilution on the log sheet.
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APPENDIX C
Detailed Procedure for the Determination of Chlorophyll by the Lorenzen Method
1. Sampling Teclmique
One liter of sample water is required for a chlorophyll determination.
The chlorophyll sample may be combined with the surface water quality sample
provided that a) the sample is taken from below the surface of thc river and
b) the sample bottle is of 2 liters (1/2 gallon) size or larger.
Shake the sample bottle well to remix the water, then decant 1 liter
into a graduate or into an Erlenmeyer flask previously calibrated to hold 1 liter.
If the water sample is clear or only slightly turbid, procede with
direct filtration on the Millipore filter. If the water sample is turbid or muddy,
it may be necessary to centrifuge the sample to throw down the bulk of the tur-
bidites before trying to filter, but all samples must be filtered.
Set up a Millipore filtration apparatus with an RA· (1. 2).1) filter in
place. With the vacuum pump turned OFF, pour approximately 100 ml of sample
water into the top of the filter. Add 1 dropperful (approximately O. 1 gm) of
MgC03 mixture to the sample and allow it to mix. Turn on the pump and suck
the filter dry. Add the rest of the sample as rapidly as possible.
Rinse the sample container with a wash bottle filled with previously
filtered river water, using as little as possible, and pour the rinsings into the
Millepore filter. Suck the filter dry, and transfer the filter paper to a capped
and labeled pill bottle. Roll the filter with the sample material on the inside of
the roll, and use tweezers to slip it into the pill bottle, so that none of the sample
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is lost.
Store the pill bottle in the dark (put it back into the box it came in)
and at the end of the day, return all samples to the laboratory and store in a
refrigerator.
If the water sample is turbid or muddy, it may not be possible to
filter a 1 liter sample in a reasonable length of time. If a trial run of 1 liter
results in a filtration time greater than 15 minutes, then centrifugation will be
necessary. If no centrifuge is available in the field lalboratory, retain a 1 liter
sample in its original sample bottle, adding one dropperful (approx. 0.1 gm)
of MgC03, and return the sample to the laboratory.
If a continuous flow centrifuge is available l• process the liter sample
through it at a flow rate of 1 liter per 2 minutes. Catch and retain the centrifuged
liquid for filtration. Filter the centrifuged water through the Millipore RA (1.2 p.)
filter as for a clear water sample, but before removin:g the filter, add the thrown-
down material from the centrifuge cup. Remove the centrifuge cup, and working
carefully with a spatula so that the inside of the cup is not scratched, remove as
much of the thrown-down material as possible and add it to the Millipore filter.
Rinse the cup with a wash bottle filled with previously filtered river water, using
as little as possible, and pour the rinsings into the Millipore filter. Suck the
filter as dryas possible then roll and store the filter as before.
2. Chlorophyll extraction
Remove the filter paper from the pill bottle with tweezers and put it
into the bottom of a 10 ml tissue grinder tube. If necessary, rinse the pill bottle
with a small amount (1 ml) of 90% acetone and add to the tissue grinder. Bring
the total amount of acetone in the tissue grinder to approximately 3 mls and allow
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the filter to dissolve for several minutes. Insert the pestle and grind at 500 rpm
for 1 minute. The Millipore filter should be nearly completely dissolved before
the pestle is inserted, or a semi -liquid mass will form at the bottom of the tissue
grinder that is very difficult to dissolve completely. After grinding, decant into
a centrifuge tube, then rinse the tissue grinder 2 times using no more than 3 mls
of acetone each time, and add the rinsings to the centrifuge tube. Allow the sam-
pIe to extract in the centrifuge tube for at least 10 minutes, then centrifuge at
5000 rpm for 5 minutes.
Decant the supernatant acetone solution, which should be green and
clear, into a 25 ml graduate and make up to 15 mls with additional acetone as
necessary.
3. Spectrophotometer Determination
Prepare a blank by placing a new Millipore filter in the filter holder,
then pouring approximately 100 mls of previously filtered river water into the cup.
Add 1 dropperful of MgC03 mixture, turn ON the vacuum pump and suck the filter
dry. Roll and fold this filter blank as for a sample, insert in a tissue grinder and
dissolve it in 3 mls of 90% acetone. Grind it for 1 minute at 500 rpm, as for a
chlorophyll sample, decant into a 25 ml graduate, rinse the tissue grinder with
90% acetone, adding the rinsing to the graduate. Bring the blank to 15 mls with
additional acetone.
Set up and balance a Spectromatic 20 spectrophotometer on the red
scale at 750 nm. in accordance with manufacturers instructions, using a Bausch
& Lomb 13 mm cuvette (a nominal 1 em light path) filled with distilled water.
Half fill a second cuvette with the blank, read and record the absorption at 750 n. m.
then reset the absorption scale to zero with the blank. Retain the blank.
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Pour sample cuvettes t read and record samples at 665 n. m. Add
2 drops of 1. 0 N HCI to the cuvette t shake well t then read and record the absorp-
tion value. Check and adjust the zero set after each sample has been read.
If the initial reading at 665 n. m. is greater than 0.35 absorption,
the sample must be diluted to bring it into the range 0.05 to 0.35. Record the
dilution factor so that it can be accounted for in later computations. Data should
be reported on the standard "Oceanographic Data Sheet"..
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1I. INTRODUCTION
The objective of this study was to investigate the heavy metal con-
centration and distribution in the lagoonal sediments surrounding the John F.
Kennedy Space Center (KSC), Florida. This work is part of a general baseline
investigation being conducted in the lagoonal waters and sediments around KSC
by Florida Institute of Technology. It wai3 hopb~d that the relatively unpolluted
nature of the area would yield a natural baseline level for heavy metals in these
sediments. This information along with other baseline knowledge being accu-
mulated can be used to monitor the effects of future growth and development
on the enVironment. Any heavy metal pollution in the system should be evident
by the metal levels found in the sediments. An effort was made to correlate
heavy metal concentration and distribution with other parameters such as grain
size, organic carbon and sulfide levels, and any known sources of pollution.
Since KSC is the only industrial complex affecting the study area, its impact
on the environment with respect to heavy metals was examined.
Heavy metals occurring in coastal waters including estuaries and
waters over the continental shelf have become a significant topic of concern
for scientists and engineers as well as the general public. Anthropogenic
increases of these metals (in some cases equal to natural fluxes) are being
transportee to ther:!lall::'!l.e environment by land runoff, rivers and streams,
direct discharge and aerosols (Bruland 1974). Although many heavy metals
such as cobalt, copper, iron and zinc are necessary for the healthy growth
of organisms, the same elements are not necessarily essential to all species
and may even be toxic if present in high enough concentrations (Burrell 1974).
2Other metals such as leadt mercury and cadmium are highly toxic in very
small concentrations. The ability of many organisms to concentrate trace
elem,ents abOV43 the levels in their surrounding environment also poses a
potential problem. The possibility of food chain magnification is of partic-
ular concern to man who occupies a high trophic level in the food chain.
Geologically speakingt on the short term scale of man t metals
can almost be considered permanent once they are introduced into the envi-
ronment (Giddings 1973). Most pollutants such as insecticides and air pollut--
ants are a threat because of unique bonding arrangements among atoms in the
molecules. When these molecules are altered or degradedt the pollutant can
be destroyed. But, when molecules containing heavy metals are altered, the
problem-causing metal atoms are still present in the new chemical form.
In the past it has taken disasters such as the mercury and cadmium
poisonings in Japanese waters (Irukayama 1966; Friberg, et a!. 1971), to draw
attention to these heavy metals and others as environmental pollutants. While
specific disasters of heavy metal poisoning are localized and relatively easily
remedied or forestalled, there does seem to be a steady buildup of some heavy
metals in the enVironment. Riley and Chester (1971) estimate that lead is being
introduced into the eeaat a rate 27 times greater than it was during the Pleis-
tocene epoch. A need for comprehensive baseline data from which to observe
the changes as well as predict the significance of future activities on the system
seems obvious. Unfortunately in too many cases the study is begun only after
the area has become dangerously polluted with heavy metals making natural
baseline values for the area more difficult to determine.
3II. BACKGROUND
Heavy metals are considered to be those metals in the middle of
the periodic table as seen in Figure 1, whose specific gravity is greater than
five. These metals are far less common in the earth's crust than the lighter
metals (Giddings and Monroe 1972), and are also referred to as trace metals
or trace elements because they occur usually ill concentrations less than one
part per million (ppm) in the environment. As rocks are worn down to form
soil and particulate aerosols, heavy metals are released naturally into the
environment from the earth's crust. These metals are eventually transported
to the ocean by rivers, atmospheric fallout and precipitation. They are then
incorporated into the sediments becoming part of the earth's crust once again
through diagenesis. This entire cycle takes anywhere from decades to millions
of years. At any point in the cycle, metals may be taken up by organisms and
later released back into the cycle (Giddings 1973). Since Cambrian time the
relative composition of sea water has been kept fairly constant because there
is a balance between the rate at which dissolved matter is added to the ocean
from the land and atmosphere, and the rate at which it is removed from the
sea by incorporation into the sediment or by be:ing returned to the atmosphere.
This balance prevents the build-up of toxic concentrations of trace elements
(Riley and Chester 1971). Table 1 contains values of metal concentrations
in different phases of the geochemical cycle.
Heavy metals are highly reactive and generally widely dispersed
in nature in association with or as part of a variety of solid phases. Heavy
metals in solution strive for stability through bonding whn inorganic ligands
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Figure L Periodic Table of Elements divided into non-metals. light metals
and heavy metals.
5and organic <.:helating agents, and tht'ough oxidation state change reactions.
According to Burrell (1974) it is theoretically possible to predict from avail-
able thermodynamic data the equilibrium distribution of any specific metal
within a variable pH/Eh field so long as the components and physical param-
eters of the system are limited and closely defin1e<1. Much of the information
aVailable on the chemical speciation of heavy metals in the enVironment is the
result of such predictions based on modeling of the system. Since it is im-
possible to take all factors into account, predicted values should be used with
some caution. Table 1 lists the probable main dissolved species of heavy
metals in sea water. The natural pathways of he:avy metals are controlled
largely by the incorporation on or in various soUd phases acting to restrict
solubilization and by chemical complexation in solution acting to promote
solubilization. Immobilization to varlOUS solid Slinks predominates and trace
metal concentrations in all natural waters tend to be less than might be cal-
culated from a general geochemical knowledge of the environment (Burrell
1974).
All solid particles in natural waters have electrically charged
surfaces and given the large surface areas of normal particulate matter
(up to 10 - 100 m2/g for clay minerals), the resultant surface charge density
will clearly exhibit a profound effect on the distribution of heavy-metal com-
plexes (Burre111974). Trace elements entering natural waters through run-
off, erosion, direct discharge and atmospheric inputs appa'rently are sorbed
on suspended particles which are transported by water and eventually deposited
in greater abundance in fine grained sediments. Leland, et al. (1973) observed
that effiCient uptake of trace elements directly from water cannot occur at the
TABLE 1
Element Fe Zn Cu Cr Pb Cd
lEarth's crust, ug/g 5.6xI04 70 55 100 12.5 0.2
1Average river water, ug/1 670 10 5 1 3
lOceanic water, ugII 3 5 3 0.6 3x10-2 5xlO-2
20ceanic residence times, yrs. 140 1. 8xlO5 5x104 350 2xlO3 5x105
2Probable main dissolved species Fe(OH)2 Zn2+, ZnS04 Cu2+, CUS04 Cr042- Pb2+ PbCl+ Cd2+, CdC I2,, ,
Fe(OH)4- ZnCl+, ZnC03 CUC03 (OH species) PbOH+ CdCl+
Zn(OH)+, Zn(OH)2
lData from Riley and Chester (1971)
2Data from .Burrell (1974)
TABLE 1
Average abundance of heavy metals in the earth's crust, r.iver waters, .
and ocean waters; oceanic residence times and probable dissolved speCles.
7sediment-water interface, and therefore the enrichment of certain trace ele-
ments in surficial sediments results from depositilon or particles with asso-
ciated trace elements.
Other solid phases are important in theBe waters either as primary
constituents or as surface impurities on clay minElrals. Probably the most
important are the redox sensitive hydrous oxides whose surface charge is a
function of pH (Burrell 1974). Under oxidizing conditions, hydrous oxides of
iron and manganese are excellent scavengers of trace elements. But, under
reducing conditions they are solubilized and may result in increases in con-
centrations of cations and anions in overlying waters. Several elements
including lead have been found to be highly mobile from hydrous oxides upon
the addition of fermenting plant material. The released metals were present
as organic complexes (Leland, et ale 1973).
Organic matter is important in the complexation of heavy metals
in natural waters and sediments. Leland, et ale (1973), state that the ex-
change capacity of soil organic matter is satisfied before Significant sorption
of heavy metals by clay minerals occurs. The high molecular weight humic
acid content of many natural waters may playa ma.jor role in mobilizing and
transporting heavy metals. Organic pollutants ma,y playa role as well.
They can concentrate at the alr-water interface where they have been shown
to enrich the concentrations of some trace metals (1Alce, et ale 1972). Lerman
and Childs (1973) believe that the behavior of metals in natural \\7aters may be
controlled to a greater extent by any of the more abundant inorganic ligands
such as 8042-, HC03-, C032- and OH-.
Despite an emphasi s on clay minerals an vehicles for transport of
heavy metals to the oceans, more recent literature stresses the importance
of organic matter and hydrous oxides in transport of heavy metals. Although
there are conflicting reports as to whether heavy metals are desorbed or pre-
cipitated upon entering the marine enVironment, Burrell (1974) states that the
majority of eVidence points to the estuarine and coastal deposition of river-
borne sediment as being the major sink within the heavy metal cycle. The
mixing of fresh with saline waters can result in an increase in pH and dissolved
oxygen content which favors the formation of ferric hydroxide. Other heavy
metals may coprecipitate with this compound as already mentioned. Reduction
of ferriC hydroxide in the sediments may lead to the release of sorbed metals.
Recombination of these metals with sulfides common in reducing conditions
is likely a result of the strong affinity of heavy metals for sulfur compounds.
The resonance structure formed between sulfur compounds and heavy metals
is unusually stable (Giddings and Monroe 1972). Most metal sulfides are highly
insoluble and wou.ld therefore precipitate out of the water column into the secIi-
ments. According to Horne (1969), ion exchange is considered to be the most
important mechanism for chemical control at the sediment-water interface in
the ocean.
Marine organisms play an important role in the distribution of heavy
metals in the marine environment. As has already been mentioned, some
marine organisms have the ability to concentrate heavy metals to levels much
greater than in their surrounding environment. Andelman a.173) suggests five
mechanisms of concentration: 1) particulate ingestion of aqueous suspended
matter, 2) ingestion of food materials, 3) complexation by biological chelating
agents, 4) incorporation into physiological systems, 5) and ion exchange and
9sorption on tissue or membrano surfaces. Riley and Chester (1971) suggest
that specific enzymes are pI'esent in the organism which can break down the
chelates of the essential metals and allow them to be assitnilated. SUch metals
as cobalt, copper, iron, manganese, zinc, chromium, molybdinum and nickel
all function in various physiological roles inc!udilltg enzyme activation, redox
and transport processes etc. (Bowen 1966). The .non-essential elements are
retained in chelated and thus detoxified form (in some cases) until gradually
discarded to the water during renewal of the mucous surfaces. Excretory
products of many organisms are a concentrated source of some elements and
may facilitate their transport to the sediments. When organisms die or moult,
bacterial attack returns trace elements to the water, perhaps initially as or-
ganic complexes. Further decomposition liberates ionic or colloidal species.
The efficiency of trace metal transport from watell" to sediments depends in
part on the rate of decay. Hallberg (1974) points out that organic matter pro-
Vides the nutrients for heterotrophic bacteria, which together with autotrophic
bacteria affect the chemical environment and hence the metal accumulation in
the sediment.
It seems from the above discussion that the distribution of heavy
metals in the environment can be quite complicated. Particularly in coastal
and estuarine enVironments, sediments reflect the nature of the overlying
waters at the time of deposition because of their c:apacity to incorporate or-
ganic and inorganic constituents during transport fmd deposition. Sediments
provide both a record of past climatic and geologicl events as well as an indi-
cation of manls activities which may be polluting tbe system. This is partic-
ularly applicable to heavy metals because of their normally low <;:oncentration
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and short residence timo in sen. water. Anthropogenic and natucll fluxes of
heavy motals arc thorofore recorded in coastal sediments (Bruland, et al.
1974). Chen and Lu (1974) state that in general, sediments are regarded as
permanent sinks of pollutants a.nd nutrients from overlying waters, but dynamic
exchanges between the sediment-water interface can occur, especially when
redox conditions are changed. Heavy metals can also be removed from the
sediments through uptake by organisms. Detritus feeders have been observed
to remobilize metals from the sediments (Renfro 1973).
Caution should be used when reviewing the literature on heavy
metals. Comparing data often presents problems due to the variation in sam-
pling and laboratory procedures. With the advent of more sophisticated instru-
mentation, monitoring trace elements in the environment is becoming a common
practice for many environmental and industrial laboratories. Burrell (1974)
points out that cUing mean values for heavy metal concentrations in the envi-
ronment is risky since reliable analytical techniques have only recently be-
come widely available. According to Burrell the frequently cited numbers
given by Goldberg (1965) may serve as an order of magnitude guide for most
of the common heavy metals, but advances in analytical techniques in the last
decade make man.y of these values doubtful. Recent investigations have indi-
cated that the reliability of even recently published analyses of heavy metal
concentrations in the enVironment, particularly lead, are questionable. These
findings resulted from an Interlaboratory Lead Analysis (1974). Lead deter-
minations in this study ranged from 4 to 100 times higher than the actual con-
centration of lead in the sample. These high values resulted mai,ply from
contamination of the samples during analysis. Chow, et al. (1974)' point out
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that in the case of sea water, these new findings suggest that recent studies
of the hazards of lead pollution may be misleading if clean laboratory tech-
niques and necessary senaitivity and accuracy were not maintained.
The metals chosen for this study (lead, cadmium, copper, chro-
mium, zinc and iron) are among the heavy metals most often appearing in
the literature. see Table 1 containing data on these metals in the enVironment.
~W With the exception of mercury, more studies have dealt with
lead in the enVironment and lead poisoning than any other heavy metal, see
e. g. Hall (1972), Shukla and Leland (1973),IUld Ewing and Pearson (1974).
Lead has been mined for years, and of the non-ferrous metals, it is one of the
most widely used in industry and everyday lifEl. The annual consumption in
the U. S. alone is well over a million tons. The largest consumer is the
storage battery industry using 40% with the petroleum industry next using
20% (Hall 1972). According to Burrell (1974) the major sources of environ-
mental pollution by lead are from gasoline, pE1sticides, fertilizers and the
smelting industry, but atmospheric lead pollution derives overwhelmingly
from the combustion of tetraethyllead antiknock gasoline additives. The finer
aerosol particles may travel great distances before being deposited as evi-
denced by a 500 fold increase over prehistoric background levels in the lead
content of Greenland ice (Burrell 1974). Lead enters the human body through
the alimentary and respiratory tracts. About 7% of the lead ingested is actu-
ally absorbed while up to 50% of the lead parti1cles (I/-'- or smaller) inhaled are
retained in the body. About 75% of particulate, lead in vehicle exhaust fits this
category (Hall 1972). As far as is known, lead contributes nothing to the de-
velopment or maintenance of life (Craig 1972). Lead is a highly cumulative
--------._.------------------
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poison in mammals and can lead to a number of symptoms from mental retar-
dation to death. It i.s also highly toxic to plants. Whether or not the lead con-
centrations measured are hazardous to life, any further increase of lead in the
environment will undoubtedly result in further concentrations in some food
chains which could lead to toxic doses for top predators and ultimately man.
Cadmium: The current focus in heavy metal concern is shifting
to cadmium (Burrell 1974; Friberg, et al. 1971). Cadmium is a relatively
rare metal in the earth's crust but as greater quantities are refined, more
and more of it becomes available in the environment. In 1971 the U. S. con-
sumption of cadmium was greater than 15 million pounds, with the electro-
plating industry being the primary consurr~er. The natural aqueous base levels
and distributions are poorly understood. The major transportation pathway
appears to be atmospheric. Cadmium is emitted to the atmosphere from the
incineration of ferrous scrap and from metallurgical processing. According
to Eisler (1971), there is no evidence that cadmium is biologically essential
or beneficial although Bowen (1966) cites cadmium proteins found in the mollusc
Pecten and in the horse kidney. Cadmium is moderately toxic and has a long
biological half life in man. It can replace zinc which is an important compo-
nent of metalloproteilns. Approximately 40% of inhaled cadmium is absorbed
by the body compared to only about 5% of ingested cadmium. According to
Burrell (1974), therl3 is some evidence that cadmium is less susceptible to
abiotic removal than most of the other heavy metals in aqueous systems.
The cadmium marine biota concentration factor is commonly 100 - 1000.
The concentration of cadmium in sea otter kidneys suggests a possible food
chain link from sheUfish and could be evidence for the amplification of at
13
least one heavy mEtal through an aqueous food web.
Copper: Copper is derived from many industrial processes and is
an important product of boiler corrosion (BurreH 1974). It is common in in-
dustrial smoke as well as being a freshwater pollutant particularly when asso-
ciated with acid mine drainage. Copper is used an an anti-fouling agent in
marine paints. The amounts (If copper mined are large compared with its
annual cycle (Bowen 1966). Copper is a constituent of many metalloenzymes
concerned with oxidation, and other proteins including respiratory pigments
of blood in many invertebrates. It can be toxic to algae, fungi, seed plants,
bacteria, fish and invertebrates if present in elevated concentrations.
Chromium; Chromium is a relativElly common element. According
to Szekielda (1973), the world mining production of chromium is about 2 million
tons per year of which 0.04 million tons are df.scharged into natural waters
annually. Chromium is also frequently used as a rust inhibitor. Chromium
(ill) and chromium (IV) are the main species present in near shore waters.
Bowen (1966), suggests that the function of chromium in Iiving systems may be
as an enzyme activator and as the active ingredient of the glucose tolerance
factor. Trivalent chromium can be moderately toxic while hexavalent chromium
is very toxic but noncumulative.
Zinc: Zinc is a Widely used metal. It may be dissolved from gal-
vanized metal, and is also present in industrial waste. It is used in several
types of insecticides (Pettyjohn 1972). Zinc blocks are used on steel boat hulls
as sacrificial anodes to protect the hull from electrolysis in sea water. Zinc
is a common local pollutant of rivers. It is essential to all organisms and is
a constituent of many metalloenzymes and of sEweral proteins of unknown
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function. Zinc in industrial smoke may cause lung disease. It is moderately
toxic to plants and slightly toxic to mammals in elevated concentrationS
(Bowen 1966). The impact of zinc on the environment closely parallels
that of copper (Burrell 1974).
Ir0ni Iron is an abundant and widespread constituent of rocks
and soil. Iron is objectionable mainly because of the taste and color it im-
parts on water and its staining and depositional characteristics. According
to Hem (1971), a concentration of only a few tenths of a part per million of
iron in a body of water can make it unsuitable for some use. Iron is an
essential element in both plant and animal metabolism. It activates a num-
ber of oxidases and is a constituent of many oXidiZing metalloenzymes,
respiratory pigments and proteins of unknown function (Bowen 1966). Iron
can be slightly toxic to organisms if present in very high concentrations.
A summary of industrial sources of these heavy metals is given in Table 2.
Table 3 compares heavy metal levels introduced into the environment by
some anthropogenic sources to levels introduced naturally. Federal and
State drinking water standards are also presented.
TABLE 2
Element F& Zn Cr Cu Pb Cd
General Industrial and Mining X X X X X
Plating X X X X X
Paint Products X X
Fertilizers X X X X X X
Insecticides/Pesticides X
Tanning X
Paper Products X X X X
Photographic X
Fibers X X
Printing/Dyeing X X
Cooling Waters X
Pipe Corrosion X X
Data from Burrell (1974)
TABLE 2
General Distribution of Heavy Metals in Particulate Industrial Effluents
Cr Pb
2x109 2.2x109
10 25
0.3 0.3
1.4 3.5
0.05 0.05
1.5 3.6
36 110
200 21
Cr VI
0.05 0.05
absent absent
TABLE 3
:Fe Zn Cu
3kg/yr. mined 2.1x1011 3x109 4x109
4Fossil fuel concentration, ppm
Coal 10,000 50 15
Oil 2.5 0.25 0.14
4Fossil fuel mobilization, (xI09g/yr)
Coal 1,400 7 2.1
Oil 0.41 0.04 0.023
Total 1,400 7 2. 1
4Weathering mobilization(xl09g/yr)
River flov\' 24,000 720 250
Sediments 100,000 80 80
5Drinking water standards, ppm
Not to be exceeded 0.3 5 1
Desirable virtually virtually virtually
absent absent absent
6State of Florida waters, mg/l
1.0 0.5Not t~.I be exceeded 0.3
~.
3Data from Bowen (1966)
4Data from Bertine and Goldberg (1971)
5Federal Water Pollution Control Administration (1968)
6Department of Pollution Control, Florida Chapter 17-3
TABLE 3
0.05 0.05
0.01
0.002
0.5
0.01
absent
Anthropogenic levels of heavy metals introduced into the 8nvironment COll1pared. [()
natural levels. Fedv'<'al and State drinking water standards.
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III. DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA
The area under investigation is part of the Indian River system
which appears in figure 2. This system is actually lagoonal in nature with
a barrier island separating iL from the ocean. The barrier island along with
the Florida mainland and Indian River Lagoon (Mosquito Lagoon) form the
eastern, western and northern boundaries respectively of the river. The
Indian River is one of the major water resources of East Central Florida
providing recreation and commercial fishing (Lasater 1970). It is 123 miles
long extending from latitude 28°48' about 10 miles north of Titusville south-
ward to latitude 27°07' near Port Salerno. St. wcie Inlet, Fort Pierce Inlet
and Sebastian Inlet allow direct contact with the ocean resulting in saline water
throughout the system. North of Sebastian Inlet, which is man -made, there
is only indirect contact with the ocean. Between Melbourne and Cocoa, the
Indian River connects with the Banana River which in turn connects to the
ocean through the locks at Port Canaveral. North of Titusville, Haulover
Canal links the Indian HiveI' with the Indian River Lagoon (Mosquito Lagoon)
which connects to the ocean at Ponce de Leon Inlet.
The Indian River is estuarine in character due to a significant
amount of fresh water entering the system from a number of rivers, streams
and small man-made canals as well as from precipitation and runoff from
adjacent land mass~. Little ecological work has been done in the Indian
River system. The area is relatively undeveloped and considered to be one
of the least polluted estuaries available for study (Simmons 1975).
If'
Man's presence in the area is evidenced by a number of causeways
across the river at various locations along its length. Many of the causeways
are the result of massi\e fill operations which result in the division of the
river into discrete sections sloWing down the flow of water, Another anthro-
pogenic influence on the river is the Intracoastal Waterway which runs nearly
its total length. Numerous spoil islands were created all along the waterv:ax
as a result of the dredging and initial maintenance of the 100-foot Wide, 12·-ft.
deep channeL The only major industrialized area is the Kennedy Space Center
located on Merritt Island between the Indian and Banana Rivers. The citrus
and tourist industries are the only other large industries that could affect the
study area. For detailed information on the biological, chemical and physical
W3.ter quality of the system see the Semi - Annual Reports to the Kennedy Space
Center (1972, 1973, 1974).
Banana Creek (Figures 3 and 4) was chosen as the location for the
maj ori ty of sample sites in thi s study. Much of the runoff from the KSC com-
plex drains into Banana Creek. More insight might be gained into the impact
of KSC on the environment through the trace metal levels introduced into the
Creek. In spite of the Space Cente'r the nature of the area \vouJd suggest a
relatively unpolluted system. There is no other industrial development in
the area and very little traffic, both autornohile and boat. Banana Creek
could yield baseline information for trace metals in the sediments if no major
pollution sources are encountered. Another reason for concentrating the
sampling effort in Banana Creek is the relatively high incidence of sulfide
mud encountered there in previous investigations (Beazley, et al. 1974).
The strong affinity of heavy metals 1J1' sulfur suggest thaL the Creek might
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be a good sink for metals in the system. A number of other studies are being
conducted in Banana Creek which include the weekly monitoring of the water
chemistry, a pesticide degradation study and an investigation of the trace
metals in the mangroves along the shore. A survey of heavy metals in the
sediments combined with the information gained by these and previous studies
will help in formulating an understanding of the total system in the Creek.
Banana Creek is a shallow drainage channel for much of the northern
half of Merritt Island. The Creek is about 7 miles long extending from the
headwaters of the Banana River west to the Indian River. It is divided by
State Road No.3 into a basin on the east side and the main creek on the west
side connected by a culvert under the road. The Creek can be considered as
a permanently flooded part of the Indian River lagoonal System. Its normal
flow is from east to west with the prevailing easterly winds. The direction
of flow will reverse when the wind shifts and causes the Indian River to pile
up along its eastern shore. Under these conditions, the flow in the Creek is
from west to east and river water is driven into the basin on the east side of
the culvert. As a result, the basin and Creek remain saline at all times,
even during periods of high rainfall and runoff.
In 1963 Banana Creek was cut off from the Banana River for the
construction of the crawlerway from the Verticle Assembly Building (VAB)
to the launch pads. Starting in 1964 a series of dikes were constructed
along nearly the entire north and south banks of the Creek from State Road
No.3 to the Indian River as well as along some parts of the banks in the
eastern basin of the Creek as indicated in Figure 4. These dikes serve to
impound the normal runoff waters for mosquito control. As a result surface
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runoff reaches the Creek only during the heaviElst rains.
Banana Creek has an average depth of 0.5 meter except for a borrow
pit located just east of State Road No.3. Throughout the eastern basin and
along the north side and middle of the Creek, the sediment consists of a soft
"oozy" black mud with a faint odor of hydrogen sulfide. Shell layers are found
at different depths in the sediments. Closer to the mouth of Banana Creek the
bottom consists of fine uniform .;Jand which is common throughout the Indian
River System. Towards the mouth of the Creek and out into the Indian River
the water depth increases, the water becomes E~learer and a humber of grass
beds occur. Throughout most of the creek, the: water is very turbid due to
the shallowness and fine particulate sediments. The water temperature is
equal to that of the air and is constant throughout ranging from 220 C in the
winter to 2aoC in the summer. Dissolved oxygen is normally at the saturation
level and the average pH is a.The nutrient lev~~ls are low probably because
they are tied up in the biomass. For a detailed! report on the water quality
in the Creek see Sramek, et a1. (1974, 1975).
Banana Creek is lines intermittantly with red and black mangroves,
Rhizophora mangle and AVicennia germinans respectively, and Spartina
marshes. Although much of the bottom is barrlen of vegetation, nearshore
Diplanthera (shoal grass) is common and is displaced by manatee grass,
Syringodium (=Cymodocium) at depths greater chan 0.5 meters. The macro-
algal forms of Gracilaria and Eucheuma appear 1n patches throughout.
Eucheuma is abundant in the southern shallows.
To the north (east of State Road No.3) and quite far south (west of
State Road No.3) of the Creek there are citrus groves. Just west of State
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Road No. 3 and north of the Creek is the construction site for the Space Shuttle
landing strip. There is a former sewage outfall at site 11. The treatment
plant now employs an infiltration pond; thus, the flow in the outfall is at a rate
of flow from 10 to 100 gallons per minute. The overflow from the pond empties
into the Creek at site 11.
samples were also taken at specific sites in the Banana River and
the Indian River, as indicated in Figure 3. Also two other sites in Banana
Creek were sampled. This sampling was in conjunction with another investi-
gation of sediment chemistry in the hope of correlating heavy metal distribution
with other chemical and physical parameters of the sediment and overlying water
column. These areas also are influenced by the KSC Complex, particularly the
sites in Banana River. Site 4-16S is at an outfall from the southern half of the
Air Force Base industrial area and the Creek at site 4-18 carries the storm
drainage from much of the Space Center industrial area as well as flow down
water from testing cells (Carey 1975). Site 1-15 is at the edge of the Intra-
coastal Waterway.
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TV. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Contamination of samples is one of lehe biggest problems to be faced
in trace metal analysis. Losses due to adsorption on surfaces which come in
contact with the samples also pose a problem. An effort was made to minimize
contamination as much as possible, attempt~I to make sure that samples never
came in direct contact with metal surfaces. Robertson's (1968) paper on con-
tamination during trace metal analysis of sea water was used as a guide in
choosing equipment and reagents for the analyses. Losses due to adsorption
were minimized by acidifying all solutions that were stored for any length of
time as recommended by the United States Environmental Protection Agency
(1974).
A. Sampling Procedure
A total of 33 sites indicated on figul'es 3 and 4 were sampled during
the sprin, and early summer of 1975. theneN~er possible, sampling was done
from a fIBerglass boat although no difference was found when an aluminum boat
was used~ Care was taken to collect samples away from any influence by the
outboard motor. In shallow water an inverted ziplock plastic bag was used to
take samples by hand. In deeper water, a 300m T-type PVC corer was used
(Daggett 1973). The PVC pipe was split lengtbwise so that the core could be
easily opened on site. A band clamp was used to hold the pipe together while
the core was taken (peffer 1975). samples wore removed from the center of
the surface sediment ip. the cores. Using either method, samples were taken
only from th. top few centimeters of the sediment. All samples were trans-
ported back to the laboratory in an ice chest and frozen immediately if analysis
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could not be carried out within 12 hours. At the Banana River and Indian River
sites plus sites 1-26 and 1-29S in Banana Creek, other chemical parameters
of the sediment and bottom water were measured. These included temperature,
salinity, pH, Eh and dissolved oxygen. Cores were taken for laboratory anal-
ysis of grain size, water content, volatile solids, chemical oxygen demand,
Kjeldahl nitrogen, nitrates, total phosphorus, phosphates, carbonates, total
and organic carbon, and sulfides. For detailed reports on these analyses
see Mendelsohn (1975) and Peffer (1975).
B. Laboratory Analysis
Everything that came in contact with the samples was washed thor-
oughly in detergent and rinsed in tap water followed by rinses with 1:1 nitric
acid (HN03), tap water, 1:1 hydrochloric acid (HCI), and glass distilled water
in accordance with the procedure recommended by the United States Environ-
mental Protection Agency (1974). All solutions and digested samples were
kept in high density Nalgene polyethylene bottles.
Trace metal determinations were done using Atomic Absorption
Spectrophotometry which is the most common and Widely accepted method
03urrell 1974). Iron and zinc were analyzed for in the Chemical Oceanography
Laboratory at Florida Institute of Technology using a Jarrell-Ash Model 82-
270 Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer. Cadmium, copper, chromium
and lead were present in concentrations below the detection limits of the
Jarrell-Ash. To avoid having to concentrate the samples which adds to the
possible sources of error, tests for these metals were run in the Support
Operations Laboratory (SO-LAB-32) at the Kennedy Space Center using a
Perkin-Elmer Model 303 Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer equipped
-------,,-------_._---------_...._._-----------_. -------._---
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with a strip chart recorder and a Model HGA -:WOO Heated Graphite Atomizer.
An oxidizing acid digestion of the sedi ments is necessary to solu-
bilize the metals for instrumental analysis. Ajfter much preliminary experi-
mentation, a 4:1 nitric acid (HN03) : perchlorf.c acid (HCI04) mixture along
with heating was found to be most effective. A,ccording to Burrell (1974) a
nitric acid perchloric acid Mixture for the digestion of sediments is widely
used. The extraction technique was designed to yield trace metal concentra-
tions within the direct reading limits of the s~~ctrophotometersso that no
concentration or dilution of the samples was illlvolved after the digestion pro-
cedure was complete. In this study, only the "environmentally active" metals
were of interest because of their potential availability to the biota (Bopp and
Biggs 1973), therefore a total digestion of the sediments was not sought.
Difficulty was encountered during the digestion due to extreme bumping of
the sediments upon heating in the acid mixture. Another problem was the
lack of a hood equipped to handle perchloric acid fumes. Doing the digestion
under reduced pressure solved these problemEl. The dried sediment along
with the acid mixture was placed in a 250 ml long-neck sidearm boiling flask.
The flask was connected to a sink aspirator with Tygon polyethylene vacuum
tubing. To ensure even heating the flask was Bet in a hot sand bath. The
aspirator reduced the pressure in the flask which facilitated even boiling,
eliminating bumping and cutting down the digestion time considerably. The
acid fumes were drawn off and washed down the drain with the running water.
Unfortunately with the equipment available, only two digestions could be run
at the same time.
sediment samples were dried in an oven at 1050 C for 12 hours.
Frozen samples were first allowed lo thaw at room temperature before being
placed in the oven. The dried Bediment was ground as finely as possible in
a mortar and pestle and large shell fragments were eliminated. One gram
of ground dried sediment was placed in a boiling flask along with 25 ml of the
mixed acid solution. The flask was stoppered tightly with a teflon stopper,
hooked up to the aspirator and placed in the hot sand bath. A digestion was
considered complete when the solution turned clear, white fumes appeared
and only white sand was left undigested. Most digestions took a little over
an hour. Upon completion of the digestion, the flask containing the solu-
bilized metals was allowed to cool and then the solution was filtered through
a 47 mm Gelman fiber type A glass filter using a 125 ml Millipore filtering
apparatus. A 1:1 nitric acid (HN03) solution was run through the filtering
system as a rinse followed by glass distilled water to remove any metals
in the filter prior to filtering the sample. After rinsing the flask thoroughly
with glass distilled deionized water, the sample was filter. The filtrate
from the sample was quantitatively transferred to a 100 ml volumetric flask
which was then filled to volume with glass distilled water. The solution was
placed in a 125 ml Nalgene bottle ready for analysis. Blanks were run through
the entire procedure periodically to check for contamination. Spectrophoto-
metric analyses of the samples and blanks were run as soon as possible
although the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (1974) cites holding times
as 6 months for metals in solution at pH ~2 in plastic or glass containers.
Standards were made daily from 1000 ppm stock solutions of the metals.
The operating conditions of the Atomic Absorption Spectrophoto-
meters were in accordance with the instrument manuals and are listed in
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Appendix 1. Samples were introduced into the graphite furnace using a Centaur
microliter pipet with disposable plastic tips. To insun~ high precision a stand-
ard procedu ee was adopted. The pipet was rinsled with the sample. It was again
filled with sample which was injected into the furnace by applying a constant
pressure. A blank of glass diStilled water was injected between each set of
samples to check for memory effects and also al3 a check on background ab-
sorption. Standards were run often to check on conditions. The plastic tip on
the pipet was changed for each new set of sampl1es. Graphite tubes were replaced
when loss of sensitivity and repeatability occurred, usually after about 200 in"-
jections.
A number of checks were placed on the procedure to obtain resuIts of
the highest precision and accuracy possible. In testing the sampling procedure,
some of the sites were sampled a number of different times. Also, two separate
sediment samples were collected at many of the sites using both sampling tech-
niques and were analyzed separately. Frozen and non-frozen samples from the
same sites were also analyzed. None of these tests yielded any significant dif-
ferences using the Student's t-distribution at the 5% significance level (Sokal
and Rohlf 1969). The average readings of the blanks from each set of deter-
minations on the Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometers were subtracted from
the sample readings to compensate for any conta.mination in the procedure as
has already been mentioned. Losses of heavy metals due to adsorption during
processing were checked by adding a known amount of the metals being tested
for to some of the samples and running through the entire digestion and filtering
procedure .. The percent recoveries obtained were: iron - 91. 5%, zinc - 98.5%,
chromium - 85.1%, copper - 91. 2%, lead - 80% and cadmium - 88.7%. Since
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all metal concentrations were obtained by the method of direct determination
(by comparison of the absorbances or peak heights of unknown samples with
those of aqueous standards), the samples used for percent recovery data were
a good check for matrix interferences. When the sample matrix interferes
giving erroneous readings, samples with known amounts of metals added must
be used as standards, thus duplicating the matrix of the sample. This is called
the method of standard additions and is usually applied when analyzing samples
of complex matrices such as sea water. While direct determination values in
this study were slightly higher than those obtained by the method of standard'
additions, the difference was not great enough to warrant the more complex
and time consuming standard additions method.
e. Treatment of Data
Standard curves were prepared by plotting absorbance versus con-
centration in the case of iron and zinc, and relative peak height versus concen-
tration for the other metals. These standard curves appear in Appendix 2.
A computer program was used to find the best line for each calibration curve
by the method of least squares linear regression (Sokal and Rohlf 1969). Using
these equations for the best line, the concentration of each sample was deter-
mined and reported in mg/kg of dry weight of the sample. In most cases con-
centration values were averages of triplicate atomizations with indiVidual ab-
sorption or peak height values varying not more than; 2 absorption or peak
height units full scale.
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V. RESULTS
In order to establish good baseline data, as many sites should be
sampled as possible, thus time die not permit a detailed physical and chemical
analysis of every site sampled. Some of these parameters determined in ear-
lier investigations are summarized below and will be used in an effort to under-
stand the heavy metal distributions found in this study. Appendix 3 contains
the physical and chemical data for the sediments sampled during this investi-
gation.
A. Physical Characteristics
The sediments sampled ranged in color from gray to black. Most
of the sites in Banana Creek yielded black sediment as did those in Banana
River. The sediments in the Indian River tended to have a dark gray to an
olive green color. The sediments sampled werle found to be predominantly
fine sand (425 JA. - 75)(,) with shell or shell fragments. Grain size analyses
were not done on the Banana Creek sediments dillring this study, but data from
an earlier study are available and appear in Figure 5. Sites 4-16, 4-168, and
4-18 in Banana River exhibited some sandy silt fractions but still were about
90% fine sand (Mendelsohn 1975). The grain size was very uniform in all the
areas sampled.
A strong to weak odor of hydrogen sulfide in the sediments was re-
ported in previous studies, particularly in Banana Creek (Beazley, et a1. 1974,
and Daggett 1973). This odor did not seem to be as evident during the present
investigation although it was faint at many of the sites in Banana Creek and
sites 4-1& and 4-168 in Banana River.
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B. Chemical Characteristics
Data is available for pH, Eh and sulfide levels in Banana Creek
sediments for only two sites. AppendiX 3 contains this data for these sites and
the sites sampled in the Indian River and Banana River. All sediment pH values
were very close with an average of 6.6. These values were just slightly less
than those for the bottom water. The lowEr sediment pH values are probably
due to respirational activity of microorganisms involved in the decomposition
of organic detritus in the sediments resulting in an evolution of C02 and thus
a lowering of pH. The redox potential or Eh values for all samples measured
were very similar and were all negative indicaLmg a reducing environment in
these sediments. Sulfide values were significantly different for the sediments
tested. The values do not seem unusual althoul~h the sites in Banana River did
exhibit higher values compared to Indian River sites. Beazley, et a1. (1974)
found high sulfide values in the Banana Creek sediments relative to the sulfide
values in the Indian River sediments.
Organic carbon values for Banana Creek sediments are available
from Daggett (1973) and values for the Indian River between the Orsino and
Titusville causeways appear in Figure 5. The organic carbon data collected
during the present investigation appear in Appendix 3. According to Kalajian
(1974), the majority of the sediments in the area have an organic carbon content
of less than 1% which compares well with other coastal locations for similarly
textured sediments. The organic carbon level~; determined in this study were
fairly uniform with the highest Levels being found in Banana Creek and Banana
River corresponding to the areas of smaller grain size. Daggett (1973) found
an inverse relationship between organic carbon and sedimem grain size.
-- .._._._-------_.
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C. Heavy Metal Concentrations
The heavy metal concentrations in the sediments analyzed are fairly
uniform and appear to be low compared with other studies of a similar nature.
,
The water depth for each sample site and the concentration of heavy metals
found in the sediments at those sites appear in Tables 4 and 5. The highest
metal levels were found at the sites in Banana Creek and the Banana River
where the sediment grain size was the smallest, and the organic carbon and
sulfide levels the highest. The lowest metal values were found in the Indian
River where the sediment is a larger grain size and the organic carbon and
su lfide levels are lower.
Regression analysis was run and the metal levels were found to
correlate well with the sulfide levels at the 1% significance level. The cor-
relation coefficients obtained are 0.972 for iron, 0.958 for zinc, 0.960 for
chromium, 0.953 for copper, 0.939 for lead and 0.915 for cadmium. The
heavy metal concentrations also correlated well with the organic carbon con-
tent yielding correlation coefficients of 0.928 for iron, 0.992 for zinc, 0.912
for chromium, 0.969 for copper, 0.965 for lead and 0.818 for cadmium.
-- ----------------l-- ---_._----
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VI. DISCUSSION
It appears from a comparison of the heavy metal levels found in
this study with those found in other studies of a similar nature (Bruland, et al.
1974; Bopp, et al. 1973 and Segar and Pellenbnrg 1973) that the metal concen-
trations in the study area are relatively low and with a few exceptions may be
close to natural background levels. Most trace metals entering the sediments
are associated in some way with particulates. They may be sorbed on the
surface of particulate matter; bound to humic materials; precipitated as sul-
fides; attached to an oxide coating; sorbed on the exchange sites of clay minerals;
or incorporated in detrital, organic or mineral phase. The major fraction within
the crystalline lattice of the mineral is not likb~ly to be released upon deposition,
and is therefore not of interest in this study. Changes in redox potential, pH,
composition of the solution, biological activity etc. can bring about changes in
the availability of trace substances. The parameters observed to be important
for the heavy metal distribution in this study are grain size, sulfide concentration
and organic carbon content. High concentrations of metaIs corresponded to
smaller grain size, high sulfide and organic mkrbon contents, with the converse
being true for low metal concentrations.
Some caution should be exercised in comparing heavy metal concen-
trations between sites in this study and also in comparison with other studies.
Some of the problems associated with the latter have already been discussed.
Since the metal concentration of the sediments is definitely related to surface
area (Oliver, 1973), only data on sedim.ents with the same surface area should
be compared. Many investigators seive the sediment samples and analyze only
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that portion that passes through a U. S. Standard No. 230, 63-microll mesh
sieve (Bopp and Biggs, 1973). This is not a useful procedure in this investi-
gation because 90% of the sediments had a mean diameter of greater than 75
microns. Since the particle sizes found were very uniform and an effort was
made to use as homogeneous samples as possible, a problem was not antici-
pated in the comparison of different sample sites.
Low heavy metal concentrations would be expected in this study area
due to the lack of fine grained sediments. Fine. sands do not have as much sur-
face area for binding metal ions as clays do. In this study it was found that the
highest concentrations of trace metals occurred in areas where the sediment was
the finest and also levels tended to be greater in deeper water. Fine particles
tend to stay in suspension longer, especially close to shore. They can be trans-
ported away from their source and precipitate into sediment sinks in deeper
water. Leland, et al. (1973) found that the sediment heavy metal concentration
in southern Lake Michigan was greatest in the middle of the lake where active
sedimentation occurred in deep water, although most pollution sources were
close to shore. Thomas (1974) cites high organic carbon content of dredged
borrow pits in the Banana River as indicating that these holes have become
sedimentary traps.
The sulfide levels found in the sediments exhibited a very good
positive correlation with the heavy metal concentration. Due to the stability
of the resonance structure formed, heavy metals have quite an affinity for
sulfur, and combine with it whenever possible which explains the good cor-
relation. Sulfur acts like carbon in the energy exchange, acting as an electron
acceptor. Sulfides and elemental sulfur occur in the earth's crust. Organic
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materials can also serve as a source of sulfur by anaerobic dcgradatlve pro-
cesses. This seems to be the case in Banana Creek as well as the sites sam-
pled in the Banana River. Sulfur containing pesticides are regularly used in the
area. Ethion is used on the citrus trees, and malathion and fcnthion are sprayed
by plane for mosquito control. These are organic pesticides as are most pesti-
cides today, and are eventually decomposed in the environment by biochemical
and physiochemical processes. Since these pesticides contain sulfur, their
interaction with sulfur metabolizing microorganisms may be of significance to
the equilibrium of the sulfur cycle (Sherman, et al. 1974). Sulfur water rich
in hydrogen sulfide is common to artesian wells in the area, and could possibly
be an additional source of sulfur to the study area.
Organic matter is important in the complex action of heavy metals
in waters and sediments. Chen and Lu (1974) sh,tt, that there is a linear rela-
tionship of total organic carbon to other pollution parameters such as heavy
metals. Total organic carbon can be used as a major parameter in determining
the pollution status. The organic carbon distribution in the sediments of the
study area exhibits a good negative correlation with grain size (Daggett 1973),
and also correlates well with trace metal levels. The food chain in this area
is detrital. Very few herbivorous species have been found suggesting that
bacterial and fungal action is necessary to convert marine flora to an assimi-
lable form. The microorganisms acting on the flora can cause the release of
heavy metals from the plants into the water and ultimately the sediments.
There is a marked uptake of heavy metals from the sediments by
plants (Banus et at. 1974). This can cause a problem when the plant dies or
is broken off by wave action because it can be transported to a detritus or
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sediment sink in deeper water. Banus, et ale (1974) found that marsh vegetation
removes lead from the sediments and incorporates it into plant tops which may
be exported to deeper waters. Increasing the plant standing crop, as occurs with
an increase in nutrients, can increase the amount of lead exported from the
marshes. This can cause a trace metal accumulation far from the source.
Segar and Pellenbarg (1973) point out that this is also a beneficial phenomenon
in that the plants can remove heavy metals from contaminated sediments, thus
getting the metals back into the water column and detritus food chain before toxic
levels have had a cbanc.e to build up. Another interesting phenomenon has been
reported by Lindberg and Harriss (1974). They found a 3.2 fold enrichment of
mercury concentrations in mangrove litter as compared to undecomposed leaves
and a 10.4 fold enrichment in suspended detritus. Two hypotheses to explain
this concentration of mercury in the decomposing leaves were presented. A
strong chemical association between mercury and the organic constituents most
resistant to degradation could result. The total mercury in the original plant
tissue would be selectively concentrated into the decreasing volume of solid
material during decomposition. An increase in the mercury per unit weight of
plant detritus would result. Alternatively, the mercury could be concentrated
by the microOl-gan i SIDS that associate with the detritus particles. This detrital
concentration of mercury could have far reaching implications as organisms in
the detritus-based food web are subjected to a higher natural flux of mercury
than organisms which feed primarily on plankton.
The role of hydrous oxides in the study area is difficult to determine
with the data available. Since the negative charge characteristics of iron and
manganese oxides increases with pH, it mignt be expected that an increased
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uptake of cations would accompany passage from fresh into saline waters.
This has not been found to be the case in most studies (Burrell 1974). Under
reducing conditions, as were present in the surface sediments of the study area,
hydrous oxides of iron and manganese are solubilized and may result in increases
in concentrations of cations and anions in overlying waters. The metal cations
thus released are probably bound to sulfides ~rNd precipitated to the sediments
again. To really understand the role of trace metals in the environment, a
knowledge of the forms and mechanisms of transformation of these trace metals
in the system is necessary. The scope of this investigation did not include a
detai led physical, chemical and biological analysis of the sediment and water at
each site. Any conclusions have been carefully drawn on the basis of the data
available.
Looking at the data, generally speaking, sites 1 and 2 have relatively
high metal levels. These sites are in a large open basin where the water depth
approaches the maximum in the creek. It is possible that this basin could act
as a sediment sink especially since it has been cut off from the headwaters of
Banana River resulting in decreased flow. This area was previously found to
contain high concentrations of hydrogen sulfide mud and would therefore be
effective in the uptake of heavy metals. There are no dikes in this area so
runoff is probably greater and may contribute trace metals to the area,
especially with the proximity to the crawlerway and launch pads. No data
could be obtained on the heavy metal content of rocket exhaust. Site 10 also
showed generally higher levels of the metals tested and is also in deeper water.
Although runoff is restricted by dikes this site could possibly be receiving
particulate matter with sorbed metals from the periodic overflow of the
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infiltration pond occurring at site 11. Chen and Lu (1974) report that sewage
effluent particulate matter may settle out at quite a distance from the outfall.
Metals sorbed to particles that do settle out near the outfall can become re-
mobilized and be redistributed. The borrow pit is just west of the outfall and
could be acting as a sink for the overflow particulates and sorbed heavy metals
and thus could account for the low metal concentrations encountered. In 1972
Nevin and Beazley encountered the highest bacterial population in the sediments
of the entire area at this outfall. No information is available as to when the
treatment plant began employing an infiltration pond.
The first two sites on the west side of the culvert generally showed
low metal concentrations. From the sediment analysis (see Figure 5), higher
concentrations would be expected due to the finer grained sediment. Also the
proximity to State Road No. 3 would seem to warrant higher levels. In the
beginning of December 1975, Banana Creek was dammed while a crawlerway
from the Space Shuttle Runway to the Verticle Assembly Building (VAB) was
built. This isolated the east end of the Creek from any flow or flushing and
cut down on the flow in the west end near the dam. Buried sediments were
washed up during the jetting of piling for the bridge across State Road No.3.
Heavy metals buried with the sediment could also have been released. The
stress on the environment was evidenced by a fish kill, in January preceded
by an algal bloom. The returning to solution of buried nutrients is one ex-
planation (Sramek et al. 1975). A similar fish kill occurred in May. The
jetting of piling was completed in the beginning of February. Diapers were
placed on either side of State Road No. 3 to contain the sedimentation but
turbidity still increased. The effects of these activitie8 on the trace metal
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distribution is extremely difficult to as,sess without any concrete data.
The next two sites (14 and 15) had relatively high metal concentrations
for all metals. These sites also occur within the silt bottom area but are in
deeper water than the two previous sites (12 and 13). This fact combined with
the fine grain size could account for the elevated metal levelS. This area may
act as a sink for particulates entering from runoff and particularly from the
construction site. The rest of the sites out to the Indian River had relatively
average to low values which would be expected due to the fine sand sediment.
Both banks of the creek are completely diked. The vegetation along the shore
has been described in Section III. There is some accumulation of detrital
material near shore but the metal levels indicate a fairly even distribution.
From site 21 westward, the sediment has more shell fragments in it and the
metal levels are generally lower. The water is a little deeper and clearer
and grass beds appear near the mouth of Banana Creek. These grass beds
could be taking up trace metals from the sediments as mentioned before, and
therefore contributing to the lower levels in the sediments.
Three sites are worth mentioning because of unusual values obtained.
Site 1 had a very high concentration of chromium possibly due to the proximity
of the site to the crawlerway and launch pads where chromium was llsedin con-
struction of the towers. In the east side of the Creek, the chromium and lead
levels were high at site 6 while none of the other metals seemed affected. At
this site there is a large metal cylinder about 3 meters in diameter stuck in the
sediment and extending well out of the water. It is badly corroded which could
account for the elevated chromium and lead levels. The origin of the cylinder
is unknown. On the west side of the Creek, site 20 exhibited high levels of
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copper and lead. This site was adjacent to a dike protected from wave action
by a large number of old tires which could be releasing these metals to the
water. Many empty mollusc shells were also found at this site and it is possible
that these organisms were concentrating the metals which are now being re-
turned to the sediments by decomposition.
Cadmium values appeared to be uniformly low. They did not var,v
as the other metal values did from site to site. According to Burrell (1974),
there is some evidence that cadmium may be considerably less susceptible to
abiotic removal than most of the other heavy metals. This would explain the
uniform values. Also the low concentrations may be more subject to analytical
error than the other metals. Zinc too po~Des somewhat of a problem because
it does not seem to follow all the same trends as the other metals. On the whole
the values seem lowest close to shore and highest at the sites in deeper water.
The levels are much higher for the sites in the west side of Banana Creek than
the east side. None of the othm:- metals follow this trend. A probable source
of zinc is the culvert under state Road No.3. It is made of galvanized metal
which has a high zinc content. While the culvert is coated with a layer of
asphalt, many places have cracked and worn away. Since the flow of water
in the Creek is generally from east to west, a higher concentration of zinc
would be expected on the west side of the culvert. Also the pipes running
through the dikes to control the level of the impounded waters are galvanized.
Much more the the west side of the Creek is contained by dikes.
Sites 1-29S and 1-26 were also in Banana Creek. Site 1-29S is
located at the site of the infiltration pond overflow (Site 11). 1-29S was a little
closer to the overflow location than site 11. The hea7y metal concentrations
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at site 1-29S were somewhat lower than those a,t site 11 which may support the
theory that effluent particles settle out at distances from the outfall or overflow
in this case. Site 1-26 showed higher metal levels than site 21 which was the
closest of the other sites. Site 1-26 could be located in a sink created by the
water flow around the adjacent island.
The sites in the Indian River (1-15, 1-19, 1-20) all exhibited low
concentrations of heavy metals as did the other sites in the river (10, 11, 12).
The fine sand sediments at these sites would indicate lower metal levels than
sites with smaller grain size. At site 1-15 slightly higher levels of copper and
lead could be a result of the boat traffic in the IJCltracoastal Waterway. Periodic
maintenance dredging of the Waterway would tend to eliminate the eVidence of a
sediment sink there and thus finer grained material is not eVident in Figure 5.
The Banana River sites (4-12, 4-16, ,4-16S, 4-18) all had relatively
high concentrations of metals particularly site 4:-16S. The sediments in the
River were the finest encountered with the possible exception of some sites in
Banana Creek. The sulfide levels were very hi~~h compared with other areas
sampled. Site 4-18 is at the mouth of a creek that acts as a storm drain for
much of the KSC Industrial Complex. This creek also receives wash down
water from rocket testing cells (Carey 1975). ,A large mat of manatee grass
(Syringodium) was present at this site. The decomposing grass could add
ccnsiderable amounts of metals to the sediment as discussed previously. The
runoff and wash down waters are also potential sources of heavy metals tba t
would tend to precipitate out with increasing salinity in the River. Site 4-168
is located at the outfall for an industrial sewage plant serving much of the Air
Force Base Industrial Complex. The nature of the effluent could not be
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determined. The treatment is second..'lry so most of the heavy metals should
be removed by activated sludge uptake. Aocording to Cheng, et al. (1975),
seoondary treatment significantly reduces the trace metal level in the effluent.
The canal running from the treatment plant to the river is long and narrow.
Its entranoe into the river is nearly blocked by a large red mangrove tree
<RQizophora mangle) which contributes a lot of decaying leaf litter and detrital
matter to the water. There is very little circulation in the area and the man-
grove roots trap much of the fine sediment creating a sink at the mouth of the
channel from the treatment plant. It seems possible that some of the metals
are taken up by the mangrove tree but are eventually returned to the same area
in decaying leaf litter with little transport due to reduced circulation. Site
4-16 could also be influenced by the sewage outfall and decomposing plant
material. It was looated in deeper water so it could act as a sink for any fine
particulate matter transported from site 4-168. Runoff from the NASA Parkway
East is also a potential metal source. Site 4-12 was located near the shore of
a small spoil island accommodating a large number of birds. The metal levels
were somewhat elevated but do not appear to indicate any unusual problem. It
is possible that the large bird population is contributing heavy metals to the area
on and around the island in their waste products. Many of these birds are top
predators and could be victims of food chain magnification of heavy metals.
Although the metal levels were elevated at these sites in Banana River relative
to the other sites sampled, they are still low in comparison to other studies.
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vn. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The heavy metal levels found in the sediments oJ the waters near
the Kennedy Space Center were low compared with other similar studies. The
highest levels encountered appeared to be a consequence of high sulfide and
organic carbon levels and smaller grain size in the sediments. Any heavy
metals entering the system were probably sorbed to fine particulate matter
and thus ended up in sediment sinks where these fine partic les tend to settle
out. The sulfide muds of the area are very effective in scavenging heavy metals
which have a strong affinity for sulfur compounds. Areas with a lot of plant
detritus had higher metal levels possibly due to the concentration of metals
by decaying plant matter and the attraction heavy metals have for organic
compounds. The vegetation of the area seems to be efficient at recycling the
heavy metals. Plants take up heavy metals from the sediments as evidenced
by low levels in the grass beds. When the plants are decomposed the metals
are returned to the water column and sediments by bacterial action. A similar
cycling can take place by detritus feeders.
The sources of metals to this system are limited. The area is rela-
tively undeveloped with no industrialization except for KSC. The sewage treat-
ment plants are a probable source although the plant in Banana Creek only dis-
charges directly into the Creek during periods of overflow. Runoff is a possible
source although it has been cut down in Banana Creek due to the impoundments
for mosquito controL The areas the runoff comes from are mostly undeveloped
land and citrus groves. Insecticides ~nd pesticides are a potential source of
copper and lead in the runoff but the amounts are probably negligible. Boat
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traffic particularly in the Waterway where it is heaviest would be expected to
contribute some metals such as copper, zinc, iron and lead. The atmosphere
is probably the hil4l4est source contributing metals through aerial fallout and
precipitation. The metals in the atmosphere probably originate mostly from
the burning of fossil fuels, especially gasoline used by cars. There is little
traffic in the area compared to large urban centers and thus the low lead levels
encountered in the sediments.
Although sediments are considered to be sinks for heavy metals, they
are not necessarily permanent. The metals can be remobilized by changes in
the chemical conditions such as the redox potential. Plants and animals are
also important in remobilizing metals. Plants can take up metals from the
sediments and introduce them back into the water column upon decay. Metals
may be exported great distances from the original sediment sink by plant detritus.
Many marine organisms have the ability to concentrate heavy metals well above
the levels in their surroundings. Food chain magnification can occur with pos-
sible serious consequences to man and other top predators at high trophic levels.
Some detritus feeders are capable of remobilizing significant amounts of heavy
metals from the sediments.
A lot more work needs to be done on heavy metal levels in the environ-
ment of the Indian River system. In order to understand the complete cycle of
the metals entering and leaVing the system, a number of parameters should be
tested. The more complete the knowledge of the chemical speciation of the
metals in the sediments the easier it is to determine their source and more
importantly their potential effect on the sy stem. Unfortunately this information
is lacking. Analytical methods that are sensitive enough are seldom sufficient
to rlifferentiate a.s t.o species. Those methods that COlllhilll' spl'cificity and
sensitivity such as maSH spectnmwtt"y arc hardly in the daHl' of routine mcLh-
ods available for most laboratories. Much of the data available on chemical
speciation of metals is obtained from modeling of the system. Predictions
made from modeled systems should be used cautiously since it is impossible
to duplicate the complexity of the natural environment. To determine the
sources of heavy metals entering a system, all sources should be checked for
metal levels e. g. atmospheric fallout, precipitation, runoff, ground water,
stream and river inputs, etc. For the area under investigation in this study;
heavy metal levels of the atmosphere, runoff, ground water and any fresh
water inputs as well as interstitial water and the water overlying the sediments
would provide a good insight into the sources of the metals found in the sedi-
ments. Metal concentrations in the biota particularly the plants along the shore
and the marine plants would be very he lpful in the overall metal level picture
of the system.
Because of the good record of heavy metal concentration prOVided
by the sediments, they should be carefully monitored in this area, not only as
an indicator of pollution but as a potential source of these metals to the food
chain. Even low metal levels could be potentially dangerous through concen-
tration and food chain magnification in this detritus based food web. At present
the levels of heavy metals encountered seem to be largely natural with the ex-
ception of a few isolated sites. This conclusion stems from a lack of anthro-
pogenic sources and good comparison with other baseline natural levels re-
ported in the literature.
In conclusion it appears from this study that the only industrialized
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complex affecting the study area, the Kennedy Space Center, has not had a great
impact on the heavy metal levels in the surrounding environment. A baseline of
heavy metal concentrations in the sediments has been determined and can be used
in the future to monitor the inevitable development of the area. Hopefully through
careful planning and monitoring a relatively unpolluted system can be maintained.
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APPENDIX 1
Operating Conditions for Atomic Absorption
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Jarrell-Ash Model 82-270 Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer
Iron Zinc
Date 6/6&6/7 6/18 6/7 6/18
Wavelength, nm 248.5 248.0, 214.3 213.9
SHts,)l 25,50 25,50 25,50 25,50
Lamp Current,mA 8 17 13 17.5
Mode %absorption %absorption %absorption %absorption
Damping 2 2 2 2
Gain 9 10 8 9
Fuel-Acetylene 4 4 4 3
Oxidant - Compressed Air 20 20.5 20 20
*sensitivity, ,ug/ml 0.1 0.1 0.015 0.015
(from Perkin-Elmer manual)
*Sensitivity refers to concentration in aqueous solution which will generate a signal of 1% absorption
Perkin-Elmer Model 303 Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer with HGA-2000
Chromium Copper Lead Cadmium
Date 6/2&6113 6/19 5/30, 6/11&6/18 5/30&6/11, 6/17 6/2,6/10,6/17&6/18
Wavelength, nm 357.9 357.6 324.7 283.3 283.5 228.8
Spectral Band Width, nm 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
Lamp Current, rnA 40 40 30 12
Scale Expansion 1X 1X 1X 1X
Noise &lppression 1 1 1 2 1
Purge Gas - Helium reading 4 4 4 4
Drying Temperature, °c 100 100 100 100
Drying Time, sec. 30 30 30 30
Charring Temperature, °c 900 1000 340 300
Charring Time, sec. 60 60 60 60
Atomizing Temperature; °c 2650 2500 2000 1500
Atomizing Time, sec. 15 15 15 15
Injection size,.Al1 20 20 20 20
Chart Speed, inch/min. 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4
*Sensitivity, pg/O. 004 Abs. 25 50 50 2
(from Perkin-Elmer manual)
*Sensitivity refers to the concentration in aqueous solution which will generate a signal of 1% absorption (0.004 A. U.)
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Chemical and Physical Paramoters
of sediments Sampled
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11. INTRODUCTION
The Department of Oceanography and Ocean Engineering and the Depart-
ment of Biology at the Florida Institute of Technolo,gy, Melbourne, Florida, have
been involved in an ecological baseline study of the lagoons surrounding the John
F. Kennedy Space Center (KSC) since Apri11972. Much of the information gath-
ered by the many investigators involved has been compiled in a series of reports
entitled "A Study of Lagoonal and Estuarine Ecologjlcal Processes in the Area of
Merritt Island Encompassing the Space Center". These studies have f<reused on
the assessment of the chemical, biological, phys ical, and geological parameters
most likely to be affected by man's activities. The research described herein was
designed for the purpose of measuring the concentrations of the major nutrients
(Nitrogen, Phosphorus, Carbon, Sulfur) in the surface sediments at selected sites
throughout the lagoons in order to compare natural areas with those under the in-
fluence of man. The results of this study will supplement the large amount of data
already collected concerning the E1cological conditions of this study area.
While the focus of any ecological baseline survey must ultimately be the
interaction of the biological community with the physical environment, it is not the
resident organisms but their physiochemical environment which is the subject of
this investigation. Chemical analysis alone, however, does not reveal as much
about an ecosystem as does a study that encompasses the resident biota, because
chemical measurements are instantaneous, while organisms represent longer
lasting conditions (Thomas 1974). Thomas (1974) has given a description of the
benthic biological communities found in this region,. It is widely recognized that
the nature of the substrate is the most important environmental parameter affecting
distribution of the benthic fauna. The parameters that have been chosen for study
are those that are thought to have the most significant bearing on the quality of life
of the resident biota and thus on the ecosystem as a, whole. These parameters
closely follow guidelines for investigation established by the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency as expressed in a number of their published reports. (See Chemistry
Laboratory Manual, Bottom Sediments, 1969 ed •..
This research effort was divided into two main parts. This inv()stigator was
responsible for measuring/the concentrations in the sediment of ammonia and or-
r
ganic nitrogen, total and 9'issolved phosphorus, sulfur (as sulfides), carbonates,
2and organic carbon. The other investigator. Stuart Mendelsohn, of the Depart-
ment of Environmental Engineering at F. I. T. was responsible for measuring the
dissolved oxygen content, pH, salinity. and tt~mperature of th<.' wat('r column just
above the sediment surface. the chemical oxygen demand (COD) of the sedim(;'ut,
their water and volatile solids content, color and grain size. Both investigators
sampled and analyzed their sediments simultaneously. with the intention of com-
bining their results for the report to NASA. The results of Mendelsohn are included
in the appendix of this thesis and are referred to in the text. For a complete de-
scription of the techniques he employed and a discussion of his results, see Men-
delsohn (1975).
----,------------
3II. THE SEDIMENTARY ENVmONMENT
An ecological system consists of populations of organisms. flows of water.
invisible pathways of cycling chemical elements and various organizational mechan-
isms which produce an integrated interrelationship of the parts (Odum and Copeland
1974). Because these parameters never combine in exactly the same manner, each
ecosystem is unique in its own way, yet there are oft,en similarities in the major
components that allow certain comparisons to be made.
The sediments in a lagoonal ecosystem form one part of a highly complex
biological and physio-chemical system that includes the land, sea. air. and resi-
dent biota. The texture and composition of the bottom sediments in estuaries and
lagoons are a function of the geology. bathymetry, hydrology, and biology of the
area (Folger 1972). The physical and chemical characteristics of the surface sedi-
ments (herein defined as the top 4 cm.) in some casel3 control, and in others are
controlled by the resident biological community. The sediments that accumulate
in lagoons of the type under study here consists primarily of terregenous detritus,
biogenic debris, and various pollutants. A characteristic redox profile and a well
defined redox discontinuity layer are nearly always plresent in sediments reflecting
the zonation of chemical factors and microbial processes (Fenchel 1969). Surface
sediments also provide a geochemical record of huma.n activity in the recent past.
Natural inputs to the sediments are provided by riverls. surface runoff, aerial fall-
out. and other minor sources. Baseline studies such as this one are used to help
differentiate natural from man-made conditions, and ,can help assess the impact of
human activity on natural environments.
The physio-chemical characteristics of the sediments and the biota found
therein occur in a complex interrelationship with one another. The sorbtion and
release of chemicals in the sediments is in a dynamic equilibrium, and their com-
position and geochemistry vary through such proceppb~p as the diffusion of ions with-
in the sediment, reactions in the pore water, humic binding forces, the ratio of
opganic to inorganic complexes, nutrient mobilization, reactions at the sediment
water interface. mobility of sedimentary cations, water-sed:iment reactions. and
others (Soule and Oguri 1974). Many of these procesEles are interrelated and exist
in positive or negative feedback relationships with one another. For example, the
diffusion of ions at the sediment-water interface is influenced by the redox pott'ntial
(Eh), various ionic interactions, and the physical structure of the sediment. l\letal-
lie cations migrate within, the sediment to oxidized or reduced layers according to
the solubility, mobility, and electri·c charge of the respected ions (Soule and Oguri
1974) .
Even if the sedimentary environment was completely lifeless, there would
be a dynamic chemical interaction between the sediments, the water, the land , and
the atmosphere. Solar energy and its many manifestations such as radiation, wind,
and precipitation would produce a steady turnover and relocation of ions from sea
to sediment to land to sea (or other similar pathways) throughout geologic time.
With the superimposition of a living biotic community, however, ionic interactions
are greatly accelerated, new equilibria are established, and the entire physioJchem~
ieal system takes on a new character.
Bacteria are the chief micro-organisms that assist in chemical changes of a
permanent order (Wood 1965). Microbes make use of chemical reactions which re-
lease energy in order to perform their metabolic functions (Wood 1967). They cata-
lyze reactions that norma1!.y would take place only at higher temperatures and/or
pressures, and thereby accelerate the chemical interactions of the ecosystem. In
many cases, they merely catalyze a reaction that would occur even in their absence.
In others, they use the energy derived from such reactions to help drive other re-
actions which are vital to their well being, and that would not occur without their
presence (Wood 1972). Photosynthetic bacteria combine efforts with plants to pro-
duce compounds whose absence would make life as we know it impossible.
According to Wood (1965), bacteria play the most important biological role
of any organism, large or small, in the aqueous environments. They build and
destroy organic material, convert and trans locate minerals, and alter such physio-
chemical properties as Eh and pH. In the shallow lagoons that surround the Ken-
nedy Space Center, the water mass and the sediments are quite close spatially.
Some authors believe that the microbes of the sediment, particularly those con-
cerned with the sulfur cycle and phot<8ynthesis, actually control the marine en-
vironment(Wood 1965).
5A comprehensive understanding of the chem:Lstryof the sedimentary sub-
strate not only contribUtes to knowledge of sediment geochemistry and diagenesis,
but also helps to define the conditions that are imposed on those organisms living
on or near the bottom (Nelson 1972). A major determinant of sedimentary chem-
istry is the nature and condition of the overlying water. An understanding of the
dlemical composition of the sediments therefore beeomes very useful in assessing
present as well as past ecological conditions. The biogeochemical character of
bottom sediments is a good integriltor of such influences as sedimentation rates of
allochthonous and autochthonous organic particles. sediment redistriblltion by cur-
rents. and the introduction of man-made contaminants (Nelson 1972). Thus. sedi-
ment profiles and their chemical properties are ind.icators of the dynamic equili-
brium existing between the water. the sediment, alld the organisms of the area.
Although this investigator measured nutrient concentrations only. it is
nonetheless useful to briefly review the significance of some of the physio-chemi-
cal parameters which were measured by Mendelsohn. The two of greatest signi-
ficance to this study are those of Eh and pH.
The reduction-oxidation potential, or Eh, is a measure of the electrochemi-
cal environment. and is used to measure the oxidizing or reducing capability of the
,,/-
iJn:inediate environment, a factor of such critical importance that it is often neces-
/
sary to specify the Eh when discussing many of the reactions occuring in the sedi-
/ ment (Blatt. et. a1. 1972). The redox potential depends on the ratio of oxidized to
reduced forms in the system and not on their absolute concentration (Whitfield
1969). It is the contention of Blatt that the control of the Eh in the sediments is
based on the supply of gaseous oxygen in relation to the amount of organic matter
to be decomposed (oxidized). Brock (1966) notes that gaseous oxygen will generally
be absent from any sediment. as it is quickly depleted by organismic respiration
and auto-oxidation of various chemical species. F'enchel(1969) is also of the
opinion that anaerobic decomposition of organic matter is always the primary cause
of reducing conditions, while others. notably Wood (1967), stress the importance
of the bacteria involved in the cycling of sulfur as the major controllers of the Eh
level, and thus of the chemistry and biology of the nediments. Thomas (1974) re-
ported a significant correlation between species ric:hness and redox potential in the
sediments of the northern Indian River.
-----------
6Most sediments exhibit a red~x profile with an oxidized (positive) layer at
the surface, a discontinuity (change from positive to negative) slightly below the
surface, and negative conditions prevailing from there on down. Even in highly
aerated waters, the aerobic (positive) zone may extend only a few millimeters into
the sediment because of the greatly reduced convection currents in the sediments
(Brock 1966, Fenchel 1969). The oxidized layer at the surface has been shown to
act as an effective barrier to the migration of ions from the reduced conditions be-
low. If stagnation and oxygen depletion of the overlying water are sufficient to
change the Eh of this layer from positive to negative, extensive amounts of nutri-
..
ents may be liberated into the water (Brock 1966).
The Eh of a sediment is a difficult 'parameter to measure accurately.
Whitfield (1969) notes seven different difficulties associated with Eh equipment
+
and sampling techniques, with the result that accuracy is rarely within - 10 mv
+
and is more commonly within - 50 mv. Even this large variation, however, is
small enough for the basic redox characteristics of a sedime.nt to be ,understood ,
and Whitfield further remarks that Eh appears to be well suited to act as a chemi-
cal parameter used to describe the environment, especially when used to describe
the relative degrees of stagnation which are found to occur . When Eh measure-
ments are used in this way, they provide a simple, rapid means of characterizing
and mapping estuarine sediments (Whitfield 1969).
The pH of bottom sediments reflects such environmental variables as salin-
ity, carbon dioxide concentration of the pore waters, dissociated organic acids and
bases, dissociated organic decomposition products (such as ammonia) and disso-
ciated clay minerals (Nelson 1972). Variations in any of these parameters. can
cause variations in the sedimentary pH, and gradients are often found in estuaries
which reflect salinity gradients (Nelson 1972). The pH may control, or be control-
led by the micro-organisms in the environment, and pH is widely known to reflect
the level of photosynthetic activity. In the sediments, the reduction of sulfates to
sulfides tends to hold the pH around 7 (Wood 1967).
7A • Sediment-faunal Relationships
. A common concept in benthic animal-sediment relationships is that the
feeding type of the infauna is in some way correlated to the sediment (Bloom, et.
ale 1972). sanders (1958) has shown a direct relationship between sediment char-
acteristics and trophic distribution. The influence of water circulation on sedi-
mentation and trophic distribution was shown by McNulty, et. ale (1962) and it
is probable that the redistribution of the sediments in the shallow lagoons surround-
ing the Kennedy Space Center are greatly dependent on local currents, which are
primarily wind driven (Thomas 1974, Dill 1974). Benthic species are known to
prefer a particular type of substrate, and those that show low preferences are
usually found to be low in the order of succession (Johnson 1971).
There are basi.cally four ways in which benthic animals gather food; they
filter suspended particles from the water I they collect food particles which settle
on the surface of the sediment, they obtain nutriment from the organic material
. .
which has become incorporated in the deposit, or they prey upon other animals •
Many, of course, take nourishment from several sources (Tait and Desanto 1972).
The food. of the benthos is concentrated at or near the sediment-water interface,
and any disturbance that affects this interface will, therefore, affect the food re-
sources of the whole community (Johnson 1974). Dissolved organic complexes are
adsorbed and concentrated on the surfaces of particles in the sediment. Here they
exist in concentrations sufficient to nourish colonies of bacteria, which nourish
the protozoa (especially ciliates), which then nourish the metazoa.
To a considerable extent, the chemical elements of an ecosystem tend to
remain within it, so that the substances from the environment which are converted
to protoplasm by the primary producers are eventually returned to the environment
after passing through the various trophic levels (Brock 1966). While energy travels
through an ecosystem, elements cycle within the sys:tem. Any energy that is temp-
orarily stored ties up a certain proportion of the chemical substances from which
protoplasm is constructed, principally carbon, nitrogen I phosphorus, and sulfur.
If an ecosystem has an efficient food chain, with organic substances passing quickly
from one linK to another, and if there is no appreciable export of nutrients, then
this system may have a rapid turnover of materialand a high rate of production,
8even though the surrounding environment may be poor in nutrients (Brock 1966).
This is often the type of condition that exists in shallow, tropical lagoons.
i
Much of the organic matter that exists in aqueous environments exists in
soluble form and in non-living ~rticlesI the latter probably being formed spontan-
eously from organic matter which has been excreted by phytoplankton or derived
from dead organisms by fermentation. This organic matter forms a matrix which
alters the physical, chemical, and geological properties of the sediments (Johnson
1974). It also constitutes part of the detritus; that combination of animal, vege-
table, and mineral that provides food for many benthic organisms. 'TIhomas (1974)
and others have shown that the primary food chain in the lagoons studied here is a
detritus type pathway, with suspension feeders and filter feeders comprising a
large portion of the benthic fauna. The detritus originates primarily from the bro-
ken and dead blades of th~ area's abundant grasses, but terrigenous runoff also
supplies a large portion. 1 Unfortunately, "detritus" is a vague term, and in fact a
large portion of the energy obtained from detrital food sources may actually come
from the numerous bacteria adhering to the particles (Brock 1966). The most
active microbial populations are those associated with sea grasses (Wood 1967).
In the anaerobic areas of an aqueous ecosystem, such as in the sediments ,
bacteria are practically the exclusive forms found. In reducing environments ,
bacterial production of reduced compounds of low molecular weight E~pI NH3 ,
CH4 , ~F can and does occur. These compounds diffuse upwards where they may
be oxidized in the presence of oxygen by chemoautotrophic bacteria or abiologically,
or under anaerobic conditions, by the activity of photoreducing organisms (Fenchel
1969) . This helps to produce a vertical zonation in the sediments, and the distri-
butionof organisms on the vertical gradient will depend on their oxygen require-
ments, their tolerance to reduced compounds such as ~p and NH3 (both toxic) and
their specialized ability to feed on the organisms there (Fenchel 1969).
Biogeochemical cycles such as those that involve carbon, nitrogen, phol!i-
phorus, and sulfur are concerned with the circulation of an element from the inor-
ganic form into protoplasmic combinations and then back into the abiotic portion of
\
the habitat. Microbes are the principle biological agents producing this cycling
(Alexander 1971). Elements that participate in biogeochemical cycles exist in or":
ganic and inorganic pools, the sizes of which range from vast to minute. Figure 1
9summarizes the pathways involved in the cycling of organic matter in the benthos
(after Johnson 1974). The biogeochemical cycles of earbon, nitrogen, phosphorus,
and sulfur are presented in Figures 2 and 3. For a good description of these
cycles, see Odum (1971) or Alexander (1971).
While it is beyond the scope of this paper to give the details of the biogeo-
chemical cycles, it is useful to review the processes involved in nutrient cycling.
These cycles are run by microbial activities that can be divided into several broad
categories. These groupings are not mutually exclusive. and a single type of
chemical conversion may be accurately described by more than one of tne following
categories (Alexander 1971).
Mineralization - the conversion of an organic form of an element to
the inorganic state. resulting in a decrease III biochemical complix-
ity of the ecosystem; also known as nutrient regeneration.
Immobilization - the conversion of an inorganic nutrient element into
an organic complex. resulting from assimilation and incorporation
into protoplasm. Mineralization and immobilization are the two main
opposing forces in the biogeochemical cycles.
Oxidation - linked to the organism's metabolulm; the oxidation of
organic compounds by heterotrophs provides the energy needed for
growth.
Reduction - reductions may occur through normal metabolic pathways.
with reduced elements acting as electron receptors, or they may occur
due to modifications in the environment produced by microbial activi-
ties such as the consumption of oxygen and the lowering of the Eh as-
sociated with the accumulation of reduced products. or the formation
of acids.
Fixation - the conversion of a gaseous form of an element into a non-
gaseous compound.
Volitilization - the opposite of fixation, in which gaseous compounds
are formed from non gaseous substances.
Solubilization - microbes produce organic chelating or complexing
Figure 1. The cycling of organic matter in the benthos.
(After Johnson 1974.)
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agents that solubilize relatively insoluble inorganic substances
or maintain various compounds in soluble form.
Precipitation - microbes may serve as foci for adsorbtion of
inorganic substances. The accumulation may be either active
or passive on the part of the organism.
Another process of biogeochemical interest is that of isotope fractioni-
zation, in which certain isotopes of an element are selected in preference to other
available isotopes by certain discriminating organisms. This means tbat the micro-
bial product containing the element will have a differEmt isotope ratio than the sur-
rounding environment, and makes it possible to trace the origin of certain deposits.
These processes and the major elements affected by them are summarized in
Table 1, taken from Alexander (1971). Through these various activities, micro-
organisms often break bottlenecks which exist in food. chains and biogeochemical
cycles of macroecosystems (Brock 1966). Carbonaceous compounds are probably
acted on first, followed by those of nitrogen and then those of phosphorus (Nelson
1972). This means that of these three elements, compounds of phosphorus can be
expected to be mobilized last.
The importance of the major nutrients (carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, and
sulfur) in the ecosystem can be seen by the fact that the complete absence of any
one of them would make life impossible. The most important factors limiting pro-
duction are the inorganic nutrients, particularly nitrogen and phosphorus (Brock
1966). If the cycling of any nutrient is disturbed at allY point, drastic changes in
the biological and physio-chemical structure of the environment will result.Sedi-
ments are known to contain the major fractions of contaminants as well as nutrients
in the aquatic environments. While sediments do seT1fe as nutrient sinks, it is
the fact that there is a dynamic interchange between the sediments and the aqueous
environment that makes the assessment of nutrient concentrations valuable (Soule
and Oguri 1974).
1-1
TABLE 1
Transformation Processes and the Elements
Metabolized by Microorganisms (Alexander 1971)
Mineralization
Immobilization
Oxidation
Reduction
Solubilization
Precipitation
Fixation
Volatilization
C. N. p. S. K. Si. Fe. etc.
C, N. p. S. K. Si, Fe, etc.
C. N, P, S, H, Fe, Mn, As. Se
C, N, P, S, Fe, Mn, CI
p. S, Fe, K. Ca, Sit Mn, Mg, AI, CU, Zn, Co
Se, Fe, Ca, Mg, Mn
C,N.H,O
C, N, S, H, 0, Se
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B. Carbon
Carbon is the building block of all organic molecules J and the carbon com-
pounds found in the sediments are extremely varied. The relationship of the oxi-
dation and anaerobic decomposition of carbon to the Ell has already been mentioned.
Organic detritus and light are the two sources of ener~lD important to the sedimen-
taryecosystem. On the average, the organic content of the sediments is but a
small part of the total composition, and yet it may be one of its most important
physical, chemical, and biological properties (Johnson 1974). Organic molecules
may be the crucial factors controlling the fate of trace contaminants in the sedi-
ments (Soule and Oguri 1974). The organic carbon content of the sediment may be
used as a measure of the amount of food available to deposit feeders. Using a linear
regression analysis, Thomas (1974) found a significant correlation between the num-
ber ofdepositfeeders and the organic carbon content at sites in the northern Indian
River.
Carbon can enter the benthic ecosystem from several sources. Rainfall
brings carbon as bicarbonate J compounds can leach from rocks and surrounding
soils, and CO2 diffuses into the water from the air. Terrestrial runoff and leaf
litter from shoreline emergent vegetation (e.g. J Rhizophora mangle - red mangrove)
are the major contributors of organic carbon to the la~~oons under study, while a
smaller amount is supplied by domestic sewage plants. Organic substances in the
sediments include aminoacids, carbohydrates J polysac:charides J lipids, browning
reaction products J hydrocarbons J pesticides, and many others (Soule and Oguri
1974). Synthetic pollutants and spilled oil are also prElsent.
Total organic carbon was measured and reported in this study. Unfortunate-
ly J the conventional methods of reporting carbon as a per cent of dry weight is mis-
leading. As compared to the weight of the inorganic particles, the organic material
seems to be an insignificant component. Johnson (197 l 1) suggests that most of the
organic particles encountered by benthic organisms are potential food particles of
a diverse nature. These particles taken together provide an enormous surface
area for micro-organisms. It seems probable, also, that these particles have
different sedimentological properties (Johnson 1974). The mine:f8,1 part~cles in
the sediment are embedded in a loosely woven but continuous organic matrix.
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Conventional methods ofgrain size analysis destroy this matrix and thereby create
artifactual conditions (Johnson 1974). Thus. while bulk analysis may reveal only
a small percentage of organic matter. that may be one of its most important geo-
logical as well as biological properties.
C. Phosphorus
..
The mobilization of phosphorus and nitrogen is of great interest in aquatic
systems due to its relationship to eutrophication. While phosphorus is often re-
ported to be the major limiting nutrient in aqueous environments, it does not
appear to be limiting in the Kennedy Space Center area, possibly due to the input
of phosphates from the sewage outfalls (Brock 1966). It is more likely, however,
that the major input of phosphates to this lagoonal ecosystem is provided from
terrestrial runoff. Sramek (1974) has shown a significant increase in the level of
phosphates in Banana Creek following periods of rainfall. Of all the elements
pres ent in living organisms, phosphorus is likely to be the most important eco-
logically, because the ratio of phosphorus to the other elements in organisms tends
to be considerably greater than the ratio of these elements in the natural environ-
ment. Phosphorus deficiency is therefore more likely to be limiting to productivi-
ty than is the deficiency of any other material except water (Hutchinson 1957).
Phosphorus occurs naturally in only two forms. either as the fully oxidized
phosphate (PO4) or as part of organic phosphate esters (Brock 1966). Pyrophos-
phate hydrolyzes readily to orthophosphate, and other reduced forms probably
auto-oxidize. if they exist at all in nature. Phosphate exists as soluble inorganic
phosphate, insolu1:)le ferric and calcium phosphates, soluble and colloidal organic
phosphate. and particulate organic phosphate (Brock 1966, Standard Methods, 13th
ed.) •
Ferric phosphate is very insoluble, and some phosphate may be kept out
of solution this way. If H2S is present, phosphate may be released anareobically
by the formation of ferrous sulfide (FeS). Organic molecules often have reactive
functional group sites that can capture PO4 anions. In the sediments. a chaD.ge in
\
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redox conditions can free these bound phosphates from their organic and metallic'
cations, and in some instances, the release can be quantitative to the point where
the pH drops to 5.8, buffered by acid phosphate (Wood 1967).
Plants contain organic phosphorus associated with phytins, phospholipids,
nucleoproteins, and nucleic acids. Phosphate also acts as an inorganic buffer in
cells and is found in food vacuoles. Phosphorus in certain organic compounds
mobilizes more rapidly under alkaline conditions than acid. A lowering of the ratio
of carbon to phosphorus in the environment favors the release of phosphate (Nelson
1972) • Silicates, iron, and aluminum are all known to immobilize pho&phate,
especially under acid conditions, so it can be seen that the phosphorus budget is
not determined exclusively by the organic decompositional processes. Near the
sediment surface, where organic detritus is abundant, microbial demand for phos-
phate assimilates most of that made available by db~composition. At greater depths,
after the evolution of C02 lowers the C: P ratio, excess phosphorus over demand
appears in the pore water. Nelson (1972) reported highest phosphate concentrations
at 25 em. below the sedimentary surface in cores taken from the Rappahannock
River Estuary. Microbes probably selectively decompose first carbonaceous and
then nitrogenous components of the sediments in preference to phosphatic com-
pounds with the result that the critical C:P ratio that mobilizes PO4 is achieved
more slowly than the critical C:N ratio that mobili.l!:es ammonia (Nelson 1966).
D. Nitrogen
Nitrogen complements phosphorus as the major nutrient most like~ to be
limiting in aqueous environments, and past researeh has shown that the are.,.around
the Kennedy Space Center is limited by nitrogen (J .. A. Lasater, personal coWnii.~lai­
cation). An established method of measuring the fertility of water has been the",,-
measurement of nitrate therein, on the assumption that this was the main source
of nitrogen used by the phytoplankton. It is now known that many organisms (mi-
crobes) use ammonia or organic nitrogen sources directly, and that a number of
them can fix nitrogen (Wood 1967). Nitrate content of the water may therefore in-
dicate the presence or absence of organisms that use oxidized nitrogen sources,
rather than fertility.
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Nitrogen is found in the environment as a free gas (N2) , as nitrate (NOS)'
nitrite (N02) , ammonia (NHS) and as organically bound nitrogen. Nitrate and
ammonia enter the aqueous ecosys tern through rainfall, and terrestrial runoff
also provides nitrogenous compounds. The nitrogen transformations of most
interest in aquatic environments are those of nitrogen fixation and denitrification,
processes which oppose one another. Protein decomposition releases ammonia
by deamination, and the remaining protein residue is attacked further which pro-
duces CO2 , Under anaerobic conditions,the end prodUCts of this process include
NH3 , CO2 , and organic compounds such as amines and organic acids. The ni-
trogen budget must be interpreted in terms of the ammonia mobilized (Nelson
1972). Ammonia accumulation represents excess substrate nitrogen over the
amount required by microbial demand. Since the microbes are known to prefer to
mineralize the carbohydrate fraction before the protein fraction, CO2 is evolved
and volatilized while microbial demand utilizes the available nitrogen until the
C:N ratio drops to a favorable level. Once the critical ratio is attained, excess
nitrogen becomes available as ammonia (Nelson 1972).
E. Sulfur
While sulfur only rarely acts as an element limiting productivity or bio-
logical development under natural conditions, the toxicity of some sulfur com-
pounds (especially H2S and ~pM4F are of ecological significance. Sulfur has a
large number of oxidation states, and is important geochemically as well as bio-
logically. But the most important relationship concerning sulfur and the environ-
ment is that established by the cycling of sulfur through the sediments. a process
of such great significance that some believe that the sulfur cycle is the singly
most important phenomenon taking place in the sedimentary enviro~ent (Wood
1965, FEnchel 1969).
The concentration of sulfate (SO4) is fairly high in sea water, and sulfate is
second only to bicarbonate as the most common ion in rain water. Primary pro-
ducers can use sUlfate as a sulfur source. reducing it to the -II oxidation level
(Brock 1966). Many decomposing bacteria are able to liberate H2S from sulfur
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containing amino acids, and this is a major source of H2S in aerobic environ-
ments •
Four types of reaction sequences are promi.nent in the sulfur cycle:
mineralization of organic sulfur containing compounds, assimilation of inorganic
sulfur compounds and their incorp,Jration into protoplasm, oxidation of the sulfur
in amino acids and inorganic compounds, and of most significance here, the re-
duction of elemental sulfur and sulfate to sulfide (Alexander 1971).
The sulfur oxidizing bacteria such as Thiobacillus and the purple and green
sulfur bacteria are found at or near the sediment surface. Below these lie the
sulfur reducing bacteria, most notably the Desulfovibrio, a genus of anaerobic
bacteria using sulfate as their terminal electron ac:ceptol' and thereby producing
large quantities of ~p •. There is sufficient sulfate in sea water to allow for a
substantial reduction, provided that there is sufficleI;lt saprotrophic digestion of
organic matter to reduce the redox potential of the sea water system (pH of about
8.3) about +100 mv (Wood 1967). At this point the reduction of sulfate and/or ex-
tensive anaerobic digestion can further reduce the environment to about -300 mv.
This low potential is limiting to some organisms and favorable to others. Where
the reduction of sulfates is high, the phosphate content of the sediment will be low
due to the release of phosphoric acid through the action of H2S and the consequent
precipitation of the iron cations (as sulfides) that formerly bound the phosphate.
The redox potential, primarily under the control of the sulfur cycle, also affects
the carbon cycle since the adsorbtion of organic material on inorganic particles is
, .
affected by redox conditions (Wood 1967). Thus the biogeochemistry of the sulfur
\
cycle is unique because, in addition to the transformations expected of\any ele-
\
ment that enters into cell structure, the conversions undergone in the c3\cling of
\
sulfur affect the behavior and reactions of the othell' elements. '
It should be apparent from the foregoing discussion that the chemistrya~
the sediments cannot be totally understood without examining the mic robiological '
communities as well. For details on the specific microbiology of the Kennedy
Space Center lagoons, refer to the work of Beazley (1973), Noble (in press),
Blevins (1974) and Beazley, Nevin, and Lasater (1!n4).
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III. DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA
The Kennedy Space Center, located in Florida's central East Coast (Figure
4) is surrounded by three separate lagoons (Figure 5). Brown (1962) classifies
this area of Brevard County as humid subtropical with normal monthly tempera-
turesof about 170 C in January and 2SoC in August, with the average at about
22. SoC. Annual rainfall in this area averages to about 50 inches (127 em), with
most of the precipitation resulting from thundershower activity commonly occuring
..
from May through October. The water in these lagoons is polyhaline, having an
average salinity of 27. S % (standard deviation = 3. 7S) • The sediments are primar-
ily fine sands with varying amounts of shell debris and little or no silts or clays.
"Cultural" inputs to the water and the sediments are supplied from sewage treat-
ment plants, industrial wastes, boating, and other recreational activity. The most
prominent man-made perturbation of the sedimentary environment has been the
dredging of a 100 foot (30 m) wide, 12 foot (3.6 rn) deep navigational channel which
is part of the Intracoastal Waterway.
To the west of KSC complex lies the northern portion of the Indian River,
which is bounded on the east by Merritt Island and on the west by the Florida main-
land. The southernmost boundary of the Indian River study area is the NASA
causeway, which runs east to west at approximately 2 S032' N. latitude, and the
northern end of the Indian River ends at approximately 2 SO49' N. latitude, at the
lower end of the Turnbull Creek. The second lagoon, now known as the Indian
River Lagoon (formerly and aptly known as Mosquito Lagoon) is bounded on the
east by the beach barrier islands and on the west by Merritt Island. It extends
approximately from southeast to northwest from 2So 40' to 290 05' N.' latitude,
where there is a connection to the sea at Ponce de Leon Inlet. The Indian River
o
and the Indian River (Mosquito) Lagoon are connected via Haulover Canal at 2S OS'
(part of the Intracoastal Waterway) and the area of the Indian River Lagoon lnves..:.
tigated here roughly brackets, this canal, extending from 2 SO45' to 2 SO41'. The
third lagoon under study is that of the northern portion of the Banana River, which
connects with the ocean through the Canaveral locks • This lagoon is bounded on
the east by the Cape Canaveral peninsula, and on the west by Merritt Island. The
portion of the Banana River sampled in this study lies just south of the Nasa Park-
way East Causeway, at approximately 28029' N. laHtude. Currents in the lagoons
are determined primarily by wind direction and velocity (Dill 1974).
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In the initial stages of the research effort conducted for NASA by F.!. T. ,
a sampUngsite network was established using the National Fish and Wildlife
service chart no. 4R-FLA-632-4100. The network was established by drawing a
grid of lines at intervals of one minute of latitude a.nd longitude, which provided
each sample site with a unique geographical address that could be simply stated
and easily re-created (M. R. Carey 1973). For convenience, the three lagoons
were divided into four sampling areas; the Indian River was divided into two
areas by the Titusville causeway, with the water to the south designated as Area
1, and the water to the north as Area 2. The Induui River Lagoon is known as
Area 3, and the Banana River as Area 4. All siteB carry a prefix numeral de-
signating the area in which the site is located, and a suffix numeral designating
the specific site, with the smaller numbers in the southern end of the area. For
example, site 1-2 is located in the southern end of Area 1.
Twenty-six sites representing a variety of conditions were employed in
this study of the sedimentary chemistry, and twenty-two of these corresponded
with previously established sampling locations. This made it possible to corre-
late the new data with many months of observatiOI1l3 of the water chemistry, and
in some instances, the biology and geology of the area. In addition to these. four
special sites were established. each located within ten meters of past or present-
ly operating sewage treatment plant outfalls. These special sites are designated
by a letter S following the numbers of the nearest lpreviously established site,
e.g. site 2-1 S. is at the point of effluent emission of the Titusville North sewage
treatment plant which lies adjacent to site 2-1.
The sites selected for study fall into four major catagories. Sites 1-11,
1-15, 1-23, 1-26,2-1,2-2, 4-12, and 4-16 were chosen because of their proxi-
mity to the discharge pipes of the four treatment plants in the area. Sites 2-17,
2-9,2-24,3-12, and 1-6 (in addition to some of the sites previously mentioned)
were selected for their close proximity to the Intracoastal Waterway. Sites 1-2,
1-8, 1-19, 2-30, 3-3, 3-7, 3-9. and 4-18 were selected because they are in
rather remote areas and might give a picture of wJbat "natural" conditions are
like. Finally, certain sites, (including some mentioned) were selected for indi-
Vidually specific reasons. Sites 1-20 and 1-19 were chosen because this area had.
been previously shown to be one of high biological activity. Site 1-26, downstream
in Banana Creek from the discharge site of a now inactive treatment plant. was
selected because of a high bacteria count that had 'been observed there during the
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summer of 1972. Sites 1-23, 2-2, 2-24, and 4-16 are all in an area of reduced
water circulation due to the construction of causeways. Although this non-rand0!Il
method of choosing sample sites will not give the "average picture" of the area
the way a random sampling procedure would, it will provide specific information
about certain aspects of man's impact on the lagoonal sediments, and this is the
primary research objective.
Samples were taken during the first five months of 1975, and each site was
sampled only once. This implies that the results obtained may not be representa-
tive of the year-round physiochemical structure of the sediments; however, since
the characteristics of sediments are longer lived than those of the water colwnn,
it is felt that the results are useful in assessing ''baseline'' conditions.
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IV. SAMPLING TECHNIQUE
With the exception of three shallow water sites, all cores were taken
from the s ide of a sixteen foot aluminum boat. Sample site location was deter-
mined by the use of a hand held compass using fixed points on the shoreline to
help determine reference bearings. On arriving at a station. three anchors
were deployed in a triangular pattern so as to minimize wind driftage. This
was important, as a total of four cores were takeDL at most sites and it was de-
sirable to have them in as close proximity as possible. The nature elf the bottom
in these lagoons, especially at depths of less than one meter, is often very patchy
(visual observation) with areas of clean sand lying between areas of marine gras-
ses (chiefly Diplanthera and Cymodoceum). Hence a small amount of drifting
could place the boat over a somewhat different sedimentary substrate.
After securing the anchOit's. a water sample was taken close to the sedi-
ment surface for later testing of pH and salinity. The temperature and dissolved
oxygen content of the water just above the surface were measured with a YSI
Model 45 Dissolved Oxygen meter and recorded. 'Three cores were then taken
for Mendelsohn's analysis using 2" PVC pipes approximately 30 cm. long and a
T-type coring handle which has been employed by F. 1. T. in previous sediment
surveys. These were capped and taped for transport back to the laboratory.
Finally, sediments for nutrient analysis were colllBcted in a 30 cm., 2" diameter
PVC pipe that had been cut in half lengthwise. The two halves were held together
for coring by the core handle above and a hose clamp below. This arrangement
was designed for the purpose of taking samples in the field directly from the cor-
er and placing them in jars containing the approprilate preservative. Once the
core was on board the boat, the hose clamp was removed and the corer extracted
from the handle. Whatever water was collected in the corer above the sediment
was allowed to slowly drain out the two slits along the side of the core tube, al-
loWing suspended matter to settle onto the sediment's surface. The alternative
method, that of pouring off the top portion of the water, was felt by this investi-
gator to be unsuitable for surface sediment analysjls, as it was impossible to avoid
pouring off some of the sediment with the water. After the water was drained, a
knife was inserted through the slits in the PVC pipe and pulled down through the
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sediment, dividing it neatly into two halves. These were separated, and the Eh
of the st-'<liment was measured bnmediately using an Orion Model 404 Research
lonanalyzer. Finally, the top four cm. of sediment was removed and evenly
divided into four separate containers, one each for carbon, phosphorus, nitro-
gen, and sulfide analysis. These were then placed in an ice chest until they
could be frozen in the laboratory's freezer.
Four sites were sampled during each of six sampling trips. On one oc-
casion (sites 2-2 and 2-18), rough water and a balky motor made it necessary to
limit sampling to only two sites.
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v. LABORATORY mol~barobp
The optimal method for analyzing nutrient concentrations in the sedi-
ments is to run all analyses immediately after sampling. Time and manpo~er
i
considerations made this procedure impossible, so it was necessary to add pre-
servatives to the samples to be analyzed for nitrogen, phosphorus, and sulfides
(see Table 2). All preservatives were added to the sample containers in the lab-
oratory prior to collection, and in the case of nitrogen and phosphorus, the sam-
..
pIe containers were weighed before and after sample collection. This was made
necessary by the fact that wet samples were used in the phosphorus and nitrogen
tests, and certain correctioris had to be made which required accurate knowledge
of exactly how much sediment had been collected. (For a detailed description of
the corrections and calculations used in this procedure, see Appendix A .) The
samples were placed in an ice chest immediately a:fter collec:tion in order to
slow biological activity as much as possible, and then placed in a freezer in the
laboratory. They remained in the freezer at -1 to -SoC until immediately prior
to testing. Phosphate and nitrate tests were run immediately after thawing,
while carbon and sulfide tests were conducted on sEJdiments oven dried at 1050 C.
Table 2 gives a summary of the nutrient spElcies analyzed, the preserva-
tives used, and the laboratory technique employed for analysis.
A. Nitrogen Analysis
The nitrogen compounds studied in this report are those of ammonia and
organic nitrogen. Nitrate nitrogen, originally proposed for study, was not found
in the sediments tested in measurable quantities. This finding has been corro-
borated elsewhere (K. B. Clark, personal communication).
Nitrate begins to become unstable at a redox potential of about +220 mv
(Willrich and Smith 1970), so it is not surprising to find no measurable quantities
of nitrate in the sediments collected in this study, as field measurements showed
all Eh values to be negative.
TABLE 2
Summary of Nutrient Species Analyzed,
Preservatives Used, and Laboratory Analysis Employed
Nutrient Species Preservative Used Lab Procedure Used
NH3 Dilute H2SO4 Semi-micro Kjeldahl Hengar Co.
(.8 m1 conc. H2S04 !liter)
Procedure adapted from Standard Methods
N-org Dilute H2SO4 Semi-micro Kjeldahl Hengar Co.
(.8 ml conc. ~pM4 !liter) Procedure adapted from Standard Methods
P dissolved HgCl Solution Stannous Chloride determination
(40 mg HgCl/ liter) (Standard Methods)
P total Sulfuric acid - Nitric acid digestion followed
by Stannous Chloride determination
Sulfides 2 N Zn Acetate solution Titrimetric (Iodine) Method (Standard Methods)
as modified by Soule and Oguri (1974)
C03 None Acid attack, modified from Gross (1867) as
outlined by Dagget (1973)
Organic Carbon None Chromic acid oxidation technique, Holme and
McIntyre (1971)
The method employed for nitrogen analysis was a micro-Kjeldahl tech-
nique developed by the Hengar Company as a modification of standard Kjeldahl
procedures. This method was chosen because it offered the convenience of re-
quiring less time and fewer materials than the standard Kjeldahl procedure
(Henwood and Garey, no date).
The procedure as outlined in the Hengar Co. instructions required a few
modifications for sediment work. As it was desired to determine ammonia ni-
trogen as well as total organic nitrogen (the Hengar procedure is designed only
for the latter) a preliminary ammonia diBtillation was designed followiAg guide-
lines established in Standard Methods. Briefly stated, approximately two grams
of accurately weighed wet sediment were added to aL 100 ml. Hengar flask, fol-
lowed by approximately 25 mI. water. two mI. of phosphate buffer solution, and
two or three boiling chips. In preliminary laboratory tests, frothing of the sedi-
ment-water mixture became a serious problem, to the point where bubbles were
traveling all the way from the reaction flask to the ammonia collecting flask.
nullifying the results. This problem was solved by adding a small amount (ap-
proximately one g.) of pure parafin to the reaction flask.
After ammonia distillation was completed (distillation was allowed to
run for one half hour. or until the upper part of the condenser leading into the
collecting flask became hot - which even took longer). the digestion and final dis-
tillation procedure were performed, following established Hengar procedures
with the following modifications.
The Hengar method calls for digestion with 2 .5 mls. of concentrated sul-
phuric acid, a process that converts organic nitrogen to ammonia for collection
in a final distillation. Due to the low quantities of organic nitrogen present in the
sediments under study. this was reduced to two mlH. A small amount of parafin
was added again prior to the final distillation.
After the sediment has been digested and the organic nitrogen converted
to ammonia, the solution is neutralized with sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and then
distilled. In the Hengar method, this neutralizatiol1 is to be brought about with
the addition of three g. of NaOH. Preliminary laboratory investigations revealed.
however, that this procedure was unsatisfactory. Not oniy did the addition of
solid NaOH cause a violent reaction in the flask. but also it was found that three g.
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were not sufficient to raise the pH to above seven, which was a necessary prere-
quisite if any ammonia was to be distilled. To overcome this difficulty, a solu-
tion of 9 N NaOH was made for purposes of neutralization. Since two mls.
of concentrated sulphuric acid (36 N) were used in the digestion, approximately
eight mls. of 9 N NaOH were used in neutralization. To assure that a pH change
to basic conditions had occured, an indicator (phenolphthaline) was added to the
solution. After successful pH adjustment was achieved, the procedure was run
normally.
In both ammonia and organic nitrogen determinations, ammonia is dis-
tilled through along inverted U-shaped glass condenser (total length approximately
61 em.) and collected in a 125 ml. flask containing 10.0 mls. of .02 N sulphuric
acid. The amount of ammonia collected is determined by titrating the dilute acid
to neutrality (methyl red as indicator) with .02 N NaOH. The one problem that
persisted throughout the nitrogen determinations was that of bumping - the spon-
taneous ''burst of boiling" that occurs when sediments and water are heated from
below. The difficulty associated with this phenomenon lies in the fact 1;llat a bump
of sufficient force could cause some of the collecting acid to be splashed out of
the collecting flask, voiding the results. A number of early determinations had
to be restarted because of this difficulty. The use of a 12 5 mI. erlenm~yer flask
instead of the recommended beaker as the collecting vessel made this problem
less extreme as the condenser was only slightly smaller than the opening at the
top of the flask and acted as a stopper - so most of the splashing that occured
as a result of bumping was contained in the flask. The heavy handed use of boil-
ing chips was only slightly successful in reducing bumping.
All of the modifications to standard procedures listed ab0ve were shown
to have no biasing effect on final results by the extensive use of "blank" deter-
minations during testing. It is the retrospective opinion of this investigator, how-
ever, that the micro Kjeldahl technique employed here is of only marginal use in
sediment analysis. The problem of bumping was never satisfactorily overcome,
and many of the final results were erratic when bumping was severe. Lowering
the boiling temperature had the effect of reducing the severity of bumping, but also
lengthened the time required to run the experiments at least threefold. It is sug-
gested that future sediment investigators run a comparison of time and collection
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efficiency of this technique and the macro Kjeldahl as described in Standard
Methods, 13th cd. , prior to final teohnique selection.
To calculate the amount of f>Lmmonia or organic nitrogen present in the
quantity of sediment analyzed, the following procedure was employed. The
amount of ammonia collected in the receiving flask was determined by the mls.
of .02 N NaOH required to neutralize the solution I(X). Thus:
xmls. X .02N i I t fNH1000 = equ va en s 0 3
equivalents of NH3 X molecular wt of NHa = g. of NH3
And for organic nitrogen:
equivalents of NH3 x molecular wt of N =: g. of N
These lab results were then cf)nverted to ug/g dry sediment via the procedure
outlined in Appendix A •
B. Sulfide Analysis
Sulfide concentrations were determined by an iodine titration technique as
outlined in Standard Methods, 13th ed. , and modified by Soule and Oguri (1974)'.
In this procedure, sulfides are converted to hydrogen sulfide (H2S) in a ,reaction
ra~k by tht.~ addition of a strong acid (concentrated H2S04). The H2S that is given
urr is tranl:>portocl da a carrier gas (N2) into two Elerially connected collection
fl8llks cont~yining zinc aCt'tate. There the H2S combines with the zinc aoetate to
form a precipitate. After acidification and the addition of an exact amount of
iodine solution, the unreacted iodine is titrated with sodium thk>sulfate Ek~p2MPF
using starch as an indicator. This procedure is straight-forward and efficient;
standardization with a sulfide solution produced recoveries of > 90% immediately.
Sulfide content of the sed.iment was determined by the following iormula:
ml Iodine - ml k~p2MP X 400
mg / kg S:t>' = ug / g S- = g dry v.:eight
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C. Carbonate Carbon Analysis
The determination of carbonate ca:rbon was achieved by a method de-
scribed by Gross (1967). In this procedure, the sediment reacts with phosphoric
acid dripped onto the sediment contained in a U-tube, and carbon dioxide (C02 )
is liberated from the carbonates by action with the acid. The CO2 generated is
carried via dry CO2 free air through tubes containing magnesium perchlorate
(MgCI04) (water trap) and manganese dioxide (Mn02) (to remove oxides of sulfur
and nitrogen) and absorbed on NaOH contained in a collecting tube. Th~ collecting
tube is weighed before and after the test, to gravimetrically determine the amount
of CO2 absorbed. The weight of CO2 collected is converted to per cent carbonate
and per cent inorganic 'Carbon by the following formulas:
weight CO2%Carbonate =_~~__~
weight sample
60 gms C03X X 100
44 gms CO2
%Inorganic Carbon =
weight CO2
weight sample
X 12 gms C
44 gms CO2
X 100
1 %c. = 10 mg/g Cinmorg org
This procedure was standardized with calcium carbonate (CaC03) and recovery
was found to exceed 95%.
D. Organic Carbon Analysis
The determination of organic carbon in the sediments followed the pro-
cedure outlined by Walkley and Black as presented in Holme and McIntyre (1971).
This is a chromic acid oxidation technique in which the sediment sample is di-
gested with a chromic acid-sulfuric acid mixture, and the excess of chromic acid
not reduced bJ the organic matter is titrated with ferrous sulfate, a standard fer-
rous salt. A detailed description of the procedure and instructions for prepara-
tions of reagents can be found on pages 49 and 50 of Methods for the Study of
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Marine Benthos I Holme and McIntyre I eds. , (1971). Approximately 1.5 g. of
dried, seived (42 5 micron mesh) sediments were used for this analysis I and or-
ganic carbon content was determined by the following formula:
mg C-org / g. dry sed. wt.
where
VI:: amount of N potassium di-chromatlB used;
V2 amount of N ferrous sulfate used;
W = weight of sample.
The number three reflects the fact that each m!. of oxidized dichromate repre-
sents three mg. of organic carbon. All values of organic carbon reported in this
thesis are uncorrected values (see Discussion section).
E. Phosphorus Analysis
The analysis of phosphorus in this researlch followed the stannous chloride
technique for measuring orthophosphate, as described in the 13th edition of Stand-
ard Methods. Soluble (dissolved and suspended) orthophosphate and total phos-
phorus were measured separately, the latter detElrmination requiring a prelimin-
ary digestion with a nitric-sulfuric acid mixed reagent in order to convert the or-
ganic phosphate compounds to orthophosphate for measurement. In this determina-
tion, orthophosphate combines with ammonium molylxlate to form molylxlo-phos-
phoric acid. This complex is then organically extracted from an aqueous solution
by a benzene-isobutanol solvent. After separation, the addition of methyl alcohol
and sulfuric acid allows the reduction of the molybdophosphoric acid to molylxlenum
blue when stannous chloride is added. The molybdenum blue forms an intensely
blue colored complex which can be measured colorimetrically with a Spectronic 20
colorimeter. A blank was run with each test to check for possible phosphate con-
tamination and for use as a colorimetric standard. Standards were frequently run
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to check for deviations of the calibration curve which can occur at higher cohcen-
tratiOIlS. Concentrations of phosphorus were determined from a standard curve
which plotted phosphate concentrations as a function of color intensity. Molyb-
denum blue methods for phosphate analysis are quite sensitive and are widely used
in soil and sediment testing (Olsen and Dean 1965).
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VI. PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF DATA
Prior to discussing the results of this study jln detail, it would be uSeful
to examine and review some of the limitations of the results presented. As with
any scientific research, it is desireable to gather as much data about a specific
parameter as possible. A significant limitation to the results presented here may
originate from the fact that each sample site was visited only once, and it was
thus impossible to measure changes that might occur in a seasonal pattern. The
sediments used in the nutrient analyses were taken from the same core sample,
.
and therefore represent conditions prevailing at that one specific location. Un-
fortunately, however, the bottom of the lagoons studied here are quite patchy,
and visual examination of some of the shallower sit€~s revealed that even the sedi-
ment surface exhibited a "marbelized" color pattern; that is, areas of dark sedi-
ment were intermixed in areas of very clean sediment. This was especially ap-
parent at the shallow sites when a fairly large current was in evidence. Since
the results of the two investigators were to be eventually pooled, and since each
would be drawing from the results of the other, the effort was made to take all
cores at a site from sediments that looked representative of each particular site,
and the extreme conditions were ignored. It was impossible to guage the success
of this effort at the deep water sites, as the turbidity of the water generally made
it difficult to see more than about a meter into the water.
One shortcoming of the sampling technique that may have had a significant
effect on certain results arose from the method employed in the collection of
samples for water content analysis. Water content.s were determined on samples
taken from cores opened in the laboratory. These cores were exposed to vibrations
in transport from collecting site to the laboratory that varied from mild to ex-
treme, creating the possibility of disturbing the water content values. The impor-
tance of accurate water content values can be appreciated by reading Appendix A
concerning the calculations involved when analyses are made on wet samples. It
is recommended that future researchers remove samples for water content analy-
sis in the field.
The laboratory methods employed were generally sat;isfactory, with the
possible exception of the micro-Kjeldahl technique. Difficulties associated with
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this procedure have already been discussed. While most determinations were
run in duplicate or triplicate for each site ~.. some of the phosphate analyses,
which were performed by an assistant, were run only once. This, of course)
makes it impossible to judge the repeatibility of the measurement at that site.
All laboratory determinations have been included in the appendix section.
The sites selected for this study were chosen to represent a wide variety
of conditions in the lagoonal system. For this reason, pooling all of the results
is of limited use in determining the relationships of one nutrient to the other ~ as
different sites should be expected to have somewhat different characteristics.
Therefore, sites have been pooled according to their dominant characteristics
as outlined in the section on site selection (see Tables 3-7).
One final limitation must be discussed with regard to the sampling proce-
dure. When the split core tube was opened for extraction of the sediments, a
portion of the sediment was exposed to the air. Bray, et.a1. , (1973) report that
this procedure can have the effect of decreasing the inorganic phosphate content
of the sample, especially when iron is present, and the authors suggest that the
sampling extraction be done in an inert atmosphere. For this reason, the figures
reported for total phosphorus are probably more reliable than those given for to,..
tal soluble phosphate and only total phosphate values are discussed here. Expo-
sure to the air may also oxidize sulfides to sulfates, causing the reported sulfide
results to be on the low side.
The sediments in the lagoons surrounding the Kennedy Space Center are
without doubt acting as nutrient sinks with respect to the overlying body of water.
The concentration of nitrogen in the organic form alone is on the order of five
orders of magnitude greater than that reported in the water column as nitrate
(Lasater 1974). Total phosphorus averages to six thousand times that level re-
ported for the water column. In general, the sediments studied ranged from very
clean sands with little organic material at all (such as at the south end of Area 1)
to a highly enriched organic sediment as in that found at the sewage outfall in
Area 4.
One finding which had ,been previously undiscovered in the research on
these lagoons was the lower pH of the water at the sediment surface. In the past
work on-the water quality o~ these lagoons, water samples were either taken from
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a pump and hose apparatus or by holding the water sample bottle under the surface
in order to let it fiII. In neither case was the watler directly over the sediment
sampled, and in some cases the deepest water collected may have been taken
. .
from as much as two feet (.6 m) above the bottom. Samples collected for this
study were taken either by a messenger activated collection device lowered to
just above the bottom, or by diving to the bottom a.nd opening a collecting jar.
The pH values obtained in this study are in the raIllge of 6.5 to 6.9 for both the
bottom water and the sediments, with the two correlating well. These figures
contrast with the average value of eight for the pH of the overlying water mass
as a whole (Lasater 1974). This discrepancy is easily explained, hoWever, since
t he production of acids in the sediments, chiefly the phosphoric and sulfuric acids,
will naturally lower the local pH. The pH of the water immediately above the
sediments is known to be controlled by processes <Dccuring in the sediments, so
low pH values here are to be expected. These results could be easily tested in
the future by deploying an immersible pH probe over the side of a boat and re-
cording pH vs depth.
The concentration of organic carbon in the sediments is widely used as
a major parameter for the evaluation of the nutrient levels present there. In a
recent study by Folger (1972) in which 45 estuarie13 and lagoons around the United
States were studied and compared for the Department of the Interior, organic
carbon was in many cases the only nutrient specien examined. While nitrogen
levels were examined in some instances, the high degree of correlation between
organic carbon and organic (Kjeldahl) nitrogen found in the present study (.97)
supports the contention that organic carbon presents the best method of assessing
nutrient characteristics in the sediment. (Organic carbon also had· a high corre-
lation (.97) with COD (Figure 6) and with Total Volatile Solids (.91) (Figure 7).
The concentration of organic carbon in the sediments represents about half the
total organic matter present there and consists of both natural plant and animal
remains and of various pollutants (Folger 1972). Since the procedure for the de-
termination of organic carbon was straightforward and the results were the most
consistent of those obtained in this nutrient study, organic carbon values will pro-
vide the basic framework of this discussion section, with the other nutrients pro-
viding supplemental information where applicable. Each nutrient species will then
i
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be discussed individually with respect to high and low values and other miscel-
laneous findings.
One significant point should be mentioned prior to discussing the organic
carbon values in detail. The figures indicated throughout this report represent
uncorrected values as determined by the formula given in the section on laboratory
procedures. The method used in this research was taken from Holme and McIn-
tyre (1971) who report the technique as giving a recovery of from 75 to 90 per cent,
and who do not feel that a correction factor should be used when reporting the re-
suIts. Using the same technique however, Allison, in Black (1965) suggests that
a correction factor of 1.3 or 1.33 be used when reporting the results. Since this
discussion focuses primarily on relative rather than absolute values, the use of
uncorrected results is quite sufficient, but this matter does become important
when carbon-nitrogen ratios are discussed (see below).
In order to help differentiate between natural and man-made conditions in
the lagoonal sediments, the sampled sites have been divided into four categories
in Tables 3 - 8 according to guidelines established in the section on site selection.
Since some sites represent more than one influence. some results are included in
more than one category. These categories were further divided by sampling area
and averages were calculated where applicable (no averages were made in the cate-
gory referred to as "Other", since there was no unifying characteristic in the sites
mentioned there). No table was made for soluble phosphorus (it is included in total
phosphorus) or for carbonate carbon. The two outfalls inArea 1 were grouped
separately, and in Area 4, averages for the outfall area were calculated with
and without the value for Site 4-16S.
Mean organic carbon values are summarized in Figures 8 - 11 and Table
3. Six sites were considered representative of natural conditions in Area I, al-
though three of these are located in close proximity to the Intracoastal Waterway
and are included in that grouping also (note that a number of sites fall into more
than one category). The average value of organic carbon in these sites is 3 • 17
mg/g with highs of 4.81 mg/g and 4.55 mg/g found at the shallow Sites 1-26 (. 75m)
and 1-8 (.5 m) respectively. The lowest values were found at the deeper Sites 1-2
(1.84 mg/g C, 1.6 m) and 1-6 (1.42 mg/g C, 2.0 m). This inverse correlation
with depth is explained by t4e fact that high carbon values were obtained from those
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TABLE ) ORGANIC CARBON (mg/g)
SITE DEPTH NATURAL WATERWAY. OUTFALL OTHER
1-2 1.6m 1.84 1.84
1-6 2.0 1.42 1.42
1-8 . 5 4.55
1-11 2.0 ).10 3·10
1-11.S
·5 1.97
1-15 2.0 3·0 3.0
1-19 1.0 3.52 )·52
1-20 1·75· 2.86 2.86
1-23 1.0 2.44
1-26 ·75 4.81 0-
1-29S
·5 2.98*
(MEAN) 1 17 2.60 ? t1q
2-1 .5 2.11 2.11
2-1.S .75 5.67
2-2 1.25 6.30 6.30
2-9 1·3 2·51 2·51
2-17 1. 75 4.04 4.04
W~J24 1.0 2.80 2.80
2-30
·5 4.78
(MEAN) 1.77 1.27 1J. f..Q
'.
J-J 1.0 6.52
3-7 1.75 2·50
3-9 2.0 6·51
3-12 .75 4.82 4.82
(MEAN) 5.09
4-12 .25 2·52 2·52
4-16 1.25 3.08 3.08 3.08
4-16s .25 53·5*
4-18
·5 6.06
(MEAN) 3.89 2.80
* THIS SITE NOT COMPUTED IN THE MEAN FOR THIS A~.
AVERAGE FOR BANANA CREEK (1-26 and 1-29S): J.90m g
AVERAGE POR AREA AROUND BANANA RIVER
OUTFALL INCLUDING THE VALUE AT SITE 4-16s: 19.7mg/g
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* 1-15
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Figure 8. Organic Carbon values (mg/g) in Area 1.
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Figure 10. Organic Carbon values (mg/g) in Area 3.
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Figure 11. Organic Carbon values (mg/g) in Area 4.
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shallow areas where there was extensive growth of rooted-vegatation, and thus a
high level of organic detritus. Grasses are known to slow the circulation of
water and allow suspended materials to settle out, while at the same time the
broken and dead fragments of the grasses accumulate and are recycled through
the food chain.
The sites near the Intracoastal Waterway in Area 1 have average organic
carbon values of 2.60 mg/g, with a low at the south end (1-6, 1.42 mg/g) and a
high near the Knox McCrae (Titusville South) treatment plant outfall (3. 10 mg/g).
The lower carbon values in these sites reflect their greater average aepth com-
pared to the natural areas.
The three sites used to measure the impact of the treatment plant have an
average value between those of the waterway and the natural areas (2.69 mg/g) ,
but here it is interesting to note that the depth relationship is reversed, with the
shallower site (1-11S) showing lower values than the deeper values. Two factors
probably account for this. Firstly. there was no evidence of rooted vegetation
at I-11S, and secondly, the turbulent boiling action resulting from the sewage
plant's discharge evident in this vicinity could well have scoured the bottom clean
(values for organic nitrogen and total phosphorus were also lower at I-lIS than
at the two nearest sites). Another factor which may be of consequence here lies
in the fact that the effluent from the treatment plant is fresh water, and therefore
probably does not mix immediately with the saline waters of the lagoon. There
.
may be a tendency for the lighter fresh water to disperse on the surface before
intermixing with the river water. and suspended material may be carried some
distance away from the discharge site prior to settling out.
Sites 1-26 and 1-29S, located on opposite sides of SR 3 in the Banana Creek,
show the high average C...org value of 3.90 mg/g. Since the treatment plant ad-
jacent to the VAB is now basically inactive, and since Banana Creek has been
dammed midway between these sites during the construction of the Space Shuttle
runway and crawlerway, this high value can be regarded as representative of the
large amount of detritus present in the creek. Banana Creek has the highest shore-
line to water volume ratio of all the areas studied here, and probably is the most
affected by surface runoff. The averages for organic nitrogen, sulfides, and total
phosphorus were higher in Banana Creek than in any other grouped category in Area 1.
-17
In Area 2, averages for organic carbon are higher than in Area 1 in all
three major categories (natural, waterway, and outfall). This may be due in part
to the influence of the Titusville North treatment plan;t, which produces 3.5 times
the effluent of its southern counterpart (the figures are 1.2 and 4.2 million gallons
per day, respectively) (Mendelsohn 1975). The aVerl:Lge for the sites in natural
areas is 3. 77 mg/g, while the average for the area of restricted circulation be-
tween the Titusville causeway and the railroad bridge which lies further north is
4.69 mg/g. While it is possible that the sewage efflu.ent is having an enriching
effect on the water mass and producing the concomitant proliferation of phytoplank-
ton (which eventually find their way to the sediments), the fact that Area 3, which
has no sewage input, shows an even higher average v:alue (5.09 mg/g) leads one to
suspect that the higher values in Area 2 compared with Area 1 are the result of a
larger area of shallow water and a higher standing crop of biomass. The sites ad-
jacent to the waterway in Area 2 have a C-org average of 3.27 mg/g, again reflect-
ing lower average values with greater depth.
In Area 3, all sites can be considered natural, and the only site that is
likely to be influenced by man is 3-12 , which lies adjacent to the Intracoastal
Waterway. The average C-org value found here was 5.09 mg/g, the highest of
all four areas in the natural site category. The Indian River Lagoon (as Mosquito
Lagoon is now known) is the least disturbed of all the areas studied. It is also the
shallowest of the lagoons surrounding the space center, and has vast expanses of
both rooted vegetation and unattached algae. A highly organic sludge has been re-
}Drted near the southwestern shore here, but this waf; not encountered during samp-
ling for this study. This sludge is thought to have or:iginated from untreated sew-
age discharged from the houses along this shore before the Kennedy Space Center
took control of the area, but this is still unconfirmed. It is not mown whether this
sludge deposit is influencing the C-org content of the sediments in Area 3, but the
high values there are easily explained in context with the large area of grass flats.
Sites 3-3 and 3-9 had the high values of 6.52 mg/g and 6.51 mg/g respectively,
Site 3-12 had an intermediate 4.82 mg/g, and the low value was ,obtained at Site
.,
3-7 (2.50 mg/g). The inverse correlation of organic carbon content and depth was
not apparent in Area 3, and a closer examination of the proximity of the grass beds
to the sampled sites would be necessary in ol'der to explain this fact.
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The sites selected in Art'a 4 repre::wnt n wide vnril'ly or natura I conditions.
The hif.l;hl!st vulues for ull nutrients (except ammonia) of all the sHes Hamplpd were
found at the mouth of the small drainage canal that serves as the drain conduit for
a sewage treatment plant. This plant serves the industrial area of the Air Force
Station adjacent to the Kennedy Space Center. The carbon value measured here
(53.5 mg/g) is nearly ten times the highest previously reported value. The flow
from the canal is not fast, and there is no evidence of the turbulent boiling that
characterizes the discharge of effluents in the Ind:lan River plants. Furthermore,
at the mouth of the canal stands a medium sized mangrove tree (Rhizophora mangle),
.
which slows the current even more, allowing suspended mater:lals to settle out. The
net result is the deposition of a highly organic sediment, the only one that manifested
a strong H2S odor when opened in the field. Sites 4-12 and 4-16, which were the
established sites closest to this outfall, did not show extraordinarily high values
for C-org (2.52 mg/g and 3.08 mg/g respectively) indicating that the effect of the
treatment plant was localized in the vicinity of the effluent eanal. Values obtained
for all other nutrients did show higher than average values for these sites, how-
ever, and when all factors are considered together, this area represented the most
enriched area of all those studied in this project. On the opposite side of the Ban-
ana River is a small creek, in the mouth of which lies Site 4-18. On the day that
this site was sampled, a large quantity of grass (principally Cymodoceum mana-
torum) was observed floating on the surface of the water there, and it appeared as
if this accumulation was caused by an easterly wind, which was blowing at the time.
The organic carbon value measured here was 6.06 mg/g, a relatively high value
but not an unexpected one in light of the detritus that is flushed from the creek and
the large amount of decomposing vegetation in the overlying water.
Organic (Kjeldahl) nitrogen had the highest correlation with organic carbon
(1' = .97) of all the nutrj.en1;s measured (see Figure 12). The empirical relation-
ship between these two nutrients was determined through a linear regression and
produced the following equation:
Organic nitrogen (ug/g) = 256 [Organic carbon (mg/g)1 + 106
".
Since the relationship of ug/g to mg/g is 1:1000, the average carbon to nitro-
gen ratio for the entire lagoonal system is quite close to four (1000/256 =3.9),
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which compareH to the C:N ratio of nve that iH often reported for detrital food
8MrrCE;~ with high bacterial populations (recall that carbon values are probably
low). ThE~ rdationship between carhon and nitrogen is graphed in Figure 12.
'I'h(: rUiUlLH of the N-org determinations arc categorized in Table 4; Table:)
shows the results of the ammonia determinations. Area summaries for Org-N
and ammonia are shown in Figures 13 - 16.
The natural sites in Area 1 had an average N-org value 780 ug/g, and
ranged from a high of 1500 ug/g at 1-8 to a low 310 ug/g at 1-19. This low value
coupled with the relatively high amount of carbon found at 1-19 produced the high-
est carbon to nitrogen ratio of any site in Area 1. Higher C:N ratios often indi-
cate that the detritus has not been completely reworked, and that a large amount
of the organic material is still only partially decomposed. On the other hand,
this high value may indicate that the plants in the area have extracted most of the
available nitrogen from the sediments, leaving the excess carbon. The above
average value for ammonia found at this location may point to the fact that the
available nitrogen it tied up as ammonia.
The deeper waterway sites contained a higher average N-org value than
did the natural sites (860 ug/g) , which contrasts with the relationship observed
for organic carbon, and ammonia paralleled this result (820 ug/g) for the natural
areas, and 340 ug/g for the waterway. While one may speculate that this is caused
by a lack of uptake of nitrogen by rooted plants at the deeper sites, the fact that
the natural areas in Area 2 have almost twice the N-org values as the waterway
sites there (1400 ug/g vs 780 ug/g) would seem to indicate that another explanation
is necessary.
The sites on and around the Titusville South treatment plant discharge pipe
did not show an accumulation of N-org, but did show high levels of ammonia (730
ug/g N-org, 830 ug/g NH3). Again, the sites sampled in Banana Creek showed the
highest averages in both categories (1100 ug/g for N-org, 1000 ug/g for NH3).
Site 1-23, located just south of the western portion of the Titusville causeway and
adjacent to a dredged navigational channel running from the Intracoastal Waterway
to a nearby marina, showed very high values for both N-org (1400 ug/g) and am-
monia (3000 ug/g). No explanation is apparent foJ" thjs anomaly, since values for
the other nutrients at this site are all somewhat below the area averages.
----_._.__._J~_.JJJJJJ_._ ..__ .
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TABLE 4 ORGANIC (KJELDAHL) NITROGEN (ug/g)
SITE DEPTH NATURAL WATERvJAY OUTFALL OTHER
1-2 1.6m 380 380
1-6 2.0 390 390
1-8
·5 1500
1-11 2.0 1)00 1300
l-11S
·5 270
1-15 2.0 6)0 6)0
1-19 1.0 310 310
1-20 1.75 1100 1100
1-23 1.0 1400
1-26
· 75 1000 .
1-29S
·5 1200*
(MEAN) 780 8hO ?~l
2-1
·5 1600 1600
2-1S
·75 1500
2-2 1.25 2900 2900
2-2 1·3 620 620
2-17 1.75 950 " 950
~>24 1.0 1100 1100
2-)0
·5 940
(MEAN) 1400 780 2000
",
3-3 1.0 800
3-7 1.75 950
3-9 2.0 320)-12 .75 390 390
(MEAN) 620
4-12 .25 820 820
4-16 1.25 1900 1900 1900
4-16s .25 14000* .
4-18
·5 1700
(MEAN) 1500 1360
* THIS SI'rE No'r COMPUTED IN THE MEAN FOR THIS AREA. I~D ,"AVERAGE FOR BANANA CREEK (1-26 and 1-295): 1100 ug/g
AVERAGE FOR AREA AROUND BANANA RIVER
OUTFAl".,L INCLUDING THE VALUE AT SITE 4-16S:' 5600 ug/g
TABLE 5
SI'l'E DEPTH
AMMONIA (ug/g)
NATURAL WATERWAY OUTFALL OfHER
1-2
1-6
1-8
1-11
l-11S
1-15
1-19
1-20
1-2)
1-26
1-29S
(IVI ft~Ak )
2-1
2-1S
2-2
2-9
2-17
2-24
2-)0
(l'vlEAN )
)-)
)-7
3-9
3-12
(MEAN)
4-12
lj--16
4-16S
4-18
(MEAN)
1.6m
2.0
.5
2.0
·5
2.0
1.0
1.75
1.0
.75
·5
c'
• .:J
.75
1.25
1.)
1.75
1.0
.5
1 .0
1.75
2.0
.75.
.25
1.25
.25
·5
1600
49
1000
1100
o
1200
820
2700
1500
1500
2200
940
1100
1600
250
400
780
990
600
470
1400
480
780
49
920
380
o
340
1500
2200
1800
990
920
1200
380.
890*
830
2700
1000
1500
1700
470
1400
2800*
940
1600
1100
3000
940
1400
* THIS srrE NOT COMPUTED IN THE MEAN FOR THIS AREA.
AVERAGE FOR BANANA CREEK (1-26 and 1-295): 1000 ug/g
AVERAGE FUR AREA AROUND BANANA RIVER
lr~cAii INCLUDING THE VALUE AT SITE 4-16s: 1600 ug/g
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* Site
(NH3 ug/g)(N-org ug/g)
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Figure 1]. Ammonia (top) and Organic Nitrogen
(bottom) values (ug/g) for Area 1.
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Legend:
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(bottom) values (ug/g) for Area 20
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Figure 150 Ammonia (top) and Organic Nitrogen
(bottom) values (ug/g) for Area 3.
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Figure 16. Ammonia (top) and Organic Nitrogen
(bottom) values (ug/gj for Area 4.
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The averages for the natural sites in Area 2 are almost double those for
Area 1 for both organic nitrogen(1400ug/g) and ainmonia(1600 ug/g) ~ which hmy
again indicate the possible enrichment effect of the north treatment plant. The
enclosed area around the outfall had the very high values of 2000 ug/g and 1700
ug/g for N-org and ammonia respectively. The highest N-org value reported in
Area 2 was opposite the outfall at Site 2-2 (2900 ug/g) while the lowest values
were obtained at the sites near the waterway (av. 780 ug/g). Ammonia averages
were fairly consistent throughout the area (1600 ug/g natural, 1800 ug/g water-
way, and 1700 ug/g outfall) and these differences are probably not significant given
.
the difficulties associated with the laboratory determinations .
The average values for the sites sampled in the Indian River Lagoon are
620 ug/g for N-org and 600 ug/g for NH3 . The carbon to nitrogen ratios there
were the highest found anywhere in the lagoonal complex (average 10. 7 with a high
of 20.2 at 3-9 and low of 2 .64 at 3-7). This again points to tm conclusions that
the nitrogen here is either mostly bound in the vegetation or that the detritus is at
a lower level of degradation.
In the Banana River the N-org value of 1500 ug/g, representing the averages
of the natural sites, was the highest of all the four areas. The mouth of the dis-
charge drainage canal had a value of 14,000 ug/g. about an order of magnitude
greater than the averages in all other areas. The two sites adjacent to the outfall
averages 1400 ug/g, with the closer 4-16 showing 1900 ug/g and 4-12 showing 820
ug/g. (It was observed that concentrations were higher for all nutrients at 4-16
than at 4-12, which can be assumed to indicate a gradient of high to low concentra-
tions leading from the discharge site.) The sample t!tken from the mouth of the
creek on the opposite bank of the river showed the relatively high value of 1700 ug/g
for N-org, ranking it fourth among all the sites sampled. Contrary to expectations,
the concentration of ammonia found at 4-16S was not the highest of all sites, but
took second place behind the aforementioned anomolous 1-23. Grouping the other
three sites in Area 4 produced the moderate average of 780 ug/g NHS'
Total phosphorous and dissolved phosphate values are summarized by area
in Figures 17 - 20. Total phosphorus concentrations (s ee Table 6) in the natural
sites of Area 1 averaged 220 ug/g, with a high at 1-20 (419 ug/g) and a low at 1-6
(81 ug/g). The waterway average was slightly lower at 180 ug/g, while the sites
TABLE G TOTAL PHOSPHORUS (ug/g)
Sl'l'E DEP'l'H NATURA 1 VJ'ATERWAY OU'l'FA1L OTIlE!,
1-2
1-6
1-(3
1-11
l-11S
1-15
1-19
1-20
1-23
1-26
1-29S
( iVl ~iy N )
?-1
2-IS
2-2
2-9
2 -1 7
>-?4
2-)0
(MElIN)
J-J
J-7
3-9
3-12
(MFf\N )
1.+--12
4-1h
4-16s
4-18
(MEAN)
1.6m
2.0
2.0
·5
2.0
1 .0
1.75
1.0
.75
c'
.:,)
• '11
1 "c• L..J
1.J
1.75
1.0
·5
1.0
1. 75
2.0
.75
.25
1.25
.25
·5
186
81
281
114
419
258
220
65
55)
118
91
192
182
200
231
151
707
441
382
1020
1130
215
788
81
142
100
419
180
118
91
100
441
142
18
100
556*
86
65
193
553
270
1020
1130
1540*
1080
186
114
)4
192
1020
11- THIS W=F~DlDb NOT COMPu'rED IN THE MEAN FOR THIS AREA.
AVERAGE FOR BANANA CREEK (1-;26 and 1-29S): 407 ug/g
AVERAGE FOR AREA t\hUUND BANANA RIVER
OU'rFALL INCLUDING Tlili VALUE AT SITE 4-16S: 1230 ug/g
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Figure 17. Total (top) and Dissolved (bottom)
Phosphorus values (ug/g) for Area 1.
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Figure 18. Total (top) and Dissolved (bottom)
Phosphorus values (ug/g) for Area 2.
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Figure 19. Total (top) and,Dissolved (bottom)
Phosphorus values (ug/g) for Area 3.
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Figure 20. Total (top) and Dissolved (bottom)
Phosphorus values (ug/g) for Area 4.
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around the outfall had a very Ie'\\' concentration average of only 86 ug':g. lndl'ed.
the lowest total phosphorus value found anywhere in the lagoonal system was im-
mediately next to the discharge pipe at Site 1-11S. Since sewage effluent is known
to contain large quantities of phosphates, this is a clear indication that the nu-
trients from the treatment plant are not settling in the immediate area of the out-
fall but are being transported via currents and mixi!ll; to more distant locations.
The averages of the Banana Creek sites again yielded the highest P-tot concentra-
tion of all the averages in Area 1, and on a system wide basis were surpassed only
by the values obtained in Area 4.
The natural sites in Area 2 averaged 200 ug/g, which is lower than that re-
ported for Area 1. This is the first indicator which :strongly suggests that the
higher nutrient characteristics generally observed in Area 2 are due to natural
causes, rather than due to the influence of the north treatment plant. If the treat-
ment plant was the primary source of enrichment, high phosphate levels should be
observed here. The sites near the outfall did show a higher concentration average
of 270 ug/g, but this is not substantially greater than the averages for the natural
areas in the Indian River.
The average level of total phosphorus in the I:ndian River Lagoon was 382
ug/g, with a high of 707 ug/g at 3-9 and a low of 151 ug/g at 3-7. Site 3-9 also
had a high concentration of organic carbon, yet it showed the lowest organic ni-
trogen level in Area 3. It would be necessary to know more about the circulation
and biology of this area in order to explain this odd result.
In Area 4, where the natural sites had the highest average value for all
four areas (788 ug/g) , the highest concentration of all was of course found at the
discharge canal at 4-16S (1540 ug/g). This concentration is only about 150% the
average for the adjacent sites (1080 ug/g) , which is in sharp contrast to the dif-
ferences reported for the other nutrients (where the factor was about 1000%). The
high level reported for Site 4-12 probably reflects th'6 fact that this site was im-
mediately adjacent to an island used as a rookery by a number of species of shore
birds. (These birds did not appreciate the intrusion of a noisy outboard motor and
three graduate students !)
,
Nitrogen is concentrated in protoplasm by a factor of 15 times that of phos-
phorus (Hill 1966). Since the concentrations of organic nitrogen in these lagoons
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averages to only three times that of the total phosphorus in the natural areas, eyi-
dence is again presented to support l:.he contention that nitrogen is the limiting
nutrient in these ecosystems.
Sulfides and organic carbon correlated with a coefficient of +. 86 (see Fig-
ure 21), and the equation produced by regression analysis was:
Sulfides (ug/g) = 4.72 [OrganiC carbon (mg/g)] + 48.9
Sulfide concentrations are summa rized by area in Figures 22 - 25.
The natural sites of Area 1 had an average sulfide concentration of 57.4
ug/g, while the waterway sites showed an only slightly higher concentration of
61. 5 ug/g (see Table 7). There was no strong correlation of sulfides with depth,
and the magnitude of difference between the lowest and highest measured values
was the least for sulfides compared to the other nutrients (approximately 15:1).
The second highest concentration measured in the sediments of Area 1 was found
at Site 1-26 near the mouth of Banana Creek (69.0 ug/g) while the other site in the
creek, 1-29S, had a more normal value of 59.6 ug/g. The highest concentration
measured in Area 1 was 76.3 ug/g at Site 1-8, where high organic values are often
observed. The sites around the Knox McCrae treatment plant showed an average
of 58.7 ug/g.
In Area 2 , the natural areas showed higher averages (68.6 ug/g S=) than
those in Area 1, while the sites near the waterway were somewhat lower (48.6
ug/g). This time, however, the area of reduced circulation around the north treat-
ment plant outfall showed the lowest average for Area 2 (32.7 ug/g). The highest
concentration of sulfides here was observed at Site 2-24 near the mouth of Haulover
Canal. The lowest concentration occured at 2-1S, adjacent to the effluent discharge
pipe.
The sites in Area 3 ranked second highest in sulfide concentration with an
average of 78.8 ug/g. The high value (112 .10 ug/g) was observed at the deepest
site (3-9), while the lowest concentration was measured at the southernmost loca-
tion (3-3, 46.0 ug/g).
The Banana River showed the highest average sulfide concentrations with
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Figure 21. Organic Carbon vs Sulfides.
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TABLE 7 SULFIDES (ug/g)
SITE DEPTH NATURAL 'fIATER,'IAY OUTFALL OTEEr-:
1-2 1.6m 20.1 20.1
1-6 2.0 56.9 56.9
1-8
·5 76.J
1-11 2.0 7J.4- 73·4-
l-11S
·5 55.8
1-15 2.0 4-7.0 47.0
1-19 1.0 5J.6 53.6
1-20 1.75 68.8 68.8
1-23 1.0 44.8
1-26 .75 69.0
1-29S
·5 59.6*
(MEAN) S7.4 61.S S8.7
2-1 .5 2J.4 2J.4
2-1S .75 18.1
2-2 1·.c.5 56.7 56.7
2-9 1·3 42.0 42.0
2-17 1.75 55.1 55.1
.2-211- 1.0 127. 127.
2-JO
·5 108.
e~NbAk ) 68.7 48.6 12.7
)-) 1.0 46.0
3-7 1.75 68.4
3-9 2.0 112.)-12 .75 88.9 88.9
(MEAN) 78.8
4-12 .25 89.) 89.J
4-16 1.25 lJ4. 134. 134.
4-16s .25 303·*
4-18
·5 84.7
(MEAN) 103 112.
* THIS SITE NOT COMPUTED IN THE MEAN FOR THIS AREA
AVEHAGE FOR BANANA CREEK (1-26 and 1-298): 64.J ug;g
AVERAGE FOR AREA AROUND BANANA RIVER
175 ug/gOUTFALL INCLUDING THE VALUE AT SITE 4-16s:
1-20 *(68.8)
* 1-15
-118 (47.0)
*(55.8)
tTjWh~
\
~... ,..0. I~.~ O.,. ,
'* 1-19
(.53.7)
N
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Figure 22. Sulfide values (ug/g) for Area 1.
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Figure 23. Sulfide values (ug/g) for Area 2.
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Figure 24. Sulfide values Eu~LgF for Area 3.
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Figure 25. Sulfide values (ug/g) for Area 4.
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an average vulll<' of 122 ug/g. 8itl' 4-lG had the highest concentration 01 the natur-
al areas with a value of 13-1 u~ /g, whik -1-12 and -1- 18 came in about even at 89.3
ug/g and 84.7 ug/g respectively. The highest value for the lagoonal system was
again recorded at 4-168 (303 ug/g) reaffirming the nutrient trapping effect so evi-
dent at this location.
In general it can be said that the higher sulfide concentrations in all areas
were found ill those locations where the currents and mixing effects of the water
were likely to be least evident, such as in the deeper sites (1-11,3-9), those near
grass beds (1-8, 2-30, 3-12, 4-12), or where man made structures have reduced.
the circulation of the water (2-24, 4-16). The sulfide levels reported for the sur-
face sediments are probably representative of the conditions deeper in the sub-
strate, where the greatest concentrations of sulfides occur, but this conjecture
should be tested by future researchers in order to determine the validity of surface
sediment measurements for sulfide studies.
Carbon tied up as calciwn carbonate (CaC03) is essentially removed from
the nutrient cycling and is more important to the geological considerations of the
sediment than it is to the biota. The carbonates found in the lagoonal system sur-
rounding the Kennedy Space Center are almost exclusively in the form of pelecypod
shell debris, and thus can serve as an indicator of past molluscan community
assemblages. Carbonate values in the sediments ranged from a low of .8 mg/g
at Site 4-18 to a high of 23 mg/g (2.3 %) at Sites 3-B and 4-168 (see Figures 26 - 29).
The Indian River L'lgoon stood out as having the highest overall percentage of shell
debris in the surface sediments, a finding verified. by the grain size analyses run by
1\1cndelsohn (1975).
When the natural sites of each area are grouped and averaged, it is possible
to get some indication of the comparative nutrient quality of each. In Table 8 shown
below, the various areas have been ranked from high to low in each of the major
nutrient categories. While the small number of sample sites employed make it
difficult to draw conclusions with a high degree of certainty, the results of the nu-
trient analysis performed in this research indicate that Area 4 has the highest over-
all concentration of nutrients in the sediments, followed in order by Area 3, Area 2 ,
and Area 1.
'I)\- * 1-23
1111lrj TITUSVILLE (6.9)
1-20 *
(10.4)
* 1-15
-llS (11. 5)
Figure 26.
N
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Figure 27. Carbonate Carbon values (mg/g) for Area 2.
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Figure 28. Carbonate Carbon values (mg/g) for Area J.
I4-12 *
(9.5) J
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Figure 29. Carbonate Carbon values (mg/g) for Area 4.
TABLE 8
Ranking of Nutrient Concentrations Found
in Natural Sites by Study Area
Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4
Organic C 1 pt 2 pt 4 pt 3 pt
Organic N 2 pt 3 pt 1 pt 4 pt
Total p 2 pt 1 pt 3 pt 4 pt
Sulfide 1 pt 2 pt 3 pt 4 pt
6 pts 8 pts 11 pts 15 pts
Key:
4 pt8'- Highest average concentration
1 pt .." Lowest average concentration
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VII. CONC LUSIONS
The objective of this research was to assess the overall ecological quality
of the lagoons surrounding the Kcnned.\" Space Center by a stud~ of the nutrient
conditions as reflected in the sediments. TIlL' results of this resparch indicate
that the influenct' of man on the lagoons has been of minimal consequence, and
that cultural eutrophication is not evident at this time. The only area of concern
was that in the immediate vicinity of 8itp 4-168, where high concentrations of nu-
trients were found to be accumulating due to the effluent of the Air Force Base
sewage treatment plant. It is recommended that this area should be investigated
further, with special reference to the possibility of extending an effluent discharge
pipe into the Banana River. Sediment analysis has shown that this procedure works
well in this lagoonal system, as evidenced by the fact that the sediments taken from
the immediate vicinity of the Titusville treatment plants discharge pipes showed no
substantial accumulation of nutrients, and indeed often showed extremely low values
when compared to the adjacent areas. The accumulation of nutrients at Site 4-16S
has becn shown by Tower (1975) to be paralleled by an accumulation of trace metals,
and it is felt that th is may present a potential problem area if left unchecked.
The influence of the Intracoastal Waterway on the sediment parameters was
shown to be negligible, with values at the deeper sites near the waterway showing
no substanti..1.1 differences from values obtained in more natural areas.
The variation of nutrient levels from site to site does indicate that the sedi-
ments are not homogem'ous throughout the lagoons, and that local influences are
being felt. It would be necessary to collect much more data on the local circula-
tion patterns and local biological communities in order to interpret variations on a
site by site basis. This work is left for future rE~searchers.
Baseline conditions have now beell established for the concentrations of the
major nutrients in the sediments surrounding Cape Kennedy. If the continued dis-
charge of sewage eHluents accumulates to levels that become unsatisfactory, these
changes will be reflected by changes in sedimentary chemistry. At present, it
seem3 that the input of nutrients is being satisfactorily handled by natural biological
and chemical processes. If, on some future day, a returning space shuttle is forced
to "splashdown" rather than "touchdown", the impact of this event can also be
78
measured with respl'ct to sedimentary charactl'risticl:;. It is hoped that this re-
search will be of usc to other invl'stig-ators whell they atkmpt to summal'ize till'
over:.! II qua lily of th it' la~oollal l'COSystt'lll.
7!J
i\ P PJ-:NIHX !\
Techniques Used in the Analysis and
Computation of Nitrogen and Phosphorus
The results of both nitrogen and phosphorus are reported as ug of nutri-
ent ion per gram of dried sediment. As these analyses were made on wet sedi-
ments, it was necessary to make appropriate corrections of the laboratory results
in order to report them as dry weight concentrations.
It was assumed that after the addition of the preservatives, the nutrient
ions present in the :::ediments were actually contailwd in the pore water (Dr. J.A.
Lasater, personal communication). The addition of the 10 mls. of preservative
had the effect of diluting the concentrations in the pore water by a factor of
10+W
w
W
w
where 10 represents the weight in grams of the preservatives added (assuming that
10 mls. of preservative weighs 10 grams, an assumption verified by laboratory
testing), and W
w
represents the weight of the por19 water of the collected sample in
grams. With water content defined as the weight of the water divided by the weight
of the solids, it becomes possible to det(>rmine the amount of water collected in the
field sample by multiplying the wet weight of the collected sample by the water con-
tent of the sediments at that site as determined by Mendelsohn on his three co-site
cores. Water content values were also measured on the wet sediments as they
were taken from the sampling jar for laboratory analysis so as to m~asure the water
content of the sediments as tested. This was done by taking a portion of the sedi-
ment and placing it in the reaction flask, and then taking a similarily extracted por-
tion for water content analysis. By knowing the water contents of both the sample
analyzed and the original sample, it becomes possible to convert wet results to dry
weight results in the manner described below. It is assumed throughout that one g.
H20 is equivalent to 1 m!. H20.
Water content is defined as the weight of the water in a sediment sample
divided by the weight of the solids (Lambe 1951).
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W
w.e. w= W
s
Wtotal Wt W + Ww s
( 1)
With the following algebraic manipulation:
W (w.e.) W
w s
Wt = (w.e.) Ws + Ws
= W (1 + w.e.)s
W ::;
W
t
s (1 + w.e.)
the following useful formula is produced.
W
w
Wt
= (w.e.) (1 + w.e.) (2 )
Allowing W
wl to represent the weight of the water in the sample analyzed
in the lab, and Wsl and Wu to similarly represent weights used in the samples
as analyzed I then
= (W.e.) (1 + w.e.
1
) (3)
Dividing the amount of nutrient found in the testing procedure (lab result) by
the amount of water contained in the analyzed sample produces the concentration of
the nutrient species in the water of the analyzed sample, or:
(lab result)
W
wl
concentration of nutrient in water analyzed (4)
Multiplying this result by the dilution factor
tion of the nutrient in the water of the field sediment:
(10 + W )
w
W
w
gives the concentra-
Concentration in wat('r X
analyzl'd
(10 I W )
W
------\V
\\'
Conct'ntration in
field sampk
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(5)
Knowing the concentration in tht' field ::-;ample, and the weight of the water
collected, it is possible to determine the total quantity of the nutrient collected in
the field:
w X
w
concentration in
field water
total nutrient collected (6)
Dividing this by the weight of the solids collected gives the dry weight rela-
tionship:
Total nutrient collected
W
s
nutrient/dry sediment (7)
Combining #3 through #7 produces the following formula for the calculation
of dry weight relationships from wet weigl;l.t results:
(Lab result) X (10 + W )
w
nutrient/dry sediment (8)
A PPENDI:\ 1\
Supplp mental ln~or Illation
Summary of Mendelsohn's Hesults
TABLE I
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Sediment Dd ta
- .~JJJJJ_. ---
Water
Eh(mv) C.O.D. Vol. Sol. Content
Site pH Eh(mv) Field E~WI dry vJgt.) (% dry wgt.) (%)
1-2 6.682 +144.2 NO 0.42 1.60 23.7
1-6 6.625 - 97.2 NO 0.87 2.97 29.8
1-8 6.710 + 51 . 7 NO 0.55 1. 37 24.8
1-11 6.641 - 66.2 NO 0.81 1. 53 30.5
1-11 S 6.664 - 26.7 - 40 1.05 1. 03 22.1
1-1 5 6.554 -321.7 -300 1.29 2.63 39.0
1-1 9 6.572 -236.7 -310 0.77 1. 43 25.9
1-20 6.539 -316.7 -370 1.18 3.53 47.4
1-23 6.755 - 90.0 -180 0.55 1. 60 20.2
2-15 6.682 -116.7 -280 0.49 1. 73 31. 5
2-1 6.551 - 53.3 -270 0.47 1. 07 22.9
2-2 6.724 -216.7 - 310 1. 04 3.00 41.6
2-9 6.551 - 23.3 -100 0.53 1. 17 32.3
2-17 6.488 -113.3 ND 1. 31 2.40 43.1
2-24 6.501 -173.3 - 2~Fl 0.78 1. 67 34.2
2-30 6.496 -190.0 -180 0.75 2.10 40.5
3-3 6.635 -375.0 -360 1. 14 6.07 43.0
3-7 6.625 -366.7 -330 0.97 3.67 42.0
3-9 6.647 -293.3 -340 2.31 6.33 71.5
3-12 6.625 - 366.7 -350 0.78 4.03 43.8
1-26 6.533 -450.0 -410 1. 08 2.60 46.2
1-295 6.567 -570.0 -200 1.11 2.30 42.8
11-12 6.724 -290.0 -3()CJ 1.39 4.69 26.5
4-16 6.692 -320.0 -3g0 1. 60 6.59 49.0
4-165 6.767 -370.0 -330 12.82 19.44 188.7
4-18 6.718 -350.0 -490 3.37 2.99 50.4
NO - No Data Taken
TABLE 2
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Bottom Water Data
Site D.O.(pPIll) 5a1inity(ppt) pH Eh(mv) Temp. (c) Depth(m)
1-2 8.33 24 6.885 +114 18.5 1. 601-6 9.20 25 G.818 +107.9 18.0 2.001-8 10.87 2~g 6.830 +169.9 22.5 0.501-11 8.83 26 6.880 +147.1 19.0 . 2.001-11 S 7.87 30 6.624 +120 21.0 0.501-1 5 7.07 28 6.612 + 85 27.0 2.001-19 8.07 32 6.602 +110 22.0 1. 00
1-20 7.87 29 6.601 + 60 28.0 1. 75
1-23 7.67 33 6.604 + 50 23.0 1.002-1 S 11 .27 30 6.702 + 65 23.5 0.75
2-1 8.67 ND NO NO 24.0 0.50
2-2 7.73 28 6.730 + 90 18.0 1. 25
2-9 6.83 32 6.541 +170 27.0 1.30
2-17 6.27 35 6.514 +160 26.0 1. 75
2-24 7.93 35 6.521 +150 28.0 1.00
2-30 7.90 35 6.508 +160 29.0 0.50
3-3 9.10 36 6.678 + 40 28.0 1. 00
3-7 8.47 35 6.639 +100 28.0 1. 75
3-9 6.77 36 6.634 +105 27.0 2.00
3-12 7.43 34 6.665 + 95 27.0 0.75
1-26 6.87 30 6.596 + 90 30.0 0.75
1-295 5.60 26 6.609 + 60 28.0 0.50
4-12 8.80 25 6.783 + 80 29.0 0.25
1-16 6.80 26 6.829 + 85 26.0 1.25
4-165 7.00 23 6.802 + 82 28.0 0.25
4-18 3.60 2~ 6.788 + 95 26.0 0.50
NO - No Data Taken
APPENDIX C
Labor,ltory Results
;.iJ'j'E j{,C.iflllD{~
C-org Sulfid< NIl '3
m{Wjt~ ug/g ue-Ic;
N-org
ug/g
P-"L(lt P-dis
uric ug/g
1-2 2.22 .44 1.84 20.1 1600 380 186 64.5
81 62.6390
--------I----t-----l------ ------t----t---+-----+----I
1-6 7.67 1.54 1.42 56.9 49~J_H_JJDJJJjJJ=J..W...J_HJJJJ___H_JJ_f
1-8 1.23 .24 4.55 76.3 1000 1500 281 128
f---.-----+------1I----- ------- ------- JJJJJJJJHJJJJJHJJJ~JJJ~
1-11 3.97 .79 3.10 7].4 920 1300 142 64.3
f-- -- ---/----jf-----+---r----+--=------f
28
.JJJJJ4JJJJJfJJJJJJJJtJJJJJJtJJJ~ ---1------4----+----1
l-11S 1.28 .26 1.97 55.8 1200 270 17.6JJtJJJJtJ~JJ_HJJJHJJJ_HJJJJl__JJ~
8110063047.0 380
-\----=--4----+---1
.
1-15 5.76 1.15 3·00
1-19 1.95 .39 3.52 53.7 1100 310 114 51.6
~JJJJf__JJDJJJJJJf___JJJJW..JJJ JJ=JJ._JJJJJJJJtJJJJJtJJJJHJJJlJJJJ~
f-·------t----t----t-·---------1I---+-----+---+----+----1
1-20 5.18 1.04 2.86 68.8 ° 1100 419 107
f------I-...::::-----I------+-------- -----/----+-----I- +-__~
25.534140044.8 3000
JJJfJJJJHJJJJHJJ~
2.44.691-23 3.34
104
------i----t----t-----t-----t----1'---4----1-----I
1-26 1.64 033 4.81 69.0 1200 1000 258 67
l=----..--------.---:===--- ---- ---- ---------------1------ - ----+------+----+----__4
1-29S 4.75 .95 2.98 59.6 890 1200 556
JJJJJJHJJJJHJJJJHJJJJHJJJJfrJJJ~
--------- ----- --------+-------t------t----+----+--:---t-----,---l
f~J;~J~~ WW~~ ::: ~WWW. _2JNWW~ ·JWJW=~~JJW~JWJWJJyJJJWJWJPJHJ8JWJ~JPJJ4
~~JJJJJJJJ ------ ----- ------- ----- ------t-----t-------4--1
kJJJ~~J 3.83 .77 .__6_,P_M_JJt_R_~~ __1_50_°--j1__2_90_0---+__5_53_..-_1.8_?_
.242-9 1.21 2.51
----+---
620 118
651921100940127.34 2080
_________-'-- --1 - ~____l. .J.._ ___I
..----------- JJJJJJ~JJJ------- -------------- ----------11-----4----4----1
~~~_LL .---::::;3_._4_1.-+__._6_8_---+ ~}_._l ii-__. R_~~ __22__0_0--jf_-------C.9,_5MJJi_I~9_N___H_~J8J2___N
i
[- .?-24 1.72
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AVERAGES OF LABOH.A'l'C:n RESULTS - IN SIGN H'lCANT FICURES
6401020
P-tct P-dis
u<'-/c' ug/gt...) c'
182 83.5
231 159
--
151 89.5
707 498
441 240390
320
820
940
N-or.<r
I c._'
ug/g
990
1100
112 7130
108
C-org SulfidE NH
mg/g ug/g ug/g
.37
~F~C
inorg
2-30
Sl'1'£
3-9 11.53 2·30 6.51
f--------t-----f---+_
L .. -- ---..._J~JJH~~J ------.---- .------4-----+----4----l
i 3-12 6.44 1.29 4082 88.9
r-
"-4-12 4.75 .95 2.52 89.3 470r---'--- -------+-----4-----+------+-----+----+----/
~.JJJJJJJIJJf---+---- --+---+---+-----+-----+----1---1
; 4-10 9.85 1.97 3.08 134 1400 1900 1130 809i·JJJJJJJtJJJJfJJJJJJJHJJJJJJfJJJJJJJJHJJJ·JJHJJJJ~JJ_H_JJ_D____f
IrJJJ·JJJJJHJJJJHJJJJJHJJJJJJ~JJJHJJJJJJJfJJJJJHJJJJHJJJJN
~ 4-16S __1__1 .-:..5_0_1-__2_ :_30 53. 5 303 _2_8(__)M_fJJN4_M_M_MJH_NJ=R_4_MJJl_T_S~P~
I
I
x_J_4_~_N_8JHJ__. 4_1_-'1r--__.~~ 6_.06 84_._7_......_4_8_0.__~_NJTMJM___HJJ2JNRJH_JNJMJR___f
!
\---- ----+---.--+---- -+---·-4----+------+---4-----+------l
,
!--.------ -------.....-t------+----f-----t-----ji-----f----jl------I
~·JJJJJJJfJJJ_H_JJ·JJ_H__J-.-----4----f----
!
.......-- ------..-- -------- --------f---JJJJJJ~JJJJH_JJJ_l__JJJ+---{------t
,- ...._--.- .. -- - ..-....-I---.--I------t---;----+---1
---'-"---" ... ----..--- --.-.-4------+-----1
,----------+.---+-----1----- -'-----"- ._-- --.-1--.----+--..--+-----1-----;
!
~.J ---....-- ----...-- .....-- -----1---·_.._---_·_------ JJ~J.J.JfJJJ
L_-_.--·" :_.-t-.._.. ---_...JHJ~"----"-1 -------4-----4-----+---l
L. I __......a.-__---'--
LABORATORY RESULTS - RA\'J cfdllo...~p ~8
%C0 1
~L~C C-org ~ulfide NH). N-org p-tot P-disSrfE ug/g u"/ I - UfVtC,inorc; mll·'- ug/ t; u(rj g~ t , t t ,
1-? F) 79 . 56 1·70 lh.93 1831 685 199 65,- .
--------
---------_ ..
2.16 JU 1.<)8 25.28 228) 176 190 64
r- - --_ .. _._--_.'.-._--- -- ----1.70 ·34 1966 324 168
--r----- - --. ----
554 342
1-6 7.79 1·56 1.76 45.49 0 0 0 54
8.01 1.60 1.07 68.24 148 942 130 51
-- 1.46 837.27 0 259 1'13
r--- -t--o
1-8 1.90
·38 4.55 73·99 1213 1199 253 1431---
4.55 78.66 1178 4061017 .23 1832 153r--------
.61 716 1376 185 89.12
._JJJJJ~
------ r- ---
~JJ -- .1-11 4.65 .93 3.14 74.27 1046 1230 132 59
-- 3.06 72.45 866 142 743.87 ·77 1782
3·38 .68 865 910 151 60
f--
1-11S .45 .09 2.05 51.64 396 0 0 28
2.38 .48 1.88 59.96 1987 546 53 261-----
1.01 .20 0 301---
h_JWJl~5 ----.- ---6.31 1,34 3·08 29.85 0 631 100 81L---- -- - r----
t-----
5.62 1.12 2.92 64.17 750 631
4.96 .99
._-- --_._--,--- 1---
\1-19 1.12 .22 3.47 44.44 1299 357 113 52
i-----· --.
\ 2.78 .56 ).57 62.87 985 270 117 52t-·_--------
1. 98 113 511--------- .39----- ---
---\1=-20 4.37 .87 2.88 74.6) 0 1125 419 107f- ---.-..
~JJJ 5·70 1.14 2.84 62.99 0 I 1098-.._--- -.---- - ..
I 5.46 1. 09 i~JJJJJJJ f-------~JJ - IIL-
LABORATOrtY RESULTS - RAW FIGURES 89
-
%C0 3
~L~C C-org Sulfide NH· N-org P-tot P-disSI'l'E inorg mg./g ug/g ug/g ug/g ug/g ug/g
1-2) 3.42 .68 2~P9 30.13 4404 1612 29 28
2.86 .57 2.49 59.48 1585 1305 39 23
). 75 .75
-
1-26 1.53 .)1 4.76 85·77 1504 619 258 67
1.85 .)7 4.85 52.24 869 1431
-
1.54 ·31
~
1-298 4.52 .90 2.98 66.30 884 728 556 104
4.51 .90 2.98 52.83 900 1630
5·23 1.04
2-1 2.63 ·53 2,06 15.56 4Ni~R 1707 65 62
1.31 .26 2.15 31·31 1260 1556
.81 .16
2-18 1.06 .21 5.65 22.13 976 1406 174 97
1.02 .• 20 5.68 14.07 131.7 1989 227 81
790 1085 179 84
2-2 4.79 .96 6.44 69.08 14l..j,0 2964 615 165 .
....-
3.68 .74 6.15 44.30 1816 2990 521 246
3.02 .60 . 1392 2866 523 150
2-9 1.58 ·32 2.43 44.44 1712 705 103 81
1.16 .23 2.59 39.45 12('4 525 133 76
.90 .18
1--
2-17 2.90 .60 3.96 63·12 104·6 963 113 81
4.11 .82 4.12 47.15 3411 936 69 83
3·23 .65
LABORATORY RESULTS - RAW FIGURES 90
%C0 3
%C C-org Sulfide ke~ kJ~ P-tot P-disSITE inorg mg,lg ug/g ug/ u"" g ug/g ug/G
2-24 1.69 .34 2.58 123.93 989 813 186 69
1.68 .)4 3.01 1)0.02 900 148) 197 61
1.79 .36
2-30 1.55 .)1 4.82 98.67 752 620 190 88
1.80 .36 4.74 118.34 1536 1265 171 79
2.20 .44
..
3-) 9.80 1.96 6.22 45.11 0 778 231 110
9.84 1.97 6.42 46.78 508 837 188
10.25 2.05
)-7 7.16 1.43 2.52 57.97 801 600 151 101
7.07 1.41 2.48 78.85 0 1295 78
6.48 1.30
3-9 11.69 2.)4 6.41 122.84 742 306 707 424
11.44 2.29 6.60 101.)6 827 )41 ')72
11.45 2.29
)-12 6.81 1.36 4.69 94.55 902 372 441 291
6.28 1.26 4.95 83.33 1076 443 ... 187
-
6.24 1.29 .
4-12 4.82 .96 2.75 9108 549 679 1018 522
4 . .59 .92 2028 87·59 386 954 758
4.84 .97
4-16 10.96 2.19 2.98 140.01 903 2230 1127 728
9.40 1.88 3·18 127.34 1944 1601 890
9.18 1.84
LA BORATORY RESULTS - oAy~ FIGURES 91
%C0 3
%C C-org Sulfide ke_~ NJort~ P-tot P-disSI'l'E inorg rnr-/g ug/g ugL~W> ug/g ug/g ug/g
-I+-16S 10.94 2.19 54.81 285.12 2720 13441 1543 416
11.68 2034 52.19 )20.01 2935 14504 1110
1---- .
11.88 2.38
4-18 .41 .08 5.98 87.91 950 782 215 101
.42 .08 6.14 81.48 0 2690 109
.40 .08
1-.
-
'---
~..
1--
}
.-
~J
>----- --I---
>--- .--
1----
--
L
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The investigation of the Indian River and Mosquito Laqoon,
surrounding the John F. Kennedy Space Center, Florida, for possible
pollution from local sewage treatment plants by analyzirg their bottom
sediments and the physical characterization of the sediments is the
objective of this study. Using the chemical and physil.al data
obtained from the dissolved oxygen, pH, oxidattion-reduction potential
(Eh), chemical oxygen demand (C.O.D.), volatile solids, water content
and grain size, the marine sediments are studied.
The effect of two secondary sewage treatment effluents is
examined along with areas disturbed by other factors. Some of ":he other
factors having an effect on the bodies of water are land runoff, dredqed
sediments. and movements of the body of water itself.
The most important factors in the formation of a polluted body
of water are the amount of oxygen available and the amount of mixinq
that occurs in the riv~r or lagoon. Because of this, runoff frJm the
iii
land and other sources of effluents can be more detrirlental to a marine
system than a treated sewage effluent.
This investigation has shown that effluents fro"n the secondary
treatment plants studied have no more of an effect on the \vaters than
other factors in the area if their effluents are well dispersed with
the receiving waters.
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INTRODUCTION
One way to investigate a body of water fOIr possiblp pollution
is to investigate its sediments. Using several chemical and physical
tests on the sediments, much can be learned about what is c;oing on in
the marine environment and to see if it is being overloaded with
organic matter. The chemical properties of bottom sediments reflect
the nature of source sediments, the chemical nature and physical
processes that characterize the water that ove,"l ies the bottom, end
chemical and biochemical processes that take place within the sediments
as they consol idate. (Nel son, 1972)
This study investigates what affect, if any, local sewage
treatment plants have on the sediments and the chemical and physical
characteristics of the sediments.
The lagoons being examined are important because of their
proximity to the Kennedy Space Center and their use as a part of the
Intracoasta1 Waterway System. These waters arb~ sal ine due to having
several inlets opening into the system (Figure 2) and also the 1c.cl<s
located at Port Canaveral. There is also a considerable amount of fresh
water entering the system from land drainage gi'ving a brackish water
typical of estuaries.
These bodies of water have been altered by man through land
use and the construction of several bridge and causeway systems. Also,
the construction of Hau10ver Canal has opened a connection between
Mosquito Lagoon and the northern part of the Indian River. On the
other hand, construction for the Kennedy Space Center has closed off
the natural connection of the Banana and Indian Rivers. The Canaveral
Harbor and Barqe Canal has opened another unnatural link between the
Banana and Indian Rivers and the ocean.
The part of the Indian River being looked at in this study
extends from the Orsino Causeway (NASA Parkway) to the Titusville
Causeway (Area 1) to the north tip of the Indian River (Area 2).
The Mosquito Lagoon was looked at over its length (Area 3). Also
included are the Banana River north of the Bennett Causeway (Area 4)
and Banana Creek (part of Area 1).
The nearest free connections to the ocean are the Ponce de leon
Inlet 25 miles to the north of the Mosquito Lagoon entrance to Haulover
Canal, and Sebastian Inlet fifty miles to the south (Figure 2). This
leads to the fact that there is little or no tidal influence.
These waterways are all very shallow. The deepest areas are
the dredged areas of the Intracoastal Waterway which is dredged to 3.5
meters. The rest of the areas have water depths of 2 meters or less.
Wind-induced currents and wind tides provide the major mechanism for
movement and mixing of these waters. (Dill, 1974)
The two sewage treatment plants operated by the city of
Titusville, located in areas 1 and 2, are secondary sewage t.reatment
plants. They are activated sludge plants with an average daily flow
of 1.2 milllon gallons and 4.2 million gallons, respectively, and a
90-95 per cent 8.0.0. removal.
The treatment plants in the Banana River and the Banana Creek
are both secondary treatlT'ent plants, however the} treet indlJ5triill
sewage. They are trickl ;ng filter plants, but the one in BrJndna Creek
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also uses a polishing pond.
The abundance of al gal nutrients in soml~ secondary effl uent:;
can lead to profuse algal growths which would result in an increase
in organic and suspended sol ids from the treatment pl ant. Even well-
treated secondary effluents can contain refractory organic materials
as measured by the chemical oxygen demand.
BACKGROUND
The dissolved oxygen (D.O.) is important to determine if there
is oxygen available to the sediments for oxidation of organic matter.
If the water were oxygen deficient, anerobic decomposition would occur.
This is much slower than aerobic deccmposition. Sediments with not
enough oxygen become a reducing environment instead of an oxidizing one
(Nelson, 1972). Atmospheric oxygen enters the water through the surface.
This allows a river to be capable of eliminating a definite amount of
organic matter by itself by having enough oxygen available in the water.
This is called self-purification.
As one goes deeper into a body of water or as the body gets
deeper, the sediments have less dissolved oxygen available since it is
farther away from the surface interaction with the etmosphere. The D.O.
decreases with depth (Yasso, 1965). The more isolated an area, the
lower the bottom D.O. will be due to little mixing with the oxygen in
the atmosphere and the surface waters.
The pH is a measure of acidity or alkalinity of the sediment.
The pH of bottom sediments integrates a number of environmental variables
including salinity, C02 dissolved in the pore waters, dissociated organic
acids and bases, dissociated organic decomposition products such as
ammonia, and dissociated clay minerals (Nelson, 1972).
The pH usually increases as the salinity goes up. It also is at
its lowest where the bacterial action is at its maximum. As the grain
size increases, the amount of organic matter usually decreases and
therefore, the pH gets higher (Emery &Rittenberg, 1952). CO2 lowers
7the pH due to its ability of forming a slightly acidic solution, while
alTlllonia raises it since it forms a basic solution.
The pH of most surface sediments is near that of the overlying
water due to constant mixing due to the sediments retaining large
amounts of water. A pH maximum occurs below the surface when sedimenta-
tion is rapid and implies that the large amount of organic matter is
being decomposed by the micro-organisms at a fast rate, therefore
producing anmonia due to the anaerobic decompos'ition (Nel son, 1974).
Throughout a 24-hour period, the pH increases during the daytime
and decreases at night when there are plants present. This is due to
the production of oxygen and the use of bicarbonate ion during the day
by photosynthesis followed by the use of oxygen and the production of
bicarbonate ion by respiration (Emery, 1969).
The Eh is probably one of the most important tests to learn the
state of the sediments. The Eh of a system is am expression of its
oxidizing or reducing intensity. A positive Eh will indicate a well
oxygenated sediment usually poor in organic matter and in the oxidized
state. A ne~ative Eh usually indicates sediments rich in organic matter
and in the reduced state (Zobell, 1946). The Eh of a sediment depends
on 1) the rate and type of bacterial activity, 2) the amount and kind of
organic matter, and 3) the rate of 02 penetration into the sediment
(Emery and Rittenberg, 1952). The controlling factor on Eh is th~ supply
of oxygen with respect to the amount of organic matter to be decomposed
or oxidized (Blatt, et al, 1972). "Negative Eh is associated with
bacterial decay of organic matter and depletion of oxygen" (Nelsor, 1972).
Tn a natural environment neither the Eh nor the pH is an independent
8variable. The redox potential ;s particularly affected by the zone of
maximum bacterial action. The zone oJ maximum bacterial action occurs
at the zone of lowest pH which is usually at the sediment-water interface
(Emery &Rittenberg, 1952). The surface sediments usually are positive
and become negative just below the surface (Nelson, 1972).
The chemical oxygen demand (C.O.D.) test is an indicator of the
quantity of oxidized compounds present in the sediments. This test is
related to the amount of organic matter present. By definition, the
C.O.D. is a measure of the oxygen equivalent of that portion of
organic matter in a sample that is susceptible to oxidation by a strong
chemical oxidant.
The volatile solids content is an estimate of the organic
material present in the sediments also. A correlation between total
volatile solids and the chemical oxygen demand has been presented
(Soule and Oguri, 1974). It is as follows:
T. V•S. (% dry) = 1.32 + 0.98 (C.O. D. %)
The authors graph total volatile sol ids versus chenncal oxygen
demand for their sediments and do not arrive at this correlation. Their
sediments were fine grained silts and clays. The Environmental
Protection Agency has set up criteria for determining whether a dredged
area is polluted. These are 6 per cent on a dry weight basis for
volatile solids and 5 per cent on a dry weight basis for the C.O.D.
The water content is important in itself and because it is
needed to obtain per cent dry weight values for several tests. Water
content usually increases as th~ grain size decreases and as the amount
of organic matter increases. Also, surface sediments exposed to scour
9have low water content (Nelson. 1972).
Grain size is important because it helps give an idea of what
is present in the sedimehts. Usually where sediment particles are
the finest, the organic content is the highest and where they are the
coarsest. the organic content is the lowest. In silt-free areas the
coarseness of the particles provide much interstitial space favorable
to interstitial biota which keep organic acculmulations to a minimum.
In finer sediments. filter feeders. which are important consumers of
the organic supply, do not function well and ,are not as prevalent
(Nelson. 1972) .. Grain size also is important as to whether there is
mixing to help oxidize the sediments. The finer particles are more
cohesive and therefore more tightly bound so rnixing is not as easily
obtained.
The color of the sediments is a physical method for gaining
an idea of the make up of the sediments. Differences in color are due
to the following constituents: clay minerals" which make up the bulk
of the fine-grained sediments, are olive color'ed; organic cQlllpounds
which can yield dark gray or black colors; rE!duced ferrous-rich
compounds yi e1d gray-co1ored sediments. Land-·deri ved ferri c iron mi xed
with olive-colored soil may be responsible faY' the olive brown color in
sediments. Sediments with thick oxidation layers are olive brown
colored. while sediments with thin oxidation layers are grayish olive
or olive (Nelson, 1972).
Surface sediments which are brown in color contain unreduced
iron compounds with a slightly positive oxidation-reduction potential.
When these sediments are suspended and redeposited due to water currents,
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the reducing process must be started over again. Below the surface
layer. reducing processes convert free iron compounds. and the sediments
become olive gray (Nelson. 1972). When the surface sediments are dark
gray in color, there usually is an excess of organic material present.
"SAMPLINh AND TESTING
The sites for investigation were selectledin c(njunction \\' th
Peffer (1975) to cover the Indian River and NDNEFpCl~lii~r La,:ocn. The six-
teen sites in the Indian River were selected in ordrr to rover the area
north and south of and in the area of two sewaqe outfalls (Figure 1).
This would show what effect, if any, the two sewage treat~ent piants
have on the river. Many sites were picked for their proximity to the
Intracoastal Waterway. Also sites like 2-30, 1-8, and 3-7 were picked
for their isolation from man's activity. 'Four additional sites have
been selected in the isolated Mosquito Lagoon for use as a compdrison.
Single cores were taken in the Banana Creek and Banana River as back-
ground for Peffer (1975) and to gain a better' picture of the area.
The data were collected over a four month period from the ~nd
of January to the end of May. During this tjime there was a lack of rain
due to the annual dry season. For the most part the cores were collected
from the south of area 1 to the northern tip of area 2 and then Mosquito
Lagoon. The cores in area 4 were taken last. The samples were also
taken between the hours of 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. during the day. The
weather ranged from sunny and calm to stormy and windy. Since this
study is looking at the sediments, these effects are considered minimal
except for the temperature difference affect on the salinity and the
water depth.
The sampling procedure was as follows: d small boat wa~
positioned by using a hand bearing compass and anchored at the site
using three anchors. While at each site, three cores werr taken, exr~pt
for the sites in Banana Creek and Banana River where oniy rr;f' (ore was
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til ken, and sea 1ed to be brought back to the 1,1 be-r'd tr rlf . Also, at each
site the following infEFl~mation was taken from the w,-tey' ((11111111,S,
dissolved oxy,)en, temperature, and water depth. Also, i'(, I;Sf' CoS a
comparison with the laboratory data, the oxidation reductiol1 P0t:entii'l1
was taken in the field using an Orion pH meter as ,'iescl'ihf(j [.I,:! (·\v. He
sampling device used to take the cores was a two inch diameter po1y-
vinyl chloride (PVC) hand corer. Samples were ~ealed in the i j('ld.
However the water contents were probably affected by the inabil·'ty
to get a good seal for the core tubes. A water sample taken .iU:it
above the sediment-water interface was also collected for most sites.
In the laboratory, the oxidation-reduction potential (Eh), pH
and the water content were taken immediately on the surface sed'iments
from every core. They were then resealed and stored in a l-efri'lerator
overnight to minimize the changing of the physical ilnd chemical properties
of the sediments. Also performed at this time was the te~t fnr pH,
Eh, and salinity of the water sample collected. The pH a~d Ch were
done as described be10w and the salinitv was pe~DforlWlfDd usinq ;u-; r)otir.11
salinometer. Over the next couple of days, each cor'€' I'las eyt"uded,
described dnd tested for the chemical oxygen demand (C.O.O.) nnd its
91'ain size. The volatile solids test was run on the dried sediments
from the \vater content analysis. Also ,lone on edch core 'lias an Eh
profile of the top 30 2entimeters when 0ach was extruded.
The dissolved oxygen (D.O.) was tat:en on thp w·ltet" ,;qst ab .... ve
the bottom sedi!I',>nts, This test WbS dO:le to see if thpte IS oxygen
available in the water for the sediment,. A V.S, J. meter and probe
were used and the measurements done in ,,;tu.
The oxidation-reduction potential (Eh), which is the first test
done upon getting the cores back to the laboratory, \vas performed using
an Orion pH meter using a platinum electrode. The electrode was lowered
into the core and immersed in the surface s,ediments before the cores
were extruded. After extruding the core, at a later time, the Eh was
read at four centimeter intervals down the core length to a depth of 30
centimeters.
Th pH, which is a measure of acidi~y or alkalinity of the
sediment, is done using a Beckman pH meter 'with a glass electrode and
a calomel reference electrode. This is the second test done immediately
after the cores are returned to the 1aboratory again before they are
extruded.
The next test done upon returning to the laboratory and before
the cores are resealed and stored is the water content analysis. This
is done by weighing a sample scooped from the surface sediments, drying
in an oven at 1050 C for 24 hours and reweighing (Bowles, 1970).
After the cores were extruded, a Physical description was done
on each core including a color classification using the Munsell Color
Chart (Appendix I). The chemical oxygen demand was then run as described
by Standard Methods (p. 510-511) using a one gram sample. 25 mls. of
potassium dichromate, 25 mls. of H2S04 mixed with AgS04• and about one
gram of HgS04. This was then heated and refluxed for two hours.
The volatile solids analysis was done also as described by
Standard Methods (p. 534-535). It involved heating the dried
sediments from the water content test to about 6000 C for one hour and
reweighing. It is heated to 6000 C to drive off the volatile matter
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and produce an ash residue.
The last test done was the grain size analysis since it is not
affected by time. This was done as described in Bowles, 1970, using
the following sieve numbers: 4, 10, 20, 40, 60, 100, 200.
All the tests were done on each core except the grain size
analysis for which all three cores from a site were combined and
treated together. The surface sediments were used for all analysis
except the dissolved oxygen. The surface sediments consisted of
approximately the top 10 centimeters or where the surface layer ended
as seen by opening and describing the core. The combining of all three
cores for a grain size analysis is done since the areas are not
homogeneous and a representative sample is wanted.
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PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF DATA
The data presented are means for each site excf'pt the six sites
for which only one core was taken. They are broken down i f1to tl'lO groups:
sediment data (Table 1), and bottom water just above the sediments data
(Table 2). The complete data is presented in Appendix II. The grain
size information and core descriptions are found in Appendix 1.
The only site that shows an excess of organic matter and is above
the EPA standards is 4-165. This is one of the sites where only one
core was taken, but the sediments of thi s 'arecl did not appear to be
patchy. This site is right off a creek which has an industrial
sewage treatment plant near its mouth. The effluent is not mixed
as is the case in the two sewage treatment platnt outfalls in areas
1 and 2. In addition to the poor mixing, they'e is a mangrove area
obstructing the mouth of the creek further impeding mixing and aiding
in the settling of the organic matter. No other site shows pollution
by the EPA C.O.D. criteria, but three other sites, 3-3 t 3-9 dnd 4-16,
show that they contain greater than six per cent volatile sol ids.
Two of these are in the isolated Mosquito Lagoon and one is near the
poorly mixed effluent at site 4-16S. The EPA appears to be the only
one which uses the C.O.D. and volatile solids as a Dollution 0riteria.
The pH of the sediments showed little siqnificant difff.'rences
over the entire study. The salinity is seen to have little effect on
the pH. The amount of organic matter present as indicated by the
chemical oxygen demand (C.O.D.) and the total volatile solids tests
also shows no effect. The Eh also is seen to have no effect (Figure 4).
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TABLE I
Sediment Data
•
Water
Eh(mv) C.O. O. Vo 1. Sol. ContentSite pH Eh (mv) Field (% dry wgt.) (% dry wgt.) (%)
1-2 6.682 +144.2 NO 0.42 1.60 23.71-6 6.625
- 97.2 NO 0.87 2.97 29.81-8 6.710 + 51.7 NO 0.55 1. 37 24.81-11 6.641 - 66.2 NO 0.81 1.53 30.51-11 S 6.664 . -26.7
- 40 1.05 1.03 22.11-15 6.554 -321 .7 -300 1.29 2.63 39.01-19 6.572 -236.7 -310 0.77 1. 43 25.91-20 6.539 -316.7
-370 1.18 3.53 47.41-23 6.755
- 90.0 -180 0.55 1. 60 20.22-1S 6.682
-116.7 -280 0.49 1. 73 31.52-1 6.551
- 53.3 -270 0.47 1. 07 22.92-2 6.724 -216.7 -310 1. 04 3.00 41.62-9 6.551
- 23.3 -100 0.53 1.17 32.32-17 6.488
-113.3 NO 1.31 2.40 43.12-24 6.501 -173.3
-250 0.78 1.67 34.22-30 6.496 -190.0 -180 0.75 2.10 40.53-3 6.635
-375.0 -360 1.14 6.07 43.03-7 6.625
-366.7 -330 0.97 3.67 42.03-9 6.647
-293.3 -340 2.31 6.33 71.53-12 6.625 -366.7 -350 0.78 4.03 43.8
1-26 6.533 -450.0 -410 1.08 2.60 46.21-295 6.567
-570.0 -200 1.11 2.30 42.84-12 6.724 -290.0 -300 1. 39 4.69 26.54-16 6.692 -320.0 -380 1.60 6.59 49.04-16S 6.767 -370.0 -330 12.82 19.44 188.74-18 6.718
-350.0 -490 3.37 2.99 50.4
NO - No Oa ta Taken
._--_._----._....- ... _------_. --------
TABLE 2
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Bottom Water Data
Site D.O.(ppm) 5alinity(ppt) ~ Eh (mv) Temp. (c) Depth(m).
1-2 8.33 24 6.885 +114 18.5 1.60
1-6 9.20 25 6.818 +107.9 18.0 2.00
1-8 10.87 25 6.830 +169.9 22.5 0.50
1-11 8.83 26 6.880 +147.1 19.0 2.00
1-11 S 7.87 30 6.624 +120 21. 0 0.50
1-15 7.07 28 6.612 + 85 27.0 2.00
1-19 8.07 32 6.602 +110 22.0 1.00
1-20 7.87 29 6.601 + 60 28.0 1. 75
1-23 7.67 33 6.604 + 50 23.0 1.00
2-15 11. 27 30 6.702 + 65 23.5 0.75
2-1 8.67 NO NO ND 24.0 0.50
2-2 7.73 28 6.730 + 90 18.0 1. 25
2-9 6.83 32 6.541 +170 27.0 1.30
2-17 6.27 35 6.514 +160 26.0 1. 75
2-24 7.93 35 6.521 +150 28.0 1.00
2-30 7.90 35 6.508 +160 29.0 0.50
3-3 9.10 36 6.678 + 40 28.0 1.00
3-7 8.47 35 6.639 +100 28.0 1. 75
3-9 6.77 36 6.634 +105 27.0 2.00
3-12 7.43 34 6.665 + 95 27.0 0.75
1-26 6.87 30 6.596 + 90 30.0 0.75
1-295 5.60 26 6.609 + 60 28.0 0.50
4-12 8.80 25 6.783 + 80 29.0 0.25
1-16 6.80 26 6.829 + 85 26.0 1.25
4-16S 7.00 23 6.802 + 82 28.0 0.25
4-18 3.60 25 6.788 + 95 26.0 0.50
NO - No Data Taken
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The data in Figure 4 agrees with previous work done on marginal marine
sediments (Baas Becking, et a1., 1960). Figure 4 shows a close
resemblance to this information and tends to characterize these
sediments. Work done by Baas Becking, et al., was for 640 data points
from around the world. Both show very little change in pH with Eh.
The slight differences that are present in the pH data could be due
to daily fluctuations fro~ the photosynthesis cycle since the data
was collected over the course of a day. The pH of the bottom water
is seen to be for the most part just a little higher than the sediments
just below them. They are very close as expected, however'.
The dissolved oxygen (D.O.) showed some significant differences,
but these were due to specific reasons and not the amount of organic
matter present. All sites appear to have enough oxygen available to
the sediments for decomposition of organic matter. The site with a
low D.O. is 4-18. This value is due to the amount of Manatee 'grass
decaying in those waters. The highest value at site 2-15 is due to two
factors: 1) the high amount of plants growing there and 2) the day the
data was taken it was stormy and the water was well mixed. This would
affect the D.O. of the water, but not the sediments immediately.
Another high value at site 1-8 was due to a more than average amount of
green plants growing there. Most of the other qifferences in values is
due to the daily fluctuations, the different weather conditions under
which the data was taken, and the varying amount of green plants such
as Cymodocea manatorum (Manatee grass) and Diplanthera (Shoalgrass).
The Eh is an important factor to the overall picture of the
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sediments. The amount of mixing is important to Eh. The surfar.e
sediments are usually positive, but in most cases this layer wa~; so
thin that it was not measureab1e in this study or was lost in samolir.~.
The grayish olive color is representative of thin oxidation layers
(Nelson, 1972). There were significant differences of Eh between sites.
Only two sites (1-2 and 1-8) were positive. This w~s due to a thicker
than normal oxidation layer. One problem with the Eh data is the method
of obtaining them. The values recorded in the laboratory did not always
correspond with the values obtained in the field. This was partly due
to the leakage problem previously mentioned. This allowed oxygen to pet
in and make some values less negativl~. Eh can be used to tell the state
of the sediments with respect to whether they are beine; oxidized or
reduced, but is not reliable enough to say that an Rrea with an Eh of
-500 mv is more reduced than one with -450 mv. It is seen thCl.t
whenever the Eh is around -300 mv or below, thb~ volatile solids are
above 2.3 per cent, but the lowest Eh does not necessarily correspond
with the highest volatile solids per cent. Once you go below the
surface, the sediments become definitely negative and remain so down
through the core often going to -500 my.
The C.O.D. and the volatile solids together give an indication
of how much organic matter is present. For the~ most part. the C.O.D.
and volatile solids go up and down together with Cjo,'d corre1ati)n
(Figure 3). The four highest in that figure are in Mosquito i~goon
and could be due to the isolation of the area. Since the area is more
isolated, there is not Illuc:h disper<;;on. As for the corre~iltion
presented in Soule and Oguri, 1974, the data obtAined does not aqree
with the given formula. A regression analysi~I \'JdS clfDl~wtfDd \>IiII' ·hf'
result of the following equation:
T.V.S. U; dry wgt.) c: -1.86 ++.88 (C.O.D. \' dry \-/01.
A graph of thi s data and that of the equation presented in Sou i r, r.nd
Oguri. 1974, is seen in Figure 5. The equation presented by th£ abovp
authors ; s an empi rica1 fo'l"mul a arri ved at by the Ervi ronmenta 1
Protection Agency. As seen by the data presented in this papeY .
this formula is not acceptable for all sediments.
A graph of sites versus volatile solids (Figure 6)is ~~tDe<;DbDnted
breaking down the graph into three parts. Th(\se dre 1\ sites nNY'
land (less than 2500 feet) 2) ~ites near center of river, (qreater thar
2500 feet), and 3) isolated sites near land in Area 3. This shows that
there are more volatile solids near the center of the river thar ner.:'
the shore. This could be due to the fact that the volatile SOlids are
usually finer grained and therefore are carried farther away frE~ shore.
The isolated area 3 sites are probably higher due to less motion of
the water and the predominant Easterly wind in the area. The Intra-
coastal Waterway which is the deepest port of the lagoonal system,
3.5 meters, does not appear to have an (I ffect on the amount of ('rqanic
matter present ;n the sediments.
The water content, though not an exact value. showed an increase
in most cases Wht'rl the volatile solids incl'eased (Figurp. 7). Also as
the sediments got finer than normal, the water content increased.
A ~raph of Eh versus Volatile solids (Fiqure 8) shows that there
appear to be limits that when reached have little affect on thG Eh.
FOT instance as ~he volatile solids go over about 3.5 per cent, ~~he
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rh becomes more negative very slowly. As the vr,1atile ~MDiEj~ ,:'erp(}se
below about 1.5 per cent, the Eh 1s seen to rise t~fDv quick1". This
is to be expected since past a certain point, the W~erfik~·Ft<; beclmf'
overloaded with organic matter and a little mOI'e wi'l not hdveH,
illl11ediate affect. Also below a certain 1eve') there is not enough
organic matter present to cause a reducing environment.
Most of the study area was shown to be non-homogeneous. Looking
at the ra. data (Appendix II) and the arith~~tic means, this was evident.
This is why using the means is the only way to get a representative idea
of a particular site. The non-homogeneity though, caused some '''esu1ts
to appear worse than they should. A good example Of tMs ;s th~ volatile
solids test from site 3-9 (Appendix II). Fot· both the C.O.D. and the
volatile solids test, if the sample selected has a clump of organic
matter, the result would not be representative and would be much higher.
The sediments at all sites were seen to be fine uniform sands
(Appendix 1). The amounts of silts and medium sande; varip.d, hilt in all
cases was less than 10 per cent for each. The amount· of\silt was seen
to increase a little when the amount of organic matter increased as is
seen clearly by site 4-165. Sediment color also shows thC'ft there is
not an excess of organic matter present in the areas studied. The feH
sites with the black (5Y 2.5/1 and 5Y 2.5/2) do show patche~ of hi~her
concentration of organic matter. The pale brown (lOYP 6/:>,) found ir:
some areas is probably ~vindJblown sand from the land. The 01 ive .H'c':;.
seen just below the surface in the reducing environment, is prohably
caused by the reduction of free iron compounds. (Nelson, \9 7 7).
CONCLUS IONS AND RECOMMENDATTOW,
The objective of this investigation was to look al wh;,t affect
the two sewage treatment pl ants had on the Indian Ri vel'. f\l ~llCfugh none
of the variables looked at proved to be reliable parameters by them-
sel ves, it is seen from the data that the North and South Titusv; 11 e
sewage treatment plants do not have any more of a negative affect on
the sediments of the river than other sources of Doll ut ion (Fi oure 3).
The effluents from these two plants are dispersed well an~ hand'ed
by the river's natural self-purification process. In contrast, the
core taken in area 4, where the dispersion is slight and flow is
obstructed, shows a marked increase in volatile solids and chemical
oxygen demand.
Other than the site near the outfall in area 4, the two pO'ints
with the higher than normal volatile solids and thel'efore organ'jc matter
is in an isolated area, the Mosquito Lagoon. This points out that the
major sources of organic pollution must be land runoff and natural
sources and not treated sewage effluent. Also that the amount of
movement in a body of water and the dispersion of organ1e matter are
important as long as oxygen is available.
The Environmental Protection Agency equation presented in
Soule and Oguri, 1974, for a relationship between volatile solids
and C.O.D. is not necessarily true for all marine sediments. This
is shown by the data presented in this study.
In future studies of this type it would be helpful if several
other areas of study were looked at simultaneously to qet a better
ov.r,11 picture. Thp.\p. h~in~ the effluents from the tr~at~ent olants
and the water above the sediments. Also it would bt helpful if the
dispersion of the effluents were studied such as how far and in what
direction the effluents travel.
To help solve the problem ;n area 4, thi s .author recol1lllends the
openi~of the lOOuth of the creek in question by removing some mangrove
"trees or better yet extend the effluent pipe out so it empties
directly into the river.
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KEY TO GRAIN SIZE AND CORE DISCRIPTIONS
Color Code (Munsell) Soil Classification Code
2.5 Y 6/2 Light Brownish Gray S Sand
5 Y 2.5/1 Black FS Fine Sand
5 Y 2.5/2 Black M Sil ts
5 Y 3/1 Very Dark Gray C Clay
5 Y 3/2 Dark 01 i ve Gray ~·Np Sil ty Sand
5 Y 3/3 Dark Olive St·1 Sandy Si 1t
5 Y 4/1 Dark Gray L.SH Li ttl e Shell
5 Y 4/2 Olive Gray (darker)
5 Y 5/1 Gray
5 Y 5/2 01 ive Gray (lighter)
5 Y 5/3 Olive
5 Y 6/1 Light Gray to Gray
5 Y 6/2 Light Olive Gray
5 Y 7/1 Li ght Gray
5 Y 8/1 White
10 YR6/3 Pale Brown
All sediments are a fine grained sand unless otherwise
noted.
The numbers in the rectangle are the Eh values and the
lengths are in centimeters.
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A STUDY OF THE CmCULATION IN Tel~ LAGOONS
ENCOMPASSING CAPE CANAVERAL, FLORIDA
Richard Dill, M. S.
Florida Institute of Technology, 1974
The hydrodynamics of the Indian and Banana Rivers and Mosquito Lagoon,
surrounding the John F. Kennedy Space Center, Florida, is the object of this study.
Data gathered from surface current measurements mad~P with simple current
crosses are compared with measurements of the wind fi,eld over each lagoon under
varying meteorological conditions.
Steady-state and time dependent mathematical models are developed and pre-
dicted current velocities are compared with measured values. Extensive discussion
is given to the previous work of other investigators in attempting to determine
values for such ill-known quantities as eddy viscosity coefficients, dynamic rough-
ness length, wind drag coefficient and bottom stress.
The circulation in these shallow lagoons appears to result from a combination
of wind stress and slope currents. Tidal and Coriolis forces se~m negligible. Cal-
culations of theoretical surface current velocities under pure wind stress conditions
compare reasonably well with measured current velocities. However, recommenda-
tions are made concerning specific areas of requisite fut;ur~ investigation.
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mrRODUCT!ON
Man's interest in and use of estuaries has been well established
in the past decades. With much of the world' So transport done hy ships
and its many industrial complexes requiring access to coastal water bodies,
population growth has thus incr~ased tremendously near coastlines. More
than forty-five per cent of the populace of the United states and seven
of the world's ten largest urban areas are situated in coastal areas.
With the increasing use of estuarine waters for a multitude of purposes,
it has b~come vital for environmental protection and for the assessment
of the proper use of these waters to understand more completely the phy-
sical and biological processes related to these nearshore waters.
In the past, the r.taj or interest in estuaries has been prirrarily
biological, resulting in a notable lack of literature on -specific estuary
circulation processes. An even more apparent lack exists of synoptic field
measurements in testing the accuracy of theoI'e!tical predictions of natural
circulation phenomena. This disparity of field work has apparently been
mainly due to a lack of proper funding because of various economic factors.
'Ihe main factor is the high cost involved in obtaining an accurate, de-
tailed description of such a large body of water, While another factor is
the seemingly low, short-term return of such an expensive study. To date,
there have only been a handful of detailed studies done on various estu-
aries; notably, the Chesapeake Bay and its tr:Lbutaries (Pritchard (lauff,
1
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21967), Hansen and Rattray, 1966); Alaskan, CanadiaYl and Norwegian fjords
(Rattray and saelen (Lauff i' 1967)); the Colu.rnbia River, USA (Hansen, 1965);
and the Mersey Estuary, England (Hansen and Eowden (Lauff, 1967)). It
will later be seen that none of these estual'ies exhibit the same charac-
teristics as those under consideration in this paper.
3ar~~fkfTflk AND CLASSIFICATION
The rrost comronly accepted def1nition of an estuary frorr a dy-
namic viewpoint has been expressed by Pritchard (Lauff, 1967): "An estu-
ary is a semi~nclosed coastal body of water which has free connection
with the open sea and within which seawater is rreasureably diluted with
fresh water derived from land drainage." It should bE' noted that this
definition limits the estuary to the landward limit of salinity intrusion,
t.hus possibly not including the entire body of water under consideration.
Also note that Pritchard sought to irrply that the tide was alWays a driv-
ing force when he included the "free connection" restriction (Kinsman,
1965b). There are further definitions based on georrorphologv and biolofS-
ical considerations, which give rise to the question of the difference
between a lagoon and an estuary. For exanple, webster's Dictionary de-
fines a lagoon as: "A shallow sound, channel, pond or lake near or com-
municating with the open sea."
Caspers (Lauff, 1967) has distingu1.shed between these two types
of water bodies based an biological considerations. He states that a
stable body of brackish water is a lagoon, whereas a basin that shows
periodic changes in the mixing of fresh and marine waters is an estuary.
Although this definition relies on the analysis of a hydrological feature,
e.g. the instability of salinity, it is pred.sely this stability, or lack
thereof, which determines an estuary's biolog;1.calfeatures. The environ-
mental conditions in the brackish water lagoon are relatively stable,
whereas the euryhaline conditions of an estuary restrict the population
of organisms to only those that are adaptive to fluctuating envirorunental
conditions.
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4Johnson (1919) has gone as far as differentiating estuaries from
lagoons by the influences of ~ological coastline development. Emery
(Lauff, 1967) states that lae;oons are typical of areas where continental
shelves and coastal plains are wide and nearly. flat because lagoons have
been long-cancelved as beinr-'; caused by the rnar:ine. deposition of offshore
bars in areas of low reHef. Estuaries, on the other hand, are related to
continental shelves and eoastal plains that are narrow and of high relief,
mainly because they Rre forrred by drowned river valleys" glaciers and
other tectonic processes.
Estuaries have been classed using v8.r1ous systern::i. Pritchard
(Lauff" 1967) classified estuaries by geomorphology as follows:
1. Coastal ola.:1n estuaries (drowned river valleys) are of gently
sloping bottoms, whose depths uniformly increase towards the mouth (having
been cut by erosion), and of'ten show a dendritic pattern. Exarrples: Ches-
apeake Bay, USA and the '['hames, Southa.npton Water and Mersey Estuary in
England.
2. FJords, charactb~riied by U-shaped cross sections, have deep water,
steep sides, and sills of tenninal glacial deposits at their rrouths.
Exarrples : Sogne Fj ord, Norway; Silver Bay" Alaska and Albemi Inlet,
British Columbia, Canada.
3. Bar-built estuaries, which have been the result of marine depos-
i tion of offshore bars that have risen above sea level, are characterized
by being elongated parallel to the coast" having extensive lagoons" large
width to depth ratios, ~uced tidal influence, and usually several inlets
providing exchange with the open sea. Exanples: Pamlico Sound, North
C<1l:'olil1a; Vellar Estuary, India and the Laguna Madre, Texas.
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4. Tectonically produced estuaries primarily ccmpose thJ s , •. 'te!1,'OY"T,
which serves to include all those estuaries that do not fit easLy else-
where, but specifically include those produced by faulting, subsiderce
and volcanic activity. Exarrple: San Franc:isco Bay, California, U;'A.
A classification system based on the salinity distribution of an
estuary has also been formulated (Pritchard, 1955, Pr:ttchard and Bowden
(Lauff,1967)). It should be noted, however, that this system is only ap-
plicable for coastal plain and fjord estuaries, thus excluding entirely
bar-bullt estuaries. The four rra.in types of estuaries are delineated ac-
cording to their degree of salinity stratification as follows:
1. Higbly stratified estuaries, in which the river flow dominates
the circulation, thus producing a bot tom "salt wedge" of seawater, are
mixed only near the fresh water-salt water interface by turbulent entrain-
ment. Exarrples: Mississippi and Vellar estuaries.
2. Fjord estuaries are also highly stratified, exhibiting a deep
saline bottom layer which is due to a restriction in circulation caused
by the shallow sill. Mixing is usually limited to the upper layer only,
again with entrainment as the ma...i or cause. Examples: Sogne Fj oro and
''311vet' Bay, Alaska .
'3. tNod~rWW§.}W;ely stratified estuaries (partially mixed) have greater
mixing which 1s caused by a larger tidal flow that results in increased
turbulence. Most coastal plain estuaries are of this type, exhibitlng a
gradual increase of salinity seaward and with depth. Exarrple: Chesapeake
fhy.
" Vertically iFllNllgen~~lpD_?stuar'ies (whjch :lr't' usuany r;uhdtvldecl
into laterally inhomogeneous and sectionally hl..FnarWtJDnl~Dy'us) l-eSlll t. fl'nm
extrene t1dal rnNxiglf~. EXRmples: a~laware Bay and Mer-sey Estuar ",
It sll0ul d he noted that ti~s~ classification systems 2W~~W
ternptine; to faciHtate a better definition of estuarine circulatiol' ".1d
to organize and classify these natural water bodies into specific groups.
In so doing,. several problems have risen at the expense of solving other
difficulties inherent in the classification systerru-3. For example, several
classifications may apply to the different regions of the :32;(' estu:·.ry and
various authorities have had to millfy the previous classifications to 11 \
their particular water body. In one specific instance, Overland (1972)
places the bar-built, wind-dominated estuary into category (4) above, to
be classified as a vertically and laterally hOl1'Ogeneous estuary. This
can be seen as an atterrpt in expanding this classification system to in-
clude the wind-dominated estuary which may exhibit little or no tidal
mixing.
Lastly, Ippen and Harleman in 1961 (Dyer, 1973) developed an
expression, tenred the stratification nurrt>er, which classifies an estuary
by the amount of energy lost by the tidal wave relative to the energy used
in mixing the water colurm. Hansen and Rattray (1966) have also developed
a stratification-circulaticn diagram which utilizes two dimensionless
paraIreters in characterizing estuaries. Like TlOst classification systems,
theirs neglects the irrportance of wind effects on circulation, which must
be accounted for in shallow estuaries, especially of the bar-built type.
t\!{!':A OF S'1't:nW
'L'1e I(ll'ponal estuaries unc1€'r' consj.derat lon form one of t..he prin-
c1pal water resources of east central Flonc'la on the Atlantic Coast of the
Unlted States. rrheir proximity to the hennb~dy Space center and rp~ as an
integral portion of the Intracoastal Waterway System add to their int>or-
tance. This lagoonal system, consisting of Mbsquito Lagoon (or Indian
River Lagoon) to the north, the Indian River to the west and the Banana.
River to the south, has open connection with the Atlantic Ocean via four
inlets and the locks at Port Canaveral (see Figure 1). Thus, these waters
are saline, but there is a significant amount of fresh water entering the
lagoonal system fran land drainage to gl.ve them the brackish water typical
of pstuaries. They are all typical of the bar-built estuaries of the
x~outheastem United States and Gulf of Mexico coastline.
Man's activities have significantly affected the character of
these water bodies, converting them from a i~rm of casually related la-
.&2;oons into a senes of seg,nented, interacting estuaries. Even if we ig-
nore the changes caused by land urbanization) the construction of nineteen
blDid~e and causeway systems crossing these lagoons have greatly segnented
th(3se water bodies. Moreover, the construction of Haulover Canal has
established direct comnunication between rt!Olsquito Lagoon and the northem
extreme of the Indian River, whereas the construction of the railroad line
to the Kermedy Space C-enter and the saturn V Crawlerway have canpletely
severed the natUT'al connection of the Banana and Indian R1vers . Addition-
all.v, the Canaveral Harbor and Barge Canal have provided yet another un-
natural link between to? Banana and Indian Rivers and the ocean, although
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9th:i.s 1s not a coJ'll)letely free cormection due to the presence of locks.
The man-made inlet at Sebastian also provides another 1nportant rlver to
ocean connection.
For this study, these waters were divided ihto four major areas,
based upon geographical ccnsiderations (refer to ci~ 2). Area I is the
Indian River between the Orsino. Ca.Useway (NASA Parkway) and the Titusville
Causeway (Hwy. 402), including Banana Creek to the easta.'3 far as its
cormection with State Road #3. Area. II is the Indian Rivef\ north of the
1'1tusv:tlle Causeway. !tr'ea III is MosqUit6 Iagocn, a.1thout§l$anpling was
limited to the southern area from Haulover Canal to the extreme south tip
Of the lagoon. Area IV is 'that part of the Banana River north of the
Berihett CaUseway (Hwy. 528 and AlA) and Part Canaveral Harbor to its
northernm::>st point near Pad 39A of the Kennedy Space Center.
These lagoonal estuaries are free of any tidal influence to an
accuracy of 0.'30 centimeters as reported by the Intracoastal waterway
Chart (845-8C) and by personal conmunication with Mr. C. Thurlow of NOAA's
Tidal Branch, Washington, D.C. This appears quite justifiable if it is
noted that the closest free connection to the sea to the south is sebas-
tian Inlet at fifty miles (80 km) distant. Fur'therrrore, ~ tidal effects
of Ponce de Leon Inlet, twenty-five miles (40 kIn) to the north of the
Mosquito lagoon entrance to Haulover Canal, are damped by the narrowness
of the only connecting deep link which is the dredged Intracoastal water-
wa:y channel. Because over 50% of Mosquito Lagoon is less than two feet
deep, it acts a final inhibitor of possible tidal effects.
Thesebar-built estua:ries are all very shallow. The groeatest
depths are the dredged areas (see Figure 3), especially the Intracoastal
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Waterwa.v channel which is l'eportedly dredged to about three and one-half
meters, but has been sounded by the author to depths of at least ::-.:1x Ire-
ters. Nevertheless, roost of each lagoon has water depths equal to t"tJo
rreters or less. 'The presence of bottom growth, especially long grasses,
over mst of the observed bottom, irrpedes water flow and further increase5
frictional effects. These grasses may reach heights of one-half of a
meter from the bottom.
W. M. Carreron and D. W. Pritchard (1963) have stated that "the
relatively great width and small depth of such systems [bar-built estuar-
ies] permit wind-induced currents and wind tides to provide the ma.,10r
rrechai11smfor roovement and mixing of these estuar'ine waters. No adequate
dynamic description of this type of estuary has ;yet been produced, and,
in fact, this type of estuary has probably recei'ved the least systematic
attention." With this in mind, the hydrodynamic sanpling of the four
study areas was undertaken as related in the next section.
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FIGURE 3
Bathymptry of Cape Canaveral lagoons
Introcoostal Waterway ( ) dredged to 3.5 meters
Depth in meters
DESCRIFTION OF FlEW IADRK
'I'l1e sampJ ln~ was carr'led 011t in conjunctIon with an Eel:.· .:1.
aaWPt~.iille Study of the Kennedy Space Center' environs, performed byB'l\Jl':ii.1a
:lnstitut.e of rrechnlFlo~ undpl' NASA Grant No. llJll~jJMM8. It was l1m:lted
to ('01"1;2j n restrictions as dictated by the modus operandi of the biolop-.,i-
eal f~~NgTlfDling l''E'quiremenf;s. However, sites were chosen ',·Il.:;;' ""egr.t(,r1 S to
coverln/,: t~he entiI'e area and special sites were oceasionall;y W;japta.I~e to
the 1101'11\:1 t sampJj.ng schedule.
It Weir. felt desirable that the measurements should be taken
within a:.'l short a tirre span as possible, in order to formulate an accurate
pictm'(:' of the current field of any lagoon at any "'instant" in time. Thus,
two to four srrall boat.3 we.l'e used in sampling on~ area at a time. This
rnt>;mt tll:J.t it nort'TRlly took two to thr-ce hours to completely sample any
om.' mD~"DaI i:'f.peci.al1y when the biolo[':ical sampling ~rre.s heavy. In this way
any vat'! at.tons in wind lT1c'11?:1l1 tude and direction were held to a min.i.Jnlm as
much a:; i'OSt11blp. Ilowever, It should be noted that ITmw cases arose of
llFt~ w:l.nd sh:irt1rw: velocity consider'ably throughout the sampJ.ing period.
The srunpNNn~ procedure W'dS as follows. '!'he small boat was se-
curely anchored nt the dcsif171nted r->ampling POirlt (which is usually located
thL'ough 1i ccmbin'3.tion of vi.Gual reference to landmarks and experience gain-
pd by l1avingprevlously sampled the area). 'l'he current velocity was mea-
::iLI.....·f'd 111 3. ia~8gl<W?;bn f<.:1s11ion using; aluminum crosses suspended one-half
rndW.t~lD N.ll.~NMy!N a pla:3tic bottle half-filled with water. The current crosses
\"C't'l.' rout' :i ncIY;:-;· hlt~h and had two 36-inch perpendicular vanes (see Figure
11). '!h' dl"EFxW~efF yDr~ly~ ly:lIlCl-released from a point downcurrent of the boat
"12
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FIGURE It. Current Cross
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<uld tilt' NNNlNt~ not..ed. lVleanwhlle, the wind lTil.[l:nitude was nEarrured (in rrph)
at a Rt:lndinp; hei['")1t or one to two metE:'rs above the water using a hand-
held wind meter (pocket tube type manufactured by awy~r Instruments, Inc.
of Michigan City, Indiana). The wind direction was measured using a hand...
held corrpass. After approx:1rnately five nrlnutes had elapsed from the time
that the current cross was placed in the water (during which time the bio-
:Logical sampling' was norrmlly done), the curTent cross direction was noted
using the corrpass and its distance from the release point measured (in
feet) with a field range finder (manufactured by Edmund Scientific Canpany
of 'Barrington, New Jersey). The total elapsed travel time was also noted
simultaneously with the distance measurement. Thus,' the speed of the cur-'
rent could be calculated using its known travel time and distance. Fin-
ally, the air and water temperatures were taken and any unusual meteoro-
logical conditions noted, such as rain, erratic wind shifts and gustiness,
etc. The current cross was retrieved and the boat moved on to'its next
sanpling site. The average on-station time was about fifteen minutes per
sanple site for an experienced crew. After sampling all sites, the data
were gathered from the boat crews, tabulated, reduced and plotted as seen
in Charts 1 A-T of the Appendix.
Among the rrany procedures that had to be modified, the follow-
ing are mst noteworthy. The unrestricted lateral movement of the boat
on its anchor became very apparent when mre experience was gained in
sampling. Althcugh the boat lay generally 'with its bow into the wind, it
would swing as much as thirty degr-ees to either side, thus g1ving false
cu"pent velocity readings. This problem was solved by using a second
anc:1101' J'rom the stern ,in keeping the bdat tautly secured between two
pojr~~D .
------ --- - --- . ----_.------_ ..._---- ---
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It was also found that the best· distance at which to neasure the
cross is between 20-40 feet» mainly due to the inherent characteristics of
the optical rangefinder. Due to the fact t~t it involves the use of a
logarithmic scale, any slight error in measuring over 40 feet is conpounded
by this scale in producing inaccuracies as. large as 20% of the total dis-
tance.
It was determined that the best ~ in which to measure wind
direction was to face into the wind and neasure the direction perpendicular
to the wavelets and ripples. Although the wave crests are not necessarily
perpendicular to the Wind, this does give a good approX1ma.tion. .D1recticn
in very light winds was determined by holding up a piece of tissue and
noting its IIDvenent.
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THroRErICAL OONSIDERATIONS
The set of equations e)(press1ng the basic principles of circu-
lation in an estuary are the ~llJknown kavier~Ftokes conservation of roo-
nentum equaticns far viscous flow of an inccmp~~ssible fluid. In their
ITDre comnon form, they are called the hydrodynamic equations of !TOtion and,
when coupled with the continuity equaticn (mass conseI"V'ation equation) and
the proper bOill1dary corxiitions and assumptions, they may be rmde mathemat-
ically tractable for solving several special circulation phenomena. It is
stressed, however, that in their pure form, they are presently unsolvable
due to the fact that they are nonlinear, partial differential equations
with non-eonstant and poorly understood coefficients. Pecause these equa-
tions have been previously derived many times, only a cursory e)(planation
of them will be g1ven herein before proaeed1ng to rrake further simplifica-
tions as applicable to the estuaries under consideration.
'!he mass continuity equation is derived from the fact that the
change in nass in a fixed 'VOltlITe of fluid must be balanced by a correspon-
ding change in density within the volume. E)(plicitly, this is
(1)
where p = density
t = tire
u,v,w are velocities in the :;,:,y,z directions respectively.
This can be further siITplified for the case of an .1ncorrpressible fluid for
which d~iW.=0 . Since the corrpressibility of water is very snaIl, the
continuity eq,uation can be approximated by
o. (2)
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This is a staterrent that the flow field is non-divergent. Note that, even
if the density of a fluid particle is varied by changes in salinity and
terrperature, equation (2) is ass~d valid (the Boussinesq approximation).
'Ihe equations of' rrotion state that the acceleration of a fluid parti-
cle is proportional to the sum of the applied forces. Assuming a left-h9nd-
ed coord1nate system with the z-axis positive downward and the z = 0 plane
coinciding with the undisturbed free water surface, the instantaneous equ-
ations are, for incoopressible flow,
~u + u.. ~u. HII~ Hy.g~ =_' .1. 6P +fv + l:::. (@+ iu. +iu) 0)
o-t. 6). "l~ 02 P oX P 0* O'j' oi l
~ + U.Q\[ +\JQ\[ +'W OIT ~ - 1. 'Q.P -h + !J.E~ +~ + ¢2.\J") (4 )
0'- oX ~ 6l P ~Dj P "oX o~? ~~ t
and the pressure force asst.JIOOd hydrostatic in the vertical yields
oPo=J~ Hm~l
where u, v,w J Pat are as previously defined
p =pressure
g =grav.itational acceleration
f = Cori'::>lis pa.ra.xreter = 2wsin ¢
where W = angular velocity of the earth
¢ = latitude
fL = th9 dynamic rrnlecular viscosJty coefficient.
(5)
In equations 0) and (4) the first term on the left of the equal
sign is the time rate of change ofJ"IX)n'Entum at a specific location (also
called the local t:1.rre derivat1ve) . The next three terms are the non-l1n-
ear field acceleration terms expressing the advection of rrnrnentum. '!he
fir~t term to the right of the equal si@'} is the pressure force term; the
next term is the CorioUs, term which is due to a rotating earth; and the
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lCist ter:n t~ 3. vWt~cous Met i.ona.l term.
These equations are nnthematically intractable without further
asstUTIptions (note that inc~ressible flow was already asslllred; that is)
dfTD~h.= 0). Althougj1 rrost of the assumptions cmd sinp1ifications can be
reasonably supported, there are some compromises rrade sinply in order to
be able to apply inplieit rrathernatical solutiorn,. It should be noted,
however, that the object of this is not an attempt to seek specialized
solutions of the equations of motion as pertain:lng to the estuaries under
study. Rather, it is an effort to use rrathernat:lcal analysis to obtain a
rnore cOl'Jl)lete cooception of the circulation phenomena that were actually
observed and measured.
The first assUIl'Ption is that any horizontal velocity shears are
so small as compared to the total fie Id of notion that they can be ne-
glected. Pritchard has noted that the inertial terms are small as com-
pared to the pressure force and eddy stress terms (Kinsman) 1965b) p. 69).
This allows the nonlinear field advective terms to drop out. Note that
there is no measurable tidal rrotion necessitating inclusion as an external
driving force, which is contrary to the conditions found in nost coastal
plain and fjoro estuarine types where tidal effects are most apparent in
forming stratified now and resultant velocity shears.
The next assumption is to neglect the viscous force terms in
the horizontal direction. It has been stated by Pritchard that the only
viscous force term of significance is the vertlcal one (Kinsman, 1965b,
p. 68). Althoug7l. this assumption is admittedly weak,. nost authorities
have also had to make it in attempting any solution to the equations of
ootion. Neumann and Pierson (1966) p. 412) state that: "In general) the
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rrean quantities vary mst raptd1..v in the vertical direction, c, I th3.t these
theories are rrostly concerned with the vertical fluxes of m:>rnentUlTL••• n
Overland (1972) also states this more firmly with the following discussion
concerning estuarine mJdeling:
The present limit of models neglects the lOfigip",,,inai
and vertical variations of salinity and reduces the three-dimen-
sional system to one or two dimensions by spatial averaging.
In principle, this limits prototypes to tidal rivers and verti-
cally homogeneous estuslries with weak horizontal salinity gra-
dients. If they [the estuarine models] are applied to estuaries
where there are velocity shears and substantial concentration
variations within the averaging interval, as in a partially-
miXed estuary, there is an effective diffusion [diffusivity ] in-
crease due to the spatial or temporal averaging.
Note that the three lagoons in this stud.Y appear to fit OvC?r>land's ver-
tically horwgeneous prototype. Charts 2 A-H of the Appendix show the weak
horizontal salinity and ten:perature gradients and the strong vertical
homogeneity exhibited in each estuary (note: data was taken by the author),
A further assurrption is that the Coriolis force term, which ac-
COl.!.'1ts for the inertial effects of a rotating frame, is negligible for
these D~ater bodies, However, this is to be expected if direct application
is made of V.W. Ekman's theoretical results for drift currents in a horoo-
geneOlls ocean (see Neumann and Pierson) 1966) pp. 194-5). He proved that)
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when the ratio between the water depth (d) and the depth of "frictional
influence" (D) is very small, the CorioUs pararreter may be neglected.
Using the follow:ing equation,
D . -V Az ·= IT pWSln ~ I (6)
D is found equal to about 50 rreters in middle latj.tudes, assuming an
average value of the eddy viscosity coefficient (Az) equal to 100 gm/crn-sec.,
and a density of one gm/cm3 . Note that Az is an eddy viscosity coefficient
which will be explained in the following paragraph. With an average depth
of two l1'Eters in the Cape Canaveral estuaries. diD = O. 04, and Ekman's
criterion thus easily allows us to discard the Coriolis paraneter.
1m inportant modification in reducing the hydrodynamic equations
to a rrore solvable fom is to replace the viscous force coefficient E~iF
by an eddy viscosity coefficient (Az ). 'Ihis is an attenpt to account for
energy exchanges due to turbulent effects such as velocity shearing stress
(also variously called Reynold's stresses). Much. literature has been de-
voted to these "Austausch" coefficients, their meaning, theory and physi-
cal rneasurerrent, hence no attempt is rrade herein to fully explain these
terms in detail. One may refer to the following references for a more
complete description than given here: Sverdrup .Johnson, and Fleming
(19112), Roll (1965), Neumann and Pierson (1966) and the TRACOR Report
(1971). Suffice it to say that this coefficient attem:>ts to include the
nJC1croscopic effects of turbulence. 'Therefore, its value is usually very
much greater than the molecular coefficient of srrall-scale m:::>tions, J.1 ,
which i.s on the order of 0.01 gm/ern-sec.
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In an effort to clarify the Austausch coefficient, L. Prandtl
introduced a hypothetical, characteristic mixing length ('2.). This has an
analogy to the mean free path used in the kinetic theory of gases in that
it represents the distance that a fluid particle travels nornal to the
flow until it has exchanged its given property with the surrounding fluid
particles. The Austausch coefficient is de:fined 1n terms of this as
g]TV'cm-sec • (7)
where U = the mean velocity in the direction of flow.
Another irrportant aspect of this eddy viscosity coefficient is
that it appears to spatially vary, especially with depth. Various esti-
nates and meas~nts have shown that the value of this coefficient is
greater in the turbulent wind·- and wave-agitatoo surface layers than in
the deeper layers. Its value also increases with increasing wind speed
(Neumann and Pierson, 1966, p. 195). Nevertheless, for our purposes we
will assume that Az remains constant, again to sinplify the rrathematics.
Any physical validity that we can offer for making this assunption is
very weak, especially since so little is actually known about this coef-
ficient. One should note, however, that the shallow depths encountered in
these estuaries may give rise to almost constant vertical eddy coefficients
due to thorough mixing along the entire water coltnTll1 by the wind. Again,
the terrperature and salinity profiles shown in Charts 2A-H of the Appendix
show this vertical horrogeneity. FUrther proof of this can be personally
witn';":::ed in one of the rmre polluted areas of these estuaries on a windy
day. It j s then that the foul-smelling hydrogen sulfide layer near the
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bottom (caused by excessive decorrposition) is brought to the surface by
thorough mixing.
There have been various numerical values g1ven for the edd..v
viscosity coefficient; all are based on enpirical forrrulas. Sverdrup ~
et al. (1942) presents the following table~ in which formulas derived by
Thorade (1914) ~ Elanan (1905) and Fje1dstad (1929) appear to be the mst
plausible for our shallow, wind-dorninated estuaries. Note that 'Pieldstad's
forrrnil.a irrplies that the eddy viscosity coefficient decreases toward the
bottom in relatively shallow water, a conclusion so derronstrated by SVer-
drup in 1929 (Neumann and mierson~ 1966 ~ p. 196).
All oceana surface
:'\url II gihccillu ght'lf. . . . .. 0 to GO m
~orth SibNi:tn ~helf 0 to 60 in
~yDrth ~ihlDrilln Sht'If 0 to 22 m
;'\"rth l'lrft 0 to 31 In
nWyffi~h wlltert! ........•... 0 to 15 m
l\urllt<hio .........•....... 0 to 200 III
Jllp:ln &-/\. . . . . . . . . . . . . .• 0 toi '200 III
OfT Han nil,lto, ('"Iif ..... , nflllT hottom
• A. -1.02 lV' (tV <6m/scc) Thickness of upper
A. -4.3 WI (If' >6m/see) hom'Dgeneous layer
0-1000 Tidal currents
10-400 Tid:\l currents
•3",5(z 2+2.°1._1)'4,. Wind currents
. 75-1720 Slrong tidal currents
• 1.!)-3.8 AII currcnta
4I1S0·7500 All currents
150-1460 All currents
• 93(z + 0.02) Tidal currl'nts
Locality Layer A. in g/cm/sec A. derived from Authority
Thorade; 1914
Ekman, 1905
Sverdrup, 1926
Fjeldstad, 1936
Fjeldstad, 1929
Thorade, 1928
Jacobscn, 1913
Suda, 1936
Sllda. 1936
RC\'elle and. Fleming, ms.
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I ".-ry au"n. curnu.La.
" _ di.lu"•• f",1ft uotl."n I" mtttMl. Formula valid helwe..n , - 0.2 and I • 1.3 Ill.
I TABLE 1. NUJrerical values of the eddy viscosity coefficient.(Ay)
as derived fran measurements of various investigators (from
Sverdrup, et al., N942~ p. 482).
It will later be shown that many of the coefficients calculated from these
various formula do not give similar values for the same wj.nd speed~ al-
though l"1.gure R~ taken from Neunann and Pierson (1966) ~ shows otherwise.
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FI(][ffiE rj. Comparison of surface eddy viscosity cop.fficients
obtalo€.'d as a funct.lon of wInd velocity using different methods (from
Ncunnnl1 and Piel'son, 1gC;6, p. 211).
NellI'll..'1nrl and Pierson (1966) also present the followIng values for
Az as a f'lmct.lon of ""rind speed. The first set of values were derived by
Neumann in N9NW;;~ fT'Om est.iInates of thp. energy balancA in waves in a fully
developed, ,;rind-genera.ted sea. The second set of values were derived by
Schmidt 1.n 1917 from Thorade's drift current observations in 1914. Note
tr;}t tl'!f: hc~ R',t,ts of the w1nd speed rreasurements are not specifically given,
8N"hCF]]"~gl it i ;DfWW~DIumDcg that they were taken at the commnly-used ten !'Teter
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TABib~. COlllparalin' valuC8uf thl' eddy vIscosity coefficient as a function
of \Villl! spl.:\l'd
... tol'............
Wind ,peed EmLI~F I :l ·1 :) (; 7 ~ 10 14 15 "->.0 i.l1
- -
.. ·.olW,;·_t.:#....~~~·
A (gm/em-Me) * .. - 5H - 161 - 332 5"r7 1350 - 25:.?,O ..
p' ,. "D..I~~
A (gm/em-••c) ** (1) 28 .- II () - 220 - 430 - 1000 - fmL~
•
, e,"
*derived by Neumann (Neumann and Pierson, 1966, p. 195)
"derived by Schmidt (Neumann and 'Pierson, 1966, p. 210)
Now that the p;enerel assurrption~ have been rrade .. \,; I.~ equa~~>N.WWlnp
of m:>tion have been reduced to the following set:
au.. 1 oP + A.3.. -o2. U (8)00\:. - oX ~Z.zp p
oV _1 oP + ~ o~ (9)O-\.. P o"j P 2> z2.
0 - .Q.E.. + p~ . (10)~~
1hese equations express the fact that the current structure in our estuaries
appears primarily the result of a combination of two forces. A drift cur-
rent 1s caused by the wind stress on the water surface and a slope current
is caused by the pileup of the water by the wind on the downwind side of
the estUr:lI'Y. This appears to be a quite reasonable assurrption, but the
p;WIJ~sI~nt forms of these equatIons still remain intractable for explicit
solutions and carmot be further simplified without irreparably d:tstorting
the physical representation of the circulat:ton phenomena present. However,
it would do well to try and solve these equations for each effect; that is,
fit'st for Q pare drift current and then for a steacty-state drift and slope
CUL'r>ent, ir1 order to get a better insight into the dynamics involved in
t.he Dr'oblew. A further comparison with the measured data may then help us
JJJJ_._~~_._JJJJJJJ------- --------
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to add nore to our intuiti\Te picture of what is taking place in th:: d.r-
culation in these estuaries (see Analysis of Results section).
Pure Drift Current Solut,ion
In this soluticn it is ass1..1J'red that the only drivinr:r, force: is
the wind stress applied to the water surface and the frictional coupling
between the water layers. Any horizontal pressure gradients are assurred
nonexistent, which would nost probably be the actual state in real tine at
t = 0 (no wind) and the water body in a complete state of rest. 111US,
equaticns (8), (9) and (10) are further reduced to
~u. Al- "01. \.\..
~WWr p 0'2.."-
o~
-
& o'Z'J"
~I -\. - P 01.. a.
6P
P?}--OL.
(11)
(12)
(13)
When a constant wind begins to blow in the posit!ve x-direction,
a wind stress rs is exe.rted on the water surface. The following boundary
conditions apply:
~r(i) A --
- -7: z-=o1. ~i!.. s
(li) u.Ed.~lF - 0 -l '> ()
.
u.(z.o) 0 l~Z.~S(ili) - .
T:; = surfac.e "rind stress in the x-<.iirt"'ction
A~ = AusteLlsch coefficient
d""' = total \'leter depth.
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We can see that the equation of rrotion in the x-d:irection (11) has a solu-
tjon in the for~l of u(z,t) =U(z) + Uo(Z,t) where U(z) is tjn~ independent
nnc1 lfEyE~~ItF 1:; tte~D~ dnpendent.. Dealing with only the time indepl"'n',\!',t
solut1.on, that is O\J../o'l = 0, we find,
Integrating this yields a solution
constants of integration. Applying the boundary conditior..s He .f"i.nd as a
final steady-state solution
1.1 tz)
-- :. [d-Z) (15)
This is the expression to be later used in comparing some com-
puted current values to those actually measured (see TABIE 4). It should
be noted that the total E',olution, after addition of the. time dependent part,
is (as also found by Schneider, 1972)
\.)(r-,t) = Is.. Cd -l) tteA"F-tA"cole?,,;9Zxi;d~l (16)~~l 2 ~ j
.mere ~~ = xE~";9 ~]
A ~ -+ J?.l~EdJ~F cos x:z d"l
I'\.. d 0 A"I.~ may be explicitly evaluated as
A = 2dTs
V\.. A;. AI'\
Steaoy-State Drift and Slope Current Solution
The solutions for a steady-state current as produced by a steady
wind dr-ift cur"T\mt have been derived rnArl.Y times. Ekman was the first to
~~EFN sE~ for thi~j :"pcf'ial case, but included the Coriolis term. It is essen-
U.Clll'i ~~lmnar i., E~omput.<Dttions for th<: piling up of water against coastlines
--- .-----_.-,---_. JJJJJJJJJJJJ~JJ_.JJJJJJ_.__ ..__._JJJJ~JJ .._._--_._-----------------/
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by storm and hurricane surge (Bretschneider) 1966). For our solution, it
is asstnned that a steady wind has blown continuously in the x-dirl?ct1on,
thus piling up the water at the far shore whil~ lowering the water level
at the near shore until equillbrium conditions have been attained.
For this steady-state condition (Ou./dt::; 0) the one-dimensional
equations of rmtion become
'oPO=--+pet.d~ a
The slope of the water surfacb~ in the positive x-direction is
(18)
Assurnl.ng this water slope to be a very small angle ·with the horizontal,
tan13 --../3 and therefore)
oP
oX (20)
Substituting this result into equation (17) yields
(21)
and slJnultanAolts soLution of this with equation (18) yields
(22)
Upon lntegrat.LQnof this equa.tion twice with respect to z, the solution
tAkes the form
h uti!) == - {J3 Z'- + Cz. + C .p. Z I ~ (23)
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The ,tvlO boundary conditions again 8.l"€'
en DAz~D~ = - Ts .: Z ==0,
(11) U (Z)= 0: Z = d .
We now invoke stationarity, which means that we can correctly
assurrr= that an equilibrium condition has been rea.ched. 'l'hlR ::trrplies that
all of the water that is being pushed towards the far end of the estuary
by the wind is SCll!Ehow returning, in order to keep an equilibrium between
forces. This means that the net current thoughout the entire water colunn
ImlSt be equal to zero, or the water would continue to pile up higher and
hirner as :long as the wind continued to blow. Mathematically, this sta-
d
tiona.ri ty :1.s expressed as 1u.cl"Z.. = O. Applying this and our boundary
conditions to equation (23) we find that one of the results .is Ekman's
equation for a stationary slope in an enclosed sea with no Coriolis; that
is,
(25)
As the final slope and wind drift current equation, we find that
~ rEZF=~EZ.F2_EZF.H1-. (26)~d 4- dJ d 4.
'Ihis equation implicitly contains an interesting current feature.
It predicts that in the top one-third of the watb~r column, the current
flows in the direction of the wind rmtion. However, this flow is reversed
in tne bottom two-thirds of the water column (refer to the following Fig-
ure6).
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FIGURE: 6. Representation of the velocity distributian
over the water column due to a combination of wind stress and slope
current forces (adapted fran Van Dorn, 1953, p. 252).
These same results have been theoretically determined by Keulegan in'1951
(Van Dam, 1953), Van Dom (1953) and Hidy and Plate (1966). This can be
seen as a very real 51tuation when considering the fact that the surging
water rrust have some return now if the estuary is to rerrain in equilibrium.
otherwise, the estuary would literally overflow its banks. Qu:tte analogous
to this is the well-known mechanism of water pile-up due to ocean waves
breaking on a shoreline and the subsequent return of water to the offshore
area through a seaward-flowing rip current system, which, in srrall surf,
usually lies along the bottcm on beaches with flat botton topographY. One
should refer to 'PARLE 11, COJ1l)arison of Results, in cOl'll'aring various com-
p1..lted values of U(z) from ,equation (15) to those of the pure wind drift
solution and typical lTEasur'ed values.
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It presently appea.I'3 out or the reach of rigorous mathenBU.cal
analy81s to fornulate implicit solutions to the tirre-dependent equatj.ons
of rotion as expressed by equations (8), (9) and (10). In sumnarizmg the
developments discussed in the preceeding pages, we have found the current
velocity as a function of depth and t:i1ne for a pure wind drift current,
and the velocity, as a function of depth only, for a combination of 'y,'lnd
drift and slope currents. Irrl:>licit analytical techniques have not yet
been developed (or, at least, publicized) that aid in solving these equ-
ations for the current velocity as a fUnction of .depth and tirre (as mini-
mum requlrenents) for a combination s lope and mnd current.
However, by no means should one assume! that there are no solutions
to th:ts prohlem. Non-exact numerlcal solutions have been obtained for
tidal estuarie8 using finite-difference methods coupled with the necessary
use of high-speed, electronic computers. The cClTlPuters are necessary in
handling the large aroount of data and calculatj~ons necessary. These rreth-
ods, involving finite-difference applications of explid.t, implicit and
characteristics techniques, require division of the water body into a fi-
rote nu.mber of seegnents based on georretry and a knowledge of initial and
bounda1"y conditions. Several specific pararreters such as depth and eddy
\Tlscoslty coefflcients must be known functions also. However, this is a
vast subJect :in Jtself and, althoug,h it appears no wind driven estuaries
have heen the subject of such techniques, good treatrrents of this sub,!ect
are .found in t.he TRAOOR Report (1971) and Dronkl:?rs (1964). The equations
of mot:Lon and continuity must be integrated over one or rrnre of the spatial
(28)
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WlNN~i l.lm;"01':11 mWrDW.rll~tEIl~ f'tw us(' wl\.,h these numerical solutions.
l"ll"gt, the eqLk1.tlon of continuity (1) can be integrated t'n)m
the water' surface (r;) to the bottom (h). With the use of Leibn1t7.· n~lle
and invoking the following klnematjc boundary conditions for the rigid
bottom and side boundaries and for the surface condition,
(1) w(h) = u(h) ~~ + v(h)~ ·
(11) yJfE~FW=u(~F~ + 'Va)~ + 1t'
(note: the ad.dition of the ~~tterm includes the nnvement of
the surface with time)
we find that the vertically integrated general continuity equation has
the form of
h h h
:y.{pucjz ;- W~ffsJdz. + frlp ch. - O. (27)
t t t
Starting frcrn the Boussinesq form of continuity (2), and introducing the
"instantaneous" depth, H (Le. the total water depth as a function of time,
or H = h - '), the form of the continuity equation is
-E.. (H\.f\ + -Q..(HV' + ~ = 0ox. ') Cf~ ) o~ JI
where IT and V are vertical averages of velocities U and V
In one dimension this equation can be written as
()\-\ + u ill -+- H"O U = 0 (29)
ot oX oX
We can neglect the U c~~u term because the ratio of ther~%~ and el~~
terrr;,;; is of the order y~ , Which is usually <a: l-
In a similar fashion; the equations of rotion can be vertically
integl'ated. Starting w:tth the hydrostatic equation (5), and integrating
I'Vt't' Lile Imltnnt'.lJleOU:i water dept.lJ" 11, as befor-e,we find
p _ ~ + r~~ di'- .
a-tY1\ )5
where r =pressure
Patm = atmospheric pressure,
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(30)
(31)
(32)
(8) yields
matter. With the use of I.eibnitz' Rule again, we find that the first term
h
of .equation (8); that is, g~uf~dz. ,is approx1mateci by e~%t.I where
. If
1T is assumed approximately equal to U( ~ ) • Integr'ation of the pressure
force term and use of equation (30) yields the followlllg expression
J...{k dL = 12 <iR."" - P'dHi. +IIh k Q dzp oX p oX oX JJ' oX 0 .J
~. ~~
where f? = the spatially averaged density, (Boussinesq
approximation)
Note that the three terms on the right hand side of the equation are the
pressure forces caused by differences in atm:>sphe'ric pressure, sea surface
slope, and density gradients respectively. Except for situations of large
atmospheric pressure differences caused by such severe meteorological dis-
turbances as hurricanes and higher density gradiE!nts than those typically
exhibited in Charts 2 A-H, the surface slope tenn dominates the equation.
Integration of the viscous stress term in equation
11. 02v.. ;= A.. d U:lh - ?; - Ty~P 07.2 P 02J-r Pt where ~ = surface (wind) stress
Tb = stress due to the bottom •
Note that now the wind stress appears in the equation, as well as the bot-
torn stress. The latter is further discussed in the next section. ThW3, the
vertically integrated equation of motion (8) has becone
H ~~ = 3'~ + ~ (is -7i.) · (33)
(34)
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T'nus, numerical solutlons may be determined for U = U(x,z,t) :lni h = h(x,t),
bel~ause.we have two equatiow:; (2'·1, 33) with two w11mowns.
[lot tom Stress
The integrated equations of rrotion necessitate inclusion of bottom
stress, not unlike thb~ wind stress parameter. Pritchard (1ffiACOR l:\CL: .
1971 )uses a bottom bo\mdary friction term in the form of
) Ya~uElf + V2.
'K - Ch '
where Ch = Chezy caefficient, .
which appears to be considered a satisfactory inclusion tet the equations
of motion by authorities such as Harleman, Rattray and Leendertse. Other
authors sinply consider the bottom friction to be some significant per-
centage of the w:1nd st.ress. As an exarrple, Ekman (1905) states that, de-
pending on the conditions, the bottan stress (Ib) f2quals from zero to
one-thim of the wind stress ( Is) at the surface (from Sverdrup, et. 31. ,
1942, p. 490). Howev€,r, some authors state that the ma.joctty of available
evidence supports the assurrption that the bottom stress is negligible.
Bretschneider (1966) r'eports that, from Lake Okeechobee, Florida studies
done by the U.S. Arrrw Corps of Engineers, the ratio of rb! is = 0.1. Van
DC)l'n (1953) also foundl in controlled experiments on an artificial pond
that the bottom stress was negligible within the accuracy of his instrumen-
tation (0.1 dyne/cm?). Pritchard has elsewhere stated (Kinsrran's Notes,
1965b) that he used the bottom stress results of lesser (1951) in computing
h1s own figures in the work he did on the James River. 8anple calculations
------_._--
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usln['; thl~ equations and values for Zo as given by Lesser, coupled with
random data pojnts from our lagpons, yields Tbl Ts ratios on the order
of 0.1 also. In additi6n to this supporting evidence, Deacon and Webb
0(62) report that results from rneasurenents made by Francis in 1951 and
1954, Keulegan in 1952, and Hellstrom in 1953, also indicate that Tb may
be neglected.
With trus is mind, bottom stress was neglected in the theoretical
considerations of the Cape Canaveral lagoons. Nevertheless, it should be
tmderstood that this is not necessarily a valid interpretation. Factors
of ohvious influence such as the extreme shallownes8 over much. of the la-
goons and the presence of bottom algae and grasses have unknown effects.
In any case, one would expect a significant increase of the bottom stress
term for both of these factors. Lastly, it is of interest to note that
Farrer (1958) reported, from wind-tide studies of hurricane effects on
Lake Okeechobee, Florida, that the bottom stress appeared to significantly
j ncrease near the boundaries where the bottom is sloping and considerably
rougher than near the center of the lake where the depth 1s constant.
Wave-induced Currents
Another effect to consider is that of the waves on the current.
It has been shown through considerable research that, generally, there is
a net mass transport of water by wave action. It is considered a matter
of fact that there is alWays some mass transport due to the translating
"openll orbits of the water particles during the passage of a wave Ego~on
;
and Wiegel, 1959). However, determination of the direction of the net'
transport appears to be yet another source of disa.g;reement.
--- --------- --
Some
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researchers have observed that the tractive force of the tN~DWN on t!'1e water
surface drags the \.;ater partic} es in the direction of the sur:'ace 'll:"'lft
considerably faster than the nomal mass transport due to norrral t~tyre
action without wind. This was rrost notably observed in photographs taken
of marked water particles under the influence of wind waves in a labora-
tory flurre by Johnson and Rice in 1952 (Wiegel, 1964) p. 224).
An opposing .P.;r'oup of researchers have experifrentWc]~v v~DrDifled
the predictions of Longuet-Higgins' theory for null net transport. 'lllis
theory has two outstanding features. It both predicts the fact that, in
relatively shallow water, the velocity along the bottom is always in the
direction of wave propagation and that the transport is in the opposite
direction of the advancing waves.
The findings of many investigators have tended to prove one or
the other of these two theories. In order to better illustrate by exanple
t:he contradictory nature of both theories, the following Figures 7, 8 and
9 are presented from Johnson and Wiegel (1959) and Wiegel (1964).
In order to show a general order-of-rnagnitude foY' a wave-induced
current, as predicted by Figures 7 and 8, in corrparison to a measured wind
current taken from our data., SOIlE estimated values will be used for wave
heigpt. It is errphasized that wave heights were not strictly rreasured,
but a general idea was gained from the accumulation of many on-site obser-
vat10ns of wave height w1 th simultaneous measurements of wind and current
velocl ties. Thus, generally speaking, it can be estimated that a one foot
(30 em) wave hci~jNt in our lagoons will be related to a ten-rreter wind
fpeed of at least 8 nv'sec and a drift current of 5-8 cm/sec. From Figtrr'e
8, a one foot wave height .produces on the order of a 0.02 ft/sec
,... -
T in secWor~;Wh
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FIGURE 7. Velocity of mass transport atva]~ious depths as a
function of wave period for a wave one foot high (from Beach Erosion
Board 1942). .
12 ---------------------------
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FIGURE 8. Average drift velocity as a function of wave height
and period for the region between the water surface and a depth of 50
feet (adapted from Johnson and Wiegel, 1959).
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FIGURE 9. Corrparlson between measured and theoretical (null
net transport) velocity profiles in water of uniform depth by
Russell and Orsorio, 1958 (from Wiegel, 1964, p. 39).
(0.04 em/sec) current., which appears insip;nificant compared with the
w1nd jI\(1ueed 0.urrpnt. Thus, for our present analysis, the effect of wave
induced current s has beel' considered negligibly small. Ho\o\'ever, by no
means shGu1d one be convinced that this is an infalJible assvmption. The
present body of evidence simply appears to be far too limited in the jus-
ttfication of any definitive conclusion.
Time Constants
L'1 order to gain a general idea of the times involved for a pure
wL'1.i drift or slope current to develop, a first-order approximation can be
rrnd0 by lnspection of the appropriate equations. As previously developed,
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1.11« .~qlln.t.toll 0[' tltwlzontal rIK)tlorl ror' 1.1. pure wind cir'lft cUM"'ent L,
(11)
From this we find a tirre constant of
T~ d
2.
P
, (cdrpare with (16)).
Substituting into this equation average values ofd = 1. 8 m and AZ/f =
100 cm2/sec, we find that a steady-state wind drift; current can develop
in a time on the order of 5 minutes, Current observations made with re-
spect to time by the author in the Cape Canaveral lagoons indeed indicate
that the time factor in generating wino drift currents can be on the order
of only several minutes. More will be state about this little-known sub-
ject in the ANALYSIS OF RESULTS section.
Determination of the time constant for a pure steady-state slope
current may carre throw)! examination of the problem from a m:::>re intuitive
bash;. Using: the notation shown in the below figure, we can asstm1e that
the total water transport by thp. wlnd 1s equal to the aITDunt of water
pileo \lP (lll the down-wJnd shore of the water body (as represented by the
crossha.tched 2.rea).
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as
\'Ihere S represents the total transport, assuming a width of unity, In
relating this directly to our wind force (since Ah was not Treasured, but
the wind velocity was), we use the relationship for thE' 510')'7, /3,
or
wh~re we lmow from equation (25), for a stationary slope,
(25)
'lhus, we find a titre constant of
T~ (38)
Substitution of average values of l's = 2 ~cmJsec2I IL = 17 km, ;md
U = 10 ern/sec, and use of the previously assumed values, giv~s an order-
of-magnitude tirre factor of one hour~ for the generation of a pure slope
curTent. Note, that fop these values, Ah (the set-up) -12 em.
Another cms1.deratiOf1 while examining transient responses of our
11lgoons to the w:i.nd 1s to compute the expected seiche period for each
111goon. rI'his ha.s been done hy various authors for a variety of water body
:>la.pes and, for oar problem, we "'1111 use the results computed for a 5hal-
101,\' \<Jater) constant depth water boc\v whose length is greater than its
wJdLh. UsiJ'1.g specialized forms of the equations of rotion and continuity,
or:,::, arrlves at a form of the wave equation which appears as the following.
111
From this, the period for a standing wave (i.e. a seiche) is
T 2L~
Using values of h = 1.8 m and L = 11 km (length of Area I) to 22 km
(40)
(length of Area III), we find a seiche period or' approximately 1.5 hours
for Area I to 3 hours faT' Area III. 1''01'' reference, the period of the
fundamental seiche in Lake Okeechohpe, Florida (of nea.r circular shape
wIth a dia.rreter equal to 50 km) is 8.bout 6 hours, as reported by the U. s.
Arrrw Caros of Engineers (1955). Although these approximated values seem
of no immediate importance, they rray help us better understand and evalu-
ate the ever-changing circulation patterns of the Cape Canaveral lagoons.
Nothing more conclusive can be postulated beyond these approxi-
mations because there simply has heen very little field work done on this
aspect of circulation phenomena. Although Van Dorn (1953) appears to have
completed the rrost recent work on transient responses of a water body to
chAnging wind force and set-up, it Is doubtful whether his work can be
extrapolated to the larger scale of our lagoons. It is of interest to
note, flO\oJever, that he rreasured ~ set-up that decreased to 6 per cent of
its prevIous heif11t within only 12 m1.nutes after a sudden wind shift
(seiche period equals approximately 2 minutes).
One other notable development of a time-dependent wind drift·
soJ.ut ion has been presented by Lamb (1945, p. 590 ) and McCormack and Crane
(J<Yn, pro 161-3), amonp; other15. The velocity distribution, U(z), is
.rOW-lCi, azswning laminar flow in the water, as a function of the wind drift
JJJJJJJ~~J --------------
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velocity at the surface, Us. '!he equation 1s a well-mown similarity
solution having the form
erE~ItF == 1- 2£ -e2d . (41)
Us -vrr e e)
o
where @ = '?<J+V-t.: ' z is the water depth below the surface, V is t}'vJ
kinematic viscosity, and t is time. This equation has been plotted by
Wiegel (1964) and is reproduced in Figure 10 below.. The initial equation .
to be solved is almost identical to equation (11), with the only change
being a replacement of the factor Az/ p by V.
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IITIGURF. 10. Develq>rent of a wmd drift current due to viscosity
as a function of time (from Wiegel, 1964, p. 317).
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HllWeVel't it should be kept in mind that the negleet of surface slope ef-
fects and other irrportant para.rreters such as the eddy viscosity, '(1ttma.tely
distort the true representation of the circulation in our lagoons. Yet,
l"igure 10 does give us a partial idea of the transient responses of cu('-
rent to wind. Nevertheless, this subject of transient responses of wind
currents remains the least known aspect of wind driven circulation pheno-
mena.
It will be shown in the next section how these theoretical I'E'-
sults compare with the actual in situ ob:')ervations. This is no small task
due to the fact that there are J'l'Iany problems encountered with J'lEthods of
data taking, standardization of results with pl"eviously published ones,
and canputa.tion of such ill-known factors as the wind stress, wind resis-
tance coefrtclent and, of cour:')e, the eddy viscosity coefficient. Never-
theless, all of theseprobJ.ems will be emphasized. in an effort to ~sp
a bett0t' concept of the future work necessary in the study of the hydro-
dy~cs of these estuaries.
1.
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
An initial quick glance at the raw data (Charts 1 A-T) Cill1 tell
us a great deal when canpared with the results of other investigators.
Previous work by Van Darn (1953) in a pond, Keulegpn (1951), Van Darn
(1953) and Shemdln (1972) in the laboratory, have showed the surface wind
dri f't to be about 3% of the wind speed under turbulent conditions" Further
laboratory measurerrents by Hu (1968) substantiate a linear (with depth)
surface current profile that is 3-5% of the free stream w:Ind velocity, UOC)
(note: it was asst.1l1'ed that this maximum wind velocity excludes boundary
effects due to the water surface and the laboratory walls or roof). Noble
(1965) states that a good "rule of thlU11b" is that the surface current is
of the order of 1% of the wind speed, vlhile a comprehensive study by Stom-
mel in 1954 EtNeg~elI 1964) shows a range "of 3.5-5.0%. Another study ty
Carruthers 1.n 195] (Johnson and Wiegel, 1959), off the southeast coast of
England, c,howed clri ft speeds of about 2% of the wind speed. However, since
it 1s we1J known that the wInd drift decreases rapidly wi.th tj<:pth, and
CarT'uthers' nF2aW~rfDb.Dnents were made at approxirrately 10 fr:>et below the sur-
face. this !Th:'W ;lc~ount for his smaller ratios of wind drift to wind speed
as compAred wIth W~tomrrelDs values.
The data obt.ained in the Cape Canaveral lagoons shows no such
strict correlation. However, it should be kept firmly in I'llli1d that para-
meLers sllch as variable depth, irregular shape and bottom topography, and
ml~·.WPNlFle e {f_\'U:3 C r variable bottom stresses) rain, land runoff and other
fo.ctort1, proh<1bly substantially effect the circulation in our lagoons. On
the other hand~ thp results of the above investigations were usually
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obta.ined f'itl1pJ' jn the rloselyJcontrolN~bF€Dcondtt:t0ns of tht"" labwa'"
.. \., l..Ol"Y
({('pUl, l)()und:l.I'y E~fDfDueh; and nthpt' varlahles 1s not necessary. 'rhus, onc
cannot justifiably expect exact correlation of our results for ratios (If
current speed to wind speed to those of the previously mentioned invest1.-
gators. Table 3 shows sorre representative examples, chosen at randcm.
Ratios of measured wind velocity to current speed vary fro;:'! 0.28% (Site
1-9 on 07/24/73) to 1.8% (Site 1-6 on 08/21/73), based on a ten-meter
wind height. Although it can generally be seen that the plotted current
vectors coincide with the scure basic direction of the wind vectors, the
ma.gnltudes of these vector's simply don It relate to wind ~peed aJ;) clearly.
For exanple, examination Gf the wind field over Area I on March 19 (Chart
1 A of the Appendix) shows that the current rncty be strong v..'hen t0e \\-"ind
is \'.eak and, converse ly, the current meW be weak when the wind is strong
(compare Sites 1-3,1-20 and 1-23 to Sites 1-11, 1-15, and 39).
Further insir,ht may be gained by comparing differences in mea-
Stil'ed current fields as related to the same basic wind fields during dif-
ferent sampling pericxls. For instance, in comparing the results of Area
I on March 19 (Chart 1 A) to those In the sam~ area on August 8 (Chart
) F), we see that the wind fields are approximately the same, yet the
current fields differ p;reatly, especially in lTagnitude. However, one may
also find examples of separate current fields that ccrnpare very favorably
to each othpr unoer sjJnilar wind fields (compare Area II Charts 1 I to
, ,,)
..l. r, • A m:::re .intense examLnation of the collected data only provides an
in.crenf.ed c,l.rf'irmation of the intuitive feeling that the most influential
facto!' in t;h(; developm=.mt of a current field f'rom a given wind field is
Date Area - Wind Current Ratio
$ite Nl.'. Speed Speed
(MISEC) (CM/SF.C)
July 24, 1973 1-20 6.5 4.7 1:138
1-9 8.1 2.3 NWW~R2*
1-13 9.7 4.6 1:210
July 18, 1973 2-22 8. 1 10.2 1:7D
2-25 9.7 9.2 1:105
2-26 9.7 ~.9 1:249
July 19, 1973 W~JS 3.25 4.7 !:fi9
3-7 4.9 5.1 t: ;)lj
3-10 8.1 4.7 1:17 ~~
July 26, 1973 4-3 4.9 8.5 1:58
4-14 6.5 3.2 l:20a
4-17 7.3 2.5 1:292
4-3H 4.9 4.3 1:114
August 8, 1973 1-6 3.25 4.0 1:81
1-9 5.7 4.6 1:124
1-20 5.7 W~. 8 1:150
August 13, 1973 3-3 5.7 4.3 1:133
3-7 4.9 4.8 1:102
3-12 8. 1 4.7 1:172
August 16, 1973 11-3 4.0 6.8 1:59
4-10 5.7 6.6 1:86
4-17 4.9 6.9 1:71
August 21, 1973 1-6 1.7 3. 1 1:55**
1-14 2.4 a.7 1:65
1-22-S 3.25 5.5 1:59
August ~2I 197;{ 4-10 4.0 a.t\ 1:105
4-11 3.25 5.4 1:60
4-13 5.7 4. I 1:139
4-17 3.25 2.5 1:130
*Highest ratio - current = O. 28% of wind speed
** Lowest ratio - current =1• 80% of wind speed
TABLE 3. Representative exanples of wind speed
to current speed ratios in the Cape Canaveral Lagoons.
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that of time. In order to 'predict the current field with certainty, it
is not enougtl to nerely know the presei1t velocity of the wind. oaI~herI
one must also have a canplete knowledge of the time factors llwolved; trat
is, the duration of the wirrl and some of the trans:Lent conditions that
prevailect before the onset of the present state.
It. is difficult to explicitly show this time dependence directly
from the data in Charts 1 A-T, but a general feel :for the phenomena may
be obtained through the following canparisons of sorre of these data, cou-
pled with knowledge of the previous transient wind conditions. Due to
the fact that, in several instances, the data from all four areas was col-
lected on succeeding days, the author was able to directly neasure the
result of changing ·wind conditions , although mch extrapolation is neces-
sary from area to _area and day to day.
FOl" instance, on June 20 (Chart 1 I-Area II), a light wind and
weak current f'l"'Onl the south were neasured (note: the wind was light and
variable on the preceeding day also). That afternoon the wind shifted to
the southeast and 1ncreased intensity. By the following day (June 2l. -
see Chart 1 0 of Area III) the wind was rroderately strong from the north-
east and the current was beginn.1.ng to flow in the direction of the \-lind.
As a second example, on July 18 (Chart 1 J-Area II), the wind
was lip;ht and variab] ('J In the n'Orning (shown in S::Ltes 2-1 through 2-19
and 2-23,2-24) causing small, variable currents. This wind c~ed to a
steacl.v, rroderate, easterly wind by early afternoon, which caused a radical
incren.se in the current velocities (refer to Sites 2-20 through 2-27 ex-
cept for 2-23 and 2-24). However, by midIroming of the following day
(see Chart 1 P-I\rea. III), the weather pattern had shifted to a typical
----- ---_._-,-,-----
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"kor~easter" storm condition and the current, which had preViously been
flowing northwest in Area III due to t:::c previous day's wind patte~n
(refer to Sites 3-12 and 3-15 which were the first to be sampled that day),
reversed direction and began to flow southerly and follow the wind.
As a final example, on August 1, the wind was blowing strongly
from the south after being observed to be light and variable on the pre-
ceedingday. Measurenents recorded in Chart 1 E (Area I) ~Nen; talren in
the late morning. Note that the strength of the current did not match
the strength. of the wind. However, on the following day (Chart 1 L. -
Area II), the southerly wind had now strengthened and the current (again
neasured in the late nnming) had increased considerably. This specifi-
cally shows the inportance of the function of the wind duration on the
current.
/
// Wind Stress calculations
//
(he of the difficulties in the comparison of the measured re-
sults with theoretical calculations and the results of other investigators
lies in correcting the wind data to that of the wind speed at a "standard"
ten-rreter height (DIO). "Standard" is loosely used here because a thor-
oU£"-J1 literature survey revealed that most wind and current investigations
have used any height that is most convenient to their equipment and facil-
ities.
The wind speed above a wavy surface has been long represented
by the well-verified logarithmic wind profile (also called the "law of
the wall") over a rough boundary. That is, it is represented by the
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following equation,
U(z)- ~ l", xEz~~.F]I
where u* =-yTsIP, = wind Mction velocity
k =von Karman constant = 0.4
z = height of IYV:!asuren:ent .
Zo = dynamic roughness length.
(42)
This profile has been verified 'by at least fourteen investigators (see
Roll, 1965, Table X, pp. 126-7). There are two difficulties directly
encountered when using this formula :in converting measured wind speeds to
other heigtlts. The problems lie :in choosing the values for U* and zo'
both of Which appear to be poorly defined.
The roughness length (zo) is construed as that height at Which
the n:ean wind velocity is equal to zero . However, in turbulent marine
conditions the nean wind velocity is not equal to zero at any height due
to boundary layer separation and eddy formation caused by the hydrodynami-
cally-rough, wavy surface. Thus, a better physi.cal :interpretation of the
roughness length is as a paraIYV:!ter denoting the scale of these turbulent
eddies. In this manner it represents the effect;s of the boundary on the
n:ean air now. This paraneter has been frequently determined using s1m-
ultaneous windspeed rreasurements atdifferent he:Lghts over varying wave
conditions .. Nevertheless, it remains a point of debate annng authors as
to what fac~.ors Zo is dependent upon, how to be:st represent it, and wlJa-L.
are typi.cal values of zoo Roll (1965) and Kraus (1972) give a rrore corrplete
descri.ptjon of the many contradictory statements regarding the variation of
this parameter with the characteristics of the air flow. However, Figure 1]
gives an 1ndication of the discrepancies encountered. Note that the
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FIGURE 11. Surrmary of investigations of dynamic roughness as
a f,..lnction of friction velocity and Beaufort Wind Scale (adapted from
DW~EaI 19G5, p. 139 and Ruggles, 1969, pp. 41 and 49).
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unusual peaks in Ruggles' data, which have also been observed by Wu (1969),
coincide with divisions in the Beaufort wind scale as found in Kinsman
(1965a). This scale is an adoption of natural wind speed divisions sel-
ected on the basis of the differing appearance of the ocean surface by
seamen. It is also of interest to note that Ruggles considers the marked
peak at Uf = 32 cnv'sec (DIO = 8.5 mlsec) to be representative of the Kel-
vin-Helmholtz. shear instability as predicted by Mtmk (i947). This instab-
>
ility criterion predicts that a transitien from laminar to turbulent flow
occurs for winds arO\.md 7-9 cmlsec.
With these conflicting values for Zo in nrlnd, the chosen value
of a ccnstant Zo was 0.6 em.. This value was chosen because it appears to
be a best fit constant for Ruggles' data and because C.-G. Rossby (1936)
has stated: ''The roughness paraneter corresponding to stea.dy~ m:>derate
to streng winds seems to be in the vicinity of 0.6 cm.•. ," a value lying
internediate between one calculated by Prandtl in 1932 and another by
Sverdrup in 1936 (Munk, 1947). Rossby arrived at this value by applying
wind profile formulae developed by him and Montgomery in 1935 to measure-
ments rmde by Wust in 1920 (Sverdrup, et al., 1942, P. 489). In conclusion,
Wu (1969) observed values of Zo = 0.01-0.1 cm for UIO = 2-5 mlsecand
Zo = 0.1-1.0 em for UIO = 5-10 mlsec.
fue next problem lies in dealing With the wind friction or
shear velocity, Uf , defined as
~.
U* = (t;) Z,
where Ts =wind shearing stI'lesspa = density of air.
'I'he physical significance of U*, according to Roll (1965, p. 133). is tha.t
it represents the difference bptween the velocity of a specified ~Dlnid
particle and that of its new surroundings, after having traveled the dis-
tance of one mixing length. Reference should be rmde to the previous
section and equation (7) for a description of the mixing length, JL
Again, considerable differences of opinion are encountered in
discussion of the relationship of the friction velocity tG IDN.W~ier pfu"'a-
meters such as wind speed, dynamic roughness and wave profiles. Roll
(1965) and Kraus (1972) again provide roore detai.1ed accounts of the theo-
retical considerations involved. In the interest of simplifying the
problem, the following relationship ras been accepted as valid for our
calculations.
(44)
This has been verified by Ruggles (1969) using simultaneous vertical mea-
surements of wind speed over an open ocean site. Kraus (1972) estirmted
a constant coefficient of 0.05 vice 0.04. It should be noted that 1itera-
ture on the fl"iction w:lnd speed as related to measured wind speeds over
water appears quite sparse.
With these two unknowns now resolved, at least temporarily, U*
can now be calculated di.rectly using equation (42) and our measured wind
speeds taken at an average standing height of 1.5 m above the water sur-
face. !i'rom this, the standard ten-meter wind speed can be calculated
using equation Eg~4F. The objective in obtaining this ten-rreter wind height
is to be able to calculate the actual stress on the water as exerted by
the wind. This shearing stress is usually expressed in terms of the~
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.:It a tenJnetl~r height as
"
r = ?. CJ EryoF~
where Cd = dimensionless resistance (drag) coefficient.
It should be noted that the work of some authors suggests that this stress
term is proportional to tfl where n is a number other th3.n two.
, Choosing a reasonable value for the drag coefficienc, CIO ' 1s
difficult because of its direct dependence on the poorly-defined pa.ra.rreters,
u* and Zo (note: '!he subscript 10 denotes that ttds is for a wjnd speed at
a ten rreter height). There is nuch literature concerning this coefficient;
all have specific contradictory results. The only agreement is that CIO is
a coefficient whose value is on the order of 10-3 for air-water interactions.
FIgure 12 gives an overall idea of the, present sta.te of dissent. Wilson
(1960) coopi1ed the results of forty-seven investigators and found that the
rtEan value of CIO ' is 2. 37xlO-
3 with a standard deviation of a .56xlO-3 for
wind speeds greater than 10 mlsec (mean equal to 20 rnIsec). For winds with
speeds less than 10 rnIsec (mean equals 5 m/sec), the average value of CIO
is 1.47xlO-3 with a standard deviation of O.83xlO-3 . In attenpting to
establish greater accuracy, Roll (1965) took Wilson's results, expanded
them with the results of rrore recent studies, and evaluated the data on
the basis of the rrethods used in estimating CIa' Briefly, the five rrethods
of measuring used are: 1) wind profile, 2) geostrophic wind departure and
3) the edd.V correlation rrethods for use in air; and 4) sea surface tilt and
5) the surface film methods for use in the water. Detailed discussions of
thls coefficient are given by Roll (1965), Wilson (1960, Deacon and Webb
--- ~~ ~~JJJJJJJJJJJJJJ~J~JJJJJJJJJJ
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FIGUT'-ill 12. Variation of wind resistance coefficient
with wind velocity (adapted from Silvester, 1970).
(1962), Hidy and Plate (1966, Neumann arrl Pierson (1966), Wu (1969) and
Kraus (1972).
The value chosen for CIa to be used in our calculations is.
1 .5xlO- 3 . This is based not only on Wilson's and Roll's results for light
winds, but also on measurements done by Deacon in 1962 and Brocks in 1959
and on values derived by Van Dam (1953), which were obtained with great
accuracy C±SxlO-7) under well-controlled, but natural, conditions in an
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artificial pond. However, by no rreans should this resistance coefficient
be viewed as a well-defined parameter, even though much research has been
devoted to it.. Very little is presently understood about the inf1uenrp. of
atm:>spheric stability, rain, wave form drag, fetch, wind gustiness and
other variables on this parroneter.
Now that a value for CIO has been singled-out, we ney calculate
values of r s to be used in the evaluation of our data. 'l'ar.'le 3 A of the
Appendix shows some typical values for various wind speeds. These values
appear to correlate with those of other investigators (Sverdrup, et al.,
1942, p. N~9NjphemdinI 1972j and Van Dom, 1953).
Accuracy of Measured Data
Befor~ rraking a comparison of the actual eurrent velocities nea-
sured in the lagoons to corrputed theoretical current values, it is neces-
sary to know the rta@'litude of errors which ney be introduced in the data
.collection process.
1'he.re is room for much error in the measurements of wind magnitude
because the I:Myer Wind Meter measures wind speed directly and is thus sub-
j ect to the w1Ild' s random fluctuations. When the m~ter is held vertically
facing the wind, the direct force of the wind on a hole in the rear of the
reter pushes a small ball inside the reter up along a scale. Although the
wind meters were proved accurate to within 15% of the measured wind velocity
by ·Jen (1974), the inaccuracies involved in trying to determine the~
w:l.nd during a short period of time may be as high as 50% of the mean wind
speed. This is especially evident in gusty conditions when, for example,
the readings may fluctuate between 2-10 rrph. It becorres IIOre a rra.tter of
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experience, acclunulRted after many hours on the lagoons, in estim"l.ting the
true !reM speed of the wind. or course, there may also be rruch spatial
devlatlon in wind veloci ty due to interference by land boundaries. How-
ever, in a final a.na1ysis of the data for the wind field over an entire
area (see Charts 1 A-T) , one can p;et a good idea of the mean wind velocity.
I.:eviations in measuring wind direction are not such a problem.
The use of a closely-gradated corrpass is all important, but the est1'Ta.ted
standard deviation is as high as 5°, ma.inl.y because this measurement de-
pends on the stability of the wind direction. As previously noted, con-
current observations of wavelets helps in this measurement because it has
been shown by 'several investigators that the wave crests custana.rily line
up normal to the wind direction, at least for wind speeds less than 6 nVsec
(JUdy and Plate, 1966). It is in these lighter winds that one meets with
more diffIculty in measuring wind direction, so this observational tech-
nique is of great help.
The current neasurernents have several aspects that rrJa3 Nnherent~
produce errors. This is due to the fact that the current is not directly
measured. NotWithstanding any other types of errors, the first two nonths
of data (March and June, 1973) should be considered to contain cUITent mea-
surements with only fair accuracies. This is because we had not yet made
use of a double anchor mooring system in preventing lateral IIDvernent of
the small boats, which was previously discussed in the field work descrip-
tIon section. Also previously discussed in the field work description
section are the errors inherent in the field range finder's logarithmic
scale for any readings greater than 40 feet. For readirigs of less than 40
feet, accuracies with less than 5% error nay be obtained. The determination
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of the direction of the current cross is probably the nost aee'lra::e zrea-
surezrent ascertained, h8.v1ng a standard. deviation of only .~ at t~ most.
Another source of possible error in the current neasurements is
in the design of the current cross system. It should be desigfled so th'3.t
the force exerted by the wind on the float is relatively snail conpared to
the force exerted by the current on· the vanes. For measurenents made at
deeper levels, one must also be concerned about the force. eXerted on the
float by the surface drift curTent as conparedto that of the current .at
,
the depth of the cross, especially in the presence of strong velocity
shears (Knauss, 1963). In the present case, however, the cross essentially
neasured surface current because it was never deeper than 0.5 m below the
surface. Thus, we need only be concerned with the wind force on too float
(reference nay. be made to Pritchard and Burt (1951) and Cook (1970) for
additional developrrents). In an attenpt to lessen the effects oftMs wind
coupling, the noat was always filled with water,. whenever possible, to
. lessen its profile above the surface. However, in rough, choppy water,
nore of the float had to be out of the water in order to be able to clearly
follow the drogue '5 I'IOtion.
The forces on the float and current cross are given as
~ - ~ C~ f{ ~ Ey.g~t (46a)
~ - ~CceAcErp (46b)
where Ff and Fc are the forces on the float and the current cross, Ufand
Dc denote the velocities' of the surface wind on the float and of the cur-
rent on the cross respectively, Ar and Ac are the effective oross-sectional
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areas of the float and cross upon which these velocities act, Cf' 2nd C
. c
are non-d1.rrensiona.l drag coefficients for the float and cross, ant p, and
Pw are the densities of air 3l1d water.
A well-designed drogue system is one in which the ratio of Ff/Fc
1s very snaIl. Using tabulated values of Cc = .1. 75 and Cf = 0.75 (from
Meyers) ~t al., 1969) and computed values of Af = 129 cm2 (20 in2 ) and
Ac = 1123 cm2 (17!1 in2) (see Figure 4), for a :representatJ.:ve.'3.lue nf TJf =
0.5 m!sec (fran a wind velocity of DIO = 10 m!sec), it can be found that
the force of the w:Ind on the float will not exceed 5% of the current force
on the cross. This indeed shows that this possible source of error from
the wind on the float is negligible. It should be noted that the value of
0.5 nv'sec for a wind speed at only a few centi.rreters above the surface is
an uncertain value which 1s sinply an order-of-rnagnitude estinate based on
the logarithmic wind profile.
Cornp?£ison of Results
In comparing the treasured currents to those predicted by the
theory, reference is made to Table 4, Conparison of Results. Note that the
treasured values used in this table are the same as those in Table 3, p. 46.
In the last three columns of this table are values of current speed; the
first value is. the current actually treasured, the second is the current as
pr>edlcted by the steady-state wind and slope current solution, equation
(26), and the third value is the theoretical velocity calculated from the
steady-state pure drift current solution as expressed by equation (15).
For ense of reference these equations are reproduced below:
(15)
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(26)
Af; (,;an bE~ tDa~"lly 8f~m.tl. Lhe current velocities predicted hy equ-
aLlon (2b) appear nowhere close to the magnitudes. of the respective rrea-
sured currents. Notwithstanding current deviation due to unknown factors
(such as bottom topograph,y), these discrepancies could be explained as
result:Ing from the use of irrproper values of Az , Ts or depth; ~my of which
·would produce large inaccuracies. Naturally, one would be prone to inter-
pret these inconsistent values as the result of lmproper initial assumptions
in the simpli fications of the equations of rotion. . That is, possibly tenns
were disregarded that should have been included. One of the major factors
that, nnst probably, has a large effect in distorting the predicted current
behavior :l,.s· the choosing of a constant eddy coefficient, rather than a
variable f\ry (which would decrease with depth).
-, '
Nevertheless, we can see that the values calculated using equa-
tion (15) for a PLU'e wind drift current, appear to correlate nuch better
with our measured current values. At least, theJr are of the same order of
magpitude as the measured values, even though thE!y appear to predict, in
all cases, smaller current velocities than those measured. However, this
does tell us that the values of 's and Az are, to a limited degree, cor-
rect. .It should be remembered, though, that the values predicted by equa-
tion (15) are asynptotic values because there is no ti.ne-dependence in-
volved. Thus, if anything, these tl1eoretical values should always be
greater than those measured. This is because thb~ rraximurn steady-state con-
ditlons are implied by the theoretical approach, whereas the actual mea-
sured valuE'S are probably not those for a fully-developed, steady-state
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One sholtld not be drawn! nt,o r.tn f~rrDEFneous conclusion that. ~ b~­
cause the predicted values for a pure wind drift current correlate consid-
erably better with our collected data than do the predicted slope current
values, there is much m:>re dependence of the actual current directly on
the wind stress rather than on the resulting surface slope. This may or
m:lY not be the case, but it should be realized that the soluticns fnund
for our theoretical equations are only very crude atterrpts to approxirra.te
the actual circulation phenomena present. Thus, their usefulness and ver-
acity may only be extended to a certain point, beyond which further appli-
cation and reliance will only lead to rrd.staken conclusions.
Nevertheless, we have additionally seen th:3.t the current direction
is closely related to the wind direction. Although this point has been
discussed rrore corrpletely in the first part of this section, one can gain
an 1mrrediate feel for the correlation between wind and current direction
. through a rapid survey of the data presented in Charts 1 A-T of the Appen-
dix. Also of note is the discussion of transient responses of current to
the wind in the Tine Constants section and the supportive exmrples from
the reasured data which are presented in this section. In surmary, it has
at last been reasonably derronstrated that the current in our lagoons is a
function of the wind field over each lagoon.
(l (2' (3 (4) (C: (6)
. ..Jp=J~e [)a:e T'" t , UlO An As ~ ~ater ~pth ;v!easw:--ed Slope Hind DriftU\Zj (d) velocity velocity velocity
--:
Units ......... m/sec nv'sec g/crn-sec W'cm-sec g/cm-secC: ft m ~mLsec cWWsPe~ c:n/sec
1-2 7/24/73 3.6 6.52 50 181 0.19 8 2.4 4.7 0.29 3.0
2-25 7/18/73 5.4 9.78 130 408 1. 79 5 1.5 9.2 0.00 l.F~
3-6 7/19/73 1.8 3.26 10 35 0.20 6 1.8 Ii.7 0.11 1.5
4-10 8/16/13 3.1 5.61 40 193 0.59 4 1.2 6.6 -t).07 1.0
1-6 8/21/73 C.? 1.63 5 5.4 0.05 6 1.8 3.1 0.05 1.3
1-14 8/21/73 1.3 2.35 8 11.6 0.10 r 1 q ~ ~ '0.07 i .. 60 .... J J' {
4-17 8/22/73 1.8 3.26 10 35 0.20 6 1.8 2.5 0.11 2.6
(2) ~ take~ from Ne1..l!!'BJU1 & Fierson, 1966,
p. 21.0
where z = 0.5 m
A = A
z n
2Ts = FkC10 (UlO )
'Nhere fk = .~MN2R 0T/cm3
ClO = .0015
Vs10pe calc_,l::::.t"2J. from Equ. (36)
where z;:;. 0.5 m
Az ;:; .An
(6 )
(4 )
T .- - ,.UIO ~alculated from .]10 = ~DWf u*
y~ere U = ko U(z) 1 0 4
* (z) Ko::l •In z Zo = 0.6 cm
o z = 1.5 m
(3) As taken fran Sverdrup, et al., 1942,
p. 494 .
A = 1.02 W3 w<6 rvsec
AS =4.3 W2 W>6nv'secs
(1)
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Now that we have a fuller insight into the circulation phenorrena
of wind driven estuaries, the specific future work needed to pin down sorre
of the less-understood aspects in the Cape Canaveral lagoons becones clear-
er. A listing of recomnended possible future investiga.tjoDR follows:
L Apply f'inite-difference nethods of solution to tNmW;.....fgD?·~Dendent
equations of motion using synoptic observations over a single
lagoon.
2. Make sirrultaneous rreasurerrents of ~nt velocities as a function
of depth. This will provide insight into the vertical velocity
profile shown in Figure 6. This will nnst probably require the
use of a pressure-stabilized float as a rreasuring device.
3. J'veasure currents (as a function of depth) near boundaries, espec-
ially the upwind and downwind boundaries and near bridge and cause-
way systelTB. This will determine the effects of boundaries upon
the circulation structure.
11. Exam:1ne and neasure wind stress, bottom stress and related para-
meters (e.g. zo, Cd' etc.).
:>. J'veasure the effects of evaporation and precipitation and estimate
the total area water budget.
(). Perform nurrerical analysis of the collected data using a cOITputer
in order to discover any hidden correlations unforeseen in this
present study.
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ABSTRACT
Haulover Canal is a prismatic channel connecting two large bodies of water, the
Indian River and the Mosquito Lagoon. The Manning equation for uniform flow is
found to be satisfactory in describing the relation between the transport through the
canal and the slope of the water surface. The correlation between the suspected
driving force, the prevailing winds, and the currents in the c~anal is established. Also a
wind direction causing the maximum transport through the canal is found.
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INTRODUCTION
This study is basically one of hydraulics, and to be more specific, one of open
channel flow. Much of the literature reviewed has established theoretically and
experimentally the same basic equations for both uniform and nonuniform flow in open
channels. This has been done to such an extent that open channel flow has been made
text book material.
Haulover Canal connects two large bodies of water. The water level of each, as a
function of the wind field. undergoes slow changes affecting a flow in the canal in either
direction. The rate of change of the water elevations at each end of the canal is
believed to be so slow that the flow in the canal may be considered to be steady at any
instant. This consideration is evident in the equations of motion developed for the flow
through the Haulover Canal.
It will be discussed whether the equation of motion for varied flow or that of
. uniform flow (or gradually-varied flow) best describes the water transport through the
E~anal as a function of the water level differences for the time period observed. When
the flow is uniform. the boundary friction is in balance with the head loss; and
therefore. controls the depth-velocity relation for a given flow rate. When the flow is
nonuniform, it may be further classified as gradually-varied or rapidly-varied 'flow. In
gradually-varied flow. the local time derivative of the velocity and the advective terms
are of such small magnitude that the water surface slope changes slowly; and.
therefore. boundary friction very nearly balances the head loss. In rapidly-varied flow,
the momentum and inertial forces become more dominant in the role of establishing
the water transport in a channel (Daily and Harleman, 1966).
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A correlation between the wind field and the water surface slopes and resulting
currents will be established. The preferred direction of the wind is practically defined
as the direction from where the wind field approaches causing the maximum water
surface slope in. and the consequent maximum current through the Haulover Canal;
wind magnitude being held constant. The preferred direction of the wind causing this
maximum piling of water at the mouths of Haulover Canal was found for the surface
and average currents running through the canal and the water level differences
between the canal ends. Correlating coefficients were also computed for the above
three parameters with the east-west and north-south components of the wi~d.
LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF HAULOVER CANAL
Haulover Canal is part of the Merritt Island Wildlife Refuge in Brevard County,
Florida. The canal is located east, across the Indian ,River, from Titusville on the
mainland and is approximately 12 km north of the Vehicle Assembly Building at
Kennedy Space Center. The canal connects the Indian River and the Mosquito Lagoon.
Haulover Canal is a prismatic channel (one that is uniform in cross-section and
bed slope) running in the 0450 and 2250 directions. It was designed and excavated by
the Army Corps of Engineers. The canal has a trapezoidal cross-section with side
slopes of 1 on 1.5. The canal was designed to have a depth of 4.27 m but the average of
actual readings indicate an actual depth of 4.53m. There is no bottom slope in the canal
and the canal bed is considered parallel with the horizontal datum. The length of
Haulover Canal is approximately 2.054 km. From these dimensions thecross-seetional
area "A" is calculated to be 203.37m2, the wetted perimeter uP" is calculated to be
54.43 m, and the hydraulic radius "R", which is the cross-sectional area divided by the
wetted perimeter, is calculated to be 3.74 m.
As will be seen later, the hydraulic radius will be an important dimension in
considering the flow through the canal.
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Figure 1b
NORTH-EAST MOUTH OF HAULOVER CANAL
SOUTH-WEST MOUTH OF HAULOVER CANAL
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THEORETICAL DISCUSSI[ON
This discussion will concern itself with those subj.~cts pertaining to open-channel
now that apply, or may apply, in particular to the canal being studied. Basic energy
principles wilJ be used in our discussion of open-channel flow. Momentum concepts are
used when there are severe and unknown energy losses rendering useless any now
description based on energy principles. There were no flows of this type observed at
Haulover Canal.
Basic definitions will be introduced, the velocity distribution examined, and the
energy equation, deduced from the general equation of motion, will be used to describe
different states of flow. Finally, resistance. equations describing uniform and
non-uniform flow will be developed, and their applicability to the particular situation at
Haulover Canal discussed.
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A. Oefinitions
"Steady flow" is flow where the velocity field does not change with time and as a
(:onscquence, the depth of flow in an open channel is constant during the time interval
considered. The depth of flow, by definition, extends from the water surface to the
bottom of the channel. "Unsteady flow" is a flow where discharge or depth of flow does
change with time. Of course, in some cases this is dependent on the reference frame of
the observer. An observer watching a disturbance, such as a surge wave in its early
stages, from the bank would call the flow unsteady; whereas an observer traveling
with the wave front sees no change in flow velocity or depth, either upstream or
downstream of the front. This is assuming, of course, that those conditions existed be-
fore the disturbance was generated.
"Uniform flow" in an open channel is strictly defined as a flow where the velocity
is the same in both magnitude and direction throughout the channel. Hydra\llicians use
a less restrictive definition of uniform flow. This definition allows the velocity of flow
to be independent of the width and depth of the channel but not in the direction of the
flow, ie. thE~ length of the channel. (Henderson, 1966). Therefore, identical velocity
profiles as a function of depth and width exist from channel section to channel section
in this relaxed definition of uniform flow. This is in keeping with the definition found in
another major textbook (Chow, 1959), that in uniform flow the depth of flow does not
change from one channel section to another. The connection between these two
definitions can be seen by looking at the specific energy equation discussed later in this
section. It follows then, that "varied" flow, the depth of flow and mean velocity may
change from point-to-point.
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Chow (Chow, 1959) summarizes the types of flow in an outline, and for clarity it is
reproduced here:
A. STEADY FLOW
1. Uniform flow
2. Varied flow
a. Gradually varied flow
b. Rapidly varied flow
B. UNSTEADY FLOW
1. Unsteady uniform flow
2. Unsteady varied flow
a. Gradually varied unsteady flow
b. Rapidly varied unsteady now
Il is noted that the unsteady uniform flow is a rare occurrence, and when one
refers to "unsteady flow" he usually means "unsteady varied' flow."
The state of flow is governed by the relative magnitude of the inertial forces in
comparison to the forces of viscosity. A flow is said to bEl "laminar" if the viscous forees
dominate and the water particles move in definite streamlines. In "turbulent" flow, the
inertia~ forces dominate and the water particles,although moving "forward," are
moving in unfixed erratic paths. The effect of the viscous and inert.ial forces are
compared by the use of the "Reynold's number" defined as
R == VL
V
v - velocity of flow
L - characteristic length, which °is equal to the hydraulic radius,
"R D~ of the channel.
v= the kinematic viscosity of water
Note: The hydraulic radius is the cross-sectional area of the channel divided by its
wetted perimeter.
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Experimental ~vidence has shown that the flow in open channels changes from
laminar to turbulent at the critical Reynold's number of 500 (Chow, 1959).
Gravity also affects the state of flow, and this effect is represented by the Froude
number. This dimensionless number is the ratio of the inertial forces to the gravity
forces. It is defined as
v = mean velocity of flow.
g = acceleration of gravity.
L = .characteristic length which is the "hydraulic depth" D.
The hydraulic depth is the cross-sectional ~rea of the canal section divided by the
width of the free surface.
When F = 1 or V =.j'gJ),we have a balancing of the inertial force to that of
gravity, and the flow is said to be in a "critical" state. When F<l, or \'<lg'D, the flow is
"subcritical." Gravity dominates over inertial forces in this case and the now is
described as tranquil or streaming. When F>1, or V>lgD, the flow is "supercritical." In
this state, the inertial forces are dominant and the flow is described as shooting or
torrential.
Four regimes of flow are possible from the effects of viscosity and g-ravity. The.v
are: 1) subcritical-Iaminar, 2) supercritical-Iaminar, 3) supercritical-turbulent, and
4) subcritical-turbulent. The first two regimes are not usually observed in
open-channel flow and are not considered in engineering problems (Chow, 1959).
The analysis carried on later in this work will determine the usual flow regime
and type observed in the Haulover Canal.
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The velocity profile either as a function of depth or across a channt'l section is not
uniform due to the viscous drag effects near the channel boundaries. If the
non-uniformity in the velocity profiles along the channel cross-section is 1,,'Teat enough,
the true velocity head is generally greater than that calculated by using the mean
veloCity. Coriolis (Coriolis, 1836) proposed a velocity-distribution coefficient to ('orrp('t,
this discrepancy in the vf>locity head.
Coriolis' coefficient or energy coefficient 0< is defined by
Where Vm =mean velocity
As found in the literature 0< ranges from a value of 1.00 to a value of 2.00.
The severity of departure of the c'ross-sectional velocity distribution from that of
a uniform profile in an open channel is determined by a number of factors. Asidt' from
thf' fact thato< has a much higher value for laminar flow than for turbulent flow \'·;hich
is found in natuTt'. tht' dt'Wet' of uniformity. in the channel cross-section is the most
dominatt' fat'tor. Experinll'nts have shown that the value of 0<is close to unity for
prismatic channels of uniform cross-section and fairly straight alignment. Therefore,
for a channel with these characteristics, 0< is assumed to be unity due to the
uncertainties involved in now computations (Henderson, 1966).
The fact that a channel is "wide open" also affects the velocity distribution.
Experiments have shown that the velocity distribution in the central region of a "wide
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open" rectangular canal whose width is g-reater than 5-to-1O times the depth
(depending on the surface roughness), will be the same as the velocity dist.rihution that
would be found in a rectangular ch;mnel of infinite width. That is to say that the side
walls of a canal with the above width-to-depth ratio have almost no affect on the
velocity distribution in the central region of the canal section. Therefore, for a wide
op('n channel, as defined, the velocity distribution may be thought of as
two-dimensional for experimental and analytical purposes (Chow, 1959).
In "wide-open" channels, the vertical velocity profile is of more importance to
consider than the velocity profile wit.h the width of the channel in establishing- the
mean vEDf{FE~it.v. General conclusions concerned with the vertical velocity profilt, found
11,\' many ilyvE~stigatolDs and summed up by King (King, 1954) are stated
here: 1) The maximum velocity occurs somewhere between the free surface in the case
of a shallow stream down to approximately 0.25 of the depth in the case of a deep
channel, 2) The mean velocity of the flow in the vertical is ordinarily between 0.55 and
0.65 of the depth of flow. Measurements at 0.6 of the depth usually gives the mean
v~locitywith about 5 percent accuracy, 3) The mean of measurements at 0.2 and 0.8 of
the depth of flow gives the average current velocity to within 2 percent, 4) The mean
velocity of the flow approaches an upper limit of 95 percent of the surface velocity of
flow in a deep open channel; whereas, in a shallow stream the mean velocity of flow
approaches a lower limit of 80 percent of the surface velocity.
A mathematical description of the velocity profile with depth of a wide open
channel is deferred to the next section where the boundary layer development is
discussed first.
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c. Boundary Layer Development and Velocity
Distribution of Turbulent .....Iow
In order to discuss later the effects of boundary roughness on open channel flow.
the basic concepts of boundary layer development must first be presented. The
discussion which follows will be of a qualitative nature.
The flow entering the channel is assumed to be laminar and uniform. and the
depth of flow is large enough to be considered constant on entering the channel.
(Figure 2). The flow above line abc is unifor.m, whil€~ the velocity of the flow below
varies with the distanc~ to the boundary. The latter region of flow is the "boundary
layer." As can be seen, the boundary layer thickne·ss (increases until point b is
rE~achcd where we have a turbulent boundary region and a laminar boundary layer
developing out of a purely laminar flow. f ' now defined as the vertical distance from
the boundary to the point of flow where the velocity Vo = O.99v , (Bauer, 1954)max
im:rcases at a faster rate until the turbulent boundary region is fully developed (Le.,
reaches the flow surface). The velocity profile in the turbulent layer is logarithmic as
dl'velopcd by Prandtl and Von Karman (O'Brien, IH37).
At a distance bdabove the channel bottom lies the bottom of the turbulent
boundary region and the top edge of the transitional layer. This point is called the
"virtual bottom" of the channel which is in effect a ficticious vertical displacement of
the channel bottom caused by the boundary layer. It is defined as
[
'4 .
ElJ~F dy =(0.100) cf to (0.125) 4
V o
..10
where v is the flow velocity at a distance y from the channel bottom (Delleur, 1957;
Bauer, 1954).
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Figure 2
DEVELOPMENT OF BOUNDARY LAYER IN AN OPEN CHANNEL
(NOT TO SCALE)
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In reducing'the depth of flow from y to y- 5d we get the effective cross-sectional
area for the turbulent flow. If the average current velocity is obtained from the
average of current measurements at different depths, a truer value of the total
transport is obtained by using the effective cross·,sectional area rather than a
~{Dompt.riEDal one. Du{' to th.. particular method used in this work of measurinK the
aVPI'aKt' vPlo('ity, the free-instrument method, the effect of the laminar flow ncar the
hollom is inhtlrent in the measured value of the average velocity. Therefore, in this
case, the geometrical cross-sectional area is used in the calculation of the total
transport in the Haulover canal.
Within this ~ lies the laminar boundary layer of thickness 00 ' and it is the
effect of the bottom surface on this laminar sublayer that determines how the surface
roughness will affect the total flow regime.
If the I'aminar sublayer completely submerges the roughness elements we have
what is called a "smooth channel," and the roughness dements have no effect on the
turbulent boundary layer. If the effective height of the roughness elements is of
sufficient magnitude to disturb the laminar sublayer, they will also effect the total
flow in the channel. We then, appropriately enough, call the channel a "rough channel."
It has been determined from ponar grab samples taken from the bottom of the
Haulover Canal that the canal bottom and side walls are Icompletely covered with small
shells. From this and the fact that the Manning coefficient computed from the current
data is relatively low, we see that the Haulover Canal is best described by the former
('Iassification.
If the flow is uniform the velocity distribution will be fully developed at cd and
will have that definite pattern thereafter.
As said before, the velocity profile with depth in a wide open channel is
logarithmic in the turbulent region. First consideration in deriving the expression
15
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defining the profile is Prandtl's shearing stress (Prandtl. 1952) at any point in the .
turbulent flow moving over a solid surface:
'wherl'
p= mass density
L = mixinK length which is proportional to the depth of flow y.
Prandtl assumed the shear stress to be constant in the region close to the
boundary and equal to 'T; where 1;, is the average value of the tractive force per unit
wetted area of the boundary. 1; is called the unit tractive force and is defined by
op - WALB - WRS
'. - PL - "-
where W=p =unit weight of fluid
P =weUed perimeter of the channel
A =cross-seetion area of the channel
R =hydraulic radius of the channel
S =slope of the channel bed surface
We sec that the expression for Prandtl's shearing stress may be rearranged to show
that
where K is the Von Karman constant of proportionality between Land y and is
approximately equal to 0.40. We then see that
1:v = ~.R Jj> If= 2.5 JKRS In f
'fo . ¥o
wlwrt', upEFnintE~gDralillnI
v = 2.5 JgRS In ;"
y' is a constant of integration. which. as found by Nikllradse. depends on the "friction
vdO<"ity" gRS. and the kinematic viscosityYfor channels which are hydraulically
.smooth. In this case
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m z. '9 for smooth surfaces.
For rough channel beds y depends solely on the roughness height k (grain size of
surface soils) introduced by Nikuradse (R.W. Powell, 1950; Chow, 1959).
-l.y" = m k where m = 30
The expression just found for the vertical velocity profile in the turbulent region
is the Prandtl- von Karman universal velocity distribution law. We will refer to this
expression in a later discussion on boundary resistance.
D. EquatioDs of Flow
As previously defined a flow is uniform if the velocity distribution across the
channel section and with depth is unaltered over the whole canal length. The' velocity
profiles with respect to these two coordinates are established as 800n as the turbulent
flow reg-ion is fully developed. A consequence of this definition is the the flow
poss('sses a constant mean velocity throughout the canal. Strictly speaking, uniform
also requires that the slopes of channel bottom, water surface, and energy line (dH/dx)
are all equal.
As indicated earlier, unsteady uniform flow is nonexistent in nature. Flow in
natural streams and waterways rarely conforms to the strict conditions of steady
uniform flow (Posey and Woodward, 1969). However, uniform flow is frequently
assumed by engineers in their flow computations for natural streams. The results are
only approximate, but are considered to be a satisfactory solution to most practical
problems (Chow, 1959).
A basic equation of the flow in a channel balanced by friction will now be
developed. In most books on hydraulics, figures used for defining the variables used in
their equations depict the sloping water surface parallel to the sloping channel bottom.
This just is not the case at Haulover Canal where wind, and not the bottom slope. is the
driving force. The canal bed is horizontal (Army Corps of Engineers) with a typieal
water surface slope comparable to a flow depth difference of a few inches over a canal
length of well over a mile. The range of slopes that are characteristic to Haulover
Canal are considered very mild by most investigators in this field. This coupled with
the fact that the energy head line is considered to be parallel to the water surface, as
expected from continuity, means the flow is not too far from uniform and is at most, a
gradually varied flow.
J~ JJJJJJJ~J
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Therefore. the slope of the water surface will be used in place of the channel bed
slope in the following conventional arguments used to develop the resistanct> equation.
The channel bed will be the horizontal datum plane.
Now. referring to Figure 4. we know that the pressure distribution is
hydrostatic. and therefore the pressure difference on a streamline between the
upstream and the downstream face of the element is - ()g6y. where l1y is the rise of the
water surface in the downstream direction. Therefore!. the downstream component of
the force due to this pressure gradient is - Pg At.':..y for small A~ .
Two basic assumptions. the first made by Chezy in 1769. are inherent
in the resistance term. Chezy stated ....that the force resisting the flow per unit area of
the stream bed is proportional to the square of the velocity." The other assumption is
that in uniform flow the force causing the flow is equal to the total force of resistance
(Chow. 1959; Posey. 1969). Using Posey's solution we use the proportionality factor N
where N is a measure of the boundary roughness and turbulence (Posey. 1969;
Henderson. 1966; Chow. 1959). Therefore, the force of resistance is represented by
N v 2 P 6. x
where P is the wetted perimeter and P.6.x is the surface conta~t of the fluid element
with the canal bottom. We. therefore. have -pg A IJ.y - Nv2PI1 =0 since there is no
acceleration in uniform flow. Solving for the square of the velocity we have
v2 " &. A (_ 6. Y )
N P 11 x
We denote the water surface slope.- ~ y ,by"S," pg: by"C2" which is the square of
. x. N
the well known Chezy's C. and A by "R," which is the hydraulic radius. We then havep
for the flow velocity
v =CjRS
Attempts at a more explicit expression for Chezy's C will be discussed later.
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Figure 3
DERIVATION OF RESISTANCE EQUATION
A) CROSS SECTION NOT TO SCALE WITH HAULOVER CANAL
ENERGY LINE
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B) WATER SURFACE SLOPE IS EXAGGERATED IN LONGITUDINAL PROFILE
The general case of non-uniform flow with a possible change in velocity
down-stream will be looked at now. In this case we clearly have an accelerating flow
and the sum of the flow and resistance forces no longer equal zero. The piling of water
due to wind over the Mosquito Lagoon and the Indian River is considered to cause the
rate of change of water levels to be slow enough so that the flow at any instant is
steady. For this reason, the flow will be treated as non-uniform steady flow and,
therefore, there will be no local term in the expression for the acceleration. The
acceleration will consist solely of the advective term and we have
2 P 6. x = PA~ x v dv-PgA6.Y-Nv
dx
~ Nv 2 P6.x = Pg A~y - PA6. x v dvdx
=>
2 pg (A6.y + A ~x ::! ~v )v =- km~x g x
or
21
2 pg
v =- ._-
N
R Cdy + .::!. dv )
dx g dx
2 2
=- C R tx (y + ;g ) 2 &.where we again let C = N
= C2 R SH
dH d v 2~=- d x =(fx ( Y+ 2g ) = slope of the energy line.
Where y+ ~~ is the specific energy head of the flow through the channel. In uniform
flow the slope of the energy line is equal to the slope of the water surface, and
following strict requirements, is also equal to the bed slope. However, in flow that is
. ~
non-uniform the change in the velocity head over the length of the channel t (;; ),
which is our advectivc term in our equation of motion, is no longer zero and Wl' may
EDxprp~~ thp E~<Nuation ahove as
uKain denoting
2 dy d v2C R (-- - - (--. )dx dx 2g
- :: b~ S and dividing by cfR we have
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or
d v 2s- -(--)
rl x, 2g
which is the classical form of the equation of varied flow. (Bakhmeteff, 1932; Ming Lee,
1952). Here we simply have the uniform flow equation with the added term allowing
for the change in velocity downstream. In gradually-varied flow, this term is usually
neg-ligible and the uniform flow formula may be used with good accuracy to determine
the energy slope. General considerations of continuity would tell us that this is the case
at Haulover Canal. This assumption will be shown to be correct by the actual data
taken at the canal.
There have been many formulas derived for the determination of Chezy.'s C
appearing in the equations just discussed. The most important are Ganguillet and
Kutter's formula in 1869, the Bazin formula in 1897 (Chow, 1959), and the Powell
formula in 1950 (Powell, 1959; Chow, 1959). These formulas are more complicated, give
results that are, at times, less consistent, or have not been verified in many instances
as has the Manning formula. The Manning equation for Chezy's C is the universally;
accepted equation throughout the Western World. (Posey, 1941; Chow, 1955;
Henderson, 1966; King, 1948). The formula that was "wrongly attributed" to Manning
in 1891 (Henderson, 1966) is expressed as
J '/3 1/2
V =- R S
n
where we' see that
R1 ' t-
c= -
n
"where n is the Manning's coefficient of roughness. Manning's n has 11w unit s ~CDED III L~
In converting n to units of sec ffll3 for use with lengths in units of feet the number
1.486 appears in the numerator of the above expression for c. Evidently the literature
has found it convenient to leave this conversion factor in the expression of c rather
than have seperate tables of n values for each system of units. Due to the imprecision
of n the value of 1.49 is more appropriate for the conversion from the metric to the
English system.
Determination of the Manning roughness coefficient is one of the greater
difficulties in applying Manning's formula to determine the flow through a canal.
Various approaches are possible. One is to give weight to allthe factors that may affect
the friction coefficient. Essentially they are: 1) size and shape of the grains of the
material, 2) amount of vegetation, 3) channel cross-sectional irregularity, 4) channel
alignment, 5) obstructions, 6) results of silting and scouring. W.L. Cowan introduced a
procedure that includes these factors for estimating n. (Cowan, 1956). He set
n '" (nO + n1 + n2 + n3 + n4 ) m5
where nO is a basic value for a straight, uniform, smooth, channel. n 1 through n4
takes on correction values representing the degree to which each of the factors just
mentioned could affect the flow. m5 is a correction for the meandering of the channel.
Although according to the literature, Cowan was correct to attach significance to
factors other than just the type material lining the channel wall, his values
representing the degree of severity of each factor is consistently high for channels of
large hydraulic radius. These values were obtained from experiments with canals
ranging in sizes around that of drainage ditches. The lowest possible Manning
E~uefficicnt attainable using Cowan's values is 0.020 sec m- th and there are channels on
record with coefficients as low as 0.012 sec m- 'h .
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Many engineers turn to descriptive tables (King, 1954; Chow, 1959) giving
coefficient values for channels classified according to soil types and other major
considerations.
Analytical procedures based on the theoretical velocity distribution and on
velocity measurements or surface roughness height data have been used. Boyer and
. others verified the concept of using the logarithmic distribution equation, such as
discussed by M.P. O'Brien (M.P. O'Brien, 1937), H. Rouse (Boyer, 1954), and W.E.
Langbein (Langbein, 1940), and the Manning equation to solve for the Manning
coefficient n as a function of the ratio of the velocities at two-tenths and eight-tenths
the depth.
.11
For smooth channels we use the value of~ obtained from Nikuradse's data
for smooth pipes (Chow, 1959), for the constant y'in the universal.velocity-distribution
equation. We have
v = 2.5 I gRS In 9 y.jg'RS
1/
or
v = 5.75.JiiRS log 9Y vgRS
V
The velocity at 0.2y below the surface is
7.2Y.fiRS
v0.2 = 5.75 v'gRS log 1/
The velocity at 0.8y below the surface is
v = 5.75 ~gop log l.8y~
0.8
Again, "y" is the depth of flow from the channel. bottom to the surface. "V" is the
kinematic viscosity of the fluid. Upon eliminating JgRS from these two last
~.giep·
c'xprpssions ancl solvinl-{ for lUI-{ V w(' g'ct.
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~~op 0.255 r ·0.857
log V = l·r vO.2) /ywhere r = /" y
0.8
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SuhstitutinK this expression for log ~p in Keulegan's theoretical uniform-flow
('qunt.ion for smooth E~hannels (Kculcgan, 1938)
v =~ (3.25 + 5.75 log o~ )
and assuming that y = R, the hydraulic radius, we get
V
~gop = 1.78r + 1.68(r-l)
From Manning's equation for the velocity v we see that
2/3 In
R S
n~gop =
1.78 r + 1.68
(r-1 )
Solving for the Manning coefficient "n" we finally hav'e
n =
RI/ 6 (r-1) -113
5.57r+ 5.26 sec m
This equation gives the Manning coefficient for wide ope'n smooth 'channels where the
unit of length is the meter.
For rough channels we use the value of mk for y'in the same equation for the
vertical velocity distribution used for smooth channels. Nikuradse arrived at the value
of 1/30 for m from his data on rough pipes. Using this value we have
v = 2.5 VgRS In 3gy
which describes the velocity distribution in the turbulent region of flow for wide open
rough channels. "y" is the depth of flow from the channel bottom to the surface and uk"
is the roughness height of the bottom. Following the sa,me procedure as for smooth
c'hannels and using Keulegan's theoretical uniform now equation for rough channels
(Keulegan, 1938)
R
v == JgRS (6.25 + 5.75 log k )
We get the same equation for Manning's n, that is
R 1/ 6 (r-1) 1/n =- _ _ sec m- 3
5.57r + 5.26
A reasonable estimate of n can be obtained by this method if velocity
measurements are made at the levels· mentioned.
Another analytical method which has been more thoroughly investigated is
expressing Manning's n in terms of the roughness height k (usually the grain size
coarser than 65 percent of the surface· sediments). (Boyer, 1954; Chow, 1959). This
method is unfavorable in that Manning's n, as discussed earlier, is affected by· more
factors than just surface roughness. Also, if one is working with a smooth canal
surface, which is the case, at Haulover Canal with its flat shell layer, the roughness
height is small enough to be completely covered by the laminar sublayer and,
therefore, has very negligible effect on the turbulent layer.
So far, the best method to date in determining Manning's coefficient is
experience and consulting the tables in hydraulics handbooks. If one lacks experience,
he may consult the pictures of various canals with Manning's coefficient values
displayed in Chow's text. (Chow, 1959).
This investigator will proceed with Boyer's method of determining n by velocity
ratios,look over the various tables, and get an estimate of the coefficient by looking at
the data trends in this work.
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INSTRUMENTATION AND PROCEDURE
A. Instrumentation
Current velocity. wind velocity, and the water l~~vels at both ends of the canal
were the parameters measured. Surface current velocity was measured by an
aluminum current cross 4 inches in width and a span of 1 yard. The cross itself was
suspended by a 1.5-foot line with an orange painted chlorox bottle as a float (Figure 5).
A stopwatch was used for time and the range was determined by a range finder with a
maximum range of 100 feet with an acceptable error of 5 percent at a range of 40 feet
or less.
Average current velocity with respect to depth was measured by the
"free-instrument method."(Richardson, 1968). The "frele-instrument" in this case was a
jar rigged to hold a release mechanism made up of two paper clips. These clips were
. fashioned in such a way as to support a fishing weight which is released on contact with
the bottom of the canal (Figure 6). The jar was made buoyant enough for the jar cap
its('lf to be in the same plane as the water surface when filled to a certain level. When
the fishing weight was attached to the release mechanism lever arm, the jar would
sink to the bottom where, on contact, the weight would slip off allowing the jar to
become buoyant again. The jar would then rise and break the water surface where it
would be spotted. During the jar's downward and upward travel, it is deflected
horizontally by the current running through the canal. The velocity of the current is
different at different depths, and what is sought is the average velocity with respect to
depth. The average velocity, as is proven in appendix A, equals the total hori7.0ntal
deflection from the point of release to the point of surfacing over the total time taken .
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for the jar to traverse between these same two points.
A current cross set at an n.5-foot depth was also used to indicate any kind of
uniformity of the velocity at that depth to that of the surface. The 11.5-foot current
E~rosswas also used when the current was to~ swift to allow the use of the jar. since the
jar surfaE~edout of range of the range finder. In this case~ the velocitiesof both crosses
were compared for the degree of uniformity (Chow, 1959).
Wind velocity measurements were recorded by the weather service at Kennedy
Space Center. The tower where the data were collected is approximately eight
miles from the Haulover Canal. Wind velocities at 3.66 and 16.46 meters were
measured at this particular tower. Local winds playa negligible effect on the currents
through an open channel. (Chow, 1958). The driving mechanism of the currents is
considered to be the change in water levels due to the wind piling of water on the
Mosquito Lagoon and the Indian River (U.S. Department of Commerce). Thus, wind
data from the source already mentioned is considered sufficient.
Water levels at both ends of the canal were recorded both electronically and
visually by two stilling well tide gauges with electronic readouts on re.corders
positioned on the nearby bank. Since no power source was near the area, recorders
with windup chart drives were necessary. The gauges were positioned approximately
6 meters from the banks, and 1790 ± 4 meters from each other along the length of the
canal.
As shown in Figure 7, the stilling well itself is aID-foot (3.05m) long, 6.0-inch
(l5.24cm) ID PVC pipe with a 0.5-inch (1.27cm) diameter hole drilled in the side of the
pipe half way down its length. This pipe was jetted and hammered 1.07m into the side
wall of the canal. The water line at the time was 1.22m above tht· bottom.
The rest of the gauge is portable. It is made up of a 6.0-inch (l5.24cm) ID PVC
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pressure cap supporting a 2.0-foot (0.6Icm) length of 2.0-inch (5.08cm) ID PVC pipe, in
turn supporting a plexiglass box. This box houses a 10-turn lK potentiometer with a 9
tooth sprocket on its axis. The sprocket has and effective diameter of O.719-inches
(1.826cm), which means that each turn of a tooth amounts to 0.251-inches (O.637cm).
These dimensions make possible a recordable range of 22.58·inches (57.35cm), which is
almost twice the expected range.
A float 4.75-inches (12.07cm) in diameter floats inside the stilling well. The top of
the float was connected to a 0.25-inch roller chain by a leader line and two ball bearing
swivels. The color-coded roller chain (for visual water level measurements) was
mounted on the sprocket and two roller guides. The chain then led back down in
another 2.0-inch (5.08cm) ID PVC pipe about 3-feet (O.9m) long where, at the end of the
chain, a 1.0-pound (453.59gm) lead counterweight was attached.
A chain and sprocket was used instead of a fan belt and wheel combination in
order to eliminate undetectable error due to the possible slipping of the belt on the
wheel during readings.
The threshold of the potentiometer or in other words, the amount of torque
required to turn the pots' axles is 44.70 gm-cm and 34.39 grn-cm. This means, taking
into account the cross-sectional area of the float, a water-level change of O.32cm at the
north-cast end, and 0.42cm at the south-west end is required to get a change in
rE~ading. The torque was found by allowing grains of sand to fall in a small aluminum
cup danl{ling from a l.O-inch (2.54cm) torque arm fastened to the IO-turn pot axle.After
the axle turned under the increasing torque, the aluminum cup containing the sand
was weighed to a hundredth of a gram. The highest readings for both pots were used in
computing the water level change required to turn the pot axles.
A dumpy level and surveyor's rod were used to determine the relative heights of
the stilling wells to each other and to the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey bench mark
which is 4.68-feet (1.43m) above themean water level. Because the surveying parties •
were inexperienced and trees lining the canal banks to the water line made sightings
difficult, four level measurements were made of each stilling well. The average of each
set of four measurements was taken as the actual height above mean water level of the
respective stilling wells. The height of the top edge of the south-west stilling well was
found to be 87.0cm, and that of the north-east stilling well to be 86.8cm. A standard
deviation of 6mm was observed in each set of four measurements taken, and a height
difference (relative to the bench mark already mentioned) between the stilling wells
was found to be less than 0.2cm as shown in appendix B.
The length of the leader line used to connect the chain with the float was such
that when the water line was a mean water level the reading at the sprocket and chain
connection would read "0". The dimensions of the portable sections of the gauges, the
measured height of the stilling well, the height of the unsubmerged part of the float
and the length of the chain were used in determining the proper length of the leader
iine.
The readout was accomplished by a recorder with a windup chart drive. The
recorder scale is 11.43cm, and the actual water level range is 57.35cm. So, the ratio of
aeiual water level change to recorder increment is 5: 1. Each recorder was driven by a
6 V car battery.
A schematic diagram of the circuit used for the recording tide gauges is shown in
Figure 8. (Tempel, 1972). After connecting the battery, the recorder is initially
calibrated by first setting the DPDT switch on "operate," thus including the 10-turn
lK pot (sprocket pot) in the circuitry. The sprocket pot is turned the full 10 turns for a
maximum reading on the recorder. The recorder needle is set to a full-scale reading by
adjusting R1. Once the full-scale adjustment is accomplished, the sprocket pot is
turned back five turns and the position of the recorder needle noted. The DPDT switch
is set to the calibrate position and R2 (calibration pot) adjusted so that the recorder
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needle is broug-ht back to the 5-turn or middle position. Th(, calibration drcuitry 1S
desig-ned to indicate a voltag-e dropoff of the 6 V batteries.
In interpreting the readings taken. a calibration curve and visual recording-s at
specified times were used. In this way. accurate water level measurements were
retrieved. A fairly consistent 20-minute lag was observed for small-level changes of
O.32cm to O.64cm between the turn of the sprocket and the position change of the
rl'eorder needle. This was possibly due to friction between the needle and the
recorder paper and the mechanical response of the meter movement to small changes
in sig-nal streng-th. A discussion of the response of the tide gauges to water level
ehanges outside the g-auge stilling wells is deferred to Appendix C.
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B.PROCEDURE
The day was started by first transporting the recorders, batteries, and gauges to
t.hp stilling- wells already secured in the ground. The recorders and batteries were set
up on the banks of the canal.
The gauge, battery, and recorder were then connected and the recorder was
adjusted for accurate zero and full-scale readings. The portable section of the tide
gauge was then secured to the stilling well. When this procedure was carried out at
both ends of the canal, and the first level readings were recorded visually, current
measurements were ready to be taken. Current measurements were taken at six
different locations along the canal. All canal sections ha.ve the same geometrical shape
and dimensions, except for the area close to the canal bridge (U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, 1953). After anchoring the boat, time and sites of the measurements were
recorded. The surface cross was released and time was started on the stopwatch. The
range finder was preset at 40.0-feet (l2.19m), and when the two images of the orange
chlorox bottle merged into one, time was stopped. A range of 40.0-feet (12.19m) and
the lime it took the surface current cross to reach that distance were then recorded.
Next, the jar was released with the fishing weight atta,ehed. Time was taken from the
time of release to the time of surfacing. The range finder was then fixed on the jar
upon its surfacing, and the range and elapsed time were recorded. After the jar and
current cross were picked up, the boat was anchored to the next site.
Whenever the end of the canal was reached (the final current measurement sit.e)
a visual measurement· of the water level was taken at the end and then at the
"upstream" end before beginning the next set of current measurements. This was done
to compare with the continous recordings being taken and also to be used in the ev(>nt
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that one or both the ret'orders broke down. At the end of the day, final visual watN
level measurements were taken. the portable sections of thelide g'aug-es were secured,
and the recorders and batteries were remov(\d from the banks. all to he stowed for the
tWX t day.
The reason for setting up and securing the equipment measuring water level
changes each day was fear of possible vandalism. This process grew a bit
tiresome. It was decided that the gauges and equipment would be left out overnight so
all that was required each morning was to re-adjust and wind up the recorders. The
recorders and batteries were protected from moisture by resting them on a plywood
hoard and covering them with plastic trash can liners. Some desiccant was also placed
inside the recorder.
Since wind measurements were being taken 24 hours a day, the recorders were
Ipft on overnight so that water level measurements. could be correlated with them.
12
DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
It will now be seen how well the Manning equation for uniform flow, our
suspected relation between water transport through the canal and the water surface
slope. conforms to the actual data taken at Haulover Canal. Using the method of linear
rpgression a line of best fit for the data may be found, from which, the best value of the
Manning roughness coefficient may be taken.
Evidence of good correlation between the wind field and the three measured
parameters at the canal: the surface current, the average current, and the water
surface slope along the length of the canal is presented. The preferred wind direction
for each of the above mentioned parameters, while not strictly conforming to the
definition given in the introduction to this work, is found for water transport to the
Indian River and the Mosquito Lagoon.
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Uniformity of Vertical Profile
The vertical velocity gradient was found to be small. The surface current, the
current measured at eight tenths the depth and the measured average velocity were
all very nearly the same. The average ratio of the surface current to the current at
eight-tenths the depth is 1.150 ± 0.001, and the average ratio of the surface current to
the average velocity is 1.007 ± 0.001. These averages were obtained from 290 sets of
measured values. and therefore. as a general rule. the average current in the canal can
he fairly well approximated from the surface current.
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Uniformity of Flow
As staled previously, the Manning equation for flow in an open channel has much
support in the literature. The degree of uniformity in the flow has to be established to
see whether Manning's equation for uniform flow in an open channel
2 2
v n
R 4 / 3
is appropriate or whether the data exhibits an apprciable non-uniformity and is more
accurately described by the varied-flow equation
I) 2 2
S == v.... n +~ (':.. )
R 4/ 3 dx 2g
The additional term, as defined before, is the changb~ of the velocity head with the
length of the channel. Measurements of the velocity at both ends of the canal at close
lime intervals and at equal water surface slopes. indicate an average change in the
velocity, ~v = + 1.81%, or an average change in the velocity squared,
IIv == + 6.38% over a distance of 1.790 km.These average percentages are well
within the range of error inherent in the range findelr used in current measurement.
Therefore, one may think that any variation of flow from uniformity would be too small
to measure and drop any further discussion of a poss.ible varied-flow in the channel.
These average percentages, however. represent only a few measured variations with
high standard deviation. Therefore, we should investigate a little further to see to
what def.,"Tee of varied flow we could expect in Haulover Canal.
From our energy equation we know that the flow velocity is inversely
proportional to the depth of flow.
v=k/y
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where y is the depth of flow and k is a constant of proportionality. Substituting this
expression for the velocity we have, for the change in the velocity head
2 2 ,)
..Q..(Y .)= _lJs:.. Q.y,=-~ Qy
dx 2~ ~ y3 dx gy dx
Equating the change in the velocity head to the change in the water surfaet' slope Wt'
have
_ ~ ll= ~p
gy dx
dY
or, since - dx= S
2 A.SV _~
gy - s
What we have here is the fractional variation of the water surface slope equal to the
square of the froude number. For a flow depth y=4.5m. and a: flow velocity v=l m/sec
we have a 2.3% change in the Water surface slope. This effects even a smaller
,)(\r<.·pntage variation in the flow velocity. From this we see that the expected variation
from uniform flow is indeed small compared to the inaccuracies of the method of
current measurement. Therefore. it seems reasonable to assume that Manning's
equation of uniform flow gives a good representation of the flow in the Haulover Canal
for the range of velocities measured.
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Correlation of
Water Surface Slope
with
Surface and Average Current
and
the Determination of the Manning Coefficient
In Figures 9 & 10 there IS a definite positive correlation of both the
average and surface currents with the water level differences. A strong linear relation
is evident between the average and surface currents and the water surface slope taken
to the one-half power (Figures 11 & 12)
To show the degree of correlation of the surface and average current with S 1/2 we
compute their correlation coefficients. A simple definition of the correlation coefficient
"r", measuring the degree of correlation between two parameters x and y is
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r
where n is the number of sets of data of x and y. The value of r lies in the range of (-1,1).
A high positive correlation implying a direct relation is represented by values of r close
to 1. No correlation atall is represented by value of r close to 0 and a high negative
correlation, implying an inverse relation is represented by values of r close to -1. The
correlation coefficient showing the degree of correlation between the square root of
the water surface slope and the average current was calculated to be + 0.922,
implying a strong positive correlation. A correlation coeffident of + 0.929 indicates a
strong positive correlation also exists between' the surface current and thn watE~r
surface slope. as would be expected.
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Figure 11
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The method of least squares was used to determine a line of best fit for data
points on the plots of current vs. the s4uare root of the water surface slope. These lines
g-ive the most probable value of the currt'nt for a partieular value of the water surface
slope. From this line and the Mannin~ uniform flow equation, the best value of the
Manning roughness coefficient was determined. Particular values- of the current
velocity and the square root of the slope wegDE~ introduced in the Manning equation
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n
v
where the hydraulic radius "R" is 3.74 ~. The values of 0.0216 sec m- 1h and 0.0214 sec
111-
1/:1 were determined for n for the average current and surface current, respectivE~lyI
through the canal. These values for n compare favorably with those found in the
Manning- tables. The n value that one extensive table gives (Chow, 1959) for a straight,
excavated, and uniform channel that is clean after weathering is 0.022 sec m-
I
/3.
Rounding off the last digit of our n value for the average current we see that we get
the samE~ value.
Substituting the values of nand R we get the following relations between
('un·('nl velo<'ities and the water surface slope:
Surfaec Velocity=Vs =112.6 8'/2 mlsec
AvelDa~e Velocity=V;=111.5 Slh mlsec
The Manning coefficient was also determined by theoretical means using the
average value of the ratios of the measured current at two-tenths the depth to the
measured current at- eight-tenths the depth. The relation between the Manning
(:odficient and this average ratio is
n =
R i / 6 (r-l)
5.57r + 5.26
•,
as derived for smooth channels in a previous section with "R" ca!culated to be 3.74m
and the aVE'rag-e ratio found to be 1.15 we get
n = 0.0160. sec m- l13
This method of determining n has yet to be completely verified
experimentally by others investigating this subject. It is not Clear how promising this
last method is in determining an accurate value of the Manning coefficient for a
particular channel. We see that by subtracting 1 f-rom the ratio of the velocities we
make the value of n extremely sensitive to inaccuracies in flow measurement. This fact
alone may make this method of computing n impractical for engineering purposes.
Plots of the Manning uniform flow equation with the theoretical value of ri are
also in Figures 9-12 for a vivid comparison with the line plots representing the value of
n established by the data.
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Correlation of the Prevailing Wind
with the Transport Through
the Haulover Canal
and with
the Water Surfaee Slope
There may be some question as to whether the wind is the only significant
driving- force for the transport through Haulover Canal. The question of any tidal
al'tion in the area has already been resolved from a report from the Tides Branch of
t • • •
NOAA, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, stating there are no measurable tides to a lOOth of a
foot in the area. No periodic fluctuation was noticed in this investigator's own data.
One may also ~uestion whether any appreciable current may be established due to a
typical salinit.y gradient between the ends of the canal. For a salinity gradient of a
much as 100 Ic;o I we have the equivalent water level difference of 3.2em. From salinity
measurements in both the Indian River and the Mosquito Lagoon, the usual salinity
difference between the two in the proximity of the Haulover Canal is approximately
2°!c,0 . The equivalent water level difference for a salinity gradient of this magnitude is
O.61cm.. With water level differences ranging from 1.0cm where we have little or no
current to 21.0cm where we have a water transport at the rate of 1.5m/sec it is obvious
that any salinity gradient that may exist between the two ends of the canal has little to
do with the transport through the same. The only driving force that could be of
significance is the prevailing wind.
The preferred direction of the wind, as stated in the introduction to this work, is
the direction from which the wind field approaches causing the maximum transport
throuJ{h the canal; wind magnitude heing held constant. The prd't'rrf'd
dirt~diEFn of the wind field found for the transport in both dirceLions throuJ{h
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the Haulover Canal does not conform to this definition. Due to the degree of
variation in wind maKnitudes it was impossible to determine this preferred direction
from 290 sets of measured values. Rather, the preferred directions found for the
measured parameters at t.he ('anal represent a combination of two wind factors causing
a particular flow in the canal. One is the direction from which th~ strongest winds came
causing a greater current through the canal. The other is the wind direction causing
the maximum water surface slope in the Haulover Canal. This wind direction is largely.
dependent on the orientation of the canal, and the orientation and shape of the Indian
River and the Mosquito Lagoon. The latter specifies the wind direction that allows the
wind to act over' the greatest fetch (distance over water). The depth and variation
lh('reof is considered to be of minimal influence in establishing the preferred wind
direction due to the fact that the depth in both bodies of water is, for all practical
purposes, uniform.
The problem is to find the wind direction giving'the maximum response In
water level difference at the canal ends or current magnitude through the canaL
u ,"
I I~FEFking at Figure 13, we define e as the direction of a particular wind vector."~"is
t.Iw prpfprred direction of the wind whiE~h is our unknown. The degree of correlation of
t.lw winds projected on the preferred wind diredion with either the surface current,
average current, or the water level difference between the ends of the canal is found
by using the correlation coefficient. The latter three parameters are those that were
measured at the same half hour interval as the particular wind reading. The projected
wind on the preferred wind direction 0 , for a particular wind reading, is
w~. == w. cos(¢ -e)·
1 I I
The correlation coefficient for Wf/>. and the surface current (sc.) is
1 I
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i=l
sc. w. cos (<;2S - e).
1 1 J
n n
L: w. cos( 0 - e) i .. L: sc i
i=t 1 i=l
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r =------------------------------------
[ n ~. (W. cos(¢- e).)2L.i 1 . 1i=l
Wlwn thp value or I.Iw preferrNJ wind direction fot the surface eurrent, ¢S(· .. is
. J
substituted for C21, the value of r is a maximum. To find this value of ¢sc we first
maximize the correlation coefficient by taking the partial derivitive or r wit.h respeet to
o and equat(' the result to zero:
d r
J0 =0
The complexity of the resulting expression is such that the method of iteration must be
used to find the value of (Zjthat satisfies the above relation. Since we know that the
surface currE'nt closely approximates the average current and both are directly related
to the water surface slope. it would be reasonable to assume that
Preferred wind directions for the three parameters mentioned are calculated for
E~;iEDh of the two possible directions of the current through the canal. Correlation coeffi-
dents measuring the degree of correlation of the surface current. average current and
the water surface slope with the east-west and north-south components of the wind.
Wewi =Wisineiand WnSi=Wjcoseirespectively, for each direction of flow were also
computed. 1'his was done simply for a comparison with the values of rfound for the
same parameters measured at the canal and the winds projectE'd on the preferred wind
directions.
The values of the preferred wind direction are as follows
For water transport in
the direction of
22R~ndian River)
357.5°
357.1 °
356.6°
0450 (Mosquito Lagoon)
227.8°
225.5°
217.7°
As one can see, the values of the preferred wind directions for the surface current, the
averag-e current and the water level difference arc in close proximity to each other for
e~h of the two flow directions. This was suspected due to their direct relationship
with each other. The small differences in the values of <?Jcomputed for the three canal
parameters are most likely due to error in measurement of these parameters.
The preferred wind directions computed for current flow toward the south-west
and emptying into the Indian River is supported by 236 sets of readings. The computed
values of ¢sc' 0 ac ' and ¢ d for current flow in the north-easterly direction,
(emptying in the Mosquito Lagoon) are supported by only 49 sets of data and therefore
the results should be looked upon as very approximate.
F'igure 14 shows these preferred wind ldirections relative to the orientation of
the two large bodies of water and the Haulover Canal. From looking at this figure it is
evident that these values of the preferred wind direction are close to what intuition
would tell us. The fact that fetch plays a role in determining the preferred wind
dirt-dion for transport through the ('anal is evident.
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The computed values of the correlation coefficients for the transport in each
direction is now presented.
Values of 40rH Computed for Transport in the South-west Dircdion
t W t L I D'ffCAtcS fL ur ace .urren verag:e urren a er eve I erence
-0.231 -0.262 -0.244
0.797 0.787 0.810
0.798 0.790 0.811
Wew
Values of "r" Computed forTransport in the North-east Direction .
Surface Current Average Curr'ent Water Level Difference
0.716 0.707 0.640
0.314 0.348 0.724
0.678 0.683 0.851
For water transport to the Indian River we see a strong positive correlation of
the surface and average current, and the water level diffb~rences with the north-south
('omponent of the wind, as one would expect. Looking at the data in particular, we
know that this north-south component of the wind is actually only the north component
of the wind. There is, of course, a slightly higher positive correlation for the winds
projected on the preferred directions correlated with the same parameters.
The computed values of the correlation coefficient for water transport towards
the north-east., indicate a good positive correlation of the western component of the
NI Figure 14
THE PREFERRED WIND
DIRECTIONS FOR
WATER TRANSPOR"'
THROUGH THE
HAUlOVER CANAL
. CKAFS
wind with the current velocities and water level differences as one would expect.
However one also expects from our value of the preferr,ed wind direction, that there
would also be equally good correlation between the south component of the wind and
all the measured parameter~at the canal. It is found that this is the case for the water
!('vel differences but not for surface or average current. As said before, the values of {2')
and r were taken from only 49 sets of data for transport towards the north-east, and
therefore, we cannot count on their precision too heavily.
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CONCLUSION
The transport through the Haulover Canal is related to the slope of the water
surface by the Manning equation for uniform flow. The Manning coefficient used in this
equation is approximately 0.022 sec m- I13 ,
The evidence points to the fact that the prevailing winds are the driving force for
the transport through the canal. The preferred wind direction for the transport of
water from the Mosquito Lagoon to the Indian River was found to be approximately
:1:>7 0 • For the water transport from the Indian River to the Mosquito Lagoon the
llw eomputed preferred wind direction was found to be in the proximity of 224°,
It is hopNi that the results and conclusions of this work will be an ineentive for
further investig-ation with instrumentation sophisticated enough to allow for more
al'('urate fll{DWl~Dllr<yments and a much longer period of observation.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF THE FREE - INSTRUMEl\T METHOD
OF DETERMINING AVERAGE CURRENT VELOCITY
tJIIAveragJE~ velocity with depth .::= IT 0 Vx (z)dz ,=:. Vx
H X1~g~ V x(z)dt
Introducing the fall velocity v= rlz as constant.
dt
JH jH V HV:Rx :;:. Vx(z)dt = ..2. dz = __x1 0 0 V VI
In like manner, R
x
=: HV x
2 -v:;
....
Sinee tV::: Hand t V. = H1 1 2 2
Therdore, we see that
R x :;: (R x1 + R X2 ) =- (t1 + t 2 ) Vx :;: t Vx implying,
RxVX=-t-
The averag-e velocity with depth is equal to thf' total horizontal ran/{f' OVf'1' LIlt' lol:d
tinH'. ((tidlardson, I ~e;~lF.
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Figure 15
DEFINING FIGURE FOR DERIVATION IN APPENDIX A
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APPENDIXB
nf~TboMfkATflkOF THE RELATivE HEIGHT DIFFERENCE
OF THE STILLING WELLS
Surveying Data: (Top of stilling wells in em below bench mark no. 2, 1972. U.S. Coast
and Geodetic Survey).
Date S.W. Stilling Well N. E. Stilling Well
Sept. 22, 1973 -57.0 cm -57.3 em
Sept. 29, 1973 -56.0 em -54.7 em
Oct. 1, 1973 -54.2 em -56.3
Oct. 3,1973 -55.4 em -55.0
A vcrage reading of the southwest stilling well is
-222.6 .
-- ;= -55.65 em below the bench mark.
4
Averagc reading of the northeast stilling well is
-223.3 = -55.83 em below the bench mark.
4
Southwest Standard Deviation (6sw):
r-r.: 65usw =-t);). , em
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1.35
0.35
-1.45
-0.25
(x.-u )21 sw
1.82
0.12
2.10
0.06
4.11
n 2
'\ (x· - u)L 1
i~l
n(n-l)
j 4.11 = 0.59 em
12
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Northeast Standard Deviation (Oile):
u = -55.83 em
ne
(x.-u )
1 ne
1.48
-1.13
0.48
-0.83
2(x. -u )
1 ne
2.18
1.27
0.23
0.68
4.36
n(n-l) =
The differen('c in elevation below the bench mark between the two stilling wells found
by a verag-ing the four readings for each stilling well and subtracting is
une - usw = 0.18 em + 0.60 em
Elevation of the stilling wells above mean water level:
Hench mark no. 2, 1972, U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey is 142.65 em above mean
water level.
] Ipig-ht of the northeast tide gauge is
N4~.SR em -55.83 em = 86.82 em
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Heil{ht of the southwest tide gauge is
142.65 em -55.65 em '"" 87.00 em
I\.s sc{m above, the height difference between the two stilling wells is 0.18 em.
----------- JJJJJJJJJJJ~JJJ_.- ---------- -----
APPENDIXC
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
OF THE
STILLING WELL
WATER LEVEL GAUGES
The main idea behind the stilling well water level gauge is to measure the long
period water level changes due to the tide or wind piling over a large water area
without loss of amplitude while damping out short period or high frequency
wind-waves or waves due to local disturbances. This free exchange of water with a
wave damping effect was accomplished by drilling a O.5-inch (1.27cm) ID hole at
mid-length of each of the 6-inch (15.24cm) ID pipes to be used as stilling wells. After
t he stilling wells were jetted into the canal side wall, the drilled orifice for each were
():).5cm below the mean water level.
The orifice coefficient of discharge denoted by "c", is defined as the ratio of the
aetual discharge through the orifice to the ideal discharge. The value of c for the
orifices of the stilling wells used in this work will first be determined before we begin
the actual ana.lysis of the gauge response to water level fluctuations of the open water.
The value of c was determined by first observing the time necessary for the
water level inside the stilling well to fall to within a mm of the water level outside the .
well for a specific head, hI' above the outside water level. To observe this, the O.5-inch
(1.27cm) diameter orifice was plugged with a cork. The orifice was 77.14cm below the
external water level at the time these observations were taken. Water was then
poured inside the well to a level of 71.74cm above the water level outside. Time was
taken from the time the cork was removed from the orifice to the time the water level
---------------- --"
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inside the stilling well reached the water level of the open water. This procedure was
repeated 11 times with each measurement coming within the second of the average
time of 89 seconds. This experimental value of t=89 seconds will determine our orifice
velocity coefficient.
At the instant when the head is h above the mean water level. Q = ca "2gh
cmW~Lsec where a = area of the orifice.
In the time interval dt. a volume of dV will be discharged where
dV=Qdt= ca V2gh dt
In the same time interval dt, the head will drop dh ,em and. therefore. the same
volume discharged can be represented by
where A = stilling well cross-sectional area. Equating these two expressions for the
change in volume, we have
-A dh=ca V2gh dt
The negative sign is used since we have a decreasing hea~d with increasing time. We
now sE~e that we ('an represent this time interval dt as
dt= _Ah-1/z dh
ca V2g
or
Integrating. we find
112
t = t - t =2Ah1
1
cav2i{
With thek1l6wn experimental value of t. we can use the expression just derived to find
the vr"rf~ce vflocity coefficient.
S~
1/2
C = 2Ah 1 = 0.62
taJ2 g'
where
hI =71.74cm
t=89sec
a=1.27cm2
A=182.41cm2
This value falls within the small range of values cited in King's tables of orifice
coefficients (King, 1949), for water discharging into air fdr the same orifice diameter
and head, h . He cites his values to be about the same as that of a submerged orifice.
With the value of c established we may now proceed with a discussion of the
frequency response of the water level gauges. The following analysis is based on
Keulegan's study of basins connected to the open sea, (Keulegan, 1951), with
modifications made by Cross (Cross, 1967), for stilling well tide gauges.
The diameter of the stilling well, is 6.0-inches (l5.24cm). The diameter of the
orifice connecting the well to the sea is O.5-inches (1.27cm). Continuity requires that
any flow through this orifice results in a specific change of the level in the well. If a is
the cross-sectional area of the orifice, A is the cross-sectional area of the well, HI i~ the
wal(\r sllrfac<' elevation inside the well and V is the flow velocity through the orifice,
we have
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or
aV=A dHI
dl (1)
(ta)
Since the flow through the orifice is due to a difference between the inside and outside
hydrostatic pressure, the velocity through the orifice may be expressed as
(2)
for flow into the well, and
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(3)
•
for now out of the well.H2 is the water surface elevation of the sea. Substituting these
l'xpressions for the now velocity into the expression for the time rate of ch<lnS{e of the
water level elevation inside the well, we have
dHl ,-----d't= Xc V2g(H2-H1) (4)
for flow into the well, and
dH l a ,...----crt=-X cV2g(H
1
-H2) (5)
for the now out of the well. If HOis the amplitude of the sea level fluctuation we have
the following dimensionless variables
h] =H1;1Io (6a)
h2 =H2/Ho (6b)
If we also introduce the following transformation,
Where T is the period of the sea level nuctuation, we finally obtain
dh,
d.e =Kv'h2-h1 h?h1 (8)
and
where
dh 1
"'\'?::" = - K v'h - hoe 1 2 h<h2 1 (9)
(10)
K is called the coefficient of repletion.
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In finding an expression for hI we beg-in by assuminK that the water surfaee
EJNE~varonof thE~ sea Ouduates sinusoidally. The displacements of the water surf;lE~mp in
t.he sea and in the basin are hivE~n on a eommon axis of the dimensionless time
parameter eWigure 16). The origin of time is taken at the moment hI and h~ an'
equal. The momen~ thereafter h2 begins to gain over hI. Then h2=0 when t=T. Th('
fluctuation of the surface of the sea is therefore given by
0<8<2/T (11)
Since it is assumed that h2 >h 1, for a time T/2 and vice versa, Keulegan determines h
separately for the first range. 0 <8<ir. and the second range, 'TT< 8< 21T. Also,
instead of determining hI directly, the difference h 1-h2 is more conveniently found.
Thus for the first range we have
z=h2-h t h2 >h1
h2=sin(e-7T)
dz - h~ r+ dhde-- vz 2
r. = 0, 8=0 and 1T
O<e<7T (12)
(13)
Introdudng our expression for h2 into equation 13
jZ:.:=-Kv"z + cose cosT + sine sinT (14)de -
For the sake of brevity there will be no further discussion of the determination of hI'
for t.he second range. Keulegan shows that the curv~of hI for the second range is
mereIy the curve of hI for the first range displaced along the axis of 8 by an
amount IT. He. therefore, deems it sufficient to determine for the first rang-e only.
!"or a ddailt>d solution the reader is referred to Keulegan (Keulegan. 1951). Only
the major steps in his paper will be mentioned in what follows.
JJJ~~JJJIJJJJJJJJJ~~JJJJJJJJJJJJJ - - .-----------------
Figure 16
SURFACE FLUCTUAnONS OF THE SEA AND IN THE STILLING WELL
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(17)
~inEDED we are dealing with periodic changes, a series of circular functions IS
seleded as a possible solution to equation 13 or 14, Keulegan chooses
Z = LAn sin ne+ L Bn[cos na - cos(n+7.)e] (15)
n= 1 n 1
n=l, 3, 5, , 2m+l
where we see that z vanishes when e=o and 1T .
In equation 1 there is the term V'Z and it is found necessary to make use of the
fourier expansiun of Vsine. The v'.Slrle is single valued, finite, and continuous
between the limits 6=0 and· e='1T and can therefore be developed into the series
vsine = a1 sine + a2 sin 28 + a3 sin 38 (16)
where the coeff~cients have the values
2 {TT
<lm=iTJ ...v'.<;iIle sin me de
o
Keulegan writes the following series for v'sine in conforming with the above rule
and his particular solution for;
ysine =N 1 sine + N 3 sin 36 + N 5 sin 5e (18),
where
Nm = ~fJsine sin m8d8
o
The va:ues of the n's are found numerically by replacing the process of
integration by the process of summation. For example
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(19)
The summations were made by letting the interval ~e=M.MP49N radians. Since high
accuracy was not needed the first two terms in the series were considered a good
approximation (If vsine . The solution for
dz. r-
de= ·-Kvz + cose COST+ sine sinT
was laken to I'll'
z =a]. sin e+ a 1b3 (cos e .,-cos 3e) +a1a3 sin 38 '(20)
Th(' unknown quantities are the coefficients a1' a3, b3, and the phase ang-Ie T .
The square root of 7., with small terms neglected, and the expression obtained by
differ('ntiating z with respect toeare both substituted in equation 14. From the result,
Keulegan is able to obtain four separate expressions relating the four
unknowns mentioned with each other and with N, and K whose values can be
computed independently. With four equations and four unknowns it was found that aI'
a3, b3, and T all depend individually on the coefficient of repletion K.
In recalling that
hI = Z + h2
and substituting the expressions found for aI' a3, and b3 in equation 20 and that found
for T in equation 11; we see that the water level fluctuation in the stilling well can be
expressed soley as a function of time for a particular value of K. We have
for
0< e< 217"
The maximum and minimum displacements of the water level in the stilling well
. dhl
was found to ('orrespond to the zeroes of z (9=O;Tr)sln(·e de was found to vanish at
these points (figure ]6). Now remembering a dimensionless quantity we see that hIm
gives the ratio of the range of the fluctuation inside the stilling well to the range of the
fluctuation of the sea. Since ate= rr, hIm=h2 and at 9= IT , h2=sin T, the ratio
of tne range of the water level fluctuation in the well to that or the water Ipvel
fluctuation of the sea is
hIm =sin T (22)
The values of hIm as a function of K, that were presented by Keulegan (Keulpgan,
19511. are given in the following table.
-----------_.-._------
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THE RESPONSE,
R=H 1m/Ho = sin;;
OF THE STILLING WELL TIDE GAUGE
AS A FUNCTION OF THE COEFFICIENT
OF REPLETION, K
---_.
-
K sinT K sin,
0.1 0.1158 4.0 0.9999
o.~ 0.2293 5.0 0.9999
O.:J 0.3387 6.0 1.0000
OA 0.4414 7.0 1.0000
O.f> 0.5359 8.0 1.0000
0,(; 0.6209 9.0 1.0000
0.7 0.6955 10.0 1.0000
O.K l.TR~2 20. 1.0000
O.H 0.81H5 ao. I.ooon
1.0 0.R555 40. I .oo!)O
1.2 0.9168 50. 1.0000
1.4 0.953{i (;0. 1.0000
1.5 0.9745 70. 1.0000
l.~ 0.9R61 80. 1.0000
2.0 0.9926 90. LOOOO
;3.0 0.9996 lOO. 1.0000
i
\' ~ ..
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In Figure 17 we have plots of hIm as a function of the wave period, T for the
stilling- wells used at Haulover Canal. Each line plot was for a speE~ifiE~ value of hO'
Recalling the expression for K, we see that the coefficient of repletion and the wa ve
}wriod are dirl~dly related. We g(>(. th(' specific rdation between K, T and hO for the
st illing wpl\s lIspd at lIaulover Canal by substituting in thp expression for K ttl(: values
of the cross-scI' tiona I an~a of thp stilling well, the orifice, and the value of our particular
orifire coefficient. We see that
T
K=O.0055 -- (23)H1h
o
For sea level fluctuations with an amplitude of 0.9Im and for periods of over 13
minutes we have a 100% representation of that amplitude in the stilling wells used at
Haulover Canal. At the amplitudes which were in the r:mge of those measured at
Haulover Canal, HO=0.30m and Ho=0.15m, we have periods of 7 and 5 minutes,
rl'spedively, that are necessary for 100% representation in the stilling wells. It is
certain that the time necessary for the prevailing winds to pile water at the canal to
15cm above the previous level is much greater than 5 minutes. Therefore, we can see
that the water level inside the stilling well, at any instant is an accurate representation
of the water level outside the well, resulting from wind piling. As Figure 17 shows,
waves of high frequency are damped out, which is, of course, the purpose of the stilling
well.
The lag denoted as 0<, between the maximum displacement of the water level of
th(> sea and the water level in the stilling well is also of importance in looking- at the
total pictures ;)1" the response of our gauges. Our expression for h2:
h2=.:sin (6- T)
tdls us that h2 is a maximum when €)- T=TY2 . The maximum displacement in the
wdl occurs when e =TT. Therefore, the lag is
0< '0/2 _ T (24)
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Figure 17
RESPONSE OF THE TIDE GAUGE AS A FUNCTION OF WAVE PERIOD
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Figure 18
LAG OF THE TIDE GAUGE RESPONSE AS A FUNCTION WAVE PERIOD
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The values of O(are obtained from substituting- the values of T =sin -1 hIm in t.h.~
ahovp equation. A~<lin makin~ use of the dire(·t relationship between K and the wave
pC'riod '1'. lines representing- the lag- of t.he maxima as a function of wave period w('rc
plotted for the three specific values of hO used in Figure 17. We see that there is no
appreciable lag between the maximum amplitudes inside and outside of the well for
.,xternal amplitudes of 0.15m, 0.30m, and 0.91m with the respective periods of 8, 10.
ano 16 minutes.
We see from both Figure 17 and Figure 18 that the stilling well tide ~auges used
in t his work show good response to water level changes indueed by wind piling while
filterin~ out undesirable high frequency waves.
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Definition of Numerical Classification
of the Lagoonal System
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VID.
IX.
x.
XI.
XII.
XIII.
XIV.
xv.
XVI.
XVII.
28°52' N - 28°40' N (Mosquito Lagoon)
28°48' N - 28°39' N (Railroad Bridge)
Railroad Bridge - Titusville Causeway (SR 402)
Titusville Causeway - Addison Pt. Bridge (SR 405
Addison pt. - Canaveral Barge Cana.l Causeway
Canaveral Barge Canal - Cocoa Causeway (SR 520)
Cocoa Causeway - Pineda Causeway
Pineda Causeway - Eau Gallie Causeway (SR 518)
Eau Gallie Causeway - Melbourne Causeway (SR 516)
Melbourne Causeway - Cape Malabar
Cape Malabar - Grant Farm
Grant Farm - Sebastian Inlet
Sebastian Inlet - Vero Beach Canal Causeway
Vero Beach - Fort Pierce Inlet
Fort Pierce Inlet - BascuJe Bridge (270 15 1N)
Bascule Bridge - Baker pt. (AlA)
Baker pt. - St. Lucie Inlet (27°10' N)
1
------- ---- ----
Conversions
21 sq. ft. = 0.0929 m
1 ft. = 0.3048 m
Alphabetical Classification of Depths
A 0-2
B 2-4
C 4-6
D 6-8
E 8-10
F 10-12
G 12-14
Charts Used:
0- .6096
.6096-1. 2192
1. 2192-1. 8288
1. 8288-2. 4384
2.4384-3.0480
3.0480-3.6576
3.6576-4.2672
0-0.6
.6-1. 2
1. 2-1. 8
L 8-2.4
2.4-3.0
3.0-3.6
3.6-4.3
1. Nautical Chart #843-SC (1973)
2. Nautical Chart #845-SC (1971)
U.S. Department of Commerce, NoO.A.A.
National Ocean Survey
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Project: _
Oceanographic Data Sheet
Date of Sampling: _
Pg._l_
of 8
Location: _ Specific Area: _
MEASUREMENTS Partialo/r Total %
Site Dept} Area Area Vol Vol Area Vol Area Volft2x106 2 106 109 109m x gal x 1 x
j
.
I A ;)6'"' fi ')2 7 4.2 1() 1 fil 0 191 I-; 1 ?, n
R lRO 7 Hi R. 4 1 1 r:: :1 Hi 2 1R 1 2 6 1 9
__L_ __-3.3Cl 9 W~li 1? 7 41-; 1
_..-
-
:{O h r,7 ()
--
4. 9 h 1
___D_ 24 2 2 ') 1 :1 4 R. 2 2 f) 7 :1 h
-_ ..•.-
- ----
'----- ~JJJJJJ 1112.3 103.3 22.3 84.3 100.0 99.9 15.9 10.7.------
i
JJ~I..~
-- ------ ----------- ----
_._-
--
i
, II
__ A__ 305.6 28.4 2.3 8.6 32.3 9.8 4.4 1.1
,---'=-
_.. ---
___B_ f-- 22G.5 21. 0 5. 1 19.2 24.0 22.0 3.2 2.4
C
--- -----
;39G.1 36.K 14.t\ 5(;. 1
--
41. 9 64.2 5.7 7.1
I
_f-- D__ .. 17.5 1.6 . 9 3 r: 1 8 4. 0 2 4
--- --
• J
945.7 87.8 23. 1 87.4 100.0 100.0 13.5 11. 0
I,
'...lIL A 25.2 2.3 2 .7 24.2 5.8 .4 . 1
""""-->-,-,-,. B 2L 5 2.0 .5 1.8
--- r---- 20.8 14.9 .3 .2
:
__C___
__;31. 1 2.9_f- 1.2 4.4 30.0 36.4 .4 .6
--- ---
! D 26.3 2.4 2.4 5.2 25.0 43.0 .4 .6
r---
>-- 104 1 9 6 3 3 12 1 100_ 0 100 0 1 f) 1 fi
-----!-----
i IV A 80.0 7.4 .6 2 W~ 13 ;) 2 6 1 1 W~
,---
----
B 69 3 6 4 1 6 5 9 11 5 6 6 1 0 7
,
J~JJJ
C 165.6 15.4 6.2 23.4 27.5 26 4 2 4 3 0
! D 282.0 26.2 14.8 55.9 46.8 63.0 4.0 7.0
E 5.1 .5 3 1.3 . 9 1.5 1 2
602.0 55.9 23.5 88.8 100.0 100.1 8.6 11. 2
Project: _ Date of Sampling: _ of 8
Total %
Location: _
MEASUREMENTS
Specific Area:, _
Partial %
f~
I
, Area Area Vol Vol !,
i Site Dept! ft2x 106 m2x 106 gal x lOS 1 x 109
Area Vol Area Vol I
1 i
~ ,V A 107.3 10.0 .8 3.0 17.6 4.1 1.5 .4 ,
B 138.5 12.9 3.1 11.8 22.6 16.2 2.0 i1.5i
!
C 146.5 13.6 20.7 23.9 28.4 2.15.5 2.6
-'---
,
D 184.8 17.2 9.7 36.6 30.2 50. 1 2.6 4.6 ,
'--,
E 34.6 3.2 .2 . 9 5.6 1.2 .5
· 1;
f)ll 7 !'if) 9 19 ~ T~ () 99 9 1 ()() () R 7 Q ?
.. _"
;
---
:
VT A 24 6 2 ':l. 2 7 20.4 4 1 4 1
B 21. 8 2.0 .5 1.8 18.0 10.6 .3 .2
;
i C 22.6 2.1 .8 3.2 18.8 18.8 .3 4,
i
D 37.8 3.5 2.0 7.5 31. 3 44.1 .5
· 9
E 8.2 .8 .6 2. 1 6.8 12.3 .1
· 3
F 5.5 .5 .4 1.7 4.6 10.0 .1 .2
.-
120.5 11.2 4.5 17.0 99.9 99.9 1.7 2.1
,
lVII A 32.9 3.1 .2 . 9 10.4 1.4 .5
· 1
!
l B 28.5 2.6 . 6 2.4 9.0 3.7 .4 3i
I C 48.0 4.4 1.8 6.8 15.2 10 5 7 9
I
R 1 4i D 54.4 5.0 2.8 10.8 17 2 16 6
I E 88.4 8.2 5 9 225 28 0 36 4 1 3 2 Rj
!
, F 29.6 2.7 2.4 9.2 9.3 14.1 4 1 2
.
; G 33.7 3.1 3 3 12 4 12 9 19 1 fi. 1 h
~ 315.5 29.1 17.0 65.0 100.0 100.0 4.6 8 3
I
j
,
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ProjecL: _
Oceanographic Data Sheet
Date of Sampling: _
mg.~
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Location: _ Specific Area:. --'-
MEASUHEMENTS Partial % Total %
DepU
Area Area Vol Vol Area Vol Area VolSite
ft2x ] 06 m2x 106 9 9gal x 10 ] x 10
VIII A 5.ts .5 .01 .2 2.8 .4
· 1 .02
B 1::>. 4 1.4 .3 1.3 7. W~ 2.4 ') .2
· '-'
C 19.2 1.8 .7 2.7 9.0 5.0 .3 .3
~_.J . 1--"- --- - ~ ._--
D 24.0 2.2 1.2 4.8 ] 1. 4 8.9 .3 .6
._---
-""----
E 24.2 2.2 1.7_ 6.3 11. [) 11. 7 · :3 • 1:3~JDJJJ f-._.-.-
F 116.5 10.8 9.6 ~PS. 3 55.2 67.5 1.7 4.6
-.
~IJ_•...
G ;;.9 .6 .6 2.2 2.8 4. 1 .1 .3
. --. 1----::.="
'-"-- ----"-
211 0 19.5 14.1 53.8 100 0 100 0 3 0 6 8
-'-"---
-"
-IX. A HI H 1 R 1 h 11 2 1 R W~ 1
R :i2 0 :i 0 7 2 7 18 2 R :i 5 ~
:
r -.-2i:L J. ') h 1 1 4- 0 1f) 0 12 :i _4 5
n '),7 R 2 h 1 4- S h 1S R 17 () 4 7
-
F 2!) !) 2 R 2 () 7 h 1f) !) 2:i 4- 4 1 0
F :iR S :i h :i 2 12 0 21 R :i7 () 6 1 h
176.4 16.4 8.5 32.4 99.9 99.8 2.6 4.1
-
i X A 25.8 2.4 .2 .7 11.8 1.9 .4 . 1
,
i B 35.3 3.3 .8 3.0 16.1 8.0 .5 .4
C 40, 7 :i R 1 5 5 8 21 5 15 5 .7 7
D 40.6 3.8 2.1 8.1 18.5 21. 6 .6 1.0
E 52.7 4.9 3.5 13.4 24.0 35 7 .8 1.7
F 17.8 1.6 1 5 6 5 8.0 17 3 2 8
212.9 19.8 9.6 37.5 99.9 100.0 3.2 4.7
Project: ~ Date of Sampling: _ of 8
Total %
Location: _
MEASUREMENTS
Specific Area: _
Partial %
Area Area Vol Vol
Site Deptl ft2x 106 2 6 9 1 x 109 Area Vol Area Volm x 10 gal x 10
.'
XI A T~i 7 6.8 .5 2.1 21. 5 5. 1 1.0 .3
!
i B 107.8 10.0 2.4 9.2 31. 4 22.5 1.5 1.2
i C 71. 2 6.6 2.7 10.1 20.8 24.7 1.0 1.3
D 66.3 6.2 3.5 13.1 19.3 32.0 1.0 1.6
E 16.7 1.6 1.1 4.2 4.9 10.3 .2 .5
I F 7.2 .7 .6 2.2 2. 1 5.4 .1 .31·
342.9 31. 9 10.8 40.9 100.0 100.0 4.8 5.2
;
XII A 62.0 5.8 .5 1.8 23.0 6.8 . 9 .2
,
B 84.0 7.8 1.9 7.1 31. 1 26. 7 1.2 • 9
-
C 11_9.6 11. 1 4.5 16.9 44.3 63.5 1.7 2.1
i- D 4.2 .4 .3 .8 1.6 3.0 .1 .1
; 269.8 ')1:: 1 '7 () 'lr r- 100.0 100.0 3.9 3.3',HJ • .L j • .<.. '<"0.0
iXIII A 114.1 10.6 .8 3.2 24.3 13.5 1.6 .4
: B 225.7 21.0 .5 1.9 48.0 8.0 3.2 .2
! C 128.7 12.0 4.8 18.2 27.3 76.8 1 8 2 3
I D 1 9 2 1 4 4 1 7 02 Of)!
470.4 43 8 6 2 23 7 100 0 100 0 fi fi 2 9
:i
~rv A 204.8 19.0 1.5 5.8 43.5 15 7 2 9 7
\
R 143 fi 13 :-l ~ 2 12 2 :w 5 ~~ 0 2 1 1 S
\ C 91 1 8 5 3 4 12 9 19 4 34 9 1 3 1 6
l D 30.8 2.9 1.6 6.1 6.6 16.5 .4 .8
,
-
i 470.3 43.7 9.7 37.0 100.0 100.1 6.7 4.6
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Project: _
Oceanographic Data Sheet
Date of Sampling:, _
Pg._5_
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Total %
Location: _
MEASUREMENTS
Specific Area:, _
Partial %
)0
"
Dept! Area Area Vol VolSite
ft2x 106 m2x106 9 9
Area Vol Area Vol
, gal. x 10 1 x 10
I XV A 125.4 11. 6 . 9 3.6 17.0 4.2 1.8 4
I B 171. 9 16.0 3.8 14.6 23.4 16.9 2.5 1 8
! C 331. 6 30 8 12 4 46.9 45 0 54 3 4 8 5,9
D 107 1 10 0 5 6 21 2 14 5 24. f) 1 5 2 7
t 736 0 68 4 22 7 86 3 99 9 100 0 10 6 10,8
I
i
I
,XVI A 23 4 2 2 2 7 15 R 4 1 3 1
B 37.6 3.5 .8 3.2 25.7 18.7 .5 .4
, C 68 4 6 4 2 6 9 7 46 4 56 7 1 0 1 2i
: D 17 8 1 6 9 3, 5 12 0 20. fi 2 4
I 147 2 13 7 4. !1 17 1 99 9 100 0 2 0 2 1!
!
broTJ A 37 7 3 5 3 1 1 31 3 11 7 5 1
I B 61. 8 5.7 1.4 5.2 51. 2 55.3 . 9 .7
, C 18.6 1.7 .7 2.6 15.5 27.7 .3 .3
,
D 2.3 .2 . 1 .5 1.9 5.3 .03 .1
j 120.4 11. 1 2.5 9.4 99.9 100.0 1.7 1.2,
I;
,
i
i
t
•
,
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Project: _ Date of Sampling: _ of 8
Location: _
MEASUREMENTS
Specific Area: _
Total %
Dept!
Area Area Vol Vol
Site
ft2x 106 m2x 106 9 1 x 100
Area Vol
gal x 10
i 103.3 22.3 84.3I 1112.3 15.9 10.7,
!
IT 87_.8 23 1 12 5 11 0, 945 7 87 4:
In 104 1 9 6 2 2 12 1 1 E; 1 E;
,
TV 602 0 2~ E; RR n
-
55.9 R h 11 ?
V gll 7 56.9 N~ ~ T~{ () R 7 ~ ?
VI 120.5 U .. 2 4 E; 17 0 1 7 ? 1
t
VTT 315.5 29.1 17.0 65.0 4.6 8.3
VIII 211. 0 19.5 14.1 53.8 3.0 6.8
, IX 176.4 16.4 8.5 32.4 2.6 4. 1
X 212.09 19.8 9.6 37.5 2 2 4 7
;
, XI 342.9 31. 9 10.8 40.9 4 8 5 2
t
XII 269.9 25.1 7.2 26.6 3. 9 3.3
I
XIII 470.4 43.8 6.2 23.7 6.7 2.9
XIV 470.3 43.7 9.7 37.0 6.7 4 3
, XV 736.0 68.4 22.7 26.3 10.6 10 8
'XVI 147.2 13.7 4.5 17.1 2 0 2 1
i
1 7 1 2XVII 120.4 11 1 2 5 9 4
I 6969.1 647.2 208.8 792.3 99.7 99.4
,
!
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r
i
,
f
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Locatiom _ Specific Area: _
Total OJD tht 1 OJ ATo a 0 rea - ept 0
"
Each
Site Dept! A B C D E F G Site
I 8. 1 ?, h 4 q :i 15 9
I
II 4.4 3.2 5.7 .2 13 5
III .4 .3 .4 .4 1 fi
IV 1.1 1.0 2.4 4 0 1 R 0
V 1 5 2 0 2.1 2 6 5 R 7
! VT 4 3 :i fi 1 1 R 7i
! VII 5 4 7 8 1 3 4 fi 4 h
: VIII 1 2 3 3 3 1 7 1 3, 0
\
; IX 3 5 4 4 4 6 2 '0
, X 4 fi 7 6 R ?, :i 2
1 XI 1 0 1 5 1 0 1 0 2 1 4 R
i
xn 9 , 2 1 7! 1 :i 9r
; XIII 1 6 3 2 1 8 02 h 7
., XIV 2.9 2.1 1.3 .4 6.7
XV 1.8 2.5 4.8 1.5 10.6
Ii XVI .3 .5 1.0 .2 2.0
jjXVn .5 . 9 .3 .03 1.7
I - - -26.2 22 9 29 8 13.3 3 7 3 1 6 99 7
I
i
i
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! ;
I
i
j i
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Wind-Induced Flow f0r a Shallow water Basin
Ronald W. Nenart
ABSTRACT
A linearized model of wind-driven transport is
considere~ for ~ hRsin ()¥ ~h~llow ~~nth. The concept o¥
time conptants,the neriod for the equilibrium surface to
be established(steady state),are introducprl into the time-
denendant m00plin,Q' enuation~. The b~ffect of rotation,
fri cti on, s tratj f'; ~8. t ~ on, ('. ~E! t opop"ra1,)'hy are investigated for
8 shallow basi"'.
I. Introduction
In the past considerable a.ttention has been given to
wind-driven circulation in the oceans. Many of these papers
havebeco'Te the foundations of wind-driven theory and are
nesigm<ted as the classical paners of oceanography.
Recently there has been an ad.di tional undertaking to
investigate wind-driven lake circulation.
Birchfield(1967),Rao and Murty(1970) have developed steady
state linearized models for a homogeneous fluid. A limitation
of this time-independent theory is that it will only predict
the average velocity of flow.
Inviscid time-dependent theory was largely developed by
Csanady(1967,1968,1972). Within these models the response
of a fluid to an applied wind stress is the sum of internal
and external inertial gravity waves and a quasistatic response.
Friction and time-dependent modelS' of circulation have
been solved by numerical methods such as those formulated by
Paskausky(1971) and Simons(197l,1972).
The present paper is devoted to a stUdy of wind-induced
flow in a shallow water basin. The relevant scale factors
to determine the effect of rotation,topography,friction,and
stratification for this basin model will be investigated
within this naper. For a model basin of typical horizontal
and vertical lengths,2km by l7km and 10m respectively,rotation
and stratification are neglected.
---------- ---_ ..._--------
II. Flow Parameters
1. Rotation
To determine the relative importance of rotation the
relevant scale factor has to be established. The scale
factor will then give an indication of thb~ importance of
rotation in the theoretical and actual syntems.
Consider first the frictionless case and the corres-
nonding modes of oscillation.
Ball(1965},"'irst-class modes depend for their existence
on gravitational restoring forces resultirlg from the deformation
of the free surface,whereas the second...class modes merely
require a gradient of potential vorticity within the liquid".
Lamb(1932),"Tynes of circulatory motion which are of
infinite period in the case of DO rotation,may be converted
by the slightest decree of rotation into clscillatory modes
(second-ciass modes) of periods comparable: with that of
the rotation".
The relevant scale factor to determirlle the effect of
~oriolis accelerations are the modes of the second-class,
not the first-class modes(seiche).
For a rotating basin the low frequency(longitudinal) mode
is decreased and na1"ticles exhibit anticlockwise rotation in
the nothern hemisphere. This type of motion has been observed
in Lake Erie by Platzman and Rao(1963). Similarly the high
frequency(transverse) mode is increased and particles acquire
clockwise motion. These conclusions by Ball(1965) are in
agreement with earlier work by Rayleigh(1903),Jeffreys(1925),
and Goldstein(1929). The existence of a negative amphidromic
noint for the high frequency mode is in disagreement with
Taylor's(1920) hypothesis of the existence of only positive
amnhidromic Doints.
3
4Csanaay(1973),has nroposed that the Coriolis acceleration
is negligible in comparison with the local acceleration if the
basin width is small compared to the radius of deformation,
(gh)I/2/f • Here,g is gravity,h the basin depth,and f the
Coriolis parameter. Rossby(l936) introduced the radius of
deformation in the investigation of his wake-stream theory.
See the appendix for a mathematical derivation. Utilizing
this formulation one may conclude that the Coriolis accel-
eration is indeed small for the partiCUlar shallow water
basin model under study.
Simons(1973) has criticized Csanady(1973) in his method of .
determining the effect of the Coriolis parameter. Alternatively
Simons(1973) and Bennett(l973) arrive at similar results in
their investigation of the influence of the Coriolis force.
These results only apply if the Coriolis force is negligible
in determing the flow pattern. As stated by Csanady(l973)
this cannot be rigorously proved. The physicar.meaning of
comparing basin width and radius of deformation to determine
the importance of the Coriolis force is admittedl1 an unresolved
point of present day modeling. The width of a basin may
nlausibly limit the development of transverse motion. Exactly
how this is manifested into an understahding of the influence
of the Coriolis force is not physically understood.
Blanton(1974),has observed that within the frictional
boundary layer rectilinear currents predominate and outside
this region rotary motion is increased. Friction appears
to be a signific~nt parameter in impairing the existence of
rotational motion.
Csanady(1973),has illustrdted that frictional(decay) and
rot2tional(period) time scales are comparable for the Great
Lakes. "The rotation of the quasi-steady flow pattern may be
.>
5observable ••• it is unlikely that such rotation could be
followed for a prolonged period."
Rotation of the second-class type stated by Ball(1965) and
Lamb(1932) for these prescribed geometric conditions is not
likely to be found as a result of frictional influences.
In conclusion,the neglect of the eartns rotation is a
workable approximation but it cannot be rigorously substantiated.
2. Topography
Of particular interest when considering topography is
the Taylor-Proudman constraint;transport is directed along
contours of constant depth in accordance with observations.
The Taylor-Proudman restraint may be a useful concept in the
modeling of streamline patterns of circulation.
The effect of a variable depth basin and how this may be
formulated in the equations of motion and continuity was
investigated by Csanady(1973). In a nonrotating basin of
constant depth the forced response is a ~set up",a constant
nonzero slope balancing the wind stress. In this case transport
is eouEI to zero, for a constant denth. ]~or a basin of variable
depth the "set un" is accompanied by an additional forced
flow pattern. Csanady(1973) then states that this consideration
yields the transport as a function of time ,for a variable depth
b~sin. This conjecture by Csanady(1973) of an additional
forced flow pattern and a time-dependent transport for a
time-independent elevation distribution does satisfy the
governinr equations but the physical meaning of this model
is not clearly understood.
6In addition. to bottom to!llgragFhyIth~ surface.:onf1guratiOD
must als0 be conRi~~~eo in the general formulation of t~e
model. ~o annly wine stress on a level surface ona must assume
the ri['id lid anpr0xiJ'lation. Ball(1965),claimed that surface
gravity waves may be neglected if "e" is small.
Here,g is g~vityI~ t~p h~s~n aepth,L the ha~in width,
and f is thf' ro n ....11"1
'
.; c" n'1.T'p,1'I'1et",r. '!'his ratio is the ;:Jquare of"
t',-", rRti 'J of the fu't'darnental seiche period to the inertia.l
period. The dimensionless number tie" has also been used by
Cspnaey(1965 ) Ian~ ~ ~ )'resented on page 4 of this naper.
3. Stratification
Wct~IJti.picat4.nNN if: ~ vertWi~fWlly sensitive Jpa.rame~er and
m~~T "'e related to the vertical flux of momentum. 'I'he central
~roblem in e"tWr~ry wind driven ?!'!odel of circulation' is the
turbulent eYchan.ge of momentu"'l i.n the vertic~ldireoDtion.
T'te ~i~tribution of the ~ur!"ent }low ts dependent on
the stratification which restricws the vertical ma~ionand
the effective influence of wind str~ssEsee Bennett ~9i4F.
Of particular i.m-portance is the infl'Uence of wU'Id
mixing in ~ shallow basin. How effective is the pene_ration
of a t1J.rbulent layer j n,to a stratified fiuid?Kato and
'.TIhillips(1969) from exnerimental results have proposed a
methnd to detennine the centh of mixing.
The rate of increase with time of the surface mixed
layer under the influence of wind is
n(t} = U*(15'l'*IN0 2)1/3,
here T* is the duration o~ the wind,No the buoyancy frequen~yI
1.1* the frictional ve10city,and D the depth o-r the mixed layer.
• 5 -2 -1~or the values ~ = 10 ~ec.Iko ~ 2.7-10 sec. ,and
u. = lcmLsec.Ithede~th of the homogeneous layer is 12.5m.
7A further consideration of strati~ication is the ~hysical
-process of diffusion. S"i.nce we are als() dea.ling with a
dynamical system it will be usef'll to iJ:'lV8stigate a.lso the
de~endence of shear on relative diffusion. The following
references give an historical development of the 1nfluancfl
of shear on relative diffusion. For a more inclusive 1n.veetigation
see Kullenberg(1972).
Ta_ylor(195,1) introduced the idea of shear-diffusion. in
"'is investip:ation of flow through a nine.
k x = lOu*a
Pere .k
x
is the longitudinal diffupi~.n c<,efficient ,u* the'
frictionr.tl ve1ocitY,and a the radius of the ni'Pe.
FiV'Uwv (195 Q,) concluo~« that. the shear effect d.ominates
t're horizontal diff1;..lsion pft9r an initiB.l neriod.
") "
"Slder( 195 9) cla i.WDWNp~N +het d isnersion is determined by the
c"~lWDj_r."Dc act.;. -on ':If lateY'81 !3iffusion and advecti0l"J. of the
mean !'low. Elder defined t:he effective longitudinal diffusion as
k x = 5. 9u*11 ,
1tvhere 11* ts the frictional velocity,an0
ae~MMnEl9S2F consi,::lered diffusion
r'l1"';v"m lake circulation and formulated
h the denth of the channel.
for the cas 2 of ,,'lind
"Ghe following equations.
k = mu*z7.
mhe eXTJ:ressions Rre defined as hpfore w:L th the ad.~iti.on of .J'i
a
8'1d"w which nre rep'Jectively the density of air and we-otero
[\1"'\0 11 is the wino velocity,'"!' the wiYlo stress,and kziS the
vertical diffuf'i.on.
ne8con has exnerime:ntRlly found typi cal values of vertical
and h0rizontRl diffusion,k := ?Dlllcm2Lsb~c. and k ::.1 to 1.5 cm2jsecx - - z -.
~Tlatial nispersion f')r a f'iven time scale are 60m fo!' horizontal
(11 ffusion and 1.51'!\ for vertical diffusil':m.
Bowden(1965) has concluded that dispersion is inversely
nroportional to the vertical diffusion.
The a~aarent horizontal diffusion is interpreted b~
Kulletiberp(1972) Bgan effect of the combined action of vertical
niffusion and aflvection due to the mean flow. C)mall scales
~ffDed~ t'tp (li.ffusion,IFlrp'e sceles affect the advection. For
~mqlN diffusion times the small scale determines the dispersion
at the initial time,the large scale merely advects the whole
spot. For large diffusion times,the lar~e scale components
of the motion are important for dispersion.
Blanton.and Murthy(1974) have observed that high shear
vR.111es usually do not coincide with high winds, but are usually
related to the inability of the nearshore currents to adjust
to a slowly varying wind regime. Simple momentum arguments
suggest that the time for adjustment decreases as water denth
nearshore dec~eases.
For a shallow water basin the time scales of diffusion
may be considerably reduced yielding the large scale
advection nronerties of flow. From considerations of the
development of dispersion relationships it appears that
relative diffusion is less effective than meandering as a
means of disnersion.
In addition to meandering the nrocess of wind mixing is
also a dominant condition to determine stratification. For
a given time scale and a shallow water basin of weak
stratification the approximation of a homogeneous fluid may be
a valiri assumption.
In summary a basin of shallow depth has a relatively
small adjustment time scale to a transient wind field. The
time scale is decreased under these conditions allowing the
effect of meandering and wind mixing to intensify the
mixing process.
94. Friction
Frictional effects apnear to become .predominant in
the monel of a shallow water basin. The ~kma.n number as
an indicptor of frieti.onal influence suggests that theflMr
~ttern mav not have an outer ree-ion that is inviscid(see
,T'-"'o.cobs ,1974). liIor a basin af typical horizont~.l and
vertic?l length scales of 2 krn. and 10 m. respectively
what -:f' imnlien V'·hen oefinir.€, n frictional layer in terms
0-: an bkIIW"D~ nU!lber? This ,!uestion becQllJles significant
..
"-'l"2!n co""D.sj.E~eri ng prevo;, ">us ane.lyst g of the influencet>f
f~iction on rotptt~n.
T~o. rs.te of tr~npaort is recuced 'by bottom !,riction.
The friEDti.c~ tsrm ::lay' be definnn in terms of a dr:=':.g
~oefficientIa con~tant tlo-,Ft .; ~ 8 reci TJrocal of the time
2DED~lp i1"1 y··~iEDt .., "D~DTeTf t::rpr""' ....ol'"t 'D"'ttoT'r, would be reduced'.
f!\his mocel w'; 11 util';.ze this conce-pt and nefine the rate of
~ec8.v ':.nf t::rans'Port i?" terms of linear friction.
r;sWW>naEF~r("! 0'73) hae: nr0'10Se0 that the effect of' friction
renucp.,,- +he mrtf:'"J'1';. "tll~e but ,'Ioes not alter the gener8.1 flow
...I~ttprn. S:i'Tlonf'(1?7d),ir 111.? lDFDNrW"~~l.inpD of ana.lytic8.1 ::tnc
rNlNDvDeW>riED~.N theory ,hB.S f'i--::i l!trly cr)ncluded that fricti.on has
0"1Jy n ~uaWrWtitetive influence on circulation.
~~orNel theory tha.t has considered friction, Paskausky (1974 ),
an'" c;imons(1911,J07?),has normally been solved by numerical
t;~~hniDguefD. These formulations are not of simple form and
-n;:oy not be checked against fiel~ observations easily for
they lack nrvsical rellref'entation of thle dynamics of th~
T'roblem.
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III. Formulation of the problem
Time-dependent tr~nsnort is dependent upon the pressure and
wind stress terms of the ~eneral Navier Stokes equation. The
following model utilizes the concent of a transport "decay constant"
as was proposed by Csanady(1973). In addition the time constant
for the equilibrium slope("set up") to be established is
represented in the equation of motion. This model does not
yield an explicit solution for the transpQrt but attempts to
give an insight into the growth and decay of the equilibrium
surface.
For a linear model assuming the hydrostatic approximation
and neglecting the Coriolis acceleration and stratification the
de~th integrated equations of motion and continuity are
(1 )
(3 )
dV/dt ::: -gh dh*/dY + Ty/f '
dU/vX + dV/dY = -dh*/i)t
wher~ \..1 and V are trans port comnonents (x and y res pectively) , Tx
an'1 "'y are wino stress components,g is g-ravity,J is density,h
is '.<,rater de-pth and h* is elevation frOM equilibrium.
1. Initial Period
';;;;';"'---'- -----
During the initial perio~ a constant wind stress acts on
a still basin I"lTonucin{" a ttme denendent transport. The equations
of moti~n and continuity for the jn~tjMN rerio~ are
(1.1)
11
(2.1)
(3.1 ) i> rr IJx + d V IdY = -.ah*lot , l~t<NLkND
where kl is the reciprccal of the time scale to attain the
equilibrium slope.
2. ~ater Period
After some int tie] period thE! transport will be reduced
by bottom friction. During this later period of the model,
line"r friction is introduced into the governinG equations
"'ner. thst
(5 \
, j t
'Nhf'ro F' a~ld F are the x and y comtJonents of frictiontand k')
x .Y <-
is tte reciprocal of the time scale for the eauilibrium slone
t; v".nish. The p.:overninp equatJio!g~ for this later period ar!'>
O. ? )
or,
( '). -; \
. '. )
(1, -,)
, ~L •• I
0 == -gh ~h*Ldu ;- Tx~ Fx
0 ::: -ph Jh* /J x + T ~ - FyY
t
3. Intermediate Period
l,Vhen both the ini tiel time dependent and frictional
transports are imT'ortant in determining the flow 'Cattern the
erouations of mot jon and 0,ontinuity are
12
(J .t )
(2.4)
or,
( d/ t + k )LT :::: -gh dh*/dX + T x/P?
E~L t k" )V := Jt~h ~h* /J Y + 'p /.. y f ,
(1. ') ) k,TJ +
(.., t;)
,I ._ ;
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4. Determination.2! Time Seales
From geometrical considerations of a basin of length L,
the transport is defined as
(6 ) U = (uh}t = 1/4 h*L
~he slo~e of the surface is
•
B = h*/(L/2) •
In addition to the above form the sl.Qpe......ma.y be expressed
as an Ekman slope:
(8) B = 3/2 TIP g,h .
Combining these three equations yiEdds
k l = l6up gh
2/3TL 2 ,
where k1 is the reai nrocal of the time flcale for the equilib;rium
8No~e to be established. For a basin 17km in length and with a
constant wind stress of 2gm/cm-sec 2 ,the period to attain a steady
ctpte slo~e is 103 seconds.
Frict;.on will tend to bring the surface level back to the
original condition of zero slo"ge. An aJlproximate' order of
magr~itude for thi s perjod may be found byassumil1f'
(IO) k? == 16upP'"h 2/3Tb1?
(lJ) Tb = (] u
2 (bottom stress),d
'''l'1e''''e k", i.s the reci nror.al of the time scale for the equilibrium
~ 3
slone to be zero. For the vRlues,z=200cm,Cd=2·10- (bottom
f!r8F coefficient),u=lOcm/sec,the time for this current to decay
4~ r:- ~J"""Dproximatelv 10' seconc.e.
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5. General S.olutio!!
The xJcomTDlon~Wlt f)f the lineaWri~ed equation of motion is
where A i q t'lte EDon~H~nt ed,'ly ~ri~cosij;y coefficient ,and k is
+'-\p reci. T'lroca' of the time scalf'> to reach an eauil i brtum
the transier+ ner-i on +l--.e surface slope is a function
of time:
-e ~hExItFL~x == R(Y) M(t)
Apcume t'1A velo("i ty h8.S a solntion of thp form,
(I.R) u ~ M(t) F(z)
TT."on substi tution of the solution form into the generr'.l
equation(l J;) yields,
(1.9) kF ( z) == H + AIf iF ( z ) Ie z 2
(1.10) "F(e) = 0 and
Solvi.n€," equation (1.9) by use of the Lanlace transform yields,
(1.11)
(I.)?)
L ( kF (z) = H + Alp ill' (z) L~ z 2 ) t
"== ( kF(s) = pis -I- A/p (f"IP(s)) ) ,
15
(1.13)
(1.14 )
(1.1!O
(1.16)
(1.171
(1.18)
1(8) =-(H/s FLEA~ 2 k)e
-
"E'
F(z) = I,-l( fE~ )g(s) ) :: FfErFgE~rF tiu
0
fez) = L-1 ( -H/s ) =
- H
g(z) = L-1 ( NLEA~IWs2 - )c) ) ,
= l/k (Pk/A)1/2 L-l ( (Yk/A)1/2/(s2 -Pic/A) ) ,
g( z) = l/k (J> k/A )1/2 sinh ( (Pk/A )1/2 z ) ,
~ . .
:F(z) =f-H/k (Pk/A);I/2 si.nh( (Pk/A)1/2 (Z-l1) ) dU,
6
(.1.20 ) F(z) = -H/k (1 - cosh( (Jk/A)1/2 z )
•
The velo~ity is defined as,u = F(z) M(t),thue
(1.21 ) u = -H( M(t)/k )( 1 - ooSh( ;(jkXA)1/2 z)
•
By definition H is of the form,
H = ( -g 6h/C>x )!M(t) ,
and the derived solution is of the form,
u = (H/k) M(t) •
Consi.der an inspectional analysis f'om! of the general
governing equationEl.~FW
(1.24 ) (ku)k'u' = -(g h/x)e' dhDlc~xD +
---' . __ . __ . . JJJJJJJ~._JJ
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From a general comparison of terms of equation (1.24},the
general form of velocity(u) and the depth{D),the following
relationships may be formulated:
(1.25 )
or,
where,
u = ( gh )/ (xli ) ,
(1.27) •
T~e velocity form represented by equation (1.25) concurs
with equation (1.8') and the general derived form of velocity
expressed by equation (1.23).
~_._J~JJJJJJJJJJ_.._JJJJ~JJJJJJJJJ~JJJJJ _..------- -----
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'J1he ",,:fect of' rot~ltlJ"mI~troti.fic!"ltionIfrjcti!Fn ~nil topop'ranhy
o~ the €"pn"DDDDD~_D flow nattern have been i:rvestir-"ten for a
c-,hpl1ow V"p.tClr bapjn. In conclnsion,the influence of rotation
8.nri s:rpt-tfic8.tion are nep'leC't,f"r1 :in t"'ce analytic'·l model of
V'li nn -; nil uc.., il flow.
I'flhe ~DFrioli8 "'1arRmeter is omitten since the local acceleration
is consit'ierpbly la!'"f'"er in m8Fni..tude than the Coriolis acceleration.
'flhe influence of rotation mFty induce second-clasp modes of
opcillation,'r1owever frictional forc'-'s w:ill probably dissipate
these rotational mones.
Wind mixin~ ann meandering are the predominant factors to
aetermine the extent of stratific2ti0n. From ~eometrical
cor.sirerations thp tiMe-scale of Cliffusion is reouceCl letting
the larger scale ef'fpcts of advection dominate the diffusion
nroce~s. With thp e~fect of advective mixing and the vertical
~W..
nenetration of wind stress the approximation of a homogeneous
fluid may be a valid assumption for an tnitialy weakly
stratified shallow fluid.
The concept of introducing time constants into the equations
of motion yields an understanding of thE! establishment and decay
of the wind-induced sloning surface. Time constants are
.<.'
rlefined as the perioe to attain an equilibrium balance
between the pressure and frictional forces of the general
Navier Stokes equation. ~~en the above forces are in balance
the transnort for this steady state cQndition is zero. Friction
is incorporated into the transient state pattern in terms of
a negative transport function. The combined transnort function
defined by time constants is an attemnt to give a general insight.
into the balance of forces for a wind generated flow.
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1'his model,being two-dimensianal and linear,does not admit
a complete understanding of the general ~henomenon of circulation.
The concept of a constant eddy viscosity may be an over
simplification of the problem. The eddy viscosity should be a
function of depth for motiqn is generated at the surface by
"
wind and inhibited at the rigid bottom. Other inherent limitations
of the model are the assumptions not to consider advective
terms and horizontal diffusion,both of which may become
significfLl"'t in the nroximity of the boundaries.
Of special interest in the dynamics of shallow water
flow is the condition of a basin composed of a narrow channel
\":1 th shallow outer repians. From momentum nri-nci nles a
reduction of water level may alter the flow -pattern of circulati,on.
Precini tation formula ten into the continuity equatidm may ~lso be
an imnortp,'nt consideration when investigating a shallow water
basin.
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APPENDIX
Formulation of the model equations of motion and continuity
for a homogeneous,linear,and frictionless fluid are
du/dt :::: JlL~ dP/dX
at t::O,apply wind stress,Tx
ou/dt :: -1/9 o.pL~x ... 1/9 dTx/aZ
assume the hydrostatic a~poximat4onI
GlU/dt = -g ah/dx + 1/1' car ,,/dz
x
integrate over depth,
5da/at dz = -g R~hLifx dz + lL.pgaTxL~Z dz
using Leibniz's rule and neglecting nonlinear terms and defining
transport as,
U :: 5u dz
yields,
(1) aU/dt = -gh ~n*/dx + Tx/p
where T
x
is the x-component of wind stress,h the depth and 11* the
elevation from equilibrium.
Continuity for a homogeneous fluid is:
oJ"!bt + )' (ou/ax + dV/dy) = 0
integrating over depth and defining transport as,
U :: f U dz
V =Jv dz
qpply Leibniz's rule and neglecting nonlinear terms yields,
(3) -dh*/dt = drL~x + av/cy
20
A~pendix continued.
Effect af Coriolis foree:An approximate eomparison of the
Coriolis acceleration and local acceleration in terme of the
radius of deformationICsanad~EN9TPF.
The depth integrated linearized equations of metion and
continuity with the hydrostatic ap~roximation are:
(1)
(?)
dU/dx -4- aV/dY = -dh*/dt
introducing the Corialia parameter and considering a long basin,
(1.1)
(2.1)
(3.2 )
ou/dt - -rv = -gh dh*/cx + T 19x
fU = -gh oh*f~y
v = S5 ~Lot (oh*lay) dyn;St
v = J.5 0/Ct ( fTJ / gh) dydy
if y,the basin width is sma-II comna-red to the radius of deformation,
E~hFNL2LfIthe Coriolis acceleration may be ne~lected in compariso~
with the local acceleration.
---------------------_.._-_ ..__..---------
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